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Summary 

This Summary is intended to set the scene. Detailed factual references will be found 
throughout the Report. 

Home Office official Christopher Galley leaked some Restricted papers to Opposition 
spokesman Damian Green MP, who passed the documents to the Daily Mail and other 
newspapers. The Home Office asked the Cabinet Office to investigate 31 unauthorised 
disclosures from the Home Office. The Cabinet Office invited the Metropolitan Police 
Service’s Counter Terrorism Command SO15 to investigate these and several other leaks, 
possibly from the Home Office, which included material classified as Secret. Internal 
investigators pinpointed Christopher Galley as responsible for a handful of leaks of non-
secret material. The Crown Prosecution Service told SO15 that it was not possible to 
prosecute Christopher Galley under the Official Secrets Act but that he might have 
committed the crime of misconduct in public office. SO15 arrested Christopher Galley and 
obtained a warrant to search his home. The Home Office gave consent, without requiring a 
search warrant, for Christopher Galley’s workplace to be searched. The police decided to 
arrest Damian Green for aiding, abetting, counselling or procuring misconduct in public 
office by Christopher Galley. A judge granted a search warrant for Damian Green’s homes 
and constituency office on the basis of police information alleging leaks of secret papers. 
SO15 pressed the Serjeant at Arms for consent to search Damian Green’s parliamentary 
office. The Clerk of the House told the Serjeant she had the delegated authority to permit a 
search of a Member’s office, if the Speaker agreed. The Serjeant gave the police her consent 
and informed Mr Speaker Martin, who assumed that the police must have had a warrant. A 
search of Damian Green’s office in Parliament was then carried out. The House voted to 
establish a Committee to review the internal processes of the House administration for 
granting permission for a search of a Member’s office in the Parliamentary Estate. After the 
narrow defeat in the House of an amendment to remove the restriction which would have 
prevented the Committee from starting work before the criminal inquiry was completed, 
the main Opposition parties refused to take part in the work of the Committee, which was 
never convened. Damian Green’s lawyers argued that material seized in the search was 
covered by parliamentary privilege. About twenty documents among those seized were 
identified by House officials as proceedings in Parliament, covered by privilege, and 
returned to Damian Green by the police. The police submitted the case papers to the 
Director of Public Prosecutions, who decided that the evidence did not meet the threshold 
required for prosecuting misconduct in public office. All criminal charges against both 
Damian Green and Christopher Galley were dropped. The Home Office dismissed 
Christopher Galley for gross misconduct. The present Committee was established three 
months later, a few weeks after Mr Speaker Martin’s resignation. 
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1 Introduction 

What this Report is about 

1. At about 2.08 pm on Thursday 27 November 2008, officers from SO15, the Counter 
Terrorism Command of the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS), began a search of the 
offices of Damian Green, the Member of Parliament for Ashford, in Portcullis House on 
the Parliamentary Estate. 

2. Our terms of reference, as set out in an Order of the House of 13 July 2009, are to review 
the internal processes of the House administration for the granting of permission for the 
search of a Member’s office on the Parliamentary Estate by the police and the seizure of 
material therein, to consider any matter relating to privilege arising from the police 
operation, and to make recommendations for the future. 

3. This Report examines the background to the police search, and its aftermath. We 
comment upon the conduct of certain persons, and we make recommendations for the 
future. In addition to the oral and written evidence taken by this Committee, we have 
benefitted greatly from four earlier reports on aspects of the matter before us: 

Fourth Report of Session 2008-09 from the House of Commons Home Affairs 
Committee, Policing Process of Home Office Leaks Inquiry, HC 157, published 16 
April 20091 

Tenth Report of Session 2008-09 from the House of Commons Public 
Administration Committee, Leaks and Whistleblowing in Whitehall, HC 83, 
published 10 August 20092 

Her Majesty’s Inspector of Constabulary Review of the lessons learned from the 
Metropolitan Police Service’s investigation of Home Office leaks, by Denis 
O’Connor, Her Majesty’s Chief Inspector of Constabulary (the O’Connor Report) 
published 12 October 20093 

Review of Operation Miser by (now Sir) Ian Johnston, Head of ACPO Crime 
Business Area and Chief Constable of British Transport Police, dated 14 December 
2008 (the Johnston Report), published 12 October 2009.4 

4. Parliamentary privilege is an essential and sometimes misunderstood component of the 
British constitution. It is essential for Members of Parliament to be free from the threat of 
prosecution for what they say in Parliament, and for Parliament itself to control its own 
proceedings and its own premises, in order to fulfil its democratic function. There is no 

 
1 Cited in footnotes to this Report as HAC Report 

2 Cited in footnotes to this Report as PASC Report 

3 Cited in footnotes to this Report as O’Connor Report 

4 Cited in footnotes to this Report as Johnston Report; the Review of Operation Miser, dated 14 December 2008, was 
published in slightly redacted form on 12 October 2009 as Annex A to HMIC Review of the lessons learned from the 
Metropolitan Police Service’s investigation of Home Office leaks (the O’Connor Report) — most of the redactions are 
of names of officials below ACPO (Association of Chief Police Officers) rank and also cover legal advice and certain 
other sensitive matters.  
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personal immunity from the criminal law for a person just because they are a Member of 
Parliament. How to reconcile freedom and responsibility remains as topical a subject now 
as at any time in the past centuries of democratic development in this country. 

5. It is necessary to examine each link in the chain that led from some Home Office leaks to 
the Metropolitan Police search of a Member’s office in Parliament. It may help if we 
indicate in short form the sequence of the principal events: 

TIMELINE 

Wednesday 8 October 2008 Chris Wright, Cabinet Office, writes to Assistant Commissioner 
Robert Quick 

Wednesday 29 October 2008 Chris Wright writes to Deputy Assistant Commissioner Cressida 
Dick 

Wednesday 19 November 2008 Christopher Galley arrested

Wednesday 26 November 2008 Serjeant at Arms talks privately to Speaker 
Police “Gold Group” meets twice 
Police visit Serjeant at Arms 
Serjeant at Arms calls on Clerk of the House 
Serjeant at Arms completes conversation with police 
Serjeant at Arms phones Speaker  
Prorogation of Parliament 

Thursday 27 November 2008 Serjeant at Arms phones Speaker 
Serjeant at Arms signs consent form 
Damian Green arrested 
Damian Green’s parliamentary office searched by police 
Clerk of the House summons Serjeant at Arms 
Speaker’s Office phones Speaker 

Wednesday 3 December 2008 State Opening
Speaker makes statement to the House 

Monday 8 December 2008 Speaker issues Protocol
House votes to establish Committee 

Thursday 2 April 2009 Last sift by House officials of material seized by police to indentify 
proceedings in Parliament  

Thursday 9 April 2009 Metropolitan Police pass file to Director of Public Prosecutions

Thursday 16 April 2009 Director of Public Prosecutions announces decision not to charge 
either Christopher Galley or Damian Green 

 

6. At the outset of his evidence to this Committee Malcolm Jack, the Clerk of the House 
and Chief Executive of the House of Commons Service, made an apology without 
reservation—  

I would like to put something on the record because this is the first opportunity I 
have had to say anything in public. As head of the House service I would like to say 
that I am sorry that this matter was not better handled. I think I ought to put that on 
record. I hope the Committee will accept that apology. In accepting the apology, I 
hope the Committee will also accept from me, and I am sure that many Members 
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here will recognise what I am going to say, that the staff here are very loyal; loyalty is 
one of the main characteristics of the House staff. They act, to the best of their 
abilities in good faith and impartially. I just thought I ought to put that on the record 
as the head of the service but I make the apology without reservation.5  

7. The Serjeant at Arms, Jill Pay, also apologised at the commencement of her evidence— 

I assure the Committee that I acted in good faith and I take full responsibility for my 
actions. However, I am very sorry that my actions have caused anxiety and distress 
among Members. With hindsight it is clear to me that I should not have accepted the 
duty of confidentiality placed on me by the police. I should have discussed the matter 
fully with the Clerk of the House on the evening of Wednesday 26 November, after I 
met with the investigating police officers. I deeply regret that error of judgment.6 

8. It is also important to underline that, while the civil servant in the case was dismissed for 
gross misconduct, criminal charges were not brought against him or against Damian 
Green who is in law entirely innocent in this matter. 

2 Leaks, Government and the Police 

What’s wrong with leaking 

9. In its Report on Leaks and Whistleblowing in Whitehall, the Public Administration Select 
Committee recognised that leaks are an “occupational hazard” in government, but its 
conclusion was that— 

 Leaks are damaging to trust within government and trust in government. In 
particular, they endanger ministers’ confidence in an impartial Civil Service.7 

10. The Public Administration Select Committee made several recommendations aiming 
to balance civil servants’ duty of confidentiality with robust protection for whistleblowers 
acting in the public interest.8 In its own investigation into Policing Process of Home Office 
Leaks Inquiry, the Home Affairs Committee stated— 

We do not condone the unauthorised disclosure of departmental information; this is 
an abuse by officials of their positions of trust, and we support the use of disciplinary 
action in such instances. We also understand the corrosive effect that persistent 
leaking of information has on the efficient working of departments, not least as it 
sows mistrust between Ministers and officials.9 

 
5 Q 216 

6 Q 699 

7 PASC Report, paras 8, 12 

8 PASC Report, pages 34 to 39 

9 HAC Report, para 13  
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The leaks from the Home Office 

11. A number of leaks during 2007 and 2008, apparently emanating from the Home Office, 
led to mounting concern over whether the department could keep effective control over 
sensitive information. Sir David Normington, the Home Office Permanent Secretary, 
described to the Home Affairs Committee conversations he had had with the then Home 
Secretary (Rt Hon Jacqui Smith) where they exchanged their “frustration and anger” over 
what was happening— 

From my point of view that is despicable, it is disloyal, it is completely undermining 
the work of the Home Office and it is completely unacceptable, I do not need to be 
told that by the Home Secretary.10 

12. Apparently there had been 31 leaks of information from the Home Office over the four 
years up to September 2008, of which 20 had occurred between February 2006 and 
September 2008; all of the leaks, with the exception of one marked ‘secret’, were either 
‘unclassified’ or ‘restricted’.11  

The Home Office asks the Cabinet Office 

13. The Home Office tried first to identify the leaker(s) using its own resources. When that 
approach was not successful, the Home Office turned for help to the Cabinet Office. The 
Home Affairs Committee expressed concern that officials may have given an exaggerated 
impression of the damage done by the leaks.12 We share that concern and we consider that 
Home Office officials were at fault in allowing an exaggerated impression to be formed 
by the Cabinet Office of the damage done by the leaks.  

The Cabinet Office asks the Metropolitan Police (8 October 2008) 

14. The Cabinet Office contacted the Metropolitan Police in late September or early 
October 2008.13 Following the initial conversations, Chris Wright, then Director of Security 
and Intelligence at the Cabinet Office, wrote on 8 October 2008 to Robert Quick, then 
Assistant Commissioner for Special Operations in the Metropolitan Police Service, to ask 
the Metropolitan Police to investigate.14  

 

 

 

 
10 HAC Report, Q 14 

11 O’Connor Report, para 7.1.2 According to Denis O’Connor, the vast majority of the Home Office leaks were of a low 
security classification, and the one previously classified as Secret no longer posed a threat to national security at the 
time of referral (O’Connor Report, para 8.1.2) For the six leaks investigated by the police see the extract from the 
DPP statement of 16 April 2009 below after paragraph 25 of this Report. 

12 HAC Report, para 13 

13 Ev 161 (Robert Quick) para 1 

14 PASC Report, Ev 68 to 69. Chris Wright moved on in 2009 from the Cabinet Office to a post in the Ministry of 
Defence; Robert Quick resigned as Head of Special Operations at the Metropolitan Police Service in April 2009. 
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CABINET OFFICE: CONFIDENTIAL INVESTIGATIONS — NOW UNCLASSIFIED
 

8 September 2008 *
* Note: Date mistyped on original letter above. This should read 8 October 2008.

Leaks 
 
I am writing to ask whether you will consider agreeing to an investigation into a series of leaks, 
probably originating in the Home Office, which is causing considerable concern to the Cabinet 
Secretary. 
 
A number of recent leak investigations, including some conducted by your officers, have raised 
questions about the security of sensitive information in the Home Office. Whilst not all the leaks 
which concern us merit, taken individually, investigation by the police, we are concerned that there 
is an individual or individuals in the Home Office with access to sensitive material who is (are) 
prepared to leak that information. We are in no doubt that there has been considerable 
damage to national security already as a result of some of these leaks and we are 
concerned that the potential for future damage is significant†. The risk of leaking is having an 
impact on the efficient and effective conduct of Government business, affecting the ability of 
Ministers and senior officials to have full and frank discussions on sensitive matters and undermining 
necessary trust. You will not be surprised to hear that we are also concerned that there must be risk 
to information about sensitive operations which, if leaked, could give rise to grave damage. 
 
If you are content to agree to an investigation into these matters, my staff will be happy to brief 
your officers on the detail. Equally, I shall be happy to discuss with you any arrangements for the 
oversight of the investigation. 
 
Knowledge of this request is held very tightly here, in the Home Office and in the Security Service 
and will continue to be so. 
 
A copy of this letter goes on a personal basis to David Normington, Jonathan Evans and to Robert 
Hannigan and Ciaran Martin here. 
 
Information contained in this document may be subject to exemptions under the Freedom of 
Information Act (in particular the National Security exemptions in sections 23 and 24). Before 
considering information in this document for release under the Act, you should contact the 
Intelligence and Security Secretariat in the Cabinet Office for advice. 
 
Chris Wright 

† emphasis added 

 

15. Damian Green told us that the “very, very strong statement from the Cabinet Office” 
that there had been considerable damage to national security already as a result of some of 
these leaks was false: “it is quite clear both in the Johnston Report and in the DPP’s 
response that the idea that any of the leaks I was engaged with endangered national 
security was simply false”.15 The Home Affairs Committee described the impression given 
in the Cabinet Office letter that national security had been damaged by a Home Office 
leaker as “hyperbolic” and “unhelpful”.16  

16. Chris Wright later told Denis O’Connor, HM Chief Inspector of Constabulary, that it 
was in the minds of those involved at that stage that a fresh police investigation might find 
a single source both for the more recent Home Office leaks and for the previous cross-
government leaks of ‘Secret’ material with which they might have been associated.17 Sir Gus 

 
15 Q 7 

16 HAC Report, para 15 

17 O’Connor Report, para 7.1.6 
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O’Donnell, the Cabinet Secretary and Head of the Home Civil Service, told us that he took 
responsibility for the actions of his staff, and he argued that Chris Wright’s letter was 
correct in identifying that there had been damage to national security from the leaks. Sir 
Gus O’Donnell explained that the pattern of leaks emerging from late 2007 was very 
similar to that seen in an earlier period, from 2005 to 2007, of up to 40 leaks, possibly from 
the Home Office, including some leaks of highly sensitive material of importance to 
national security. The Cabinet Office did not, at the time they contacted the police, know 
the identity of the source of the leaks. Sir Gus O’Donnell further argued that “the letter 
from which Mr Green quoted was therefore correct in identifying that there had been 
damage to national security from these leaks”.18  

17. While we can understand the Cabinet Secretary’s concern arising from the wider 
pattern of previous leaks, the reference to national security in the letter from the 
Cabinet Office to the Metropolitan Police Service of 8 October 2008 was ill-judged. We 
agree with the Home Affairs Committee that giving the impression that national 
security had been damaged by the Home Office leaks was hyperbolic and unhelpful. 
Civil servants who perpetrate leaks are quite rightly liable to disciplinary action, with 
consequences up to and including dismissal. 

18. The second strand of the justification given in the 8 October letter for calling in the 
police was that— 

The risk of leaking is having an impact on the efficient and effective conduct of 
Government business, affecting the ability of Ministers and senior officials to have 
full and frank discussions on sensitive matters and undermining necessary trust. 

Sir Gus O’Donnell told us that this sentence provided an additional explanatory statement 
for the police.19 Deputy Assistant Commissioner John McDowall told us that the view of 
those making the allegation that the effective conduct of government was being 
undermined was “a subjective view and not one which we, the police, can actually form a 
view upon, because we simply have no experience of conducting effective government”.20 
Robert Quick, however, admitted that it was a consideration which influenced the 
investigation.21 In our view the impact of leaks on the conduct of Government business 
is not, and never can be, a sufficiently weighty reason in itself to justify a police 
investigation. 

Cabinet Office guidance 

19. The threshold for calling in the police to investigate leaks was set out in unpublished 
Cabinet Office guidance on leak investigations policy and procedures (GLIPP).22 Robert 
Hannigan, the Cabinet Office Head of Security, Intelligence and Resilience, told us that 
while the detailed guidance on investigations was in the process of being revised, new 

 
18 Q 818 

19 Qq 867 to 877 

20 Q 478 

21 Q 969 

22 The October 2008 version of guidance on leak investigations policy and procedures (GLIPP) supplied to us by the 
Cabinet Office was marked “restricted – policy” and is not published with this Report. 
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general guidance had been supplied to the Public Administration Select Committee.23 
GLIPP sets out the roles and corresponding responsibilities of all individuals in regard to 
combating and deterring leaking. The relevant passage of GLIPP from October 2008 stated 
that the police investigate cases that breach the Official Secrets Act “or involve criminal 
behaviour”, which Sir Gus O’Donnell suggested to us might cover, for example, insider 
dealing or leaking market-sensitive material.24 

20. In November 2009 the Cabinet Office produced a new guidance paper in a form 
suitable for publication, entitled “Official information: standards of conduct and 
procedures”, which has annexed to it the protocol on leak investigations recommended by 
Denis O’Connor, HM Chief Inspector of Constabulary.25 This new guidance states that “if 
a civil servant is found to have perpetrated a leak he or she can expect to face disciplinary 
action, with consequences up to and including dismissal”.26 The guidance requires a 
Department to make an impact and damage assessment that is both realistic and honest.27 
This impact and damage assessment will be “crucial” in deciding whether to refer a matter 
to the police.28 The new guidance states explicitly that embarrassment or reputational 
damage to the Government, or to a particular Department, would not provide sufficient 
grounds for referral to the police,29 and the guidance refers to HM Chief Inspector of 
Constabulary’s conclusion that— 

there should be a presumption in favour of the police not being involved unless there 
are (a) reasonable grounds for believing an offence under the Official Secrets Act 
1989 has been committed or (b) reasonable grounds for believing a serious criminal 
offence has been committed as an integral part of a leak(s), such as the example 
where an official is subject to bribery or corruption, or very exceptional cases which 
seriously threaten the UK in economic or integrity terms.30  

We wholeheartedly agree with the tone and content of the Cabinet Office guidance 
paper on official information standards of conduct and procedures, in the revised form 
issued in November 2009, and we endorse in particular the need for an honest and 
realistic assessment of any damage caused by leaks. 

National security leaks remain unsolved 

21. Sir Gus O’Donnell told us that it had been hoped that the investigation launched with 
the letter of 8 October 2008, taking as its starting point some of the embarrassing leaks, 
would lead to the source of the national security leaks from the earlier period. He admitted 
that “in that sense, the investigation failed” because the leaks admitted to by Christopher 

 
23 Q 833; the Cabinet Office guidance paper on official information: standards of conduct and procedures has been 

placed in the Library as DEP 2009-3046 HC Deb 11 November 2009 vol 499 col 411W and is cited in footnotes to this 
Report as DEP 2009-3046 

24 GLIPP para 4.1; Qq 856 to 861 

25 DEP 2009–3046; the Annex is the same as the Protocol at Annex B to the O’Connor Report, pages 61 to 63 

26 DEP 2009–3046, para 10 

27 DEP 2009–3046, para 18 

28 DEP 2009–3046, para 22 

29 DEP 2009–3046, para 22 

30 DEP 2009–3046, Annex A, footnote 4; Q 859; O’Connor Report, page 61 
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Galley did not cover national security.31 When giving evidence in December 2009, more 
than a year after the events which led to our inquiry, Sir Gus O’Donnell told us that he 
remained concerned about the source of those serious leaks, which had at that date still not 
been accounted for, even after the investigation and dismissal of Christopher Galley.32 We 
are concerned by the Cabinet Office’s continued failure to identify the source of other 
leaks across Government of more highly classified material.  

The Police and the Cabinet Office—scoping and negotiation 

22. Sir Gus O’Donnell told us that the Cabinet Office did not determine the conduct of the 
investigation, nor were they consulted by the police on the decisions to make arrests.33 As 
he put it, “you completely lose control when you hand over to the police”.34 He told us that 
if he had been consulted once the facts of Christopher Galley’s leaking had become known, 
he would personally have preferred taking disciplinary action under the civil service code 
to making arrests.35 It is clear, however, that the Cabinet Office remained in touch with the 
police after the 8 October letter, as a process of scoping and “negotiation” continued up to 
at least the time of Chris Wright’s second letter to the Metropolitan Police Service, sent on 
29 October 2008. 

23. Assistant Commissioner Cressida Dick, who was then Deputy Assistant Commissioner 
for Security and Protection, stood in for Assistant Commissioner Robert Quick in his 
absence from 9 to 24 October and remained involved in the case until about 12 November 
2008, when she handed over the supervision of the investigation to Deputy Assistant 
Commissioner John McDowall.36 Assistant Commissioner Cressida Dick told us that “we 
had not ruled out that whoever the suspect might be for those five linked [leaks] they could 
have been involved in others of the 31 [leaks], including those which might pertain to the 
Official Secrets Act”.37 Deputy Assistant Commissioner John McDowall told us that 
following the letter of 8 October from Chris Wright police officers had “negotiated” the 
scope of the investigation with the Cabinet Office, reducing its focus from some 32 leaks to 
“four or five that looked to be the most obvious points to go and investigate further”.38 

24. Although GLIPP prescribed the convening of a case conference, Robert Hannigan, the 
Cabinet Office Head of Security, Intelligence and Resilience, told us that in this case there 
were a number of informal meetings between Cabinet Office staff and the Metropolitan 
Police Service but no formal case conference, a difference which Robert Hannigan 
described as “very, very marginal”.39 We deplore the Cabinet Office’s failure to follow its 

 
31 Q 825 

32 Q 818 

33 Q 818 

34 Q 838 

35 Qq 838, 840 

36 Q 1087; Ev 162 paras 3 to 6; Ev 173 paras 4 and 5, Ev 174 para 16 

37 Q 1086 

38 Qq 452, 456; DAC John McDowall subsequently told the Committee (Q 458): “I do not think that “negotiate” is 
perhaps the best word. Certainly we discussed where we would start the investigation.” 

39 Qq 862 and 863 
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own guidance by not calling a case conference which could have ensured a properly 
balanced approach was taken to investigating the Home Office leaks. 

The Cabinet Office identifies the likely culprit  

25. In the meantime, a Cabinet Office internal investigator reported that, although he had 
not found hard evidence of guilt, Christopher Galley was likely to have been responsible for 
leaking the Home Secretary’s draft letter to the Prime Minister, which was the basis for the 
Daily Mail article on 1 September 2008.40 Christopher Galley was named as a strong 
suspect in four other leaks of ‘unclassified’ or ‘restricted’ material in the period October 
2007 to April 2008.41 Denis O’Connor considered that “ironically, the identification of 
Christopher Galley by an internal investigator illustrates the value of using the skills of an 
experienced investigator and reinforces the benefits of in-house capabilities”.42 The actual 
leaks associated with Christopher Galley are set out below. 

From DPP Statement, 16 April 2009: 
 
The police investigation focussed on six apparent leaks. 
 
Leak One: On 14 October 2007, an article by Ben Leapman was published in the Sunday Telegraph. 
It was about the asylum and immigration system. It referred to a leaked Home Office memorandum 
which, it was claimed, had been “seen by this newspaper”. There followed extensive quotes from the 
leaked document. The article reported that government critics claimed that the document exposed 
continuing failures in the asylum system even though the number of refugees entering the country 
was at a 14-year low. Mr Damian Green MP was quoted in the article as “the Conservative 
immigration spokesperson” commenting on “the chaos that still affects the asylum system”. He 
added that “Ministers have toughened up their rhetoric but underneath the same old policies are 
producing the same old results”. 
 
The leaked document was the “Asylum and Immigration High Level Monthly Performance Report 
July 2007”. It was marked “Restricted-Management”. A copy was recovered by the police from Mr 
Green's Parliamentary office bearing the name “Galley” in manuscript. In his interview with the 
police, Mr Galley denied passing this document to anyone. As noted above, Mr Green made no 
comment in interview. 
 
Leak Two: On 11 November 2007, an article by Justin Penrose was published in the Sunday Mirror. It 
alleged that up to five thousand illegal immigrants had obtained security jobs in the UK. The article 
went on to allege that “Officials failed to check if any foreign workers in the security industry were 
legally allowed to be in Britain … The scandal surfaced when the agency that vets security guards 
admitted it had not been checking if the applicants were in the country legally.” A spokesman for 
the Home Office was quoted as saying “Ministers have ordered checks on all existing security licence 
holders and these will be considered shortly.”. 
  
Follow up articles appeared in the Daily Mail on 13, 14 and 15 November 2007 referring to “leaked 
documents” and “a fresh Home Office document leaked to the Daily Mail last night". Mr Green is 
quoted in many of these articles. For example, the Daily Mail reported on 13 November 2007 that 
"Tory immigration spokesman Damian Green said last night: "The Home Secretary has been caught 
red-handed putting the short-term interests of the government before the long-term task of solving 
a real problem.”.” There were also follow up articles in The Times, The Independent, the Daily 
Express, the Daily Telegraph and the Evening Standard on 14 and 15 November 2007. 
 

 
40 Johnston Report, page 32. The investigator’s report was dated 24 October 2008 but Denis O’Connor indicates that 

this “revelation” [that Christopher Galley was the probable leaker] was known before the police met the CPS on 22 
October 2008.  

41 O’Connor Report, para 7.1.8 

42 O’Connor Report, para 8.1.4 
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The leaked document was a copy of high level submissions to Home Office Ministers in August 2007, 
updating them about various issues relating to Security Industry Authority (SIA) licences. It was 
marked “Restricted”. In his police interview Mr Galley admitted sending this document to Mr Green 
at the House of Commons. Mr Green made no comment in interview. 
 
Leak Three: On 10 February 2008, an article by Melissa Kite was published in the Sunday Telegraph. 
It was about an illegal immigrant working in the House of Commons and was based on leaked 
documents. The article claimed that “The Government stands accused of a cover-up after leaked 
documents, obtained by the Sunday Telegraph, showed that Liam Byrne, the immigration minister, 
was informed immediately of the case of the Brazilian woman, a cleaner, when she was arrested at 
Parliament 10 days ago. Yet the Home Office confirmed the security breach – one of the most serious 
to affect Westminster – only after being contacted by this newspaper last night.”.”  
 
The article carried comments from Mr Green in the following terms: “The Conservatives demanded 
urgent action to prevent further breaches. Damian Green, the shadow immigration minister, said: 
“Of all the Home Office disasters, this has the biggest security implications. Ministers like to talk 
tough about cracking down on employers but it is clear that the system is failing in our most 
sensitive buildings. What makes this even worse is that ministers' first instinct was to cover it up.”.” 
The leaked document was a copy of a report to Home Office Ministers dated 31 January 2008 about 
an investigation into an allegedly illegal worker at the Houses of Parliament. It was marked 
“Restricted-Investigation”. In his police interview, Mr Galley admitted posting this document to Mr 
Green and acknowledged that he “knew it would obviously end up in the press”. Mr Green made no 
comment in interview. 
 
Leak Four: On 20 April 2008, an article by David Leppard was published in The Sunday Times. It 
described a list of Labour MPs identified by the party Whip's office as “suspected of plotting” against 
the Counter-Terrorism Bill. The following week the same newspaper published another article by Mr 
Leppard referring to a “leaked Whitehall document marked restricted” and prepared for the Home 
Secretary. This was said to have suggested that the government might make concessions on its 
counter terrorism reforms to win over disaffected opponents. 
  
The leaked document was a Briefing on the Counter-Terrorism Bill marked “Restricted”. In his police 
interview, Mr Galley denied passing this document to Mr Green, but he did admit that he passed him 
a Whips’ list of the names of MPs who were undecided about their votes in respect of the Counter-
Terrorism Bill. Mr Galley told the Police that he had access to this document which was kept in a safe 
belonging to the Special Advisers: he admitted photocopying the list and handing it to Mr Green. Mr 
Green made no comment in interview. 
 
Leak Five: On 1 September 2008, the Daily Mail published an article based on a draft letter from the 
Home Secretary to the Prime Minister, which it claimed had been “leaked to the Daily Mail”, 
predicting that the credit crunch would lead to a rise in crime. A similar article appeared in the Daily 
Telegraph referring to a “leaked Home Office letter”. Mr Green was quoted in the Daily Mail in the 
following terms: “Damian Green, the Tory immigration spokesman, said: “This rips the veil off the 
complacent comments we have been getting from the Home Office ministers about how their 
performance is improving. It is clear that almost all areas of the Home Office things are going to get 
worse.”.” 
 
The leaked document was a copy of a “Draft letter to No 10” dated August 2008. It was not marked 
“Restricted”, but from its contents it would have been clear to anyone reading it that it was a 
confidential document. In interview, Mr Galley admitted passing this document to Mr Green. Mr 
Green made no comment in interview. A copy of the draft letter was found in Mr Green’s 
Parliamentary office. 
 
Leak Six: On 15 November 2008, the Daily Mail published an article by Christopher Leake based on a 
“leaked” Home Office document suggesting that the levels of most violent crime had risen under the 
Labour government. 
 
The leaked document was a Briefing Pack for incoming Ministers at the Home Office. It was marked 
“Restricted Policy”. In his police interview, Mr Galley denied leaking this document to anyone. Mr 
Green made no comment in interview. 
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26. Not all the leaks in question have since been accounted for, but the ones relevant to the 
search of Damian Green’s office have been largely admitted by Christopher Galley, an 
administrative officer in the Home Office with clearance to see documents with a security 
classification of up to ‘secret’.43 To that extent, it turns out that Chris Wright had been 
correct to say in his 8 October letter that that there was an individual in the Home Office 
with access to sensitive material who was prepared to leak; but none of these leaks 
attributed to Christopher Galley were of material classified ‘Secret’ and nor were any of 
them in fact “damaging” in terms of the Official Secrets Act (see paragraph 38 below). 
There was therefore no basis for the concern expressed in the 8 October letter that the 
potential for future damage was significant. 

The Police and the Crown Prosecution Service (22 October 2008) 

27. Following the identification of Christopher Galley as a suspect, police officers held a 
consultation with the Crown Prosecution Service on Wednesday 22 October, as part of 
their continuing scoping exercise. The consultation concluded that there did not appear to 
be sufficient evidence to constitute an offence under the Official Secrets Act 1989, but the 
behaviour of a serial leaker might amount to a common law offence of ‘misconduct in 
public office’.44 

28. Sir Gus O’Donnell mentioned the possible motivation of Christopher Galley in leaking 
Home Office documents: “the concerns here were not about the conduct of official 
business, but about procuring personal benefit, in this case employment, from the leaking 
of official material”.45 Robert Quick’s written evidence set out the “hypothesis” that Galley 
was being exploited but Sir Ian Johnston’s own assessment of the evidence was that “the 
relationship between the two was, if you like, at its worst equal but probably was driven 
more by Galley than by Mr Green”.46 As Damian Green told us, “over a two and a half year 
period we met on four occasions, and on all four occasions at his instigation I think, so the 
idea that there was some close permanent relationship between us was always false”.47 

29. In our view the Metropolitan Police made the wrong decision after their discussions 
with the Crown Prosecution Service on Wednesday 22 October 2008. We reach that 
conclusion for these reasons: the source of the leaks had been found, but not by the police; 
the damage done was not as severe as the Cabinet Office had made out; the evidence was 
not strong enough to use the Official Secrets Act; and nor was the evidence strong enough 
to support a successful prosecution for misconduct in public office.  

30. After Christopher Galley had been arrested and interviewed, the Metropolitan Police 
approached the Crown Prosecution Service for advice on the type of offence that might 
have been committed by the MP implicated by Christopher Galley. As far as Denis 

 
43 HAC Report, Qq 6-8, 19; according to Denis O’Connor, Christopher Galley was a Senior Personal Secretary in the 

Home Office Strategy Unit (O’Connor Report, para 7.1.3; Q 655). The Government Protective Marking Scheme has 
several levels, which go to higher and more sensitive levels than ‘Secret’. 

44 O’Connor Report, para 7.1.9; Ev 173 para 11, Q 1085 

45 Q 818 

46 Ev 163 para 9; Q 608 

47 Q 12 
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O’Connor could ascertain, the CPS were not asked for their views on proportionality or 
potential value.48 

Official Secrets and Parliamentary Privilege — the Sandys case 

31. The Official Secrets Act 1989 was a long-awaited and welcome improvement on the 
Official Secrets Act 1911, which notoriously provided in section 2 that wrongful 
communication of any official information was a misdemeanour punishable by 
imprisonment for up to two years.  

32. In his evidence to us, Damian Green referred to the Sandys case, which arose in the 
run-up to the Second World War from a clash between parliamentary privilege and the 
Official Secrets legislation then in force.49 On 27 June 1938, Mr Duncan Sandys raised a 
complaint on the floor of the House, as a matter of privilege, that the Attorney-General had 
asked Mr Sandys about the “highly secret” sources of information Mr Sandys had evidently 
used in a draft of a parliamentary question (about shortages of anti-aircraft guns and 
instruments) which Mr Sandys had enclosed in a letter to the Secretary of State for War.50 
Mr Sandys also complained that the Attorney-General had informed Mr Sandys that he 
had a legal obligation to reveal the sources of his information and that the Attorney-
General had threatened Mr Sandys with prosecution under section 6 of the Official Secrets 
Act 1920, punishable with imprisonment of up to two years ─ a threat subsequently 
withdrawn by the Attorney General, once Mr Sandys had sought the Speaker’s permission 
to raise the matter in the House.51 Sir Donald Somervell, the Attorney General, denied 
having used the Official Secrets Act to threaten Mr Sandys.52 

33. The House agreed on 30 June 1938 to a motion from Mr Sandys referring the detail of 
Mr Sandys’ allegations and the general question of the applicability of the Official Secrets 
Acts to Members to a special Select Committee on the Official Secrets Act.53 This Select 
Committee agreed a first report in August 1938, dealing with the actual case of Mr Sandys, 
and a further report in April 1939 addressing the general applicability of the Official Secrets 
Acts to Members of Parliament in the discharge of their parliamentary duties.54 In its 1939 

 
48 O’Connor Report, para 7.2.7 

49 Q 93; Ev 136 para 9 and Ev 137 para 16(5)(A); Ev 161 

50 Edwin Duncan Sandys, Baron Duncan-Sandys CH PC (24 January 1908 – 26 November 1987) was MP for Norwood 
1935–1945 and for Streatham 1950-1974. He was a Minister in successive Conservative governments in the 1950s and 
1960s. His first wife was Diana Churchill, daughter of Sir Winston Churchill. In one of the exchanges on the Sandys 
affair, Aneurin Bevan mentioned in passing that “The background of all this, of course, is that there has been going 
on what has been described in some circles as a Churchill espionage, and there have been attempts to trace those 
sources of the right hon. Member for Epping (Mr. Churchill)” (HC Deb 11 July 1938 vol 338 cols  997-998). 

51 HC Deb 27 June 1938 vol 337 cols  1534-1538 

52 HC Deb 27 June 1938 vol 337 cols  1538-1539; Donald Bradley Somervell, Baron Somervell of Harrow OBE, PC, QC (24 
August 1889 – 18 November 1960) was MP for Crewe 1931-1945 and Solicitor-General 1933-1936, Attorney-General 
1936 -1945 and Home Secretary in the short-lived Conservative caretaker government in 1945. 

53 HC Deb 30 June 1938 vol 337 cols  2155-237. A related complaint, that a military court had summoned Mr Sandys (as 
an officer in the Territorial Army) to appear before a military court considering the case of the Army officer who 
had passed the information to Mr Sandys, was considered by the Committee of Privileges and subsequently added 
to the terms of reference of the Select Committee on the Official Secrets Act (HC 146 of 1937-38 and HC Deb 29 June 
1938 vol 337 col 1919; 11 July, 1938 vol 338 cols  949-014; 18 July 1938 vol 338 cols  1807-14; and 19 July 1938 vol 
338, cols 2013-43). In relation to that case Sir Archibald Sinclair remarked “the achievement of the Committee of 
Privileges was this, that we reasserted and applied to new circumstances the vital principle that Members of 
Parliament must not be hampered or molested, or obstructed in the performance of their duties in this House by 
pressure from outside” (HC Deb 19 July 1938 vol 338 col 2017). 

54 HC 173 of 1937-38 and HC 101 of 1938-39 
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Report, the Committee stated its opinion that the soliciting or receipt of information was 
not a proceeding in Parliament.55 The Committee concluded — 

“it would be inadvisable to attempt by legislation or otherwise to define the extent of 
immunity from prosecution under the Official Secrets Act to which Members of 
Parliament are or ought to be entitled. It would be extremely difficult, if not 
impossible, to draw a line between acts which are or ought to be permissible and acts 
which are or ought to be criminal. The privileges of Parliament, like many other 
institutions of the British constitution, are indefinite in their nature and stated in 
general and sometimes vague terms. The elasticity thus secured has made it possible 
to apply existing privileges in new circumstances from time to time. Any attempt to 
translate them into precise rules must deprive them of the very quality which renders 
them adaptable to new and varying conditions, and new or unusual combination of 
circumstances, and indeed might have the effect of restricting rather than safe-
guarding Members’ privileges, since it would imply that, save in circumstances 
specified, a Member could be prosecuted without any infringement of the privileges 
of the House.”56 

34.  The continuing significance of the Sandys case was mentioned several times in 
evidence to us.57 In his written evidence, the former Clerk of the House Sir William McKay 
explained that the House had agreed with the 1938-39 select committee that the working 
definition of ‘proceedings’ should be extended to communications between one Member 
and another or between a Member and a minister so closely related to some matter 
pending in or expected to be brought before the House that they form part of the business 
of the House. 58  

Official Secrets and the Official Opposition 

35. Sir Gus O’Donnell quoted to us the remarks made (by Rt Hon David Davis, the 
Member for Haltemprice and Howden) in a BBC interview on 28 November 2008— 

Our job when this information comes to us is to make a judgment, is it in the public 
interest that this should be known publicly or not? In about half the cases, we decide 
not, because we think there are reasons, perhaps of national security, or military or 
terrorism reasons, not to put things in the public domain.59  

In his own written evidence to us, David Davis claimed that it was “much more common 
than is generally supposed” that a Member of Parliament decided to keep secret data 

 
55 HC 101 of 1938-39, para 16 

56 HC 101 of 1938-39, para 22 The Report was approved on 21 November 1939 after a short debate on a motion moved 
by the Prime Minister Rt Hon Neville Chamberlain (who was also Leader of the House), HC Deb 21 November 1939 
vol 353  cols 1071-84. 

57 Ev 136 para 9, Ev 137 para 16(5)(A), Ev 161, Ev 149-150 para 15 

58 Ev 150 para 15 

59 Q 819. Sir Gus O’Donnell did not refer to David Davis by name in evidence to us in December 2009, but he made 
similar points, referring to David Davis, in his oral evidence to the Public Administration Select Committee on 11 
December 2008 HC 83, Qq 5, 32, 55, 59-61, 72, 107. David Davis had been Shadow Home Secretary until he 
announced his intention on 13 June 2008 to resign his seat to fight a by-election. He was re-elected to the House on 
10 July 2008. 
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brought to them that was properly secret.60 Sir Gus O’Donnell told us that, while the David 
Davis interview might have exaggerated the proportion of leaks he had received dealing 
with national security, he would be very concerned if the true figure were half of that.61 He 
also agreed that David Davis’ claim on the BBC was made only after the arrest of Damian 
Green.62 The comments made by David Davis on the BBC, the day after the arrest of 
Damian Green, do not excuse the decision made by the Cabinet Office on 8 October to 
call in the police to investigate the apparent unauthorised disclosure of unclassified or 
restricted documents to certain newspapers.  

36. Damian Green had also made clear to us that he thought genuine security concerns 
ought to be respected— 

I think a responsible attitude of any politician of any party, but particularly an 
opposition politician receiving [leaks], is obviously to make a test of our national 
security, whether this endangers national security, or perhaps in particular whether it 
breaks the Official Secrets Act and clearly that would then be a criminal offence to 
make it public.63 

Reform of the Official Secrets Act 

37. The reform of the Official Secrets Acts was considered a number of times over the 
years, notably by the Franks Committee which reported in September 1972.64 The 
Government brought forward in 1988 a new legislative framework to protect official 
information. In introducing the Second Reading of the 1988-89 Official Secrets Bill, the 
then Home Secretary, Rt Hon Douglas Hurd, asked the House “to agree in principle that 
the criminal law should be prised away from the great bulk of official information”.65 Since 
then, the Freedom of Information Act 2000 has transformed the legislative framework 
within which sensitive official information is protected.  

38. Under the reformed Official Secrets Act, a person who is or has been a Crown servant 
or government contractor is guilty of an offence if without lawful authority he makes a 
“damaging” disclosure of any information in his possession by virtue of his official 
position: a disclosure is “damaging” if it would, or would be likely to, cause damage to the 
work of the security and intelligence services, or damage the capability of the armed forces 
to carry out their tasks, or lead to loss of life or injury to members of those forces or serious 
damage to the equipment or installations of those forces, or endangers the interests of the 

 
60 Ev 161 

61 Q 824 

62 Qq 819,820 

63 Q 7 

64 The Civil Service, Report of the Committee on the Civil Service chaired by Lord Fulton 1966-68, Cmnd 3638, June 
1968; Departmental Committee chaired by Lord Franks on Section 2 of the Official Secrets Act 1911, Cmnd 5104, 
September 1972; Report from the Royal Commission on Standards of Conduct in Public Life, chaired by Lord Salmon 
Cmnd 6524, July 1976; Home Office White Paper on Reform of Section 2 of the Official Secrets Act 1911, Cmnd 7285, 
July 1978. Will Owen, then Member for Morpeth, was acquitted in June 1970 of eight charges brought under 
section 1 of the Official Secrets Act in connection with allegations that he had passed classified information to 
Czechoslovak intelligence officers, including information contained in evidence to the House of Commons Estimates 
Committee. The House had agreed on 1 February 1970 that the Committee documents could be produced in court. 

65 HC Deb 21 December 1988 vol 144 col 480, cited in PASC Report, para 38 
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United Kingdom abroad, seriously obstructs the promotion or protection by the United 
Kingdom of those interests or endangers the safety of British citizens abroad.66 

39. Sir Gus O’Donnell told us he was “just not sure” if there was a need for legislative 
sanctions to punish leaks which fell below the Official Secrets Act threshold but which 
deserved more severe treatment than provided in the disciplinary provisions of the Civil 
Service Code.67 

40. The Director of Public Prosecutions confirmed in his statement of 16 April 2009 that 
“this is not a case which falls within the framework of the Official Secrets Acts”.68 Denis 
O’Connor explained that “the police remained engaged because they felt it was their duty 
once involved to go where the evidence took them and because any withdrawal could have 
been misinterpreted adversely as partiality one way or another”.69  

41. According to Denis O’Connor, the rationale for continuing a police investigation into 
Home Office leaks below the “Secret” level stemmed from two Cabinet Office documents: a 
draft protocol between SO15 and the Cabinet Office which referred to cases “where it is 
believed that an offence under the Official Secrets Act 1989 or any other serious criminal 
offence may have been committed”, and Cabinet Office guidance to Government 
Departments suggesting that the threshold for calling in the police is where leaks amount 
to “serious and damaging interference with the functions of government”.70 Despite what 
Denis O’Connor described as “doubts about the wisdom of continuing with the 
investigation”,71 the police operation continued on the basis of CPS advice that they could 
prosecute the culprit(s) for a serious but lesser-known criminal offence under common law 
— misconduct in public office. 

Misconduct in public office 

42. The common law offence of misconduct in public office is traceable back at least as far 
as a 1783 decision by Lord Mansfield in the case of an accountant who corruptly concealed 
from his superiors in the office of the Receiver and Paymaster General of the Forces that he 
knew that certain sums of money had been omitted from the final accounts: “a man 
accepting an office of trust, concerning the public, especially if attended with profit, is 
answerable criminally to the King for misbehaviour in his office; this is true by whomever 
and in whatever way the officer is appointed”.72 

 
66 Official Secrets Act 1989 sections 1(4), 2(2) and 3(2). The Act also applies to unauthorised disclosures which result in 

the commission of an offence, or facilitate an escape from legal custody or the doing of any other act prejudicial to 
the safekeeping of persons in legal custody, or impede the prevention or detection of offences or the apprehension 
or prosecution of suspected offenders. 

67 Q 892 

68 DPP Statement of 16 April 2009, para 23, published in the Second Special Report from the Home Affairs Select 
Committee, Session 2008-09, Policing Process of Home Office Leaks Inquiry: Government Response to the 
Committee's Fourth Report of Session 2008-09, HC 1026; cited in this Report as DPP Statement 

69 O’Connor Report, para 8.1.7 

70 O’Connor Report, para 7.1.4: the guidance has now been replaced — see paragraph 20 of this Report 

71 O’Connor Report, para 8.1.10 

72 R v Bembridge (1783) 3 Doug K B 32 
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43. The current CPS guidelines on misconduct in public office set out the elements of the 
offence─ 

a) a public officer acting as such, 

b) wilfully neglects to perform his duty and/or wilfully misconducts himself, 

c) to such a degree as to amount to an abuse of the public’s trust in the office holder, 

d) without reasonable excuse or justification.73 

44. The CPS guidance on charging practice states ─ 

Like perverting the course of justice, misconduct in public office covers a wide range 
of conduct. It should always be remembered that it is a very serious, indictable-only 
offence carrying a maximum sentence of life imprisonment. A charge of misconduct 
in public office should be reserved for cases of serious misconduct or deliberate 
failure to perform a duty which is likely to injure the public interest.74 

45. The CPS guidance suggests further that prosecutors should consider carefully whether 
they have an alternative course of action─ 

Before deciding to proceed with a charge of misconduct in public office you should 
consider whether the acts complained of can properly be dealt with by any available 
statutory offence. If the seriousness of the offence can properly be reflected in any 
other charge, which would provide the court with adequate sentencing powers, and 
permit a proper presentation of the case as a whole, that other charge should be used 
unless the facts are so serious that the court’s sentencing powers would be 
inadequate; or it would ensure the better presentation of the case as a whole; for 
example, a co-defendant has been charged with an indictable offence and the 
statutory offence is summary only.75 

46. Ultimately, the Director of Public Prosecutions, Keir Starmer QC, having taken 
independent advice from James Lewis QC and Gavin Millar QC, concluded that there was 
no realistic prospect of a conviction against either Christopher Galley or Damian Green for 
the offences alleged against them and that accordingly charges should not be brought 
against either Christopher Galley or Damian Green.76 In his Statement announcing the 
dropping of the investigation, the Director of Public Prosecutions described the third and 
fourth elements of the misconduct in public office offence (so serious as to constitute a 

 
73 CPS Guidance http://www.cps.gov.uk/legal/l_to_o/misconduct_in_public_office/ last updated 19 November 2007. The 

CPS on-line guidance offers links to Archbold 25-381 and several relevant cases, including Attorney General’s 
Reference (No 3 of 2003) [2004] 2 Cr App.R 23, CA. Under Section 36 of the Criminal Justice Act 1972, where a 
person tried on indictment has been acquitted, the Attorney General may seek the opinion of the Court of Appeal 
on a point of law which has arisen in the case. The procedure is not used as an appeal against the acquittal, but to 
clarify important points of law. 

74 CPS Guidance http://www.cps.gov.uk/legal/l_to_o/misconduct_in_public_office/#P50_6229 

75 CPS Guidance http://www.cps.gov.uk/legal/l_to_o/misconduct_in_public_office/#P50_6229 

76 DPP Statement, para 35. The test set out in the Code for Crown Prosecutors issued by the Director of Public 
Prosecutions under s.10 of the Prosecution of Offences Act 1985 is whether there is enough evidence resulting from 
the investigation to provide a realistic prospect of conviction.  
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criminal offence, and no reasonable excuse) as critical; “not every act of misconduct by a 
public official is capable of amounting to a criminal offence”.77 

47. While our own inquiry is concerned with parliamentary privilege, the Director of 
Public Prosecutions gave some consideration to the Human Rights Act in relation to 
freedom of the press. Since the alleged misconduct in question was the leaking of 
information to an Opposition MP and through him to a national newspaper,78 the Director 
of Public Prosecutions argued that ─  

some assistance on the threshold for criminal culpability is provided by Article 10(1) 
of the European Convention on Human Rights (incorporated into our law by the 
Human Rights Act 1998), which strongly protects the freedom of the press. It does so 
by safeguarding the right of everyone to receive and impart information and ideas 
without interference. Although this right is not absolute ─ it can be restricted where 
restriction is prescribed by law, legitimate, necessary and proportionate ─ where it 
touches on matters of public interest which the press has a legitimate interest in 
publishing, it attracts special protection. That is because of the well-recognised and 
special role of the press as a public watchdog. As a result any criminal proceedings 
which restrict the ability of the press to publish information and ideas on matters of 
public interest calls for the closest scrutiny. In particular, the need for a criminal 
prosecution must be convincingly established.79 

48. One factor in the Director of Public Prosecutions’ sensitivity to the Article 10 point 
might have been the collapse of the prosecution in R. v Murrer and Kearney in which Mr 
Justice Southwell made a ruling under the Human Rights Act 1988 that the prosecution 
was in breach of Article 10 of the European Convention on Human Rights, relating to 
press freedom.80 The formal acquittal of the accused was announced on Friday 28 
November, the day after the arrest of Damian Green, but seems not to have sounded any 
alarm bells with those pursuing the Home Office leak investigation. 

49. The number of prosecutions for misconduct in public office has risen over recent years, 
from five or fewer in each year from 1998 to 2004 to ten in 2005, eight in 2006 and twenty-
one in 2007.81 Some recent cases have involved dereliction of duty by police officers, which 
may have contributed to a degree of heightened awareness of this little-known offence.82 Sir 
Gus O’Donnell told us that he had never had experience of the offence of misconduct in 

 
77 DPP Statement, para 25 

78 Confirmed in evidence to this Committee by Damian Green at Qq 4,6 

79 DPP Statement, para 26 

80 Q 105; Sally Murrer, a journalist on the Milton Keynes Citizen, was charged with aiding and abetting misconduct in a 
public office by Mark Kearney, a former Thames Valley Police detective, who was accused of leaking police 
information 

81 HC Deb 2 February 2010 vol 505 col 264W. Figures for 2008 and 2009 are not yet available; see also letter from Rt 
Hon Jack Straw to Dominic Grieve, 19 July 2009, placed in the House of Commons Library as DEP2009-2136 

82 Thomas Lund-Lack, a retired detective inspector working as civilian with the Counter Terrorism Command at 
Scotland Yard, was jailed for eight months in June 2007 for leaking to a Sunday Times journalist a secret Joint 
Terrorism Analysis Centre report on planned al-Qaeda attacks. Lund-Lack admitted a charge of misconduct in a 
public office, while an Official Secrets charge was expected to lie on file (Media Guardian, 18 June 2007). Other 
examples of police officers being charged with misconduct in a public office may be found in press releases on the 
website of the Independent Police Complaints Commission.  
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public office being used before.83 Assistant Commissioner Cressida Dick was familiar with 
the offence of misconduct in public office, having had knowledge of cases in relation to 
police officers and other public officials: “it has been used in a wide variety of 
circumstances including financial and sexual misconduct as well as unauthorised 
disclosures of information”.84 Assistant Commissioner Dick told us that in the 
Metropolitan Police district in the 18 months leading up to December 2009 “we had about 
58 people arrested and about 31 people charged with it”. In her view, misconduct in public 
office is not a particularly obscure offence, but rather one that is useful and important: 
“there are occasions, and they may be limited, when it is an entirely proper and respectable, 
if I can put it that way, offence to use, including in unauthorised disclosure cases where 
there has been a gross abuse of trust”.85 

50. As we have noted, the Director of Public Prosecutions announced on 16 April 2009 
that he had decided not to bring charges against either Christopher Galley or Damian 
Green for the offences alleged against them, because there was no realistic prospect of a 
conviction against either of them. He had nonetheless concluded that there was evidence 
upon which a jury might find that the conduct of Christopher Galley, in leaking the 
documents to Damian Green, had seriously breached the trust placed in him by the public 
and that there was evidence upon which a jury might find that Damian Green had aided or 
abetted Christopher Galley’s conduct.86 In the Director of Public Prosecutions’ view, “it is 
important that a breach of duty that might best be considered as a disciplinary matter 
should not be elevated to a criminal offence simply by virtue of the fact that the person 
leaking the information is a public official”.87 A contrasting view was expressed to us by 
Assistant Commissioner Cressida Dick — 

the public do have an expectation of how their public officials, their paid public 
servants, should behave. If there is a gross abuse of that trust - I am almost talking as 
an ordinary citizen here - I do not see that it is unreasonable to suggest that should 
be subject to criminal sanction.88  

51. The Director of Public Prosecutions recognised that the leaked documents 
undoubtedly touched on matters of legitimate public interest; that Damian Green’s 
purpose in using the documents was apparently to hold the government to account; and 
the extensive coverage of the issues by the national press, along with comments from 
Government and Opposition sources, was evidence of public interest in the contents of the 
leaked documents.89  

52. According to the DPP’s statement of 16 April 2009, the threshold for criminal 
proceedings in such circumstances, bearing on the freedom of the press to publish 
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information and ideas on matters of public interest, is particularly high.90 He concluded 
that the overall evidence of damage to the integrity of arrangements of handling restricted 
and/or confidential information within the Home Office was not capable of meeting the 
threshold necessary for the institution of criminal proceedings against Christopher Galley 
and Damian Green.91 

53. Given the considerations advanced by the Director of Public Prosecutions on 16 April 
2009 when dropping the case — freedom of the press, public interest, the limited extent of 
damage done and the high threshold for criminal charges — it is hard to understand why 
all this was not clear on 22 October 2008 when the police consulted CPS lawyers. Sir Ian 
Johnston says that the police consultation with the CPS on 22 October 2008 was on a 
‘generic basis’.92 Deputy Assistant Commissioner John McDowall of the Metropolitan 
Police Service told us that “when it became clear that it looked as though offences against 
the Official Secrets Act were not at that time made out we sought the advice of the Crown 
Prosecution Service who informed us that, on the face of it at least, there was the possibility 
that offences of misconduct in a public office were present”.93 We consider that if 
sufficient rigour had been shown on 22 October 2008 the conclusion reached on 16 
April 2009 — that the facts failed to reach the standard required for prosecution—
could have been reached six months earlier. 

54. The Public Administration Select Committee was concerned that the use of 
misconduct in public office charges in connection with the leaking of information might 
blur the boundaries established by the Official Secrets Act 1989, which was passed with the 
intention of limiting the areas in which it would be a crime to leak official information.94 
We agree with the Public Administration Select Committee and we wish to emphasise 
that the common law offence of misconduct in public office should not be used in 
relation to allegations of leaking of information in order to subvert the clearly 
expressed will of Parliament to limit the application of the Official Secrets Act to 
protecting only information whose disclosure is likely to be damaging to the security 
and intelligence services, to the armed forces, to the interests of the United Kingdom 
abroad or to the prevention and detection of crime. 

55. One consequence of latching on to the common law offence of misconduct in public 
office was what Deputy Assistant Commissioner John McDowall described as its “potential 
severity”.95 Damian Green confirmed in his evidence to us that he was told by the police 
while under arrest that he faced life imprisonment.96  

56. The CPS guidance on the elements required for misconduct in public office sets out the 
third element of the offence as wilful neglect and/or misconduct “to such a degree as to 
amount to an abuse of the public’s trust in the office holder” but the Director of Public 
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Prosecutions gave a fuller version in his Statement of 16 April 2009: “the breach must have 
been such a serious departure from acceptable standards as to constitute a criminal offence; 
and to such a degree as to amount to an abuse of the public’s trust in the public official”.97 
We recommend that the published CPS guidance should be updated to include the 
Director of Public Prosecutions’ position on the offence of misconduct in public office, 
as set out in his Statement of 16 April 2009.  

57. The Bribery Bill [Lords], currently before this House, may help to clarify some aspects 
of the law on corruption. Last year the Joint Committee on the Draft Bribery Bill 
recognised that the criminal law includes a wide range of offences that are likely to overlap 
with the proposed bribery offences under the draft Bill, including the common law offence 
of misconduct in public office.98 The Joint Committee noted that the Law Commission 
had decided to concentrate on developing new proposals for bribery, rather than 
undertaking a broader rationalisation of the law, and that the Law Commission had 
concluded that some degree of overlap with other offences was unavoidable and best 
resolved by prosecutors deciding on the appropriate charge before commencing criminal 
proceedings.99 In our view the current law on misconduct in public office remains 
unsatisfactory, not least because it is punishable with up to a life sentence. We recommend 
that the Law Commission re-visit its 1997 recommendation that misconduct in public 
office be made a statutory offence, in the light of developments of the past dozen years. 

The Cabinet Office asks the Metropolitan Police to continue (29 
October 2008) 

58. Deputy Assistant Commissioner John McDowall told us that the police could not be 
sure, until they had reached the end of their investigative effort, whether the case that they 
had prepared would meet the high threshold required to prosecute for misconduct in 
public office.100 Assistant Commissioner Cressida Dick told us in January 2010: “I do not 
think we will find ourselves in this position again, partly because the Director [of Public 
Prosecutions] has made it so very clear in relation to press and political leaks just how high 
he sees the threshold”.101 

59. Sir Gus O’Donnell told us that if the police had gone to him and made clear there was 
no national security aspect to the case, and that they were considering offences relating to 
misconduct in public office he would have advised the police, first, to consult the Crown 
Prosecution Service — “because personally I would be very, very surprised if there is 
anything there” — and secondly, if the case did not involve national security, “my 
indication would be you are probably wise to consider halting the investigation”.102 If the 
Cabinet Secretary had been adequately briefed about the stage the leak investigation 
had reached by 22 October 2008, it could and should have been called off. Instead, and 
unfortunately, the process of “negotiating” or “scoping” the investigation culminated in 
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another letter from Chris Wright, sent to Deputy Assistant Commissioner Cressida Dick at 
the police’s request on 29 October. Given that both parties knew what the internal 
investigation had found, it is clear from the reference to the 1 September leak that 
Christopher Galley was now the principal suspect. 

CABINET OFFICE: CONFIDENTIAL INVESTIGATION — NOW UNCLASSIFIED103

29 October 2008
 
Further to my letter dated 08 September 2008 (which should have been dated 08 October) addressed 
to AC Robert Quick and his agreement to undertake an investigation, I am happy to confirm the 
following investigation terms of reference for the investigation that ——— and ——— from Cabinet 
Office have drafted together. 
The terms are written against the background of a number of serious, unauthorised disclosures, 
which potentially have originated from the Home Office. We understand that at our request the 
Metropolitan Police intend to: 
First: 
Conduct a scoping exercise to assess if any criminal offences have been committed. 
Secondly: 
Subject to the above and if appropriate 
undertake an investigation to identify the source/sources of these unauthorised disclosures taking 
the unauthorised disclosure of the draft Home Secretary’s letter to the Prime Minister reported in 
The Times on the 1st September 2008 as a starting point; 
to identify the chain of that disclosure and any other related unauthorised disclosures; and  
if necessary, appropriate and authorised, proactive measures should be taken to achieve these 
outcomes. 
 
Chris Wright  

 

60. Assistant Commissioner Dick said she would not describe the process of confirming 
the terms of reference as a “negotiation”—  

I have got no reason to think at all that the Cabinet Office officials at any stage tried 
to influence the terms of reference. They were aware of what we were intending to do 
and, as I said, we all thought that was very important. If you look at the terms of 
reference they are carefully drafted and make it clear, for example, that we are not 
going to deal with all 31 of these, we are going to start with the one on 1 September, 
which was the one which appeared to be going to give us the best initial leverage, and 
we were going to identify the chain of that disclosure and any other related ones. 
Then it also makes the point that we will only go to proactive measures, by which I 
mean covert measures, if it is necessary, appropriate and authorised. It was really a 
matter of trying to get clear with them what we would and would not be doing.104 

Assistant Commissioner Cressida Dick told us that “If there had not been, on the advice of 
the CPS, any realistic prospect at that stage of a crime being made out then, of course, we 
would have said to the Cabinet Office, ‘This is not territory for us’.”105 None of the leaks of 
which Christopher Galley was suspected had inflicted any damage on national security. 

 
103 This letter, originally marked CONFIDENTIAL- INVESTIGATION, was supplied to the Committee by the Cabinet 

Secretary in December 2009, with the names of a police officer and a Cabinet Office official redacted from the first 
paragraph, has since been unclassified and a copy has been placed in the House of Commons Library HC Deb 5 
February 2010 vol 505 col 601-2W DEP 2010-0348 
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There was no basis for the concern that the potential for future damage to national 
security was significant. The Cabinet Office was wrong on 29 October to continue to 
press for a police investigation of the recent Home Office leaks, and it was a mistake for 
the Metropolitan Police Service to act upon the Cabinet Office’s request. 

3 Arrests and searches elsewhere 

The arrest of Christopher Galley 

61. Sir Ian Johnston concluded that the arrest of Christopher Galley was lawful and 
proportionate in the circumstances. The rationale for the arrest included Christopher 
Galley’s having been one of a very few people with access to a “tracked changes” version of 
a draft letter from the Home Secretary to the Prime Minister, which was the subject of a 
report in the Daily Mail on 1 September 2008.106 Sir Ian Johnston was critical that some of 
the records relating to the arrest were “not as complete or as consistent in some of the 
documentation as they might be”.107 His view nonetheless was that the arrest was lawful, 
considering that the arresting officer would have formed the honest suspicion, based on 
reasonable grounds, of Christopher Galley’s guilt of an offence, and that it was necessary to 
arrest him in order to allow the prompt and effective investigation of an offence, in order 
to prevent evidence being destroyed, and to obtain evidence by questioning.108 

62. Sir Ian Johnston believed that Christopher Galley’s arrest was proportionate, because 
arrest was the only effective way to interview him, to recover property and to limit his 
opportunity for collusion, which was important because of the reasonable basis to suspect 
Christopher Galley’s wide involvement with other leaks.109 The police were not aware at the 
time of the Cabinet Secretary’s view (mentioned above) that they would have been wise to 
drop the investigation once it was clear that national security was not in question.110 

The arrest of Damian Green 

63. In his review of the decision to arrest Damian Green, Sir Ian Johnston concluded there 
was a lawful basis for the arrest. Christopher Galley’s admission when arrested and 
questioned that he had supplied four pieces of leaked information to Damian Green was 
corroborated by letters found in his possession from Damian Green on headed House of 
Commons paper. The police had reasonable grounds for suspecting Damian Green of 
aiding, abetting, counselling or procuring misconduct in public office by Christopher 
Galley.111 

 
106 The source document, which was not protectively marked but should have been marked Restricted Policy, for the 

Daily Mail article on 1 September 2008 titled “Home Secretary’s warning that credit crunch will send crime soaring is 
blindingly obvious says Minister” (Johnston Report, pages 33 and 38) 
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64. The case being considered by the police against Damian Green was that he had done 
more than receive leaks, according to former Assistant Commissioner Robert Quick. 
Among the papers seized from Christopher Galley’s home were letters from Damian Green 
which appeared to offer encouragement to provide further material.112 In evidence to this 
Committee, Damian Green denied that he had ever encouraged Christopher Galley to 
break his duty of confidence as a civil servant.113 Among the messages relied on by the 
police was a letter dated 23 August 2007 from Damian Green on Commons headed 
paper— 

Dear Chris, 

Thank you for your recent communications. As ever, these have been extremely useful 
and I hope you can keep them up in your new post. 

Yours Sincerely, 

D.114  

65. Sir Ian Johnston considered on balance that the police action to arrest Damian Green 
was disproportionate, highlighting these key points— 

• the interval since the arrest of Christopher Galley, allowing Damian Green 
ample opportunity to dispose of evidence and to collaborate with 
Christopher Galley; 

• the offences linked directly to Damian Green were four cases of 
embarrassment level leaks (as were 30 of the 31 unauthorised disclosures 
from the Home Office between February 2004 and September 2008); and 

• “the arrest of an MP will clearly arouse public interest on very significant 
levels about security, Parliamentary Privilege and liberty issues which, in my 
view, calls for additional consideration in the use of power.”115 

66. Sir Ian Johnston concluded on balance that operational aims of obtaining evidence by 
questioning could have been achieved by a less intrusive approach, by inviting Damian 
Green to attend a police station by appointment accompanied by his legal representative 
for arrest and interview.116 Damian Green told us that he would have co-operated with 
such a request.117 Deputy Assistant Commissioner John McDowall defended the decision 
to arrest Damian Green without notice, despite the elapse of time since the release of 
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Christopher Galley: “you never know when a person may or may not agree to actually 
come and speak to you”.118 

67. Former Assistant Commissioner Robert Quick strongly disagreed with Sir Ian 
Johnston’s conclusion, describing it to us as misleading, based on inaccurate information 
or a limited appreciation of the facts and flying in the face of the evidence.119 Robert Quick 
described Christopher Galley’s admissions at interview on Wednesday 19 November as 
“troubling” and he told us that ordinarily the police would have acted on those admissions 
and would have effected a further arrest almost immediately. Robert Quick told us that in 
this case, however, the police recognised the huge sensitivities, and possible legal 
complexities, involving a Member of Parliament: “it was my judgment, I believe shared by 
John [DAC McDowall], that we should in this case exceptionally delay taking action, so 
that we could take full legal advice from the Metropolitan Police Directorate of Legal 
Services, and indeed consult the Parliamentary authorities at an early stage, and indeed 
take further advice from Crown prosecutors”.120 The view taken by the police on Thursday 
20 November, the day after Christopher Galley’s arrest, was that the risk of losing evidence 
was outweighed by the need to ensure the legality of any action and to liaise with, and seek 
guidance from, the parliamentary authorities.121 It was only later that the police learned 
that Christopher Galley had in fact phoned Damian Green in the evening of Wednesday 19 
November, very soon after his release from police custody.122 The “Gold Group” chaired by 
Assistant Commissioner Robert Quick met twice on Wednesday 26 November and 
decided that Damian Green should be arrested the following day, the first day of the short 
Prorogation recess.123 We have no hesitation in agreeing with Sir Ian Johnston that the 
decision to launch the surprise arrest of Damian Green was disproportionate.  

68. While we note the decision of the Gold Group chaired by Assistant Commissioner 
Robert Quick to take stock of the evidence from Christopher Galley before making a 
decision on whether and how to arrest Damian Green, we find their approach difficult 
to understand or justify. 

69. Deputy Assistant Commissioner John McDowall explained that the Metropolitan 
Police Service decided to take a “softly-softly” approach to the arrest of Damian Green on 
Thursday 27 November and so had decided not to ask Kent Police for help in identifying 
where his home was, owing to the police’s anxiety “to preclude the widening of knowledge 
in relation to the investigation”.124 Damian Green told us that there was circumstantial 
evidence that the police were simply surrounding the wrong house.125 DAC John 
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McDowall denied that the police went to the wrong house, but asserted to us that the 
arresting officers had narrowed the search to a certain two adjacent dwellings in a relatively 
rural area.126 By 1.05 pm on the day of the arrest Assistant Commissioner Robert Quick 
decided to phone the Leader of the Opposition to ask for his help in locating Damian 
Green.127 

70. Damian Green told us that he regretted leaving his home with the police before they 
had completed their search, because when he next returned he found his home “unliveable 
in because they had taken away all means of communication with the outside world”.128 
The police took away Damian Green’s mobile, his Blackberry, both phones and faxes, the 
home computer and even the Internet hub, which Damian Green described to us as 
“unnecessarily heavy-handed”.129 Robert Quick told us that the investigation team 
emphatically denied the stories that were later allowed to circulate, without being 
challenged or refuted by the Metropolitan Police Service Press Office, including allegations 
that the police targeted the wrong address, used sledgehammers and caused significant 
damage.130 The arrest of Damian Green by the Metropolitan Police was poorly executed 
and in any case quite unnecessary, since the police could have arranged to interview 
him by appointment. 

71. Among the many shortcomings in the conduct of the police operation, it is disturbing 
that for his first three hours in custody Damian Green was subject to covert tape 
recording.131 Sir Ian Johnston noted that good practice usually means that the 
Superintendent authorising such covert action should come from outside the line 
command of the investigation. The fact that this was not done in the Damian Green case 
contributed to providing “rich material for an attack on the proportionality overall of the 
investigative approach”.132 We condemn the covert use of electronic surveillance, which 
was not authorised in the way that good practice normally requires. 

72. Damian Green told us that one of the consequences of having been arrested would be 
that he would forever need a visa to visit the United States, no longer being eligible for the 
US visa waiver scheme.133 As is normal practice, he was fingerprinted, photographed and 
required to give a DNA sample.134 Damian Green was in some respects treated with 
consideration, in not being detained in a cell or placed under any form of physical 
constraint, having instead a section of the Belgravia police station custody suite set aside for 
his privacy.135 A few months after the decision not to press charges, the police decided to 
make another concession in Damian Green’s case by deleting his DNA record from the 
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national database.136 Damian Green told us that the police “agreed it was an exceptional 
case so they would do it but they did not give an explanation”.137 The retention of DNA 
profiles on the national database is a central issue in the Crime and Security Bill, currently 
before Parliament.138 

Search warrants 

73. Our inquiry was prompted by the search of Damian Green’s office on the 
Parliamentary Estate, which was executed without a search warrant. There were, however, 
some search warrants issued by a District Judge for other premises linked to this case. A 
warrant was granted by a District Judge for a search of Christopher Galley’s home on 
Wednesday 19 November 2008, after a comprehensive written information was laid. Sir 
Ian Johnston noted that it was “interesting” that the warrant contained reference to secret 
material: “it is not clear why reference to this type of material is included, given the MPS 
scoping study and the apparent absence of reported leaks at this level during Galley’s time 
at the Home Office”.139 Nevertheless, Sir Ian Johnston’s view was that given the District 
Judge received a comprehensive written information before granting a warrant, the search 
was lawful. In Sir Ian Johnston’s opinion, there was a reasonable prospect of relevant letters 
from Damian Green being found at Christopher Galley’s home and that it would have 
been neglectful to fail to undertake such a search. As a District Judge had apparently 
concluded it was appropriate to authorise a warrant, having considered proportionality 
and consent issues, Sir Ian Johnston concluded that the searches of Christopher Galley’s 
home (and office —see below) were proportionate.140  

74. On Wednesday 26 November 2008 search warrants were obtained from the court for 
Damian Green’s home addresses at Charing, Kent and Acton, London and his 
constituency office in Kent.141 Sir Ian Johnston observed that, though a comprehensive 
written information had been laid before the District Judge setting out the basis for the 
search, it was “of note” that the warrants covered search for ‘secret’ material: “in the MPS 
scoping document, none of the leaks in the Home Office while Galley worked there 
apparently relate to material at this level in the GPMS”.142 Sir Ian Johnston told us that the 
wording of the application for the warrant was “pretty sloppy work”: “in a number of 
places where there was a shift — in my view, not a well thought through shift — from 
assessments at a very serious end of these issues to one which was a less serious end, and 
there was an inconsistency throughout, and this is but one example, I think, of that 
inconsistency”.143 We are deeply concerned by the sloppy wording of the written 
informations, upon which search warrants were obtained, and their inconsistency with 
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the true character of the leaks uncovered in the actual investigation which must have 
been known and understood as a result of the scoping operation.  

75. What emerges from the Johnston Report is that a District Judge has to rely on the facts 
submitted by the police in their written information. These facts may be plausible even if 
they are fundamentally mistaken, as in the reference to secret material in this case. We 
cannot know whether the reference to secret material was a critical factor in the decision to 
issue the search warrants but we are clear that to exaggerate or to make a mistake in a 
written information submitted to a Judge when applying for a warrant is to breach 
lawful standards. 

Search without a warrant — the Home Office 

76. Christopher Galley’s office at the Home Office was searched by consent of the 
appropriate official at the Home Office, who was entitled to give consent and signed a form 
in Book 101 to that effect.144 From the police point of view, this was the correct procedure 
to follow in obtaining authority to search a workplace of a suspect who was not the owner 
or tenant of the premises—the same process that they followed a few days later, in seeking 
leave to search Damian Green’s office at the House of Commons. Sir Ian Johnston’s view 
was that given the consent of Christopher Galley’s employer was obtained before the 
search, it was lawful.145 

77. Sir Ian Johnston’s Report sets out the conditions in section 8(3) of the Police and 
Criminal Evidence Act 1984 that a District Judge must apply in considering an application 
for a search warrant— 

  (a) that it is not practicable to communicate with any person entitled to grant entry 
 to the premises;  

  (b) that it is practicable to communicate with a person entitled to grant entry to the 
 premises but it is not practicable to communicate with any person entitled to grant 
 access to the evidence;  

  (c) that entry to the premises will not be granted unless a warrant is produced;146  

  (d) that the purpose of a search may be frustrated or seriously prejudiced unless a 
 constable arriving at the premises can secure immediate entry to them. 

78. According to Sir Ian Johnston, a consensual search should be sought if any of these 
conditions are not met and it is for the District Judge to consider these issues.147 While Sir 
Ian Johnston did not interview any District Judges or the officers presenting material in the 
information, he decided on balance that the searches of Damian Green’s homes and 
constituency office were proportionate.148 
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4 Search of a Member’s office in 
Parliament 

The Serjeant and the Police 

79. The Metropolitan Police decided it was necessary to search the parliamentary office of 
Damian Green. In order to allow the search of Christopher Galley’s workplace, the 
responsible official in the Home Office had signed a Form 101 consent form.149 How the 
Metropolitan Police secured a similar consent in respect of Damian Green’s office in 
Portcullis House in the House of Commons lies at the heart of what this Committee has to 
consider. 

80. At 5.00 pm on Thursday 20 November, an SO15 detective sergeant came to Portcullis 
House to meet Chief Superintendent Ed Bateman, who is both Head of Parliamentary 
Security and the senior police officer based in the Palace of Westminster.150 The 
conversation covered hypothetical questions about the arrest of an MP, and specifically the 
likely view of Jill Pay, the Serjeant at Arms, if she were to be requested to give consent to 
the police for a search of a Member’s office on the Parliamentary Estate.151  

The Police and the Palace of Westminster 

81. The Metropolitan Police Service Security Force, headed by Chief Superintendent Ed 
Bateman, works with the Serjeant at Arms (representing the House of Commons), Black 
Rod (representing the House of Lords) and the Parliamentary Security Co-ordinator to 
provide a safe and secure environment within Parliament.152 The special service agreement 
with the Metropolitan Police Service is a major charge on the budgets of the House of 
Commons and the House of Lords,153 reflecting the scale of the task: to protect the 
democratic process; to keep secure a world heritage site which is open to the public; and at 
the same time to protect the nation’s leaders and all who work in or visit the premises. We 
take this opportunity to commend the professionalism and dedication of the police 
staff who serve at the Palace of Westminster. Jill Pay told us she “owned” the House’s 
contract with the police, and she characterised her work with the police as “a very good 
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working relationship, good information, regular meetings, a formal weekly meeting but 
interaction virtually every day on various aspects of the operation”.154 

The responsibilities of the Serjeant at Arms 

82. The Serjeant at Arms is appointed by royal patent “to attend upon the Speaker of the 
House of Commons”. The origins of this ancient office stretch back to medieval times, and 
the Mace carried by the Serjeant at Arms in the Speaker’s procession before each day’s 
sitting and on other occasions is an expression of the authority of the Crown being 
exercised by and on behalf of the House of Commons. Since 1962 the Speaker has in 
practice had the final say in recommending the appointment of a Serjeant at Arms. While 
security and ceremonial remain at the core of the Serjeant’s function, extra responsibilities 
of the post have waxed and waned over time. In the 1990s, following the Ibbs Report, the 
Serjeant’s role was extended to include additional responsibilities including the works 
programme, the physical fabric of the Parliamentary Estate, office furniture, telephones 
and computers and cleaning among a host of other responsibilities.155 Following the Tebbit 
review in 2007, a new Department of Facilities was created, leaving a slimmed-down 
Serjeant at Arms’ Directorate as part of the new Department of Chamber and Committee 
Services, with the Serjeant at Arms reporting directly to the Clerk Assistant.156 In a succinct 
submission to this Committee, Peter Bottomley, the Member for West Worthing, 
suggested that the Office of Serjeant at Arms should be re-graded again, to give the holder 
of the Office direct access to the Speaker and to the Commons Clerk, rather than being 
brigaded lower.157 

83. After an open competition, two candidates were presented to the then Speaker, Rt Hon 
Michael J. Martin MP, now Rt Hon Lord Martin of Springburn. He selected Jill Pay, who 
became the first woman Serjeant at Arms when she took up the post in January 2008.158 
Having worked in the Serjeant at Arms’ Department for thirteen years, Jill Pay’s 
parliamentary experience on taking up her post was greater than many of her 
predecessors.159 Despite her lengthy experience in the House, Jill Pay had never been aware 
of the memorandum written in July 2000 by the then Clerk of the House (now Sir) William 
McKay, copied to the Serjeant at Arms at the time, setting out the procedure to be followed 
in the event of a request by the police to search a Member’s office, nor had anyone drawn it 
to her attention as part of her induction when she took up her present post.160 This absence 
of knowledge on her part was significant. 
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POLICE SEARCH OF A MEMBER’S OFFICE [the McKay Memorandum] 

CONFIDENTIAL
Serjeant at Arms 
Speaker’s Secretary 
Speaker’s Counsel 
cc Mr Vaux 
    Clerk Assistant 
    Principal Clerk, Table Office 
    Clerk of the Journals 
 
 As you may know, it is likely that, some time in September, the ——— police will wish to 
obtain a warrant to enter and search a Member’s office within the precincts, in connection with a 
criminal charge. 
 
 We have no real precedent for how such a request should be met. This paper tries to 
suggest what the reaction might be, resting on first principles and on Canadian practice. To that end, 
I have enclosed the relevant pages in The Practice and Procedure of the House of Commons [of 
Canada]. This authoritative Canadian work on procedure, though at this point not wholly on all 
fours with our situation, is very helpful. 
 
 The basic considerations seem to me to be these. Control of the premises occupied by the 
House is vested in the Speaker, who – subject to the House itself – is also the guardian of the House’s 
privileges. The Speaker will not however wish to impede the course of justice. Secondly, care must be 
taken that the House’s privileges are not infringed, and that its proper proceedings, or Members 
taking part in them, are not impeded. But privilege does not afford protection from a proper search 
or imply that the Palace is in any way a sanctuary. All that is done ought to be measured against 
these principles. 
 
 The question is therefore how best to balance these unresolved imperatives. The following 
paragraphs attempt to strike that balance. 
 
 In the first place, the consent of the Speaker must be obtained before there is any action in 
the Palace. The Speaker should see the search warrant or a draft, in advance, and satisfy herself, on 
advice of her Counsel (or her Counsel-designate), that she may consent to the search. Among the 
considerations relevant to that decision are, in my view, the formal validity of the warrant, the 
precision with which it specifies the material being sought, the relevance of the material to the 
charge brought, and the possibility that the material might be found elsewhere. Counsel will no 
doubt conduct a more thorough scrutiny of the warrant. 
 
 It is assumed that the search warrant will follow and not precede the formal making of a 
charge against the Member in question. If this is not so, I believe the police ought to be asked 
specially to justify this element in their request. The Canadian text deals with this aspect of the 
matter at pages 116-117. 
 
 It will be important that neither the warrant nor the exercise of the powers it confers run in 
any way contrary to the privileges of the House and individual Members. It would be wrong if the 
conduct of Members who have not been charged were in some way to be called into question as a 
result of the search. 
 
 In the same way, if any material is taken, the Speaker ought to be able to be assured that it 
was that which was mentioned in or relevant to the warrant and no other. For this reason, and for 
the reason in the preceding paragraph, Madam Speaker has already indicated that she would like 
the police officers who undertake any search to be personally accompanied by the Serjeant, from 
their arrival in the precincts to their departure, and of course particularly during the search. 
 
 The Member charged ought not to be warned of an impending search warrant, but it seems 
only right to see that the police let him have a copy at the time of the search or as soon thereafter as 
practicable. 
 
 Please let me know if I can do anything further to clarify this paper, or help in the 
practicalities. 
        [Signed] 
28th July 2000       W R McK 
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Between 20 and 26 November: the Police and the Serjeant 

84. When Chief Superintendent Ed Bateman first mentioned the possible arrest of an MP 
to the Serjeant at Arms on the evening of Thursday 20 November, he had not been told 
who the MP was or the nature of the allegation.161 He told us that Jill Pay provided a 
“provisional” opinion that she would have the authority to grant consent to search a 
Member’s office were they being investigated for a criminal offence.162 According to Jill 
Pay’s recollection of that conversation about the possible arrest of an MP, there was no 
mention of a search being carried out in the precincts.163 Chief Superintendent Ed 
Bateman’s evidence to us stated that he reported Jill Pay’s “provisional” view back to the 
investigating officer.164 

85. In his evidence to us, Chief Superintendent Ed Bateman said that he had a detailed 
conversation with the Serjeant at Arms between 20 and 26 November at which they 
discussed the readiness of the Metropolitan Police Service to seek a magistrate’s search 
warrant if the House of Commons declined to consent to the search.165 Jill Pay’s evidence to 
us was that she was told on the afternoon of Tuesday 25 November by Chief 
Superintendent Ed Bateman that the matter concerned Home Office leaks, that the suspect 
was a senior Conservative MP, and that the Counter Terrorism Command would arrest 
the Member as early as the following day and would want to search all of his premises 
including his parliamentary office.166 She was told that she must keep this information 
confidential— 

Chief Superintendent Bateman again told me on this occasion that all this was very 
confidential and that I could not tell anyone. I insisted that I had to tell the Speaker 
to which Chief Superintendent Bateman said, ‘Okay, but as long as it is only the 
Speaker you are telling.’ Chief Superintendent Bateman made it clear that this whole 
case was being kept very confidential and that the more people who knew about it 
from outside the police the greater the risk of prejudicing the criminal 
investigation.167  

Wednesday 26 November: the Serjeant and the Speaker (1) 

86. According to Lord Martin of Springburn, the Speaker’s Secretary told him on 
Wednesday 26 November 2008 a few minutes before his routine daily conference with 
senior House officials, which the Serjeant at Arms attends, that the Serjeant wished to see 
him alone on an urgent matter.168 The Serjeant at Arms asked Mr Speaker Martin into an 
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adjoining room and closed the door so that they could speak privately.169 The Serjeant at 
Arms told Mr Speaker Martin that “counter terrorism officers from the Metropolitan 
Police were investigating a Member and might wish shortly to arrest that individual for 
conspiring to commit misconduct in public office”.170 At that stage the Serjeant at Arms 
did not know the Member’s name. It was agreed that Mr Speaker Martin would be 
contacted when the Serjeant at Arms knew more. In her evidence to us Jill Pay said: “I told 
the Speaker that the police had informed me that officers from the Counter Terrorism 
Command were going to arrest a senior Member of Parliament, a Conservative, possibly 
that afternoon, and that they would want to search his Westminster Office, his 
constituency office and his two home addresses immediately after the arrest”.171 Lord 
Martin of Springburn’s recollection of that meeting is different: “no reference was made to 
a search of the Member’s office within the precincts”.172 In his supplementary written 
evidence, Lord Martin of Springburn asserted that the Serjeant at Arms evidence to us was 
incorrect and that she did not tell him at that meeting of the Member's party affiliation or 
his seniority, nor that there was to be a search.173 

Confidentiality 

87. Lord Martin of Springburn told us that the Serjeant at Arms had explained to him at 
their morning meeting on Wednesday 26 November that the matter was strictly 
confidential, but that it was not unusual for senior officers to approach him on confidential 
matters.174 Malcolm Jack told us that he had no knowledge on that day of Jill Pay’s 
conversation with Mr Speaker Martin and he agreed that, in retrospect, “it would certainly 
have been better if I had been informed by the Serjeant”.175 He told us that if he had been 
informed, he would have suggested to Mr Speaker Martin that all the senior officers 
involved in this business, including Speaker’s Counsel, should meet and discuss the matter 
and consider all the aspects of it.176 The Clerk of the House ascribed Jill Pay’s 
“uncharacteristic” behaviour to the duty of confidentiality imposed upon her.177 In his 
analysis, “she felt constrained by this confidentiality because she thought that the matter 
she was dealing with was something that really should not be discussed with anyone and 
therefore she did not discuss it with anyone”.178 Looking back on that morning meeting on 
Wednesday 26 November, Lord Martin of Springburn told us that it was his understanding 
that such matters would always be discussed with senior officers as necessary before he was 
informed.179 Jill Pay, the Serjeant at Arms, told us that “with hindsight, I would prefer to 
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have gone and spoken to the Clerk of the House at that stage [the evening of Wednesday 26 
November]”.180 

References to terrorism  

88. As we have previously indicated, the traditional function of the Special Branch in 
investigating serious leaks has been inherited by SO15, the Counter Terrorism 
Command.181 Assistant Commissioner Cressida Dick thought it was “very regrettable” if 
anybody became confused by the title of the Command which had been debated when 
Special Branch was merged with the Anti-Terrorism Branch in 2006.182 When it was put to 
Assistant Commissioner Cressida Dick that some new nomenclature should be considered 
for that particular part of the Metropolitan Police’s responsibilities, she said that the 
Metropolitan Police Service would “go away and think about it”.183 We recommend that 
SO15 either be re-named or that it be stripped of any role in dealing with non-terrorist 
offences. 

89. It appears that the Serjeant at Arms did not make clear to Mr Speaker Martin that the 
involvement of the Counter Terrorism Command in this case did not mean that terrorist 
offences were being investigated, although she had been told by Chief Superintendent Ed 
Bateman on Tuesday 25 November that terrorist offences were not involved.184 Lord 
Martin of Springburn told us “I was extremely concerned that a Member was being 
investigated by anti-terrorist police. In my mind I had an idea of Islamic or Irish 
terrorism”.185 This hint of terrorism may well have swayed his judgement: “I feel my 
responsibility was that I was dealing with an anti-terrorism squad. I did not know all the 
facts and I felt that I could not interfere with an anti-terrorism squad.”186 We would expect 
the House authorities to co-operate fully with police operations genuinely directed 
against a possible terrorist threat, but they ought not to allow a mistaken perception 
that alleged offences might be linked to terrorism to over-ride their better judgement.  

Wednesday 26 November: the Serjeant and the Police (1) 

90. At 4.00 pm on Wednesday 26 November Chief Superintendent Ed Bateman and three 
other police officers met Jill Pay in the Serjeant at Arms’ office. The investigating officers, 
who were still withholding the name of the MP and the nature of the offences, wanted 
confirmation that the Serjeant at Arms could give the police authority to search an MP’s 
office. During the meeting with the police officers, Jill Pay left the room to seek advice, 
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going first to her line manager the Clerk Assistant, who referred her to the Clerk of the 
House, Malcolm Jack, as the expert in that area.187 

Wednesday 26 November: the Serjeant and the Clerk 

91. The Clerk of the House told the Serjeant at Arms that she had the authority to consent 
to a search, but that if a search concerned a Member’s office she must consult the 
Speaker.188 Jill Pay told us that “I know that the Speaker is responsible for the precincts and 
everything that happens, but the terminology that is generally used in terms of security is 
that the Speaker delegates executive authority to the Serjeant”.189 In an encounter which 
lasted only three or four minutes, the Serjeant at Arms asked the Clerk of the House a 
hypothetical question: whether she had authority to permit the search of offices in the 
precincts. The Clerk of the House told us that he had said that “the authority was delegated 
in her” and asked whether she was hypothesising about a Member’s office; when she said 
that she was, the Clerk of the House said that if there were such a circumstance, then the 
Speaker would have to be consulted because that would go back to his authority.190 Jill Pay 
told us that she did not recollect the Clerk of the House referring to the Speaker’s 
authority.191 Malcolm Jack told us that, with the benefit of hindsight, he wished that he had 
been more curious and that the Serjeant at Arms’ question was posed to him “in a 
complete vacuum” and “so hypothetically that there was no context to it”— 

the alarm bells might have rung if I had known a little bit more that this was a serious 
and imminent business. I had no idea that there was any context to this. I had no 
idea that the Serjeant was actually talking to the police.192  

92. Sir William McKay, the Clerk of the House from 1998 to 2002, explained that “Once 
you have the Speaker’s okay, then the Serjeant or any other senior officer, having been 
instructed by the Speaker, would be at liberty to say yes or no, not on his or her own 
authority, but as a means of conveying the Speaker’s decision”.193 

93. Jill Pay, the Serjeant at Arms, agreed in her evidence to us that at her meeting with the 
Clerk of the House there had been a “misunderstanding” as to the meaning of the word 
“consult”.194 The conversation between the Clerk of the House and the Serjeant at Arms 
on the afternoon of Wednesday 26 November was a missed opportunity to recognise 
and forestall the storm which broke over Parliament when Damian Green’s office was 
searched. In that short exchange the information not given, the questions not asked, the 
assumptions made and the misunderstandings caused led to confusion which could and 
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should have been avoided. We remain perplexed that the seriousness of what was being 
discussed did not alert either of the two protagonists to enquire further of each other. 

94. In Mr Speaker Martin’s subsequent statement to the House on Wednesday 3 
December, he spoke of his “regret” that the Serjeant at Arms had signed the consent form 
without consulting the Clerk of the House.195 While it is indeed the case that the consent 
form was not signed till the Thursday morning, with no further conversations on the 
matter having taken place between the Clerk of the House and the Serjeant at Arms, 
Damian Green suggested to us that the account in the Johnston Report of the Serjeant’s 
encounter with the Clerk of the House on the Wednesday afternoon seemed to contradict 
Mr Speaker Martin’s statement to the House.196 Lord Martin of Springburn told us that his 
statement was given in good faith to the House, which we have no reason to doubt: “that 
was not proper consultation in my eyes, for someone to walk in and give a ‘what if’ 
scenario and then walk out the door again”.197 We agree that Mr Speaker Martin’s 
Statement on 3 December 2008 was accurate, in that the conversation between the 
Clerk and the Serjeant was not a proper consultation, but we regret the opportunities 
missed on the afternoon of Wednesday 26 November, first, for the Serjeant to alert the 
Clerk to the intended police operation and, secondly, for the Clerk to make clear to the 
Serjeant the limits to her authority. 

Wednesday 26 November: the Serjeant and the Police (2) 

95. Jill Pay returned to her office where the police officers were waiting and informed them 
at approximately 4.15 pm that she did have the authority to consent to a search. The police 
officers arranged to meet the Serjeant at Arms the following morning at 6.45 am to give her 
more information and to seek her formal consent to the search.198 

Consent and the PACE Code of Practice 

96. As pointed out by Speaker’s Counsel at the meeting with Mr Speaker Martin on 
Tuesday 2 December, after the furore over the arrest of Damian Green and the search of 
his parliamentary office, the police had made a serious omission in not complying with the 
relevant PACE Code, which stipulates that “the person concerned must be clearly 
informed they are not obliged to consent and anything seized may be produced in 
evidence”. 199 According to the relevant PACE Code— 

Before seeking consent the officer in charge of the search shall state the purpose of 
the proposed search and its extent. This information must be as specific as possible, 
particularly regarding the articles or persons being sought and the parts of the 
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premises to be searched. The person concerned must be clearly informed they are 
not obliged to consent and anything seized may be produced in evidence.200 

97. Chief Superintendent Ed Bateman told us that he did not recall advising the Serjeant at 
Arms that she did not have to consent: “because Jill Pay had understood the position that 
the Met would approach a magistrate and apply for a search warrant in the absence of 
consent, my presumption was that, knowing the alternative, she knew that she did not have 
to consent to the search”.201 As Damian Green put it to us, the police “slid round that 
particular rock without informing her”.202 Lord Martin of Springburn described the 
conduct of the police as “sleekit”.203 

98. Sir Ian Johnston noted that the consent to search form in Book 101 does itself not make 
clear the PACE Code requirement that a person should be informed they are not obliged to 
consent, but he expressed the view that failure to comply with the Codes of Practice does 
not make the search unlawful.204 We consider that the failure by any police officer 
expressly to advise the Serjeant at Arms of the right to refuse consent was symptomatic 
of the sloppy approach of the police in this case. It is true that failure to do so does not 
necessarily make a subsequent search unlawful but there was no excuse not to observe 
proper procedure. 

Wednesday 26 November: the Serjeant and the Speaker (2) 

99. The Serjeant at Arms rang Mr Speaker Martin on his mobile at about 4.20 pm and told 
him that the arrest was not taking place that afternoon, but was likely to happen the next 
morning. She read out to Mr Speaker Martin the allegation against the Member — aiding 
and abetting misconduct in public office — but she could not tell the Speaker who the 
Member in question was, since the police were still withholding that information from 
her.205 In his supplementary written evidence, Lord Martin of Springburn emphasised the 
very limited nature of the Serjeant at Arms’ reports to him on Wednesday 26 November, 
and that he was not told until the following day that there was to be a search, nor was he 
informed before Thursday 27 November of the Member's party affiliation or his 
seniority.206  

100. Nothing was done by the House authorities on the evening of Wednesday 26 
November, the final day of the Session, to take a comprehensive overview of the situation. 
In the circumstances we are surprised that no effort was made to convene a meeting of 
senior officers of the House and the Speaker on the evening of Wednesday 26 
November to consider the significance of what was about to take place and the possible 
consequences to the House itself. It may be that nothing was done to discuss the problem 
because of the way the police had shrouded their investigation in confidentiality. 
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Thursday 27 November (morning): the Police and the Serjeant 

101. The police arrived by appointment at the Serjeant’s official residence on the 
Parliamentary Estate at 6.45 am on Thursday 27 November 2008. Their apparent intention 
was to co-ordinate the search for Damian Green’s parliamentary office with his arrest in 
Kent, where the Counter-Terrorism Command, dispensing with the assistance of the local 
police, had narrowed down the location of Damian Green’s home to one or other of two 
adjacent properties.207 

Thursday 27 November (morning): the Serjeant and the Speaker 

102. At the meeting in the Serjeant at Arms’ residence, the police finally told her the name 
of the Member concerned, and asked her to sign the consent form in Book 101. Before 
doing so, she phoned Mr Speaker Martin in his official residence in Speaker’s House, 
where he was preparing to leave at 7.30 am to return home to his constituency in 
Glasgow.208 When Jill Pay told Mr Speaker Martin that Damian Green was the Member 
involved, the Speaker apparently commented that Damian Green was “a nice man”.209 This 
comment may well have reflected Mr Speaker Martin’s lingering sense that the 
involvement of the Counter-Terrorism Command had suggested something far more 
sinister than he would readily associate with the hon Member for Ashford.  

103. The telephone call at 7.30 am on Thursday 27 November was probably the last 
opportunity to avert what later unfolded that day. Had Mr Speaker Martin questioned 
what he was being told, it might have been possible even at that stage to prevent the 
unprecedented search of a Member’s parliamentary office, on what turned out to be such 
flimsy justification. Lord Martin of Springburn told us that he felt let down by the senior 
officials of the House.210 He took it for granted that the person in charge of security would 
have consulted her immediate superior.211 Both Malcolm Jack and Jill Pay have apologised 
for the way things were handled.212 Lord Martin of Springburn wrote to tell us that he was 
“comforted to note the unreserved apology tendered by the Clerk”.213 Lord Martin of 
Springburn believes that the House through its Speaker was not as well served as it ought to 
have been; he told us that a Speaker is dependent on the expertise of those around him and 
that he had been “deeply disappointed” and “let down” in his expectation that his most 
senior officials would have kept each other informed.214 
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104. Lord Martin of Springburn told us that with hindsight he wished he had asked the 
Serjeant at Arms whether there was a search warrant, but he took it to be the case that there 
was one— 

When there is a search there is always a warrant. That was basic and that is what I 
expected to happen. At that stage I expected Speaker’s Counsel to be involved and I 
expected the Clerk to be involved.215  

105. Jill Pay made clear to us in her evidence that she believed she had the authority to give 
consent to the search and that she was informing the Speaker, not seeking his authority.216 
Being informed is not the same as being consulted, and being consulted is not the same as 
giving authority. Lord Martin of Springburn submitted supplementary written evidence to 
emphasise that when the Serjeant at Arms advised him of the fact that Damian Green’s 
office was to be searched, she did not seek his support or authorisation.217 In a further 
written submission, Lord Martin underlined that in her three conversations with him the 
Serjeant at Arms had—  

simply conveyed information to me. This was not consultation in any sense that a 
Member of Parliament would understand, that is to say seeking an opinion, advice or 
approval.218 

106. Mr Speaker Martin’s public statement to the House on Wednesday 3 December was 
consistent with the evidence he gave to this Committee that he felt “deeply disappointed” 
and “let down”.219 

Thursday 27 November (late morning and early afternoon) 

107. Once the consent form had been signed, there then ensued a lull while Counter-
Terrorism Command attempted to locate Damian Green, who was going about his 
business as a Member of Parliament in his own constituency. The Home Affairs Select 
Committee Report sets out the detailed sequence of events, culminating in Damian Green’s 
arrest at Snodland in Kent and the flurry of phone calls afterwards to inform the Home 
Secretary, the Mayor of London, the Leader of the Opposition and several others of his 
arrest.220 We need not repeat the Home Affairs Committee’s account of those events here. 

108. Whenever a Member of Parliament is arrested on criminal charges, the House must 
be informed of the cause for which they are detained from their service in Parliament, 
though the ancient parliamentary privilege of freedom from arrest has never been allowed 
to interfere with the administration of criminal justice.221 In his evidence to us, Lord Martin 
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of Springburn described the delay in notifying the Speaker of Damian Green’s arrest as 
“worrying”.222 Assistant Commissioner Quick wrote to Mr Speaker Martin after the 
weekend, on Monday 1 December, a letter which was received only on the afternoon of 
Tuesday 2 December.223 As the House was prorogued at the time, no formal entry in the 
Journals of the House was required to note Damian Green’s arrest.224  

Thursday 27 November (afternoon): the Clerk and the Serjeant 

109. Malcolm Jack told us that he was “startled” by something he heard or saw on a 
television news channel at about 2.20pm on the afternoon of Thursday 27 November 2008. 
There is no dispute that at around that time something prompted the Clerk of the House to 
summon the Serjeant at Arms.225 We find the Clerk’s recollection perplexing since, as far as 
we can tell, the story did not appear on a television news channel, or in any form at all, 
until 7.30 pm when Sky News broke the news that Damian Green had been arrested and 
the other news outlets followed with their own reports.226 When questioned again on this 
point, Malcolm Jack replied: “Well, I think we have reached a dead end, have we not? I can 
only tell you what my recollection is”.227 As the timeline in the Home Affairs Committee 
report shows, the number of people in the “Westminster village” who knew about the 
arrest had grown rapidly over lunchtime that Thursday.228 Malcolm Jack accepted that it is 
possible that he learned of the arrest from a source other than the television.229 

110. Whatever it was that prompted him to do so, it was at about 2.20pm that Malcolm 
Jack summoned the Serjeant at Arms to his office and was immediately able to retrieve the 
McKay Memorandum of July 2000, which was easily available in his office.230 Jill Pay 
confirmed in evidence to us that the Clerk of the House had telephoned her office shortly 
after the search began at 2.08pm to say he wanted to see her immediately, but she had 
already left Damian Green’s office to see the Clerk of the House.231 

111. It was only when the Clerk of the House asked the Serjeant at Arms at that meeting to 
show him a copy of the search warrant that he realised that the search was taking place on 
the basis of a consent form and that there was no warrant.232 The Serjeant at Arms had 
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brought with her the first draft of a letter from her to the investigating officer and a copy of 
the consent form she had signed. Malcolm Jack asked to see the warrant and the Serjeant at 
Arms told him that the police had convinced her that the consent form she had signed was 
lawful consent and was instead of a warrant.233  

112. The Serjeant at Arms told Malcolm Jack that she had “consulted” Mr Speaker Martin 
on three occasions, the last time at 7.30 that morning.234 Malcolm Jack told us that Jill Pay 
may have misunderstood what he meant by “consult”.235 The Speaker had certainly been 
informed, but Lord Martin of Springburn confirmed to us in supplementary written 
evidence that he considers it “beyond reason for anyone to suggest there had existed any 
credible belief that my desire or direction was for this search to be conducted”. He is 
“unable to envisage any circumstances in which I would or could have supported or 
encouraged any Officer of the House to consent to a search being conducted within the 
precincts of Parliament without a warrant”.236 In his evidence to us, Lord Martin 
emphasised that “it never occurred to me that the Serjeant would give consent to a police 
search of a Member’s office in a police investigation without a warrant”.237 Malcolm Jack 
did not realise that the Speaker had not in fact given his approval to the search until two 
days later, when he spoke to Mr Speaker Martin on the phone on Saturday 29 
November.238  

113. The Clerk of the House and the Serjeant at Arms agreed the content of her letter to the 
investigating officer should include the alleged charge, because it had not appeared on the 
consent form, and that the letter should be copied to Damian Green, the Clerk of the 
House, the Speaker’s Secretary, the Head of Parliamentary Security and Speaker’s 
Counsel.239 This is the letter accompanying the consent form which Lord Martin of 
Springburn raised with us and which the Speaker’s Secretary in his evidence to us referred 
to as a “restraining letter”.240 

114. Malcolm Jack told us that he had no authority to stop the search.241 Since the Clerk of 
the House had been told that the Speaker had been consulted, before the Serjeant signed 
the consent form, there was no basis for him to question the legality of the search.242 A 
search warrant would have been necessary only if consent had been refused by the 
appropriate person — who in this case would have been the Serjeant at Arms, acting on the 
Speaker’s authority. In his supplementary evidence to us, Lord Martin of Springburn 
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suggests that the Clerk of the House could have at least requested the police to pause in 
their search while the decision to consent was reviewed.243 

115. We consider that seriously inadequate communication between these three key 
figures — Speaker, Clerk of the House and Serjeant at Arms — resulted in complete 
misunderstanding about the proper process for allowing a search of a Member’s office. 
Had all three been more persistent in their questions and more forthcoming in their 
responses they must surely have appreciated the nature of events and their unfolding 
significance. We agree with Lord Martin of Springburn that the House officials should 
have served the Speaker better, and the Clerk of the House has rightly apologised that 
matters were not better handled; but it was inescapably Mr Speaker Martin’s 
responsibility to make sure the right questions were asked. Mr Speaker Martin failed to 
exercise the ultimate responsibility, which was his alone, to take control and not merely 
to expect to be kept informed.  

Thursday 27 November (afternoon): the film of the search 

116. Once the search was under way, Andrew Mackay MP, the Member for Bracknell, who 
was at the time senior parliamentary and political adviser to the Leader of the Opposition, 
entered Damian Green’s office whilst it was being searched and filmed the scene. Chief 
Superintendent Ed Bateman was informed at New Scotland Yard and immediately asked 
Jill Pay by mobile phone to intervene. Jill Pay replied later by e-mail to say that she had 
formally asked the Member to return the tape from the camera, but she had been told that 
it had already left the Parliamentary Estate.244 A version with police officers’ identifying 
features pixillated, which was later released by the Conservative Party, was broadcast in 
news programmes and may still be found on the Internet. 

Thursday 27 November (afternoon): the Clerk and the Speaker 

117. The Clerk of the House asked the Speaker’s Secretary to pass a message to Mr Speaker 
Martin, who was away from home on a private family visit. Lord Martin of Springburn told 
us that the Speaker’s Secretary phoned him at about 5.00 pm to say that that the police had 
come into the House and were searching Damian Green’s office, that Damian Green had 
been arrested in his constituency, that the Clerk of the House wanted to convey to him that 
the search was underway and was being conducted properly, and that the Opposition Chief 
Whip wanted to speak to him.245 Lord Martin told us “what I wanted to know at that stage 
is what does ‘properly’ mean?”.246 Mr Speaker Martin did not call the Clerk, however, and 
in evidence to us Lord Martin of Springburn said: “Why did the Clerk not come to me? 
The duty of the Clerk is to serve the Speaker, not the other way round; it is not for me to 
run around finding the Clerk”.247  
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118. Angus Sinclair, the Speaker’s Secretary, told us that when he had been called to see the 
Clerk of the House at about 4.00 pm he had been told that “there had been a problem, that 
Damian Green’s office was being searched and that the Serjeant had made a mistake by 
letting the police in with just a consent form”.248 Angus Sinclair told us that when he told 
Mr Speaker Martin there was a consent form and a ‘restraining letter’ but no warrant the 
Speaker was surprised and determined that he should see these pieces of papers for 
himself.249 Lord Martin of Springburn asked for the paperwork, and on his way home he 
pulled over into a lay-by so that the Assistant Secretary to the Speaker, Peter Barratt, could 
read him the documents over the phone: “I realised then that there was no warrant”.250 

5 After the search 

Thursday 27 November (evening) 

119. Damian Green was released from Belgravia police station at 11.09 pm, having told the 
police in his second formal interview that he was too tired to answer questions.251 Later that 
evening, he gave a television interview from College Green, opposite the Houses of 
Parliament.252 Ministers distanced themselves from the furore which followed the arrest by 
emphasising that the decision to arrest Damian Green was an operational decision taken 
by the police.253  

Monday 1 December: the Metropolitan Police Service 

120. In his written evidence Robert Quick maintains that the police were by no means 
insulated from the political row which followed the arrest: by Monday 1 December, 
according to Robert Quick, on his very first day as Acting Commissioner, Sir Paul 
Stephenson had drafted his own resignation.254 Again according to Robert Quick, Assistant 
Commissioner John Yates told him that the investigation was “doomed”.255 Assistant 
Commissioner Yates predicted that the Crown Prosecution Service would withdraw their 
support due to the outcry, in much the same way as they had decided at the end of the 
‘cash-for-honours’ inquiry not to bring charges against anyone despite having given 
positive indications throughout the investigation.256 
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Tuesday 2 December: the Speaker and his advisers 

121. It was not until Tuesday 2 December, on the eve of the new Session, that Mr Speaker 
Martin, the Clerk of the House, the Serjeant at Arms and Speaker’s Counsel sat down 
together.257 Lord Martin of Springburn told us that at this meeting the Clerk of the House 
had said that Chief Superintendent Ed Bateman had “bamboozled” the Serjeant at Arms 
and “tricked” her into keeping the matter from her immediate superiors.258 Whether those 
actual words were used by the Clerk of the House or not, the recollection of those present is 
that the collective view taken by the most senior officers of the House was that the police 
could be criticised for the way they had “pressured” the Serjeant at Arms in the period 
leading up to the search.259 

Wednesday 3 December: the Speaker and the House  

122. When the House of Commons met on Wednesday 3 December, the day of the State 
Opening of the new Session, Mr Speaker Martin made a statement before the beginning of 
the debate on the Address in reply to the Queen’s Speech.260 He began by saying that “it 
was right and fitting that I should make no comment until Parliament reconvenes, because 
it is this House and this House alone that I serve, as well as being accountable for the 
actions of its Officers”. We reproduce that statement in full because of its importance: 

SPEAKER’S STATEMENT (3 DECEMBER 2008) 

Mr. Speaker: I wish to make a statement to the House about the arrest and entry into the offices of 
the hon. Member for Ashford (Damian Green) last Thursday, 27 November, which raises a subject of 
grave concern to all Members of the House. 
In the past few days there has been much pressure on me to make public comment about these 
matters, but I felt that it was right and fitting that I should make no comment until Parliament 
reconvenes, because it is this House and this House alone that I serve, as well as being accountable 
for the actions of its Officers. I should emphasise from the start that it is not for me to comment on 
the allegations that have been made against the hon. Member or on the disposal of those 
allegations in the judicial process. 
I should also remind the House, as stated in chapter 7 of “Erskine May,” that parliamentary privilege 
has never prevented the operation of the criminal law. [Interruption.] Order. The Joint Committee 
on Parliamentary Privilege in its authoritative report in 1999 said that the precincts of the House are 
not and should not be “a haven from the law”. 
There is therefore no special restriction on the police searching the parliamentary precincts in the 
course of a criminal proceeding—nor has there ever been. 
On Wednesday last, the Metropolitan police informed the Serjeant at Arms that an arrest was 
contemplated, but did not disclose the identity of the Member. I was told in the strictest confidence 
by her that a Member might be arrested and charged, but no further details were given to me. I was 
told that they might be forthcoming the next morning. 
At 7 am on Thursday, police called upon the Serjeant at Arms and explained the background to the 
case, and disclosed to the Serjeant the identity of the Member. The Serjeant at Arms called me, told 
me the Member’s name and said that a search might take place of his offices in the House. I was not 
told that the police did not have a warrant. [Hon. Members: “Ah!”] Order. I have been told that the 
police did not explain, as they are required to do, that the Serjeant was not obliged to consent, or 
that a warrant could have been insisted upon. [Interruption.] Order. Let me make the statement. I 
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regret that a consent form was then signed by the Serjeant at Arms, without consulting the Clerk of 
the House. 
I must make it clear to the House— [Interruption.] Order. I must make it clear to the House that I was 
not asked the question of whether consent should be given, or whether a warrant should have been 
insisted on. I did not personally authorise the search. It was later that evening that I was told that 
the search had gone ahead only on the basis of a consent form. I further regret that I was formally 
told by the police only yesterday, by letter from Assistant Commissioner Robert Quick, that the hon. 
Member was arrested on 27 November on suspicion of conspiring to commit misconduct in public 
office and on suspicion of aiding and abetting misconduct in public office. 
I have reviewed the handling of this matter. From now on, a warrant will always be required when a 
search—[Hon. Members: “Oh!”] Order. If the hon. Gentleman will let me finish—I have waited for 
four days. Some have been able to go on television; I have not had that luxury. I have not been able 
to speak to the media. A warrant will always be required when a search of a Member’s office, or 
access to a Member’s parliamentary papers, is sought. Every case must be referred for my personal 
decision, as it is my responsibility. All this will be made clear in a protocol issued under my name to 
all hon. Members. 
Lastly, I have decided, myself, to refer the matter of the seizure by police of material belonging to 
the hon. Member for Ashford to a Committee of seven senior and experienced Members, nominated 
by me, to report as soon as possible. I expect the motion necessary to establish this Committee to be 
tabled by the Government for debate on Monday. I also expect a report of the Committee to be 
debated by this House as soon as possible thereafter. 

 

123. As can be seen from his Statement, Mr Speaker Martin reminded the House that the 
precincts of the House are not and should not be “a haven from the law”. He then went on 
to refer to his confidential (and incomplete) briefing by the Serjeant at Arms on the 
morning of Wednesday 26 November and his phone conversation with the Serjeant on the 
morning of Thursday 27 November. He informed the House that he had not been told that 
the police did not have a warrant and that he had been told that the police had not 
explained, as they were required to do, that the Serjeant at Arms was not obliged to 
consent, or that a warrant could have been insisted upon. Mr Speaker Martin told the 
House that he regretted that a consent form was then signed by the Serjeant at Arms, 
without consulting the Clerk of the House. 

124. Again as appears from his Statement, Mr Speaker Martin made it clear that he had not 
been asked whether consent should be given; that he had not been asked whether a warrant 
should have been insisted upon; that he did not personally authorise the search; and that it 
was only later in the evening of Thursday 27 November that he had been told that the 
search had gone ahead on the basis of only a consent form.  

125. Mr Speaker Martin announced that in future a warrant would always be required 
when a search of a Member’s office, or access to a Member’s parliamentary papers, was 
sought. Each case would have to be referred for the Speaker’s personal decision, as it was 
his responsibility. He undertook to issue a Speaker’s Protocol.261 

Monday 8 December: the Speaker’s Committee 

126. In his statement on Wednesday 3 December, Mr Speaker Martin told the House that 
he had decided to refer the matter of the seizure by police of material belonging to the hon. 
Member for Ashford to a Committee of seven senior and experienced Members, to be 
nominated personally by the Speaker, to report as soon as possible. In our view it would 
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have been possible for the Speaker to use his power to allow a Member of the House to 
move a Motion referring the matter of the search of a Member’s office to the 
Committee on Standards and Privileges, instead of proposing that a new committee 
should be appointed. 

127. Lord Martin of Springburn told us that he was dismayed later on Wednesday 3 
December, after he had made his Statement to the House, to be informed by the Leader of 
the House, that, on the Attorney General’s advice, the Government Motion to establish the 
Speaker’s Committee would provide that the enquiry could not sit until criminal 
proceedings had been dealt with. Mr Speaker Martin appealed to the Prime Minister that 
evening that such a restriction was unnecessary and that the Committee should meet as a 
matter of urgency, but his request was declined.262 The proposed delay to the start of the 
Committee’s work was much criticised in the debate on Monday 8 December, at the end of 
which an amendment proposing different terms of reference, moved by the Chair of this 
Committee and backed by Members of all parties, was put to the vote and lost by only four 
votes.263 Immediately after the vote on the main question to establish the Committee as 
proposed by the Government had been carried (by 293 to 270), spokesmen from the two 
main Opposition parties announced that they were unable to recommend to their 
colleagues that they should serve on the proposed Speaker’s Committee.  

128. Over the next few months efforts were made by Damian Green himself and by other 
Members, in accordance with the normal procedure, for the matter to be referred to the 
Committee on Standards and Privileges, but Mr Speaker Martin turned down every 
application for such a referral Motion to be given precedence over the Orders of the Day.264 

Parliamentary Privilege and the sealed bags of papers: the sift 

129. The Clerk of the House warned the police soon after Damian Green’s arrest that the 
material seized as a result of their search of his office in Parliament might include material 
subject to parliamentary privilege.265 The seized papers were placed in sealed bags until the 
privilege issues raised by Kingsley Napley, Damian Green’s solicitors, could be resolved.266 
Kingsley Napley attended by agreement a preliminary sift on 22 January 2009 carried out 
by Speaker’s Assistant Counsel (Veronica Daly) and the previous Clerk of the Journals 
(Jacqy Sharpe) which identified 20 documents closely related to parliamentary 
proceedings.267 Further sifts of electronic records were carried out on 30 March and 2 April 
2009 and identified a further two documents.268 The documents identified in this way, as 
“advice and not a definitive decision” were those which the two officers of the House could 
be “pretty certain that on precedent that would be regarded as something which was 
privileged”.269 This narrow definition of parliamentary privilege stems from the concept, 
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expressed in Article IX of the Bill of Rights, that proceedings in Parliament should not be 
“impeached or questioned in any court” — parliamentary privilege limits the use which 
courts may make of parliamentary proceedings and does not necessarily cast a cloak of 
privacy over them; in the modern context, proceedings include a very great deal of 
published material (such as speeches, motions and questions).270 

130. Damian Green described the sift as “pretty unsatisfactory”.271 He was concerned at 
possible prejudice to his defence if it was not established before he was interviewed by the 
police which material was subject to parliamentary privilege, and was therefore material on 
which he could decline to comment at interview.272 The Clerk of the House advised 
Damian Green that he would not be prevented from commenting on material in a police 
interview because the material might be privileged, that it would be open to Damian Green 
to make representations in a police interview as part of his defence that he disagreed with 
the initial assessment of privilege and that if a prosecution were brought, the question of 
admissibility of evidence would be determined by the trial judge.273 Damian Green objected 
to decisions being made by officers of the House without express authority to do so from 
the House itself.274  

131. Following the final sift on Thursday 2 April, the police were able to complete their 
work on the case file on the investigation, which was handed over to the Crown 
Prosecution Service on Thursday 9 April.275 A week later, on Thursday 16 April 2009, the 
Director of Public Prosecutions made the announcement to which we have already 
referred that there would be no proceedings against either Christopher Galley or Damian 
Green.276  

132. Following the DPP’s decision, the Home Secretary asked Her Majesty’s Chief 
Inspector of Constabulary, Denis O’Connor, to undertake a review of the lessons learned 
from the Metropolitan Police investigation into Home Office leaks.277 The O’Connor 
Report was commissioned to fulfil an undertaking given by the Home Secretary to the 
Home Affairs Select Committee on 20 January 2009 and was published on 12 October 
2009, the day the House returned from the summer recess.278 Annexed to the O’Connor 
Report was the earlier Johnston Report, which had been commissioned by the Acting 
Commissioner of the Metropolitan Police on 2 December 2008 with a tight timescale of 
producing an interim report within a week and a final report by 16 December 2008.279 Sir 
Ian Johnston did not have access to any documentation found in Damian Green’s 
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parliamentary office because of the legal argument raised by his solicitors regarding 
parliamentary privilege.280 

133. Robert Quick, as the Assistant Commissioner in charge of the investigation, told us 
that he considered that the task Sir Ian Johnston had been given was “unenviable” for 
which the timescale was “completely unrealistic”.281 He also told us he was “troubled” by a 
series of inaccuracies and material omissions in the Johnston Report which he could 
explain only as “a consequence of the chaos amidst which the review was conducted”.282 

134. Sir Ian Johnston commented in his Report that greater clarity was needed on the 
concept of parliamentary privilege, to lead to more widely understood conventions on 
search, and on other engagement by police with Members of either of the Houses of 
Parliament, while in the House or while engaged on parliamentary business.283 Denis 
O’Connor noted that the provision of a case file to the Crown Prosecution Service was held 
up until 9 April 2009, whilst legal representatives resolved issues relating to Parliamentary 
Privilege, and that the difficulties posed for lawyers and police officers alike in respect of 
Parliamentary Privilege had been a common theme arising out of both the reviews, carried 
out by himself and by Sir Ian Johnston: “the absence of a clearly established procedure to 
inform the most effective way of resolving such claims ultimately contributed to delays in 
the decision not to charge either man”.284  

135. Even after the Director of Public Prosecutions had decided that there should be no 
proceedings, it did not immediately prove possible to establish the committee proposed by 
Mr Speaker Martin in his Statement of 3 December 2008. In his valedictory statement to 
the House on 17 June 2009, Mr Speaker Martin announced that the Government Chief 
Whip had assured him that an all-party inquiry of eight senior Members, with a member of 
the Opposition in the Chair and with no Government majority, would inquire into the 
matters arising from the police search of a Member’s office.285 On 13 July 2009 the House’s 
decision of 8 December 2008 was formally rescinded and replaced with the Order of 
Reference of this present Committee, a decision taken by the House without objection or 
debate. 

6 The privilege issues 

Matters relating to privilege arising from the police operation 

136.  Our terms of reference require us to consider any matter relating to privilege arising 
from the police operation. We have reviewed the police operation extensively above, as it 
cannot be separated from our consideration of the internal processes of the House.  
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137. The Johnston Report recommends there should be discussions between the 
Metropolitan Police and the DPP/CPS “about the handing of similar cases in the future, 
because they create real challenges for investigators in balancing the need for 
thoroughness, transparency and even-handedness in investigations, with the responsibility 
of MPs to carry out their lawful duties robustly and in confidence”. Johnston also called for 
greater clarity on Parliamentary Privilege.286  

138. Denis O’Connor set out a model Protocol on leak investigations, which suggested that 
in cases where a Member of Parliament is suspected of an offence the impact of 
parliamentary privilege must be addressed and constantly addressed at every step of the 
leak investigation process, ideally through a single parliamentary official as a single point of 
contact (SPOC).287 

139. We have expressed our opinion upon various aspects of the police operation, and we 
have noted a number of criticisms of it made in the Reports by Denis O’Connor and by Sir 
Ian Johnston. We have identified failings and errors of judgement in the way the matter 
was handled by the police, particularly in accepting the initial brief from the Cabinet 
Office, in pursuing charges relating to misconduct in public office, deciding to launch a 
surprise arrest instead of seeking an appointment with the Member of Parliament 
concerned, in pressuring the Serjeant at Arms into consenting to the search of the 
parliamentary office, and in not abiding by the PACE Code of Practice. 

140. We do not consider that anything the police did amounted to a breach of privilege 
or a contempt of the House but the conduct of the police in this matter clearly fell 
below acceptable standards, as the Johnston and O’Connor Reports bear out. We 
understand that the Metropolitan Police has accepted the conclusions of those Reports. 

Matters relating to privilege: recommendations for the future 

141. Sir William McKay’s Memorandum of 28 July 2000 stated that “we have no real 
precedent for how such a request should be met”. In the memorandum which “tries to 
suggest what the reaction might be, resting on first principles and on Canadian practice”, 
Sir William McKay set out what he described as some “unresolved imperatives”— 

• Control of the premises is vested in the Speaker 

• The Speaker is guardian of the House’s privileges (subject to the House itself) 

• The House’s privileges must not be infringed 

• Proceedings and Members taking part in them, must not be impeded 

• Privilege does not afford protection from a proper search 

• The Palace of Westminster is not a sanctuary.288 
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142. These imperatives remain and we endorse them as central to any discussion of the 
issues thrown up by this case. It is fruitless to attempt to cover every possible set of 
circumstances that might conceivably arise in the future from the interaction of the House, 
its Members and the criminal law, but those imperatives provide a firm starting point.  

143. The question of the police search of a Member’s office was not mentioned at all in the 
Report of the Joint Committee on Parliamentary Privilege in 1998-99.289 Sir William 
McKay commented that the problem had however arisen in various Commonwealth 
jurisdictions, and in the United States, over the past twenty years.290 

144. The Joint Committee stated, correctly, that Parliament is not a haven from the law, 
and there is no general criminal immunity in our jurisdiction for Members of Parliament. 
Malcolm Jack told us that the “crux of the problem” was whether the House could 
interrupt the process of a criminal investigation without in some way prejudicing it.291  

The Speaker’s Protocol 

145.  As we have already noted, on 8 December 2008 Mr Speaker Martin issued a Protocol, 
which we set out below, on the execution of a search warrant in the precincts of the House 
of Commons292 — 

1. In my statement of 3 December 2008 (OR col 3) I said I would issue a protocol to all Members 
on the searching of Members’ offices. In future a warrant will always be required for a search of a 
Member’s office or access to a Member’s parliamentary papers including his electronic records and 
any such warrant will be referred to me for my personal decision.  
2. Though much of the precincts of the House are open to the public, there are parts of the 
buildings which are not public. The House controls access to its precincts for a variety of reasons, 
including security, confidentiality and effective conduct of parliamentary business. 
3. Responsibility for controlling access to the precincts of the House has been vested by the 
House in me. It is no part of my duties as Speaker to impede the proper administration of justice, but 
it is of equal concern that the work of the House and of its Members is not unnecessarily hindered.  
4. The precincts of Parliament are not a haven from the law. A criminal offence committed 
within the precincts is no different from an offence committed outside and is a matter for the courts. 
It is long established that a Member may be arrested within the precincts.  
5. In cases where the police wish to search within Parliament, a warrant must be obtained and 
any decision relating to the execution of that warrant must be referred to me. In all cases where any 
Officer or other member of the staff of the House is made aware that a warrant is to be sought the 
Clerk of the House, Speaker’s Counsel, the Speaker’s Secretary and the Serjeant at Arms must be 
informed. No Officer or other member of the staff of the House may undertake any duty of 
confidentiality which has the purpose or effect of preventing or impeding communication with these 
Officers.  
6. I will consider any warrant and will take advice on it from senior officials. As well as 
satisfying myself as to the formal validity of the warrant, I will consider the precision with which it 
specifies the material being sought, its relevance to the charge brought and the possibility that the 
material might be found elsewhere. I reserve the right to seek the advice of the Attorney General 
and Solicitor General. 
7. I will require a record to be provided of what has been seized, and I may wish to attach 
conditions to the police handling of any parliamentary material discovered in a search until such 
time as any issue of privilege has been resolved. 
8. Any search of a Member’s office or belongings will only proceed in the presence of the 
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Serjeant at Arms, Speaker’s Counsel or their deputies. The Speaker may attach conditions to such a 
search which require the police to describe to a senior parliamentary official the nature of any 
material being seized which may relate to a Member’s parliamentary work and may therefore be 
covered by parliamentary privilege. In the latter case, the police shall be required to sign an 
undertaking to maintain the confidentiality of that material removed, until such time as any issue of 
privilege has been resolved. 
9. If the police remove any document or equipment from a Member’s office, they will be 
required to treat any data relating to individual constituents with the same degree of care as would 
apply in similar circumstances to removal of information about a client from a lawyer’s office.  
10. The execution of a warrant shall not constitute a waiver of privilege with respect to any 
parliamentary material which may be removed by the police.  
11. In view of the concern shown by Members, I am circulating this document without delay, 
but I shall take into account any representations by Members for its revision and will issue a revised 
document, should this be necessary. 

 

146. The first point to note is the assertion that a warrant will always be required for a 
search of a Member’s office; that statement fulfils one of the PACE conditions for securing 
a warrant, by making it clear that consent to a search will never be granted by the House 
authorities. Looking back on the Damian Green case, if the Protocol had been in force at 
that time the police could have asked the District Judge for a warrant to search his 
parliamentary office at the same time as they were granted the warrants for the search of 
his homes and constituency office.  

147. The second, and contrasting, point in the Speaker’s Protocol is that “any such warrant 
will be referred to me for my personal decision”. Here we begin to depart from PACE and 
to enter what Malcolm Jack described as the “slightly mysterious” domain of exclusive 
cognisance as far as the precincts of the House are concerned.293 Malcolm Jack found it 
“quite hard to imagine the police arriving with a warrant that actually interfered with 
proceedings of the House and therefore raised a matter of privilege that the Speaker would 
have to consider at that point”.294 Under the Protocol, the Speaker’s involvement would 
deal with technical aspects including the formal validity of the warrant, the precision with 
which it specified the material being sought, its relevance to the charge brought and the 
possibility that the material might be found elsewhere. Michael Carpenter, Speaker’s 
Counsel, advised us that the proper course would be to accede to the execution of a 
warrant, as one is under a legal duty to do so, and then apply in the first instance for 
judicial review of the issue of a warrant.295 When we invited Speaker’s Counsel to speculate 
on what might happen if the Speaker declined to permit execution of the warrant, he 
replied “Then you might have an undignified scuffle at the door”; he thought that the 
police would either exercise reasonable force, or go away and consider bringing charges of 
obstruction against those who had refused the officers entry to the premises specified in the 
warrant.296 Sir William McKay told us that he could not envisage circumstances in which a 
Speaker might wish to prevent the execution of a warrant.297 If there ever were such 
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circumstances, the need for the clarification of the role of the Head of Parliamentary 
Security, which the Clerk of the House agreed would be helpful, would become acute.298  

148. The Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) submitted to us a commentary on the 
Speaker’s Protocol, noting that as a unilateral protocol issued to Members of the House it 
has no binding effect on the MPS or its operations.299 The MPS accepted that a search 
warrant should not be executed over premises in Parliament on a Parliamentary sitting day 
without the express concurrence of the Speaker (or his Deputy if the Speaker is not in 
Parliament).300 The MPS contested other parts of the Protocol — 

It is respectfully submitted that any decision relating the sought material to the 
relevance of the charge or whether such material may be found elsewhere is not a 
proper function of the Speaker when deciding matters related to the execution of a 
properly granted and valid search warrant. These matters will already have been 
judicially determined upon the grant of the warrant.301 

149. The MPS argued that the courts are entitled to determine whether a document is 
capable of attracting parliamentary privilege, which is affected by the purpose for which it 
is being adduced: “if the documents seized are to prove the occurrence of parliamentary 
events they are admissible; if they are adduced to question the propriety of the 
parliamentary event then they are embargoed by Article IX of the Bill of Rights”.302 The 
MPS proposed a procedure to allow a Member to insist on House officials reviewing any 
disputed material, subject to the final decision of the court.303 

150. Malcolm Jack emphasised in his evidence to us that a Member cannot be arrested in 
the precincts while the House is sitting “because that would interfere with his first duty 
which is to attend upon the House”.304  

The Joint Committee on Parliamentary Privilege 1998-99 

151. Sir Patrick Cormack, the Member for South Staffordshire, drew our attention to the 
1999 Report from the Joint Committee on Parliamentary Privilege, of which he had been a 
member.305 The Joint Committee had recommended putting more of parliamentary 
privilege on statutory footing. In its Report on the Parliamentary Standards Bill, published 
in July 2009, the House of Commons Justice Select Committee suggested that it was an 
appropriate time for considering whether to have a Parliamentary Privilege Act.306 The 
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Report of the Joint Committee on the draft Bribery Bill, also published in July 2009, 
concluded that — 

The issue of parliamentary privilege has arisen in relation to several pieces of 
legislation and draft legislation in recent years. Legislating in a piecemeal fashion 
risks undermining the important constitutional principles of parliamentary privilege 
without consciousness of the overall impact of doing so. This issue was examined in 
considerable detail by the 1999 Joint Committee on Parliamentary Privilege, which 
concluded that a Parliamentary Privileges Act was required. We believe that, should 
the Government deem it necessary, such an act would be the most appropriate place 
to address the potential evidential problems in relation to bribery offences.307 

152. The Joint Committee on Parliamentary Privilege emphasised that the right of each 
House to administer its internal affairs within its precincts was intended to protect each 
House in respect of the conduct of its internal affairs and not to embrace and protect 
activities of individuals, whether Members or non-Members, simply because they took 
place within the precincts of Parliament— 

Thus, unless protected by Article 9 as part of proceedings in Parliament, the speech 
and conduct of members enjoyed no special privilege under this heading. Article 9 
aside, members can be prosecuted for criminal conduct, such as a breach of the 
official secrets legislation, or pursued in the civil courts for slander or other wrongs, 
even when the conduct complained of occurred within the Palace of Westminster. If 
a member is charged with a criminal offence, no waiver of immunity is required. If 
one of their members is imprisoned and cannot attend the House, the two Houses 
expect only to be informed of the fact. The same principle applies to the premises in 
which Parliament meets. A criminal offence committed in the precincts is triable in 
the courts. A member may be arrested within the precincts.308 

Electronic surveillance 

153. Ben Wallace, the Member for Lancaster and Wyre, raised with us concerns that the 
“Wilson doctrine”, instigated in 1966 to cover all forms of interception which were subject 
to authorisation by Secretary of State Warrant, needed updating in the light of 
technological developments over the past 40 years. Surveillance methods have rapidly 
overtaken the basic intercept and these now enable Authorities to have a significant 
capability: listening devices, directional microphones, software, covert searches and 
concealed cameras. He also suggested that if Parliament were considered to be a “public” 
place under the relevant Regulation of Investigative Powers Act (RIPA) legislation, the 
bugging of Members’ offices could be authorised by any police superintendent, or indeed a 
district inspector of sea fisheries, without reference to any Minister or other authority.309  

154. The “Wilson doctrine” was set out in answer to questions in the House of Commons 
on 17 November 1966. The then Prime Minister, Rt Hon Harold Wilson, said that he had 
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given instructions that there was to be no tapping of the telephones of Members of 
Parliament and that if there were a development which required a change of policy he 
would at such moment as was compatible with the security of the country make a 
statement in the House about it.310 The Wilson doctrine has been maintained under 
successive administrations.311 Following the implementation of the Regulation of 
Investigatory Powers Act 2000, which updated existing laws and set in place new legal 
procedures governing the interception of communications carried on both public and 
private telecommunications systems, the then Prime Minister, Rt Hon Tony Blair, advised 
the House that he had received advice from the Interception of Communications 
Commissioner, Rt Hon Sir Swinton Thomas, on the implications for the Wilson doctrine 
of the regulatory framework established under that Act.312 Sir Swinton Thomas advised 
that, taking into account the new and robust regulatory framework governing interception 
and the changed circumstances since 1966, the Wilson doctrine should not be sustained. 
The Prime Minster stated that he had considered Sir Swinton's advice very seriously, 
together with concerns expressed in this House in response to his written ministerial 
statement on 15 December 2005, and had decided that the Wilson doctrine should be 
maintained.313 It was presumably this consideration of the Commissioner’s advice that 
Lord Martin of Springburn was referring to in his evidence when he told us that within the 
last few years he had involved the Deputy Prime Minister in resisting an attempt by a High 
Court judge to lift the protection of the Wilson doctrine in the Palace of Westminster.314  

A right of reply 

155. Another issue that the Clerk of the House suggested might be addressed by a new 
Joint Committee on Parliamentary Privilege could be the balance to be struck between 
freedom of speech and a right of reply or redress. Although in the case of A v UK the 
European Court of Human Rights decided in 2002 in favour of Parliament, with the UK 
having been supported by a number of Member States, there were judicial concerns about 
the limited options for a person wishing to refute damaging comments made about them 
in the House.315 

Definition of proceedings 

156. The Joint Committee on Parliamentary Privilege recognised in 1999 that a statutory 
definition of proceedings in Parliament would not solve all problems, but argued that it 
would remove some areas of confusion. That Joint Committee recommended that “the 
uncertainty in these areas should be ended without further delay” and proposed the 
enactment of a definition on the following lines— 
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(1) For the purposes of article 9 of the Bill of Rights 1689 `proceedings in Parliament' 
means all words spoken and acts done in the course of, or for the purposes of, or 
necessarily incidental to, transacting the business of either House of Parliament or of 
a committee.  

(2) Without limiting (1), this includes:  

(a) the giving of evidence before a House or a committee or an officer appointed by 
a House to receive such evidence,  

(b) the presentation or submission of a document to a House or a committee or an 
officer appointed by a House to receive it, once the document is accepted,  

 (c) the preparation of a document for the purposes of transacting the business of a 
House or a committee, provided any drafts, notes, advice or the like are not 
circulated more widely than is reasonable for the purposes of preparation, 

(d) the formulation, making or publication of a document by a House or a 
committee,  

(e) the maintenance of any register of the interests of the members of a House and 
any other register of interests prescribed by resolution of a House.  

(3) A ‘committee’ means a committee appointed by either House or a joint 
committee appointed by both Houses of Parliament and includes a sub-committee.  

(4) A document includes any disc, tape or device in which data are embodied so as to 
be capable of being reproduced therefrom.316  

157. Sir William McKay suggested that this Committee might wish to take the opportunity 
to elaborate on the thinking of the committee on the Sandys case in 1938-39— 

The Attorney General told the 1938-39 committee that the courts would be likely to 
give a broad construction to the term ‘proceedings’, ‘having regard to the great 
fundamental purpose which freedom of speech serves.’ The assurance may or may 
not hold good seventy years later, but the distinction between protected and 
unprotected material is critical to any new arrangements for conducting searches of 
Members’ offices.317 

Constituency correspondence 

158. Roger Gale, the Member for North Thanet, proposed that the parliamentary 
constituency casework of Members of Parliament should be afforded the same privileges of 
confidentiality as those afforded to doctors’ notes and to lawyers’ files and that the House 
of Commons should take a significant step to afford protection, not to Members of 
Parliament, but to the private details and circumstances of individual constituents.318 The 
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protections to which doctors’ patients and lawyers’ clients respectively are entitled depend 
on a complex interaction of common and statute law, including the Human Rights Act, so 
assigning a similar level of protection to individual constituents would be no simple task.  

159. Malcolm Jack suggested that there was a case for re-examining the conclusions on this 
matter of the Joint Committee on Parliamentary Privilege, which had adopted the general 
Commonwealth position that correspondence should still not be covered by absolute 
privilege and which had concluded that the common law protection of qualified privilege 
in the courts had worked sufficiently well.319 The Clerk of the House suggested that it might 
possible to revisit that matter in the context of consideration of a new Privileges Act.320 

160. In his written submission, John Hemming, the Member for Birmingham, Yardley, 
said that there are many situations where MPs receive information from whistleblowers 
and the identity of the source of that information needs to be protected. He suggested that 
if there were a request for an MP’s office to be searched without the Member’s permission, 
there should be a detailed explanation of the request, which should clearly relate to matters 
other than parliamentary proceedings covered by Article IX of the Bill of Rights. He also 
suggested that the search should be performed by two House officials and that the 
Committee on Standards and Privileges should consider whether any material drawn to 
their attention by the House officials was privileged before handing over any non-
privileged materials to the police. He saw no objection to a Member voluntarily agreeing to 
provide information to the police. He proposed that a similar system should apply in 
respect of access to a Member’s e-mail and any files or computers that they use for 
parliamentary business, wherever that may be. He noted that Members hold a large 
amount of correspondence from constituents and others and that a form of professional 
privilege should apply to such correspondence, akin to the professional privilege of a 
solicitor.321  

161. Rt Hon David Davis, Member for Haltemprice and Howden, viewed privilege in his 
submission to this Committee as an assertion of a supra-legal right rather than a right 
based on legal precedent. In his view a broad and absolute parliamentary privilege should 
allow a Member of Parliament to keep the involvement of a whistleblower secret, in the 
absence of statutory protection for a public servant disclosing information to an MP. A too 
narrow view of privilege could lead to the perverse consequence that the only way to 
protect any leaked secret information would be to make public use of it in parliamentary 
proceedings.322 

162. In the view of Derek Wyatt, the Member for Sittingbourne and Sheppey, MPs should 
not be above the law apart from privilege in the Chamber, which had to be protected.323  
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Privilege and the reporting of Parliament 

163. Another matter which the Joint Committee on Parliamentary Privilege recommended 
for action was the replacement of the Parliamentary Papers Act 1840 with a modern 
statute.324 As has been recently pointed out by the House of Commons Culture, Media and 
Sport Committee, the fair reporting of proceedings in Parliament is a cornerstone of our 
democracy.325 The Lord Chief Justice has suggested in a press release that it would be 
constitutionally improper for a judge to hinder the reporting of Parliament.326 The 
freedom of the press to report Parliament fairly is a matter which would need proper 
attention in any re-statement or revision of the law on parliamentary privilege. 

Defamation and freedom of speech 

164. The House of Commons Standards and Privileges Committee was recently invited by 
the Law Society to consider problems which can arise when the ability of citizens to assert 
their legal rights, or to effect a settlement where a defamatory statement is to be withdrawn, 
may conflict with the rights of Parliamentarians to make, within the confines of the House, 
statements that might otherwise be defamatory. The Law Society suggested that, given the 
current debate on the defamation laws and the wide-ranging review announced by the 
Lord Chancellor in December 2009, the time may now be right to examine these issues in 
the round, especially when the last comprehensive review of parliamentary privilege was 
over ten years ago. The Standards and Privileges Committee concluded that even if it had 
not been precluded from considering issue beyond the narrow matter referred to that 
Committee by the House, “it would be wrong in the light of proceedings now pending in 
the courts for us to comment on wider aspects of privilege”.327 

Privilege and the courts 

165. The Attorney General’s memorandum of 3 April 2009 says that any decision by a 
Committee or the House on what evidence was covered by parliamentary privilege would 
not be binding on the courts. She concluded that there was a risk that the principle of 
comity between Parliament and the courts would be undermined by a purported attempt 
by the House to determine such questions and thus usurp the determinative role of the 
courts.328 The Clerk of the House floated the idea that there should be a panel of some 
senior Members whom the Speaker could consult when deciding upon formal 
interventions by or on behalf of the House in court cases to establish whether 
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parliamentary privilege applies, or not, to material brought before the court or other 
matters arising from the Speaker’s Protocol.329  

166. On the question of admissibility of evidence before the courts, Malcolm Jack referred 
to the provision of the Australian Parliamentary Privileges Act prohibiting the production 
of documents prepared for submission and submitted to a House or a committee as 
evidence before a court or a tribunal as a statutory model.330 While there is a risk that 
statutory provision could lead to litigation, the Clerk of the House told us that “the 
Australian experience does not suggest that too much difficulty has been created by the 
existence of this particular provision”.331 

Legislating on parliamentary privilege 

167. Among other matters that might be covered in a future privileges statute, the Clerk of 
the House referred in his supplementary written evidence to the relationship of privilege to 
the offence of bribery, the need to prevent the use of select committee evidence as the basis 
of litigation and the need to review section 13 of the Defamation Act 1996 (which allows an 
individual Member to waive parliamentary privilege in certain libel cases).332 

168. The traditional view has been to resist entombing parliamentary privilege in statute 
law— 

The dignity and independence of the two Houses are in great measure preserved by 
keeping their privileges indefinite. If all the privileges of Parliament were set down 
and ascertained, and no privilege to be allowed but what was so defined and 
determined, it were easy for the executive power to devise some new case, not within 
the line of privilege, and under pretence thereof to harrass any refractory Member 
and violate the freedom of Parliament.333 

169. As we have indicated, there are a number of issues connected with parliamentary 
privilege which deserve careful consideration. It would in our view be a mistake for 
Parliament to legislate in haste or to address only one aspect of the multi-faceted 
relationship between liberty, Parliament and the law. While we have no unanimous 
conclusion on the wisdom or necessity of legislating on parliamentary privilege, we 
agree in recommending that before any Government Bill on the subject was introduced 
it would be highly desirable for the whole question to be addressed in the round by a 
special joint committee drawn from both Houses. Before setting out to define and limit 
parliamentary privilege in statute, there needs to be a comprehensive review of how 
that privilege affects the work and responsibilities of an MP in the twenty-first century. 
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7 The views of the Committee 

The offences 

170. When the Director of Public Prosecutions announced on 16 April 2009 that he had 
decided that charges should not be brought against either Christopher Galley or 
Damian Green for the offences alleged against them, it was because on the particular 
facts of the case there was no realistic prospect of a conviction against either of them.  

Leaks and the Police 

171. We endorse the four concluding Recommendations of the O’Connor Report— 

1. That the Metropolitan Police Service, together with the Association of Chief 
Police Officers (ACPO), review and formalise guidance on police investigations 
involving high impact cases, to fully incorporate the principles of ‘without fear or 
favour’. 

2. That the Cabinet Office reviews the Civil Service’s capability to respond to 
leaks and facilitates the development of appropriate standards of preventative 
security and investigation in accordance with departmental risks. 

3. That the Cabinet Office review its guidance to departments on leak 
investigations to clarify that the police will have the lead in Official Secrets Act 
inquiries or other very exceptionally serious criminality but that the Cabinet 
Office/departments will deal with other leaks and agree the guidance with police. 

4. That the police, Cabinet Office and Crown Prosecution Service jointly agree a 
protocol that provides checks and balances for future investigations recognising 
that decisions on the conduct of investigations must ultimately rest with the 
police. 

Searches on the Parliamentary Estate 

172. We give our support and endorsement to the Speaker’s Protocol of 8 December 
2008, which makes clear the indispensability of a Judge’s search warrant, while 
reserving to the Speaker on behalf of the House the responsibility for ensuring that any 
such warrant is executed with proper respect for the functioning of Parliament. We 
recommend that the Speaker’s Protocol should be drawn to the attention of any future 
Speaker, Clerk of the House or Serjeant at Arms of their initial briefing, handover or 
induction.  

The House of Commons Service 

173. We have set out in this Report our views about the response of the House 
authorities and particularly that of the Speaker, the Clerk of the House and the Serjeant 
at Arms to an unusual challenge to the good management of the House of Commons. 
Despite the progress made since the Tebbit Report towards a more unified House of 
Commons Service, our inquiry has demonstrated that there were lapses in 
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communication, induction and lines of accountability and responsibility at the very top 
of the organisation.  

174. As Chief Executive of the House of Commons, the Clerk of the House should have 
made sure that the Serjeant at Arms had a better grasp of the limits of her authority, 
that she was fully aware of the McKay Memorandum of July 2000, and that she realised 
that no claim of confidentiality should have prevented her from making sure that the 
Speaker and the Clerk of the House were fully aware of the intended police operation 
affecting a Member of Parliament. 

175. We recommend that the next review of Management and Services of the House of 
Commons should take place early in the new Parliament, to continue the series which 
runs from Ibbs (1990) to Braithwaite (1999) to Tebbit (2007). We would like to see a 
fresh examination of the roles and responsibilities of the officers of the House and the 
Speaker to ensure the effectiveness of the support for individual Members and the good 
management of the House. Such a review should include greater clarity on the role of 
the most senior personnel, line management responsibilities, and lessons to be drawn 
from best business practice as well as the management of other comparable legislatures. 

176. While the House and its Speaker could and should no doubt have been better 
served by their officials, the Speaker himself should have been asking the right 
questions and he should have taken more responsibility for exercising the authority of 
his high office. 
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Conclusions and recommendations 

The Home Office and the Cabinet Office 

1. We consider that Home Office officials were at fault in allowing an exaggerated 
impression to be formed by the Cabinet Office of the damage done by the leaks. 
(Paragraph 13) 

The Cabinet Office and the Metropolitan Police 

2. While we can understand the Cabinet Secretary’s concern arising from the wider 
pattern of previous leaks, the reference to national security in the letter from the 
Cabinet Office to the Metropolitan Police Service of 8 October 2008 was ill-judged. 
We agree with the Home Affairs Committee that giving the impression that national 
security had been damaged by the Home Office leaks was hyperbolic and unhelpful. 
Civil servants who perpetrate leaks are quite rightly liable to disciplinary action, with 
consequences up to and including dismissal. (Paragraph 17) 

3.  In our view the impact of leaks on the conduct of Government business is not, and 
never can be, a sufficiently weighty reason in itself to justify a police investigation. 
(Paragraph 18) 

4. We wholeheartedly agree with the tone and content of the Cabinet Office guidance 
paper on official information standards of conduct and procedures, in the revised 
form issued in November 2009, and we endorse in particular the need for an honest 
and realistic assessment of any damage caused by leaks. (Paragraph 20) 

National security leaks 

5. We are concerned by the Cabinet Office’s continued failure to identify the source of 
other leaks across Government of more highly classified material. (Paragraph 21) 

The Police and the Crown Prosecution Service 

6. In our view the Metropolitan Police made the wrong decision after their discussions 
with the Crown Prosecution Service on Wednesday 22 October 2008. (Paragraph 29) 

Misconduct in public office 

7. We consider that if sufficient rigour had been shown on 22 October 2008 the 
conclusion reached on 16 April 2009 — that the facts failed to reach the standard 
required for prosecution—could have been reached six months earlier. (Paragraph 
53) 

8. We agree with the Public Administration Select Committee and we wish to 
emphasise that the common law offence of misconduct in public office should not be 
used in relation to allegations of leaking of information in order to subvert the clearly 
expressed will of Parliament to limit the application of the Official Secrets Act to 
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protecting only information whose disclosure is likely to be damaging to the security 
and intelligence services, to the armed forces, to the interests of the United Kingdom 
abroad or to the prevention and detection of crime. (Paragraph 54) 

9. We recommend that the published CPS guidance should be updated to include the 
Director of Public Prosecutions’ position on the offence of misconduct in public 
office, as set out in his Statement of 16 April 2009. (Paragraph 56) 

10.  We recommend that the Law Commission re-visit its 1997 recommendation that 
misconduct in public office be made a statutory offence, in the light of developments 
of the past dozen years. (Paragraph 57) 

The Cabinet Office 

11. We deplore the Cabinet Office’s failure to follow its own guidance by not calling a 
case conference which could have ensured a properly balanced approach was taken 
to investigating the Home Office leaks. (Paragraph 24) 

12. The comments made by David Davis on the BBC, the day after the arrest of Damian 
Green, do not excuse the decision made by the Cabinet Office on 8 October to call in 
the police to investigate the apparent unauthorised disclosure of unclassified or 
restricted documents to certain newspapers. (Paragraph 35) 

13. If the Cabinet Secretary had been adequately briefed about the stage the leak 
investigation had reached by 22 October 2008, it could and should have been called 
off. (Paragraph 59) 

14. None of the leaks of which Christopher Galley was suspected had inflicted any 
damage on national security. There was no basis for the concern that the potential 
for future damage to national security was significant. The Cabinet Office was wrong 
on 29 October to continue to press for a police investigation of the recent Home 
Office leaks, and it was a mistake for the Metropolitan Police Service to act upon the 
Cabinet Office’s request. (Paragraph 60) 

The arrest of Damian Green 

15. We have no hesitation in agreeing with Sir Ian Johnston that the decision to launch 
the surprise arrest of Damian Green was disproportionate. (Paragraph 67) 

16. While we note the decision of the Gold Group chaired by Assistant Commissioner 
Robert Quick to take stock of the evidence from Christopher Galley before making a 
decision on whether and how to arrest Damian Green, we find their approach 
difficult to understand or justify. (Paragraph 68) 

17. The arrest of Damian Green by the Metropolitan Police was poorly executed and in 
any case quite unnecessary, since the police could have arranged to interview him by 
appointment. (Paragraph 70) 

18. We condemn the covert use of electronic surveillance, which was not authorised in 
the way that good practice normally requires. (Paragraph 71) 
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Search warrants 

19. We are deeply concerned by the sloppy wording of the written informations, upon 
which search warrants were obtained, and their inconsistency with the true character 
of the leaks uncovered in the actual investigation which must have been known and 
understood as a result of the scoping operation. (Paragraph 74) 

20. We are clear that to exaggerate or to make a mistake in a written information 
submitted to a Judge when applying for a warrant is to breach lawful standards. 
(Paragraph 75) 

The Police and the Palace of Westminster 

21. We take this opportunity to commend the professionalism and dedication of the 
police staff who serve at the Palace of Westminster. (Paragraph 81) 

22. We recommend that SO15 either be re-named or that it be stripped of any role in 
dealing with non-terrorist offences. (Paragraph 88) 

23. We would expect the House authorities to co-operate fully with police operations 
genuinely directed against a possible terrorist threat, but they ought not to allow a 
mistaken perception that alleged offences might be linked to terrorism to over-ride 
their better judgement. (Paragraph 89) 

24. We consider that the failure by any police officer expressly to advise the Serjeant at 
Arms of the right to refuse consent was symptomatic of the sloppy approach of the 
police in this case. It is true that failure to do so does not necessarily make a 
subsequent search unlawful but there was no excuse not to observe proper 
procedure. (Paragraph 98) 

The Clerk of the House, the Serjeant at Arms and the Speaker 

25. The conversation between the Clerk of the House and the Serjeant at Arms on the 
afternoon of Wednesday 26 November was a missed opportunity to recognise and 
forestall the storm which broke over Parliament when Damian Green’s office was 
searched. In that short exchange the information not given, the questions not asked, 
the assumptions made and the misunderstandings caused led to confusion which 
could and should have been avoided. We remain perplexed that the seriousness of 
what was being discussed did not alert either of the two protagonists to enquire 
further of each other. (Paragraph 93) 

26. We agree that Mr Speaker Martin’s Statement on 3 December 2008 was accurate, in 
that the conversation between the Clerk and the Serjeant was not a proper 
consultation, but we regret the opportunities missed on the afternoon of Wednesday 
26 November, first, for the Serjeant to alert the Clerk to the intended police 
operation and, secondly, for the Clerk to make clear to the Serjeant the limits to her 
authority. (Paragraph 94) 

27. In the circumstances we are surprised that no effort was made to convene a meeting 
of senior officers of the House and the Speaker on the evening of Wednesday 26 
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November to consider the significance of what was about to take place and the 
possible consequences to the House itself. (Paragraph 100) 

28. We consider that seriously inadequate communication between these three key 
figures — Speaker, Clerk of the House and Serjeant at Arms — resulted in complete 
misunderstanding about the proper process for allowing a search of a Member’s 
office. Had all three been more persistent in their questions and more forthcoming in 
their responses they must surely have appreciated the nature of events and their 
unfolding significance. We agree with Lord Martin of Springburn that the House 
officials should have served the Speaker better, and the Clerk of the House has rightly 
apologised that matters were not better handled; but it was inescapably Mr Speaker 
Martin’s responsibility to make sure the right questions were asked. Mr Speaker 
Martin failed to exercise the ultimate responsibility, which was his alone, to take 
control and not merely to expect to be kept informed. (Paragraph 115) 

The Speaker’s Committee 

29. In our view it would have been possible for the Speaker to use his power to allow a 
Member of the House to move a Motion referring the matter of the search of a 
Member’s office to the Committee on Standards and Privileges, instead of proposing 
that a new committee should be appointed. (Paragraph 126) 

Matters relating to privilege arising from the police operation 

30. We do not consider that anything the police did amounted to a breach of privilege or 
a contempt of the House but the conduct of the police in this matter clearly fell below 
acceptable standards, as the Johnston and O’Connor Reports bear out. We 
understand that the Metropolitan Police has accepted the conclusions of those 
Reports (Paragraph 140) 

Matters relating to privilege: recommendations for the future 

31. The freedom of the press to report Parliament fairly is a matter which would need 
proper attention in any re-statement or revision of the law on parliamentary 
privilege. (Paragraph 163) 

32.  It would in our view be a mistake for Parliament to legislate in haste or to address 
only one aspect of the multi-faceted relationship between liberty, Parliament and the 
law. While we have no unanimous conclusion on the wisdom or necessity of 
legislating on parliamentary privilege, we agree in recommending that before any 
Government Bill on the subject was introduced it would be highly desirable for the 
whole question to be addressed in the round by a special joint committee drawn 
from both Houses. Before setting out to define and limit parliamentary privilege in 
statute, there needs to be a comprehensive review of how that privilege affects the 
work and responsibilities of an MP in the twenty-first century. (Paragraph 169) 
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The views of the Committee: the offences 

33. When the Director of Public Prosecutions announced on 16 April 2009 that he had 
decided that charges should not be brought against either Christopher Galley or 
Damian Green for the offences alleged against them, it was because on the particular 
facts of the case there was no realistic prospect of a conviction against either of them. 
(Paragraph 170) 

The views of the Committee: leaks and the Police 

34. We endorse the four concluding Recommendations of the O’Connor Report—  

1. That the Metropolitan Police Service, together with the Association of Chief Police 
Officers (ACPO), review and formalise guidance on police investigations involving 
high impact cases, to fully incorporate the principles of ‘without fear or favour’. 

2. That the Cabinet Office reviews the Civil Service’s capability to respond to leaks 
and facilitates the development of appropriate standards of preventative security and 
investigation in accordance with departmental risks. 

3. That the Cabinet Office review its guidance to departments on leak investigations 
to clarify that the police will have the lead in Official Secrets Act inquiries or other 
very exceptionally serious criminality but that the Cabinet Office/departments will 
deal with other leaks and agree the guidance with police. 

4. That the police, Cabinet Office and Crown Prosecution Service jointly agree a 
protocol that provides checks and balances for future investigations recognising that 
decisions on the conduct of investigations must ultimately rest with the police. 
(Paragraph 171) 

The views of the Committee: searches on the Parliamentary Estate 

35. We give our support and endorsement to the Speaker’s Protocol of 8 December 
2008, which makes clear the indispensability of a Judge’s search warrant, while 
reserving to the Speaker on behalf of the House the responsibility for ensuring that 
any such warrant is executed with proper respect for the functioning of Parliament. 
We recommend that the Speaker’s Protocol should be drawn to the attention of any 
future Speaker, Clerk of the House or Serjeant at Arms of their initial briefing, 
handover or induction. (Paragraph 172) 

The views of the Committee: the House of Commons Service 

36. We have set out in this Report our views about the response of the House authorities 
and particularly that of the Speaker, the Clerk of the House and the Serjeant at Arms 
to an unusual challenge to the good management of the House of Commons. Despite 
the progress made since the Tebbit Report towards a more unified House of 
Commons Service, our inquiry has demonstrated that there were lapses in 
communication, induction and lines of accountability and responsibility at the very 
top of the organisation. (Paragraph 173) 
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37. As Chief Executive of the House of Commons, the Clerk of the House should have 
made sure that the Serjeant at Arms had a better grasp of the limits of her authority, 
that she was fully aware of the McKay Memorandum of July 2000, and that she 
realised that no claim of confidentiality should have prevented her from making sure 
that the Speaker and the Clerk of the House were fully aware of the intended police 
operation affecting a Member of Parliament. (Paragraph 174) 

38. We recommend that the next review of Management and Services of the House of 
Commons should take place early in the new Parliament, to continue the series 
which runs from Ibbs (1990) to Braithwaite (1999) to Tebbit (2007). We would like 
to see a fresh examination of the roles and responsibilities of the officers of the House 
and the Speaker to ensure the effectiveness of the support for individual Members 
and the good management of the House. Such a review should include greater clarity 
on the role of the most senior personnel, line management responsibilities, and 
lessons to be drawn from best business practice as well as the management of other 
comparable legislatures. (Paragraph 175) 

39. While the House and its Speaker could and should no doubt have been better served 
by their officials, the Speaker himself should have been asking the right questions 
and he should have taken more responsibility for exercising the authority of his high 
office. (Paragraph 176) 
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Formal Minutes 

Monday 15 March 2010 

Members present: 

Sir Menzies Campbell, in the Chair 

Sir Alan Beith 
Mr David Blunkett 
Ann Coffey 
Mr Doug Henderson 

Ms Patricia Hewitt
Mr Michael Howard 
Sir Malcolm Rifkind 

Draft Report proposed by the Chair, brought up and read. 

Ordered, That the draft Report be read a second time, paragraph by paragraph. 

Paragraphs 1 to 176 read and agreed to. 

Summary agreed to. 

Resolved, That the Report be the First Report of the Committee to the House. 

Ordered, That the Chair make the Report to the House. 

Ordered, That embargoed copies of the Report be made available, in accordance with the provisions of 
Standing Order No. 134. 

Written evidence PSPE 33 (Parliamentary Security Co-ordinator) was ordered to be reported to the House for 
publication 

 

[Adjourned sine die 
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Oral evidence

Monday 19 October 2009

Members present:

Sir Menzies Campbell, in the Chair

Sir Alan Beith Mr Michael Howard
Ann CoVey Sir Malcom Rifkind
Ms Patricia Hewitt

Witness: Damian Green MP gave oral evidence.

Q1 Chairman: Before we begin evidence it may be for
the convenience of those with an interest in these
proceedings to know that the Committee will
normally meet at this time on Mondays, although
not every Monday due to other prior commitments
which Members have already undertaken. The
Committee will operate on a presumption that it will
meet in public to hear all evidence, but if any witness
has any particular objection we will consider
carefully any representations which may be made to
us. We have asked witnesses to prepare written
statements for their and the Committee’s
convenience and these will be put up on the website
together with any supporting documents. Mr Green,
thank you very much for your attendance. In a
moment I will ask you, for the record, to identify
yourself and give us a very short account of your
parliamentary history. Perhaps I could say by way of
preliminary remarks that we have read your paper
and, as I said a moment or two ago, it will be
published, so it may be that taking that as the
background we can move straight to questions,
unless there is any particular piece of the paper or
paragraph that you wish to draw to our attention.
Damian Green: There is an updated version, both
compressed and extended, if you understand, which
I would quite like to read out if that would help.

Q2 Chairman: Do you have a copy of that?
Damian Green: Yes.

Q3 Chairman: Perhaps, for the record, you will
identify yourself.
Damian Green: I am Damian Green. I am the
Member of Parliament for Ashford and the Shadow
Immigration Minister. I have been a Member of the
House since 1997.

Q4 Chairman: Thank you very much. Would you
like to give us that updated version you have just
described?
Damian Green: Thank you. Thank you for inviting
me to give evidence. As a non-lawyer I think I can
best help the Committee by outlining what
happened rather than engaging in legal arguments
over privilege. I will obviously restrict myself to
those police actions and actions of the parliamentary
authorities which directly impinge on the issue of
privilege. I start with the Johnston report which was
published recently which reveals that the police
approached the Serjeant at Arms on 20 November

asking in general terms about the search of a
Member’s oYce. The Johnston report concludes
that the police did not comply with the requirements
on search under the codes of practice brought in by
the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984. On 26
November, again according to the Johnston report,
the Serjeant at Arms went to consult the Clerk to the
House of Commons at the Palace of Westminster
and she intended to consult the Speaker. The
following day, she gave the police permission to
search my room. The eVect of this permission was
that the police did not need to apply to the
magistrate’s court for a search warrant. This
account from the Serjeant at Arms seems to
contradict the Speaker’s statement to the House on
3 December when he said: “I regret the consent form
was then signed by the Serjeant at Arms without
consulting the Clerk of the House”. Now, either the
account in the Johnston report is false or parts of the
Speaker’s statement are false. I assume the
Committee will be taking evidence to try to
determine who knew what and when they knew it.
On the Saturday, two days after my arrest, I phoned
the Speaker who told me that I should know he had
not authorised the raid on my room but had been
told that he “had to allow it”. I am afraid I cannot
remember if I asked him who had told him that. The
Committee will be aware of the various proceedings
on the floor of the House in the subsequent days.
What they may not be aware of is the extensive
attempts I and my legal advisers made to have the
issue of privilege determined by the House. I have
sent the Committee, as you know, a number of
documents showing the full extent of my attempts to
have the issue determined by the Standards and
Privileges Committee and the full House. In
practice, what happened was the Clerk made a
decision, even though I would suggest he had no
authority from Parliament to do so as he could only
make recommendations, which the police took as
final, as they showed in their letter of 10 February,
and on the basis of this the police looked at all the
remaining material without Parliament ever being
given the chance to decide whether any of it was
privileged. Throughout this process the House
authorities were entirely unprepared to co-operate
with me. This reached a nadir when the Director of
Public Prosecutions and the Speaker were engaged
in correspondence about the timetable for resolving
the privilege issue. The DPP copied his
correspondence to my solicitors, as would be normal
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and transparent in this kind of matter. The Speaker,
despite my request, refused to do the same. I found
it ironic that a Member of Parliament under criminal
investigation found the prosecuting authorities more
willing to be open with him than the House of
Commons authorities. On 5 February I attempted to
make a point of order about the refusal of the
Speaker to refer the matter to the Standards and
Privileges Committee. This was cut oV by the
Deputy Speaker on the advice of the Clerk. This
produced another bizarre irony in that I was at
liberty to comment freely about this important
parliamentary matter everywhere except in the
House of Commons. The conclusion I reached was
that the controversy surrounding my arrest and the
fact that the House had allowed the police in without
a warrant on the basis of legal advice, which I
assume came from the Clerk, meant that the
Commons authorities felt unable to fulfil a properly
neutral function from then on. I hope the Committee
can consider whether this is a systemic problem or
one which could and should have been avoided.

Q5 Chairman: Thank you very much for that. I am
sure we will deal with some of these issues which you
have flagged up in your opening statement. I wonder
if I might go a little further back. Mr Green, as you
know, the Bill of Rights protects your freedom of
speech as a Member of Parliament, as it does the
House and its Committees. The consequence of that
is whatever you say will be taken down and
published, but cannot be used against you in a court
of law. May I begin by asking, for the record,
whether you received unauthorised disclosures of
Home OYce material from Christopher Galley?
Damian Green: As the world knows I did receive a
number of documents which revealed various
scandals happening inside the Home OYce and I
made those public, yes.

Q6 Chairman: I was going to ask if you knew how
they got into the newspapers, but I understand from
your first answer that you were the mechanism by
which they got into the newspapers.
Damian Green: Yes.

Q7 Chairman: I wonder if I might ask you a general
question. In the event that your party were to form
the next government then there is a reasonable
likelihood that you might become a minister. What
sort of standard of loyalty would you look for in
relation to people like Mr Galley in the event that
you were a minister?
Damian Green: If those two events happen, if my
party wins the next election and if I become a
minister, I will have the same attitude as all ministers
in all governments, that I will disapprove of leaks
and I will attempt to stop them. As we all know,
politicians of all parties have profited from leaks in
the past, most notably perhaps the current Prime
Minister, and what they tend to reveal is the serious
problems in the department itself. I think a
responsible attitude of any politician of any party,
but particularly an opposition politician receiving
them, is obviously to make a test of our national

security, whether this endangers national security, or
perhaps in particular whether it breaks the OYcial
Secrets Act and clearly that would then be a criminal
oVence to make it public. As the Committee will
know, the Director of Public Prosecutions made
clear that nothing I did could be described like that
at all. Therefore, to revert to your original question,
throughout history there have been leak inquiries,
some successful and some unsuccessful, and it seems
to me that the response should be an internal
departmental one, it is not something where the
police should become involved in any way unless
there is a threat to national security. Almost the most
serious thing that happened in this case, if we are
going back further and widening it beyond
parliamentary privilege, was that a senior oYcial in
the Cabinet OYce wrote to the police: “We are in no
doubt that there has been considerable damage to
national security already as a result of some of these
leaks”. That statement was false and it is quite clear
both in the Johnston report and in the DPP’s
response that the idea that any of the leaks I was
engaged with endangered national security was
simply false. To be told by the Cabinet OYce that
there is “no doubt” that national security had been
endangered was a very, very strong statement from
the Cabinet oYce and a false one.

Q8 Chairman: Can I just explore that with you for a
moment or two. Who makes the decision that
something is not putting national security at risk?
Supposing Mr Galley had begun to provide to you
information which related to one of the security
services for which the Home OYce is responsible,
what would you have done in that situation?
Damian Green: If I had been given information that
suggested to me that national security was being put
at risk I would have privately spoken to ministers,
that would have been the appropriate response
there, but the situation never arose or anything
remotely like it.

Q9 Chairman: You draw a distinction, which I think
the Committee will understand, between issues of
national security where, using the rather portentous
phrase, the defence of the realm may be at stake and
the sort of information which you received, but a
judgment has to be made by someone as to when
that particular line is crossed. In the analysis you
have given us I think you rather suggest that would
be a judgment for you as the MP, or anyone else as
an MP, in receipt of information. Is that right?
Damian Green: I can only speak about the
information I received. I took the clear and, as it
turns out from everyone else who has looked at it,
correct judgment that national security was not put
at risk. I did not consider the hypothetical situation
of what would happen if I was given a national
secret. Some of it can be deduced from the Civil
Service classification of the material I was given,
some of which was restricted. One of the things that
the leak investigation was concerned with was a PLP
document commenting on the various states of
minds of individual Labour Members. This is as far
away from national security as it is possible to get in
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a political arena, it seems to me, and yet the police
became interested in that kind of document which,
as I say, seemed to me strange.

Q10 Chairman: Let me ask you something which is
not hypothetical. Do you think that Mr Galley
deserved to be sacked for what he did?
Damian Green: I can understand he was dismissed; it
has happened to previous civil servants.

Q11 Chairman: At any time in your exchanges with
him did you point up to him that that was a possible
outcome of these events?
Damian Green: I cannot remember ever having an
explicit conversation about it, but he had worked in
the Civil Service for a number of years and I assume
knew what he was doing.

Q12 Chairman: I have to ask you this question: in
your exchanges with him did you ever encourage
him to break what I think you would have
recognised as a duty of confidence as a civil servant?
Damian Green: No, absolutely not. One of the things
I am pleased has been published in the Johnston
report is that he investigated quite carefully what the
police have described as “the relationship” between
me and Mr Galley. It was put to Mr Galley in the
police interview that the relationship was “loose”
and he volunteered “very loose”, and indeed that
was the case. Over a two and a half year period we
met on four occasions, and on all four occasions at
his instigation I think, so the idea that there was
some close permanent relationship between us was
always false.

Q13 Chairman: Did he seek you out in the first
instance?
Damian Green: Yes. He did not seek me out, he wrote
to David Davis who was the then Shadow Home
Secretary.

Q14 Chairman: I deduce from the quite lengthy
answer you gave a moment or two ago that you
regard the reaction of the Home OYce as being an
overreaction to bring Scotland Yard in to investigate
these allegations of leaks. Do you accept that a
decision of that kind may be quite a diYcult decision
to take against a pattern of leaking if the implication
is that although something which does not raise
issues of national security does not come out there is
nonetheless the risk that if the pattern goes on there
might well be an instance of something involving
national security?
Damian Green: I take the point you are making. My
understanding is that it was the Cabinet OYce, not
the Home OYce, that was the driving force behind
actually bringing the police in and I have already
commented on what the Cabinet OYce said to
eVect that.

Q15 Chairman: Can we call it “government” for the
moment. It is quite a diYcult decision, is it not?
Damian Green: I agree it is a diYcult decision. What
is interesting is that Mr Galley was first identified by
an internal investigation if you read the Johnston

report, so actually the whole police involvement was
unnecessary, they had succeeded in a leak inquiry
where common conception is—

Q16 Sir Alan Beith: Very unusual to succeed. Most
leak inquiries are unsuccessful.
Damian Green: Leak inquiries never succeed.
Actually, this leak inquiry was successful. There was
never any need to bring the police in, and yet the
police were brought in with this very, very strong
untrue rubric that national security had been
breached.

Q17 Chairman: The charge of “misconduct in a
public oYce” technically can lead to a life sentence.
What is your view of that charge being proVered in
this matter?
Damian Green: Indeed. While I was being
interviewed by the police I was told I faced life
imprisonment, as I understand Mr Galley was as
well.

Q18 Chairman: Did you take that threat seriously,
Mr Green?
Damian Green: I thought it was ludicrous. In other
circumstances I would have thought it was laughable
but the situation is not very humorous when you are
banged up in Belgravia nick. It was clearly an
attempt to get round the eVect of changes to the
OYcial Secrets Act in 1989. Very specifically, in 1989
leaks from the Civil Service were taken out of the
OYcial Secrets Act precisely, as far as I can see,
because after the Ponting case and one other case it
was clear that juries were not going to convict civil
servants who leaked even much more sensitive
documents than Mr Galley leaked. At some stage
between 1989 and now somebody had thought, “Is
there a common law oVence that we can twist a bit
and try and use to bring back eVectively a criminal
sanction against leaking?” and I imagine the eVect of
their failure to prosecute either me or Mr Galley will
be that will go away, and so it should. Parliament
made its view very clear about the use of the criminal
law against leaking and it seemed to me then, and it
seems to me now, that attempting to recreate that
oVence under a fairly archaic common law oVence
should fail, and has failed.

Q19 Sir Alan Beith: Were you ever given the
impression by the police that either you or Mr Galley
were being investigated or might be investigated
under the OYcial Secrets Act which you or he would
have been if there was a genuine allegation of a
threat to national security?
Damian Green: No. Again, it is clear in the Johnston
report, and do not forget his report was done a
couple of weeks after my arrest, that he is struck by
the fact that at the early stages of the police
investigation there was lots of talk about national
security but by the time it came to interviewing both
Mr Galley and me no mention of national security
and no mention of the OYcial Secrets Act was made.
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Q20 Ms Hewitt: I have just one factual point going
right back to your opening statement. Would you
just be very helpful and show me in which bit of the
Johnston report does he conclude that the
procedures followed in your case were not consistent
with the Police and Criminal Evidence Act? I found
the bits in his report where he says your arrest was
lawful but disproportionate, in his view, and the
search was both lawful and proportionate, but I
have not found the bit that you referred to in your
opening statement.
Damian Green: I seem to be the world’s greatest
expert! It related, I think, very specifically to the
fact that—

Q21 Ms Hewitt: Or if you would like to send us a
note afterwards if that would be easier.
Damian Green: I assume it is somewhere on page 35.

Q22 Ms Hewitt: I do not want to take up time now.
Damian Green: It is the top paragraph on page 36:
“While the form makes clear she is giving consent it
does not make clear that the person is not obliged to
consent. The codes of practice state that a person
should be informed that they are not obliged to
consent, but failure to comply with the codes of
practice does not make the search unlawful”. I think
that was the point that was being made.
Ms Hewitt: Thank you. I had focused on a later
section of the report.

Q23 Ann CoVey: Christopher Galley was arrested on
19 November and when you heard he had been
arrested did you think you might be arrested?
Damian Green: Yes. I thought, “Well, that’s
interesting”.

Q24 Chairman: Interesting!
Damian Green: He phoned me the following day.
That was why I was surprised by much of the things
that happened. I was not sure that I was going to be
arrested, I was sure that the police would want to
talk to me since it is widely agreed now that it would
have been more sensible for the police to have
phoned me up and said, “Would you like to turn up
for an interview”. I actually collected together the
bits and pieces of material that I thought would be
relevant to show them and kept them together in a
drawer in my oYce. As the days passed it became less
and less likely since, as I say, Mr Galley phoned me
the day after to say that he had spent the previous
day in Paddington Green Police Station being
interviewed for 18 hours or so. Since a week had
gone by, by then I assumed that, as it were, a leak
inquiry would take its normal course.

Q25 Ann CoVey: In gathering the bits of material
that you thought the police might be interested in,
what sort of material did you think they would be
interested in? What did you extract that you thought
might be of interest to them?
Damian Green: Any letters or copies of letters I still
had to and from him seemed to me to be relevant. I
think it was mostly that, if not entirely that. There

was nothing else to hide because anything he had
sent me that exposed failings in the Home OYce was
in the public domain by definition.

Q26 Ann CoVey: Did you take any legal advice?
Damian Green: No, not at that stage.

Q27 Ann CoVey: The timing of your arrest was
interesting because on 26 November, the evening
before, Parliament had been prorogued and then at
nine o’clock the next morning the police came to
arrest you but they failed to do that, although I think
they arrested you later in that day. How did the
police actually find you?
Damian Green: That is a good question which I do
not know the answer to because it says in the
Johnston report rather blandly that they failed to
arrest me at nine o’clock. There is lots of
circumstantial evidence that they were simply
surrounding the wrong house. I say this because I
was at a meeting elsewhere in Kent and they arrested
me when I came out of the building and they said,
“We want to take you back to your home”, so I took
them back there. About 200 yards before we got
there, they said, “It’s here, isn’t it?”, and I said, “No,
you go up to the top of the hill” and I eventually
directed them in. When I let them in they looked at
me and said, “So, this is your home, is it?” I decided
that in the circumstances sarcasm was probably the
wrong response but there was quite a lot of
circumstantial evidence that it was my home: I know
where I live; I had let them in with a house key and
I do not carry other people’s house keys around
with me.

Q28 Sir Alan Beith: Not all Members seem to do so!
Damian Green: Indeed. The policeman who had
arrested me went outside, went on his mobile and
five minutes later eight other police turned up, all the
searching party. It is perfectly clear that was why
they did not arrest me at nine in the morning, which
they had intended to, they had just been round the
wrong house. I should remind the Committee this is
the anti-terrorist police: they cannot find a Member
of Parliament at home at an address that is published
every five years. I never find newspapers have any
diYculty finding my home, and photographers when
they need to take pictures of me, so I was quite
surprised at the police.

Q29 Chairman: Sarcasm is a very dangerous
weapon.
Damian Green: That was why I did not use it in that
period but I feel now reasonably able to do so. It was
not a triumph. That is why they did not arrest me at
nine in the morning.

Q30 Ann CoVey: It was a week after they had
arrested Mr Galley?
Damian Green: Yes, sorry, that was the original
point. I diverted myself. The significance of that was
two-fold: the point you make that that was the first
day Parliament was in recess, which has always
struck me as significant in that they would not want
to do it while the House would be here to protest, as
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it were; but secondly, of course, and again as made
very clear by the Johnston report, it completely
blows apart any suggestion that security was at risk.
If national security had been at risk—the police had
arrested Galley, Galley had told them that he had
given the information to me and it took them
another week to arrest me—then they were being
appallingly negligent. From that fact alone it seems
to me that the police knew there were no security
implications in anything that I had done.

Q31 Ann CoVey: Why do you think they timed the
arrest in that way?
Damian Green: The only conclusion I can come to is
that was the first day Parliament was in recess.

Q32 Ann CoVey: Do you see a connection in that? It
was not that it took them a week to get their evidence
together or were perhaps being a little bit sensitive
how they did it in terms of your family, you definitely
saw that was a connection?
Damian Green: Nothing else changed in that week.
They arrested Galley on the previous Thursday and
interviewed him all day so they could have arrested
me the previous Friday morning.

Q33 Chairman: You were not away, for example?
You were at home?
Damian Green: I was at home and here during the
day when Parliament was sitting. As I say, I can see
no reason other than the fact that Parliament had
gone into recess.

Q34 Ann CoVey: What do you think they were
concerned about if they had arrested you during
Parliament sitting?
Damian Green: Parliament collectively was quite
angry when I was arrested and I suspect had it
happened while Parliament was sitting then that
anger would have been much more palpable. I
suppose physically they might have thought there
would have been something even more diYcult to
sell, that they would presumably have had to arrest
me when I was leaving home on my way into
Parliament or do it inside the Parliamentary Estate,
either of which I think would have been quite
sensitive.

Q35 Ann CoVey: Do you think the police could
justifiably argue that the reason they did it was to
save you that high profile embarrassment, that they
just came and arrested you quietly the next day when
everybody had gone home to avoid scenes of you
being arrested outside your House or dragged from
this place your career in ruins?
Damian Green: It is possible, but since they could not
find my home it is all slightly irrelevant. To be
honest, I am not the person to answer what was in
the police’s mind at the time. All I can say with
certainty is they clearly were not taking any
considerations of national security in mind by
leaving it a week to do so.

Q36 Ann CoVey: Were you present when your
London home was searched?

Damian Green: No. My wife was very unusually at
home that day.

Q37 Ann CoVey: Was she the only person who was
present?
Damian Green: She was for the first few hours and
then one of my daughters came home from school.

Q38 Ann CoVey: You talked about the week after
Christopher Galley was arrested but were you aware
of any surveillance during that week by the police?
Damian Green: No.

Q39 Ann CoVey: Have you ever been aware of any
surveillance by the police?
Damian Green: Subsequently or during?

Q40 Ann CoVey: During or after your arrest?
Damian Green: No. The only surveillance we later
became aware of was that during the time they
arrested me until the time I arrived at the police
station they were bugging me. They were recording
everything, which is illegal except in terrorist cases I
subsequently learnt. They are permitted to do so by
a senior police oYcer in terrorist cases, but, for
obvious reasons, since it makes reading you your
rights and telling you everything you say may be
taken down and all that kind of thing, that is
irrelevant if they have been recording everything you
have said in the previous, in my case, three hours
without telling you, which was what they did to me.

Q41 Ann CoVey: Was that during the time they were
questioning you?
Damian Green: It was before I was formally
questioned. As I say, I took them back to my home
and when eventually they all arrived they told me
that it would take about five hours to search and I
could either wait and watch them do that and then
be taken to a police station in London or I could
leave them there and go to the police station, and I
decided rather than delay everything for another five
hours I would go straight away.

Q42 Chairman: So you left your home and went to
the police station while the search was continuing?
Damian Green: Yes which I subsequently regretted
when I discovered exactly what they had taken away,
which included not just my computer but also all my
phones and indeed my Internet connection, the hub,
so they left the house without any electronic
communication of any kind.

Q43 Chairman: Did that include land lines?
Damian Green: Yes, they took away both phones
and faxes, the printer, the home computer hub, and
obviously they had taken my mobile and my
BlackBerry as well. I eventually got back there on
the Saturday and it was unliveable in because they
had taken away all means of communication with
the outside world.

Q44 Ann CoVey: Why did they take away all that
equipment? Was it because they thought there was
something on it that they could look at that was
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involved? I can understand taking away a
BlackBerry because it might have email messages on
it and I can understand a mobile but it is diYcult to
understand taking away a land line.
Damian Green: Or indeed in particular an Internet
hub which is just a transmission mechanism. I do not
know. It was unnecessarily heavy-handed.

Q45 Ann CoVey: Did they ever give you any
explanation for that?
Damian Green: No, indeed several items came back
smashed. The hard drive on my House of Commons
laptop was broken when I got it back so I had to get
another one.

Q46 Ann CoVey: Remind me, how long were you
interviewed by the police?
Damian Green: About nine hours altogether I was
inside the police station. There were two interviews.

Q47 Ann CoVey: It would have been a bit of an
unusual situation for the police to be interviewing
quite a senior politician. Did you get any sense that
that influenced the way they interviewed you or
treated you?
Damian Green: They did not treat me badly. I would
not say that at all. I was not put in a cell. I was put
in a room and I was not handcuVed or anything like
that, but, no, the interview struck me as the sort of
interview they would give anyone.

Q48 Ann CoVey: The police agreed on 19 August to
remove your DNA from the national database. Why
do you think they agreed to do that, because actually
there are lots of people who have not subsequently
been charged whose DNA is on the national
database?
Damian Green: Indeed, and they gave no
explanation. My lawyer argued the case that I was
entirely innocent and therefore, as with everyone
who has their DNA taken, there are practical
disadvantages. I now forever need a visa to go into
the United States for instance, having been arrested.
That is one of the other side eVects of being arrested.
We simply argued there was absolutely no need to
keep my DNA and they agreed that it was an
exceptional circumstance. I do not agree that it is an
exceptional circumstance. I think everyone who is
entirely innocent who is in the same position as me
should have their DNA taken oV the database and I
hope that one of the good things that can come out
of this is that the police having agreed to do that with
me that eventually we can agree that everyone
should be treated the same way I have been treated.

Q49 Ann CoVey: You have a view about the
principles but I was just interested in why they
agreed to treat you as an exception because it is
nothing to do with guilt or innocence, it is just that
if you are arrested by the police that can happen, so
why did they make an exception?
Damian Green: They did not say why. They agreed it
was an exceptional case so they would do it but they
did not give an explanation.

Q50 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: You have said that when
Mr Galley was arrested you assumed the police
would want to interview you. If they had made such
a request would you have agreed to be interviewed
by them?
Damian Green: Yes.

Q51 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Did you ever ask them
after you had been arrested why they had not simply
asked to see you?
Damian Green: Certainly my solicitor would have
made that point in various exchanges while we were
discussing not least the whole matter of
parliamentary privilege and the way the whole thing
was done.

Q52 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: You have not yourself
been given an explanation as to why they chose to
act that way?
Damian Green: No, I have had no formal
correspondence from the police subsequently.

Q53 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: You said that when you
were expecting to be interviewed you put together
what you described as various bits and pieces which I
think you subsequently said was the correspondence
you had had with Mr Galley that you assumed
would have been of interest to the police. Did you
think you were putting together everything that
might be relevant to the kind of enquiry they might
wish to put to you?
Damian Green: I put together everything that we
could find in my oYce because I do not file
everything, Commons oYces are too small, so a lot
of it would have been shredded anyway but
everything I could find that I knew was related to Mr
Galley I put in a file.

Q54 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: And that included copies
of emails that you had received?
Damian Green: It did not include copies of emails. It
was all hard copy stuV. I did not print oV emails
specifically.

Q55 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Was there any material
you held back in terms of what you would have been
happy to show to the police that could be said to be
relevant to their enquiries?
Damian Green: As I say, I did not print oV the emails
so they would not have been in that file.

Q56 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Perhaps I can help by
saying was there anything you deliberately held back
because you thought it might be embarrassing to
yourself or fall into that category?
Damian Green: No.

Q57 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: When you decided what
information to put aside that might be of interest to
the police, did you give any consideration to whether
any of that material might be subject to
parliamentary privilege?
Damian Green: Not specifically because it was letters
between us really, and that was mostly what was
there and that would be file correspondence, but the
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other things that would conceivably have attracted
parliamentary privilege, which would have been
documents that we used in parliamentary
proceedings, I did not have any more because I had
not kept copies of those.

Q58 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: So far as you were aware
you did not have in your possession any documents
or materials which would be likely to be subject to
parliamentary privilege?
Damian Green: I think that is right. To be honest, I
cannot be absolutely sure without looking at the full
range of documents they took away, but I cannot
remember oV the top my head anything that would
fall into that category.

Q59 Chairman: Self-evidently you could have
destroyed all of these documents that you collected
up?
Damian Green: Absolutely, I could have destroyed
them, I could have given them to al-Qaeda. I had a
week to do what I wanted to do with them if I was a
threat to national security.

Q60 Chairman: What on earth were they asking you
for nine hours?
Damian Green: Most of the time they were just
sitting there. They got me there at about 4 o’clock in
the afternoon. They did not let my solicitor in until
about six. They kept him waiting for an hour. They
were taking my DNA and fingerprints. It is a long
process when you get arrested. Then we had an
interview and then they let me sit in there for three
hours and then they did another interview.

Q61 Chairman: They left you on your own for
three hours?
Damian Green: No, they left me with my solicitor.

Q62 Mr Howard: Was that because you needed a
three-hour break or because they needed a three-
hour break?
Damian Green: I was not going to answer any
detailed questions so I assume they went away to
take instructions from their superiors as to what they
should do next.

Q63 Ann CoVey: You said that if the police had
asked you to come along for an interview you would
have agreed. If they had asked if they could search
your parliamentary or constituency oYce, would
you have agreed to that?
Damian Green: No because both oYces are full of
private correspondence. I think my constituents are
entitled to expect that when they write to or indeed
email their MP that that is private correspondence.
I think that is one of the more interesting aspects of
modern privilege as to what privilege can adhere to
electronic communications which may be opened
anywhere in the world. I would have said no. That is
why they apply for search warrants so that they can
explain to a judge why they can override anyone’s
normal desire that their correspondence should be
kept private.

Q64 Sir Alan Beith: It would have been possible
theoretically, would it not, for there to have been
amongst your papers correspondence relating to
parliamentary proceedings that you intended to
initiate about some misbehaviour by police oYcers
in relation to a demonstration or something like
that? I am not saying there was but that is the kind
of material which a general fishing expedition could
have exposed to oYcers who might even have been
the subject of an inquiry?
Damian Green: It is absolutely the case, as I am sure
it is with many colleagues, that anyone with access
to all my emails and correspondence going back a
number of years will find letters complaining about
the police. I have a regular trickle of them as I am
sure we all do.

Q65 Sir Alan Beith: When you told the police, as the
Johnston report indicates, that the files they were
looking for were in your desk at Parliament, did you
do so believing that that meant that they would not
be able to gain access to them or were you directing
them to where they should go and find them?
Damian Green: I was directing them. I had nine
policeman about to tear my home apart and
although I did not know it at the time also doing the
same with our house in London. Partly because I
was still thinking okay, let us have a conversation
about this, and that this was not going to go as far
as it did, if I told them where what they were looking
for was then I could save all of us a lot of time and
grief.

Q66 Sir Alan Beith: The district judge granted
warrants for your arrest and the search of your
homes in Kent and London and your constituency
oYce. Was there really ever any doubt therefore that
the district judge would have granted a warrant to
search your oYce in the House of Commons?
Damian Green: I think that is an extremely good
question which I simply do not know the answer to.
I assume the sensitivity will be precisely that it was
the House of Commons and policemen coming into
the House of Commons are more sensitive than
police going into houses or other oYces.

Q67 Sir Alan Beith: Are you are assuming that the
district judge would have not only been aware of the
sensitivity of that but would have had an opinion
that he could not grant a warrant in those
circumstances?
Damian Green: I just do not know. There are
distinguished lawyers on this Committee and I am
not one of them.

Q68 Sir Alan Beith: If the warrant had been sought
and granted would it have been lawful for the
parliamentary authorities then to refuse to allow the
police to exercise it?
Damian Green: I do not know.

Q69 Sir Alan Beith: And you obviously did not
know at the time?
Damian Green: No.
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Q70 Sir Alan Beith: Is it your belief that asking the
Serjeant at Arms for consent was simply the police
trying to be sensitive or were they trying to bypass a
warrant altogether?
Damian Green: I suppose the suspicious
circumstance is that the police, according to the
Johnston report, did not tell the Serjeant at Arms
that she need not grant consent, they slid round that
particular rock without informing her. What I hope
the proceedings of this Committee can discover is
what happened next. That is what I do not know. We
know now the police approached the Serjeant, the
Serjeant apparently went to consult the Clerk and
said she was going to consult the Speaker, and at that
point I assume all those discussions were had within
the parliamentary authorities. What we do not
know, other than what the Speaker told the House
on 3 December, is what happened at those meetings
and what decisions were taken and who took them.
I think that is central.

Q71 Sir Alan Beith: The Johnston report concludes
that the manner of your arrest was not
proportionate because it could all have been done on
an appointment basis by prior agreement. Would
you have co-operated with such a request?
Damian Green: Yes, absolutely.

Q72 Sir Alan Beith: Should the Speaker or the
Serjeant ever be allowed to consent to the search of
a Member’s personal oYce on the Parliamentary
Estate without the Member’s agreement?
Damian Green: If there is evidence of genuine
criminal activity, if somebody was running a drugs
ring using their parliamentary email and phone, I
can envisage circumstances where a crime could take
place based in this building where that would be
acceptable. The previous Speaker made a Protocol
saying there has to be a warrant and, indeed, I
discover for the first time from the evidence given to
this Committee, that there was in existence a
Protocol from the year 2000 of what should happen
in precisely these circumstances and that was not
followed in these circumstance, which I find
completely extraordinary.

Q73 Sir Alan Beith: I conclude from some of the
things that you have said in your paper and in
answer to questions that you envisaged the House
coming to a decision collectively about whether
permission should be granted to gain access.
Damian Green: It is not so much that. What I wanted
to happen and, remember, a lot of this was
happening in the period between my arrest and my
being cleared by the DPP, so the bulk of the
correspondence I have given to the Committee has
to be seen in that context, I was still at the point of
having to potentially argue a case in court and what
I was seeking to do was to get a definitive account of
which of the various myriad documents the police
had taken attracted privilege and therefore might
not be admissible in court. There are legal arguments
about everything I have just said which I am not
competent to decide on. What was particularly
frustrating during that period was that every

attempt my legal advisers and I made to get some
kind of ruling on privilege by the Standards and
Privileges Committee, and through them the House,
was blocked. The Speaker refused to refer it. Some
version of this Committee was set up but then
instantly adjourned until after the criminal
investigations. The Attorney General was giving
advice that it was for the courts to decide and
Parliament cannot decide, so there appeared to be no
route forward. Eventually what happened is that
oYcials of this House decided what they thought
clearly attracted privilege, which my legal advisers
and I disagreed with, and the police took that as the
definitive ruling of Parliament, so without any
committee of this House let alone the House itself
deciding on matters of privilege, the police opened
everything and looked at everything. In a sense, that
means nobody can ever argue that I got oV because
some of the evidence was not presented. All the
evidence was presented and we will never know what
was privileged and what was not privileged. It seems
to me what is most useful now is that this Committee
can hopefully decide how to have a proceeding in
future where Parliament can actually decide what is
privileged and what is not privileged in a way that
was prevented in my case.

Q74 Sir Alan Beith: For Parliament to decide should
it be for the House collectively to decide given that
there might be circumstances in which to disclose all
the material to all Members, as it would have to be
if all Members were called upon to make a decision
to vote as to whether to exercise privilege, would not
be practical? It would be against either the prospects
of conducting a court case satisfactorily from
everyone’s point of view or indeed against national
security interests and therefore there have to be
circumstances where oYcials of the House are
entrusted with looking at material and deciding
whether to put it under this heading.
Damian Green: I quite take the point about publicity.
It seems to me that the relevant body here is the
Standards and Privileges Committee which could
clearly be entrusted to take a private look and
perhaps put a motion to the House. Again it is not
necessarily for me to dictate what happens then but
it seems to me quite important for the House, having
set up a Privileges Committee, that that Privileges
Committee is allowed to meet when an issue of
privilege as sensitive as this comes up. What
happened in my case was it simply never met. It was
simply never called into operation for this.

Q75 Mr Howard: Can I just take you back to the
search of your house in Kent and ask a point of
detail. Can you remind us were the nine police
Metropolitan Police oYcers or Kent Police oYcers?
Damian Green: Metropolitan police oYcers. I
understand that Kent Police were not informed that
this was happening until after it was happening.

Q76 Chairman: I know it may be diYcult to think
back to your state of mind over the course of this
period, Mr Green, but supposing those documents
which you had collected together after the civil
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servant’s arrest had been in your home and not in a
drawer in your oYce in the House of Commons,
would you have handed them over then?
Damian Green: I would not have had any choice
because they had warrants to search my home.

Q77 Chairman: Because what I derived from your
previous evidence was a willingness to co-operate
and I just wondered whether that was just a general
willingness or whether you had given any thought—
and you have partly answered this in response to Sir
Malcolm Rifkind but I just want to get it clear in my
own mind—to holding any of these documents back
because it was privileged?
Damian Green: I did not think the documents I had
when I looked at them were privileged. As I say, I am
almost sure, but I will go away and check to help the
Committee, that such documents as I still had were
all just correspondence between me and Christopher
Galley. The basic thing is that I would have been
willing to co-operate. I am a law-abiding person, I
co-operate with the police, so I would have done
that.

Q78 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Can I clarify on this
particular point, you said earlier that you had put
aside the bits and pieces, as you described them, or
the documents that you thought might be relevant to
the inquiry. You said a few moments ago that you
were however extremely concerned with a whole
myriad of papers, I think was the phrase you used,
that the police had taken away. When you sought to
have these matters referred to the Standards and
Privileges Committee or looked at at an early stage
was that because you believed or feared or were
concerned that some of these papers might be
relevant to the inquiry that the police were carrying
out, in which case why had you not yourself made
them available to be handed to the police, or were
you more concerned about the wider issue of
principle regardless of whether it was relevant to the
inquiry into this particular aVair as to how these
matters should be dealt with?
Damian Green: Certainly the latter given the
amount. When I say myriad this is the list of pages
each of which have 18 or so documents listed on
them so the police took dozens of documents as well
of course as all my electronic records. As I say, that
was every email I had written and received for
however long I had owned the computers I had, so
the police had access to more or less everything, both
professional and private, that I had done through
my parliamentary work for three or four years, so
essentially the latter, I was sure what they had given
themselves access to would include some things that,
by my slightly simple understanding of
parliamentary privilege, would attract privilege
because they were central to activities that took
place in Parliament.

Q79 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Just to be clear about this,
your primary concern was the issue of principle as to
what documents the police should be allowed to see
and what you were not so concerned with (because
you did not believe there would be any such

documents) was whether any of these documents the
police had taken away would be relevant to whether
a prosecution should be brought against you?
Damian Green: That was quite a significant concern
as well as to what would be admissible in evidence.
It is quite diYcult to think back, but I imagine that
idea clearly would have been uppermost in the minds
of my solicitors. Until all this happened I had not
particularly bent my mind to the criminal law to any
great degree.

Q80 Ms Hewitt: You indicated that if the matter had
proceeded you would have handed over to the police
the bits and pieces, the correspondence between
yourself and Mr Galley that you put aside after Mr
Galley was arrested. Would you have taken a
diVerent view if Mr Galley had been your
constituent?
Damian Green: I think I would have taken the view
on the individual documents in that if it had been a
sensitive or even a non-sensitive constituency case, I
would have wanted some kind of definitive ruling
about where does privilege adhere to normal
correspondence between a constituent and an MP.
My instinct would be no, that is private and you need
to jump several hurdles before you can look at that,
one of which I would think would be the judgment
of at least the Standards and Privileges Committee
of this House or a definitive ruling as to what is
privileged or not. At the time I had not addressed
that issue because (a) he was not a constituent and
(b) I had not thought through what ought to be
privileged. It is a subject that has exercised me more
since last November than it had done before, I
confess.

Q81 Chairman: With a constituent the data
protection legislation might possibly have arisen
too?
Damian Green: Does that apply to the police?
Chairman: Perhaps it is something we can explore.

Q82 Ann CoVey: I am just interested because
obviously defining a constituent is easy in terms of
the relationship because they reside within a
particular geographical area but in a sense the
relationship between you and Christopher Galley
was a private relationship. In what way did you not
think that was protected? Why did you not think
that was protected in the same way as one of your
constituents?
Damian Green: There was one very significant
diVerence in that he had given two interviews to the
police lasting many, many hours and the police had
access to all his records so, as it happened, the police
need not have looked at anything I had. He had two
or three letters from me. They had access to his
computer and indeed servers so far as I could see
because they had the full email exchanges between
us, which again were not very extensive at all. He
told me that he had told them everything he knew so
I had no fear of breaching his privacy, as it were,
because he had breached it himself. Indeed, I think I
am right in saying he told me that he had given his
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first interview to the police without even a solicitor
present, so it was clear that there was nothing I could
do that would breach his privacy.

Q83 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: On one or two occasions
youhaveusedthe term“privatecorrespondence”and
“privilegedmaterial”as if there isnotmuchdiVerence
between the twobutwe areadvised, and it seems tobe
well established, that private correspondence
betweenanMPandhisconstituent isnotprivileged in
the sense of inadmissible in court and has never been
considered to be privileged. Do you accept that
distinction?
Damian Green: Absolutely and I apologise if I have
been misleading the Committee.

Q84 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: No, it is just for clarity.
Damian Green: Indeed I accept that distinction that
privilege does not just adhere to anything that an MP
has got hold of.

Q85 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: In the opening statement
which you prepared for us and which indeed you read
out today, one of your main concerns appears to have
been that because of the procedure that was adopted
and the preliminary view that the Clerk came to,
material in due course was handed over to the police
and theywereallowed to lookat it before therewasan
opportunity given to the Standards and Privileges
Committee to consider whether it mightbe privileged
or not. Do you accept that if any alternative
procedure had been adopted, and if for example the
Standards and Privileges Committee had come to the
view that some of this material was privileged, then
that would have been excluded from any
investigation or any even preliminary judgment by
the Crown Prosecution Service as to whether there
was suYcient material to justify a prosecution being
brought in your case?
Damian Green: That is certainly what Professor
Bradley argues. I am conscious I am being led into
territory where I simply do not have an authoritative
view. I am not a constitutional lawyer but Professor
Bradley is and I have read what he has to say. That is
clearly one of the implications of what he says.

Q86 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Because the advice that we
have been given, and I can only give my own
understanding of the advice that we have been given,
is that it is accepted practice—this is the view of the
Attorney General—that Parliament does not seek to
interfere with the investigation of a possible criminal
oVence and therefore it allows the Prosecution
Service to lookatwide rangesofmaterial. If theywish
to use such material in an actual prosecution then the
person accused or Parliament can bring forward the
argument that this is privileged and if the court
decides that it is privileged then it cannot be included
in evidence. That would have been prevented if the
process you were recommending had been adopted.
Damian Green: I have read the Attorney General’s
opinion as well and Professor Bradley disagrees with
her and there appears to be a genuine disagreement
between lawyers here. One of the points worth
considering is that it is not simply whether the court

would consider it. One of the reasons why my legal
team and I were so anxious to get this cleared up
beforehand was at some stage I was going to have to
go through another interview process, we thought,
indeed Iwasbailedoriginallyuntil 27February, sowe
were preparing for the possibility of my doing
another interview then, and before then I needed to
knowwhatevidencewasgoingtobeadmissibleornot
because if I refused to comment on questions about
certain specific material then, as the lawyers on the
Committee know, that in itself is admissible in
evidence, the prosecution can say I refused to talk
about that, and clearly that has implications for a
court case. I was very anxious to have the issues
clearedupbothofwhat isprivilegedandalsowhether
privilege means that something is not admissible in
evidencebefore Idid theotherpolice interviewsothat
I could, as it were, know what the ground rules were
for that police interview. One of the frustrations
betweenDecemberandAprilwas thatwecouldnever
get to that stage. The actions of the House authorities
prevented us even reaching that conclusion, whether
Professor Bradley is right or the Attorney General is
right.

Q87SirMalcolmRifkind:TheClerkof theHousehas
advisedusthathewrote toyouandIthinksomewhere
in these papers you gave us a copy of that letter in
which he says you would have been perfectly free in
response to any police questions to deal with matters
and to express your own views regardless of whether
there was a view as to whether they were subject to
privilege or not. You would not have been precluded
from any comments you might wish to make in any
subsequent interview.
Damian Green: That is his view. That was not my
lawyer’s view.
Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Thank you, I understand.

Q88 Ms Hewitt: If I can just step back a little bit
because I want to explore the issues that Sir Malcolm
has just raised. Do you agree that this House should
not use parliamentary privilege to obstruct the
criminal process or make Parliament a “haven from
the law” in the words of the Select Committee on this
some years ago?
DamianGreen: I thinkParliamentasahavenfromthe
law is a slightly odd formulation. Clearly individual
politicians cannot be given a haven from the law. We
are all subject to the law of the land. As I say, my main
frustration through the early months of this year was
that Parliament did not appear to have a mechanism
for deciding on these rather important matters.

Q89 Ms Hewitt: Given the view that Parliament
traditionally has not obstructed the criminal
investigation process as distinct from intervening on
a question of privilege in a court case should a case
arise, presumably when the Speaker decided not to
accept your request to refer the matter to the
CommitteeofPrivilegeswhathewaseVectivelydoing
was endorsing the view that the House oYcials had
takenonwhichdocumentswereprivilegedandwhich
documents were not. That is why the police in their
letter to you said this matter is being determined
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because a decision has been made by House oYcials
and the Speaker (at least implicitly) has upheld that
decision?
Damian Green: That is certainly the eVect of the
Speaker’s decision and, as I said before in a previous
answer, that meant that oYcials of the House were
taking decisions which I felt quite strongly Members
should take through whatever mechanism we
devised,not leastbecause thepractical eVectwas they
had hundreds of records to go through, and they
never went through the electronic records, but they
had hundreds of documents to go through and it was
clearly pretty unsatisfactory. To give one example of
an exhibit that was not regarded as privileged. It is
described here as a fax message from me. I remember
this because I remember having an argument with the
police about it when they removed it from my
briefcase at Belgravia Police Station. It was actually
three pieces of paper: the front page was indeed a fax
cover sheet from me to a journalist; the second page
was a parliamentary answer to me from a Minister;
and the third page was a newspaper cutting. This was
a standard story of the type that everyone around this
Committee will recognise where there was a quote
from a minister in a newspaper cutting and a
parliamentary answer that appeared to contradict it,
so I thought it might be of interest to a journalist. All
the other parliamentary answers that were at the top
of thepileswereregardedasprivilegedandweretaken
out. That one because it was lying behind a fax cover
sheet was not, so it seemed to me that the sift of what
was privileged and what was not was in practical
terms pretty unsatisfactory.

Q90MsHewitt:AmIright thatyour solicitorsagreed
to the sift taking place and observed it?
Damian Green: Yes.

Q91 Ms Hewitt: And as a result of that some 20
documents were removed from police custody as
being the subject of privilege?
Damian Green: That is right. 21 documents were
deemed privileged most of which are written answers
and, as I say, I know that hidden behind other things
were other written answers which makes me slightly
doubt the eYcacy of the sift.

Q92 Ms Hewitt: As I understand your position, you
are saying that the claim of privilege for documents
should be determined before any charge is brought or
any trial undertaken, inotherwordsduring thepolice
investigation? That was in factdone in this case but in
this rather limited procedure which only exempted
things like written answers and only on the say-so of
an oYcer of the House. You are saying, as I
understand it, that that claim of privilege should be
determined by the House itself, probably through the
Committee on Privileges? Am I correct in reflecting
your view on that?
Damian Green: That is part of it certainly.

Q93 Ms Hewitt: What I wondered was how you
would reconcile that proposal with the general
proposition that Parliament should not be using

privilege to interfere with the process of the police
investigation before a decision is made as to whether
or not to bring a charge?
Damian Green: I agree that is a central issue for this
Committee to investigate and, as I say, Professor
Bradley,whoIamtold is the leadingauthorityonthis,
takes one view and the Attorney General takes
another view. I would not dream of taking sides
between two such august legal brains. I would simply
point out that in the Duncan Sandys case, which is
one of the cases always quoted as precedent, it was
pretty well agreed that what he was doing broke the
OYcial Secrets Act at the time and yet Parliament
decided that he could not be prosecuted very directly
so in that very famous controversial case Parliament
did precisely what the Attorney General is arguing
Parliament cannot do.

Q94 Ms Hewitt: As you say, that is an absolutely
central issue for this Committee, which is one reason
why I wanted to explore your own views on it. So that
I am absolutely clear about this, is it your view that
when Parliament does come to determine its view on
a question of privilege, whether that is during an
investigation or once a case is in front of the courts,
should the Speaker be entitled to make that decision
on the basis of the advice he gets from House oYcials
or should that be a matter for the House on the basis
of a recommendation or report from the Committee
on Privileges?
Damian Green: I think the lesson I would draw from
what happened to me is that there is a danger of
putting too much power in the hands of the Clerk and
the Speaker because inevitably any Speaker is going
to rely very heavily on the Clerk, and it may be that
this Committee can devise protocols, rules,
guidelines, whatever, that mean that the Speaker/
Clerk does not have to take such controversial
decisions early on in the process that everything they
do after that may well be seen to be tainted, which I
believe is what happened in this case, in which case it
would be reasonable perhaps to ask the Speaker, but
even then—and this is pure opinion—it seems to me
safer for the reputation of the House that something
like theStandardsandPrivilegesCommittee,which is
cross-party and will be occupied by distinguished
senior Members and all of that, is probably a safer
repository of what will be hugely sensitive and
potentially case-deciding decisions than the
individual Speaker.

Q95 Ms Hewitt: Just a final question if I may
Chairman. You referred to the 21 documents which
were almost entirely written answers thatwere agreed
to be covered by privilege and were therefore
withdrawn from the police. From the point of view of
the police that did not really have any practical eVect
because thoseare,bydefinition, in thepublicdomain,
theycanget themthroughaHansardsearch.Youalso
referred to a written answer and the press cutting
which sat behind a fax cover sheet and were left with
the police even though clearly they should not have
you been, or at least the answer should not have been.
Can you give us some idea of what other kinds of
documents were left with the police during the course
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of the investigation but which in your view or your
lawyer’s view should have been excluded on the
grounds that they were privileged? Have you got
other examples?
DamianGreen: I suppose Icouldreadouta long listof
slightly dull pieces of paper. The essential argument
would be around the actual documents themselves
because inevitably thecentraldocuments,whichwere
the things thatwere thebasisof thenewspaper stories,
were used as the basis for asking parliamentary
questions or indeed making speeches in debates and
so on and I and indeed others would have used them
for parliamentary proceedings.

Q96 Ms Hewitt: Sorry, you are referring to the
documents that Christopher Galley gave you?
DamianGreen:Yes.Againa central issue iswhatdoes
theuseofabackgrounddocument inaparliamentary
proceeding mean in the case of privilege? Does that
attract privilege or not? Again Professor Bradley
argues that yes, it does and indeed that is what the
tradition has been. We all agree if you say something
on the floor of the House of Commons then clearly it
attracts some type of privilege. There is something
faintly perverse about saying that the document that
inspired you to ask that question or make that speech
does not attract privilege, so one can see the force of
the argument, and that would have been the central
point we were trying to argue.

Q97 Ms Hewitt: Were the documents that
Christopher Galley gave you included in the bundle
of material that you put aside after Mr Galley was
arrested in anticipation that the police would come
knocking on your door asking for an interview?
Damian Green: I do not think so because I do not
think I would have kept them. That is why I am
genuinely uncertain, I cannot remember what was in
that and they are not recorded on the list I have in
front of me in any kind of detail. In a sense it did not
matter because—

Q98 Ms Hewitt: They had got them from him?
DamianGreen:Theyhadgot themfromhim. Iamnot
sure, he may have kept copies, I just do not know but,
either way, they knew perfectly well what they were
because they read them in the newspapers by
definition. There was no secret about what those
documents were.

Q99 Chairman: You were at some pains to tell us
helpfully what your view was of the thinking of the
DPP in relation to whether the activities that were
under review by the police did indeed constitute such
seriousness that they could ever have supported a
charge of committing misconduct in public oYce and
Idonot thinkweneed toexplore thatany furtherwith
you, but you will also be aware that an essential
element is that of reasonable excuse or justification.
In this matter did you consider at the time or do you
now with the benefit of hindsight consider that any of
your actions could be covered by reasonable excuse
or justification?

Damian Green: I think all the material I put in the
public domain was certainly justifiable to put in the
public domain.

Q100Chairman:Whatcriteriawouldyouusetoreach
that conclusion?
Damian Green: I think it is a matter of public interest
which exposes something which reveals
incompetence or worse inside the government
machine. To be practical, one of the examples was the
revelation that 5,000 security guards were employed
with national insurance numbers and security
clearance who were illegal immigrants one of whom
was guarding the Prime Minister’s car. I think
making that public rather helps national security
because I assume that person is no longer guarding
the Prime Minister’s car and I think that is a good
thing.What Idid isnothingnew.Throughout theages
people have revealed and we all know that under all
governments there are things that governments
wouldprefer tokeepsecret thatperhaps shouldnotbe
kept secret because they are bad things happening.

Q101 Chairman: In this context reasonable excuse,
which is an expression which has presence in other
areas of the law, and justification, inevitably carry
some kind of political damage, do they not?
Damian Green: Well, in this context they would do.

Q102 Chairman: Politicians do not reveal
information they have received unless they believe
there is a political dimension to it.
Damian Green: It is not just a political dimension. I
think in most if not all of the cases that I revealed as it
happened there was a security dimension. One of the
others was of someone who was employed as a
cleaner in the House of Lords who was an illegal
immigrant and therefore should not have passed
throughsecurityclearances. It isnot justpolitical; it is
also administrative.

Q103 Chairman: I suppose this case of yours really
will have established if not a principle at least a
practice thatunless it is abreachof theOYcial Secrets
Actmisconduct inapublicoYce isnotgoing tobeapt
todealwith leaksof thekindwehavebeendiscussing?
Damian Green: Unless it is a breach of the OYcial
Secrets Act. If it is a breach of the OYcial Secrets Act
then a statute law has been broken. In this case this is
a common law oVence and therefore that is why it
attracts allegedly life imprisonment and so on.

Q104 Chairman: It is not unknown to charge statute
and common law together.
Damian Green: Yes and my understanding is that the
specific intent of Parliament in 1989 was to take this
kind of thing out of the OYcial Secrets Act.

Q105MrHoward:Totake itoutof theOYcialSecrets
Act and to inhibit prosecution of any kind for that
kind of activity?
Damian Green: Indeed, for that very reason. It is
ironic but I have investigated misconduct in public
oYce as an oVence and it has been reinvented in the
last few years because it was a 19th century oVence,
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and it appears that the only time it has been used
successfully has been against corrupt police oYcers
and indeed they have tried to use it against
journalists. There was a case in Milton Keynes of a
local journalist who, frankly, suVered a lot more
harassment thanIdid. I thinkthecasewas thrownout
onthefirstdayas soonas itgot in frontofa judge.One
of the things that I have learnt from this event is that
the use of the common law can be fairly onerous on
individuals and perhaps Parliament should take a
long look at that.

Q106 Mr Howard: So far as the procedures for
searches within the precincts of the House are
concerned you have no doubt paid careful attention
to the formerSpeaker’s statement whichhe setouton
8 December. To what extent did you think that if they
were followed the diYculties in your case would have
been avoided?
Damian Green: I think if the police had been required
to get a warrantand to talk to the Speakerbefore they
got the warrant and explain what they were looking
for, then that would have been a significant step
forward in that somebody could presumably have
asked them with a degree of authority, “What are you
actually looking for?” and indeed asked the question
which extraordinarily no-one appears to have asked
inside the government machine or the oYcial
machine which is, “If you got this evidence from
Galley,whydon’tyoujustasktheMemberbecausehe
will co-operate,he isnotgoingtoskipbail”.Theysent
four people to arrest me. I was not going to put up a
fight oranything like that.At no stage didanyone ask
that simplebut intelligentquestionandhopefully any
Speaker would.

Q107 Mr Howard: The police have suggested some
kind of protocol which would govern these matters.
Do you think that would be helpful?
DamianGreen: I think therecommendationsofDenis
O’Connor in his report are sensible. Of course what
the bulk of that is about is relations between the
oYcial machine, if you like, and the police and he is
trying to limit and draw much clearer lines around
when it will be appropriate to bring in the police and
when not and clearly the experience of my case would
make that sensible. To some extent the issue of
privilege is not particularly touched by that.

Q108 Mr Howard: On the issue of privilege you have
drawn attention more than once in your evidence to
the contrast between the view of the Attorney
General and the view of Professor Bradley and you
have said that it is not for you to adjudicate between
these two eminent legal figures. One suggestion that
hasbeenmadeis thatsomeattemptshouldbemadeto
deal with the matter by statute and have a
Parliamentary Privileges Act, as indeed was
suggested by the Joint Committee on Parliamentary
Privilege some ten years ago. Do you think that

would have merit or do you think that it ought to be
possible to devise a solution to this dilemma without
recourse to statute?
Damian Green: My instinct is that it ought to be
because we all know what happens with statutes. In
this case it probably would not be used very much. It
would sit there for 30 years and the next time
something like this happens it will prove to be out-of-
date and inappropriate whereas it seems to me that
theHouseought tohave thecapacity todevise itsown
guidelines and its own mechanism for assessing any
individual case against those guidelines. That would
be my instinct, but I say that with no more authority
than as a Member of Parliament who has thought
about these things. I should say in this context that I
was genuinely interested to read about the 2000
guidelines that the then Clerk wrote which seemed to
me to be a sensible basis for that type of thing. I find it
completely extraordinary they were sitting in a
drawer somewhere and were not employed in this
case.
Chairman: You were not alone in that same sense of
surprise, Mr Green, I can tell you.

Q109 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Just one small point, you
mentioned at the very beginning of your evidence a
statement from someone in the Cabinet OYce that
said there was no doubt that national security aspects
were in danger. Can you give us the reference to that
and is it mentioned who the individual was?
Damian Green: It is Mr Chris Wright who was the
Director of Security and Intelligence.

Q110 Chairman: It is in the report of the Public
Administration Select Committee.
Damian Green: It is a letter dated 8September quoted
in annex A, page 31.
Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Thank you very much.

Q111 Chairman: “. . . the potential for future damage
is significant”. It is not just actual but prospective as
well.
Damian Green: Then read on.

Q112 Chairman:We are tonote that the datehas been
mistyped on the original letter and it should read 8
October 2008 for some reason but that is not any
responsibility of anyone in this room. Mr Green, is
there anything that you would like to add?
Damian Green: No, I think in a sense it is fairly clear
what the issues are that the Committee has to address
and good luck.

Q113 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: And we have taken less
than nine hours you will notice!
Damian Green: Quite, on the other hand, I have been
more co-operative!

Q114 Chairman: You are the first witness for the
inquiry and it may be that other questions arise but I
have no doubt you will be very happy to answer any
written questions we may send.
Damian Green: Of course, absolutely.
Chairman: We are most grateful. Thank you very
much for your attendance and for your evidence.
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Witness: Rt Hon Lord Martin of Springburn, a Member of the House of Lords, gave oral evidence.

Q115 Chairman: Lord Martin, thank you very much
for attending upon the Committee today. I would
also thank you for preparing such a detailed
statement in advance. I think the Committee would
find it helpful if you were willing to read that
statement to us. It will of course be published in due
course as part of the Committee’s papers, but I think
it would be helpful in focusing our minds if you were
to read it to us. Just one preliminary matter, in the
course of your statement you make reference to the
actions of a number of others from which it might be
implied that some criticism was appropriate in
relation to them. I should of course make it clear, as I
am sure you will understand, that we will be ensuring
that anyone who is referred to in your statement in
such a manner has the opportunity to respond in
due course.
Lord Martin of Springburn: That is only right and
fitting, Sir Menzies. In the interests of clarity, I know
I am here to speak to my statement and answer any
questions that you may have, and I know it is about
my experiences of the situation, but I did read the
Johnston Report, and of course I do not have the
access to papers that I once had but there is a point
that I do seek clarification on and I do not know if
your Clerk might be able to help. It means that we
will all be on the same wavelength.

Q116 Chairman: It might be helpful if we dealt with
that now.
Lord Martin of Springburn: I would rather we dealt
with it now. On page 45 of the Johnston Report a
small paragraph says: “Police evidence indicates the
Serjeant at Arms was first approached by the police
on 20 November about consent to search. She was
seen again on 26 November 2008 about the need to
search oYces of an MP. She gave her written consent
on 27 November 2008 by letter and signed a form in
Book 101 confirming her consent.” The clarity I
would like is that in my statement, and I will read it
out, I did say that it was brought to my attention that
the Clerk of the House instructed the Serjeant when
he discovered there was a search to write a letter to
the police oYcer in charge of the search and the eVect
of that letter was to constrain the search to the
charge brought against Mr Galley and Mr Green.
The way that report reads, it is as if the letter and the
signed form were presented simultaneously. That
may be just the way it is presented but I wonder if
that is not the case then can I ask were there two
letters submitted to the police on that day, that is 27
November?

Q117 Chairman: I do not think we can give you an
unequivocal answer to that, Lord Martin, but since
you have raised the issue we most certainly will raise
it when we question the author of the Johnston
Report.
Lord Martin of Springburn: Thank you very much.

Q118 Chairman: If it has any significance in relation
to the evidence you give today then we will ask you
to comment in reply, if necessary in writing.
Lord Martin of Springburn: It is just that I want
clarity. The way that reads there is one letter. If that
one letter is the letter that I referred to then that
clears up the matter but if there were two letters then
it should have read there were two letters presented
to the police.

Q119 Chairman: I agree with you, there is something
of an ambiguity. You can take it that we will pursue
that ambiguity as appropriate and if we think you
need an opportunity to respond then we will give you
that opportunity.
Lord Martin of Springburn: Thank you, Sir Menzies.

Q120 Chairman: Would you like to begin then, Lord
Martin, by reading from paragraph 1 of your
memorandum?
Lord Martin of Springburn: (1) I wish to set out to the
Committee the facts as I know them with regard to
the search of the oYces of the hon Member for
Ashford on Thursday 27 November 2008. (2) The
first part of this memorandum deals with the search
and contains both my personal recollection of events
where I was directly involved and also information
related to me on 27 November and thereafter on
matters which occurred before the day of the search
and afterwards. The second part the memorandum
deals briefly with the establishment of your
Committee. (3) This is the first time I have
commented on these matters. This is because I
regard it as my duty to account first to the House and
its committees and not to the media. (4) A crucial
meeting of each sitting day is the morning briefing
attended by the Speaker, Deputy Speakers, Clerk of
the House and other senior oYcials. On Wednesday
26 November 2008, as I approached the Speaker’s
Study for the morning briefing meeting at 10.27 (the
meeting normally starts promptly at 10.30), I was
met by the Speaker’s Secretary and the Serjeant at
Arms. The Speaker’s Secretary told me that the
Serjeant wished to see me alone on an urgent matter.
The Serjeant asked me into an adjoining room and
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closed the door so that we could speak privately.
(The Speaker’s Secretary told me later that he had
suggested to the Serjeant that he should be present,
but the Serjeant had declined.) (5) The Serjeant told
me that counter-terrorism oYcers from the
Metropolitan Police were investigating a Member
and might wish shortly to arrest that individual for
conspiring to commit misconduct in public oYce.
The Serjeant said that she did not know the
Member’s name. It was agreed that I would be
contacted when the Serjeant knew more. No
reference was made to a search of the Member’s
oYce within the precincts. (6) I was extremely
concerned that a Member was being investigated by
anti-terrorist police. In my mind I had an idea of
Islamic or Irish terrorism. I had no idea at the time of
the very diVerent type of oVence of which Mr Green
would be accused. (7) The Serjeant explained that
the matter was strictly confidential. It was not
unusual for senior oYcers to approach me on
confidential matters. It was my understanding that
such matters would always be discussed with senior
oYcers as necessary before I was informed. (8) In the
late afternoon of the same day (after 1600 hours but
before 1700 hours) the Serjeant telephoned me at my
residence to inform me that she did not know the
name of the Member concerned but she was likely to
be informed very early the next morning. The
Serjeant agreed to call me at 0730 hours the
following morning. (9) At 0730 on Thursday 27
November the Serjeant telephoned me. The
conversation was brief. She told me that she was
calling from her residence. It was not until the
conversation was underway that she informed me
that a police oYcer was with her. The Serjeant
informed me that the Member was Damian Green
and that an arrest would take place later that day.
She stated that Mr Green’s home, his constituency
oYce and his oYce within the precincts would be
searched. (10) I believed, as I was entitled to, that the
search of Mr Green’s oYce within the precincts
would be carried out under a proper warrant. The
need for a warrant is clear from the guidance note
issued by the then Clerk of the House in the year
2000. Although I was not aware of the terms of the
guidance until recently, the guidance should have
been followed. The Serjeant did not inform me that
the basis of the search would be a consent form to be
signed by her as opposed to a warrant. I would not
have expected consent to be given without the
Speaker’s explicit permission. I would not have
given my permission. (11) It is my clear view, and was
at the time that Damian Green’s oYce was searched,
that without a search warrant the police should not
be able to search the oYces of a Member in the
course of a criminal investigation. Had I become
aware at any time before the search was completed
that there was no search warrant, I would have made
it clear that either no search should take place or, if
it had started, that it had to stop immediately. (12)
The need for a search warrant was basic. It never
occurred to me that the Serjeant would give consent
to a police search of a Member’s oYce in a police
investigation without a warrant. Until I discovered
the following day that there was no warrant, I had

assumed the search was authorised by a search
warrant. This seemed to me to be so basic that I did
not ask the Serjeant about the warrant when I was
first told of an impending search on the morning of
27 November. By the time I discovered there was no
warrant, which was in the evening of 27 November,
the search was over. (13) I concluded my 7.30
conversation on 27 November by asking the Serjeant
to be kept informed. After the call I left for my
constituency in Glasgow. (14) On the afternoon of
Thursday 27th I travelled to visit my eldest brother
who is chronically ill. My brother and his wife live a
distance of 60 miles away from Glasgow. At
approximately 1700 hours the Speaker’s Secretary
telephoned me at my brother’s house to inform me
that the police had come into the House and were
searching Mr Green’s oYce and that he understood
that Mr Green had been arrested in his constituency.
The Speaker’s Secretary told me that the Clerk of the
House had wanted to convey to me that the search
was underway and was being conducted properly.
He also told me that the Conservative Chief Whip,
the Rt Hon Patrick McLoughlin, wanted to speak to
me. I requested details of the paperwork relating to
the search and told the Speaker’s Secretary to keep
me informed of events and to pass further details to
me when I returned home. I also arranged for Mr
McLoughlin to call me later when I was back in
Glasgow. I did not think it was appropriate to use my
brother’s house for communications in view of his
illness. (15) During my journey back to Glasgow, the
Speaker’s Assistant Secretary called me to explain
that copies of the paperwork approving the search
were now in his possession and could be faxed to me.
I explained that I would not have access to a fax
machine before I spoke to Mr McLoughlin at 2030
hours that night. I therefore asked the Assistant
Secretary to tell me the name of the magistrate who
had signed what I still presumed to be a proper
search warrant. He explained that there were only
two names in the documents, those of a police oYcer
and the Serjeant. He described the document as a
consent form. I was seriously concerned that there
was no magistrate’s warrant. (16) I expressed deep
surprise and deep concern that no warrant had been
insisted upon when I spoke to Mr McLoughlin at
2100 hours that evening. The lack of a warrant and
the conduct of the search were the main topics of our
conversation. (17) On Friday 28th and on Saturday
29th November I had a number of conversations
with the Speaker’s Secretary. These confirmed my
unease at the House oYcials’ management of the
police’s entry into the House and their search of Mr
Green’s oYce. The diYculties of establishing detail
were compounded by the absence of the Clerk of the
House who had left for private travel abroad. I am
disappointed that the Clerk of the House, who holds
the oYce of Chief Executive, was out of the country
when there was so serious a situation in the House.
(18) I was also shocked when I was told that when
the Clerk had discovered the search was based on
consent as opposed to a warrant, he had instructed
the Serjeant to write a letter to the police oYcer in
charge of the search to limit the search to matters
relating to the charge but that he had not prevented
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the search from continuing. I have no legal
qualifications, but I understand that the consent to
search by the Serjeant could have been withdrawn at
any stage. I would have expected it to be withdrawn
when the Clerk had found out that a warrant had not
been obtained. (19) I was further disappointed to be
told that Speaker’s Counsel was not informed of the
search on Thursday 27 November, the day of the
search. (20) On 29 November the Speaker’s
Secretary arranged for me to speak at around 1000
hours, for the first time since the search, to Speaker’s
Counsel who had just returned from overseas. I
would point out, Chairman, that overseas was
Ireland; he was in Dublin at a conference. I learnt
then of what I regarded as serious failings: the failure
to insist on a warrant for search and the lack of co-
ordination for the proper handling of such a
sensitive matter. (21) At around 1600 hours on
Saturday 29 November the Clerk of the House
telephoned me briefly to say that he was briefing the
Leader of the House. He agreed to my proposal that
we should meet on Monday evening. This was the
first conversation that I had held with the Clerk since
the issue arose. Since I was in a public place when he
telephoned, the conversation was necessarily
restricted. It would have been very helpful for me to
have the assistance of the Clerk over the weekend
and I regret that I did not. (22) Damian Green
telephoned me at home at my suggestion sometime
after 1700 hours on 29 November. I told him that I
had not authorised the search but I pointed out that
I could not have stopped a search if there had been
a warrant. I asked if I could be of any help to him.
Mr Green explained the police had taken away the
hard disk from his oYce in the precincts and that on
Monday his staV would be unable to do any oYce
work at all. I telephoned the Serjeant at her residence
to ask her to tell the police to return the hard disk to
Mr Green’s oYce. This was done. (23) In view of the
long-standing convention that the House should be
informed first, I decided not to speak to the media
but to make a statement to the House when it
reconvened on 3 December. The media caused
considerable diYculty to my wife and me at our
home in Glasgow where they camped outside our
home all day and night. One photographer was so
intrusive that the police had to warn him about his
conduct on our private property and he agreed to
leave the locality. (24) On Monday 1 December,
when I had returned to London, I met with the
Speaker’s Secretary and the Clerk of the House at
around 2100 hours to discuss the details known to
them. (25) On 2 December I again met with the
Clerk, Speaker’s Counsel, the Serjeant at Arms and
Speaker’s Secretary. The purpose of this meeting
was for me to establish the facts in order to make my
statement to the House the next day. (26) At this
meeting oYcials agreed with me that there had been
serious failings in communication and in
management. The Clerk told me that he not known
of the search until he saw it happening on television.
It was clear also that the Serjeant had known of the
nature of the police operation for close to a week
before the 26 November. I was disappointed when I
learned that there had been several meetings

between the police and the Serjeant and when I
asked for the names of the police oYcers with whom
she had met she told me she could not recall them. I
also asked if minutes or notes of the meetings had
been kept because I wanted to know precisely what
had happened and I was told by the Serjeant there
were no minutes and there were no notes. (27) I also
learnt that the Serjeant had not informed me that, at
approximately 1500 hours on Wednesday 26
November, she had a meeting with three senior
police oYcers concerned in the operation and with
Chief Superintendent Bateman (the senior oYcer in
charge of the Metropolitan Police at the Palace) and
that, during the course of that meeting, she had left
them in her room and gone to the Clerk Assistant to
put to him what she described as a “what if” scenario
as to whether she had the authority to consent to
bring the police into a Member’s oYce. The Clerk
Assistant, to whom the Serjeant at Arms reports,
had referred her to the Clerk of the House. The
Serjeant had put the same questions to the Clerk of
the House and the Clerk had informed her that she
had that authority. (28) I would have expected the
Clerk of the House and the Clerk Assistant to have
questioned the Serjeant further as to why she was
posing questions of this type at this particular time.
I was also disappointed that the Serjeant did not
inform me about her meeting with police oYcers and
her discussion of the issue of giving consent when she
telephoned me later that afternoon of 26 November.
(29) During the course of the meeting of 2 December,
I asked the Serjeant why she had conducted herself
in this manner. The Clerk of the House intervened to
say that Chief Superintendent Bateman had
bamboozled the Serjeant and tricked her into
keeping the matter from her immediate superiors.
The Clerk went on to say that, while Chief
Superintendent Bateman was a senior Metropolitan
Police oYcer, he also had a duty towards the House.
(30) There were other worrying facts. For example,
it was only on the afternoon of 2 December that a
letter was received from Assistant Commissioner
Quick informing me, as Speaker, of his investigation
concerning the hon Member for Ashford; it had been
written some days before. (31) In discussion with the
Leader of the House, I made it known that I wanted
the House to consider setting up a Speaker’s
Committee on the search of oYces in the
Parliamentary Estate. There was an agreement when
I made my statement on 3 December that the
Committee of Enquiry would be set up immediately.
That agreement was between me and the Leader.
(32) After I had made my statement to the House,
the Leader later informed me that a motion was
going to be put down that the inquiry would not sit
until criminal proceedings were dealt with. She told
me that she had sought and was acting on the
Attorney General’s advice. I appealed to the Prime
Minister that evening that such a restriction was
unnecessary and that the Committee should meet as
a matter of urgency, but my request was declined.
(33) The motion put to the House on 8 December
2008 provided that the work of the Committee be
adjourned until the completion of any relevant
police inquiry or resulting criminal proceedings. (An
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amendment to remove this provision was narrowly
defeated.) (34) From then on until the end of the
police investigation and the statement by the DPP,
no action could be taken by the House to allow the
Committee to proceed to investigate matters related
to this case. (35) As a result of the House’s decision
to agree to the motion in the form the Government
proposed, I was unable to agree to the requests I
received on an almost daily basis to allow the matter
to be debated on the floor of the House. This caused
resentment between me and many Members of the
House and was a matter of great regret to me. (36) I
was always concerned by this and when I left the
House in June I advocated, in my valedictory
address, that the Committee be established in order
to investigate the detail and make recommendations
that would help to avoid something similar
occurring again. The Protocol which I announced
on 3 December was one means of preventing a
similar incident. (37) I have read Mr Green’s
evidence about his concern about the way in which
parliamentary privilege was determined in respect to
the documents seized from him by the police. I, like
the whole House, always relied on the advice of the
Clerk of the House and his colleagues, who are the
experts on parliamentary privilege. I am sure that
the Clerks considered the issue in this case in the
interests of the House as a whole. (38) I certainly do
not think that it would have been practical or
appropriate for the House as a whole to decide
which documents in this case might or might not
have been privileged. There may have been merits in
the Committee on Standards and Privileges meeting
to consider relevant issues. As I have said earlier, I
wanted the special committee to be established as
soon as possible. However, once the House agreed
the more restrictive motion tabled by the Leader
with its provision that the issue could not be
considered until any criminal case was resolved, I felt
that I was inhibited from allowing a motion which
would have been debatable, and very possibly
prejudicial to any criminal proceedings, to refer the
matter to the Committee on Standards and
Privileges. (39) I do not believe that the correct
decision was made by the Serjeant in consenting to
the search taking place. I also believe the House
through its Speaker was not served as well as it ought
to have been. Finally, I regret the delay in
commencing your Committee’s work. (40) I look
forward to amplifying these points and answering
any other questions when I give oral evidence.

Q121 Chairman: Thank you very much for that,
Lord Martin, and thank you for its very
comprehensive nature. Perhaps I might just begin by
asking one or two questions about your experience
as Speaker. You were elected by the whole House in
October 2000 following the retirement of the now
Baroness Boothroyd; is that correct?
Lord Martin of Springburn: That is correct, Sir.

Q122 Chairman: At that time was there any kind of
handover period or any kind of what is sometimes
called orientation or was it the case that you

assumed the responsibilities of Speaker from the
moment at which the election of the House took
place?
Lord Martin of Springburn: No, Sir Menzies,
straight into the deep end. You just get on with it.
And if you recall as the new Speaker I was taking
points of order on the first day of my Speakership so
no-one was going easy on the new Speaker. In fact, I
think in the early days it was like the new headmaster
coming into the school that some Members were
taking liberties, so there was no orientation; far
from it.

Q123 Chairman: Perhaps a cane would have been
helpful. But you of course had been a Deputy
Speaker for some time.
Lord Martin of Springburn: I had been a Deputy
Speaker for some time but being a Deputy Speaker
and being a Speaker are light years apart because as
Deputy Speaker what you did was you took your
share in the Chamber whereas you soon learned
when you became Speaker, and I have described the
Clerk as the Chief Executive of the organisation, as
Speaker you are like the Chairman of the
organisation, and therefore you deal with all sorts of
people and all sorts of things. There is security, which
we have discussed, there is maintenance, and it is a
caring organisation because there are many
thousands of people employed here in the precincts
of this Parliamentary Estate, so everyone with any
responsibility says, “If I put it across the Speaker’s
desk then there is some responsibility shared.” As a
Deputy Speaker that was not something that you
had to deal with, so it was very, very new.

Q124 Chairman: Of course you had been the
chairman of standing committees on many
occasions as part of your membership of the
Speaker’s Panel and I think also you were at one
stage the Chairman of the Administration
Committee; is that correct?
Lord Martin of Springburn: The Admin Committee.

Q125 Chairman: But in none of these roles, as you
have described the role of Deputy Speaker, did you
have access or involvement in the duties of the
Speaker?
Lord Martin of Springburn: No.

Q126 Chairman: Do I take it that in neither of these
roles you did not have that access either?
Lord Martin of Springburn: No, the Admin
Committee certainly there was more access to
oYcials and oYcials briefing you and decisions to be
made on matters like passes and accommodation
and as to whether the media should be on the Terrace
and things like that.

Q127 Chairman: I think we remember that.
Lord Martin of Springburn: But I think that anyone
using common sense, provided the oYcers of the
House are straight with you and come to you and
say, “Look, I have a problem and this is the problem
that I have,” whether you have an in-depth
knowledge of the expertise that they have, it is
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mainly common sense tells you what the answer
would be. However, you are very much dependent
on the oYcials being straight with you. If they are
hiding something and not telling you the full story
then you come into diYculties. I found it easy to
draw on the other experiences I had as a Member of
Parliament, as a councillor in Glasgow City Council
and also as a full-time trade union oYcer and
common sense prevailed provided that people were
being frank with you and there was nothing being
hidden.

Q128 Chairman: I take it from all that, Lord Martin,
that you had had no experience of the sort of
circumstances which you found yourself facing in
November 2008 in relation to Damian Green?
Lord Martin of Springburn: No and I think the flaw
there was an oYcer came to me and said that this is
highly confidential. That had happened in the past.
Other people responsible for security, including
Serjeants, had come to me and said, “Well, we are
living in London where terrorism has been a
problem, there is a concern about a terrorist cell
operating and I want to tell you that this is
happening and it is being investigated.” It was clear
that the oYcer who brought me the information was
the messenger but it had been discussed with others
behind the scenes. It was very common indeed for
me as Speaker to get highly confidential information
and in this case I had a right to presume that others
were involved.

Q129 Chairman: Can I ask you this question: were
you familiar with the existence of the McKay
memorandum?
Lord Martin of Springburn: No and I checked as
soon as I was compiling this statement as to when Sir
William McKay, who was the first Clerk who served
me as Speaker, made this memorandum and it was
actually in the summer of 2000, the year I was
elected, but it was under the Speakership of Speaker
Boothroyd. I do not know why the memorandum
was created. There is usually some reason for a Clerk
to draw up a memorandum. From the date I was
given it would appear to me that it was during a
parliamentary recess but I was not Speaker at the
time.

Q130 Chairman: And he never thought to draw it to
your attention when you assumed the
responsibilities of the Speaker?
Lord Martin of Springburn: No because there is a
whole labyrinth of Clerks’ memoranda and there is
Erskine May. On a day-to-day basis the situation
can change from one particular crisis to another. It
is for the procedural experts, the Clerks, to say there
is a memorandum covering that or Erskine May says
the following or we have some other document
which covers that. That is what I consider them to be
there for because there is not only one Clerk of the
House; there is a whole Clerk’s Department and
some are experts in diVerent procedures. If
everything that a Speaker should know or
everything that a Clerk has created on paper is
brought before the Speaker, then the Speaker would

be sitting in an attic somewhere doing nothing but
reading all the pieces of information that they put
forward. They are procedural experts, they like
writing things; whereas the House of Commons is a
day-to-day activity. A Speaker has got to prepare
him or herself for the day ahead. In the old days it
was 2.30 and every day presents diVerent problems.

Q131 Sir Alan Beith: Lord Martin, in your
memorandum you take us carefully through the
sequence of events when you were met on your way
to the morning briefing at 10.27 on Monday 2
November. When you were told by the Serjeant a
limited number of things about the possibility of a
search, why did you not at that stage seek the
assistance of the Clerk? I know you have just
indicated that you thought he might have been
consulted anyway but from your own point of view
would it have been advantageous at that point to ask
the Clerk, who was of course in the next room
awaiting you?
Lord Martin of Springburn: I was told that there was
a possibility. It was not definite that there was going
to be an arrest or search or anything else, but I was
told this in strict confidence, so therefore I was put
in this position that an oYcer told me, “I must tell
you this information in strictest confidence.” The
other danger is that any of us in this room, and some
of us are Privy Counsellors—in fact looking around
most of us are Privy Counsellors—when you are
given information on Privy Council terms it is like
the confession box in my faith; you cannot repeat it.
I had to treat what an oYcer was saying in Privy
Council terms because there had been previous
occasions where there had been leaks in newspapers
and perhaps my name has been involved and I would
have said, “Thank God I didn’t tell anyone about
this and therefore I cannot be responsible for this.”
But let me say, Sir Alan, 50/50 vision is what you
have with hindsight. With hindsight, I would never
allow an oYcer to say, “This is confidential and you
will tell no-one else,” but that had happened to me
before and it had worked well. Interestingly enough,
it was usually a Serjeant at Arms that would speak
to me on that basis. The other worry I had is that you
have got to remember that from the outside world
across party we were seen sometimes as an enclosed
organisation and perhaps helping one another.
Another worry I had was that it was put to me it was
an anti-terrorism organisation and that worried me.

Q132 Sir Alan Beith: I am going to come on to that
point in a moment but initially you obviously felt
inhibited, if I understand you right, by the way in
which the Serjeant said this was a confidential
matter. An alternative would have been to say to the
Serjeant, “I assume you have consulted the Clerk but
if you have not I intend to do so,” and let her object
if she chose. That is with hindsight obviously.
Lord Martin of Springburn: That is with hindsight
and if I was asked to do that again that is the way I
would do it. But also it has got to be remembered the
interviewing process, there was a vacancy for
Serjeant and it was a new position in the sense that
the new Serjeant was strictly for security whereas the
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previous Serjeants were security, cleaning, passes, all
the things I did in the Admin Committee. I worked
closely with the Deputy Serjeant at Arms because
the amount was amazing. I think in personnel the
only area that they did not look after was catering.
They had a great many responsibilities. The new
post was strictly security and ceremonial and also it
was brought in through the Tebbit reforms and it
was said that the new Serjeant would report to the
Clerk Assistant and to the Clerk of the House. Those
were the two individuals they were to report to. Bear
in mind when I made the appointment of Serjeant a
body with independent advisers had brought the
Serjeant applicants down to five and that was the
filter system and two would come out of that and the
Speaker would interview two. So I had a Serjeant
who had survived the short leet of five and come
through to a short leet of two. If it was a young
security oYcer out there that had only two months’
experience under their belt I would have been saying,
“Have you done this? Have you done that.” I am
talking about someone who was recommended to
me to have all that experience. I expected there
would be someone at a senior level, namely the
Serjeant and the Clerk, that they should be
consulting with, and I would have expected that. But
with hindsight I was let down there in that
expectation. The Speaker should be surrounded by
people who are highly professional and should be
doing that.

Q133 Sir Alan Beith: Did the same inhibition apply
to consulting Speaker’s Counsel or was Speaker’s
Counsel already in Ireland at that point?
Lord Martin of Springburn: At the point that the
Serjeant spoke to me?

Q134 Sir Alan Beith: Yes.
Lord Martin of Springburn: Well, that was another
area. In anything legal I would expect Speaker’s
Counsel to be consulted because Speaker’s Counsel
is a man called Michael Carpenter, who will
probably give evidence to you, but my
understanding is that there are at least another four
solicitors.

Q135 Sir Alan Beith: I need to get this clear, Lord
Martin. Was it that you assumed that these people
had been consulted?
Lord Martin of Springburn: Yes.

Q136 Sir Alan Beith: Or that you thought it might
not be possible to consult them because of the nature
of the matter?
Lord Martin of Springburn: No, I had assumed these
people had been consulted. There was some reason
why the Serjeant had told me to keep it confidential.
Speaker’s Counsel was not in Ireland. My
understanding is that at the time on the Wednesday
when the Serjeant spoke to me Speaker’s Counsel
was going to a conference in Dublin. He will tell you
this himself. I understand that when the search was
underway that Speaker’s Counsel could have been

recalled from Heathrow Airport. He had headed for
Dublin because he did not know there was
anything wrong.

Q137 Sir Alan Beith: Just to turn to the other point
that you made in the memorandum. It was a shock
to you that SO15 counter-terrorism oYcers were the
people who were supposed to be concerned with this
matter and that led you to think, as you said in your
memorandum, about Islamist or Irish terrorism
although it had been made clear to you that the
oVence being considered was conspiring to commit
misconduct in public oYce. I am assuming—tell me
if I am wrong—that that did not deflect you from
thinking this must be a terrorism-related matter?
Lord Martin of Springburn: It was frightening to
hear about a terrorism group. Some of you are
lawyers here but I do not know about the oVences
that are there. I now understand that it is a catch-all
oVence, but this was misconduct in public oYce and
terrorism. Bear this in mind: I know we are in public
here but it was only about two years previous to that
that a study was embarked upon by Downing Street
to have a high court judge investigate the Wilson
Doctrine and that high court judge came to me and
said, “I want the Wilson Doctrine to be lifted in the
Palace of Westminster.” I said, “You are not on, I am
not doing that,” and he said, “Just you remember
that I am telling you as a judge that Members of
Parliament can get into diYculties and can be
involved in illegal organisations,” so that was what
was put to me two years ago. In fact, so insistent was
he about the Wilson Doctrine, which is about
telephone tapping, I had to involve the Deputy
Prime Minister, John Prescott and say, “John, get
this man oV my back. He is not going to do this.”
These are things that the House did not know
because it was done without the knowledge of the
House. Bear this in mind: there are in the House,
correct me if I am wrong, six Members of Parliament
who belong to a party—and thank God there is
peace in Northern Ireland—that approved of
terrorism in its manifesto. They do not come on the
floor of the House because they will not take the
Oath.1 So when somebody mentions terrorism and a
terrorism squad, it did cause me a great deal of
concern.

Q138 Sir Alan Beith: Here we are in a situation where
you did not know who the Member was but a
reference had been made to counter-terrorism. It
seems to me there are two possible reactions to this.
One is to say, “If it is as serious as that, I think I
should know more about it.” The other is to feel so
inhibited that you felt you ought not at that stage to
enquire further. Was your reaction one or other of
those two reactions?
Lord Martin of Springburn: My reaction was that I
needed more information. The worry I had also—
and when you are told things of this serious nature
there are all sorts of things going through your
mind—is that I always feel that Speaker should have

1 Five Sinn Féin Members elected to the House in 2005
(Messrs Adams, Doherty, McGuinness, Murphy and Ms
Gildernew) have not taken their seats.
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a pastoral role, if that is the right word to use.
Members of Parliament can have personal problems
and you want to help. I remember a political
colleague being arrested a long time ago—thank
God it does not happen all that often—and I
remember an older councillor at the time saying the
thing I want to do is to see what I can do to help,
meaning to help the person and their family through
the diYculty. The danger you would have is that you
had a live investigation going on and perhaps rather
than helping I would be seen to be hindering what
was a live investigation. I then would have sought
more information as to the person involved.

Q139 Mr Howard: Lord Martin, you have explained
to Sir Alan why on 26 November you did not ask the
Clerk for his advice or ask the Serjeant whether she
asked the Clerk for his advice. One of the reasons
you gave was that on 26 November you were not
certain whether there was going to be an arrest. You
were told there might be an arrest.
Lord Martin of Springburn: I was told there was a
live investigation.

Q140 Mr Howard: But on 27 November, the
following day, you were told at half past seven in the
morning by the Serjeant that there was definitely
going to be an arrest and a search?
Lord Martin of Springburn: Yes.

Q141 Mr Howard: Why did you not then ask the
Serjeant whether she had consulted the Clerk?
Lord Martin of Springburn: I took it that the person
in charge of security had consulted her immediate
superior. I took it to be the case. That is what I
expected and that is what I thought. Also if I could
say about the search, I have been a constituency MP
for 30 years in an area which can have some social
diYculties and a councillor before that and never has
anyone come to my surgery or spoke to me and said,
“My house was searched and there was no warrant.”
When there is a search there is always a warrant.
That was basic and that is what I expected to
happen. At that stage I expected Speaker’s Counsel
to be involved and I expected the Clerk to be
involved. Also the Serjeant was not saying to me,
“By the way, this search is based on a consent and
there has been a wee bit of a debate about it.” Then
I would have been able to say, “Wait a minute, what
is going on here?” But all of these people—the Clerk
and Speaker’s Counsel—I expected that that should
have been something the Serjeant should have done.

Q142 Mr Howard: But you never asked for the
Clerk’s advice and you never asked whether there
was indeed a warrant?
Lord Martin of Springburn: I did not ask, no, but I
expected that, and I have said in my statement that
I expected that to be basic that there should have
been a warrant.

Q143 Mr Howard: With the benefit of hindsight do
you wish that you had asked those questions?
Lord Martin of Springburn: Of course with the
benefit of hindsight, yes, of course.

Q144 Mr Howard: In the afternoon when you had
gone to Glasgow the Speaker’s Secretary phoned
you and told you that the Clerk had wanted convey
to you that the search was underway and was being
conducted properly.
Lord Martin of Springburn: Yes.

Q145 Mr Howard: Even then you did not ask to
speak to the Clerk yourself?
Lord Martin of Springburn: No, that is not true. I am
sorry but the Clerk had told Speaker’s Secretary Mr
Angus Sinclair, “Tell the Speaker everything has
been carried out properly,” and then what I wanted
to know at that stage is what does ‘properly’ mean?
Of course by that time, Mr Howard, your own party
was kicking up blazes, with justification, and then I
said, “What does ‘properly’ mean? I want to know
what that means,” and I asked for the paperwork.
That was the first thing that I had to do. Bear this in
mind: I do not know at what point the Clerk left to
go abroad, I do not know whether he was still in the
country or not, but what I wanted to know was if
everything was all right and I wanted sight of the
paperwork. I wanted to see for myself what the
paperwork was like because Patrick McLoughlin
had wanted to speak to me early on—and when I say
early I mean on at teatime that evening—and that
was not possible because I was in the house of a
brother who was chronically ill.

Q146 Mr Howard: But if you wanted to know what
the Clerk meant by being conducted properly in
respect of the search, why on earth did you not ask
to speak to the Clerk so you could ask him that
question?
Lord Martin of Springburn: Why did the Clerk not
speak to me? Why did the Clerk not come directly to
me? The Clerk has every phone number, the same
amount of phone numbers that Angus Sinclair has
got. Why did the Clerk not come to me? The duty of
the Clerk is to serve the Speaker, not the other way
round; it is not for me to run around finding the
Clerk. If the Clerk went to my senior oYcial in
Speaker’s House and said, “By the way I want you
to pass this information on,” he is indicating that he
does not want to come to me. The message that he
was putting across was that everything was all right,
it had been done properly, and then I said before I
speak to Patrick McLoughlin I wanted to know
what being done properly meant. Then of course you
had the diYculty that there are no faxes in my
brother’s home and I was not going to have someone
who was ill being upset by phone calls coming to and
from. I then said get me the paperwork. The first
thing is the paperwork was not available at 5 o’clock
when Angus spoke to me and then Peter Barratt was
able to phone me. I was on the way home. I pulled
into a lay-by and I said, “Right, the first thing I want
to know, Peter, is: is there a magistrate’s signature on
this document?” and he said, “Well, there are only
two signatures. There is the signature of the Serjeant
at Arms and a police oYcer.” I said that is not a
warrant because I have enough experience dealing
with constituents, and I was a JP for a short period
of time when I was a councillor in Glasgow, to know
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there has got to be a magistrate’s warrant. Peter
explained to me that it was an A4 sheet that he had
in front of him. I said, “Right, start reading from the
top to the bottom what it says on this A4 sheet,” and
when I heard “consent to entry” or words to that
eVect I said that is not a warrant and I realised then
that there was no warrant. The point about why did
I not come to the Clerk; why did the Clerk not come
to me? That is what they are there for to advise
everyone in the House, especially the Speaker.

Q147 Mr Howard: I want to ask you about one other
matter relating to the Clerk. On 2 December you
held a meeting with all the oYcials of the House to
prepare your statement to the House the next day
and you deal with that at paragraphs 25 to 27 of your
statement. In particular you say at paragraph 27 that
you were told on that occasion that the Serjeant had
gone both to the Clerk Assistant and to the Clerk on
a “what if” basis to ask whether she had authority to
grant consent for the search and you say in the last
sentence at paragraph 27: “The Serjeant had put the
same questions to the Clerk of the House and the
Clerk had informed her that she had that authority.”
That is what you were told at the meeting of 2
December?
Lord Martin of Springburn: Correct.

Q148 Mr Howard: This is what I do not understand.
When you made your statement to the House the
next day you said: “I regret that a consent form was
then signed by the Serjeant at Arms without
consulting the Clerk of the House.”
Lord Martin of Springburn: I think the point I was
trying to make, Mr Howard, was that the Serjeant
had informed me that she had gone and signed a
consent form without the Clerk’s approval. That is
the point. In other words, it was a consent form. I do
not know what was in his mind when he says that she
had the authority but what he was saying to me on
2 December was that it should have been with a
warrant and that was the point I was making.
Mr Howard: But she had consulted the Clerk, had
she not? That is what you tell us in paragraph 27 of
your memorandum. She had consulted the Clerk—
Mr Blunkett: Just before Lord Martin answers that
question from Michael Howard, could we just
clarify for my own sake when the Clerk was available
and when he was not because we are addressing 2
December but obviously from the events of 20
November when was the Clerk actually available?
Mr Howard: We are only addressing 2 December
because that was when a meeting took place when
the events of 27 November were being discussed. It
was on 2 December that the Speaker held his
meeting with the oYcials in order to decide what to
tell the House on the 3rd.
Chairman: Paragraph 25.

Q149 Mr Howard: Exactly. To give an account of
what had happened, so on the face of paragraph 27
the Speaker was told that the Clerk had been
consulted by the Serjeant but that is not what the
House of Commons was told the next day.

Lord Martin of Springburn: But it was not. I think
the point has got to be made that I do not know what
was in the Clerk’s mind when he said you have
authority to allow anyone in, but the authority
should have been with a search warrant and not a
consent. The Clerk has told me in conversation that
in no way was he suggesting that a search of premises
should have been by a consent form.

Q150 Mr Howard: Lord Martin, the advice that the
Clerk gave the Serjeant might well have been wrong
but the fact is that the Clerk did give the Serjeant
advice, as you say in paragraph 27 of your
statement, and what you told the House on 3
December was not correct, was it?
Lord Martin of Springburn: What I told the House
on 3 December was correct. That was not proper
consultation in my eyes, for someone to walk in and
give a “what if” scenario and then walk out the door
again. It was not consultation in the sense that you,
Mr Howard, or I would understand where you
would sit down and have a full discussion and say,
“Look, there is an anti-terrorism group, there is a
possibility of an arrest and here are all the
circumstances. Do I have the power to allow a
person in?” I understand the “what if” scenario is
that in certain circumstances a Serjeant can allow
someone on the premises, but if you are talking
about consultation let me say that it was not the
consultation that you or I would understand where
you say there is a given situation, there is a Member,
I do not know his name but there is an anti-terrorism
group involved, and there are police oYcers and they
could want into the House of Commons.” That was
not full consultation in the sense that I understand it
and that was why the statement I gave was given in
good faith to the House.

Q151 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Lord Martin, you have
indicated what you believe to be the responsibilities
of the Clerk of the House and of the Serjeant at Arms
and both in your statement and in your evidence you
have been critical of the way they carried out these
responsibilities. When you were first informed by the
Serjeant at Arms first of all on the Wednesday and
then on the Thursday of the imminent arrest of a
Member of Parliament, what did you consider to be
your responsibility as the Speaker of the House?
Lord Martin of Springburn: I am sorry, Sir Malcolm,
could you repeat the question?

Q152 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: I am asking you when
you were first informed on the Wednesday, the day
before the arrest of Mr Green, and on Thursday
when you were told an arrest was likely later that
day—and you have told us in some detail about your
view of the responsibilities of the Clerk of the House
and the Serjeant at Arms—what you considered
your responsibility?
Lord Martin of Springburn: I feel my responsibility
was that I was dealing with an anti-terrorism squad.
I did not know all the facts and I felt that I could not
interfere with an anti-terrorism squad.
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Q153 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: But what did you
consider were your responsibilities as Speaker of
the House?
Lord Martin of Springburn: My responsibility as
Speaker of the House was not to interfere with a
police investigation. I do not think the House would
have wanted me to do that. My other responsibilities
were to see that the oYcers of the House were
acting properly.

Q154 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: But did you make any
eVort to find out if they were acting properly because
you have told us you made no attempt to actually get
the advice of the Clerk of the House or to consult
what the procedures should be on such an occasion.
Lord Martin of Springburn: I was told that this was
highly confidential by the oYcer in charge of security
and I presumed—I presumed—that she had kept the
Clerk of the House informed. That has happened
before, Sir Malcolm, where the Speaker is told by
one oYcer and other oYcers are in the loop, if that
is the right word to use, are kept informed.

Q155 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Lord Martin, you were
told it was confidential on the Wednesday but you
have also told us that on the Thursday, on the day of
the arrest, you were phoned by the Serjeant at Arms
at 7.30 in the morning to be told an arrest was likely
later that day. What was to stop you immediately
calling the Clerk of the House, the Serjeant at Arms,
the Counsel to the Speaker and the other relevant
oYcials in order—
Lord Martin of Springburn: It was the Serjeant at
Arms who was talking to me so I would not have
phoned the Serjeant at Arms.

Q156 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: I appreciate that but
nevertheless the arrest of a Member of Parliament
and the possible search of an oYce in the House was
one of the most serious things that could happen.
You had the ultimate responsibility for what
happened in the House of Commons. I cannot
understand why even at that time, when it was no
longer a question of confidence because it was
happening that day, you did not actually ask your
advisers to tell you what is the proper procedure if a
Member of Parliament is being arrested and if there
is a possibility that his oYce is going to be searched
because you have told us you had no knowledge
yourself of these matters. Did you not think it
appropriate to find out immediately what the proper
procedure was, what the safeguards should be at
that time?
Lord Martin of Springburn: My understanding—
and perhaps with hindsight that is what I should
have done—was that the Serjeant had kept everyone
who should have been informed.

Q157 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: But forgive me, Lord
Martin, it is not just a question of whether people
were informed; it is what are the rules that should be
observed by the police and by the Serjeant at Arms
if a Member is about to be arrested and his oYce is
about to be searched? If you had done that would

you not have been told that the proper procedure
would be that a search warrant should be obtained?
Did you not in fact make any eVort to establish that?
Lord Martin of Springburn: Every time that I have
dealt with a constituent and there has been a search
there has been a search warrant. As far as I am
concerned, that was basic; if there was search there
was a search warrant.

Q158 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Would it not have been
wise to just check what the proper procedure was?
Lord Martin of Springburn: It would have been wise
for the Serjeant to check.

Q159 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: If it was wise for the
Serjeant would it not have been wise for you as well?
Lord Martin of Springburn: This is one of the three
oYcers that advise me on a daily basis. I expected
that she had lined up the other senior oYcers with
this matter.

Q160 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: You have informed us,
Lord Martin, that after that telephone conversation
at 7.30 on the morning Mr Green was arrested that
you left for your constituency in Glasgow.
Lord Martin of Springburn: That is correct.

Q161 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: You have chosen in
paragraph 17 of your memorandum to say that you
were disappointed that the Clerk of the House had
gone to a conference in Ireland despite the serious
situation in the House.
Lord Martin of Springburn: No, I did not say the
Clerk of the House.

Q162 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Speaker’s Counsel, I
am sorry.
Lord Martin of Springburn: I make no criticism of
the Speaker’s Counsel.

Q163 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: It is the Clerk of the
House. In paragraph 17 you say: “I am disappointed
that the Clerk of the House, who also holds the oYce
of Chief Executive, was out of the country when
there was so serious a situation in the House.”
Lord Martin of Springburn: Bear this in mind, Sir
Malcolm: we now have what they call seven-day a
week 24-hour media and by then the word was out
and the television, the media and all that were really
seriously going at the matter. The Leader of the
Opposition had had his say. The Leader of the
House, as I say, was appearing on television. The
Speaker cannot appear on television. The Speaker
cannot rebut anything; it is not the done thing.
Others can criticise but the Speaker cannot rebut.
Here was a crisis going on and, okay, I was up in
Glasgow but that is well within travelling distance of
London. The Chief Executive—and I did not give
him that title, the House gave him that title; Tebbit
said that this Clerk will be the Chief Executive—of
the organisation left to go on holiday abroad and,
yes, I was deeply disappointed that that happened.
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Q164 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Just a final question. I
am genuinely puzzled, Lord Martin. Do you not
think in retrospect that perhaps it would have been
appropriate for you, having been informed on the
day of the arrest that a Member of Parliament was
going to be arrested later that day and his oYce was
going to be searched it might have been more
appropriate for you as Speaker to immediately call a
meeting of your senior advisers to be advised as to
what is the proper procedure when that might be
about to happen in order that you could be satisfied
that all the steps, not just people being informed,
were being taken that could be taken and do you not
accept that if you had done that it is likely that you
would have been informed that a warrant was
necessary?
Lord Martin of Springburn: If we could all turn the
clock back that would be great. Everybody is great
at saying what you should have done after the event.
Let me say this: I also had the worry—and I have
said this to Sir Alan—that it was an investigation by
an anti-terrorist squad and I might have been seen to
be interfering with an anti-terrorist group, but at the
end of the day what I would say is I expected a senior
oYcial in charge of security to let the other oYcers
know, particularly Speaker’s Counsel.

Q165 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Forgive me Lord Martin
but you are saying with the benefit of hindsight
certain things might have been done diVerently by
you but you are not oVering that excuse to the Clerk
of the House or to the Serjeant at Arms. You are
being very critical of the way they behaved and
suggesting they should have behaved in a diVerent
way.
Lord Martin of Springburn: Sir Malcolm, I
understand you are an advocate.
Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Not since 1979.

Q166 Mr Blunkett: It shows!
Lord Martin of Springburn: You do not forget where
you came from. Bear this in mind: any Speaker I
know of or any Member holding oYce in the House
of Commons is a lay man and woman who was
elected, cabinet ministers are the same, and the
professionals around you are there to look after your
interests and to advise you and to see that things do
not go wrong and, okay, a terrible mistake was made
but for the Chief Executive to go abroad, well, I will
leave that for you to draw your own conclusion on.

Q167 Mr Henderson: Lord Martin, I am trying to get
to grips with the gist of your statement up to this
point. As I understand it, you say in paragraph 7: “It
was my understanding that such matters would
always be discussed with senior oYcers as necessary
before I was informed.” I think we would all
recognise that there are many issues that come before
the Speaker every day and that it is not always
possible to investigate every issue in great detail and
the gist of your statement is that the Speaker is
heavily dependent on advice from the Clerk, from
the Speaker’s Counsel, and from the Serjeant. Can I
ask two questions about that. If that is to be a
credible argument, then did you have confidence in

the structure of the relationship among those
oYcers, between the Clerk, the Speaker’s Counsel
and the Serjeant at Arms? That is my first question.
My second question, which is linked to that, is were
you confident about the competence of the Serjeant
at Arms in relation to those structures, in other
words the relationship with the other oYcers, and in
relation to carrying out her everyday tasks at that
point?
Lord Martin of Springburn: Well, let me say, Mr
Henderson, that the oYce of Serjeant was held by a
person who had been 17 years a servant of the House
of Commons. In fact I recall she was the personal
assistant to the Serjeant at Arms when the very
building we are in, Portcullis House, opened up in
the year 2000, the year I became Speaker, because
one of my first duties was to open this building and
there is a booklet telling you about all the people
involved. Also that confidence was there in the sense
that, as I said previously, the Serjeant had arrived on
a short list of five people and had been honed down
to two people. Certainly you might use the word
“confidence” but my expectation would be that the
Serjeant should have known to involve the other
oYcers, particularly when the two senior clerks were
her immediate superiors and she was answerable to
them. For previous Serjeants it was diVerent.

Q168 Mr Henderson: Given what you knew about
those relationships and what you knew about the
Serjeant, were you confident that that would have
been done in this instance? Hindsight tells us
something diVerent.
Lord Martin of Springburn: You use the word
confidence. I would have expected that would have
been done.

Q169 Mr Henderson: But were you confident that it
would have been done?
Lord Martin of Springburn: All I can say is that in the
circumstances at the time when this was put to me,
and it was put to me on a confidential basis, yes, I
think the term ‘confident’ would fit with what my
feeling of my expectation was that that should have
happened.

Q170 Ms Hewitt: Lord Martin, you have told us that
the Serjeant at Arms reports to the Clerk Assistant
and from him to the Clerk of the House. Who does
the Clerk of the House report to?
Lord Martin of Springburn: Well, the Clerk of the
House reports to the Speaker and the Clerk of the
House has several roles, Ms Hewitt. He is the
accounting oYcer in charge of all the accounts of the
House of Commons and he also has the role of Chief
Executive. Let me tell you in the days of Robin
Cook—God rest him—that when he was Leader of
the House there was a feeling that the role of Chief
Executive and the Clerk should have been separate
because the Clerk was—

Q171 Ms Hewitt: I remember that.
Lord Martin of Springburn: The Clerk was seen as a
procedural oYcer and a procedural expert and that
perhaps the organisation had got so big that we
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should now get a Chief Executive in. The then Clerk
fought very hard against that idea. I have made
reference to the Tebbit Report. There was a report
called the Braithwaite Report and the then Clerk Sir
William McKay said no, that role has got to be one
and the other. So who is the Clerk accountable to?
Well, the elected Member that he would deal with
mostly would be the Speaker but not exclusively
because bear in mind that the Speaker would not
have a right to tell him what to do in terms of being
the accounting oYcer. He is responsible for all the
accounts of the House and the Speaker would not be
able to overrule a Clerk in many areas of his work. I
would say in answer to you, Mr Henderson, as well,
talking about confidence—and it is not for me, I
have left the role of Speaker to Speaker Bercow—the
House has a responsibility to look after this. We are
now dealing with this seven-day a week 24-hour a
day media. The Clerks are excellent procedural
experts and I found as Speaker that on a Monday to
a Friday there was that solid advice that I could tap
into, but I think it is a fair criticism to say that the
Clerks still live in that era when people like the
Speaker and others in that role were left alone and
were not bothered at the weekend. When the media
got started was on a Friday afternoon and I found—
and I made a criticism of that—that getting hold of
a Clerk at the weekend was very, very diYcult to do.

Q172 Ms Hewitt: That is a very helpful clarification,
thank you, but on that point can you remember
when the Clerk of the House went abroad that week
of the 26/27/28 November?
Lord Martin of Springburn: Well, it all broke on the
Thursday. Certainly by the Friday morning he was
at his home in Portugal; he was not here. And, by the
way, when I met with Speaker’s Counsel on 2
December, okay, we are talking calmly now, but I
was not talking calmly then about all of this going
on. On 2 December the first thing I put to the Clerk
was that he should not have left the country. It was
not the first time that that had happened.
Mr Blunkett: Chairman, that is what I was trying to
clarify a little when Michael Howard was
questioning the Speaker because I think it is quite
important we know when and where and at what
point the Clerk was available and when he was not.
Chairman: We will be taking evidence from him in
due course and we will be able to deal with that
matter then.

Q173 Ms Hewitt: Just one more question on that
matter. Lord Martin, at that meeting on 2 December
I think you made it clear, and there seems to be
general agreement, that there had been serious
failures in communication and in the management of
and response to this very serious issue. We have been
talking a lot about the benefit of hindsight. I just
wonder whether, given the benefit of hindsight, you
can tell the Committee how you think matters
should have been handled once the police told the
Serjeant that there might be the arrest of a Member?
Lord Martin of Springburn: I had no knowledge of
the fact that an approach was made on the 20th, six
days before I was approached, that the police were

interested in this particular situation and, with
hindsight, that is when the Serjeant should have
gone to her immediate superior and said this is
happening and then things would have fallen into
place because I would have probably found that
rather than saying whether I should have gone for
advice that what would have happened is that the
Clerks would have then said, “This is something we
had better take to the Speaker,” so it was being done
in the normal way. On 2 December I was not even
getting the full story. I was being told that the
approach was made the night before to the Serjeant
but the Johnston Report tells me that it was made on
the 20th. With hindsight, that is the way it should
have been done. I am still trying to work out to this
day, bear in mind I was told in the morning, okay,
there was this problem and I said, “Please phone
me,” and bear in mind that the business of the House
on a Wednesday is earlier and that afternoon I was
out of the building on a personal matter but I had
given my mobile number and the residence number
and at 5 o’clock I was back in the residence and a
phone call was made to me to say that there was no
name that could be provided. What I cannot
understand is why I was not told that there was a
meeting at 3.30 that day in the Serjeant’s oYce
discussing entry into the House of Commons. Mr
Howard and Sir Malcolm said why did you not do
this. All of these things would have got my alarm
bells going. I would have said, “Wait a minute, what
is this meeting with the police?” I cannot understand
why I was not told, “By the way, I have had a
meeting with four oYcers including Chief
Superintendent Bateman.” The Clerk has a
responsibility on the Parliamentary Estate. I also
find it hard to take in that a Serjeant or a junior
person comes into a Clerk Assistant and says, “Do I
have a right to bring in the police?” Let me put it to
you, Patricia, if I came into the tea room and said to
you, “Do I have a right to bring the police in?” the
first thing you would say is, “Michael, why are you
asking me these questions? Is there something going
on?” The Clerk Assistant then put it on to the most
senior Clerk and the Clerk said yes she had authority
but that authority was with certain conditions. But
still, neither of those most two senior oYcers in the
House asked why these questions were being put. I
find it hard to take in that two experts in procedure
would just say you have got the authority. One
passed it on up the line to the other without asking
why was the question being posed and the other said
yes you have and left it at that.

Q174 Ms Hewitt: Indeed, despite being experts in
procedure, neither the Clerk nor the Clerk Assistant
seem to have looked at the Sir William McKay
memorandum designed to deal with exactly this
situation arising written back in 2000.
Lord Martin of Springburn: This is where the
Speaker is dependent on those around him who have
that expertise. By the way, once the serious situation
had arrived—I am talking about from 1 December
onwards—you heard evidence there were letters to
and from Damian Green saying he did not
understand why the matter could not have been
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discussed on the Floor of the House. All the
procedural expertise was brought into being then,
so, with hindsight, if we had had that type of
expertise before the event it would have been very
helpful indeed.

Q175 Chairman: Just before I bring Ann CoVey in,
there is one matter I think I ought to put to you,
Lord Martin, and it is this: in paragraph 29 of your
statement, still referring to the meeting on 2
December about which you have told us number of
things, you tell us in the second sentence: “I asked
the Serjeant why she had conducted herself in this
manner” and then you go on to say: “The Clerk of
the House intervened to say that Chief
Superintendent Bateman had bamboozled the
Serjeant and tricked her into keeping the matter
from her immediate superiors. The Clerk went on to
say that, while Chief Superintendent Bateman was a
Metropolitan Police oYcer, he also had a duty
towards the House.” May I take it that would you
would not have reproduced those sentences unless
you had a clear recollection that that was what the
Clerk said in the course of that meeting?
Lord Martin of Springburn: I have got a clear
recollection. The position was this, if I just refer to
my notes, that present at that meeting was myself,
obviously, the Clerk, the Serjeant, and I insisted that
Speaker’s Counsel be there and Angus Sinclair, the
Speaker’s Secretary, was there. Of course, as I said to
Mrs Hewitt, I was appalled at the idea of this “what
if” scenario, leaving police oYcers sitting in a room
and saying, “Right, I will go away and find out,” and
this was done in a clandestine manner as far as I was
concerned. We are talking calmly here but I was not
so calm in that meeting. I said, “Why did you
conduct yourself in this manner?” Clearly at that
stage before the Serjeant at Arms could answer that
question, the Clerk came in and said that Chief
Superintendent Bateman had bamboozled the
Serjeant and tricked her into keeping the matter
from her immediate superiors. He also said that
whilst Chief Superintendent Bateman was an oYcer
of the Metropolitan Police because of his
secondment to the Parliamentary Estate he had a
duty to keep everyone right. The Serjeant did not
dissent from that remark that was made. Could I be
allowed to double check that those present were
present. Speaker’s Counsel was there.

Q176 Chairman: The reason I am asking you this
question, Lord Martin, as I am sure you will
understand, is that this is a very serious charge
indeed to make about the Chief Superintendent
because you did not make the charge but it was a
charge which was made by the Clerk in your
presence which you noted and which you have
placed now before the Committee in evidence.
Lord Martin of Springburn: I am placing that before
the Committee. Let me say that I had met Chief
Superintendent Bateman on a number of occasions
and I have always found him to be professional and
courteous. I would not say I had met him on a
regular basis. And, yes, I felt that putting that in my
statement I had to make it clear that blame was being

put here in saying that there was an admission at that
meeting that the Serjeant had kept matters back but
she was doing so because she had been tricked by
Chief Superintendent Bateman.

Q177 Chairman: An allegation—because we must
treat it as that for this purpose—that a senior police
oYcer had tricked the Serjeant at Arms of the House
of Commons would be an allegation of the utmost
seriousness.
Lord Martin of Springburn: It is very serious. Let me
say, Sir Menzies, that I have known everyone round
this table for at least two decades perhaps even
longer. I even knew your father before you.
Chairman: That of course is a well-known Scottish
introduction.

Q178 Mr Henderson: That is where that phrase
came from.
Lord Martin of Springburn: I kent your father well!
Let me say this: I think people know me well enough.
I consider myself speaking here as if I am speaking
on oath although I have not been asked to take an
oath. I think people know me well enough to know
I would not say something like that about someone
who is a career oYcer unless it was said in that room.
The only reason I mention it was that I was deeply
concerned about the information being kept from
me and blame was being put on to someone else.
Chairman: I am very grateful for that explanation,
Lord Martin. Ann CoVey?

Q179 Ann CoVey: Do you think that the Speaker or
the Serjeant ever should be allowed to consent to the
search of a Member’s personal oYce on the
Parliamentary Estate without the Member’s
agreement?
Lord Martin of Springburn: What I would say, Ann,
is that there is now a Protocol. We have all been
talking about hindsight. This situation did not turn
up on every occasion and some Speakers have been
very lucky that nothing like that has ever happened
to them. You will understand that in my statement
on 3 December that a Protocol has been put in place
which I hope would avoid that. The other thing is
that I do understand from the Johnston Report or
the other report that was done by Denis O’Connor
that a Protocol has actually been put up for
departments to adhere to and to take into due
consideration the House of Commons if an
investigation takes place. I think that what you put
to me there is should a search take place without the
Member’s consent. My understanding, and I went
through it with Speaker’s Counsel and Speaker’s
Counsel is emphatic and it is maybe something you
should put to him, is that you cannot stop a warrant
and therefore in a sense that would be without the
Member’s permission. If a Member let the police
search then you would not need a warrant but a
Speaker could not stop a warrant. From this day on
I think a warrant would be signed by a judge as
opposed to a lay magistrate living in a flat in Pimlico.
It would have to be a judge that would have to get
certain proof.
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Q180 Ann CoVey: I understand that. For the
Member involved, as you quite rightly say, it makes
very little diVerence that their oYce is searched by a
warrant or by the consent of the Speaker or the
Serjeant because basically their oYce has been
compulsorily searched without their consent.
Interestingly enough, in the Johnston Report when
it refers to this issue it specifically says: “The
conditions of application for a search warrant
specify that a justice of the peace is likely to refuse to
issue a warrant if he or she is not satisfied that entry
to the premises will be refused without a warrant.
This, in eVect, encouraged the police to consider use
of the consent as the first option. Warrants can be
issued for the Palace of Westminster”. However, a
district judge had already granted warrants for the
arrest of Damian Green, searches of his houses and
constituency oYces. Do you think there was
something the police thought was special about the
Parliamentary Estate that involved a diVerent kind
of approach and consultation? Did they believe there
was somehow a privilege accorded to Members
which meant they had to approach things very
diVerently, because why not simply get another
warrant?
Lord Martin of Springburn: They must have thought
that. No-one knew that these meetings were going
on between the Serjeant and the police. They did not
hesitate in getting a warrant for a Member of
Parliament’s home and there could well be privileged
documents in that home. In fact, I happened to have
an oYce in my house when I was a Member of
Parliament and there would have been privileged
documents in that home. There would be privileged
documents in a constituency oYce. I do not know a
great deal about police operations but what I was
told after the event was that they realised they would
not have got a magistrate to sign a warrant.

Q181 Ann CoVey: For the House of Commons?
Lord Martin of Springburn: That is what I have been
told. They would not have got a magistrate to sign a
warrant and certainly a judge would have been the
person that they would have had to go to. I think
that the search by strange coincidence happened at
the time when we were all going into prorogation.

Q182 Ann CoVey: So you think that basically the
police thought they could not get a warrant for this
place and they were using this issue of consent,
which was given by the Serjeant or the Speaker and
not by the Member himself, as a way of
circumventing that slight diYculty they had?
Lord Martin of Springburn: There is a word in
Scotland called “sleekit” and they would have been
sleekit. They were doing it in a sleekit way to get in.
I was not there. They did not tell me what they
were doing.

Q183 Ann CoVey: So you assumed that they must
have had a warrant?
Lord Martin of Springburn: I keep coming back that
I have been 30 years a Member of Parliament and
seven years a councillor, and that goes back to 1973
and not all of my constituents were clean potatoes.

The vast majority were but there was the odd citizen
who cut a few corners. When they came to see me
and said, “My house has been searched”, I did not
have to say, “Oh, by the way was it a consent form?”
It was searched because it was a search warrant. I
had the right to presume that was basic.

Q184 Mr Blunkett: Can I just ask one
supplementary. Lord Martin, it is clear what
happened in terms of the search warrants that were
obtained for Damian Green’s home and oYce
outside the Commons, but I am still struggling to
ascertain exactly when you realised that there had
not been a warrant obtained for the entry into his
oYce here.
Lord Martin of Springburn: I would say when I got
the phone call, when I was at my brother’s house, at
five o’clock. These mobile phones are great but when
you get near some rural areas you do not always get
a signal. My understanding, and Angus Sinclair will
be able to verify this, is Angus Sinclair was told to
get in touch with me at four o’clock and, of course,
his first port of call was at home and Mrs Martin
then said, “If you can’t get him on the mobile, he’s
at his brother’s house”. She had to go and get the
number. It was five o’clock. The message that was
put to me from the Clerk via the Speaker’s Secretary
was, “Yes, there’s a search and there’s a row but
everything has been done properly” and that was
when my alarm bells went and I said, “What are we
talking about, “properly”? What does that mean? I
want to see the paperwork”. Angus did not have
access to the paperwork at that stage. My alarm bells
started at five o’clock that night and I had a priority,
I had to get in touch with Mr McLoughlin because
for a Speaker it is not normally the Leader of the
Opposition who would get in touch with the
Speaker, that contact is done through the Chief
Whip of Her Majesty’s Opposition.

Q185 Ann CoVey: I want to be very clear about this.
The discussions that took place that you were not
party to, do you think that one of the reasons you
were not party to them was because if you had
known that they had not got a warrant you would
have insisted that one be got? Is that what you think?
Lord Martin of Springburn: That is exactly what I
think. If I had an approach from an oYcer saying,
“Look, there’s a search but it’s not going to be a
search warrant, it’s going to be a consent”, I would
say, “Wait a minute. No, no, what are we talking
about here? No, it’s got to be a warrant and let’s get
everyone concerned involved”. I thought I was
dealing with an oYcer who was on top of the
situation and knew what she was talking about. I
had no idea that these secret meetings were going on
with the police. If I had been told, “Well, there’s
some doubt as to how they are going to get in”, then
everyone concerned, especially Speaker’s Counsel,
would have been involved. I am deeply disappointed
Speaker’s Counsel was not told on the day of that
search. The Clerk discovered the search was going
on via the television but Speaker’s Counsel was not
told. When I say “Speaker’s Counsel”, the
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department. There is always a duty solicitor in
Speaker’s Council even if the top person is out of
town, but he was not out of town, he was at
Heathrow and could have been recalled. That is
exactly how I feel.

Witnesses: Mr Angus Sinclair, Speaker’s Secretary, and Mr Peter Barratt, Assistant Secretary to the Speaker,
gave oral evidence

Q187 Chairman: Perhaps you should identify
yourselves first for the record.
Mr Sinclair: I am Angus Sinclair and I have been the
Speaker’s Secretary since July 2005.
Mr Barratt: Peter Barratt, I am the Assistant
Secretary and have been since December 2000.

Q188 Chairman: You have been present throughout
the course of the evidence given by the former
Speaker, now Lord Martin, and you have heard the
questions and the answers which he has given. I
should perhaps have asked did you have any role in
the preparation of this memorandum that he gave to
the Committee?
Mr Barratt: No Sir.
Mr Sinclair: No.

Q189 Chairman: Having listened to that evidence, is
there any material point on which you would diVer
in your evidence from that given by Lord Martin or
any additional or further explanation you can give
the Committee which might be of assistance to us?
Mr Sinclair: I think I could, Sir. I was called to see
the Clerk at around about 4 o’clock on the Thursday
and he told me that there had been a problem, that
Damian Green’s oYce was being searched and that
the Serjeant had made a mistake by letting the police
in with just a consent form.

Q190 Sir Alan Beith: Who told you?
Mr Sinclair: The Clerk.

Q191 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: What day was this
conversation?
Mr Sinclair: This was on the 27th.
Ms Hewitt: On the Thursday.

Q192 Chairman: And was there any mention of anti-
terrorism or anything of that kind?
Mr Sinclair: There probably could have been
because counter-terrorism I think was the phrase
that was used but the Clerk added that he had
instructed the Serjeant to write a restraining letter
which would go with the consent form and he felt
that would be enough to allow the search to have
continued. It was clear to me that he had not known
this for very long. It seemed to be new information
and he told me that I should find where Speaker
Martin was and to tell him what had happened and
that particularly the consent form and the letter
written, which of course I had not yet seen, were
enough to satisfy police entry and a search of Mr
Green’s oYce.

Q186 Chairman: Lord Martin, we are very grateful
to you for coming to give evidence and, as I said
earlier, for giving us a very extensive memorandum.
Thank you very much indeed for your evidence.
Lord Martin of Springburn: Thank you very much.

Q193 Chairman: This is very interesting. You were
told that the Serjeant had signed the consent form
but that she should write a restraining letter?
Mr Sinclair: Well, a letter to the senior
investigating oYcer.

Q194 Chairman: But if the consent form had been
signed and consent had therefore been granted, what
did you understand the eVect of a restraining letter
might be?
Mr Sinclair: Well I felt that the Clerk, who I thought
understood these things better than I did, had felt
that the consent form was probably not enough to
allow a search to go ahead and there needed to be
further information.

Q195 Chairman: I am in some diYculty in following
this, Mr Sinclair. A consent form was signed, we can
accept that, but I am not sure, and maybe we will
have to ask the Clerk about this, that a letter can
modify that either to expand upon the powers given
by it or to restrict the powers given by it but you
understood together with a consent form a letter had
been instructed to be sent?
Mr Sinclair: Yes.
Chairman: Perhaps we will try and find out where a
copy of that letter is.

Q196 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Just to clarify, in the
Speaker’s statement he says at paragraph 26: “The
Clerk told me that he had not known of the search
until he saw it happening on television.” Is that
consistent with your own recollection?
Mr Sinclair: That would be consistent with what I
heard from the Clerk.

Q197 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: The conversation you
told us about happened on the same day?
Mr Sinclair: Yes about two hours after the search
had begun.

Q198 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: So he first got to know
about it because of the television not because he had
been informed?
Mr Sinclair: I do not know who told him.

Q199 Chairman: He actually saw it happening.
Mr Sinclair: It was on television.
Sir Malcolm Rifkind: It was being reported
presumably on television.
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Q200 Chairman: Because of course there was a video
taken which has been repeated on a number of
occasions since then. You do not know whether it
was a video or a report of the fact a search had been
undertaken?
Mr Sinclair: I do not know.
Chairman: Michael Howard?

Q201 Mr Howard: You were present, Mr Sinclair, at
the meeting of 2 December?
Mr Sinclair: I was.

Q202 Mr Howard: I do not know if you have had the
opportunity of reading the former Speaker’s
statement but you have heard the evidence he has
given this afternoon. Can you confirm, as he says at
the end of paragraph 27 of his statement, that at that
meeting he was told that the Serjeant had asked the
Clerk on a “what if” basis whether she had the
authority to consent to bring the police into a
Member’s oYce and the Clerk had informed her that
she had that authority?
Mr Sinclair: I think that was part of the discussion.

Q203 Chairman: Can you also confirm that the
expressions by the Clerk about Chief
Superintendent Bateman, which are reproduced at
paragraph 29—
Mr Sinclair: I do not remember the term
“bamboozled” but I do remember that there seemed
to be a feeling that perhaps Superintendent Bateman
had not kept the Serjeant fully in the picture about
what this meant and there was some concern about
the confidentiality of the counter-terrorist police
investigating this case.
Sir Alan Beith: That is rephrasing it.

Q204 Chairman: That is a diVerent gloss, if you like,
on what took place. A concern is one thing but the
language which Lord Martin used was very specific
and that is why I put it to him that the Clerk
intervened to say that Chief Superintendent
Bateman had bamboozled the Serjeant and tricked
her into keeping the matter from her immediate
superiors. Do you remember that language?
Mr Sinclair: I think there was an expression that he
had not dealt with her straightly, he had not really
fully informed her of what the position was but I do
not remember the term “bamboozled” being used.

Q205 Ann CoVey: Do you remember the term
“tricked”?
Mr Sinclair: I do not remember.

Q206 Sir Alan Beith: Whether it was used?
Mr Sinclair: I do not remember whether it was used
or not.

Q207 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Whatever words were
used, were you left with the impression that the
suggestion was that the Chief Superintendent had
deliberately not informed the Serjeant that she had
the option to decline the search?

Mr Sinclair: It appeared to be so, yes.

Q208 Mr Blunkett: Could I just go back to the point
I was making with Lord Martin. You recall the
phone call, Mr Sinclair, that you had to make when
Lord Martin was at his brother’s house?
Mr Sinclair: Yes.

Q209 Mr Blunkett: And the diYculty of getting him.
You had found out by then that a search warrant had
not been obtained and it was your unfortunate duty
to tell him. Is that right?
Mr Sinclair: That is generally correct, Sir. I told him
that there was a consent form and this letter that I
have spoken about earlier but no warrant and he was
surprised by that and determined that he should see
these pieces of paper. Of course at that time I had not
seen them myself.

Q210 Chairman: Were these pieces of paper faxed to
him at home? Is that right?
Mr Sinclair: They were.

Q211 Chairman: Was that by Mr Barratt?
Mr Barratt: Yes, that was me. Later that evening I
faxed them to Glasgow.

Q212 Chairman: Mr Barratt, did you have any other
connection with these events that we are discussing?
Mr Barratt: Not at all. I was told by the Speaker’s
Secretary between half five and six o’clock on that
Thursday evening what was happening and that I
should be around to speak to Mr Speaker in due
course over the evening.

Q213 Ms Hewitt: Mr Sinclair, when the Clerk said to
you that it appeared that the Serjeant had given
consent but should not have done so, did he say to
you, “Of course there should have been a search
warrant,” or make any other reference to a search
warrant and did he mention Sir William McKay’s
memorandum which dealt with exactly this kind of
situation but of course was several years old?
Mr Sinclair: He made it clear to that me there was
not a search warrant. He thought that the Serjeant
had made a mistake and he did not make any
mention of Sir William McKay’s memorandum.

Q214 Chairman: Did you know of Sir William
McKay’s memorandum at that time?
Mr Sinclair: I did not and in fact I searched
subsequently through my oYce’s records and it is
not held in the Speaker’s oYce.
Mr Blunkett: That is quite interesting.
Chairman: That is a very interesting piece of
information.

Q215 Ms Hewitt: But it might have been held in the
Clerk’s oYce as distinct from the Speaker’s oYce?
Mr Sinclair: That is true. It was from that oYce it
had originated in the first place.
Chairman: Gentlemen, I do not think we need to
detain you any longer. Thank you very much for
your attendance and for your evidence.
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Q216 Chairman: Good afternoon Dr Jack, Mr
Carpenter, Ms Sharpe and Ms Daly. Thank you very
much for attending upon the Committee. I think you
are aware of our terms of reference and the purpose
of our meeting. There are two preliminary matters
but first perhaps I might address you Dr Jack. You
very helpfully provided a memorandum in your
capacity as Clerk of the House and today we are
more concerned about questions of fact surrounding
the issues we are discussing. It may be that we shall
ask you to come back on a later date to speak in
more detail to the memorandum which raises issues
of principle and matters aVecting the whole doctrine
of privilege. The second preliminary point is that I
imagine you will be aware of the evidence given by
Lord Martin of Springburn to the Committee last
week and I hope you have had the opportunity of
seeing the uncorrected transcript. I thought at this
stage I should, in view of some of the contents of that
evidence, give you the opportunity to say if there are
any parts of it with which you particularly take issue.
We have a number of questions to ask you and some
of these matters will be raised in the course of that
questioning but if at the outset there is any particular
part of his evidence about which you wish to express
a diVerent view, then it might be appropriate to allow
you that opportunity at the moment. In particular I
should say that there was a passage of evidence in
connection with the meeting on 2 December in
which Lord Martin of Springburn gave us his
recollection of an intervention which he attributed to
you. That in particular is an issue about which the
Committee would very much like to know what your
response is.
Dr Jack: Thank you very much first of all for
inviting us here this afternoon. I am quite happy to
take the questions first on this point you have just
raised and then see where we are at the end of that.
If I feel I want to add something, perhaps I could,
with the Committee’s permission. I wonder also
whether I could just say one other thing as a
preliminary. I do not have anything substantive to
add to the memorandum which I have sent in and to
which you have already referred but I would like to
put something on the record because this is the first
opportunity I have had to say anything in public. As
head of the House service I would like to say that I
am sorry that this matter was not better handled. I
think I ought to put that on record. I hope the
Committee will accept that apology. In accepting the
apology, I hope the Committee will also accept from
me, and I am sure that many Members here will
recognise what I am going to say, that the staV here

are very loyal; loyalty is one of the main
characteristics of the House staV. They act, to the
best of their abilities in good faith and impartially. I
just thought I ought to put that on the record as the
head of the service but I make the apology without
reservation.

Q217 Chairman: Some of our questions will touch
upon the handling of this matter and perhaps at that
stage you may be able to be a little more expansive.
Dr Jack: Yes, of course.

Q218 Chairman: What are your chief responsibilities
as Clerk of the House?
Dr Jack: They fall really into two broad bands, if I
could put it that way. On the one hand I have a role
as the chief procedural adviser to the House and of
course particularly to the Speaker and the other
incumbents of the Chair. That is very visible to
Members because I am in the Chamber at the
beginning of each day’s business, so Members will be
familiar with that. The part of the job which is now
in fact probably the largest part is less visible to some
Members, not to others, there are Members who are
very familiar with the administration of the House,
and that is the chief executive role. Over quite a long
period the House has taken upon itself the
management of its business; formerly this was done
by government departments. As the business has
grown—I am talking about the administration of
course, not the Members’ Estimates—just to give
you an idea, we are now dealing with a resource
requirement of something like £260 million a year
and we are employing about 1,700 people here in the
Palace, performing all sorts of functions of course,
right across the House service. It has become a pretty
big business and managing that is a big task. I have
not really attempted to quantify this because, as you
can imagine, it is very diYcult to do that, but
probably as much as 70% of my time is taken up on
executive matters. Obviously I am supported by a
board of management on that side and on the
procedural side I am supported by Clerks at the table
and other senior Clerks. That is really the
background to the executive side of the job.

Q219 Chairman: In that very helpful explanation
you referred to your role and responsibility in giving
advice to the Speaker. What proportion of your time
is spent in that role?
Dr Jack: That varies quite a lot. I have daily contact
with the Speaker to discuss the business of the day
and then I will see the Speaker as required during the
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day and I am sitting below him for points of order
and so on in the House. Your question actually
rather helpfully makes me able to make the point
that the Speaker himself of course is responsible for
the administration of the House through the House
of Commons Commission, so the structure that I
have described, I as Chief Executive with the
Management Board, answer to the House of
Commons Commission. The Speaker is the
Chairman of that and of course I will see him on that
matter. There is a Commission meeting today; I
think I spent perhaps an hour with the Speaker
discussing Commission issues.

Q220 Chairman: How far is the Speaker able, or is it
open to him, to delegate any of those responsibilities
you have just described to you in your capacity as
Clerk?
Dr Jack: No, not his chairmanship of the
Commission and a host of decisions really that he
personally is required to make. I will of course
always be available to advise him on those matters
but the authority is vested in him.

Q221 Chairman: In relation to that advice, is this
something in respect of which you would wait until
consulted or something in respect of which you
would take the initiative if you were aware from the
various sources of information available to you that
there was an issue upon which your advice would be
important?
Dr Jack: I would take the initiative certainly,
particularly if I thought—if I might put it
colloquially—there was any danger to the Speaker,
if information came to me. On the other hand, I put
this rather delicately, Speakers have their own minds
to make up and if it is quite clear to me that the
Speaker has made up his mind then that is that.

Q222 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: As you know, the
Committee are primarily concerned with the
question of privileges of the House and the extent to
which they might be aVected by actions of the police
in regard to the arrest of a Member or search of his
premises. On matters of that kind is your role
advisory or do you have the power to take a
decision?
Dr Jack: I have no power to take a decision; it is
advisory.

Q223 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Is it only the Speaker
who has the power to take a decision?
Dr Jack: Yes. This brings us to this slightly
mysterious term “exclusive cognizance” so far as the
precincts of the House are concerned; I think that is
what we are talking about. The privileges of the
House are invested in the Speaker and he is the
authority. However, my duty is to make sure he is
properly advised.

Q224 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: I do not for the moment
want to go into what happened on the day but I am
really trying to get a feel for the relationship between
you and other oYcials and the Speaker. If the police,
not just on this particular occasion but as a general

principle, request the right to search a Member’s
oYce, is that in your judgment a decision that the
Serjeant at Arms can take or that you can take or is
it only the Speaker of the House who can ultimately
agree to sign a consent form or give authority for
that to be signed?
Dr Jack: In respect of the Member’s oYce, it is the
Speaker.

Q225 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Not necessarily that he
has to sign the consent form himself but that he
would have to have given authority for it to be
signed.
Dr Jack: Yes.

Q226 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: You are quite clear
about that.
Dr Jack: Yes, I am quite clear about that.

Q227 Chairman: To which other servants of the
House would he be entitled to give that authority?
Dr Jack: Traditionally he would only give that
authority to the Serjeant. The authority is delegated
in the Serjeant. The Serjeant is appointed to attend
upon the Speaker for matters of this nature, security
matters, precinct matters and so on. It would be
the Serjeant.

Q228 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: May I ask another
general point, again not wanting you to comment on
the precise details of what happened on this
particular day? If the Speaker receives confidential
information or what he is told is very confidential
information, which we understand happens not
infrequently, would there be any reason why he
could not consult with you as Clerk of the House as
to what is the proper procedure to pursue in such a
situation?
Dr Jack: No, there is no reason why he could not
consult me about anything.

Q229 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: He would be able
obviously to rely on your discretion to respect the
confidence.
Dr Jack: Yes; absolutely.

Q230 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: I am not asking you to
give examples, but over the period of time you have
served as Clerk of the House, has the Speaker from
time to time consulted you on very confidential
matters which you would not be at liberty to discuss
with other members of your staV or with other
persons outside?
Dr Jack: Yes; certainly.

Q231 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: There is no reason that
you are aware of why that should not be possible on
any issue on which the Speaker might have been
addressed?
Dr Jack: No I would hope that the Speaker felt able
to do that.
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Q232 Chairman: Indeed it would be essential.
Dr Jack: It would be essential.

Q233 Chairman: For the running of the House and
as an illustration of the strength of the relationship
between Clerk and Speaker.
Dr Jack: Yes; certainly.

Q234 Ann CoVey: It is a very interesting relationship,
is it not? In a sense a lot of what happens in this
House is to do with people understanding what it is
about rather than it being spelt out in protocols or
guidance. People can come quite genuinely to
diVerent understandings of who makes what
decision. The role of an adviser moving into possibly
being seen to be taking a decision or the advice being
a decision is also an area of misunderstanding. Do
you think a lot of it works or does not work
depending on the relationships there are between
people?
Dr Jack: Yes, the relationships are absolutely vital.
It might just be also a good moment to point out that
of course the governance relations generally of the
House are very complex and this is something which
is very little understood outside this place. In a
corporate organisation you have a board and a chief
executive and that person is responsible. There is
either a commercial policy or public policy and that
is that. The House of Commons is a much more
complicated place. You have the Speaker and the
Commission. You have domestic committees, the
Finance and Services Committee, the
Administration Committee, which is an important
committee representing Members’ views. You have
the Leader of the House acting as the voice of the
Government but also acting for the whole House.
You have the party whips, you have the party
caucuses; influence and power is diVused in this
place. The personal relations are very important in
bringing all that together.

Q235 Ann CoVey: Do you think that part of what
occurred was because the personal relationships
were perhaps not as good as they should have been
between people?
Dr Jack: No, I do not think so; no. I think there were
misunderstandings which perhaps will become
clearer as we come to the details.

Q236 Chairman: To go back to your description of
yourself as chief executive spending 70% of your
time on the duties associated with that, what you are
really saying is that you are a chief executive without
authority right across the board.
Dr Jack: Yes, that is right. It is a milieu of course that
people who have spent their professional life here are
absolutely used to and perfectly comfortable with.
However, I think that a chief executive—and I know
this is a matter which arose in the Tebbit Review a
few years ago—coming in from the outside would
find this extremely frustrating for the reason you
have just given.

Q237 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: The Speaker in his
memorandum begins by saying that each day the
House is sitting he has a meeting with the Clerk, with
the Serjeant at Arms and other oYcials. May I ask
you about the agenda for those meetings? Are they
simply held to discuss the business of that day or are
they an opportunity also for either the Speaker or
you or anyone else to raise more general questions
which may be of importance, where some advice
may be needed by the Speaker?
Dr Jack: Yes, they are primarily directed at going
through the business of the day so that the Speaker
and the Deputy Speakers, who also attend the
meeting, the Serjeant who attends the meeting and
Clerks, that everyone is clear what the pattern of the
day will bring. However, they are indeed an
opportunity for raising general matters and general
matters are raised.

Q238 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: On that point again,
without asking you to give examples, is it relatively
frequent that the Speaker at such meetings has asked
for advice relating not just to matters coming up on
that day but some other matter which is taxing him
at that particular time or for which he has
responsibility?
Dr Jack: Yes, he will do that. Yes, it is not
uncommon. He might seek opinions, for example,
from the other Deputies who would be present. The
answer is yes.

Q239 Mr Henderson: I put a similar question to the
Speaker. Do you think the current structures are
working? Do the various players understand their
specific responsibilities and how they relate to the
others, the Speaker, you, the Serjeant at Arms? Since
the reforms in 2007 has it been working or does it
have some length to go yet?
Dr Jack: It still has a way to go. I would not want to
claim that the system was working as perfectly as it
might do. We have come a long way and great
improvements have been made. The Tebbit reforms
were really directed towards a more strategic service
of delivery, delivery to Members of things that
Members need such as IT, accommodation on the
estate and all this sort of thing. We have made
progress in that area.

Q240 Mr Henderson: Does anything come to mind
where there is particular progress?
Dr Jack: We have had a very successful experiment
with the Members’ centre, for example, in Portcullis
House which was the coming together of all
departments of the House to give as far as possible
immediate advice to Members of the House on the
spot. I think many Members have found this
extremely useful. It is not always the end of their
enquiry because the Member then has to go on to
wherever it is and perhaps get more specialist advice
but it has been very welcomed by Members.
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Q241 Chairman: I noticed on the poster outside the
Members’ Centre that it says one of the things you
can approach the Members’ Centre about is the use
of your allowances. That has been particularly
successful.
Dr Jack: Yes. That sort of initiative will be extremely
important when a new Parliament comes because
there will be a lot of new Members who will be
looking for somewhere to try to focus on.

Q242 Chairman: What was the rationale for the
redefinition of the role of the Serjeant at Arms?
Dr Jack: I am sorry, I did not quite understand.

Q243 Chairman: As a result of Tebbit, the role of the
Serjeant at Arms was redefined by comparison, for
example, with the previous occupier of the post.
What was the rationale for that?
Dr Jack: I think it was actually to produce a better
coordination. Traditionally the Serjeant, not only
the Serjeant but in fact all the departments of the
House, had acted rather independently of each other
though there was a board of management. I think
the idea was that the coordination of aspects of the
delivery of service should be better. So the Serjeant
was brought into the Chamber and Committee
Services department so that in fact the whole
package was more streamlined.
Chairman: Perhaps we might now turn to some of
the events leading up to the search.

Q244 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: We have been told in
evidence that the day before Mr Green was arrested
the Serjeant had a private word with the Speaker and
said she had something very confidential to discuss
with him and, although she did not know which
Member it might be, there was a possibility that a
Member might be arrested. Did you have any
knowledge of that conversation on that day?
Dr Jack: No.

Q245 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: In retrospect, do you
think it was appropriate that you were not informed
of this possibility by the Serjeant?
Dr Jack: It would certainly have been better if I had
been informed by the Serjeant.

Q246 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: If you had been
informed, what would you have done?
Dr Jack: I would have suggested to the Speaker that
all the senior oYcers involved in this business,
including Speaker’s Counsel, should meet and
discuss the matter and consider all the aspects of it.

Q247 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Do you have any
understanding why the Serjeant did not think to
share this information with you?
Dr Jack: I did not on that day but subsequently yes,
I did. I think the Serjeant felt that she was under a
restraint of confidentiality.

Q248 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: When would have been
the first time you became aware of the potential
arrest of a Member of Parliament at that time?

Dr Jack: I think not until the next day, until the
arrest had actually taken place.

Q249 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Until the arrest had
actually happened.
Dr Jack: Yes, until the arrest had actually happened.
May I just fill that in a bit because I do not want to
seem to be skipping over anything? The Serjeant
came to see me in the afternoon—we are on the
Wednesday now—and we had a very brief meeting,
an encounter, which I think lasted three or four
minutes. She asked me a hypothetical question
which was whether she had authority to permit the
search of oYces in the precincts. I said that the
authority was delegated in her, as I explained earlier
on, and I asked her whether she was hypothesising
about a Member’s oYce. She said that she was. I said
that if there were such a circumstance, then the
Speaker would need to be consulted because that
would go back to his authority.

Q250 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Can I be clear about
what you have just said? When you said that you
indicated to her that she had delegated authority, in
what way did she have delegated authority herself to
decide whether to grant consent for an oYce to be
searched?
Dr Jack: The authority is delegated to her from the
Speaker in the general control of the precinct.

Q251 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: I may have
misunderstood but I thought when I asked you
earlier who had the responsibility for determining
whether a Member’s oYce could be searched you
said only the Speaker had that authority. I have no
doubt you meant that he could delegate it to an
individual but are you suggesting he could delegate
it in a general sense and not in reference to a
particular event?
Dr Jack: No. I think I am beginning to understand
now that, I am sorry, I have perhaps not been
completely clear. I do not think I was talking about
the authority to consent to a search but just the
operational permission to allow a search. During
this encounter, which was very brief, we were not
discussing the basis of giving permission.

Q252 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: I am sorry, I am a little
confused. Could we go back, not to the events of that
day but if you could just clarify again? If a request is
made by a police oYcer to the Serjeant as to whether
she is willing to sign a consent form to search a
Member’s oYce, does she have the delegated
authority to do that without reference either to you
or to the Speaker?
Dr Jack: No, she should get that authority from
the Speaker.

Q253 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: When on the day she
came to you and had that brief conversation you
have just referred to, you said a few moments ago
that she did have delegated authority. Can you
clarify?
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Dr Jack: Yes; I am sorry. We are talking about two
diVerent things really, not to allow a search by
signing a consent form but that she had authority to
permit searches under whatever conditions there
might be.

Q254 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Are you saying she could
have allowed Mr Green’s oYce to be searched even
without signing a consent form.
Dr Jack: No.

Q255 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: I am sorry. I am still not
clear what you are saying.
Dr Jack: I think we are talking about the diVerence
between a search by a consent form and permission
to search on some other basis.

Q256 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: I am sorry; I do not
understand the diVerence. It may be my fault but I
just do not understand. The police requested her to
sign a consent form.
Dr Jack: Yes.

Q257 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: She signed that consent
form. Was there any other way in which she could
give permission for them to search Mr Green’s
oYce?
Dr Jack: No. On this occasion that we are talking
about there was no discussion about consent forms.

Q258 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Accepting that, I am still
not clear when you said she was asking you whether
she had authority to allow a Member’s oYce to be
searched and you have indicated that you replied to
her that she did have delegated authority and
presumably she therefore went away thinking this
was a matter she could decide without reference to
either you or the Speaker.
Dr Jack: She would have needed to get his
authority—

Q259 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: That is not what you said
to her. You have indicated to us, unless I am
misunderstanding, that when she asked you whether
she had delegated authority to allow a Member’s
oYce to be searched you said yes, she had. I do not
know how you can say that and also say she would
have required the Speaker’s permission.
Dr Jack: No, she would require the Speaker’s
permission if she were to consent to the search of
an oYce.

Q260 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Then I must ask you
again. When she asked you on the day whether she
had delegated authority to allow a Member of
Parliament’s oYce to be searched, why did you say
to her that she did?
Dr Jack: I said that she had permission, that she was
the operating oYcer for the purpose of giving
permission to search.

Q261 Chairman: It is a question of process rather
than substance.

Dr Jack: Yes; exactly. That is exactly correct.

Q262 Chairman: So as a matter of process it would
be the Serjeant to whom an approach would be made
for permission to search.
Dr Jack: Yes; exactly. That is it.

Q263 Chairman: And in that sense she had delegated
authority.
Dr Jack: Yes; exactly.

Q264 Chairman: She did not have to approach the
Speaker himself.
Dr Jack: No; exactly.

Q265 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Now I understand.
Dr Jack: That is exactly it. I am sorry I was not
clear enough.

Q266 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: So she was the person.
The police were quite right to go to her.
Dr Jack: Yes; exactly.

Q267 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: But you are saying that
she did not have the right to sign that consent form
without clearing it with the Speaker.
Dr Jack: Yes; absolutely.

Q268 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Might she have
misunderstood, just as I misunderstood? Is it
possible she might have done?
Dr Jack: We were not talking about a consent form.

Q269 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: She might have thought
she was.
Dr Jack: She might have thought that.

Q270 Chairman: Does that not expose the
overwhelming requirement that at this level in the
House of Commons people should be entirely frank
and open with each other?
Dr Jack: Yes; absolutely. That is of course now
incorporated in the protocol.

Q271 Chairman: You know that there is some
reference to the particular unit of the police force
that was responsible for this search, the anti-terrorist
unit, by whatever name it is known. Do you think
that the fact that it was that unit may have had the
result of creating in the mind of the Serjeant at Arms
the view that she could not tell anyone about it?
Dr Jack: Yes, I do; yes I think that is the case.
Mr Carpenter: I do not know whether it is right now
to point to the obvious fact that there is a world of
diVerence between a search conducted under a
warrant and a search conducted where consent has
been given. In the minds of people—and of course I
am necessarily having to anticipate the evidence that
other people might give—if they are thinking this is a
search with a warrant, then of course you are talking
about the mechanical process and how that is to be
handled. Quite a diVerent question, if the real
question that was not put on that day, I would
submit, is: is it permissible to allow the consent of a
Member’s room without a warrant?
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Dr Jack: That puts it rather more clearly than I did,
for which I apologise.

Q272 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: When the Serjeant asked
you this tentative question as to whether she had
authority and the question was in relation to the
possibility of a Member of Parliament’s oYce being
searched, even though she may not have shared with
you the information as to why she was asking you
that question, were you not curious? Did you not
think it appropriate that you should be involved?
Dr Jack: With the benefit of hindsight, I wish I had
been more curious. As I explained earlier on, it is my
lot to receive queries of all sorts from senior oYcers
and others throughout the day on any day and I did
not think that there was anything peculiar about
this. I am trying to be very clear about thoughts at
the time rather than importing hindsight. It may
have occurred to me later that there was a
connection with a terrorist matter, that perhaps this
was something to do with documents or something
in a room in the Palace which needed to be searched.
No, with hindsight, I wish I had been more curious.

Q273 Chairman: May I press you a little on that? I
was wondering how many times you had been asked
that question. Had you been asked that question
before?
Dr Jack: Yes, indeed. We had discussions about
searches of oYces on a previous occasion.

Q274 Chairman: Was that the occasion which gave
rise to the McKay memorandum?
Dr Jack: No, there have been other occasions. There
have been searches of oYces of staV, for example.

Q275 Chairman: Like Sir Malcolm, I am quite
surprised that the alarm bells did not ring. I have to
put that to you.
Dr Jack: Yes, of course. I think the alarm bells might
have rung if I had known a little bit more that this
was a serious and imminent business. I had no idea
that there was any context to this. I had no idea that
the Serjeant was actually talking to the police.

Q276 Chairman: You did not know that she had left
three police oYcers in her oYce.
Dr Jack: No, I had no idea. The question was posed
in a complete vacuum.
The Committee suspended from 4.49pm to 4.56pm for
a division in the House.

Q277 Mr Henderson: May I come back to this issue
of consent? Was it your understanding before 16
November that consent could be given for the search
of a Member’s oYce without the Member agreeing?
Dr Jack: Yes; certainly yes. The issue of a warrant
and the procedure set out in what is known as the
McKay guidance, which the Committee now have,
is based on the premise that the Member will not be
told in advance.
Mr Henderson: We were going to take up this issue a
little later. I do not know whether it is appropriate to
do it now.

Q278 Chairman: Perhaps you would like to come
back to that point. There is one question I wanted to
ask. Dr Jack, you expressed a view that you would
have expected the Serjeant to tell you about the
approach of the police. Would you have expected the
Speaker to tell you that he had been told that there
was a matter of confidentiality but it involved the
anti-terrorist police?
Dr Jack: I can only say that I was not consulted.

Q279 Chairman: You were not at all.
Dr Jack: No.

Q280 Chairman: I go back to this point which to
some extent you underlined in your own evidence
that with these rather complex responsibilities
communication between the people exercising the
complex responsibilities is absolutely essential.
Dr Jack: Yes; absolutely.

Q281 Chairman: When did you first look out the
McKay memorandum in response to these events?
Presumably you were aware of the McKay
memorandum.
Dr Jack: Yes. I knew that advice existed. I cannot
pretend that I knew the detailed provisions of the
McKay memorandum. As you have already said,
this was not an everyday occurrence. I first got hold
of the McKay memorandum on the next day when I
had learned from Sky News that a Member had been
arrested and his oYces were being searched.

Q282 Chairman: And that is true, that you first knew
that a Member had been arrested and that his oYces
were being searched when you saw this on Sky News.
Dr Jack: Yes, that is right, which would have been
about 2.20, something like that.

Q283 Chairman: No-one had thought to give you
information about that.
Dr Jack: No, I knew nothing about it. I knew
nothing about the events of the morning, the signing
of the consent form.

Q284 Chairman: Would it generally be accepted
among those senior individuals with responsibility
for the conduct of the House of Commons that you
were the person to approach in relation to matters of
privilege?
Dr Jack: I would hope so.

Q285 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Would it be fair to say
that it was quite extraordinary that the Serjeant at
Arms and thereafter the Speaker were aware of the
imminent arrest of a Member of the House and that
the Clerk of the House had no knowledge of this
until he saw it on Sky TV?
Dr Jack: Well, it was certainly a peculiar situation. I
was very startled.

Q286 Chairman: Is that something of a euphemism
Dr Jack? Were you angry?
Dr Jack: I was startled. I am trained to respond to
situations and do something about them.
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Q287 Chairman: The word can mean many things.
You can be startled because you step oV the
pavement and a motorcar comes past. This was an
issue, if I may put it this way, right at the heart of
your responsibilities to the House of Commons.
Dr Jack: Yes.

Q288 Chairman: That would be well known and
understood.
Dr Jack: Certainly; yes, of course.

Q289 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Is it possible that the
Serjeant thought you had been consulted because of
the conversation she had had with you on the
afternoon before?
Dr Jack: No. I think you would have to ask the
Serjeant that; I just do not know.

Q290 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: The particular reason I
ask you that is because in his statement of 3
December the Speaker said that the consent form
was signed by the Serjeant without consulting the
Clerk of the House. On one interpretation it could be
suggested, although you might not have been aware
of the significance of it, that you were consulted
about the procedure and that the Serjeant thought
you had indicated that she had delegated authority
if she thought it appropriate to sign that form. I
appreciate that those were not the precise words you
used or you were asked about but is it possible that
she was left with that impression by you?
Dr Jack: I just do not know what impression she was
left with. The context of the discussion on the
previous day did not focus on consent forms or
warrants or anything of that sort.

Q291 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: It did focus on whether
she had authority to deal with matters involving the
search of a Member of Parliament’s desk.
Dr Jack: Yes; correct. Yes.

Q292 Mr Henderson: You said in answer to my
previous question a couple of minutes ago that you
thought that the new structures were working and
that the main players understood the
responsibilities. This suggests to me that this is
evidence which counters that assessment.
Dr Jack: I do not think any structures work. Human
beings work within structures and some structures
are better than others. I do not think a structure will,
as it were, eliminate human nature.

Q293 Mr Henderson: So were relationships at a
working level eVective between yourselves and the
Serjeant?
Dr Jack: Yes, I would say they were. That rather
gives me the opportunity to put something on record
which I would like to put on the record. I think the
Serjeant’s behaviour was very uncharacteristic of
her in that my experience of the Serjeant is that she
is a very consultative manager. I see her performing
on management boards and so on. This particular
need to be confidential in this case was
uncharacteristic of her.

Q294 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Is it possible that, if she
had been informed that these were counter-terrorism
police and that this was a matter which might
involve security and matters of that kind, not having
had experience of these sort of matters that she felt
she had to accept that and act accordingly?
Dr Jack: Yes. Yes; I think that is the case.

Q295 Chairman: That leads me to this question.
When the Serjeant was appointed to her oYce,
which was designed to deal specifically with
questions of security and indeed with questions in
relation to the police, was there any kind of
induction in the sense of “One of the things you need
to keep in mind is the McKay memorandum”?
Dr Jack: I think there was induction and certainly
security was emphasised. I would be very surprised
if the McKay memorandum itself was part of that.

Q296 Chairman: You told us a little earlier that
although it was not a frequent occurrence for the
police to be interested in searches, nonetheless it was
not something which had not happened before.
Dr Jack: That is correct, but not in the case where a
Member had been arrested and was a suspect. The
cases I was thinking of were searches of oYces of
staV who worked for Members and this sort of thing.

Q297 Chairman: Did the “what if?” question
specifically refer to the search of a Member’s oYce?
Dr Jack: The “what if?” question was whether there
could be permission to search oYces and it occurred
to me to ask whether this was a Member’s oYce.

Q298 Chairman: Was the answer in the aYrmative?
Dr Jack: Yes, that is right. I was thinking of the
privilege aspect of papers and so on.

Q299 Chairman: You having just given us that
answer, again I have to put to you that I was
startled—to use your own word—that you did not
seek a more detailed account of what she was
enquiring about.
Dr Jack: The matter was put to me so hypothetically
that there was no context to it. As I say, I have dozens
of enquiries of this nature during the day. I
absolutely accept in hindsight that I wish I had done.

Q300 Ann CoVey: You must have had subsequent
conversations about this with the Serjeant because
obviously something went wrong. What opinion
have you formed over what exactly happened on
that day, why the consent form was signed? You say
that it was unusual behaviour by the Serjeant. You
must have discussed this with her, you must have
thought about it, talked to other people about it.
What are your thoughts on it? You are saying what
it is not. What do you think about it?
Dr Jack: Obviously I can only give my own thoughts
and you will no doubt ask the Serjeant these
questions.
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Q301 Ann CoVey: Yes, of course.
Dr Jack: I think that she felt constrained by this
confidentiality because she thought that the matter
she was dealing with was something that really
should not be discussed with anyone and therefore
she did not discuss it with anyone. That is why she
felt that constraint.

Q302 Ann CoVey: I do not quite understand the
management responsibility. You are not the
Serjeant’s manager.
Dr Jack: No. Her immediate line manager is the
Clerk Assistant.

Q303 Chairman: Whom she first approached on this
occasion.
Dr Jack: Yes, indeed; that is correct.

Q304 Chairman: Did he refer her to you?
Dr Jack: Yes, he did.

Q305 Ann CoVey: It is kind of diYcult to
understand, is it not? It is very diYcult for me to
understand. It was something which was obviously
troubling her; it was a very troubling thing to be
involved in. She saw it as a confidential matter
between her and her immediate line manager even
though it had great implications and the Clerk
Assistant may have taken it up with you. If
relationships are good—and you say that the
structure works but relationships are the things that
actually make it work—it is very diYcult to
understand why she did not consult you about it.
Dr Jack: I think you will have to ask her that
question. I did not notice anything in her demeanour
that was particularly troubled on that occasion.

Q306 Chairman: I think we might move on to ask
you a number of questions about the conduct of the
police. Before I do, perhaps I could come back to the
issue which I referred to at the very outset. You will
be aware from the transcript of the evidence given by
Lord Martin of Springburn that at the meeting on 2
December he asked the Serjeant why she had
conducted herself in a particular way. According to
Lord Martin of Springburn’s evidence you then
intervened to the eVect that Chief Superintendent
Bateman, again using the language used, had
“bamboozled” the Serjeant and had “tricked” her
into keeping the matter from her immediate
superiors and that you then went on to say that while
Chief Superintendent Bateman was a Metropolitan
Police oYcer, he also had a duty towards the House.
Did you intervene on that occasion and did you use
that language?
Dr Jack: Yes, I did intervene on that occasion. I have
no recollection of using that language.

Q307 Chairman: Is it the sort of language you might
be accustomed to use?

Dr Jack: It is not.

Q308 Chairman: In particular, apart from
“bamboozling” and “tricking” did you say anything
to the eVect that while Chief Superintendent
Bateman was a Metropolitan Police oYcer he also
had a duty towards the House.
Dr Jack: Yes, I did. My recollection of the situation
is that we were discussing—Speaker’s Counsel
might explain the matter a bit more technically—the
PACE code and the need for the police to tell
someone who was signing a consent form that they
need not sign that consent form. In that context and
in the context of stressing the confidentiality of the
matter and the seriousness of the matter, I
intervened to say that I felt that the police had put
unfair pressure on the Serjeant as a combination of
those three things and that Chief Superintendent
Bateman, who I understood of course is a police
oYcer but has responsibilities to the House, might
have supported her better.

Q309 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: When you said that, or
words to that eVect, were you intending to suggest
that the police, in doing so, had done so deliberately,
that they had withheld the information that she need
not sign the consent form deliberately?
Dr Jack: No, I was not saying that; no.

Q310 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: What were you trying
to say?
Dr Jack: That they had put unfair pressure on her.

Q311 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: In what way was the
pressure unfair?
Dr Jack: In not reciting the PACE provision that she
need not sign the consent form.

Q312 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Surely to say that was
unfair pressure implies that that is what they chose
to do and therefore did it deliberately.
Dr Jack: Not necessarily; they may not have done it
for reasons of competence of incompetence.

Q313 Chairman: It is a very serious charge to make.
Dr Jack: Yes, it is.

Q314 Chairman: I take it that you did not make that
charge at the meeting which included the Speaker
and other oYcials unless you were satisfied that it
was justified to do so.
Dr Jack: Yes; that is correct.
Mr Carpenter: May I again intervene to try to help
the Committee? The question of whether PACE
Code B was followed or not followed was a matter
which I raised at that meeting on my own initiative.

Q315 Chairman: Before or after this part of the
exchange.
Mr Carpenter: Before the intervention. That was as
a result of my talking to the Serjeant. As you will
appreciate, one of my jobs was to find out what on
earth had gone wrong here. From my conversation
with the Serjeant, it was clear to me that she had not
been clearly informed that she was not obliged to
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consent. If I read PACE Code B, 5.2 is the relevant
paragraph, there are some prefatory words about the
purpose of the search and I accept that was done,
then it goes on to say that “The person concerned
must be clearly informed they are not obliged to
consent and anything seized may be produced in
evidence”. As a result of my interview with the
Serjeant, I formed the view that she had not been
clearly informed, that there was no oYcer in charge
of the search saying to her “You do realise you are
not obliged to sign this form”.

Q316 Chairman: If that be the case, do you regard
that as a serious omission on the part of the police?
Mr Carpenter: I did. I would not regard it as
deception or anything of that sort. I would regard it
as an omission that that is what should have been
done, that is what the code provides for.

Q317 Chairman: But its seriousness surely would be
underlined by the fact that this was an attempt to
obtain access to the oYce of a Member of
Parliament in respect of whom diYcult issues of
privilege might well arise.
Mr Carpenter: Yes, but I was concentrating
immediately on the question of whether PACE Code
procedure was followed.

Q318 Chairman: Of course, but if that was not
done—let us assume charitably it was for reasons of
lack of competence—then it is all the more serious
because this was not a purported search of a house
or a shop, this was the purported search of the oYce
of a Member of Parliament in respect of whom
important issues of privilege might well arise.
Mr Carpenter: I agree, although I would say I would
regard it as of equal seriousness if it were an ordinary
household.

Q319 Chairman: I quite understand that.
Mr Carpenter: With a little bit of hindsight I feel I
was confirmed in my view because when the police
wrote to the Home Secretary—and I believe this is in
evidence in the Home AVairs Committee report—
they said, on the issue of consent that oYcers “were
satisfied that the Serjeant at Arms understood that
police had no power to search in the absence of a
warrant and therefore could only do so with her
written consent”. I think there is a diVerence
between oYcers satisfying themselves that a person
understands they need not consent and actually
saying it to them.

Q320 Chairman: Expressly following the terms of
the code.
Mr Carpenter: What were the words which were said
to her to say “You do not have to consent”? I am
afraid I do not find those words. Those words were
not used on that occasion. Again, this is a matter on
which the best direct evidence comes from the
Serjeant herself.

Q321 Chairman: Of course, but just to understand
your evidence, you are saying that an understanding
is not suYcient in order to meet the requirements of

the code. The code is only met if in terms and
expressly the person who is being asked to give
consent is told “You need not give consent”.
Mr Carpenter: I believe so; I believe that is the force
of the words “must be clearly informed”.

Q322 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: If that is the case, and
clearly it must be the case, if that information was
not given to the Serjeant, it could only not have been
given either through incompetence or deliberately.
You have indicated that you do not think it was done
deliberately. Do you have any reason to know
whether it was done deliberately or through
incompetence?
Mr Carpenter: I have no reason to know either way.

Q323 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: In his evidence the
Speaker has indicated by the language he has quoted
the Clerk of the House, rightly or wrongly, as having
used that he “bamboozled” the Serjeant and
“tricked” her into keeping the matter from her
immediate superiors and that is not an allegation of
incompetence. If these words had been used, and
they are the Speaker’s words and I accept Dr Jack
did not use those words, but the Speaker’s
recollection is that it was being suggested that this
was a deliberate decision by the police, hence the
subsequent comment that Chief Superintendent
Bateman had a duty to the House as well as to the
Metropolitan Police. Is the Speaker at variance with
your recollection of what was being alleged at that
time?
Mr Carpenter: At that meeting there was the feeling,
as the Clerk has referred to, that the Serjeant had
been treated unfairly by the police and that unfair
pressure had been used.

Q324 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: I do not understand the
use of the word “unfairly”, if one believes it was
simply through incompetence. If someone is acting
unfairly, that implies they are acting improperly, not
through incompetence but because they are putting
unfair pressure as a conscious decision.
Mr Carpenter: I cannot really speculate what their
motivation was in not using those words. All I can
say is that I did not believe that those words had been
used and the Serjeant had told me that she had not
been clearly informed.

Q325 Chairman: Just one matter which you may
have dealt with but I was looking at my papers. You
did not hear the words “bamboozled” or “tricked”?
Mr Carpenter: No, I do not recall those words
being used.

Q326 Chairman: I understood your evidence to be
that there was an understanding. Is that correct?
Mr Carpenter: This passage of the meeting followed
where I had spoken about whether PACE Code B
had been followed or not. I think it is fair to say that
produced quite a degree of unhappiness in the
meeting that this had happened. Then it led to
discussion of fairness.
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Q327 Ann CoVey: Do you think the police would
have had diYculty getting a warrant to search a
Member of Parliament’s oYces?
Mr Carpenter: It is a diYcult hypothesis. All I can
say is that it appears—
Chairman: You are the Speaker’s Counsel. It might
happen tomorrow.

Q328 Ann CoVey: You must be asked all the time for
a diYcult hypothesis.
Mr Carpenter: If one is asking my opinion, I think it
is probable, is it not, that a district judge would look
particularly closely at an application for a warrant in
respect of a Member’s oYce? I think it is probable
that a district judge would.

Q329 Ann CoVey: Do you think the police would
have been aware of that?
Mr Carpenter: Are you asking for my opinion again?

Q330 Ann CoVey: Your hypothetical opinion on a
hypothetical proposition.
Mr Carpenter: They might have been; they might
not. I do not know. It is such a degree of hypothesis
that it is diYcult to give a real answer to that.

Q331 Chairman: May I ask a direct question. If the
police had turned up with a warrant to search Mr
Damian Green’s oYce and the Speaker, having been
appraised of these circumstances, had said to you “Is
this warrant one which can lawfully be executed on
the parliamentary estate?” what answer would you
have given?
Mr Carpenter: I think I would have said yes. I would
have had a look at the warrant, looked at the degree
of specificity and those formal things, but for anyone
to argue on the doorstep, as it were, to go behind the
warrant runs a very considerable risk. The proper
course is for the warrant to be executed and then for
an application for judicial review of the issue of the
warrant afterwards. If you have a warrant, you do
have a decision by a person holding judicial oYce
that these things are so.

Q332 Chairman: If you had accepted that warrant,
or if your advice to the Speaker had been “Yes, this
warrant can be executed” you would have been
operating in accordance with the McKay
memorandum.
Mr Carpenter: Yes; indeed.

Q333 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: If a warrant has been
granted for a search of a Member’s oYce, does, in
your view, the Speaker still have authority to decline
to allow that search to take place, even if a warrant
exists?
Mr Carpenter: I think probably not, but there must
be the possibility, a very narrow possibility, that on
one occasion there might be a warrant in respect of
an oVence in respect of conduct which is protected
by Article 9 of the Bill of Rights.

Dr Jack: Yes, interferes with proceedings.
Mr Carpenter: If a warrant came to say “I want to
search a Member’s oYce on grounds a speech was
incitement to racial hatred within the precincts, in
the Chamber”.

Q334 Chairman: That was Dr Jack’s advice as well.
Dr Jack: Yes; that is right.
Mr Carpenter: That is a very narrow case.

Q335 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: So it is not inconceivable
that a Speaker could nevertheless decline but it
would have to be in very specific circumstances
relating directly to the privileges of the House.
Mr Carpenter: Yes; that is correct.
Dr Jack: Yes.

Q336 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: In an unambiguous way;
the Speaker’s view was unambiguous.
Mr Carpenter: One would have to be very certain of
one’s ground because otherwise I and other oYcers
of the House would be facing a charge of
obstruction.

Q337 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Just to clarify, because
this is quite an important point, if a warrant were
issued, the terms of which implied that the search
was going to include clearly privileged material, you
as Speaker’s Counsel might advise the Speaker, even
with such a warrant in existence, not to permit the
search to take place.
Mr Carpenter: It is not quite like that. I was talking
about the predicate oVence itself relating to conduct
within the House. The question of whether material
might be taken that was privileged is of a diVerent
order and in those circumstances the proper course
is to accede to the execution of a warrant, indeed one
is under a legal duty to do so and then apply in the
first instance for judicial review of the issue of a
warrant.

Q338 Mr Henderson: So there are circumstances
where the Speaker can say “The warrant will not give
the authority. I am saying no, as the Speaker” in
those circumstances that you have outlined.
Mr Carpenter: There are in those very narrow
circumstances. It is a revisiting of the Speaker
Lenthall incident, is it not?
Mr Henderson: How would the Speaker enforce
that? Would he just say no, or would he have to go
to court or be represented in court?

Q339 Chairman: He would decline consent to the
execution.
Mr Carpenter: Then you might have an undignified
scuZe at the door. Either the police exercise
reasonable force or they do not. They might go
away; probably they would go away and they might
consider charges of obstruction against the oYcers
who have prevented the search.
Dr Jack: The other matter to mention is that it
would be rather unusual if a judge were not apprised
of a matter which related so closely to proceedings in
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the House, if he were approached to sign a warrant
and saw that warrant involved a gross contempt of
the House.
Chairman: We would also get into the territory
which the Attorney General has explored by saying
that it is for Parliament to determine what it thinks
its privilege is and for the courts to determine the
extent to which that can be enforced.

Q340 Ann CoVey: Going back a bit because this issue
of relationships and structure of the House and how
it works is of great interest, Chief Superintendent
Bateman is a Metropolitan Police oYcer and at the
same time he has a duty to the House. Presumably it
is very important for the Serjeant to have good
working relationships with the police on the estate.
Do you think within the context of that, and that is
quite a complex situation, that might have led to a
lack of clarification between the very distinct rules
they had in this particular situation of the Serjeant
and the Chief Superintendent?
Dr Jack: It would be better if you asked that
question of the Serjeant but yes, the need to have
close relations with the police is an essential part of
the Serjeant’s duty in the execution of her security
responsibilities.

Q341 Ann CoVey: Do you think perhaps there needs
to be further clarification in this area for the future?
Dr Jack: Yes, that could be helpful.

Q342 Chairman: Might that clarification deal also
with the question as to whether the Speaker or the
Serjeant can ever give consent without having
obtained the agreement of the Member concerned?
Dr Jack: That would return us to the matter of
exclusive cognizance, the privileges of the House and
the Speaker’s authority to act on that basis. It
always has been assumed and the McKay guidance
assumes it, that the Speaker has that authority.

Q343 Chairman: Perhaps we may come back to that
when you come on another occasion.
Dr Jack: Yes; sure.

Q344 Chairman: May I ask one or two questions
relating to the period after the search, some of which
you answered as we went through the earlier
questions. You told us that you found out about the
search from Sky TV, is that right?
Dr Jack: Yes; that is correct.

Q345 Chairman: And about the arrest. Were you
aware that there was no search warrant?
Dr Jack: No, I was not aware at that moment.

Q346 Chairman: When did you first become aware
of that?
Dr Jack: When the Serjeant arrived in my oYce. As
soon as I heard the news I summoned the Serjeant
immediately and asked to know what was going on,
because this was the first that I had heard about the
whole matter. In the meantime I retrieved the

McKay file, which was easily available in my oYce,
on arrest and search and started to prepared advice
for the Speaker on the basis of a warrant.

Q347 Chairman: When did you finally find out that
there was no warrant?
Dr Jack: When the Serjeant came to see me, I asked
to see the warrant.

Q348 Chairman: The Speaker and indeed the
Speaker’s Secretary talked about a restraining letter.
Dr Jack: Yes.

Q349 Chairman: How did that come to be written
and who was its author?
Dr Jack: I would not myself describe it as a
restraining letter. When I saw the consent form that
the Serjeant showed me, I noticed, among other
things, that no oVence was stated on it. I thought it
was important that there should be some record of
why the oYce was being searched, for a number of
reasons. First of all, we needed to have a record of it,
Mr Green was also entitled to know why his oYce
was being searched and in any development of a
trial, there could be admissibility questions which
would relate to exactly why the search was taking
place. I had no notion that it restrained in any way.
It was simply a clarification of the situation, but I
thought an important one.

Q350 Chairman: Was it a letter which acknowledged
that the Serjeant had given consent to the search?
Dr Jack: Yes, that is right.

Q351 Chairman: Given on the grounds of a search
for material relevant to the allegation of aiding and
abetting misconduct in public oYce which the
Metropolitan Police had reason to believe was in
these premises.
Dr Jack: Yes, that is correct. Yes.

Q352 Ann CoVey: Could you have stopped the
search?
Dr Jack: No, I could not. I had no authority to stop
the search.

Q353 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Why could you not have
withdrawn consent?
Dr Jack: I did not give the consent in the first place
and it is not for me to give consent. Consent is given
by the Speaker.

Q354 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Did you enquire whether
the Speaker had given consent or whether the
Serjeant at Arms had given consent?
Dr Jack: Yes, I did. When the Serjeant came to see
me, going back again to that sequence, and showed
me the consent form, I then asked her whether she
had consulted the Speaker about this and I was then
told about the events in the morning, the telephone
call that she had made.

Q355 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Did she indicate that the
Speaker had agreed that she should sign the
consent form?
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Dr Jack: Yes, she did. She said that she had
consulted the Speaker.

Q356 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: This is very important as
you will appreciate. It is one thing for her to have
consulted the Speaker, by which she might have
meant informed the Speaker of what was happening.
Did she give you the impression that she had
obtained the Speaker’s consent to the consent form
being signed by her?
Dr Jack: Yes, that was the impression that I had.

Q357 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: It was the impression or
did she expressly say that or did you expressly ask
that?
Dr Jack: I asked her whether she had consulted the
Speaker. I am trying to be very accurate here.

Q358 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: I do appreciate that. Is it
possible that there was a misunderstanding between
you because she may have understood you to be
saying did she consult the Speaker, meaning did she
inform him what was happening, whereas you might
have been asking whether she had obtained the
Speaker’s consent? You implied that you thought
she had told you that she did have the Speaker’s
consent.
Dr Jack: Consulting the Speaker is asking for the
Speaker’s opinion about something.

Q359 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: That would have been
what you intended her to understand.
Dr Jack: Yes; certainly.

Q360 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: We know that the
Speaker has said that he was never asked to give his
consent, indeed always assumed that a warrant had
been issued. It came as a matter of total surprise and
shock to him to discover. If the Serjeant at Arms
suggested to you that she had the Speaker’s consent,
that would not be accurate if the Speaker’s evidence
is correct.
Dr Jack: You will have to ask the Serjeant that but
I was not privy to the conversation between the
Speaker and the Serjeant that morning.

Q361 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: What I am trying to
understand though is whether the language which
was used might have caused confusion rather than
clarity. Assuming that nobody was deliberately
trying to misinform anybody else—
Dr Jack: No; of course not.

Q362 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: — if you had asked the
Serjeant whether she consulted the Speaker, we
know from the Speaker’s evidence that he had been
informed that a Member was likely to be arrested
and in that sense he was consulted. We have no
reason at the moment to believe that either the
Speaker or the Serjeant takes the view that the
Speaker was asked for or gave his consent to the
search without a warrant. Therefore if the Serjeant
at Arms gave you that impression, that would have
to have been presumably based on a very serious
misunderstanding as to what you were asking her.

Dr Jack: I think you have heard evidence from Lord
Martin of Springburn that he did not understand
that a consent form—

Q363 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Forgive me; that is not
what he said. The question of consent forms was
never raised with him, he told us.
Dr Jack: Yes, that is what I am saying, that he had
no knowledge.

Q364 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Nor did he ask about it;
he simply assumed that if someone’s oYce was being
searched the police must have a warrant and it was
with a sense of shock that he was subsequently
informed that they had no warrant and had never
asked for a warrant.
Dr Jack: I was talking to the Serjeant on the basis of
a consent form which was in front of me which she
had signed and she had consulted the Speaker about.

Q365 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: So far as you can
recollect, did you expressly ask whether the Speaker
consented to her signing a consent form?
Dr Jack: No, not to her signing a consent form; no,
not in those words.

Q366 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Not in those words.
Dr Jack: No.

Q367 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: So she may have
misunderstood what you meant by “consult”.
Dr Jack: Possibly.

Q368 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: There is no other
explanation unless she was deliberately misleading
you. Would that be a fair comment?
Dr Jack: I really do not think I can go into the mind
of the Serjeant. You will have to ask her.

Q369 Ann CoVey: I just want to disentangle
something. The consent to search had been given by
the Serjeant and then in an attempt to mitigate that
did you instruct something to be put into that which
limited the extent of the search. Did you instruct the
Serjeant?
Dr Jack: No, it did not limit the search. The consent
had already been given and that was the end of it.
What it did do was to define the oVence on which the
search was being made because the consent form has
no oVence written on it, so there was no record.

Q370 Ann CoVey: I am just trying to establish who
made what decision and the extent of the decision. If
you were able to influence in that way or instruct in
that way, why could you not just ask the Serjeant to
withdraw the consent?
Dr Jack: Because she had given the consent on
behalf of the Speaker. She just signs the consent
form. This is what I mean by delegated authority.
The authority is delegated in her. She has no
authority that does not derive from the Speaker.

Q371 Ann CoVey: But she signed the consent form.
It must have been quite clear at some point that there
was a lot of confusion in this area and it must have
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been quite clear that in fact the Speaker had not
given permission for the consent and that must have
become clear.
Dr Jack: No, that was not clear at all; it certainly was
not clear to me. In fact the opposite was the case.

Q372 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: When did you first
understand that the Speaker had never given consent
to a consent form being signed by the Serjeant?
Dr Jack: Probably on the Saturday following these
events.

Q373 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: How did you become
aware of that?
Dr Jack: I think I spoke to the Speaker.

Q374 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: He was clearly shocked
that this had all happened without a warrant.
Dr Jack: Yes, he said that he had never understood
that this had happened without a warrant.

Q375 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: At that time, did you
appreciate that you had been labouring under a
misunderstanding?
Dr Jack: Yes, I did.

Q376 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: So you are saying to us
that the reason why, even when you found that there
was no warrant, you did not feel able to tell the
police that consent was withdrawn was because you
assumed that the Speaker had given authority for
that consent and you could not overrule the Speaker.
Dr Jack: Yes, that is correct. I have no executive role
whatsoever in giving consent. I am merely the
adviser to the Speaker on privilege matters.

Q377 Ann CoVey: It appears that this place not only
operates on Chinese whispers, it operates on Chinese
walls. The system of managerial accountability is
absolutely incredible in its tangential nature.
Dr Jack: I am not sure what you are asking me.

Q378 Ann CoVey: It seems to me incredible that you
as the chief executive of the House, the man in
charge of the administration of this place . . . in any
other walk of life the chief executive is the man and
he takes management responsibility for everything.
We have come to this situation because the Serjeant
believed she was having private confidential
conversations with the police with whom she needed
a good working relationship, that her line manager
was in fact the Clerk Assistant. The Speaker at the
end of the day ultimately gives consent but he did not
know anything about it because people did not
actually tell him about it. The end result was the
search of the oYce of a Member of Parliament based
on a complete and utter misunderstanding and a
management system where it appears that nobody
takes overall responsibility at the end of the day.
That is how it would be perceived and it seems to me
that if anything comes out of this at all, some
clarification has to be given as to how the
management structure in this place works.

Dr Jack: The Speaker’s protocol certainly clarifies
the matter on a number of issues. My answer to you
is that there is no other corporation which
incorporates privilege. That is what I said at the very
beginning when I described my job.

Q379 Ann CoVey: No, we are not discussing
privilege. This is about how an organisation is
managed. This is completely separate from
privileges. It is just about how decisions are made,
who makes them and to whom they are accountable
and having clarity about that.
Dr Jack: Yes, but it is not in this case separated from
privilege because this is the whole matter that we are
discussing.

Q380 Ann CoVey: No, we are discussing how the
decision came to be made over a matter of privilege.
That is separate from looking at how the
management structure and the relationships in this
place contributed to the decision that was actually
made in this particular instance, though presumably
it could be duplicated in various other decisions.
Dr Jack: I have heard what you say. By the way, I
hope I am not giving the impression that no lessons
have been learnt because lessons have been learnt
and the Speaker’s protocol makes that pretty clear.
What I was trying to say really is that this place is
unique in the sense that privilege and indeed politics
for that matter intervene into the running—

Q381 Ann CoVey: That is not unique. You have that
in every local authority in the land. Politicians are
used to working with professional oYcers in every
local authority in the land. I do not think the fact
that Parliament is the institution should be used as
an excuse for not having a proper management
system.
Dr Jack: No, I absolutely agree with you.

Q382 Ann CoVey: It appears to me that to some
extent this is how it has been used which is why it has
been so very diYcult over the years to get anything
established in this place that has some degree of
clarity about how it works.
Dr Jack: No, I would not disagree with you of
course.

Q383 Chairman: If Parliament is sui generis, then is
it not all the more necessary to ensure that you build
in procedures which allow for the transfer of
information and communication that Ann CoVey is
talking about because of the special nature of this
place and in particular the intervention of privilege?
Mr Carpenter: I would like to draw your
Committee’s attention to the provision in the
Speaker’s protocol, paragraph 5, which addresses
this situation and the problem in this case, though
obviously you will have to hear from the Serjeant.
The protocol does say “No OYcer or other member
of the staV of the House may undertake any duty of
confidentiality which has the purpose or eVect of
preventing or impeding communication with these
OYcers”. I submit that it is not so much a question
of the management structure: it is a question of the
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duty of confidence that was assumed, that with
hindsight should not have been imposed and should
not have been accepted.

Q384 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Looking to the future,
can you advise me whether, if at some future
situation of this kind, if the Serjeant had a full
discussion with the Speaker and there were not
confusions between the Serjeant and the Speaker,
which appears to have existed on this occasion, and
the Speaker had given consent in this way, do you
believe it is acceptable and wise for that to happen
without the involvement of the Clerk of the House
and Speaker’s Counsel?
Mr Carpenter: I am not sure whether I am being
asked for my legal opinion.

Q385 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Maybe “wise” is the
wrong word. Do you think that is a proper procedure
for determining such important matters that the
Clerk of the House might not even be involved or
informed or consulted as long as the Serjeant at
Arms has spoken directly to the Speaker?
Mr Carpenter: It would be an unfortunate way of
proceeding and I believe that the protocol serves to
ensure that sort of thing does not happen because it
lays stress on the number of people who must be
brought into the loop, if I may put it that way; so
there is a collective discussion, so no-one is operating
within a cupboard of their own making.

Q386 Mr Henderson: It seems an obvious question
but I am not sure we have asked it. Before 16
November, if you had been asked as an adviser
whether consent should ever be given for the search
of a Member’s oYce without a warrant, would you
have advised yes or no? Now, would you give the
same advice or have you formed a diVerent view?
Dr Jack: No, I would have advised that a warrant
should be necessary in such a case and I would
follow now the provisions of the Speaker’s protocol
which also requires a warrant in such a case.

Q387 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: One final point, really
just to give you an opportunity to comment because
I do not have a strong view on this myself. Lord
Martin of Springburn in his evidence was rather
critical of the fact that in his view over the weekend
of Saturday 29 and Sunday 30 November you had
just one brief phone conversation and that you were
not available because you had gone overseas. I
simply want to give you an opportunity, if you so
wish, to comment on that, whether that is a concern
you share.
Dr Jack: No, I am very happy to answer that. I went
away on Friday evening when these events were
over. I am always available on the weekend and I
have had many weekend conversations relating to
the business of the House.

Q388 Chairman: May we come not to the Sealed
Knot but the sealed bag? Ms Sharpe and Ms Daly,
you were directly concerned in that. There was an
occasion on 22 January 2009 when Kingsley Napley
attended by agreement what was described as a

preliminary sift. As a result of that some 20
documents were exempted. Can you tell us what
criteria were used in order to carry out the sift?
Ms Daly: First, there were three occasions on which
we looked at material.

Q389 Chairman: Can you tell us when these were?
Ms Daly: Yes, on 22 January when we looked at
hard copy material which had been taken from the
oYce. On 30 March and on 2 April we looked at
electronic material which had been downloaded. So
there were three occasions when we inspected
material taken from Damian Green’s oYces.

Q390 Chairman: Were the criteria for carrying out
the sift the same on all three of these occasions, both
the hard copy and the electronic material?
Ms Daly: Yes, they were.

Q391 Chairman: What were these?
Ms Daly: Before we were invited to look at the
material, there were quite a lot of communications
between both sides, the lawyers, the lawyers of the
Metropolitan Police and Damian Green’s lawyers. It
was simply that we go in and look at what had been
taken and form a preliminary view of whether we
thought it was privileged.

Q392 Chairman: Where was that material? Where
was it being kept?
Ms Daly: It was being kept in New Scotland Yard.
It was all under seal because Mr Green’s lawyers
communicated to the police that he thought it was all
privileged, therefore that they could not unseal the
bags until this matter of privilege had been
determined. This was why, having had the resolution
of the House on 8 December, when it was said that
this matter of privilege could not be considered in the
House until the police investigation was over or any
criminal proceedings, they said that perhaps oYcers
of the House could come in and look at it and form
some sort of preliminary view of what they thought
about the material.

Q393 Ann CoVey: What sort of material was it?
Ms Daly: I am a solicitor and when we were doing
this we were acting under duties of confidentiality to
both sides.

Q394 Chairman: We understand that but in general
terms are we talking about correspondence?
Ms Daly: As Mr Green said in evidence to the
Committee in answer to Sir Malcolm’s question, he
did not think that a lot was privileged and it was
evident that what he said was correct. It was a lot of
personal material, personal correspondence,
telephone bills, financial bills; it depended what
material you were looking at. Electronic material
had more political matters, like party whips saying
“Be here at a certain time”.

Q395 Ann CoVey: Why would telephone bills be
privileged?
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Ms Daly: I do not know. This was what we were told
was privileged. In communications between both
sources it became apparent that their concept of
what was privileged was very diVerent from what
mine would have been.

Q396 Ann CoVey: What is your concept of what is
privileged?
Ms Daly: It would have to be closely connected with
proceedings in Parliament rather than simply
something which was taken from the oYce of a
Member.

Q397 Ann CoVey: For example?
Ms Daly: Something in preparation for a speech
which a Member was going to give in Parliament.

Q398 Ann CoVey: So a draft. If in my oYce there is
a draft speech that I have crossed oV and was
arranging, that would be considered as privileged
information.
Ms Daly: Yes; exactly. We did identify other things
which were privileged.

Q399 Ann CoVey: It is very important to know what
you think is privileged information.
Ms Daly: I have to say that Jacqy Sharpe, being the
Clerk of Journals, was the expert on what was
privileged.
Ms Sharpe: We certainly looked at things which
there would have been little argument about them
being privileged such as extracts from Hansard,
written answers, written questions.

Q400 Ann CoVey: Why was that privileged? It is a
matter of public record.
Ms Sharpe: The Member giving the speech or asking
the question has the protection of privilege. So the
fact that the question was answered, there would be
no objection from the House to actually saying it
had happened and the date but anyone seeking to
question or use the material against a person would
be a matter under Article 9.

Q401 Ann CoVey: May I just get this right. We are
protected by privilege in the House.
Ms Sharpe: Yes.

Q402 Ann CoVey: So I can basically say what I like
and nobody can sue me and that is privilege as a
Member. You would regard Hansard, which writes
that up, as privileged information deriving from my
status as an individual MP.
Ms Sharpe: Depending on the use that was made of
it. The fact that you had made a speech—

Q403 Ann CoVey: And it was public.
Ms Sharpe:— would be accepted, but if someone
was then trying to look behind it to claim, for
example, that you had malice in your speech, then
that would be privileged.

Q404 Chairman: Or to infer from the contents of the
speech that you had been engaged in a criminal
oVence.

Ms Sharpe: Yes, that is right.

Q405 Chairman: For example, accepting material
from a civil servant who should not give it to you.
Dr Jack: Yes.
Ms Sharpe: Yes; absolutely. We also then thought
about any material which might be preparatory to a
speech. In fact we were aware of only one item which
we thought might have attracted privilege in that
sense and, coming back from the sift, I then checked
to see whether there had been a question or a debate
on that subject around the time and there had been
nothing, so I assumed it was just background
briefing not associated with parliamentary
proceedings, which is why we did not take that up.

Q406 Chairman: How many documents did you
decide fell under the general heading of privilege?
Ms Sharpe: In the paper sift it was 20.

Q407 Chairman: And in the electronic sift?
Ms Sharpe: In the electronic sift there were only two
documents. One had four copies of something and
one was another document.

Q408 Ann CoVey: Can I be absolutely clear about
what you mean by privileged? What you are talking
about is information which is held in a preparatory
form, possibly to give a speech or ask a question, in
which informing that draft may have been the result
of information that had been given to the Member
from outside.
Ms Sharpe: Most of the documents we looked at had
actually been used in the Chamber and therefore it
was pretty certain that on precedent that would be
regarded as something which was privileged. Of
course ours was advice and not a definitive decision.
For anything else, then it was whether it was so
closely related to the proceedings that it could be
regarded as privilege if, for example, you had a draft
of a speech and the date when the Member was going
to make it and it was obvious that the speech had
subsequently been made in the Chamber, then that
would probably have come into that criterion. We
had virtually none of those; it was mostly personal
correspondence, telephone bills or, for the
blackberries, communications from the whips.

Q409 Ann CoVey: So that is not privileged
information.
Ms Sharpe: No, not initially. Obviously if a Member
felt they needed to argue that it was, then it would be
for them to pursue that.

Q410 Chairman: Putting it colloquially, privileged
information is the information that a Member of
Parliament may have which is related to his or her
participation in the proceedings of the House.
Dr Jack: Yes.
Ms Sharpe: Absolutely.

Q411 Chairman: That involves a speech which is
made in the House, but it can, if the association is
close enough, involve the preparation of a draft from
which the speech is ultimately made.
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Dr Jack: Yes.
Ms Sharpe: Yes, that was much more clearly put.

Q412 Chairman: The purpose is to provide
immunity from either criminal or civil proceedings
against anything you say in the House or that might
be used to prepare what you say in the House.
Proceedings now involve questions, the proceedings
of this Committee and what is said in the Chamber.
Ms Sharpe: Yes.

Q413 Ann CoVey: So you were not interested in the
correspondence that the Member may have had with
his informant per se, you were only interested in
what went in to his preparatory speech and notes
that might be the basis of a speech in the House. If
there had been an email exchange between Damian
Green and the person who worked in the Private
OYce or any Private OYce, that would not be
considered privileged information.
Ms Sharpe: Yes, that would certainly be the initial
view.

Q414 Chairman: When you were conducting all
three of these sifts, did you have any regard to
constituents’ correspondence?
Ms Sharpe: There was some constituents’
correspondence. We certainly would have been
aware if there had been any possibility of that being
mentioned in an adjournment debate, if there was
some connection, for example it said “I intend to
raise this on the adjournment” or something like
that. We would have considered whether that was
something which was privileged but there was
nothing that we were aware of that came into that
category and normal constituency correspondence is
not covered by parliamentary privilege.

Q415 Ann CoVey: If I had two constituents’ letters
and in reply to those constituents’ letters in one of
them I simply give a straight reply and in the other
one I say “I am about to raise this in the Chamber
for you”, the latter becomes privileged information
and the former not.
Ms Sharpe: It would certainly be considered as to
whether that was so close that it would. It is very
much an individual decision.

Q416 Ann CoVey: It is in relationship to what you do
with the constituent’s correspondence or likely to do
in the Chamber that is the criterion that is applied.
Ms Sharpe: Yes.

Q417 Chairman: Or “I will ask a question of the
minister” which is a more frequent response to a
constituent.
Ms Sharpe: Yes.
Dr Jack: Right.

Q418 Mr Henderson: Or someone says in a letter
“Will you vote for X?” and I say “No, I will not” or
“Yes, I will”. Is that covered?

Dr Jack: Yes.

Q419 Chairman: Early day motions?
Dr Jack: Yes; certainly. That could relate directly to
proceedings.

Q420 Mr Henderson: What about background
information on questions that were not asked or
speeches that were not made? Maybe they did not
catch the eye of the Speaker.
Ms Sharpe: That becomes more diYcult. To some
extent we were also considering the criterion one
uses in Freedom of Information for whether a
document is privileged and often for that it is just the
final copy of a memorandum, for example
something to send to this Committee. The only
document which would attract privilege would be
the final memorandum that came in and not the
draft. Then it would be something one had to look
at very carefully and think about. There was nothing
of which we were aware that came into that category,
but it would have been one of those things which we
would have thought very carefully about and sought
advice from the Clerk of the House, had it been
necessary.

Q421 Mr Henderson: That could arise in this case,
could it not, where someone was passed information
and observed and assessed the information and
thought about it and then before a decision had been
reached as to whether or not the Member acted on
that information in a procedural way in the House
someone intervened and said “We want that
documentation”. Is it then privileged or is it not
privileged? That would be complicated but it could
arise.
Ms Sharpe: Obviously that is something that could
be argued but there was nothing that so closely
suggested a relationship between the material and
proceedings in the House.

Q422 Chairman: Dr Jack, we said we might well ask
you to come back.
Dr Jack: Yes; certainly.

Q423 Chairman: I think all of these—and I have
been guilty of this myself—are rather guilty
hypotheses we have been putting to your colleague.
Perhaps with the benefit of a little time to consider
you might be able to deal with some of these points
when we ask you to come back.
Dr Jack: Yes; certainly we would be very pleased to
do that.

Q424 Chairman: That is very helpful. There are just
one or two other matters I would like to raise
because I know you have another obligation
elsewhere in the House. The Speaker took the view
that he had to abide by the decision of the House on
8 December last year, albeit carried only by four
votes, that he could only set up the special committee
which he had first referred to when he made his first
statement to the House about these matters, after the
criminal case was concluded. Was that the only
course of action open to him in your view?
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Dr Jack: Yes, I think it was. First of all, as you know,
the Speaker’s duty is not to decide any question of
privilege but merely to decide whether an
opportunity for a reference should be made to the
Committee on Standards and Privileges on a prima
facie basis. I think the House, having made that
decision, took that possibility away from him.

Q425 Chairman: Could either or indeed any of the
Opposition parties, granted a day to choose the
subject for debate, have been able to choose a subject
which embraced these issues?
Dr Jack: Yes, they certainly could have done.

Q426 Chairman: What would the Speaker’s reaction
to that have been?
Dr Jack: It is open to the House to change its
resolutions. If a motion is brought forward to the
House to rescind a previous resolution and agree to
something else, that is always a possibility.

Q427 Chairman: So the House, on a suitable motion,
could have taken the view that the matter could go
either to the Privileges Committee or to a special

committee like this Committee if that had been
raised on the floor of the House by one of the
Opposition parties.
Dr Jack: Yes, that is right. In fact there was a motion
on the remaining Orders in the name of several
Members to do just that, to refer this.

Q428 Chairman: That was a motion in my name and
that of Mr Michael Howard and Mr Frank Field.
Dr Jack: Yes, absolutely correct; exactly, that is the
case.

Q429 Chairman: One last matter. This is perhaps for
another day but I give notice to you. It is this issue
of the Attorney General’s contention that it is for the
courts to determine the ambit of parliamentary
privilege. That is a very important centrepiece to our
consideration of how we move these matters
forward. It would be enough for today if I simply say
that is a matter which we would very much value
your opinion on when we ask you to come back.
Dr Jack: Certainly, yes, we will be prepared for that.
Chairman: Ladies and gentlemen, thank you very
much indeed; you have been most helpful, you have
sought to answer all our questions and we are very
grateful to all of you for your presence.
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Members present:

Sir Menzies Campbell, in the Chair

Sir Alan Beith Mr Michael Howard
Ann CoVey

Witnesses: Deputy Assistant Commissioner John McDowall MBE, National Co-ordinator of Terrorist
Investigations, and Chief Superintendent Ed Bateman, Head of Parliamentary Security, Metropolitan Police
Service, gave oral evidence.

Q430 Chairman: Good afternoon, gentlemen.
Thank you very much for coming. I believe, Mr
McDowall, you have got someone who will pass
you papers.
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: If
necessary, yes.

Q430 Chairman: We are very grateful to you for
making yourselves available. I think you are aware
of the remit of this Committee and of the issues that
we have been considering, and I imagine you may
have seen some of the transcripts of earlier evidence
and are familiar with these. There is one particular
matter, Mr Bateman, which I think you will have
appreciated is something that we will want to explore
with you in detail arising out of a conversation at
which you were not present on 2 December when
certain—allegations is perhaps a little strong—
observations were made which no doubt you will
wish the opportunity to deal with. First of all I
should ask you if you would formally identify
yourselves for the record.
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: I am
John McDowall, Deputy Assistant Commissioner
with the Counter-Terrorism Command in the
Metropolitan Police Service.
Chief Superintendent Bateman: Good afternoon. Ed
Bateman, Chief Superintendent. I am your Head of
Security here at the Houses of Parliament.

Q431 Chairman: Mr Bateman, you have provided a
memorandum and I think it would be helpful to the
Committee if you were simply to read that into the
record. You would be happy to do that for us?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: Very happy, thank
you very much. Thank you for the opportunity.
Since November 2007, I have been the Head of
Security at the Palace of Westminster. As the oYcer
in charge of the Metropolitan Police Service Security
Force, my role is to work with the Serjeant at Arms
in the Commons, Black Rod in the Lords and the
Parliamentary Security Co-ordinator, to provide a
safe and secure environment within Parliament. Part
of this role is to provide an interface between
Parliament and the MPS. A recent example of this
was February 2007 with the “Plane Stupid”
demonstration on the roof of Parliament that led to
me facilitating on separate occasions meetings or
conversations between Serjeant at Arms, Jill Pay,
and the investigating oYcers and Black Rod and the
investigation oYcers. In the case of the “Plane
Stupid” intrusion, Jill Pay, with the consent of the

Member involved, authorised oYcers to enter and
search a Member’s oYce in Portcullis House for
evidence of an oVence allegedly committed by a
researcher. A more recent example of this side of my
role involved Members and Peers’ expenses when,
following a request from the House, I facilitated an
introductory meeting between oYcials and police. In
most cases, once I have brought parties together I
withdraw as I am not part of the investigation team
and my personal involvement becomes unnecessary.
Cases often involve high degrees of confidentiality.
On Thursday 20 November 2008 at five o’clock I met
with a detective sergeant from the MPS Counter-
Terrorism Command at Portcullis House, SW1. The
oYcer asked me a series of hypothetical questions
concerning the arrest of a Member. Specifically, our
conversation was focused on the likely view of the
Serjeant at Arms to a request to search a Member’s
private oYces within the building. The oYcer did
not provide details of who the MP was, their party,
or of the allegation being investigated. I agreed to
speak with Serjeant at Arms, Jill Pay, to seek out her
view. I met with Jill Pay later that evening and
rehearsed the same conversation. I advised Serjeant
at Arms, Jill Pay, that the CPS were considering
police investigation evidence concerning an MP. The
MPS expected to receive advice concerning the
oVences being investigated the following week. Jill
Pay provided a “provisional” opinion that she would
have the authority to grant consent to search a
Member’s oYce were they being investigated for a
criminal oVence. Following the meeting I contacted
the oYcer who had visited me at Portcullis House
and informed him of the Serjeant at Arms’ view. I
met again with the Serjeant at Arms on a number of
occasions between 20 November and 26 November
on unrelated matters. On several of those occasions
Jill asked me whether the MPS had received the CPS
advice. Whilst I do not recall whether it was at our
first meeting on 20 November or a later discussion
before 26 November, we did have a detailed
conversation as to why the MPS were approaching
the House seeking consent to search as opposed to
immediately applying to a magistrate to secure a
warrant. It was, and remains, my understanding that
Jill Pay was very clear that a warrant was unlikely to
be granted by a magistrate unless it could be shown
that a person on the premises with the authority to
provide consent was either unavailable or refused to
do so. My recollection is that Jill Pay was aware that
the MPS were content and prepared to seek a search
warrant from a magistrate, if necessary, but could
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not do so until the House had considered its position
and declined to consent. Again, while I am not able
to say definitely on what day the conversation took
place, I can confirm that I told the Serjeant at Arms
in one of our earlier conversations that although the
investigation was being conducted by oYcers from
the Counter-Terrorism Branch, it was not terrorist
related. This was explained to me by the counter-
terrorist detective sergeant on 20 November and I
was authorised to share this information with Jill
Pay. I am aware from reading evidence already given
to the Committee that it has been suggested that I
may have coerced the Serjeant at Arms into not
including her senior colleagues in the information
given to her in confidence during the week of 20"27
November. That was never my intention. Indeed, I
approached the Serjeant at Arms on the evening of
20 November in the knowledge and belief that she
would consult colleagues before coming to a
decision as to whether or not the House would
consent to a search of a Member’s oYce following
their arrest. It was my understanding throughout
that period that the Serjeant at Arms was applying
for, and receiving, appropriate advice from senior
colleagues. I do not have a relationship with the
senior Clerks to the Houses, Speaker, or Lord
Speaker, other than through the oYces of the
Serjeant at Arms or Black Rod. I would never
assume to be in a position to direct or influence with
whom or how the Serjeant at Arms performed her
role. I do not recall advising Jill Pay that she did not
have to consent. However, because Jill Pay had
understood the position that the MPS would
approach a magistrate and apply for a search
warrant in the absence of consent, my presumption
was, knowing the alternative, she knew that she did
not have to consent to the search. On Wednesday 26
November, together with a detective chief inspector,
a detective inspector, and the detective sergeant I had
met on 20 November, I met with Jill Pay in her oYce.
The detective chief inspector began by informing Jill
Pay that the MPS were investigating a sensitive
allegation involving an MP. Jill Pay confirmed that
wherever a Member had an oYce on the estate it
would be regarded as “the Commons” and was,
therefore, under her jurisdiction. The oYcers
repeated the earlier asked question concerning
whether she could or would give authority to search
an MP’s oYce if they were arrested for a criminal
oVence. The detective inspector set out clearly why
they were seeking consent as opposed to relying
upon a warrant. They explained that the issue
focused on the fact that there was an authorised
person (the Serjeant at Arms) on premises able to
grant consent. There was a discussion with Jill Pay
concerning from where the Serjeant gets the
authority to search parts of the Commons. I recall
the detective inspector speaking on a mobile
telephone to MPS lawyers. Jill Pay then left the room
stating she would seek legal advice. Approximately
ten minutes later, the Serjeant at Arms returned
informing the room that she would have the
authority to authorise such a search. From
subsequent conversations with Jill Pay I am aware
that the advice was taken directly from the Clerk to

the House of Commons, Dr Malcolm Jack. Jill Pay
was emphatic that she would need to include the
Speaker before any arrest and search. The detective
chief inspector declined to provide the name of the
MP or the alleged oVence. The meeting then agreed
that the detective sergeant would return at 0645 on
27 November, with me, to brief Jill Pay and provide
details of the MP and of the allegation. This would
be immediately before arrest. Jill Pay stated that she
would put Mr Speaker on standby to receive a
telephone call from her at 0730. On Thursday 27
November at 0650 myself, the detective sergeant and
two further oYcers met with Jill Pay at her private
apartments within Parliament. The detective
sergeant informed her that Damian Green MP was
the Member being investigated and provided details
of the allegation. An oYcer explained the “Premises
Searched” form. Jill Pay listened and at one point
repeated the conversation of the previous day
explaining that she was consenting, as she
understood that applying for a warrant in these
circumstances was unlikely to succeed. By this I
mean that it was believed that the court would not
grant a warrant unless police could demonstrate that
they had sought the consent of the Palace of
Westminster and that this consent had been refused.
Jill Pay signed the form consenting to the search. At
no time was Jill Pay told that she had to consent or
was that inferred. Jill Pay was in control of the
meeting and we (the police) were there to brief her.
Jill Pay was informed that the arrest would be
delayed possibly until mid-morning due to dignity
and proportionality issues. The Serjeant at Arms
took notes with a view to briefing Mr Speaker by
telephone at 0730. Jill Pay informed the group that
the Speaker was leaving his apartments at 0740 to
catch a plane to Scotland. Jill Pay rehearsed her
briefing in front of the group. It was agreed that the
Serjeant at Arms would only give very brief facts and
that an oYcer would listen to her conversation. At
0730 Jill Pay rang Mr Speaker from the next-door
room. The detective sergeant stood at the door to the
room (although I could also hear the conversation).
Jill Pay told the Speaker the MP’s details, the exact
wording of the allegation, a brief context including
that it concerned a “Whitehall leak” and the fact
that she was authorising a search of his private oYce.
The call lasted less than one minute. She then
returned to the room. Jill Pay said that Mr Speaker
had asked no questions but had said that Damian
Green was a “nice man”. At about 1450 on 27
November I received a telephone call from the
detective sergeant stating that an MP and a second
person had entered Damian Green’s oYce whilst it
was being searched and filmed the scene and the
conversation. They were still there during our
conversation. I was at New Scotland Yard, but
immediately contacted the Serjeant at Arms by
mobile telephone and asked her to intervene. I
received an e-mail from Jill Pay at 1641 stating that
she had subsequently challenged the Member
concerning his actions. Jill Pay informed me that she
had formally asked him to return the tape from the
camera. The Member stated that it had already left
the estate. In support of the consent given at 0730,
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Jill Pay later confirmed her decision in a letter dated
27 November sent to the detective sergeant and
copied in to me. Chairman, that is my statement.
Chairman: Thank you very much, Mr Bateman. Sir
Alan Beith is going to begin with some questions to
you, Mr McDowall.

Q432 Sir Alan Beith: Mr McDowall, you are the
National Co-ordinator of Terrorist Investigations
with the rank of Deputy Assistant Commissioner in
the Metropolitan Police, is that correct?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: That is
correct, Sir Alan, yes.

Q433 Sir Alan Beith: Do your command
responsibilities within the Metropolitan Police
include all of the previous functions of Metropolitan
Police Special Branch?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: That is
correct. Yes, I think they are all now contained
within my command. Yes.

Q434 Sir Alan Beith: Do you find that any confusion
arises from your title and the fact that you carry out
responsibilities that have nothing to do with terrorist
investigations?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: I have
not hitherto been aware of any confusion arising as
a result of that, no, Sir.

Q435 Sir Alan Beith: But you or your oYcers will
find yourselves in situations where you describe
yourselves as from the Counter-Terrorism Branch
on matters which have nothing to do with terrorism?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: Indeed,
Sir Alan. I would expect them to explain that they
were not engaged on counter-terrorism issues.

Q436 Sir Alan Beith: The Cabinet OYce Director of
Security and Intelligence, Chris Wright, wrote to Mr
Quick on 8 October 2008 and said: “We are in no
doubt that there has been considerable damage to
national security already as a result of some of these
leaks”. That was not true, was it?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: At the
time, Sir, clearly we were not aware of how much
truth there was in that statement. It was an
invitation, I think, to investigate to establish
whether that was the case or not.

Q437 Sir Alan Beith: The fact that you were carrying
out the investigation must have been based on the
assumption that an oVence against the OYcial
Secrets Act had taken place.
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: Initially,
Sir, yes, it was felt that was the substance of the
allegation.

Q438 Sir Alan Beith: Should not the police have
withdrawn once it became clear who the perpetrator
of the leaks was and, therefore, much clearer as to
what the extent of the leaks were because did it not
then become an internal disciplinary matter for the
Home OYce?

Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: I think it
is diYcult at the outset and, indeed, as the
investigation continues quite often to ascertain
exactly where the investigation is going to take you,
where the evidence will lead you. Even at the point
when the scoping exercise had been done there still
existed the possibility that other oVences may
appear as a result of that search for evidence. When
it became clear that it looked as though oVences
against the OYcial Secrets Act were not at that time
made out we sought the advice of the Crown
Prosecution Service who informed us that, on the
face of it at least, there was the possibility that
oVences of misconduct in a public oVence were
present.

Q439 Sir Alan Beith: You used the phrase “not made
out”. That implies there was evidence to suggest that
such oVences had been committed but insuYcient
evidence to put before a court rather than that there
had been no evidence even to that point of any leak
which was damaging to national security.
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: I think,
Sir, at that point there was a total of 32 leaks which
were the subject of concern by two government
departments in particular and at that stage we were
investigating to establish whether any of those leaks
were connected and if we could ascertain who was
responsible for them. I think at least one of those
leaks potentially could fall to be considered under
the OYcial Secrets Act.

Q440 Sir Alan Beith: But this was not a leak that you
attributed to Mr Galley?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: At that
stage no, Sir.

Q441 Sir Alan Beith: At any stage?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: No, Sir.

Q442 Mr Howard: If you had not received the letter
from Mr Wright which referred to a danger to
national security, would the police have got
involved?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: It
depends on the phraseology and the potential
seriousness of the oVence. It is conceivable that we
may not have got involved. At that stage we were
being asked to investigate what appeared to be a
string of leaks that dated back over a period of time.
Our initial scoping investigation tended to take us
towards an individual who may be responsible for
four, five, maybe more, of those leaks. Clearly the
language contained in the letter gave us a view as to
how seriously this was being regarded by senior
people in government departments.

Q443 Mr Howard: But the police do not act at the
behest of government departments.
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: No, Sir.

Q444 Mr Howard: Was that description in the
original letter from Mr Wright ever challenged by
the police?
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Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: It was
not challenged by me. Whether it was challenged by
others, I do not know. I did not conduct the initial
scoping investigation. I think the language used
clearly gave an impression that there was a very
serious matter to be investigated.

Q445 Mr Howard: I wonder if you can help me on
one aspect of all this which is puzzling me. In Mr
Johnston’s report he refers to the letter from Mr
Wright, he says dated 8 September but I think we
now know it was 8 October, the original letter which
we have just been discussing.
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: I believe
that is correct, yes, Sir.

Q446 Mr Howard: He says: “In a letter dated 29
October 2008, Chris Wright wrote to DAC Cressida
Dick agreeing that a scoping exercise would be
undertaken by the MPS in the first instance” and
that the MPS would, if appropriate, do a number of
things. That implies there had been at least some
contact between Mr Wright and the MPS between 8
and 29 October.
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: Yes.

Q447 Mr Howard: Can you shed any light on that?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: I am
afraid I cannot. I would assume that contact was
between Mr Wright and now Assistant
Commissioner Cressida Dick, or her staV, with a
view to how that scoping exercise may be taken
forward.

Q448 Mr Howard: What was your responsibility in
respect of this investigation?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: Initially
the allegations were received by the Assistant
Commissioner, I believe. The then Deputy Assistant
Commissioner, Cressida Dick, was asked to conduct
a scoping exercise to try and ascertain whether it
looked as though oVences had been committed and
the seriousness potentially of those oVences. It was
later in November, I believe, that I was actually
briefed. The course of these sorts of investigations
generally is that there is a very tight inclusion list of
those who are made aware of what is actually taking
place, I think for obvious reasons, that there are
potential sensitivities attached and, therefore, the
wideness of those who are briefed tends to be
minimised. At some point, I think it was in
November, Cressida formally handed over the
responsibility for that part of the investigation from
herself to me and at that point I was then made
aware of what the investigation was all about and
where it was heading at that particular time.

Q449 Mr Howard: So at that point you assumed
overall responsibility for the investigation?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: I did,
although clearly up until that point I had not had
any idea of the scope of it or the scale of it, it was very
much a case of that was done by Cressida and then
I took over that responsibility from her.

Q450 Mr Howard: But at that point in time, did you
not ask what had happened up until then?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: Yes.

Q451 Mr Howard: Did you not ask what had
happened between the original letter from Mr
Wright and the time that you assumed
responsibility?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: I asked
where the investigation was heading and obviously I
was then briefed by the investigating oYcer as to
what was likely to take place and what had been
discovered up until that point. I was very much, as it
were, handed an investigation to continue as I then
saw fit, obviously with the agreement of my line
command as well.

Q452 Mr Howard: Did you not ask how it had
arisen?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: I was
told that it had arisen as the result of an allegation
being made by letter from Mr Wright and that then
oYcers had gone to see Mr Wright and had
negotiated the scope of the investigation. That was
what I was made aware of, Sir.

Q453 Mr Howard: I just want to make sure I have
understood that properly. OYcers had gone to see
Mr Wright and had negotiated the scope of the
investigation?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: They
had agreed that there would appear to be on the face
of what they were told some validity in the allegation
and the MPS was to conduct an investigation and
that it would look to, I think, narrow the focus of the
investigation from the 32 in the initial number to a
number that could be concentrated on for the
eVectiveness of the investigation.

Q454 Mr Howard: Do you think it is appropriate for
the Metropolitan Police Service to negotiate with the
Government the scope of an investigation?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: I think it
is correct for the Metropolitan Police Service to
indicate the scale of resource and the scope of a
particular investigation which is realistic in all the
circumstances.

Q455 Mr Howard: Would the Metropolitan Police
do that to any other victim of crime?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: The
Metropolitan Police Service will always seek to
follow the evidence.

Q456 Mr Howard: Exactly. What I would have
expected in these circumstances was that once the
evidence had been provided, the Metropolitan
Police Service would then have decided what was
appropriate, not negotiated what was appropriate
with a government oYcial.
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: Perhaps
I have not made myself entirely clear, Sir. The nature
of the way in which we conducted this investigation
was to look at what looked as though would provide
us the most investigative benefit, if you like. We
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started out with a rather wider field of some 32
allegations over a period of years. It would appear
from that scoping that there were four or five that
looked to be the most obvious points to go and
investigate further. I am not saying that if further
evidence had not been available or had been
adduced in the course of that investigation then
clearly we would have followed that as well but, as I
am sure you will appreciate, there has to be a start
point in any investigation.

Q457 Mr Howard: I do not think that is my point,
Mr McDowall. The start point—correct me if I am
wrong—was Mr Wright’s letter and the number of
leaks which the police were told about. Would not
the appropriate course of action then have been for
the police to follow the evidence? That is right, is it
not?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: That is
correct, Sir, yes.

Q458 Mr Howard: Rather than to hold discussions
with a government civil servant and, to use your
original term, negotiate with him the scope of the
investigation and then receive a letter from him
agreeing that a scoping exercise would be
undertaken and detailing the actions which the
Metropolitan Police Service would then take. I am
suggesting to you that it is wholly improper for the
Metropolitan Police Service to act in that way in
respect of an investigation.
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: I do not
think that “negotiate” is perhaps the best word.
Certainly we discussed where we would start the
investigation and I think that was the point at which
we narrowed it to say, “This is the point to break into
this particular series of leaks”. I do not for a minute
suggest that if evidence had then been obtained that
took us elsewhere that we would not have gone
there. It is our common practice to follow the
evidence as it unfolds before us, Sir.

Q459 Mr Howard: Whose decision was it to discuss
with Mr Wright the scope of the inquiry?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: That I
do not know, Sir.

Q460 Mr Howard: Do you know where we can find
the answer to that question?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: I would
imagine either Assistant Commissioner Quick or
Assistant Commissioner Cressida Dick.

Q461 Chairman: The discussions which took place
about the number of leaks, they resulted in—putting
it shortly—a reduction in the number of leaks that
were to be followed through. Is that right?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: That is
correct, Sir, yes.

Q462 Chairman: Would it be reasonable to assume
that in the course of such discussions there might be
some reference not only to the number of leaks but
to the quality of the leaks?

Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: Yes, I
would assume so.

Q463 Chairman: If the quality of the leaks were
revealed to be not against the state security, or
something of that kind, that would immediately,
would it not, in the minds of the police oYcers have
downgraded what they thought they were being
asked to investigate?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: It may
have done, Sir, I simply do not know. What I do
know, as I have just said, is that we would follow the
evidence and there needed to be a start point to the
investigation and this was arrived at as the most
sensible way of starting because it appeared that
there was a pattern of sorts there.

Q464 Sir Alan Beith: What level of classification of
document would you have to have been satisfied had
been leaked in order decide that an oVence under the
OYcial Secrets Act might have taken place?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: “Secret”
level documents.

Q465 Sir Alan Beith: At the stage when you came
into the inquiry, were you given any evidence of
“secret” documents which might have come from
this source having been leaked?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: There
was, I believe, one “secret” document that fell into
the broader number of leaks. Others were at
“restricted” level.

Q466 Sir Alan Beith: So the only conversation to be
had with Mr Wright, if “conversation” is the right
word, or even “negotiation”, was to say “There is
only one document about which it would be
appropriate for us to be involved in the inquiry. The
rest of this is a matter for you and your internal
security.”
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: That is
potentially the case, albeit that some oVences of
misconduct in a public oYce are routinely
investigated by police as well.

Q467 Sir Alan Beith: But not by Special Branch?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: We have
had one instance where we investigated an oVence of
that nature, yes.

Q468 Chairman: I do not think you were present at
the meeting of 22 October but at that meeting, which
was a consultation with the CPS, the possibility of
misconduct in a public oYce was raised. Do you
understand that to have been raised by the CPS?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: That is
my understanding, yes.

Q469 Chairman: How frequently in your
professional career have you come across
circumstances of which the suggestion has been
made that an appropriate charge might be
misconduct in a public oYce?
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Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: I recall
one investigation in the last couple of years where
that was the case.

Q470 Mr Howard: Did you have in mind when
considering a possible oVence of misconduct in
public oYce the Attorney General’s reference 3/203,
which is referred to in the Johnston Report?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: At that
stage, no, sir.

Q471 Mr Howard: Is that not critical to any decision
where there is any potential oVence of misconduct in
a public oYce?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: It is, and
I think that was part of the advice that the CPS
furnished. At that stage they were not able to say
whether that threshold would be met or not.

Q472 Mr Howard: According to that reference, the
threshold is a high one, requiring conduct so far
below acceptable standards as to amount to an
abuse of public trust in the oYce holder.
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: Yes, sir.

Q473 Mr Howard: Should not that high threshold be
uppermost in the mind of any senior police oYcer
contemplating the possibility of conducting an
investigation into misconduct in a public oYce?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: Indeed,
sir, but it is also the case that until you reach the end
of that investigative eVort, you cannot be sure
whether you have obtained that threshold or not.

Q474 Chairman: The impression I have formed—
and please correct me if I am wrong—is that, having
fallen at the hurdle of the OYcial Secrets Act, there
was a certain amount of scrambling going on to see
“Is there anything else that we can possibly use to
deal with this matter.” Is that right?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: No, sir,
I would not agree with that description.

Q475 Chairman: I know you were not at the meeting
and therefore you are obviously operating on the
basis of what you understand of the meeting.
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: Yes, sir.

Q476 Chairman: It is not an unreasonable
observation, is it? “The OYcial Secrets Act is not
involved here. What on earth can we think of as an
alternative?” and up comes misconduct in a public
oYce, which has the very high threshold which Mr
Howard has just indicated.
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: As you
say, sir, I cannot say for certain because I was not
there but it was a discussion that clearly other
oVences may have been committed. I do not think I
would describe it as a scramble to find other
oVences. That is not the usual way in which we
operate with the Crown Prosecution Service. I think
other oVences were identified and then it was a
matter of whether there would be evidence available
for those or not.

Q477 Chairman: So far as we know, there was
nothing else identified other than misconduct in a
public oYce, which I think you agree with Mr
Howard has a necessarily high threshold.
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: Yes.

Q478 Sir Alan Beith: A couple of matters relating to
the arrest of Mr Green: the Gold Group meetings for
Wednesday 26 November indicate that the decision
to arrest Mr Green was on the basis that the police
had a duty to act without fear or favour. I am sure
that is right, but that cuts both ways, does it not? If
the police are asked to stretch their powers to the
limit by government and to use procedures which at
the best interpretation could only have been applied
to one document, which did not in the end turn out
to have been involved in this case, then fear of the
government and fear of the executive could be
attributed by critics to the way the police conducted
themselves; in other words, they have to watch two
dangers, not just one.
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall:
Absolutely, sir. I think it is important to make the
point also that the eVect of the series of leaks was
something else, I think, that was very much in the
view of those who were making the allegation in the
first place; in other words, that the eVective conduct
of government was being undermined. That is a
subjective view and not one which we, the police, can
actually form a view upon, because we simply have
no experience of conducting eVective government.
Nonetheless, in terms of acting without fear or
favour, we always, as far as we are able—and
hindsight, of course, is a marvellous tool—try to
apply that test where we can.

Q479 Mr Howard: There is no criminal oVence, is
there, of impeding the eVective business of
government?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: No, sir,
there is not but, again, misconduct in a public oYce
still carries a term of imprisonment of life. It is still
a common law oVence of some potential severity but
I agree with you, there is no oVence as you suggest.

Q480 Mr Howard: There is a big diVerence, is there
not, between misconduct in a public oYce on the one
hand, which is a common law oVence, and impeding
the eVective conduct of government on the other
hand, which is not any kind of oVence?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall:
Absolutely.
Chairman: Some would say the role of Her Majesty’s
Opposition!
Mr Howard: Indeed.

Q481 Sir Alan Beith: I may have misunderstood you
but I took you to be saying that the Government was
very exercised about the impediment to its conduct
of business of suVering a lot of leaks but that that
was not your problem, not one in which you should
be engaged. The question for you was whether
oVences, either against the OYcial Secrets Act or
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because of the choice that had been made of
misconduct in a public oYce, had been committed,
and only those questions.
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: Yes.

Q482 Sir Alan Beith: If I can just turn to the arrest
itself, the Johnston Report makes clear that the
conditions set by PACE as amended by the Serious
Organised Crime and Police Act of 2005 are quite
stringent that there are necessity reasons which have
to support an arrest to allow prompt and eVective
investigation of the oVence or the conduct of the
person in question, and I draw the inference that
these necessity reasons might include a need to stop
material being destroyed or a witness becoming
unavailable. However, none of these conditions
applied, did they, because Mr Galley had been
arrested and released on bail a week earlier? So if Mr
Green had any motive to destroy evidence or
anything of that kind, he had already had ample
opportunity to do so. Why was it necessary to arrest
him rather than invite him for interview?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: It is our
experience that, even when people have a great deal
of notice that they may or may not be arrested—and
I understand Mr Green may have said he was not
expecting to be arrested—either they are unaware of
where evidence exists or, if they have not particularly
gone and looked to try and remove it or destroy it or
make it unavailable, it is quite often the case that
people leave all sorts of things around.

Q483 Sir Alan Beith: So there was not a problem,
because if he did not know where it was, he was not
going to destroy it, was he?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: I think it
comes to whether it is reasonable to suppose that
there may be an eVort or not on his part to destroy
or remove evidence but the point I am making is that
that absence of time, that gap in time, does not
necessarily have the impact that you may think it
does. That is what experience will tell us.

Q484 Sir Alan Beith: You had had a week, so
whether you were aiming to arrest him at nine
o’clock in the morning or he appeared voluntarily at
the police station in response to your invitation at
two o’clock in the afternoon, for example, was
immaterial, was it not?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: Sorry, I
am not sure I fully understand.

Q485 Sir Alan Beith: You did not need to arrest him
because there was not a time pressure. It was a
reasonable assumption that, if you asked him, he
would come to the police station to talk to you at a
mutually convenient time.
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: Unless
you actually exercise that power of arrest, you never
know when a person may or may not agree to
actually come and speak to you.

Q486 Sir Alan Beith: Then when you did try to arrest
him, you did not tell the Kent Police, and Mr Green
alleges you went to the wrong house. Is that so?

Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: No, it is
not so. The search for the address in Kent was
narrowed by the investigators down to two premises
that were adjacent. It was a deliberate decision not to
go to Kent Police, again, for the reasons that I have
already outlined, that in these sorts of investigations,
where there are sensitivities, the inclusion of people
is kept to an absolute minimum. What we did know
was that there were two driveways which were very
close by. We knew that one of those houses would be
the address of Mr Green. Rather than pursue that
inquiry, and open up knowledge of this case, it was
decided to just take a rather more softly-softly
approach, if I can put it that way.

Q487 Sir Alan Beith: You did not trust the Kent
Police to deal with an inquiry as to which was Mr
Green’s house and driveway without alerting him
that his arrest was imminent?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: No, I am
not saying we did not trust the Kent Police. I am
saying that experience has shown over the years that
when you expand the knowledge of certain cases
beyond the “need-to-know” basis, if I can put it that
way, quite often that information is compromised or
people take an interest and that becomes an
unhealthy interest. So it was decided, in order to do
this in as low a key way as possible—

Q488 Ann CoVey: That is in criminal cases. This is
an MP we are talking about, not a criminal.
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: Yes, and
it is very much his interests that at that point we were
trying to protect.

Q489 Sir Alan Beith: He would almost certainly have
responded to an invitation from you to come in for
interview, would he not?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: We did
not know that.

Q490 Sir Alan Beith: So you believed it quite likely
that he would evade a police interview by some
means or other?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: No, of
course not.

Q491 Ann CoVey: Abscond, leave the country?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: Of
course not, but the timing of that interview would
have been out of our particular gift.

Q492 Mr Howard: Mr McDowall, does this mean
that you disagree with the conclusion reached by the
Johnston Report, which says very clearly that the
Metropolitan Police’s operational aims could have
been achieved by the use of less intrusive methods,
such as inviting Mr Green to attend a police station
for arrest and interview accompanied by his legal
representative?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: I think
that is not a conclusion that I disagree with. I think
that the report as written was certainly written at a
time when the investigation had not been
concluded—in fact, was nowhere near its
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conclusion—and, as I understand it, the oYcers who
were involved in the investigation were not spoken
to. So I would not say that I disagree with that
assessment and, with hindsight, clearly perhaps
would have done things in a diVerent manner.

Q493 Sir Alan Beith: You just did disagree with it.
You just told us that the Metropolitan Police had to
act in a particular way because you could not be
certain how Mr Green would behave.
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: We
certainly felt that the arrest was an appropriate way
to ensure that we could secure evidence if it was
available.

Q494 Mr Howard: Do you now accept that it was
disproportionate?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: Yes, I
think with the benefit of all the discussion that has
gone on, I would probably do lots of things
diVerently. I think some of the suggestions around a
protocol for the way in which we might investigate
these things in future is a very sensible way of
approaching things. There are certain other things in
the course of an investigation that I would not
change, but yes, of course, I would be open to
consider any change that appeared to be rational
and sensible.

Q495 Chairman: I am intrigued by the notion that it
was diYcult to work out which was Mr Green’s
house. There must be many sources of
information—the Electoral Register, for example, or
you could have rung up the local authority. It is often
a bone of contention in the House of Commons that
there are so many sources of information about
individuals, and in particular about MPs. How was
it that one of these obvious sources was not tapped
into in order to be sure that you got the right house?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: I think,
sir, that the obvious sources would have been tapped
into. As I stated a few moments ago, the anxiety was
to preclude the widening of knowledge in relation to
the investigation, so I think at the point that they
had narrowed it down to a certain two dwellings in
what I understand to be a relatively rural area, they
felt that was good enough for their purposes in the
morning, and that would preclude them from having
to ring others or go to other agencies or whatever
it was.

Q496 Chairman: Mr Bateman, you have been very
patient. Have you been in your present position since
before what we call the Tebbit reforms? How long
have you held your present post?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: Since November
2007.

Q497 Chairman: That is after Tebbit—is that right?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: Yes.

Q498 Chairman: So you have no direct knowledge of
the relationship between your predecessor in oYce
and the previous Serjeant at Arms. You do not know
how that worked.

Chief Superintendent Bateman: That is correct.

Q499 Chairman: Can I ask you this: perhaps you
could describe for us in operational terms what your
relationship is with the current Serjeant at Arms
based upon the Tebbit reforms which preceded your
taking up your present post.
Chief Superintendent Bateman: It is close. I have
three access points to Parliament. I have Black Rod,
I have the Serjeant at Arms and I have the
Parliamentary Security Co-ordinator. On a daily
basis I will talk with the Serjeant at Arms and
Black Rod.

Q500 Chairman: Is that by regular arrangement or is
it ad hoc, as and when issues arise?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: Both, Chair. You are
in quite a complex working environment and there
are an awful lot of events or incidents to deal with.
Probably two or three times a day it is not unusual
for me to talk to the Serjeant at Arms or indeed
Black Rod. Formally, I meet on a weekly basis, so
with the Serjeant at Arms and her deputy I meet on
a Thursday morning, and again, the same with Black
Rod on a Monday, where I am formally held to
account about what is going on and what is going to
happen. Finally, through one of your parliamentary
committees, bi-monthly, I go and input and am
asked questions from the parliamentary side. So
there is a number of levels that I attend to.

Q501 Chairman: Who holds the post of
Parliamentary Security Co-ordinator at the
moment?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: It is a member of the
Security Services, sir.

Q502 Chairman: I see. So eVectively, you may talk to
the Serjeant at Arms two or three times a day but you
meet her once a week on a formal basis?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: That is correct,
although again, on various committees across the
House I will see Jill Pay two or three times at other
meetings as well, and I have a very eVective
relationship with her.

Q503 Chairman: That, no doubt, is a relationship
based on confidentiality.
Chief Superintendent Bateman: And trust, sir, yes.

Q504 Chairman: What I am surprised about is the
fact that Mr Green’s name had to be wreathed in
mystery right up until the very last minute. Why was
it that you were not informed of that, since you are
the senior police representative on the
parliamentary estate?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: Following it through
from the beginning, sir, which is from 20 November,
when I had a first meeting with the investigating
oYcers, it is quite normal that they will disclose
certain things to me that I can disclose, and I think
it protects a lot of parties. I was asked to go and
speak to the Serjeant at Arms and ask the question
around search. So “Serjeant at Arms, would you give
the authority to consent to search?” It was not until,
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I think, the Wednesday afterwards, when I myself
was informed of the name of the Member and the
party. I do not think that is unreasonable. I did not
need to know it at that stage. It could well be the CPS
may have come back and said no further action
would be taken at that stage. I was not close enough
to the investigation, in which case it would have
been, I suppose unhelpful to share that with the
Serjeant at Arms when on the Wednesday I may be
saying to her, “Well, actually, nothing is going to
happen.”

Q505 Chairman: But if the relationship is as close as
you describe, that could have happened without any
prejudice to the relationship, could it not?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: It could have done,
sir, and I do share a lot of things with the Serjeant at
Arms, appropriate things, but in this case I had an
investigation. It is their investigation, not mine. My
role is to facilitate the relationship between the
Police Service where possible and the oYcials of the
House, and I was unable—I think probably rightly
unable—to share that information with Jill Pay. At
the most appropriate time, which was on the
Wednesday . . . Sorry, on the Wednesday the police
oYcers came and explained more, and on the
Thursday morning we disclosed the name of the
Member, the party and the oVence.

Q506 Chairman: I do not want to get into the 2
December conversation for the moment, but did you
conceive of yourself as having, as it were, a dual
responsibility, first of all to your line manager,
whoever that is—who is your line manager, by the
way?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: Commander
Michael Wood, who is, again, part of the Special
Operations.

Q507 Chairman: And also to the House of
Commons?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: I do. I have not ever
found a time where that relationship has changed.
Indeed, it is interesting a previous witness here I do
not think questioned my loyalty or duty but made
mention of it.

Q508 Chairman: Yes, he did. That is why I am
putting the point, so you can have a chance to
respond.
Chief Superintendent Bateman: Had the
metropolitan Police on the Thursday morning, on
the 27th, turned up at Parliament with a warrant for
the Member’s oYce, I would fully expect oYcials to
say to me, “Mr Bateman, why is this the first time we
are being told?” I went to the Serjeant at Arms a
week beforehand and did what I would say is my
duty, which is bringing the House and police
together to work it through. I have a lot of other
examples, whether it is expenses or lots of other
issues, on which I have brought the two together,
and that is my role.

Q509 Ann CoVey: Going to the meeting on 2
December, Malcolm Jack, Lord Martin, Angus
Sinclair and Michael Carpenter all said that they
felt, although they used diVerent language, you put
pressure on the Serjeant to consent to the search of
Damian Green’s oYce. Why do you think they were
saying that?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: First of all, it is
grossly unfair.

Q510 Ann CoVey: Why do you think they were
saying it? Why were four people saying that, not one,
not two, not three but four people?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: Just following the
evidence given to the Committee, I have not yet
heard why they think that. I have given no reason for
them to think that. From the beginning, my first
conversation with the Serjeant at Arms was saying,
“This is the situation. Will you please ask the people
you work with and come back to us with how you
want to go ahead.” So I have gone to the House right
from the beginning, been very open—as open as I
could be, should I say—and Jill Pay has come back
to me. At no stage, and it is not my role to influence
or coerce Jill into doing anything.

Q511 Ann CoVey: I think the point was, and it has
been referred to before, and you say it yourself in
your own memorandum, “I do not recall advising
Jill Pay that she did not have to consent.” I think
some of the concern about it is that she was not told
that she did not have to consent, and clearly, you
cannot recall telling her she did not have to consent.
Chief Superintendent Bateman: No, I am sure I did
not. At no stage did I say to Jill Pay “You do not
have to consent.”

Q512 Ann CoVey: Do you not think, in your
relationship with her, in your dual responsibility, and
in order to keep the delicate balance of that
relationship, you should have, as a Metropolitan
Police OYcer, with your duty to the House,
informed her very clearly that she did not have to
consent? This is the basis of the diYculty here.
Chief Superintendent Bateman: I think she would
probably have thought I was patronising her. If I
said to Jill Pay, after all the conversations we have
had—we had had a conversation where I had
explained why I was seeking consent, I had had a
conversation explaining that “This isn’t a problem.
We will get a warrant. If you don’t consent, we can
get a warrant”—I think she would have thought I
was . . . If I then said, “Jill, do you understand what
the word ‘consent’ means?” I think she would have
looked at me—

Q513 Ann CoVey: Excuse me. It is not a question of
her not understanding what the word “consent”
meant. It was a question of her understanding that
she did not have to give consent and that indeed, you
would go and apply for a warrant. It is nothing to do
with patronising her. It is simply informing her of the
facts, which clearly you did not do, as you just said,
for whatever reason.
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Chief Superintendent Bateman: My understanding—
perhaps I am not being very clear—is that Jill Pay
fully knew; she knew that she did not have to
consent. Every conversation we had led me to
believe that.

Q514 Ann CoVey: Led you to believe it but you did
not at any stage tell her that she did not have to
consent.
Chief Superintendent Bateman: At no stage did I
say, no.

Q515 Ann CoVey: So it could have been based on a
misunderstanding on her part, that because you did
not have the conversation, that was not clarified.
Chief Superintendent Bateman: Everything Jill Pay
said to me in a series of conversations over the seven
days led me to believe that she knew what consent
meant.

Q516 Ann CoVey: You did not explicitly have that
conversation, did you?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: At no time did I say
to Jill Pay that she did not have to consent, no.

Q517 Chairman: It is not just understanding, Mr
Bateman, is it? If we look back at paragraph 10, you
say “My presumption was, knowing the alternative,
she knew she didn’t have to consent.” Now, there is
a diVerence in meaning, is there not, between
understanding and presumption?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: I think, sir, it is 11
months ago and, as I have followed the evidence, I
have tried very hard to think back as to what were
those conversations and what was said, but I had a
series of conversations, as I say, with the Serjeant at
Arms that led me to believe—it is a presumption, sir,
and I cannot give direct verbal evidence from the
Serjeant at Arms to say exactly why I formed that
assumption, but I was certainly left with a very
strong assumption that Jill Pay was aware of the
meaning of consent, although at no stage did I say to
Jill Pay “You don’t have to consent.”

Q518 Mr Howard: Mr Bateman, it is not merely, is
it, a question of your duty to the Serjeant or your
duty to the House; it is your duty under the law? The
PACE Code says as clearly as it possibly could that
the person concerned must be clearly informed they
are not obliged to consent and that anything seized
may be produced in evidence. That is what PACE
requires, is it not?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: It is, sir.

Q519 Mr Howard: And you did not fulfil that
requirement.
Chief Superintendent Bateman: I did not. I did not. I
am not the investigating oYcer but I did not, no.

Q520 Mr Howard: You were the person to whom the
investigating oYcer had delegated the responsibility
of obtaining consent for the search.
Chief Superintendent Bateman: Not quite, sir. My
role is to bring people together and on the
Wednesday afternoon I did just that, so the

investigating oYcers, the Detective Chief Inspector
and the Inspector, came together with Jill Pay and
they then had that conversation more formally
about consent, and indeed, on the Thursday
morning all the conversations around consent and
the signing of the register were done not by me but
by the investigating team.

Q521 Chairman: Were you in the room at the time?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: I was, sir.

Q522 Mr Howard: So are you suggesting that it was
the duty of someone else to have given the clear
information that PACE requires?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: I am not abrogating
responsibility. I did not do that. Normally, it would
be the investigating oYcer who would do it, sir, not,
I suppose, the person that brings them together, but
certainly I did not do it.

Q523 Mr Howard: Are you suggesting that it was
someone else? We are looking at PACE. There is no
dispute at all that the warning that PACE requires
was not given.
Chief Superintendent Bateman: It certainly was not
given by me, sir.

Q524 Mr Howard: Well, I do not think there is any
suggestion that it was given by anybody else. As the
Chairman has just put to you, you were present at
the other meetings; you do not recollect it being
given by anybody else, do you?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: I do not, sir.

Q525 Mr Howard: So we can assume, I think, no-one
else has suggested that they gave this warning and
my question to you is, if you do not think it was your
responsibility under the provisions of PACE to give
the warning, whose responsibility do you think it
was?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: It would normally be
given by the oYcer investigating.

Q526 Mr Howard: But whose responsibility was it in
this case?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: These are new
circumstances. These are unique circumstances. I
would suggest it would be the investigating oYcer—
and they were there; the investigating oYcers were
there with me, both the day before and on the
morning.

Q527 Mr Howard: Did you then say to the
investigating oYcer, having regard to your
responsibility to parliament, “Hang on a minute.
You have not given the Serjeant the warning that the
law requires”?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: Mr Howard, I did
not, and I regret that, but I did not, no.

Q528 Mr Howard: Expanding also on the earlier
questions that Ms CoVey put to you in relation to the
basis of the conversation which suggested not that
you coerced the Serjeant but that, not to mince
words, you tricked the Serjeant—that is the
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allegation that is made—it is true, is it not, that in all
your conversations with the Serjeant leading up to
the search, you emphasised the confidentiality of the
conversation you were having with her?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: Undoubtedly—and
I was trying, again, to think about this the other
day—I did. I certainly had a number of
conversations with Jill Pay where certain issues were
confidential. I cannot remember the words used.
What I would say is that my relationship with Jill
Pay is not exclusive. I know that anything I discuss
with the Serjeant at Arms, as with Black Rod, is
never going to be a personal thing between me and
them. It is always likely that matters will go to either
the Speaker or the Lord Speaker. My relationship
with the Serjeant at Arms and Black Rod, as I say, is
that I know whenever I give them information, it
could always go elsewhere. I know that.

Q529 Mr Howard: But if you know that, if you know
that in the normal course of business anything you
say to the Serjeant is likely to be shared with the
Speaker or with Black Rod, but you say to the
Serjeant at Arms, “Now, what I am about to tell you
is confidential,” is she not then likely to form the
impression that what you mean is that she should
not share that information with Black Rod or the
Speaker or the Clerk or any of the other oYcers of
the House?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: As I said, Mr
Howard, I cannot recall exactly what I said was
confidential. What I know was not confidential or
what I knew that Jill Pay was seeking advice about
was whether she could authorise consent to search,
and that was not confidential; that was something I
knew she would have to go and ask someone about.
But I do not recall the words used or exactly what it
was that I asked Jill not to disclose, because I did not
tell Jill Pay very much until later in the week.

Q530 Chairman: Did you tell her that it was the
Counter-Terrorism Unit that was investigating?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: I did, sir.

Q531 Chairman: So she had two pieces of
information: one, it was confidential; the other, it
was counter-terrorism, putting the matter loosely—
is that correct?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: Yes, sir, but she did
not have the Member or the party or the details of
the oVence. Jill Pay did know that it was not a
terrorist-related matter. She knew it was the
Counter-Terrorist team but certainly she also knew
that it was not a terrorist-related matter.

Q532 Chairman: Had you explained that distinction
to her?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: Yes, I had, and I
think it is in my memorandum that I had explained.
Sir, whether it was on the initial meeting or later on
I do not know but it certainly was a conversation I
had.

Q533 Ann CoVey: Jill Pay obviously had a diVerent
understanding of confidentiality than you had
because she regarded that the information you gave
her was so confidential that even Malcolm Jack was
not aware of it. In fact, the first time he realised the
oYces were searched was when he saw it on Sky
News. It is diYcult to understand how this
relationship operates when she believes that it is
confidential, you work on the basis that it is not—
how does that work?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: I do not quite
understand. I share confidences with Jill Pay and
Black Rod on a day-to-day basis and it works very
well.

Q534 Ann CoVey: I am talking about the diVerent
understanding of the term “confidentiality” between
you. You do not share the same understanding as Jill
Pay does of confidentiality. Clearly, you do not,
because your whole premise is that she must have
consulted other people about what was happening,
and that was the premise upon which you had
discussions with her, whereas in fact it is clear that
she was not taking advice from other people because
she regarded the conversations that she was having
with you as confidential. It seems a very diYcult
state of aVairs.
Chief Superintendent Bateman: I think clearly the
Serjeant at Arms would explain that as she wants to
explain it. My understanding was, from my first
meeting, the very reason I went to see the Serjeant at
Arms was to ask her the question could she give
consent. Jill Pay—and I have worked with her now
for two years—is incredibly dedicated and she will
always, from my knowledge, seek advice, and good
advice. My understanding of this incident was, I left
the room with a provisional “yes” but a very clear
steer: “That is provisional. I am going to seek
advice.” That is where I get the indication that she
was going to seek advice, and I was not surprised
because that is how she works.

Q535 Chairman: She must have trusted you very
considerably because she conducted a conversation
with the Speaker, allowing you and colleagues to
listen to it.
Chief Superintendent Bateman: We were actually
close enough. Albeit she was in a separate room, we
could hear.

Q536 Chairman: One of your colleagues stood by the
door, but the conversation was conducted in
suYcient terms that everyone in the room could
hear—is that right?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: That is true, sir.

Q537 Ann CoVey: Did the Speaker know?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: I do not know. I
would be surprised if the Speaker did know. Again, it
is 11 months ago. I do not recall the Serjeant at Arms
mentioning it on the telephone.

Q538 Mr Howard: Did you tell the Serjeant that you
wanted to listen in to the conversation with the
Speaker?
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Chief Superintendent Bateman: I think that probably
was . . . Again, I cannot remember the words used
but we disclosed a certain amount of information to
the Serjeant at Arms, and although it is not in my
memorandum, I think it was as much the oYcer
being there for the Serjeant at Arms in case there
were any questions from the Speaker as it was
listening to the words used. So I think it was as much
to support the Serjeant at Arms for questions as for
any other reason.

Q539 Chairman: Do you have any recollection
whether in the course of the one side of that
conversation you heard the Serjeant at Arms say
anything about a warrant or consent?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: No, and if I can just
return to my memorandum, clearly, the words have
become more important as I have been listening to
the evidence, because she specifically said . . . She
definitely said that she was authorising a search of a
private oYce. This note was made probably about a
week after the incident and she definitely said that
she was authorising a search, and there was no
mention by the Serjeant at Arms of a warrant at
that stage.

Q540 Ann CoVey: The Speaker when he came to talk
to us was quite clear that he believed there must have
been a warrant for such a search to occur.
Chief Superintendent Bateman: I do not know where
that could have come from because, having been
part of listening to the conversation with the
Serjeant at Arms, I do not understand where that
came from.

Q541 Ann CoVey: Because he just assumed that
nobody would search a Member of Parliament’s
oYce without a warrant. That was his assumption.
Chief Superintendent Bateman: I cannot have a view
on that because I was listening to one part of the
conversation. Jill Pay had consented, there is
documentary evidence to show that she consented,
and again, in the meeting she was very much—and
this is very much Jill—in control. In fact, every time
the police had an audience with Jill during that week,
or the two times, she was very much in control of
that meeting.

Q542 Chairman: Is that so? This is one individual
representing the whole of the House of Commons in
an unusual set of circumstances with three senior
oYcers of police. You say she was in control of the
meeting in those circumstances?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: She is a formidable
lady, sir.

Q543 Chairman: I do not doubt that for one
moment.
Chief Superintendent Bateman: She is incredibly
professional. I took the oYcers into her
environment. She was very much in control. She was
very forensic about the questions she asked us and
we were left, quite rightly, in no . . . We knew that Jill
Pay was in charge of that meeting, and she asked
some very searching questions. I understand what

you are saying sir, but no, Jill Pay was in control, and
certainly in her own apartments on the Thursday
morning, again, very much in control, sir.

Q544 Chairman: In your view, she could not be
intimidated by these meetings?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: Clearly, it is a
question for Jill Pay. She did not appear intimidated
in any form, sir.

Q545 Ann CoVey: She did not ask questions about
not having a warrant or why you were asking her to
consent to a search and not applying for a warrant?
How much discussion went on about that?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: A lot of discussion.
When I introduced the police oYcers to Jill Pay on
the Wednesday afternoon, that was the discussion,
because the police oYcers needed best evidence.
There was no way the police oYcers would risk
losing the evidence because they had gone down the
wrong route of not getting a warrant, so it was very
important to the police oYcers to ensure that they
had got proper consent and that Jill Pay had the
right to give consent.

Q546 Ann CoVey: That is one area of discussion,
clearly, because it shows in your memorandum that
a lot of trouble went to confirm that she had . . .
Chief Superintendent Bateman: Yes.

Q547 Ann CoVey: I was not talking so much about
that. I was talking about discussion about why you
were going down the consent route rather than the
application for a warrant.
Chief Superintendent Bateman: I think perhaps
because I had already had those conversations with
the Serjeant at Arms before the Wednesday and
rehearsed that with the oYcers in the case. I do not
recall that being too much of a conversation on the
Wednesday, no, because in some ways those were
already cul-de-sacs that had been cut oV.

Q548 Ann CoVey: There was no discussion about
applying for a warrant at all?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: Looking at my
memorandum, the oYcers re-explained to the
Serjeant at Arms why they could not seek a warrant,
because a magistrate or a judge would not give us a
warrant because clearly they believed Parliament
would surely agree.

Q549 Ann CoVey: Then we come back to the bit that
was missing, in which she could have refused. If she
had refused consent, then you could have gone for a
warrant. That is the bit that is missing, is it not? She
did not have it spelled out to her.
Chief Superintendent Bateman: You are correct. At
no time did I or in my presence any other oYcer
explain to Jill Pay, “Serjeant at Arms, you do not
need to consent.” It was my understanding from my
many conversations with Jill Pay during the week
that she understood that.
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Q550 Mr Howard: If she had not consented, you or
the investigating oYcer would have had to justify to
a district judge the need for a warrant.
Chief Superintendent Bateman: Yes, and we would
have asked for a letter from the Serjeant at Arms and
taken the letter with us, and I think it is probably
more a question for Mr McDowall on the
investigation, but normally we would then go to the
magistrate or the judge, show the letter from the
House of Commons and then act accordingly.

Q551 Ann CoVey: Did she know that you would
require from her a letter if she refused consent?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: It is not a discussion
I had with Jill Pay.

Q552 Ann CoVey: It is not a discussion you had?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: No.

Q553 Mr Howard: The meeting which you have just
been asked about extensively, Mr Bateman, was an
important meeting, was it not?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: There was a meeting
on the Wednesday afternoon, sir, and there was a
meeting again on the Thursday morning.

Q554 Mr Howard: Both of them, come to that, were
important meetings.
Chief Superintendent Bateman: I think they were
very significant, and we knew they were significant at
the time.

Q555 Mr Howard: Why did you wait a week before
writing up your notes of what were, as you have just
told us, very significant meetings?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: With hindsight, I
wish I had written them earlier. I wrote a timeline
about four or five days later. I was aware that Sir Ian
Johnston had been invited to look at the
circumstances and my initial timeline was for the
benefit of his inquiry, to show from my view where
we were. Again, because I was the intermediary, the
person bringing together, I would not normally write
a note because normally I withdraw. So it is unusual
for me to remain close to the circumstances, but with
hindsight, sir, yes, I wish I had written a note sooner.

Q556 Chairman: If I can just come back to a point
about which Mr Howard asked some searching
questions, you agree with me that, as the
memorandum says, you proceeded on a
presumption in relation to the level of knowledge of
the Serjeant at Arms?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: That is correct, sir.

Q557 Chairman: There is nothing in PACE, or
indeed the Code attached to it, which suggests that
a presumption can be regarded as equivalent to an
express indication that the individual need not
consent.
Chief Superintendent Bateman: I have followed the
evidence, I have gone back to the Codes of Practice,
and I believe you are right, sir. It is a considerable
time since I have used the Codes because I have not
had an operational role.

Q558 Chairman: I understand that.
Chief Superintendent Bateman: Like other senior
colleagues, we have gone back, and Mr Howard is
correct.

Q559 Ann CoVey: It was easier for you, was it not, to
get consent from the Serjeant rather than apply for a
warrant to search a Member of Parliament’s oYce in
the House of Commons?
Chief Superintendent Bateman: I think that is
probably a question for the investigation. That is not
my area.

Q560 Chairman: Mr McDowall?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: I do not
believe it would have been necessarily easier. It is a
very clear process to undertake and it could be a
matter of consent for a magistrate to either provide
the warrant or not. It is diVerent, clearly, but I am
not sure it is necessarily any easier.

Q561 Ann CoVey: It is a more diYcult process. You
have to apply for a warrant, you have to go to court,
you have to get a hearing. That is much more
complex than somebody signing a consent to search
an oYce, is it not?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: It is
actually a practice that we are very familiar with and
well versed in. Actually, probably the harder thing
was working with a scenario that we had not
encountered to our experience.

Q562 Ann CoVey: Sorry, I do not quite understand
what you are saying.
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: Sorry,
ma”am. What I am saying is that actually, we are
quite used to going to court and getting warrants.

Q563 Ann CoVey: I am not disputing that you are
used to going but this is a very particular
circumstance for a warrant because it involves going
to court to ask to search a private oYce in the
parliamentary estate of a Member of Parliament. It
is not the usual run of applications for warrants, is
it? You might not have known what the view would
have been of that application as it is so unusual. In
the context of that, it is much simpler to get a
consent, is it not?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: The
information laid before the magistrate to acquire the
warrant we would have hoped would have been
suYcient to merit the signing of the warrant by the
magistrate. If it were not the case, then we would
have accepted that we could not have conducted the
search. This was a fairly straightforward process in
the sense that it was just a walk across Parliament
Square to—

Q564 Ann CoVey: I do not think an application for
a warrant to search a Member of Parliament’s oYce
is an everyday event.
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: No, of
course not.
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Q565 Ann CoVey: You just walk across the yard and
get a warrant and come back and search the oYce
and this is another day’s work done. Even you, Mr
McDowall, have to accept it is quite unusual
circumstances in the course of the police’s work.
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: Yes, of
course it is. Of course it is unusual, yes.
Ann CoVey: That is the point I am making, that it is
in those circumstances easier to get a consent.

Q566 Chairman: Did you at any time consider that
there might be issues of privilege involved?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: Yes, sir.

Q567 Chairman: Did you have legal advice about
that?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: Yes, we
did.

Q568 Mr Howard: You had overall responsibility for
the operation, Mr McDowall, but obviously there
were a number of layers between you and the oYcers
who actually came to the Palace of Westminster and
were present at the meetings to which Mr Bateman
has referred. To what extent did you involve yourself
in this question of whether there should be a warrant
or whether there was consent?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: The
issue of warrant and consent I think was discussed in
the Gold Group that was chaired by Assistant
Commissioner Quick. In fact, there were two Gold
Groups chaired by the then Assistant Commissioner
and that was, I think, one of the issues that was
addressed, and at that point we were still, I think,
taking legal advice as to what our powers included
and what they did not include. On the issue of
whether we would go for a consensual basis for a
search or whether we would go for a warrant, I think
we decided that, because of our knowledge of section

Witnesses: Mr Denis O’Connor, CBE, QPM, HM Chief Inspector of Constabulary; Sir Ian Johnston, CBE,
QPM, DL, former Head of Association of Chief Police OYcers, Business Crime Area; and Assistant
Commissioner John Yates, QPM, Metropolitan Police Service, gave oral evidence.

Q572 Chairman: Gentlemen, thank you very much
for your attendance and for the evidence which you
are going to give. For the record, I wonder if you
would identify yourselves, please.
Sir Ian Johnston: Ian Johnston, formerly of British
Transport Police and ACPO Crime Committee, now
with the Olympic Games people.
Mr O’Connor: Denis O’Connor, Her Majesty’s
Chief Inspector of Constabulary.
Assistant Commissioner Yates: John Yates,
Assistant Commissioner, Specialist Operations at
the Met.

Q573 Chairman: Thank you very much. Perhaps I
might begin with you, Sir Ian, because we have had
the benefit, obviously, of your report, and I think
you were present in the course of the evidence which
was just given. On this question of PACE, have you
any comment to make?

8 of PACE and its workings, there would be a
requirement placed upon us by the magistrate
ultimately to explain what eVorts had been made to
acquire that consent, and that is the point that we
then came and tried to acquire that consent. The first
issue was raised probably on the 20th, possibly the
21st. I am not sure.

Q569 Mr Howard: You have used the word “we”;
what I am asking is to what extent you personally
were involved in the decision to ask for consent
rather than to go for a warrant.
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: My
recollection is that I was aware that that was the
course of action we were going to take and I was
content for that course of action to take place.

Q570 Mr Howard: Did you say at any time—
perhaps you would not have regarded it as your
place to do so in view of the layers which existed
between you and those who worked in the Palace—
“You have to make it clear under the provisions of
PACE that consent need not be given”?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: No. I
would have expected that to have been made clear. I
would have expected it to have formed part of those
discussions, certainly.

Q571 Mr Howard: You would have expected the
provisions of PACE to be followed?
Deputy Assistant Commissioner McDowall: Yes.
Chairman: Gentlemen, thank you very much indeed.
We are most grateful to you both. Perhaps I should
just say that Mr Quick’s appearance has been
postponed. He will appear before the Committee on
another occasion but we will adjourn the Committee
for a moment or two so that we can change the
dramatis personae. Once again, thank you for your
attendance and for your evidence.

Sir Ian Johnston: There was certainly a breach in
relation to the search provisions, because they do
require that the person you are seeking consent from
is informed that they need not consent, and that does
not appear to have been the case on this occasion. So
there was a clear breach of PACE there, although
that breach does not in fact make the search itself
unlawful; it is merely a breach of it. Then there are a
number of issues of judgment around arrest in
relation to Mr Green where PACE and the
interpretation of it is important. They also help to
inform the judgment around proportionality

Q574 Chairman: What did you make of the evidence
from which an inference might be drawn that there
was some anxiety that Mr Green might, if not
disappear, at least make himself unavailable? Was
that something which you thought was reasonable in
all the circumstances?
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Sir Ian Johnston: My view certainly in relation to his
arrest was that it would have been possible to
undertake that process in a diVerent way and achieve
the same operational outcomes, and they could do
that by inviting him into a police station, where he
could come with his barrister, and they can deal with
the matter in that way. My own judgment was that
they would have lost nothing in that process given in
particular the period of time that had passed
between the arrest of Mr Galley and the time taken
to get in touch with Mr Green. During that period of
time it was known that Galley had been in touch
with Mr Green and in fact had informed the police
that that did happen. I felt the prospects of
recovering any property other than that which Mr
Green would want them to recover was unlikely and
therefore that basis for an arrest was not a sound
basis.

Q575 Chairman: And not telling Kent Police?
Sir Ian Johnston: I think there are always judgments
to make. I listened with interest to the comments
more generally around this. There is a tendency,
rightly or wrongly, to operate on a need-to-know
basis, and one of the issues I was asked to look at by
the Acting Commissioner was the business of
inclusivity in this investigation. Certainly, in terms of
updating people as to what had happened promptly
and appropriately, I think the Metropolitan Police
fulfilled their obligations. It is not unusual for a
home force not to be told. On the other hand, it is
quite often the case that they are. It is an operational
judgment and really one that they chose to make in
one direction and they need to justify that to you if
that is what they want to do.

Q576 Sir Alan Beith: Do you think they might have
been influenced by the fact that quite a lot of their
own oYcers seem to have a practice, which has been
commented on in the past, of releasing information
about people about to be arrested to the press?
Sir Ian Johnston: I do not think it is particularly
around their own oYcers. I think the more people
who know about anything, the more likely it is for
information to get into the public domain, and that
is a pretty well established fact, I think. Many parts
of society which you would generally expect
absolute confidentiality from occasionally let the
side down.

Q577 Mr Howard: On the question of the breach of
PACE, Sir Ian, you have said that it did not make the
search unlawful, but is there a distinction—forgive
me; it is a long time since I practised law and even
longer since I practised criminal law—between an
unlawful search and the admissibility of evidence
produced as a result of a search which was conducted
in breach of PACE? Would the breach of PACE have
cast some doubt on the admissibility of any evidence
which the search produced?
Sir Ian Johnston: It goes more, I think, to the
conduct and credibility of the individuals involved in
the process than the admissibility of the evidence

that is found. If vital evidence was found, it would be
for a court to rule. It would not be excluded as a
matter of practice.

Q578 Mr Howard: It would not be automatically
excluded but that would be a factor which the court
could take into account in deciding whether or not
to admit it.
Sir Ian Johnston: You are taking me into areas I am
slightly light on, sir. I would look to the police for
support.
Assistant Commissioner Yates: It is the scale of the
breach à propos what you actually find in terms of
admissible evidence. If it was a dramatic breach of
PACE, then I think a court would take the view that
they would probably exclude it under section 78 of
PACE.

Q579 Chairman: They would take an overall view of
fairness, would they?
Assistant Commissioner Yates: Yes, exactly.

Q580 Chairman: If there is a breach which
contributed to unfairness, they might well exclude
the evidence?
Assistant Commissioner Yates: Yes, that is right.

Q581 Mr Howard: This was not a minor breach,
was it?
Assistant Commissioner Yates: You can take a view
it was not a minor breach.

Q582 Chairman: Were you surprised to learn of it,
Mr Yates?
Assistant Commissioner Yates: I, of course, was not
involved in the original investigation, so I have come
to this anew. Some element of surprise, yes, I
suppose, that is right.

Q583 Chairman: I think everybody generally
accepted that coming into the House of Commons to
search a Member’s oYce is an unusual occurrence.
Advice was taken, as we understood from the
previous witness, about whether issues of privilege
might arise. Obvious sensitivities. In those
circumstances, would you have expected procedure
to be followed to the letter?
Assistant Commissioner Yates: I think this case had
considerable oversight by my predecessor and some
very senior colleagues in Specialist Operations.
There was very significant oversight of the case, and
it was a very unusual case, so it required that. Yes, I
would expect things to be done by the letter, yes.

Q584 Mr Howard: The breach of PACE was not the
only respect in which it fell short of the standards
that you and others might have expected. There are
pages in Sir Ian’s report—I would be unnecessarily
taking up the time of the Committee if I read them
all out—which amount to a view—I do not think I
am unfairly characterising it—that it was a
slapdash inquiry.
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Assistant Commissioner Yates: On page 34 of Ian’s
report, in terms of his recommendations, I would say
that we agree with them and we have taken them
forward. The recommendations reflect some of the
issues you have just discussed. We have no issue with
the recommendations that Ian has made, and
indeed, we have implemented all of them.
Mr Howard: You do not dissent, I note, from my
characterisation.

Q585 Chairman: It is not an inquiry to be proud of
in these respects, is it? For the necessity to bring Sir
Ian in at all and for him to write in such
condemnatory terms is clearly something which the
Metropolitan Police must find embarrassing.
Assistant Commissioner Yates: There are clearly
lessons to be learned from this, and we have done
that.

Q586 Chairman: Sir Ian, did you have regard to the
circumstances that gave rise to treating Parliament
diVerently, that is to say, seeking consent here rather
than applying for a warrant? Did you consider
whether or not it might have been appropriate
simply to say, “Three places to search, three
warrants. Please can we have them?”
Sir Ian Johnston: One of the conditions for granting
of warrants is that the search cannot be undertaken
by consent. If I can find the reference in my report to
that, it is section 8.3 of the Police and Criminal
Evidence Act, which says that “a district judge
considering an application under the Act must apply
the conditions set out in 8(3) of the Act, namely”—
and it speaks about a number of them but one of
them is that “entry to the premises will not be
granted unless a warrant is produced”. So it is
reasonable for the oYcers in the first instance to
explore the issue of consent, and quite appropriate
within the rules of PACE to do that. I think it was
the correct thing to do in the first instance to ask for
consent. The issue is about how that was done and
how the actual detail of that was managed.

Q587 Ann CoVey: Do you think it would have been
diYcult to get a warrant if the police had had to
apply to a district judge with a letter from the
parliamentary authorities refusing consent to the
search?
Sir Ian Johnston: I suppose you have to be guided by
what was in the information. They had been
successful in their informations applying for search
warrants for Mr Green’s home address, for example,
and it would have been on a similar basis, and
although, clearly, a district judge would exercise
great care in deciding whether or not to grant the
authority, he would be persuaded most, I think, by
the evidence put forward in pursuit of that
application rather than perhaps the particular venue
which was being searched.

Q588 Ann CoVey: You do not think there is anything
that would be deemed as special about the House of
Commons?

Sir Ian Johnston: If I were a district judge, I would
think extremely carefully about granting a warrant.
What I am saying is that the district judge also, I
suspect, thought very carefully about granting a
warrant for Mr Green’s home address, and, in
fairness to them, I suspect they think pretty carefully
about it most of the time anyway, or all of the time.

Q589 Chairman: Could I refer you to page 46 of your
report, annex A, the last paragraph of that page.
Dealing with this general question of lawfulness, you
say, “These”—that is a reference to the other
searches—“were undertaken by a warrant issued by
a district judge. A comprehensive information was
laid spelling out the basis for the search. However, it
is of note that the warrants covered search for secret
materials” and then in the Metropolitan Police
scoping document: “None of the leaks at the Home
OYce while Galley worked there apparently related
to material at this level of the GPMS.”
Sir Ian Johnston: Indeed.

Q590 Chairman: What inference, if any, do you draw
from that?
Sir Ian Johnston: The inference I drew from it was
that it was pretty sloppy work in terms of the
wording of the application for the warrant. It is
something I came across in a number of places where
there was a shift—in my view, not a well thought
through shift—from assessments at a very serious
end of these issues to one which was a less serious
end, and there was an inconsistency throughout, and
this is but one example, I think, of that inconsistency.

Q591 Chairman: Mr O’Connor, you have been very
patient. You, of course, also, in your capacity as
Chief Inspector, have produced a report and I have
the recommendations in front of me, four I think in
particular. Having made these recommendations
and having followed the course of events with which
this Committee is concerned, do you think the
Damian Green investigation was actually a waste of
police time?
Mr O’Connor: I think that there was something to be
investigated at the outset. Whether that
investigation should have run as far as it did is a
matter you have just been talking to Sir Ian about. I
think that what I have learned from looking at it is
that if the police are to be involved in an
investigation—and there are other methods of
investigation and, ironically, in this case that other
method of investigation was under way in parallel—
what needs to be done is you need to make the
argument for whether the police are involved at all,
and then to continue to be involved. My own view is
that I can see the need, because of their powers and
so forth, for them to be involved in OYcial Secrets
Act investigations. What I think was much more
problematic here was for them to be involved in an
investigation which eventually came to be about the
serious interference with the functions of
government, which is close to the smooth running of
the state. I do not see a rationale for the police being
involved in that.
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Q592 Chairman: That is what happened here. These
principles which you have just enunciated were
eVectively conflated. They were not taken, as it were,
in series, one after the other, and, as a result, the
police were engaged before a judgment was made as
to whether they should be engaged. Is that right?
Mr O’Connor: Absolutely. The guidelines at the time
were a compounding factor. There were two sets of
guidelines, which I refer to in this report, and the
guidelines from the Cabinet OYce, which were
drafted and I think dated in October of that year,
started oV with the OYcial Secrets Act but further
on there was a rationale around investigating crime,
which then in the guidance for the investigator
transformed itself into two categories by which you
might enter this whole fray, one being the OYcial
Secrets Act and the second a serious interference
with the function of government. When I saw that
guidance, I thought, “This guidance is problematic
because it is going to take the police potentially to
the wrong place, or provide a rationale for them to
continue in the wrong direction potentially.”

Q593 Mr Howard: On this point of the investigation,
can any of you shed any light on the involvement of
Mr Wright? I do not know if you heard my questions
earlier. We know a lot of attention was focused on
the letter written by Mr Wright on 8 October but it
is clear from Sir Ian’s report that another letter was
written, and it is clear from the evidence we heard
earlier from Mr McDowall that there was at least
one meeting between Mr Wright and police oYcers.
Can any of you shed any light on what happened in
relation to the extent of Mr Wright’s involvement
between 8 October and 29 October, and indeed
beyond, if it did extend beyond that date?
Sir Ian Johnston: I clearly set out what I know in the
report but outwith what I have written in the report,
the Cabinet OYce have overall responsibility for
looking at matters of leaks, and it was his role in that
respect which him took into this, and the
conversations or the engagement he had with the
Metropolitan Police was about providing material in
support of that, documents and the like, and about
answering any questions from the Met. However, as
you can see from my report, the communication
between him and the Met turned into something
which helped to define the boundaries of the inquiry,
and I think that was a point that you raised earlier
on as being questionable in its appropriateness, and
I agree with that.

Q594 Mr Howard: You agree with?
Sir Ian Johnston: I agree about it being questionable.
They have to decide whether this is something to
pursue through the criminal justice system or
through some internal disciplinary process, and if
they are left with what they were left with in this case,
they would in the normal course of events have run
it through the disciplinary process and not through
the criminal justice process. So I can see some
legitimacy in them staying in touch with what is
going on and, if you like, seeking to influence
whether it is drawn to a halt or not on the basis that

the case would be dealt with by discipline if it only
reached a particular threshold. I can see why they
would want to retain interest. What I am not able to
tell you is the detail of that engagement that they
had.

Q595 Mr Howard: If, as Mr McDowall originally
put it, although he resiled from the use of the phrase
subsequently, there was any negotiation between the
police and the Government, in eVect, on the scope of
the investigation, that would be entirely improper,
would it not?
Sir Ian Johnston: When you are trying to put your
arms round an investigation, understanding its
boundaries and getting the best possible focus to the
inquiry I think is legitimate activity, and you are
going to be dependent upon people from outside
your own organisation to help you understand those
boundaries. For example, this inquiry was confined
to the 31 leaks originally. There was obviously some
discussion with somebody about why it was 31 and
not all the leaks that had taken place in the recent
history of the universe. So they had had some
conversation about that. Similarly, when they got to
this point here, as I set out in my report, there were
only about half a dozen things that they could lay
any claim to Mr Galley’s involvement with and
therefore, if you like, the parameters of the inquiry
would then be set around those. I think what you are
questioning is what degree of influence they should
have in that process, and I think it is at the very least
questionable that they should have some degree of
influence on it. If they were all very minor matters
which they wanted to deal with by way of internal
discipline, I do not think that would have been an
inappropriate decision for them to take, and they
would have had to have been involved in some
dialogue to get to that point.

Q596 Sir Alan Beith: It is not very minor. It would be
internal discipline if it were anything less than secret
documents that were being looked into.
Sir Ian Johnston: Yes. The conversation I had with
Mr Wright was to the eVect that, if they had realised
what they had at the end of the investigation, these
matters would have been dealt with by internal
discipline.

Q597 Chairman: That is Mr O’Connor’s third
recommendation, is it not?
Mr O’Connor: Indeed it is.

Q598 Chairman: The police will take the lead in
OYcial Secrets Act inquiries or other very
exceptional, serious criminality, but that the Cabinet
OYce or Departments will deal with other leaks and
agree the guidance with the police.
Mr O’Connor: I wanted to make a clear division of
labour for the future so there could not be that
haemorrhaging or leak or drift, as it were. I might be
able to just cast a small amount of light on that
conversation. I too have spoken to Mr Wright. It is
perhaps worth separating out what the police are
doing here in terms of information and influence. Mr
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Wright in his role had some kind of oversight for
government across the spectrum about security and
leaks. There was the Home OYce, which had a
particular problem, 31 leaks, which are in play here,
and there was a process to be gone through about
testing to some degree, or discussing with him,
bearing in mind the letters that are written,
particularly the letter that is referred to at paragraph
715 of my report, where the possibility, as I see it, is
made of linking the Home OYce material with other
leaks that were happening in government. So it is
perfectly possible to see that an investigator or
somebody contemplating an investigation would
want to try and establish the kind of terrain they
were operating in. I would separate that out from
that necessarily influencing in any way whether they
decided ultimately that if it was OYcial Secrets Act
it was for them, or if it was another matter that could
be better dealt with elsewhere, but you would expect
them to be reasonably diligent in testing somebody
who is writing letters and had that oversight. I think
it is possible to separate the two things out and I
think there was a measure of that going on—maybe
not as precise as we would like it to be with the
benefit of hindsight, and not as testing as I suggest in
the protocol, and I suggest it is quite a hard testing
stage process when you are oVered information that
invites you to step forward and do these things.

Q599 Mr Howard: Let me suggest one factor to you
which supports Mr McDowall’s original
characterisation of what went on as a negotiation,
and that is the letter which was written by Mr Wright
on 29 October. On 29 October Mr Wright wrote to
DAC Cressida Dick agreeing that a scoping exercise
would be undertaken by the MPS in the first instance
and, subject to that exercise and if appropriate, the
MPS would undertake an investigation to identify
the sources of the unauthorised disclosures, identify
the chain of that disclosure, and if necessary
appropriate and authorise proactive measures
should be taken. That is Mr Wright dictating the
scope of the investigation, and I suggest to you that
that is wholly improper.
Assistant Commissioner Yates: You will often enter
into dialogue with the victims—and Mr Wright is
representing the victim, as in the state and the
government, in terms of leaks—and you will often
set parameters around that. An example I would
give is a large-scale bank fraud where you have 1,000
victims, and you would negotiate with the bank
because you require access through the bank to their
systems and their processes to identify the victims.
So you will enter into that dialogue, but it is for the
police to set the parameters, it is for us to husband
and use our resources in the most appropriate way,
and we set the parameters in that way.

Q600 Mr Howard: This is not the police setting out
the parameters; it is Mr Wright.
Assistant Commissioner Yates: I think it is
unfortunate wording in the letter. I would be
absolutely clear that it is the police who are setting
the parameters of the investigation, who are

delivering the investigation. The important thing
that we do is that we review our progress
occasionally in dialogue with the victim at regular
intervals to make sure the investigation is
progressing in the way that you would want. The
decision making is ours.

Q601 Chairman: Even if that is right, Mr Wright
should not be writing letters of that kind.
Mr O’Connor: I think we can all agree the letter
was unwise.
Sir Alan Beith: That was the second of Mr Wright’s
letters which had things wrong with it, because the
first one made an assertion which proved not to be
true, the assertion about the damage to national
security which had arisen from the leaks referred to
in the case.

Q602 Ann CoVey: Just coming back to this serious
interference with the functions of government, what
does that mean? Is that a basis on which
investigations can take place? Is it guidance? What
does it actually mean?
Mr O’Connor: There are two documents that were in
existence as I stepped into this. One was a protocol
between the police and the Cabinet OYce to look at
leaks. Underneath that was the second document,
which was guidance for investigators. That was the
document that had this two-way process in which
the police could become involved. It was relatively
open-ended. That is the point of it. If there was
evidence of any criminal activity that was associated
with serious inference with the function of
government, then the police could become involved.
There was some kind of a rationale for that, I
suppose, if you take it in terms of a leak about the
economy or something like this that is going on for
a period of time that involves all sorts of other
problems. I thought it was so open-ended that it
could allow the police to become involved on
relatively minor matters or where, frankly, what was
happening was very unclear.

Q603 Ann CoVey: Or very political.
Mr O’Connor: Indeed, and I thought that it was
probably in everybody’s interests for the separation
between the police and the state to be clearer and the
rationale around their use to be more precise.

Q604 Ann CoVey: This is a serious intertwining of
the state and the police, is it not? To understand what
is a serious interference with the function of
government would be very diYcult to define anyway,
would it not? It could only be a definition by the
government.
Mr O’Connor: It is potentially quite subjective and
phrases that have been used around it include the
smooth running of government, the interference
with ministerial business and confidence. All of
those issues apply within the Civil Service and they
apply to Ministers but there are other routes to deal
with that, including having a proper security system
and having a decent investigative capacity
yourselves.
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Q605 Ann CoVey: Does not the problem, as you
rightly say, become a serious problem when around
that definition the police are involved?
Mr O’Connor: I think there is too much room for
mischief around that. I think the police are part of
the state but they are not an instrument of the state
and having that clarity is hugely important.

Q606 Ann CoVey: Do you think this guidance should
be looked at again?
Mr O’Connor: This guidance, I understand, has been
looked at and has been removed and new guidance
as a result of this report and what has been learned
has now been issued, which changes it.

Q607 Mr Howard: The cardinal principle to be
borne in mind is, is it not, that impeding the eVective
conduct of government is not and should not be a
criminal oVence?
Mr O’Connor: It is not, sir.
Chairman: As I said rather flippantly a little earlier,
it is part of the job of Opposition.

Q608 Sir Alan Beith: Nobody has mentioned—I
presume someone thought it relevant—the
possibility of a criminal oVence around whether any
kind of inducement had been oVered to Mr Galley to
leak information. I am slightly puzzled that nobody
has mentioned that.
Sir Ian Johnston: The Met put together a fair
amount of material to make that case but I have to
say, my own assessment of the evidence was that the
relationship between the two was, if you like, at its
worst equal but probably was driven more by Galley
than by Mr Green. I do that really on a very
quantitative basis of an assessment of who instigated
communications and how many items of the
material that I saw. This I have to accept is a limited
amount of material because I only saw material up
to the 14 days. There was more material being
instigated by Mr Galley than by Mr Green. Could I
just say on the letter from Mr Wright, I think we
would all agree that this was not a clever letter to
have written. I read it as setting out an agreement
following a discussion rather than, if you like, a
diktat to the Met about the scope of the inquiry.
Neither of those are a good position to be in but one
is a slightly better position to be in than the other,
and I saw it as the slightly better position, or the
slightly less worse position.

Q609 Chairman: You may have given us a title for
our report by saying “too much room for mischief.”
Mr Yates, you have to take these matters forward,
and perhaps we might just explore with you for a
little while how you see the way forward. You will be
aware that the Speaker issued a memorandum on 8
December 2008.
Assistant Commissioner Yates: Yes.

Q610 Chairman: In your view, would that be apt to
deal with circumstances such as we are presently
investigating and avoid the diYculties which have
arisen?

Assistant Commissioner Yates: A lot of this is in the
detail. The devil is in the detail, as ever. I think for
the most part, we would be understanding and
content around it. There are issues around number 6
in the protocol, around his role in testing the validity
of warrants, which we would probably say had been
tested by a judge or a district judge or a magistrate.
What we would seek to do if we could, sir, is to
provide you with some detailed written feedback on
this. Ninety or ninety five percent it is there.

Q611 Chairman: That would be very helpful. I do
not think the House of Commons has ever had any
detailed response from the Metropolitan Police
about the contents of the protocol.
Assistant Commissioner Yates: It is envisioned that
there would be some confidentiality arrangements,
for example. That might prevent us from sharing
some material with the DPP or the CPS which might
prevent them taking matters forward. There is just
some level of detail on which we would like, through
lawyers, to provide you with some feedback.

Q612 Sir Alan Beith: In relation to the protocol, and
also of course the same condition would apply in
actually applying for a warrant, ought not the police
to take full responsibility for a decision as to what
the nature of the oVence being investigated was
rather than taking it on trust from the Cabinet
OYce, without reference to the documents allegedly
leaked, that these constituted OYcial Secrets Act
oVences?
Assistant Commissioner Yates: In summary, yes, but
I think the important thing is that one of the lessons
from this inquiry is we, the police, engage with the
CPS, who will eventually have conduct of any case
that they take forward at the earliest possible
opportunity, and then with the CPS, who are the
experts in these matters in terms of the legal position,
decide what we think the oVences committed have
been.

Q613 Chairman: Has there been any consideration
by the Metropolitan Police about issues of privilege
which may arise in relation to incidents of this kind?
Assistant Commissioner Yates: Yes, sir, there has
been a considerable deliberation about these
matters, through this case and many other cases as
well. Again, I would seek your willingness to accept
some feedback around that as well in terms of our
position. It is an immensely complex matter that I do
not even begin to think I could understand or
explain in this Committee. Better minds than mine
can, I hope, put something cogent together to help
you.

Q614 Chairman: Can I put an example to you from
my own personal experience? I had a constituent
who came to me to complain on behalf of her son
about the conduct of a police oYcer. Without the
details, the allegation was that, because the son had
fallen out with the police oYcer’s daughter, with
whom he had had a relationship, there was now
some kind of persecution taking place. Obviously, an
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allegation of that kind is very serious. As a Member
of Parliament to whom it is made, you have to be
very sensitive in the way in which you handle it. On
the other hand, you have a duty to your constituent.
Therefore, on my files in my oYce—a long way from
here, in Fife– there were documents of that kind.
You can understand my sensitivity if someone
arrived with a warrant and said, “This information
is not privileged and therefore we are entitled to take
it all because it may or may not bear on some
allegation made against you.” Can you see any
solution to that?
Assistant Commissioner Yates: My understanding of
privilege is that it is not the possession of it that is the
issue; it is how you use it. In terms of taking
possession of it and putting it in the hands of a third
party prior to it being examined by special counsel,
whatever, I think that is probably the way those sorts
of matters should be taken forward. Again, it is an
incredibly complex matter that I do not think there
is any easy path through.

Q615 Chairman: I think our constituents believe that
when they write us a letter that is confidential. In
fact, we now say so at the bottom of our stationery,
that it is only confidential to a limited extent, and
that if there is any allegation of criminal behaviour
and a warrant is issued, the confidentiality flies oV.
That potentially could be quite embarrassing, not
just for us but for the police.
Assistant Commissioner Yates: I have read the
Australian protocols, which are pretty clear in the
way matters should be handled when there is the hint
of a suspicion that privileged material might be
seized. It is those clear, transparent protocols that we
need to have to ensure that it is dealt with
appropriately and that other embarrassing or worse
situations do not arise.

Q616 Chairman: One of the suggestions that has
been made to us from other quarters is that there
ought to be a Parliamentary Privileges Act, so that
all of this is set down in statute. Is that something
that, arising out of this case, the Metropolitan Police
have given any consideration to?
Assistant Commissioner Yates: We have been giving
consideration to it. What we would seek is the
clearest and most transparent method of dealing
with that matter. If that has to be enacted, it needs to
be enacted. It is just the clarity around how we
should behave and the protocols we should adopt to
ensure that we deal with such sensitive material
appropriately.

Q617 Sir Alan Beith: You and I have discussed these
matters in all sorts of interesting circumstances but I
wanted to put to you the question which I put earlier,
given the responsibility you now have, which is the
confusion that arises from the amalgamation of
Special Branch and the Counter-Terrorism

operation, which is extremely important work, as
said by earlier witnesses, from which they are
distracted by deep engagement that maybe we can
argue they should not have had to be involved with
in the first place. That confusion, which is not unlike
the confusion the Chancellor got into in relation to
the government of Iceland recently, does actually
have consequences. In this case we know—and we
have received evidence from the Speaker—that he
was significantly influenced, and thought that other
oYcials had been, by the belief that a counter-
terrorism investigation was taking place. Do you
have any idea of how this can best be dealt with? Will
it require splitting up the functions again or could it
be done in some other way while retaining whatever
advantage there is in running them together?
Assistant Commissioner Yates: On the initial thing in
terms of who they are and what they do, whilst they
are from the Counter-Terrorism Command, I would
expect the oYcers to tell the individual that they
were on this business as opposed to counter-
terrorism business and make it clear. That is the first
point. On the second point, I think Mr O’Connor’s
report in terms of the protocols to be adopted makes
it clear that issues of this sensitivity go to the Deputy
Commissioner’s purview first, as opposed to mine,
and then the Deputy Commissioner will have a
conversation with me, my opposite number in the
Serious Organised Crime, to say “Where is this best
investigated?” and whether there are issues, just as
you have described, that could influence people in
terms of the presentation issues around it and cause
some alarm. It goes to the Deputy Commissioner
now and then there is a conversations at the
appropriate level to say “Yes, it’s best, John, for you
and your teams to do it,” because of sensitivity
around vetting, for example, because I have a lot of
vetted people that work for me, or “No, Cressida, in
your Serious Organised Crime bit now I think that is
the most appropriate place for it to be investigated.”
It is that balancing issue that I think we have to set
about right now, going in at very senior level to
decide where it should go.

Q618 Sir Alan Beith: It is diYcult to avoid the
impression being created when someone walks
through the door and announces that his role is Co-
ordinator of Counter-Terrorism functions that . . .
Assistant Commissioner Yates: I absolutely accept
the point you are making. Sometimes it is the skills
and competencies and vetting levels of people which
will dictate where the matter can be best
investigated.
Chairman: Gentlemen, thank you very much indeed.
We are most grateful to you. Sir Ian and Mr
O’Connor, we have derived a great deal of benefit
from your reports, which have been very helpful to
us in setting the scene for our investigation. Once
again, thank you very much for your attendance and
for your evidence.
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Witness: Sir William McKay KCB, former Clerk of the House of Commons, gave oral evidence.

Q619 Chairman: Sir William, I think I should
probably say welcome back. The Committee is very
grateful to you for your attendance and willingness
to give evidence. We are also particularly grateful to
you for the memorandum which you have provided.
I think you have indicated that you do not feel any
need to read that, but it will be available and will be
published as part of the written evidence to the
Committee. You might just remind us very briefly of
your career in the House of Commons.
Sir William McKay: I joined the House service in
1961 and I retired as Clerk of the House in 2002,
having been Clerk of the House for five years. It was
a standard length career, but from the present day’s
standpoint it does seem to go back quite a long way.

Q620 Chairman: Putting it generally, during that
time you fulfilled a wide range of responsibilities
within the House of Commons.
Sir William McKay: Yes, Chairman, that is so.

Q621 Chairman: In particular, in relation to your
responsibility as Clerk, issues of privilege were
matters for which you had responsibility and which
you were required to give consideration to from time
to time?
Sir William McKay: Yes, that is certainly so.

Q622 Chairman: The Committee has learned that on
28 July 2000 you felt it necessary to produce a
memorandum which was entitled “Police Search of
a Member’s OYce”.
Sir William McKay: Yes, Chairman.

Q623 Chairman: I do not think we need to take any
of the particular circumstances of that into account,
but there was a police force, putting it generally,
which was thought possibly to be likely to seek a
warrant to enter and search the oYce of a Member
of Parliament.
Sir William McKay: That is so. I cannot remember
the exact circumstances, but I can tell from internal
evidence that I must have had consultations with the
Serjeant of the day, with the Speaker’s Counsel, and
with Madam Speaker. The memorandum itself
dropped oV the horizon because nothing happened.
It was written at the beginning of a recess and
nothing happened so it is understandable that no-
one ever had to take any action on it, so it lay in files.

Q624 Chairman: But it did seek to set out your
considered view of the steps that were necessary in
the event that an application had been made by a
police force to obtain a warrant for the search of a
Member’s oYce?
Sir William McKay: Yes, that is so.

Q625 Chairman: Was that the first time you had to
draw up a memorandum of that kind?
Sir William McKay: On this subject, yes. The
strange thing is this particular phenomenon was
found in the 1990s in various Commonwealth
jurisdictions, in 2006 in the States and the case in
2008 here, but before then it was purely theory. This
aZicted all the major Anglo-Saxon legislatures
within 20 years.

Q626 Chairman: Having not had to deal with it
before.
Sir William McKay: Never.

Q627 Chairman: Again, without identifying either a
police force or a possible Member who was a subject
of application for a warrant, can you just tell us in
general terms what the allegations were?
Sir William McKay: I think it was a corruption
allegation.

Q628 Chairman: You have indicated that these
matters arose within fairly short compass for a
number of jurisdictions and I think in your paper to
us you have sought to set out some first principles
and also to rely to some extent on practice in
Canada, is that right?
Sir William McKay: I did in the 2000 memorandum,
yes. I tried to write the paper now on a rather
broader scale because I was not under such urgent
time constraints in writing the paper for this
Committee as I was in writing the memorandum, the
House either having got up or just being about to
get up.

Q629 Chairman: You set out some of what you
described as “unresolved imperatives”, which I take
to be principles. If I can just remind you of these:
control of the premises is vested in the Speaker. Do
you still agree with that?
Sir William McKay: Yes.

Q630 Chairman: The Speaker is the guardian of the
House’s privileges, subject to the House itself. You
agree with that?
Sir William McKay: Yes.
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Q631 Chairman: The House’s privileges must not be
infringed.
Sir William McKay: Certainly.

Q632 Chairman: Proceedings, and Members taking
part in them, must not be impeded.
Sir William McKay: They must not be impeded.

Q633 Chairman: Privilege does not aVord protection
from a proper search. By that I imagine you mean
illegal search.
Sir William McKay: With all the formalities
complied with. The House, as we keep saying, is not
a haven.

Q634 Chairman: The Palace of Westminster is not a
sanctuary?
Sir William McKay: No.

Q635 Chairman: At the time in 2000 when you wrote
the document we have been discussing, were you
aware of the implications of PACE, the Police and
Criminal Evidence Act?
Sir William McKay: In particular no, Chairman, I
was not.

Q636 Chairman: Did you give any consideration to
the particular provisions of that Act in drawing up
your memorandum of 2000?
Sir William McKay: No, because I was dealing as a
very first reaction to a situation which we had no
experience of. I was simply trying to balance the
privileges of the House with the right of the police to
enforce the criminal law.

Q637 Chairman: Therefore, I take it from that you
did not make any particular investigation of whether
consent was required, or whether if consent was
given or withheld then certain consequences might
flow from that?
Sir William McKay: I think I assumed, rather like
Lord Martin in the current case, there would be a
warrant.

Q638 Chairman: Again, since we have to be
constrained in relation to the particular
circumstances of the case that prompted your
memorandum in 2000, may I ask did you discuss
your memorandum with the then Speaker of the
House?
Sir William McKay: I think I did. I cannot remember
doing so, but I think a close reading of some parts of
this memorandum suggest that there had been a
brief discussion. I do not think I would have said
some of the things here if I had not brought to
Madam Speaker’s attention what was likely to
happen.

Q639 Chairman: I take it from that that you would
expect in the preparation of a memorandum of this
kind you would have consulted Madam Speaker
Boothroyd?
Sir William McKay: Exactly, yes.

Q640 Mr Howard: To whom did you make that
memorandum available?
Sir William McKay: To all those whose names are on
the top of it: the Serjeant, Speaker’s Secretary,
Speaker’s Counsel, a copy to the Speaker’s Counsel
Designate, the Clerk Assistant and two others of my
senior colleagues.

Q641 Mr Howard: Would you expect that when the
persons who held those oYces changed, that
memorandum, being an important summary of
what you understood the legal position to be, to be
made available to them?
Sir William McKay: Remain available, Mr Howard,
yes, but be taken out and put under their noses I
doubt, because nothing happened. Again, as Lord
Martin said, clerks like writing; they do a lot of it.
Just as Speakers have not got the time to read all of
these papers, so I would not expect this to be at the
front of the minds of any of these oYcials. If
someone had remained in oYce from the date of this
memorandum—2000—to the present it might still
be in his or her head. It was still just in mine when
these events that the Committee is looking into
occurred. To put it at the front of a file and say, “We
must tell the new boss this”, I do not think so. It
should be in a file headed “Search of Member’s
OYces”.

Q642 Mr Howard: So that anybody faced with a
similar dilemma could consult it?
Sir William McKay: As the present Clerk of the
House did, I understand, from the evidence given to
the Committee.

Q643 Ann CoVey: I just want to explore with you a
bit what you see as the House’s privileges. It seems
to be a very opaque area.
Sir William McKay: Privilege, in this context, I
would regard as the right to insist, based on statute,
that no part of parliamentary proceedings is
impeached or questioned in court. This is not on all
fours with the American case that I mentioned
because there the Court of Appeals took a much
broader view of what the House of Representatives
and the Senate’s privileges were. In the case I
mentioned, Congressman JeVerson’s case, the Court
of Appeals, which is the second highest court in the
United States, aYrmed that the Speech or Debate
Protection, ie Article 9 in British terms, extends to
eVorts to force initial disclosure of legislative
material for inspection and it is not merely a
constraint against its use in court proceedings. With
us, Article 9, I think, is just a constraint against its
use in court proceedings. American jurisprudence
goes wider.

Q644 Chairman: You have taken us in a direction
that has caused the Committee some concern, Sir
William, and it is this: Members get correspondence
in large volumes from their constituents and
sometimes constituents make fairly serious
accusations. To one of the police oYcers who gave
evidence I posited a case of my own where the
mother of a young man alleged that the police were
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conducting a campaign of persecution against him
because he had a relationship with a daughter of a
particular police oYcer which had finished
acrimoniously, and there were some fairly serious
allegations contained in that letter. Do I understand
from what you say that these could not be regarded
as privileged communications?
Sir William McKay: Not within parliamentary
privilege. They would have qualified privilege at
common law because a Member, provided there was
no malice, is a person with whom it is reasonable for
a constituent to communicate and the Member has
a reasonable right to receive that communication
and act on it. There was a case involving Mr Reg
Freeson, formerly a Member of the House, in 1969
in which it was decided in terms that qualified
privilege attached to a representation made to him as
Member which he then passed on to a minister. The
originator of the complaint, which might otherwise
have been defamatory, had qualified privilege. That
is all, as far as I know.

Q645 Chairman: You talked about “based on
statute” a moment or two ago and you were
obviously referring to an ancient statute, if one
might so describe it. Do you think there would be
any advantage to the House were the House to pass
legislation which defined more clearly privilege?
Sir William McKay: Immensely, except that we are
in trouble here because the final decision has got to
be taken in the courts, because this part of privilege
is part of statute law. If you shift more of privilege
into statute law you are delivering yourself up to the
courts on an even wider front. Secondly, suppose
when the Joint Committee on Parliamentary
Privilege reported, the government of the day had
said, “Good, fine, we will legislate”, I bet it would
not have covered this particular case. There are
always going to be tears in the garment, I am afraid.

Q646 Ann CoVey: You talked about qualified
privilege in terms of a constituent being reasonable.
Sir William McKay: Yes.

Q647 Ann CoVey: “Constituent” defines somebody
who lives in the constituency that I represent.
Supposing somebody from outside that
constituency had written to me with an issue of
concern, would that still be qualified privilege?
Sir William McKay: I cannot say because only the
courts can tell you, but I would say commonsense
tells us yes, of course, because a Member of
Parliament has not only a representational role with
respect to his or her constituents, but also a national
role to raise issues of national concern in the national
Parliament. I would have thought it would be
reasonable for a court to conclude that a Member
who received such a communication—

Q648 Ann CoVey: No matter where it was from?
Sir William McKay: No matter were it was from.

Q649 Chairman: If it was anonymous?
Sir William McKay: Ah!

Q650 Chairman: I have just had an anonymous
communication about the Chilcot Inquiry. Would
anonymity be suYcient?
Sir William McKay: My inclination would be to say
it would certainly cover the Member who received it
if it were on matters of national importance which
the Member might or might not raise in the House.
Chairman: I may need you as a witness in my
defence!

Q651 Ms Hewitt: Sir William, can I just pursue this
a little further. In the case of documents which the
courts would be likely to say are covered by
parliamentary privilege, is it your view that it is
permissible for the police to seize and take such
documents in the course of an investigation of this
kind, including documents that they would not be
able to rely on in court because they have been part
of parliamentary proceedings?
Sir William McKay: I do not like that one little bit,
but I cannot see any way out of allowing the police
to seize this documentation because it is not the
House that decides they are covered by privilege. It
is in statute, only the courts can do that. I tried to
suggest in my paper a way out: by consensus the
police, the Member and the House authorities try to
establish what is clearly a sheep and what is clearly
a goat but, of course, if any of these parties is acting
with, not a lack of candour but—

Q652 Chairman: Too much zeal.
Sir William McKay: Jamais trop de zèle, Chairman,
exactly, then it will not work. There are some
Australian cases, which I have to admit I do not
understand, where the decisions have been left to the
relevant House. For me, if the Bill of Rights says
some things in terms about parliamentary privilege,
the only interpretation of that must be by the court.
I cannot see any way round it.

Q653 Ms Hewitt: Can you see any way in which it
might have been possible for a Privileges Committee
to sit while the criminal process was still live rather
than leaving the matter to be dealt with privately by
the Speaker and senior oYcials acting as the House
authorities?
Sir William McKay: The first diYculty is the sub
judice rule. The second diYculty is why would they
bother because their view is not going to be the final
one. You might involve a Privileges Committee if
you could persuade them to do this preliminary sift,
but I do not know that that is what committees
would happily sit to do.

Q654 Ms Hewitt: Coming back to this question of
qualified privilege, and specifically constituents’
correspondence or people’s correspondence with
Members of Parliament who may or may not be
their own constituency MP, do you think that the
House ought to be taking steps to assert and defend
the confidentiality and qualified privilege of that
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kind of correspondence and to try and protect it? In
any case, if we wanted to do that, do you have a view
on how that might be done?
Sir William McKay: You would have to do it by
statute. The only encouragement I can give the
Committee is I think when it became clear in the
House, I think in the 1950s, that constituency
correspondence and similar was not protected by
parliamentary privilege, that was in contradiction—
I think this is right—to a report of the Privileges
Committee and carried in the House by one vote. On
the other hand, there is nearly half a century of
practice along those lines.

Q655 Chairman: Also, a vast increase in the volume
of constituency correspondence and a willingness on
the part of constituents to raise issues across a very
wide range.
Sir William McKay: Yes.

Q656 Mr Howard: It would at least be theoretically
possible, would it not, in the hypothetical legislation
that you have been asked about to provide that
Parliament should be the arbiter of privilege?
Sir William McKay: Yes. I suggested to the Joint
Committee on Parliamentary Privilege, I have to
admit in a rather clunky way, a way in which this
could be done. Yes, you could provide for that. You
would be stepping outside the protected garden of
what we and most of the rest of the Commonwealth
understand, but if the need arises then do it.

Q657 Chairman: Would you be transgressing the
separation of powers?
Sir William McKay: We have not got one,
Chairman, have we?

Q658 Chairman: I was told there was one a long time
ago by a Scottish law school.
Sir William McKay: Yes, indeed, but then statute
cures all.

Q659 Mr Blunkett: Just referring back to a comment
you made earlier, Sir William, on this issue of statute.
Evidence was given by the police which is in
contradiction to what you believed and indicated
you thought former Speaker Martin had believed,
which was that a warrant was required. The police’s
evidence was that a warrant could only be obtained
in the circumstances that we are dealing with here if
consent had been sought and refused. I just
wondered if you would like to reflect in relation to
your memorandum of July 2000 as to how that gels
with the concepts we are dealing with there.
Sir William McKay: Mr Blunkett, I agree that is
what the statute clearly says. If consent is not likely
to be forthcoming then that is a ground on which
you can get a warrant. What I am saying in my paper
is there should be a presumption, and if the
Committee wished to report in this sense and the
House, for example, was to resolve to agree with the
Committee’s report, there jolly well would be a
presumption, that nothing should be done without
a warrant.

Q660 Mr Blunkett: I just wanted to clarify that,
Chairman, because I do think it is central to
whatever we choose to recommend as a Committee.
That is clarification that would have helped.
Sir William McKay: If I may add, I am not a lawyer,
and Members of the Committee are, but I do see
when I read the Police and Criminal Evidence Act
that there is in the Act a formulation which says that
if matters subject to legal privilege are included in the
papers for which a warrant is sought you cannot get
one. This is section 8(3). Section 8(3), as I said, says
a warrant will not be issued if it is believed that the
materials sought include items subject to legal
privilege. Plainly, that is something where if there is
a row the courts will have to sort out whether legal
privilege attaches to a document or not. It might not
be a bad flag if you could get an amendment to
PACE to say “and that applies to parliamentary
privilege too”.

Q661 Chairman: Legal privilege might on a broad
interpretation be held to embrace parliamentary
privilege.
Sir William McKay: It would be better to nail it
down, I think, Chairman, but yes.

Q662 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Sir William, you may not
be a lawyer but we have noticed that you are a
Professor of Law at Aberdeen University, which is
more than most of us can claim.
Sir William McKay: I decline to have that held
against me!

Q663 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: I would like, if I may, to
go forward from your memorandum of 2000 to the
memorandum you have kindly prepared for the
Committee. You say in that memorandum at
paragraph four: “The most natural source of
authority for permission to search in that part of the
Palace occupied by the Commons is the Speaker
personally”. How does the Speaker, in your view,
exercise that responsibility?
Sir William McKay: I would say that the proper
thing to do would be for the police to communicate
with the Speaker and say, “We are going to seek a
warrant. We expect you will do all you can to
forward the search is in compliance with the
warrant”. The Speaker could at that point say, “Ah
now, wait, I am not disposed in this particular
instance”, as opposed to the generality, “to agree to
what you are asking”. There are cases. The Quebec
Speaker not very long ago, in the past ten years or
so, refused to comply with the demands of a warrant
because he said, “So far as I can see a Member not
immediately connected with the subject of the
warrant is being incriminated”, so the police went
away and got another warrant.

Q664 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: If the Speaker has that
responsibility, in your view is it permissible for him
to delegate that authority as regards consent either
to the Serjeant at Arms or any other OYcer of the
House?
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Sir William McKay: I think that the Speaker is
where the buck stops in this instance. The Speaker
ought to be provided with as much advice as he or
she might want, but in the end it is the Speaker who
stands for the House, no-one else.

Q665 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: The Clerk of the House
informed the Committee in his evidence that in his
view it was necessary to consult the Speaker before
any decision was taken. How would you understand
the word “consult” to refer to what actually is
required?
Sir William McKay: “What do you think about this,
Speaker?” As an opinion.

Q666 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: An opinion or
permission?
Sir William McKay: An opinion leading to
permission or denial of permission, yes.

Q667 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: If you could just clarify
this because it is quite an important point.
Sir William McKay: Permission.

Q668 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: You are quite clear in
your mind that permission is required from the
Speaker?
Sir William McKay: In my mind, permission ought
to be required not legally but because the House of
Commons is an important organ of the state.

Q669 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Therefore, merely to
“consult” the Speaker as the term might normally
imply would not be suYcient unless it led to
permission either being granted or refused?
Sir William McKay: I would say that was the case.

Q670 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Leading on from that,
given your experience as Clerk of the House, and it
may not have happened in quite this way, if during
the course of your period in oYce it had come to the
attention of any OYcer of the House that a Member
of Parliament was potentially going to be arrested
and oYces were potentially going to be searched,
what would be the procedure for that OYcer of the
House then to carry forward?
Sir William McKay: I would expect the Clerk of the
House to be informed and the Clerk immediately to
go to the Speaker and say, “This is intended”.

Q671 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Would that view you
have just expressed be any diVerent if the OYcer of
the House who was first informed by the police was
told that this was such a confidential matter that it
should not be discussed with anyone else?
Sir William McKay: In my opinion the duty of
OYcers of the House to the House and to the
Speaker should simply override that. There is
nothing which is so confidential related to the House
of Commons which, if it is important, ought not to
be laid before the Speaker.

Q672 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: If the information is first
provided to the Serjeant at Arms, who does consult
the Speaker, but neither of whom have a legal

background or previous experience in these
particular circumstances, do you think that is all that
is not technically required but all that is suYcient, or
would you have expected some broader consultation
to be taking place, perhaps chaired by the Speaker
but including his legal advisers, the Clerk of the
House and others, before any view was expressed?
Sir William McKay: However I got into the act, if I
were Clerk of the House, Chairman, I would want to
get into it and I would want to get into it with
Speaker’s Counsel.

Q673 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: You would anticipate in
circumstances of this kind the wisest course of action
would be for the Speaker to consult Speaker’s
Counsel, the Clerk of the House or anyone else who
might have some experience or particular
contribution to make that would assist the Speaker?
Sir William McKay: I would agree, Sir Malcolm.

Q674 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: That would be true in
your view even if the police had said, “This is terribly
confidential, we would rather it was not shared with
anyone else at this stage”?
Sir William McKay: Yes, because of the duty of the
senior oYcers to the House and to the Speaker.

Q675 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: One other question, if I
may. If a warrant was granted in circumstances of
this kind or, indeed, in circumstances of any kind, is
it possible for the Speaker, in your view, still to
withhold consent in certain very specialised
circumstances?
Sir William McKay: Yes. The circumstances were
very narrow which were discussed earlier in other
evidence about, I suppose, somebody wanting a
warrant to arraign a Member for the kind of speech
which would be otherwise illegal, and the Speaker
would—

Q676 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: A speech made in the
House of Commons?
Sir William McKay: A speech made in the House.
Suppose too there was a desire to execute a warrant
and the next day or the day on which the warrant
was to be executed the Member concerned was
leading for the Opposition or the Government in the
House, or was on the other side of the world on a
parliamentary visit. I think the Speaker might be
justified in saying, “Hold on.” Even in a very limited
case which I cannot imagine, the Speaker might
simply say, “No. I am not having this”, and it would
have to go, as Speaker’s Counsel told the
Committee, to judicial review of the issue of the
warrant. In all the great 19th century cases,
Stockdale v Hansard, Wason v Walter, the House
was trying its luck. If the House or the Speaker or
whoever is taking the decision is suYciently upset
and concerned for the liberties of the House, then go
to law.

Q677 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: You are saying the
Speaker can go to law but no one else is able to go to
law if the police have a warrant which has been
granted by the courts.
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Sir William McKay: The police I think would simply
have to be told, “Do not execute the warrant. We are
going to court.”

Q678 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: It would be a policy
decision?
Sir William McKay: It would be a policy decision
which only the Speaker could take.

Q679 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Because of the particular
status of the Speaker?
Sir William McKay: Yes, in circumstances which I
frankly say I cannot envisage.

Q680 Chairman: I deduce from what you have just
said in the last answer to Sir Malcolm that if the
Speaker believes that the use of the warrant is
oppressive then it would be the Speaker’s duty to
resist that warrant.
Sir William McKay: I think that is right, but I cannot
imagine how it would be oppressive. That is my
weakness.

Q681 Chairman: As you say, this is an area where one
simply cannot predict the kind of issues which might
arise. You used the expression “the buck stops with
the Speaker.”
Sir William McKay: Short of the House.

Q682 Chairman: That starts in my mind this
question: when it comes to agreeing, giving consent,
does the Speaker authorise the giving of consent or
does the Speaker himself or herself give consent?
What I am really getting to, if I can put it slightly
diVerently, is: would it be consistent with the powers
and dignities of the House that something of this
kind should, as it were, be delegated, or is this not
something which the Speaker ought to hold on to as
being something for which he or she is uniquely
responsible?
Sir William McKay: The decision is uniquely the
Speaker’s. The Speaker would then say to the Clerk
of the House, “Go and tell them that it is not on.”
The Clerk would then write and say, “I am
authorised by the Speaker to say . . . ”.

Q683 Chairman: In the name of the Speaker, not in
his own name?
Sir William McKay: Yes, in the name of the Speaker.

Q684 Mr Howard: If, when you had been Clerk, you
had been asked by the Serjeant at Arms whether he
at that time had the authority to consent to the
search of an oYce on the Parliamentary Estate as
part of a criminal investigation, what would have
been your reply?
Sir William McKay: “Have you talked to the
Speaker?” In my time, I think I would have taken the
view that I am taking here, that the authority
belongs to the Speaker. Once you have the Speaker’s
okay, then the Serjeant or any other senior oYcer,
having been instructed by the Speaker, would be at
liberty to say yes or no, not on his or her own

authority, but as a means of conveying the Speaker’s
decision. That is what I would say and indeed that is
what the memorandum is about.

Q685 Ann CoVey: In any event what happened at the
end of the day was that the Speaker believed there
was a warrant. That is what he said to the
Committee.
Sir William McKay: Yes.

Q686 Ann CoVey: It did not cross his mind that there
was not a warrant. One of the things that we did
spend some time discussing was the changes in the
management structure to the House. Do you think
the changes that have been made maybe created a
situation in which we had a very serious incident
happen without the Speaker being fully aware of
what was going on or being fully informed?
Sir William McKay: I would be surprised because,
although I obviously have no experience of present
administrative arrangements, it is clear that the
tendency is to break down the departmental silos
and this has probably succeeded. What might in the
1990s have been a negotiation between the head of
one department and the head of another, the Clerk
and the Serjeant, now the relative chains of
command are much simpler and more
straightforward. When the Speaker says, “Go”, the
Clerk of the House as chief executive will say
doubtless to the relevant head of department, “Go.”

Q687 Ann CoVey: How could it be that the Speaker
believed that? How could we possibly end up in a
situation where the Speaker believed there must have
been a warrant? How could we end up in this
situation?
Sir William McKay: I suppose it was just assumed
that having got thus far there was a warrant.

Q688 Ann CoVey: How could that not have been
clear? Given what you have said about the fact that
the buck stops with the Speaker, the Speaker is the
most important person, how could that have
happened?
Sir William McKay: I do not know.

Q689 Chairman: We are trying, among other things,
to assert not only what happened but what the way
forward should be. One of the issues which I put to
you a moment or two ago was in relation to
incorporation of these matters in a new statute. I
think you were certainly supportive of that in
relation to the common law privilege that would
attach to questions from constituents. Are there any
other ways in which you think these matters could be
made more clear for the future?
Sir William McKay: Yes. I think, if we are not going
to go along the statutory path, the path we do go
along is going to have to be littered with protocols.
People are going to have to understand what
happens next, all those involved, both on the police
side of the fence and the House side of the fence.
These memoranda will be of the kind that have to be
drawn to the attention of new incumbents of oYces.
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Q690 Mr Blunkett: Would it therefore be helpful if
there was an automatic presumption, should there
be a protocol, that consent would be denied and a
warrant would be required?
Sir William McKay: The answer to that is yes. How
it would work is, if this Committee recommended
that in a sense a warrant should always be required,
if the House were to agree with the Committee’s
report, then there would immediately pop up a
presumption that the House will not agree unless
you have a warrant in future.

Q691 Mr Blunkett: That would then be down to the
Speaker in extremis using his or her power to
override the warrant, taking us back to the
conversation we have been having for the last half
hour?
Sir William McKay: Yes.

Q692 Chairman: You could have a resolution of
the House.
Sir William McKay: You could. You could do it
either directly in a resolution or by a resolution
agreeing to a report which says certain things.

Q693 Chairman: Does the fact that what is at issue
is an allegation of leaking and that documents
connected with that leaking may be available in the
oYce of the Member concerned make any diVerence
to any of the principles which you have enunciated?
Sir William McKay: No, I think not, because there
may be an oVence or even a disciplinary oVence
within government of leaking a document, but one
thing American jurisprudence does make clear I
think is that that oVence does not reach the Member
who receives the document. It may be that that is
another area of diYculty because, if the Member
receives the document and puts down a question on
the basis of it, then the Bill of Rights will cover the
use of the document. In other words, if I receive a

Witness: Ms Jill Pay, Serjeant at Arms, gave oral evidence.

Q697 Chairman: Serjeant at Arms, thank you very
much for coming to give evidence. We are most
grateful. Thank you also for your memorandum. I
think you would like to read that out to us and I
might just ask you to do that in a moment. Perhaps
for the record you would just give us some account
of when you began to work in the Palace of
Westminster and the positions that you have held
during that period.
Ms Pay: Yes, of course. I joined the House of
Commons in 1994 when I was the head oYce keeper.
That was working in the area of facilities, the front-
of-house facilities. I did that job for five years. Then
I became the accommodation rationalisation
manager, which meant opening this building, so
getting the building ready, getting all the services in
and then ultimately managing the occupation of the
building by Members. Early in 2001, I became
executive oYcer to the Serjeant at Arms and in
September 2004 I became an assistant Serjeant at

document saying that this particular piece of defence
kit does not work, and I am a Member and I put
down a question about it, then the document which
says it does not work is probably so close to the
proceeding as to receive the benefit. What, however,
happens to the document, whether by leaks or any
other way, which reaches a Member and he or she
says, “That is very interesting. I will put down a
question about it”; then they change their mind and
say, “No, I will not. I don’t think I will”? There is
such a diYcult area here. I am sorry to pass the buck
not this time to the Speaker but to the Committee.
Any thoughts about that I am sure would help the
courts in future to construe what the House wanted
to happen, not a legally binding text, but to speak for
the House and say, “That is the latest view we have
of the House.” After all, the only view we have of the
House is 70 years old.

Q694 Chairman: If the privilege in relation to
communications from constituents or others is
qualified, one would almost be creating a third
category: absolute privilege, qualified privilege and
something in the middle.
Sir William McKay: You could avoid that only by
looking at every case and seeing how close it is to an
undoubted privilege.

Q695 Chairman: That was my next question. It
might be a question of fact and degree in every case.
Sir William McKay: In every case. Of course it
would.

Q696 Chairman: In which case certainty is diYcult
to achieve.
Sir William McKay: Impossible.
Chairman: Sir William, thank you very much indeed.
I suppose you have given us the equivalent of a
lecture but it has been most helpful to the Committee
and we are very, very grateful to you. Thank you for
taking the time.

Arms. On 30 January 2008, I was appointed by the
Queen as Serjeant at Arms.

Q698 Chairman: Thank you very much. Would you
be good enough then just to turn to your
memorandum and to read it to us?
Ms Pay: May I just make a few points before I read
my statement?

Q699 Chairman: Of course. By all means.
Ms Pay: Thank you for inviting me to give evidence
to the Committee. I am sure you and the Committee
are aware that this is the first opportunity I have had
to talk about the events of November 2008 and I
welcome that. I assure the Committee that I acted in
good faith and I take full responsibility for my
actions. However, I am very sorry that my actions
have caused anxiety and distress among Members.
With hindsight it is clear to me that I should not have
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accepted the duty of confidentiality placed on me by
the police. I should have discussed the matter fully
with the Clerk of the House on the evening of
Wednesday 26 November, after I met with the
investigating police oYcers. I deeply regret that error
of judgment.

Q700 Chairman: That is very helpful. Thank you
very much for that. I think it leads quite naturally
into your account of the events as you recall them.
Perhaps you would just start with the document?
Ms Pay: Yes, of course. “On Thursday 20 November
2008 Chief Superintendent Ed Bateman, head of the
Metropolitan Police on the Parliamentary Estate,
asked to see me on a basis he described as very
confidential. He said that papers concerning a
Member of Parliament had been sent to the Crown
Prosecution Service for consideration. He said that,
depending on the CPS advice, either there would be
suYcient evidence for the police to make an arrest or
there would not be and nothing would happen. He
did not say that anything would occur in the
precincts but he did say that if the MP was arrested
this would be a very significant event. I asked Chief
Superintendent Bateman what it was about and he
said he could not tell me anything more at that time.
There was no mention of searching a Member’s
oYce during this conversation; nor was the question
of consent to search a Member’s oYce raised. On
Monday 24 November I met Chief Superintendent
Bateman to talk about a diVerent matter and I asked
him if there was any more news about the subject we
had discussed the previous Thursday. Chief
Superintendent Bateman said there was not and that
he would let me know as soon as he heard anything.
On Tuesday 25 November at about 4.30pm Chief
Superintendent Bateman asked to see me and he told
me that the CPS considered there was suYcient
evidence to support the allegation and that the
Member was going to be arrested. He said he could
not tell me the identity of the Member or what the
allegation was at this stage. Chief Superintendent
Bateman told me that the suspect was a very senior
member of the Conservative Party and that the
allegation was to do with the recently publicised
Home OYce leaks. He said that police oYcers from
the MPS Counter-Terrorism Command would
arrest the Member, possibly the following afternoon,
and that they would want to search all of his
premises. I asked what he meant by ‘premises’ and
Chief Superintendent Bateman listed them: the
Member’s Westminster oYce, the constituency
oYce and the two home addresses in London and the
constituency. I asked what the MP was going to be
charged with and Chief Superintendent Bateman
said that he could not tell me then, but he would
bring the investigating police oYcers from the
Counter Terrorism Command to meet me the next
day and they would give me more information. At
this stage, the possible search of the Westminster
oYce had been raised with me but nothing was said
about the mechanics of the search. Chief
Superintendent Bateman again told me on this
occasion that all this was very confidential and that
I could not tell anyone. I insisted that I had to tell the

Speaker to which Chief Superintendent Bateman
said, ‘Okay, but as long as it is only the Speaker you
are telling.’ Chief Superintendent Bateman made it
clear that this whole case was being kept very
confidential and that the more people who knew
about it from outside the police the greater the risk
of prejudicing the criminal investigation. On
Wednesday 26 November I telephoned Angus
Sinclair, the Speaker’s Secretary, at around 9.30am
and said that I needed to speak to the Speaker as
soon as possible on a very confidential subject.
Angus Sinclair suggested I wait to see the Speaker
before the daily Speaker’s conference and when the
Speaker arrived Angus Sinclair told him that I
needed to speak to him urgently about a very
confidential matter. The Speaker and I went to an
area where we could speak in private. I told the
Speaker that the police had informed me that oYcers
from the Counter Terrorism Command were going
to arrest a senior Member of Parliament, a
Conservative, possibly that afternoon, and that they
would want to search his Westminster oYce, his
constituency oYce and his two home addresses
immediately after the arrest. I had no more
information at that time but I told the Speaker that I
would telephone him later that afternoon when I had
more details. The Speaker asked me to call him on
his mobile because he would not be in the Palace and
he said he would keep the information confidential.
At 3.30pm on Wednesday 26 November four police
oYcers came to meet with me in my oYce: Detective
Chief Inspector Jim Stockley, who was the senior
investigating oYcer, Detective Inspector Piers
Dingmans and Detective Sergeant Steve Walker, all
from the Counter Terrorism Command, and Chief
Superintendent Ed Bateman. Detective Inspector
Dingmans led the introductory part of the meeting.
I asked him who the Member was but Detective
Inspector Dingmans said that they could not tell me.
He said the fewer people who knew his identity the
better and that it was essential to maintain
confidentiality. Detective Chief Inspector Stockley
told me that the arrest would not happen that
afternoon, but he did tell me that the allegation
against the Member was aiding and abetting
misconduct in a public oYce and that the police
thought there was evidence in the Member’s
Westminster oYce to support the allegation. I asked
what kind of evidence and Detective Inspector
Dingmans replied, ‘Evidence that the Member
encouraged leaks. That is, that he was pulling leaks
rather than receiving them.’ This conversation led on
to the issue of what he described as lawful consent to
search. Detective Inspector Dingmans stated that
for the other three premises the police had obtained
search warrants from a district judge. He explained
that for premises occupied by an individual a
warrant was necessary, but it was diVerent when an
organisation’s premises were being searched because
then the police would need to ask the person who has
authority for the premises to consent to the search.
He said this was known as lawful consent. The
oYcer explained that, because this was not one of the
Member’s homes or the constituency oYce, they
would need my consent to search his Westminster
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oYce. He said that the police needed lawful consent
to search which I, as Serjeant at Arms, was entitled
to give. It was not put to me that I could refuse my
consent. At no time did the police oYcers say that I
could insist on a warrant. The police oYcers
convinced me that my lawful consent was what was
required instead of a warrant.”

Q701 Chairman: I take it you have used the word
“convinced” deliberately in that context?
Ms Pay: Yes, I have. “I knew that the CPS was
satisfied that there was a case to be answered because
Chief Superintendent Bateman had told me on
Tuesday 25 November that the Crown Prosecution
Service considered there was suYcient evidence to
support the allegation against the Member. I also
knew that warrants had been given by a district
judge for the other premises, which the police had
told me earlier in the meeting. I asked if it was a civil
or a criminal oVence and Detective Chief Inspector
Stockley said it was a serious criminal oVence. I had
already been told during the meeting that the
allegation was aiding and abetting misconduct in a
public oYce. I then asked if there would be a
criminal investigation and he said there would be. I
asked how serious a criminal oVence it was and I was
told that the Member could receive a sentence of 20
to 25 years for the oVence. From this information I
concluded that something very serious had
happened and that if I did not give my consent to
search the Member’s oYce I would be obstructing a
criminal investigation. I felt under considerable
pressure at this stage. I adjourned the meeting with
the police at approximately 4pm to seek advice.
Detective Chief Inspector Stockley asked who I was
going to speak to and I said I would speak to the
Clerk of the House if he was available. I looked for
the nearest possible source of advice and visited
Douglas Millar, the Clerk Assistant and my line
manager. I said to him that I needed advice about
whether I had the authority to give consent to a
search by the police. Douglas Millar said that I
should go to the Clerk of the House, Malcolm Jack,
who was the expert in that area. I felt very
constrained by the confidentiality imposed on me by
the investigating oYcers. I went to see Malcolm Jack
to ask him if I had the authority to consent to the
search of an oYce on the Parliamentary Estate as
part of a criminal investigation. Malcolm Jack said
that I had the authority to consent to a search but
that if a search concerned a Member’s oYce I must
consult the Speaker. I went back to the meeting with
the police oYcers at approximately 4.15pm and
informed them that I had authority to consent to the
search, but I did not give consent at this point
because I still did not know which Member was
being arrested. I asked the oYcers what form my
consent would take. The oYcers said that when they
met me next time they would have a consent form
with them for me to sign. They did not give me any
more details about the case but they arranged to
meet me the following morning at 6.45am to give me
more information and to seek my formal consent.
The police convinced me that a warrant was not
necessary because what they described as lawful

consent could be given instead of a warrant due to
the Palace being an organisation’s premises rather
than an individual’s premises. After the police had
explained to me the method by which I would give
formal consent—signing a form—I told them that I
would also provide a letter because I thought it
would add gravitas to the proceedings. The police
replied that I could do that if I wanted to but that it
was not necessary. Detective Sergeant Walker said
that the police wanted to see me very early the next
morning, Thursday the 27, because they wanted to
make the arrest that morning. Due to the early hour
I proposed that the police come to my oYcial
residence the next day in view of the confidentiality
surrounding the whole matter. I thought this would
be more appropriate and discreet as I thought
employees of the House might be suspicious if I was
seen with a group of police at that time in the Palace.
It did not occur to me at the time that I would be
unable to speak to anyone to obtain advice at such
an early hour. Detective Chief Inspector Stockley
again emphasised to me the confidentiality of the
situation but I again stressed that I was going to keep
the Speaker informed. I rang Mr Speaker on his
mobile at about 4.20pm and I told him that the arrest
was not taking place that afternoon but was likely to
happen the next morning. I told Mr Speaker that I
now knew the allegation against the Member and I
read it to him: ‘aiding and abetting misconduct in a
public oYce’. The Speaker repeated the words and I
confirmed the allegation. I then said that the
subsequent searches would happen the next morning
immediately following the arrest. I had not been told
the identity of the Member concerned and was
therefore unable to inform the Speaker of this fact. I
told the Speaker that the police had arranged to meet
me at 6.45am the next morning but I did not think
he would want me to telephone him at that time. The
Speaker said that I could call him in his private
apartments at 7.30am because he would be getting
ready to leave for Glasgow. On Thursday 27
November at 7am the police arrived at my oYcial
residence: Detective Sergeant Steve Walker and
Detective Constable Graham Bannatyne from the
Counter Terrorism Command with Chief
Superintendent Ed Bateman and Police Constable
Doreen Davis, plain clothes, from the parliamentary
police. DS Walker gave me the full background to
the matter and identified the Member as Damian
Green. He underlined the determination of the
police to keep the whole matter confidential. For the
sake of accuracy, I went through with the police what
I planned to say to the Speaker. I telephoned the
Speaker at 7.30am as arranged and told him that the
Member was Damian Green and that he was going
to be arrested that morning. I confirmed the
allegation as aiding and abetting misconduct in a
public oYce and I said that his oYces at Westminster
and elsewhere were going to be searched following
his arrest. I told the Speaker that the police were with
me in my residence and that I had received a formal
request from the police to consent to the search of
Damian Green’s Westminster oYce which I
proposed to give. The Speaker thanked me for the
call and I told the Speaker that I would get in touch
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with him if the situation changed. After talking to
the Speaker, I signed the consent form. At no time
was I informed that I did not have to give my consent
or that I could insist on a warrant or that I could
withdraw my consent at any time. The police then
left my house but the search team remained on the
Estate, waiting to hear when the arrest had taken
place so that they could begin the search. At 1.50pm
DS Walker called me to inform me that Damian
Green had been arrested and that the search was
going to commence. I was already in Damian
Green’s oYce because his staV were worried and had
asked to speak to me. The search commenced at
2.08pm. I did not contact the Speaker again after the
conversation on Thursday morning because the
situation was as I had explained to him. I nominated
PC Doreen Davis to be my representative during
periods when I could not be present at the search. I
left Damian Green’s oYce shortly after the search
commenced and went to see Malcolm Jack at about
2.20pm. I took with me the first draft of my letter to
DS Walker and the copy of the consent form I had
signed. Malcolm Jack asked to see the warrant and
I told him the police had convinced me that the
consent form I had signed was lawful consent and
was instead of a warrant. I told Malcolm Jack that I
had consulted the Speaker on three occasions, the
last time at 7.30 that morning. At the time I thought
that I did not need to ask the Speaker to give his
consent to the search, as I believed I had the
authority to give consent to the search myself.
Malcolm Jack said that the letter to DS Walker must
include the alleged charge because it had not
appeared on the consent form. We agreed the
content of the letter and to whom it was to be copied:
Damian Green, MP, Malcolm Jack, Angus Sinclair,
Ed Bateman and Michael Carpenter. The letter is
attached at annex A. I visited Damian Green’s oYce
several times during the search and I was notified by
PC Doreen Davis at 8.42pm that the search had been
completed at 8.35pm. On Friday 28 November I
spoke to Damian Green by telephone just after 9am
and we agreed that I would go to his oYce at 9.30. I
gave him the copy of my letter to DS Walker.
Damian Green was furious that I had given consent
for his oYce to be searched, but we agreed that our
conversation at that time must be about how he
could continue his work as a Member of Parliament.
After our meeting I arranged for PICT to provide
computers, a printer and a fax machine to enable
Damian Green and his staV to work. I contacted DS
Walker and arranged for Damian Green’s diary and
Filofax to be photocopies and these photocopies
were delivered to his staV later on Friday, along with
a photocopy of the exhibits book that contained
details of all the items removed during the search of
his oYce and from where in the oYce they were
removed. During Friday morning I had asked Chief
Superintendent Bateman for a definitive statement
about the diVerence between seeking a signed
consent form and a search warrant. Assistant
Commissioner Bob Quick telephoned on Friday
afternoon to explain this to me and CS Bateman sent
me a confirmatory email on the following Monday,
which was the briefing note used during the

telephone conversation. This read: ‘The MPS had
reasonable grounds to arrest an MP for conspiracy/
aiding and abetting misconduct in a public oYce. In
order to secure evidence for this investigation they
have identified four addresses linked to him which
they need to search. Search warrants have been
issued for three of those addresses under section
eight of PACE. In order for them to be issued, a
district judge has agreed with the information
supplied by police and has issued the relevant
authority for their execution. The fourth address is
the MP’s private oYce and a warrant for this address
cannot be issued if permission can be granted by the
person in control of it or who has authority for the
premises. Consequently, permission was asked for
from the Serjeant at Arms to search the premises and
was duly granted.’”

Q702 Chairman: I think you have added as annexes
to your statement a copy of the letter you sent on 27
November to Detective Sergeant Steve Walker and
we also have attached a copy of the form which
you signed?
Ms Pay: Yes.

Q703 Chairman: Would you just tell us in general
terms what your responsibilities are as Serjeant at
Arms?
Ms Pay: Yes. I am responsible for security access
and ceremonial activities in the House of Commons.

Q704 Chairman: That is a redefinition I think of the
role of the Serjeant at Arms following the Tebbit
Report?
Ms Pay: Yes, it is. Those core activities were
expanded to take on works and estates and all the
accommodation services, so the Serjeant’s remit was
much larger and wider before the Tebbit
reorganisation.

Q705 Chairman: What kind of hand over or
induction did you receive when you took up the
appointment of Serjeant at Arms which, as you have
pointed out, is unique because of course it is an
appointment of Her Majesty the Queen?
Ms Pay: My predecessor had left the House’s service
in the second week in December of 2007 and the
Deputy Serjeant was in an acting role until I took
over on 30 January. There was no direct hand over
or induction.

Q706 Chairman: There were six weeks of cross over
during the time there was an acting Serjeant?
Ms Pay: There were six weeks, yes, and I was
working in the oYce with the Deputy Serjeant all
during that time.

Q707 Chairman: During that time were you ever
given to understand that you might find yourself
engaged in activities which would have an impact on
issues like parliamentary privilege?
Ms Pay: Not directly told during that time but,
because I had been working in the Serjeant’s oYce
since 2001, I was aware of privilege. I am not an
expert at all but I was aware of the issue of privilege.
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Q708 Chairman: You knew the sensitivities around
privilege?
Ms Pay: Yes.

Q709 Chairman: Were you aware that what we call
the “McKay Memorandum” existed, written in the
year 2000 by Sir William McKay?
Ms Pay: I was not aware of it, no.

Q710 Chairman: No-one drew that to your attention
as being an issue which might become part of your
responsibility?
Ms Pay: No. Nobody drew it to my attention. I was
not aware of its existence until the events of last
November.

Q711 Chairman: If privilege was an issue which
might have an impact on the discharge of your
responsibilities but was not an area in which you had
special expertise, as I think you have just told the
Committee, in your mind what was the way in which
you should react if any question of privilege arose?
Ms Pay: My understanding was that Members are
not above the law and the Parliamentary Estate is
not above the law. My understanding of privilege as
it stands is that it does not aVect the removal of
materials but it aVects how those materials are used.

Q712 Chairman: The Metropolitan Police are here
on a contract. Is that correct?
Ms Pay: Yes, that is right.

Q713 Chairman: Is this a contract which you have
the responsibility for supervising and enforcing?
Ms Pay: Yes, I own the contract.

Q714 Chairman: You I think are directly engaged
with the chief superintendent who happens to be the
senior representative of the Metropolitan Police at
any one time. Is that correct?
Ms Pay: Yes.

Q715 Chairman: What were your relations with
Chief Superintendent Bateman?
Ms Pay: A very good working relationship, good
information, regular meetings, a formal weekly
meeting but interaction virtually every day on
various aspects of the operation.

Q716 Chairman: Running through some of the
evidence we have heard before, which I think you
will have read, there was a suggestion that you might
have been intimidated or something of the kind.
How do you react to that?
Ms Pay: No, I am not easily intimidated. I did not
feel intimidated by any of the meetings or
conversations.

Q717 Chairman: Do you think you were misled?
Ms Pay: I do not want to make an accusation of
being misled, but I think there was a clear objective
to achieve consent to search and that was the focus.

Q718 Chairman: Looking back at the events which
surrounded the granting of consent, how would you
characterise them?
Ms Pay: Very last minute. The information was drip
fed to me so I only had a very small amount of
information day by day. The issue of my giving
consent was only raised on the Wednesday
afternoon, 26 November, when they intended to
make the arrest the following morning, so I felt that
was very last minute.

Q719 Chairman: Did you take any opportunity to
take advice for example from the Speaker’s
Counsel?
Ms Pay: No, I did not.

Q720 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: You oVered an
additional statement at the beginning of your
evidence where you said, if I recollect, that in
retrospect you would have preferred to have rejected
the requirement for confidentiality and consulted
your colleagues earlier. Can you just remind us of the
timing when you say in your additional statement
that you believe you should have consulted your
colleagues?
Ms Pay: I think on the Wednesday, early evening,
after I had gone back to meet the investigating
oYcers, we had completed that meeting, we had
arranged to meet next morning. I had telephoned the
Speaker and I think after that.

Q721 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: That is Wednesday 26
November?
Ms Pay: Yes, in the early evening. That evening I
should have. With hindsight, I would prefer to have
gone and spoken to the Clerk of the House at that
stage. The wisdom of hindsight is great.

Q722 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: You were first
approached about these matters almost a week
before on Thursday 20 November.
Ms Pay: Yes.

Q723 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: You have said in your
statement that you were told by Chief
Superintendent Bateman that there was a significant
possibility that there would be suYcient evidence for
the police to make an arrest of a Member of
Parliament.
Ms Pay: Yes.

Q724 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Did he on that occasion
say what you have told us he said the next time you
met him, that you must not discuss this with
anyone else?
Ms Pay: He said that it was very confidential at that
stage, but at that stage it was 50/50. Either the
Crown Prosecution Service were going to agree that
there was evidence or they were not and nothing was
going to happen. It was quite hypothetical then.

Q725 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Knowing, as you knew
on Thursday 20 November, that there was at least a
serious possibility that a Member of Parliament was
going to be arrested some time in the near future, did
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you not give some thought to whether it might be
appropriate to mention it to the Speaker at that stage
or to the Clerk of the House at that stage?
Ms Pay: I did think about it but in security terms
there are many times when some intelligence comes
through that says something might happen and it
might not happen. I prefer to have more solid
evidence or to be more sure of the facts rather than
go and talk to somebody about something that
might happen or might not happen.

Q726 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: I understand that but in
the period that you have been Serjeant at Arms have
you ever been told on any other occasion of the
possibility that a Member of Parliament might be
arrested?
Ms Pay: No. That was the first time.

Q727 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Given the seriousness
that that implied, surely this would distinguish such
information from the other examples you might be
having in mind in terms of whether you should have
at least informed the Speaker and/or the Clerk of
the House?
Ms Pay: At the time I felt that it was not a strong
possibility. I did not know what the charge was. I did
not know at that stage it was to do with the leaks
from the Home OYce. I had no idea whether it was
a criminal oVence, whether it was a civil oVence. It
could have been a major road accident. I had
absolutely no idea of the context at that time.

Q728 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Let me take you
forward, if I may, to your meeting again with Chief
Superintendent Bateman on Tuesday 25 November
referred to at the bottom of page one of your
statement, when you say that he informed you then
that there was, in the view of the CPS, suYcient
evidence to support the allegations against the
Member and that the Member was going to be
arrested. I think you were told on that occasion,
according to your statement at the top of the
following page, that the Member would be arrested
possibly the following afternoon and that they
would want to search all his premises. That was at
4.30 on Tuesday 25 November and you have told us
how you then had a discussion with Chief
Superintendent Bateman when you insisted that you
had to inform the Speaker.
Ms Pay: Yes.

Q729 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Having been given
information that an MP was going to be arrested and
his premises searched at 4.30 on Tuesday 25
November, knowing that that was going to be likely
to be implemented the following day, why did you
not immediately inform the Speaker of what you had
been informed? You have told us that you did not in
fact attempt to speak to the Speaker until the
following morning.
Ms Pay: Because I knew I was definitely going to see
the Speaker the following morning and I felt that,
because the arrest was not likely to happen until the
afternoon, that was the time to tell him, when I knew
I was going to see him.

Q730 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Did you give any
thought to informing him—never mind consulting
him—right away, given the seriousness of what was
involved?
Ms Pay: I did not feel the need to tell him that
evening. I felt that the following morning would
have been in good enough time.

Q731 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: I think you have
indicated to us you had had no previous experience
of what was involved if a Member of Parliament was
about to be arrested or premises were about to be
searched and yet, having been told that was likely to
happen the following day, neither the Clerk of the
House nor the Speaker was informed right away. Do
you not think in retrospect that it might have been
reasonable and fair to the Speaker that he should
know at the earliest possible moment that—
Ms Pay: I think with the wisdom of hindsight it
probably would have been prudent to tell him that
evening but as far as the Clerk of the House was
concerned I was still under this blanket of
confidentiality, if you like, about not telling him. I
was insisting that I had to tell the Speaker.

Q732 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Did you feel that you
were under a legal obligation to accept the police
request?
Ms Pay: No, not a legal obligation. I felt that I was
just getting this information a little bit at a time and
I felt that, if I did talk to anybody else about it, I was
not going to get any more information.

Q733 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: I am particularly
interested in what you were informed as late as
Tuesday 25 November because by that stage it was
not just, as it were, drip information; a Member of
Parliament was going to be arrested, possibly the
following afternoon. Premises were likely to be
searched. I remain puzzled why you did not
immediately feel, given that the Speaker obviously
has the overall responsibility for these matters, that
he was entitled to know right away.
Ms Pay: I can only say that at the time I felt that the
next morning was timely to tell him. Again, with the
wisdom of hindsight, yes, I think it probably would
have been preferable to tell him that evening, but at
the time, because I knew I was going to see him the
next morning, I felt that was the opportunity to tell
him.

Q734 Chairman: Did you know that the buck
stopped with the Speaker, as Sir William McKay has
put it?
Ms Pay: Yes. I know that the Speaker is responsible
for the precincts and everything that happens, but
the terminology that is generally used in terms of
security is that the Speaker delegates executive
authority to the Serjeant.

Q735 Chairman: On the question of confidentiality,
was this something which had arisen on previous
occasions?
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Ms Pay: No, this was the first time.

Q736 Chairman: Chief Superintendent Bateman on
previous occasions had not, as I understand your
evidence, approached you and discussed something
in such terms that you were not to tell anyone else?
Ms Pay: No, this was the first time that this had
happened which I think is why I took that quite
seriously. We frequently had confidential
conversations because that is the nature of security
and intelligence, but this was the first time that he
had talked to me in these terms about not telling
others.

Q737 Chairman: When we were talking about
induction, I think we both understood that really to
be, putting it colloquially, the nuts and bolts of the
job. Did anyone in the course of that period or at any
other stage in your time at the Palace explain to you
the McKay principle, that the buck stops with the
Speaker?
Ms Pay: Not really the McKay principle, no. As I
said, my understanding has always been that the
Speaker has total responsibility but in terms of
security he delegates executive authority to the
Serjeant at Arms. My line to the Speaker is direct on
security, although my line management is through
the Clerk Assistant and the Clerk. In security terms
it is direct. If I could perhaps just give an example of
that, when we had the Plane Stupid people on the
roof of Westminster Hall in February 2008 and it
was mooted that there could have been the
involvement of an insider in that investigation, at
that stage, because of this allegation about an
insider, I went direct to the Speaker on that until we
had that confirmed, who that person was and who
they were sponsored by. That was an accepted route.

Q738 Chairman: When did you first learn that
terrorist oVences were not involved?
Ms Pay: On the Tuesday afternoon when Chief
Superintendent Bateman told me it was to do with
the leaks from the Home OYce.

Q739 Chairman: Did that cause you to reflect on the
fact that you had been bidden to exercise absolute
confidentiality on this one?
Ms Pay: No. It had not crossed my mind that it may
have been related to terrorism and that is why there
was the confidentiality. I always understood that the
confidentiality was that the police wanted to keep it
very tight lest anybody outside should hear about
the investigation or the possible arrest.

Q740 Chairman: The Speaker made it clear that
when that language was used to him he immediately
thought that this might involve some kind of
terrorism, some attack on the House, I think he
sought to imply, or perhaps some element of Irish
terrorism. Was that what you first understood?
Ms Pay: No. Even when I knew it was to do with
Home OYce leaks, there could have been a terrorist
connection there because national security may have

been involved but I did not ever think it was
anything to do with Ireland or a direct terrorist
attack on the House, no.

Q741 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: You were told that it was
to do with leaks from the Home OYce. Did that
result in you being slightly sceptical when you were
told that the possible penalty might be
imprisonment for 20 to 25 years?
Ms Pay: That was related to the allegation, so when
I had heard the allegation that is when I asked about
how serious a criminal oVence this was and what the
possible sentence could be. For me, that framed it as
being very serious. I did not question it.

Q742 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Did you think it was at
all likely that someone would be sentenced to 25
years’ imprisonment for being involved in leaks from
the Home OYce?
Ms Pay: I did not know whether the leaks were to do
with the OYcial Secrets Act or terrorism. I did not
know what the leaks contained at that stage.

Q743 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: You thought that might
be the potential punishment that might be imposed,
given that you had been told this by the police?
Ms Pay: I accepted the police’s word that that was a
possible sentence related to that allegation, yes.

Q744 Mr Howard: Serjeant, you were at pains to
refute any suggestion that you had been intimidated
by the police.
Ms Pay: Yes.

Q745 Mr Howard: Indeed, I think you were
reluctant to assent to the proposition that you were
misled by the police, or do you think you were indeed
misled by the police?
Ms Pay: I am not sure that I was misled. I think I was
steered down a certain route.

Q746 Mr Howard: You have described their
approach as being a drip, drip, drip in the way in
which they made information available to you.
Ms Pay: Yes.

Q747 Mr Howard: Do you think that was a tactic
employed by the police deliberately to put you at a
disadvantage?
Ms Pay: I think it was a tactic so that I did not have
the whole picture early, yes.

Q748 Mr Howard: It is accepted by the police that
you were not told that you need not consent to the
search, as you should have been under the provisions
of the Police and Criminal Evidence Act. Had you
been told that, what would have been your response?
Ms Pay: That would have put a question in my mind
that, if I had been told that I could insist on a
warrant, there would have been an avenue there that
I did not know about.
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Q749 Mr Howard: Although you were not told
about the need for a warrant, the police repeatedly
said to you, “We need your consent”. Does not that
in itself contain an implication that you need not
have given your consent?
Ms Pay: I did not take that implication from what
they were saying.

Q750 Mr Howard: They never for example said,
“You must give your consent.”
Ms Pay: No, they did not pressure me into giving my
consent by saying, “You must give your consent.”

Q751 Mr Howard: When it came to your
conversations with the Speaker, the impression I get
from what you have told us is that what you were
really doing was informing the Speaker more than
anything else.
Ms Pay: Yes, that is correct. That was from the very
first Tuesday afternoon. That was what I said: “I
must inform the Speaker.” I could not let all this be
happening and him not know. That was my view.

Q752 Mr Howard: You certainly were not asking the
Speaker for authority because you thought you
had it.
Ms Pay: Exactly. No, I was not asking for authority
because I believed I had the authority.

Q753 Mr Howard: You were not even really, in any
meaningful sense, consulting the Speaker, were you?
You were informing him.
Ms Pay: I was consulting him and there was
opportunity for questions but he did not ask any
questions. He accepted what I was telling him.

Q754 Mr Howard: If I may suggest this to you,
consultation implies that you might have put a
question to the Speaker: “This is what I propose to
do. Do you agree?” but you did not ask him for his
agreement at all.
Ms Pay: No, I did not ask for his agreement about
what I was going to do.

Q755 Mr Howard: You were merely informing him
of what you were going to do.
Ms Pay: Yes, in the very last conversation I did
inform him of what I was going to do.

Q756 Mr Howard: In respect of the previous
conversations, you were merely informing him of
what had happened with the conversations you had
had with the police.
Ms Pay: Yes, I was. As soon as I had some
information from the police, I informed the Speaker
about it but it was minimal information. That is
what I was doing, keeping him informed of what was
happening.

Q757 Mr Howard: You did not tell the Speaker at
any stage, as I understand it, that what was being
investigated had nothing to do with terrorism.

Ms Pay: I did not use those words, no.

Q758 Mr Howard: You did tell him that it was the
counter-terrorism police.
Ms Pay: Yes, I did. It is the Counter Terrorism
Command. That is one of the units of the
Metropolitan Police that we work with and I did tell
him what the allegation was when I telephoned him
on the Wednesday afternoon.

Q759 Ann CoVey: I asked Sir William McKay who
was here before you how it could possibly happen
that the Speaker thought that there must have been
a warrant to search this oYce, but maybe it is a
question I should ask of you. How could that
possibly have happened?
Ms Pay: I have reflected on this a lot obviously and
I think it is the same with Malcolm Jack because
when I went to see him he said, “Where is the
warrant?” I think there is an assumption that when
you say “search” “warrant” follows it, so “search
warrant” is the phrase that is in people’s minds.

Q760 Ann CoVey: I think my question was how
come you never had a conversation with him in
which the Speaker was aware that there was not a
warrant.
Ms Pay: I think, because I talked about the search
and searching the premises in the first conversation,
in the face to face conversation, and then when I
spoke to him on the telephone later on the
Wednesday afternoon again it was about searches. It
was not about a warrant. At that stage when I spoke
to him on Wednesday afternoon I believed I had the
authority to give the consent to search instead of
there being a warrant. Having a warrant, in my
mind, was the alternative route.

Q761 Ann CoVey: I understand the process. My
question is about how could the Speaker of the
House of Commons be left in such a situation as he
was left in, in which he believed that, even if there
was a warrant for the search of a Member of
Parliament’s oYces, there was not. He is the person
with whom the buck stops, the person who is elected
by the Members of the House. How could he be left
in such a situation?
Ms Pay: I think only on the assumption that when
you say “search” people assume there is a warrant.

Q762 Ann CoVey: Do you not think it was part of
your responsibility to make sure that the Speaker did
know that there was not a warrant and that he has
that information? Do you not think he should have
known that and you should have made sure that he
understood exactly the position, that there was not
a warrant?
Ms Pay: I think, with the wisdom of hindsight, yes,
I do wish I had said that but we are talking about
facts and I did not say it. I did not say it for the
reason I gave, that I believed I had the authority to
give the consent to search. With hindsight, yes, I
should have made it clearer.
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Q763 Ann CoVey: Do you think that the diYculties
are caused by the changes in how the administration
of the House is managed and the changes in your
role, or do you think that part of the problem was the
nature of the personal relationships?
Ms Pay: I do not think the organisational changes
impacted on this because the previous Serjeant still
had security access and ceremonial, but other things
as well. I feel that actually it is much easier for me to
focus on my responsibilities than it was for the
previous Serjeant because it was such a wide
portfolio. I do not think that impacted on this. I
think the diYculty was because I accepted this duty
of confidentiality. My working relationship with the
Speaker had been very eVective, and my working
relationship with the Clerk of the House and the
Clerk Assistant. I think the Clerk of the House said
that my natural style is to be consultative and to
communicate, but because I accepted this duty of
confidentiality my behaviour was not in my normal
pattern. I am not using it as an excuse, but you ask
me how I think it happened and I think that is how
it happened.

Q764 Ann CoVey: You are clearly taking your share
of the responsibility on that. That is very welcome
but I do not believe it is totally down to the fact that
you saw this duty of confidentiality as overriding. I
cannot believe that that is the only reason that we
ended up with the situation that the Speaker did not
know that there was not a warrant to search a
Member of Parliament’s oYces. I am suggesting to
you that the problems and diYculties are probably
more complex than those which you are presenting.
It is not so straightforward, is it?
Ms Pay: I can only tell you from my perspective. If
you want a larger, organisational picture, maybe you
need to ask the Director General who is sitting near
me, or maybe somebody could respond to the
Committee in writing after this meeting. I can tell
you from my perspective but not from the larger,
strategic view of the organisation.

Q765 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: You said in your answer
to Mr Howard that you had not asked the Speaker
for his consent to whether you should sign this form
because you believed you had delegated authority to
make that decision yourself.
Ms Pay: Yes.

Q766 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Why did you believe
that?
Ms Pay: First of all, there is this concept that the
Speaker is responsible for security but delegates
executive authority to the Serjeant. That is the
overriding view but, because this was new to me and
I had not come across this before, that is why I went
to seek advice from the Clerk of the House, to just
check out that point: had I the authority to give
consent to the search.

Q767 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: The Clerk, when he gave
evidence to us—I am sure you have read his
evidence—said that he was in no doubt that the
Speaker’s consent ought to have been obtained but

he acknowledged that what he had said to you was
that you must consult the Speaker. He did not
explicitly say that you must get his consent, although
that is what he thought he was communicating to
you.
Ms Pay: Yes.

Q768 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: When the Clerk gave you
his advice that you should consult the Speaker, what
did you understand him at that time to mean?
Ms Pay: To consult the Speaker, to talk to the
Speaker about what was happening, but I did not
interpret it to overtly ask for the Speaker’s
agreement to the consent to search.

Q769 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: The way we reconcile
your evidence with the Clerk of the House’s evidence
is that there was a confusion between what he
thought he was telling you and how you
understood—
Ms Pay: There was a misunderstanding.

Q770 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: As to the meaning of the
word “consult”?
Ms Pay: That is right, yes.

Q771 Mr Blunkett: For the sake of clarification
around what happened on the day of the arrest, I
would be most grateful if you would just run through
with us again the timetable. As I understood it, at
around ten to two, you were informed that the arrest
had taken place. Is that correct?
Ms Pay: Yes, that is right.

Q772 Mr Blunkett: You spoke to the Clerk when?
Ms Pay: I got to the Clerk’s oYce at 20 past two.

Q773 Mr Blunkett: That is when he then knew that
an arrest had taken place?
Ms Pay: He had seen it on Sky News. Sky News got
it first.

Q774 Mr Blunkett: When you went to tell him, he
told you he already knew?
Ms Pay: Yes.

Q775 Mr Blunkett: At that point, did you have a
conversation about the likely implications in view of
the privilege and in view of the likelihood obviously
of the House as a whole being concerned in this
matter?
Ms Pay: The conversation we had was about the
likelihood that the House would not obstruct a
criminal investigation, whatever the process. This is
what I took it to mean: if the McKay process had
been followed, he thought it was unlikely that the
House would obstruct a criminal investigation. That
was an overall point. He also gave me some very
good advice. He said, “You must keep a record and
a time line of everything that was said, to whom and
when because there will be an inquiry into this in due
course.” That made me realise that it was extremely
serious. That also triggered my request to Chief
Superintendent Bateman to have a very clear
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statement about the diVerence between consent to
search and a warrant, because obviously this was
going to be a very big and serious issue.

Q776 Ann CoVey: When you were talking about the
problem having arisen because of this duty of
confidentiality, did you mean by that that you also
saw that the information the police had given you
was confidential and to be kept from the Speaker as
well? You felt that duty of confidentiality?
Ms Pay: No. I insisted to the police all the way
through that I was going to tell the Speaker. There
was no question that I would not tell the Speaker
this.

Q777 Ann CoVey: When I asked you about why the
Speaker believed that there was a warrant to search
the oYce and I asked how that situation could have
arisen, you said you felt it arose from a
misunderstanding or accepting a duty of
confidentiality.
Ms Pay: How the misunderstanding occurred, yes. I
do not think it was due to that. I think it was due to
the fact that I believed that I had the authority to
give the consent to search and that that had taken me
down a route where there was not a warrant. I
accepted that and I did not feel that I needed to
explain all of that route to the Speaker because I was
not asking his agreement to the consent to search. I
did not follow the line of warrant with him.

Q778 Ann CoVey: It was because you believed you
had the authority, not him.
Ms Pay: Yes.

Q779 Ann CoVey: It was more to do with that than
the duty of confidentiality?
Ms Pay: Yes.

Q780 Ann CoVey: Having listened to everything that
has happened since, how do you see your authority
in respect of giving consent now?
Ms Pay: Now we have a Speaker’s Protocol, which
I welcome. There is a framework now. There is very
good advice. Heaven forfend this should ever
happen again, the protocol to be followed is very,
very clear and I welcome that.

Q781 Chairman: When you went to see the Clerk to
ask what your authority was, can you tell us how you
framed the question? Did you simply say, “What if
someone wants to search a Member of
Parliament’s oYce?”
Ms Pay: It was not a “what if” question. I said that
I needed his advice on something very confidential
and then I posed the direct question.

Q782 Chairman: Can you remember the terms of
that question?
Ms Pay: Yes. I asked him if I had the authority to
consent to a search on the Parliamentary Estate as
part of a criminal investigation and he said, “Is it a
Member’s oYce?” I said, “Yes.” He said, “You must
consult the Speaker.”

Q783 Chairman: He did not ask you any more?
Ms Pay: No, he did not and I said I could not tell him
any more then but I would be able to tell him more
tomorrow, which was why I went to see him at 20
past two.

Q784 Chairman: The doctrine of confidentiality
applied even when you were seeking advice about
the precise nature of your powers?
Ms Pay: Yes.

Q785 Chairman: I think you are probably aware that
we have explored in evidence on several occasions
since we began our inquiry the events of a meeting
on 2 December.
Ms Pay: Yes.

Q786 Chairman: You will be aware that Lord Martin
told the Committee that the Clerk intervened at
some stage when you were being asked about it and
said that you had been tricked or bamboozled. Do
you remember that language being used?
Ms Pay: No, not at all.

Q787 Chairman: Do you remember the Clerk
intervening?
Ms Pay: Yes, I do, and the point of his intervention
was to say that he felt that Chief Superintendent
Bateman had a loyalty to the Metropolitan Police
and also a loyalty to Parliament. The Clerk felt that
I should have been better advised.

Q788 Chairman: You have rejected “intimidated”
but would “manipulated” be a proper description?
Ms Pay: No. I think I was pressured. I think
“pressured” would be the only word that I would be
comfortable with.

Q789 Chairman: You said a moment or two ago you
were made to go in a particular direction.
Ms Pay: Yes, I was pointed in a particular direction.

Q790 Chairman: May I take it then that the
Committee can conclude that your view is that you
were pressured to go in a particular direction by the
Metropolitan Police?
Ms Pay: Yes.

Q791 Chairman: Were you conscious of that at the
time?
Ms Pay: At the point when I adjourned the meeting
to go and seek advice from the Clerk, I felt under
pressure. I did not feel at the time that I was being
pressured in a particular direction because they had
convinced me about this consent to search being
lawful instead of a warrant.

Q792 Chairman: They had convinced you. Why not
tell you what the alternatives were?
Ms Pay: That is true.

Q793 Chairman: Am I correct that, on your
understanding now, they failed to provide you with
the necessary information to enable you to make a
choice?
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Ms Pay: Yes. I was not given the correct guidance
under the PACE code that would have opened up
a choice.

Q794 Chairman: If that is not manipulation, what is?
Ms Pay: I think I would rather not comment about
manipulation, but I can understand what you are
getting at.
Chairman: We note your answer.

Q795 Ann CoVey: I was just going to ask you again
about when you went to see Malcolm Jack, the
Clerk, to say that Damian Green had been arrested.
He said he knew.
Ms Pay: Yes.

Q796 Ann CoVey: Did he say where he knew from?
Ms Pay: Yes. Sky News. He had telephoned my
oYce to say he wanted to see me immediately but I
had left Damian Green’s oYce on my way to see him
so those two things happened simultaneously.

Q797 Mr Blunkett: He found out. He obviously
would pick up the phone and say, “What is all this
about?” but you had already left to meet him?
Ms Pay: I had left Damian Green’s oYce to go and
meet him. He had phoned my oYce. I stopped in my
oYce on the way to pick up the draft letter and a
copy of the consent form. They said, “The Clerk
wants to see you.” I said, “I am on my way.”

Q798 Mr Howard: Can I just take you back to what
you were told by the Clerk when you asked if you
had authority to consent to the search? What you
said in your statement at paragraph 15 is this:
“Malcolm Jack said that I had the authority to
consent to a search, but that if a search concerned a
Member’s oYce I must consult the Speaker.” Did
that leave you with the impression that you had the
authority to consent to a search, even if it concerned
a Member’s oYce, as long as you consulted the
Speaker?
Ms Pay: Yes.

Q799 Mr Howard: The authority was yours.
Ms Pay: That is exactly what I understood.

Q800 Chairman: You mentioned the Protocol—that
is to say, Mr Speaker Martin’s Protocol—published
I think on 8 December. Is it your view that had that
been in existence and had that been available to you
that would have been of assistance to you in dealing
with these matters?
Ms Pay: Yes. It would have been a very clear
guidance and framework of how these things
should proceed.

Q801 Chairman: Would you have had any
discomfort in following that guidance?
Ms Pay: No, none whatsoever.

Q802 Chairman: Notwithstanding the attitude of the
Metropolitan Police?

Ms Pay: No, because I would have immediately
made sure that they knew that as well, which is what
I did when the Protocol was published. I made sure
that they were aware of it.

Q803 Ann CoVey: Lord Martin, when he came to see
us, said he felt he had been let down in his
expectations of the senior, professional staV of the
House. Why do you think he felt that?
Ms Pay: I think he felt that there should have been
more people aware of what was happening and they
should have talked to him about it.

Q804 Ann CoVey: Do you think it was because he
felt, even though he was Speaker of the House—it
certainly came over in his evidence—that he had had
information kept from him? Is that why you think he
felt like that?
Ms Pay: I do not know why he thought he felt like
that, but no information was kept from him— apart
from the conversation that we did not have, about a
warrant. None of the information about the events
was kept from him. There was so little information.
He had all that information. I think it was more on
the fact of advice that he made that statement.

Q805 Ann CoVey: You think he is wrong to feel that?
Ms Pay: No, I did not say I thought he was wrong
to feel it. I do not think he could have felt it about
the information. I think it was more about advice. I
cannot say what is in his mind but I think it was on
the fact of advice. That is how I took that statement.

Q806 Chairman: Rather echoing what Sir William
McKay said, would you agree that what should have
happened here was that there should have been a
meeting between yourself, the Speaker, Speaker’s
Counsel and the Clerk? All four of you should have
been engaged.
Ms Pay: Yes.

Q807 Chairman: Because all four had an interest as
part of their individual and particular
responsibilities.
Ms Pay: Yes. As I said at the very beginning, with
hindsight, I should have shared this with the Clerk of
the House on the evening of 26 November. I am sure
that is then what would have happened.

Q808 Chairman: Did you ever discuss with Chief
Superintendent Bateman the extent to which you felt
inhibited by this stipulation of confidentiality?
Ms Pay: No, I have not discussed that with him.

Q809 Chairman: I mean at the time. I implied
grudgingly from what you said, “All right. The
Speaker then”.
Ms Pay: I see what you mean. Yes, at the time. I
made it absolutely clear that I was going to tell the
Speaker and I was going to keep him informed. I did
discuss that with him at the time. I thought you
meant after the events.
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Q810 Chairman: You did not at that time say, “There
may be others” like for example Speaker’s Counsel
whose job after all is to give the Speaker advice
about any legal issues which arise?
Ms Pay: No, I did not mention others. I was just so
intent on making sure the Speaker was informed
about what was happening.

Q811 Mr Howard: What Dr Jack told us about what
he told you was this: he said, “If what was being
asked about involved the search of a Member’s
oYce, the Speaker would need to be consulted
because that would go back to his authority.” That
seems to be rather diVerent from your recollection of
what he told you.
Ms Pay: I do not recollect the phrase “that would go
back to his authority.”

Q812 Mr Howard: If that had been said, you would
realise that you would have to have the Speaker’s
authority.

Ms Pay: Yes. If the Speaker’s authority had been
mentioned, that would have triggered the Speaker’s
authority.

Q813 Chairman: Were you surprised then to be told
that you had the authority to agree to the search of
a Member’s oYce?
Ms Pay: No, I was not surprised because of the
delegated executive authority from the Speaker, but
I just wanted to check it out with an expert because
this was the first time this had ever come up in my
experience. I wanted to check it out with an expert,
someone who had greater knowledge than I of
these matters.

Q814 Chairman: Did you understand the seriousness
of the threat to search?
Ms Pay: That is why I needed to check. Yes indeed.
Chairman: Thank you very much. The Committee is
most grateful to you for your evidence.
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Members present:

Sir Menzies Campbell, in the Chair

Sir Alan Beith Mr Doug Henderson
Mr David Blunkett Ms Patricia Hewitt
Ann CoVey Mr Michael Howard

Witnesses: Sir Gus O’Donnell KCB, Cabinet Secretary and Head of the Home Civil Service, and Mr Robert
Hannigan, Head of the Intelligence, Security and Resilience Group, Cabinet OYce, gave oral evidence.

Q815 Chairman: Good afternoon, Sir Gus and Mr
Hannigan, thank you very much for coming to give
evidence. I think perhaps if you would for the record
identify yourselves, I should be grateful.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Certainly, Gus O’Donnell,
Cabinet Secretary and Head of the Home Civil
Service.
Mr Hannigan: I am Robert Hannigan, Head of the
Intelligence, Security and Resilience Group in the
Cabinet OYce.

Q816 Chairman: I think you are aware of the terms
of reference of this Committee, which are based
upon resolution of the House of Commons, and you
understand the issues with which we are concerned
are the circumstances leading up to and indeed the
fact of the arrest and the search of Mr Damian
Green’s oYce here in the House of Commons. Just a
couple of preliminary matters, Sir Gus: certain
letters have been referred to in the course of evidence
so far written by Mr Wright, who was, I think, a
member of the Cabinet OYce at the time he wrote
those letters. I understand that you as the head of
that oYce take responsibility for these letters, and
you are able to answer any questions which the
Committee may have in relation to them.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: I am indeed. If it would help the
Committee, I could say a few words at the start,
which I think would cover the kinds of issues, having
read through the transcripts of evidence you have
already had.

Q817 Chairman: That may help indeed to focus our
attention, but perhaps I might just begin, and I think
this may lead into your short statement: what sort of
guidance do you have to give as head of the Civil
Service on the distinction between threats to
national security and government embarrassment
arising out of information reaching the public
domain which a government would prefer to have
kept private?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Well, it is very clear, when we
look at police investigations, we are talking about
the former, national security issues, not about
embarrassment. If I called in the police for questions
about embarrassment, they would not have a lot of
time to do anything else, so it is about national
security.

Q818 Chairman: I take it that would lead quite
naturally into the opening statement that you
wanted to make.

Sir Gus O’Donnell: Indeed, thank you. I think, as
you rightly said, the area where I can be of most
assistance to the Committee concerns the decision to
call in the police. This was a joint decision by me and
the Permanent Secretary of the Home OYce
following discussions between Cabinet OYce and
Home OYce oYcials, and after consultation with
the police. But let me make it clear that as Cabinet
Secretary, I take responsibility for the actions of my
staV. I profited from considering the evidence given
to you by Damian Green, he cites a phrase from the
letter sent from the Cabinet OYce to the
Metropolitan Police that reads, “We are in no doubt
there has been considerable damage to national
security already as a result of these leaks.” I believe
this is at the heart of concerns about the Cabinet
OYce’s role in this episode. Now I would like to
address this directly. There are two key points: first,
the pattern of leaks emerging from late 2007 was
very similar to that which we had seen over a
sustained period from 2005 to 2007. The earlier
period, which included up to 40 leaks potentially
from the Home OYce involved some leaks of highly
sensitive material of importance to national security.
Second, we did not, at the time that we contacted the
police, know the identity of the source of the leaks.
As a result, when we wrote on 8 October, we knew
only that a pattern of leaks had re-emerged which
was very similar to that which had already done
considerable damage to national security. The letter
from which Mr Green quoted was therefore correct
in identifying that there had been damage to
national security from these leaks. We were inviting
the police to look at this matter, and establish
whether or not oVences had been committed. The
investigation was not successful in discovering the
source of the national security leaks. I remain
concerned about this. It did discover that a civil
servant who had been trusted with access to sensitive
information had leaked material. Let me be clear
that as the head of the Home Civil Service, I strongly
support the principles set out in the Civil Service
Code that create the framework within which civil
servants can raise concerns, including where
necessary directly with the independent Civil Service
Commissioners. But, as has been documented in the
O’Connor report, the concerns here were not about
the conduct of oYcial business, but about procuring
personal benefit, in this case employment, from the
leaking of oYcial material. In my view, Mr Galley’s
actions violated the core Civil Service values of
honesty, objectivity, integrity and impartiality.
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Lastly, I would like to address the relationship
between the Cabinet OYce and the Metropolitan
Police. We approached the police as a complainant,
on behalf of the Government, in a case where we
believed criminal activity might have taken place.
We held discussions with the police in order to
provide them with the details of the background to
the leaks, including those of national security
information, and including our suspicions of the
Home OYce as the source of these. We did not
determine the conduct of the investigation, nor were
we consulted by the police on the decisions to make
arrests. I hope these remarks are useful, and I look
forward to answering your questions.

Q819 Chairman: Let me see if I understand that. Am
I right to understand that you remain concerned
about the possibility of someone leaking in relation
to issues which aVect national security, irrespective
of what one might call the Galley/Green episode?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Most certainly. For example, a
member of the Opposition said on the BBC after that
event, on 28 November, “Our job when this
information comes to us is to make a judgment, is it
in the public interest that this should be known
publicly or not? In about half the cases, we decide
not, because we think there are reasons, perhaps of
national security, or military or terrorism reasons,
not to put things in the public domain”. So it is about
half the material. That is very worrying, and I
remain worried, as I said in my statement.

Q820 Chairman: Do you have a continuing
investigation then, in relation to those leaks which
you say raise issues of national security?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: We have investigated every leak
as it has come up, sometimes involving the police in
the earlier ones. At the moment, we have no new
information to guide us on that.

Q821 Sir Alan Beith: Is the basis for your concern a
statement by an Opposition politician that half of
the leaks that come to them or him do involve
national security or similar matters which they
therefore do not use, so the quantification of this
material is your reading that an Opposition
spokesman says that half the stuV that comes to
them should not be used for those reasons?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: That is one factor. The other
factors are the national security leaks which
occurred in the run-up to the Galley investigation;
again, we do not know the source of those leaks.

Q822 Sir Alan Beith: These are known and specific
leaks of particular information?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Specific pieces of information,
which have appeared in the public domain.
Obviously, the reason I mentioned that other quote
is those refer to leaks which by definition have not
been in the public domain, because someone has
decided not to put them in the public domain.

Q823 Sir Alan Beith: Could there be a bit of
hyperbole about that quotation? Might it be an
unreliable source for measuring how many leaks
there have been on national security matters?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: I am not in a position to judge
that.

Q824 Mr Henderson: Sir Gus, I was about to take up
the point that Sir Alan raised, that I was experienced
in Opposition up until 1997, and there was a lot of
hyperbole, because at the time, often to justify the
use of information you had, which was quite
selective, you had to pretend that there was a much
wider pool of information from which you had
drawn in order to raise your credibility and your
supposed objectivity on the matter. I am not
suggesting for a moment there are not serious
concerns about leaks, but would you think there
might be some exaggeration involved in this?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: One could imagine that “about
half” might be an exaggeration, but the fact that that
number is quoted, let us imagine the truth is half of
that, I would still be very concerned.
Chairman: It is not just hyperbole, of course, it is
saying how trustworthy and sensible and how
concerned about the public interest the person
making the statement is trying to establish himself to
be, is it not? It is a self-serving quotation in fact.

Q825 Ms Hewitt: I just wanted to come back to your
point, Sir Gus, about the earlier wave of leaks,
because at the point where Chris Wright wrote to
Assistant Commissioner Quick, actually on 8
October 2008, although the letter is dated 8
September, he refers to “a number of recent leak
investigations that raised questions about the
security of sensitive information”. Not all of them
taken individually would have merited investigation
by the police, but you were worried or he was
worried that there were people in the Home OYce
with access to sensitive information prepared to leak
that information. He then says, and I think this is the
critical sentence: “We are in no doubt that there has
been considerable damage to national security
already as a result of some of these leaks.” That
included or indeed was written in the context of the
leaks that had taken place between 2005 and 2007,
which were not the same as the leaks which ended up
being established to have come from Galley.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Absolutely, I think when you
look at the evidence that Damian Green has said,
this is the heart of it really. As he says, he mentions
the point about “there has been considerable
damage”, saying that statement was false: “any of
the leaks I was engaged with endangered national
security was simply false”, that is true. The point
being that when you investigated this, we were
hoping that the information, which as a starting
point would take some of these embarrassing leaks,
would lead us to some the source of the national
security leaks. In that sense, the investigation failed,
because it did not do that. Certainly the leaks that
were found, that Mr Galley admitted to, did not
cover national security.
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Q826 Ms Hewitt: But at this point, the Home
OYce’s internal investigation had not identified Mr
Galley.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Absolutely.

Q827 Ms Hewitt: So you had no idea that there was
a separate non-national security leaker.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Exactly.

Q828 Ms Hewitt: You could simply see the pattern.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Yes, and we were hoping that
because there had been some new leaks, we thought
that might lead us to the person or persons
responsible for the other leaks.

Q829 Ms Hewitt: This letter was written several
weeks before the quote from the Opposition
spokesman referring to half of the material he got in
brown paper envelopes being national security, or
otherwise sensitive.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Yes.

Q830 Ann CoVey: In the Cabinet OYce guidance on
investigating leaks which we talked about in a
previous Committee hearing, there was a threshold
at which action could be instigated, including police
investigation, and that was serious and damaging
interference in the functions of Government. Some
people would say that actually it is the job of the
Opposition to seriously damage the functions of
Government, that is an eVective Opposition, so I
think people might be a bit sort of disquieted to find
out that that in itself might be the subject of a police
investigation.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: When we come to consider a
police investigation, I think the way we would
interpret that is it would certainly be anything which
aVected national security or counter-terrorism
issues, those sorts of areas.

Q831 Ann CoVey: But it does not say that, does it?
That is your interpretation.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: That is the interpretation I would
give. I think seriously damaging the way
Government operates, I am not sure I would entirely
say that is—I would not define the role of the
Opposition as that, actually.

Q832 Ann CoVey: They might though.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: They might, but I would not.

Q833 Ann CoVey: Do you think that that guidance
could be rewritten to make it much more clear what
that actually refers to, so there is not that—
Sir Gus O’Donnell: We are revising the guidance, I
will hand over to Robert who is in charge of that.
Mr Hannigan: Yes, Mr Chairman, as you know, the
Cabinet Secretary sent to the Public Administration
Select Committee the revised high level guidance as
a result of the O’Connor report, attaching to it the
protocol which has been agreed at HMRC’s request.
He also asked us to revisit our capability for
investigating leaks, we are doing that, and we will
submit to the OYcial Committee on Security early
next year. He also asked us to look at the general

guidance which I know you have had a copy of, the
handling of unauthorised disclosures and national
security cases guidance, so we will be revising that in
the next few months.

Q834 Ann CoVey: One of the points is that, of
course, the CPS were considering the prosecution of
Damian Green under this oVence of misconduct in
public oYce, which sounds extremely serious, of
course it carries 20 to 25 years in prison, and one of
the points that the police who gave evidence said was
part of the problem for them was deciding exactly
what they were investigating; you know, part of the
OYcial Secrets Act, or this particular oVence or
what, and they maintained there was quite a lot of
confusion. Do you yourself feel that the oVence of
misconduct in public oYce is a helpful oVence in
these modern times, and in the context of leaks and
in the context of guidance, and the threshold that I
have talked about before?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: I think it would have to be for the
Crown Prosecution Service in consultation with the
police to decide on what is the appropriate charge to
go for. All we do is provide the police with
information, as the complainant, about what the
leaks are, and what the potential damage of all of
those leaks might amount to. It is for them then to
decide what to go for. I must admit, I had only had
experience of dealing with the OYcial Secrets Act, I
had never had experience of that particular oVence
being used before.

Q835 Ann CoVey: I do understand your function in
this. I think my question was really about, given we
had this huge melting pot of various things going
into it, do you think the fact that we had the CPS
considering a prosecution of misconduct in public
oYce, which I understand is a common law oVence
dating back to the past century, we had counter-
terrorism oYcers involved, we had guidance which
also indicated there could be police action taken if
there was a serious and damaging interference in the
functions of government. Do you think it all created
this melee of oVences and oYcial secrets and damage
to the government, et cetera, et cetera, which there
was not a sort of clarity around? Do you think
actually, that made defining your functions more
diYcult?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Not particularly. I mean, I think
it is fairly clear—we provided information about the
material that had gone out. Like I say, it is then for
them to decide; if they had clear evidence of
something which breached the OYcial Secrets Act,
then that would be straightforward.

Q836 Ann CoVey: But you were not dealing with the
OYcial Secrets Act.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: They were potentially. You keep
going to the ex post. We did not know ex ante what
the material was, that this source was responsible
for. It was quite clear, once you got to the situation
where the various items that Mr Galley admitted to
leaking, that is a Civil Service Code issue. I would
not go anywhere near either of those legal issues
personally. So I thought it was a very clear-cut case.
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Q837 Mr Blunkett: Can I just follow up on that?
Given the juxtaposition of the 2005–07 pattern of
leaks which led to concerns and which you indicated
remain concerns about national security, and the
failure, and I noted the words “admitted to”, in
terms of Christopher Galley known leaks, do you
think that even given the revised guidance and the
protocol that Mr Hannigan has referred to, that
there will now be a reluctance to actually engage the
police when there is understandable doubt as to
whether what is occurring is part of the concerns
relating to national security, as opposed to that Civil
Service Code, and the leaks which everyone round
this table will have experienced, but if others will
forgive me, I think probably Michael Howard and I
found the Home OYce to be a sieve at most times.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: I think you are right, there is an
issue there which we need to be careful about, in
terms of—sorry, your first point, David, could you
just repeat—

Q838 Mr Blunkett: Yes, it is that we understand, I
think, the retrospective nature of how this is seen;
given the pattern of leaks, you were looking for
something that related to national security. The
Galley leaks turned out not to be as admitted by him.
You have got the new protocol, but I am concerned
in terms of the fact that this juxtaposition was shown
not evidentially to have occurred in the way that you
imagined; has that dealt a blow, is there a change in
attitude in relation to following through your
continuing concerns on national security?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: I think personally, what I have
found and what I have learnt from this lesson, and
we have learnt issues to do with the guidance and the
like, is the extent to which you completely lose
control when you hand over to the police. So not
knowing that they were about to arrest an MP, not
knowing that this was done on the basis of things
which actually did not get into the national security
area at all. If I had been consulted, I have been very
clear on the record on this, if it is on the basis of that,
they should not have gone anywhere near an arrest.

Q839 Ann CoVey: But the problem—
Sir Gus O’Donnell: The trouble is, you see, that is
why we will, I think, be somewhat reluctant in
future, because we do not have the control that we
thought we had—well, that I mistakenly thought
we had.

Q840 Ann CoVey: But the problem was that there is
this oVence called misconduct in public oYce, which
meant that they could carry on investigating under
this particular oVence.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: But I am sure we will all learn
now from the decision made by Keir Starmer as
DPP, he was very clear, I think he said: “There was
a potential risk that highly sensitive material relating
to national security might be disclosed. This damage
should not be underestimated and once the pattern
of leaks was established in this case, it was inevitable
that a police investigation would follow.” But then
to my mind, it is fairly clear, once you go down that
route, if you do not go down the route of a national

security issue which is covered by the OYcial Secrets
Act, I think people will infer from the fact that the
DPP decided no charges should be brought that
other—he is very clear that this sort of material, and
I agree with him, is stuV that should be covered by
the Civil Service Code and internal disciplinary
matters, not by that oVence that you talked about.

Q841 Chairman: But there was something which was
known, and that was the nature of the revelations, if
that be the right way to describe them, which Mr
Green was making. None of these raised any issue of
national security. They were about immigration,
about statistics, about things of that kind.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Absolutely, which is why the
whole point—let us be absolutely clear about this,
there is absolutely no intention of investigating
Damian Green. We asked for the source of the leaks
to be investigated. That is what we were concerned
about.

Q842 Chairman: You thought you were fishing for a
much larger catch.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Or catches, inside the Home
OYce, that was the issue for us.

Q843 Sir Alan Beith: There was something else that
you knew, you and Mr Hannigan’s predecessor
knew what the arrangements for the handling of
secret material in the Home OYce were, so can I take
it you had a pretty good idea of what Mr Galley
would have had access to?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Yes, he was cleared up to secret
level, he was in a position close to ministers.

Q844 Sir Alan Beith: Well, being in a position close
to ministers does not give him access to material
outside the category for which he is cleared, does it,
or do you think that it does?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: No, his security clearance would
determine the access, and he was cleared up to secret.

Q845 Ms Hewitt: But if I may, Chairman, you did
not know it was Mr Galley at the point where you
brought in the police.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Exactly.

Q846 Ms Hewitt: So Mr Galley’s security clearance
was not relevant at that point surely.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Indeed. That was the reason why,
when we heard about this, and you get the name and
you know what the security classification is, then
you think, ah, there might be something there, but
actually you discover later there was not.

Q847 Chairman: The other point I wanted to put to
you is you yourself said, had you known then what
you know now, and the lack of control that you had,
once the police were involved, you might have taken
a diVerent course, but have you noticed the actual
impact that the nature of the investigation had on
proceedings in this place? The fact that Mr Speaker
gave evidence to us that when the counter-terrorism
command was mentioned as the source, he formed
the view that this must be a very serious, possibly
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grave threat that was involved, and events following
that were influenced by the fact that (a) it was the
police you called in, and (b) within the police, the
Metropolitan Police arrangement is it is the counter-
terrorism command which deals with leak
investigations.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Yes, it is SO15, and they are now
part of that grouping. I can understand that that
creates some confusion certainly.

Q848 Mr Howard: Sir Gus, I am slightly puzzled by
all this, I am sure you can enlighten me. Between
2005 and 2007, you are telling us, there were a series
of leaks which endangered national security.
Presumably you were able to tell that they
endangered national security by the nature of the use
which was made of those leaks. Did any of them
involve breaches of the OYcial Secrets Act?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Yes, potentially.

Q849 Mr Howard: Well, I do not understand
potentially. Did the use which was made of those
leaks involve documents which came within the
scope of the OYcial Secrets Act?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Yes.

Q850 Mr Howard: It did. So between 2005 and 2007,
you have these damaging leaks involving breaches of
the OYcial Secrets Act.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Which the police investigated.
Mr Howard: They did investigate, did they?

Q851 Chairman: In every case?
Mr Hannigan: I think not in every case, but certainly
in some of them. Of course, we do not know of
every case.

Q852 Mr Howard: But did they investigate—
Sir Gus O’Donnell: They investigated a number of
them.

Q853 Mr Howard: At your request?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Yes.

Q854 Mr Howard: At what level? I mean, in this
case, we have the very highest levels of the
Metropolitan Police involved.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Well, again, we do not say to the
police exactly what level you have to handle these
inquiries, but we put to them and asked them to
investigate, because there was prima facie a case that
the OYcial Secrets Act had been breached.

Q855 Mr Howard: Who is we in that context exactly?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: The Cabinet OYce.

Q856 Mr Howard: You see, this again is somewhat
puzzling, because I have been looking at the
guidance which was in force at the time. It says very
clearly that it is the responsibility of individual
departments, their permanent secretaries and
departmental security oYcers to conduct
investigations. Then it says, “The police investigate
cases that breach the OYcial Secrets Act or involve

criminal behaviour”. What is meant by “or involve
criminal behaviour”, as opposed to a breach of the
OYcial Secrets Act?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Well, the police might investigate
cases, for example, where there was an issue about
leaking of sensitive economic data, for example.

Q857 Mr Howard: Why?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Insider trading.
Mr Howard: How on earth could insider trading
arise in the context of leaked information from a
government department?

Q858 Ms Hewitt: Quite easily.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Quite easily. I could give you
examples, but it would be quite diYcult to do so in
open session.

Q859 Mr Howard: Such as to give rise to a
criminal oVence?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Yes.
Mr Hannigan: I think, Mr Chairman, this is covered
in the footnote to the protocol from Dennis
O’Connor, where he qualifies the threshold saying it
is about the OYcial Secrets Act, but also other
things, and he lists the sort of things that Sir Gus has
just been talking about. The Chief Inspector’s report
noted: “In future leak investigations, there should be
a presumption in favour of the police not being
involved unless there are: (a) reasonable grounds for
believing an oVence under the OYcial Secrets Act
1989 . . . ; (b) reasonable grounds for believing a
serious criminal oVence has been committed as an
integral part of a leak(s), such as the example where
an oYcial is subject to bribery or corruption, or very
exceptional cases which seriously threaten the UK in
economic or integrity terms.”

Q860 Chairman: Supposing there was discussion in
a government department about the nationalisation
of a major industry, and that information was
leaked, then someone who had advance notice of
that might well be in a position to sell his or her
shares in advance of the announcement, and thereby
avoid sustaining a loss; is that the kind of thing that
you have in mind?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: More specifically, if you knew
exactly something that was very market sensitive,
then you could operate in the markets and make a lot
of money.
Mr Howard: I shall forebear from commenting on
leaks of precisely that kind which appear to have
been Government authorised which have taken
place in recent months.

Q861 Chairman: You have never had to call in the
police to investigate the Government though.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: I was thinking of things which
are much more specific, to do with statistics.

Q862 Mr Howard: Let me just try and understand
the procedures which you followed, because as I
have pointed out and you have agreed, normally it is
the responsibility of individual departments to
investigate these matters. Then it says: “In
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extenuating circumstances—and I do not really
understand the use of the word extenuating, but
still—DSI [the Directorate of Security and
Intelligence] may convene a case conference in order
to establish a proposed course of action, and if
necessary, provide co-ordination of any damage
assessment in maintaining an oversight role. In
serious cases of cross-departmental and persistent
leaking—which I assume is what you thought was
happening here—DSI will bring together
departments, relevant individuals, the police,
Treasury solicitors, and in cases of suspected
espionage or terrorism, the security service.” Was
such a case conference established in this case?
Mr Hannigan: There were a number of informal
meetings but not a formal case conference in this
case. There were a number of informal meetings
between Cabinet OYce staV and the Metropolitan
Police which I know Mr McDowall talked about in
his evidence to the Committee at some length.

Q863 Mr Howard: Why not? If the guidance had
been followed, there would have been a case
conference, would there not?
Mr Hannigan: I think it is a matter of judgment. As
you say, it is extenuating circumstances; not every
case needs a case conference. It may be where there is
only one department involved essentially here, plus
Cabinet OYce, it is not necessary to have something
that is formally called a large case conference, maybe
just three people sitting down. The diVerence is very,
very marginal, I think.

Q864 Mr Howard: But the Cabinet OYce eVectively
took over the investigation or the responsibility for
this investigation, did it not?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Well, throughout this, I was
talking to David Normington, and we decided that
we would call in Cabinet OYce investigators, and
that is what happened, and then later moved on to
the police.

Q865 Mr Howard: Well, it was the Cabinet OYce
that contacted the police.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Yes.

Q866 Mr Howard: Not the Home OYce.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: No, but as I said in my opening
statement, I discussed this with David Normington,
and we had agreed that I would call it in, because
remember, you are looking at something where we
genuinely do not know where this is going to go, so
we start oV in the Home OYce, but it could easily
have gone elsewhere. There could have been other
departments involved, it could have been the
Cabinet OYce involved as well, so it was important,
I think, that the Cabinet OYce called this into the
Home OYce, and then it would have had the
authority of the Cabinet OYce to go to other
departments if necessary, or agencies or wherever.

Q867 Mr Howard: Let me ask you about Mr
Wright’s involvement if I may. You have referred to
the sentence in his letter which was wrongly dated 8
September, when it should have been 8 October,

which refers to “damage national security”. He goes
on to say: “The risk of leaking is having an impact
on the eYcient and eVective conduct of Government
business, aVecting the ability of ministers and senior
oYcials to have full and frank discussions on
sensitive matters and undermining necessary trust.”
That is not a consideration which should lead to a
police investigation, is it?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: But the first part did, so this was
in addition.

Q868 Mr Howard: But it should not have been there,
should it?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Why not?

Q869 Mr Howard: Because it is no part of the duties
of the police to investigate matters which might have
an impact on the eYcient and eVective conduct of
Government business.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Well, I think it is just qualifying
the sentence which is above, which makes it clear
that the reason for this is we are concerned about
considerable damage to national security.

Q870 Mr Howard: But I am suggesting to you that
the sentence that I have quoted is an illegitimate
reason, Sir Gus. It may or may not be reasonable to
investigate matters where you say there has been
damage to national security, it is wrong to suggest
that the police should investigate matters which have
an impact on the eYcient and eVective conduct of
Government business.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: The first sentence is making clear
that there is a very strong case for the police to get
involved, because of the considerable damage to
national security. It is then explaining that the risk of
leaking is also having other eVects. It is just an
explanatory statement.

Q871 Mr Howard: No, the police do not need to
have anything explained to them.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: I wish.

Q872 Mr Howard: If you are asking for something
to be investigated because it is a breach of national
security, that should be enough.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Yes, but you can always explain
other things that are going on—

Q873 Sir Alan Beith: With what intention?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Let me explain. The reason that
we were keen that we had some possible route into
the national security leaks that we had had over a
number of years, that we had not been able to get
hold of, was that suddenly we got something here
which admittedly was not a national security issue,
but was related to ministers, which might as a
starting point lead us into the other material.

Q874 Mr Howard: There is nothing in the letter to
that eVect, is there?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: What it is saying is that there is
a risk of this having an impact on ministers, but that
that, if you like, is the impact of the latest
information—if you look at the later letter that
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Chris Wright sends, he says as a starting point, in
terms of looking at the material that—it was, I think,
a letter where we had some views that we might be
able—because it had a very small distribution, that
we might get some real leads from it, which was the
Whips’ thing, that that might lead us into a source
which might go further and get us into the things we
were really interested in.

Q875 Mr Howard: I will come to his second letter,
but there is nothing remotely like that in this letter,
and the sentence that I am asking you about in this
letter is the sentence which suggests very clearly that
the police ought to investigate this matter because it
is having an impact on the eYcient and eVective
conduct of Government business.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: It is saying that that is the
implication of what has been going on, but it is very
clear, I think the language is explicit, “We are in no
doubt there has been considerable damage to
national security”. That is the point of it.

Q876 Mr Howard: Just look at the letter: “ . . . we are
concerned that the potential for future damage is
significant”, and then it does not go on to talk about
the potential for national security, it goes on to talk
about the impact on the eYcient and eVective
conduct of Government business.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: I think that obviously includes an
issue—the eYcient and eVective conduct of
Government business; if you are not sure that secret
and national security issues are going to be kept
safely and not leak, then that will aVect the eYcient
conduct of Government business.

Q877 Mr Howard: You would accept, would you
not, that it would be improper to suggest that the
police should carry out an investigation because
something was having an impact on the eYcient and
eVective conduct of Government business?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: As I have said, if I were having
to investigate every single case where there have been
leaks which aVected the conduct of Government
business, then we would have an enormous number
of such investigations.

Q878 Mr Howard: Now following that letter, we
know that there was a meeting, we do not know
exactly who was there, and I hope you can enlighten
us, but there was a meeting between Mr Wright, we
presume, and some senior police oYcers. Can you
tell us exactly who was there?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: That is the second meeting that
took place on 22 September, I do not have the exact
list of who was at that meeting. Do you?
Mr Hannigan: I do not. We can come back on that.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: We can give you that, but I was
not involved in that, it was Chris Wright and I guess
oYcials from the Met.

Q879 Mr Howard: At that meeting, discussions took
place which were originally described by Mr
McDowall, who gave evidence to us, as a
negotiation between the police and Mr Wright as to
the scope of the investigation.

Sir Gus O’Donnell: And if I remember rightly, in
exactly the same hearings, he then withdrew that
term.

Q880 Mr Howard: He did indeed, but that was the
term that he originally used.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: And withdrew.

Q881 Mr Howard: It would be most improper,
would it not, for there to be any negotiation between
the Government and the police about the scope of a
criminal investigation?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: It is entirely for the police to
decide on the scope of the investigation, but they
wanted us to agree the terms of reference of their
inquiry.

Q882 Mr Howard: If it is entirely for the police to
decide the scope of the investigation, why did Mr
Wright write his second letter in which he said, “I
confirm the scope of the investigation”?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Because they had said to us,
“This is the scope that we have decided upon, we
would like you to write to us—it was at their request
that we wrote that letter—to say that you agree with
that scope”. It is a slightly odd way of doing things,
but that is what they asked us to do.

Q883 Mr Howard: At whose request?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: The police’s request.

Q884 Mr Howard: Whose request?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: I do not know exactly, but it came
from the police, I could find out exactly who it was.

Q885 Mr Howard: I suppose Mr Wright could tell
us.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: It will be recorded, we can give
you the exact name.

Q886 Mr Howard: It would be recorded?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: I would have thought so.

Q887 Mr Howard: That second letter of Mr Wright
was described, if my recollection is correct, by Mr
Johnston who gave evidence from the police as a
letter which was unwise and which made him uneasy.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Well, this was a letter that was
requested by the police. We talked to them about it.
They wanted to be clear that they had set out a scope
and terms of reference, and were we happy with that?

Q888 Mr Howard: Was Mr Quick present at that
meeting?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: I think he is giving evidence after
me, is he not?

Q889 Mr Howard: Yes, I am asking you so that I
might know in advance of his giving evidence.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: I honestly do not know who was
at that meeting—oh, it was with Cressida Dick.
Mr Hannigan: To whom the letter was sent.
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Sir Gus O’Donnell: So I would expect he would not
have been, if Cressida Dick was there, but obviously
he can answer.1

Q890 Mr Henderson: Looking to the future, Sir Gus,
we have heard that there are some circumstances
where once the department or the Cabinet OYce
have looked at a particular issue, they would decide
it is an internal matter and should be dealt with in
disciplinary proceedings. We know at the other
extreme that when a preliminary investigation takes
place, that it could be a breach of the OYcial Secrets
Act. We know in this case the suggestion was that
there might be an oVence of misconduct in public
oYce, I think it is described as—
Sir Gus O’Donnell: That is what the police decided—

Q891 Mr Henderson: The police decided, but these
are options. Looking to the future, do you think that
there is a need for some lesser oVence which would
protect public information which was somewhere
between an internal investigation with internal
disciplinary consequences and this more serious
oVence of misconduct in public oYce? Would that
protect the integrity of the department in a more
eVective way, and at the same time protect the rights
of individuals to whistle blow where it was
appropriate in accordance with the regulations; do
you think that is necessary, is the current law
adequate or not?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: I think the current law certainly
has its issues for us, in terms of that misconduct in
public aVairs is, as you say—
Mr Henderson: A 20-year sentence, possibly.

Q892 Chairman: Technically life.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Life, exactly. I think the key for
us will be to make sure our internal procedures are
good and improve the use of internal investigators.
Then when it comes to it, as you say, there will be a
clear case where there is an OYcial Secrets Act
violation, there will be clear cases which come
nowhere near that, where it is a Civil Service internal
matter. When it comes to the others, I would say
those are diYcult cases for us, and I do not know
what the answer is. I am loath to say that you could
solve those problems by another piece of legislation.
There are probably members of this Committee who
will be better able to judge, looking at the former
Home Secretaries around the place, as to whether a
legislative answer is the best answer. I am just not
sure, is the honest truth.

Q893 Chairman: Sir Gus, could I take you back to
Mr Wright’s letter, which—
Sir Gus O’Donnell: The first one?

Q894 Chairman: Yes, the one that bears the date 8
September but we know is 8 October. As I
understand your earlier evidence, there had been a
series of leaks which had raised questions of national

1 Note by witness: The Cabinet Secretary inadvertently gave
an answer at Q889 to an earlier question (Q884).DAC Dick
requested the letter. The Metropolitan Police’s appointed
Senior Investigating OYcer attended the meeting.

security, and some of these had been investigated,
and then there came the leaks which one might
loosely describe as the Galley/Green leaks. If one
looks at the opening sentence of that letter, he says:
“I am writing to ask you whether you will consider
agreeing to an investigation into a series of leaks,
probably originating in the Home OYce, which is
causing considerable concern to the Cabinet
Secretary.” That sentence implies that this is the first
time the police have been invited to consider these
matters, rather than that there have been previous
leaks which have also been the subject of
investigation.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: This is an investigation into a
series of leaks. This is the first time, if you like,
putting them all together, because we are starting to
think that it is possible that these leaks that we are
getting of embarrassing material might actually be
related to the previous national security leaks, so we
might have a new way in. The point is our previous
investigations into those national security leaks did
not get anywhere. So I was thinking, was there
something new here? Was this going to give us some
evidence, taking the whole pattern of these leaks
together, that might lead us to person or persons
previously unknown?

Q895 Chairman: But the police had been involved in
some of the previous—
Sir Gus O’Donnell: From the individual ones.

Q896 Ann CoVey: As I understand it, when the
police were investigating this oVence of misconduct
in public oYce, it was already clear that they were
not investigating a breach of the OYcial Secrets Act.
That was not what they were investigating, was it? I
am not clear.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: I have no idea. We put to the
police everything that had gone out, then they go oV.
I had no idea—

Q897 Ann CoVey: So they decided that they were
going to prosecute under—
Sir Gus O’Donnell: No, the reason I find that slightly
surprising is if you talk to the DPP about the kind of
standards of evidence you would need to get a
judgment in such a case, that is—so it seems to me
very odd, so I think it very unlikely that that oVence
will be one that is used very much for this sort of
subject.

Q898 Ann CoVey: But it can be used for
accumulating evidence clearly. I mean, given that
there is this oVence, a lot of civil servants could be
prosecuted or investigated for misconduct in public
life, and indeed Members of Parliament, enabling
their oYces to be searched, and in the process of that,
something might be found, which might be
interesting to a leak inquiry or something.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: It is possible, but like I say, I
would think that you would need a pretty high
threshold to want to get the police involved in an
investigation.
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Q899 Ann CoVey: But they were involved in this
investigation.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Yes, because there were a number
of national security issues involved.

Q900 Ann CoVey: But that was because of your
concern about a series of leaks, not in this
particular incident.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Remember, we did not know at
that point where this would go.

Q901 Sir Alan Beith: But that raises an interesting
question: Mr Galley was identified in the scoping
exercise on 31 October, and on 15 November, it was
decided that he could not remain at work, yet it was
not until around 25 November that the process
which led to the search of Mr Green’s oYce was
cranked into action, and at that stage, of course, the
impression was given to some in the House,
including Mr Speaker, that a major counter-
terrorism investigation was going on. Surely
between 31 October, probably before it, and that
date, some assessment had been made of Mr
Galley’s access, and of the particular materials that
were under discussion.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Well, I was not involved in that
at all. That was a matter for the police.

Q902 Sir Alan Beith: Are you surprised that the
police did not come to you at some point within that
period, or to Mr Wright, and say, “Well, we are not
getting anywhere on the national security aspects,
we are quite interested in investigating whether there
was an oVence of misconduct in public oYce about
the procuring of leaks from the department”, which
is actually what they said at one stage to the
authorities in the House they were doing, but a
wholly diVerent matter from an OYcial Secrets Act
leak. Is it not surprising that they did not come to
you at some point?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: I can be clear that if they had
come to me, and they made clear there was no
national security part, and they were talking about
the oVence you have talked about, I would have said
firstly go and talk to the Crown Prosecution Service,
because personally I would be very, very surprised if
there is anything there, and secondly, if it is only
these areas that do not involve national security, my
indication would be you are probably wise to
consider halting the investigation.

Q903 Sir Alan Beith: Really, the ball would have
been back in your court then for a Civil Service
investigation.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Absolutely, which is where it
ended up, which is exactly right, and the Civil
Service disciplinary procedure took place.
Mr Hannigan: I think the new protocol does build in
a process by which the police could do that in future
cases. It is very diYcult, under the old system, for the
police to have any contact with civil servants during
an investigation.

Q904 Sir Alan Beith: Just to clarify a bit of language
you used earlier, because it did worry me, in response
to an earlier question from Mr Howard, you seemed
to imply that damaging the conduct of Government
business was a category which embraced breaches of
the OYcial Secrets Act. Although you can use that
as a use of language, there is a quite clear distinction
between the two concepts. The revision of the
OYcial Secrets Act itself is based on the principle
that you draw a clear distinction between the
protection of information which must be protected
for national security and the various other kinds of
leaking and disclosing which may be damaging in
various ways but are not within that protective
order.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Absolutely, and we very clearly
understand that rewrite of the OYcial Secrets Act.

Q905 Sir Alan Beith: So your earlier response might
have been more felicitously phrased to reflect that
distinction?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: If I gave the wrong impression, I
apologise.

Q906 Ms Hewitt: I just want to come back to this
earlier point: in your opening statement, I think, Sir
Gus, I remember you saying that you and Sir David
Normington discussed and then agreed that you
would call in the police. You did so because of the
concern about the national security implications of
the earlier set of leaks, and you used a phrase,
something along the lines of “there might have been
criminal oVences committed”. You had the OYcial
Secrets Act in mind at that point, not misconduct in
public oYce?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: No, certainly not misconduct in
public oYce, because to the best of my knowledge,
that had never been used before, for this sort of issue.

Q907 Ms Hewitt: Was it suggested by the police to
the Cabinet OYce before the terms of reference were
agreed, or was it that at that point, there was still a
lack of clarity about what if any criminal oVences
might have been committed, and that is why the first
point of the terms of reference was to assess whether
any criminal oVences had been committed?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Exactly, it was simply about
assessing whether any had taken place, so it was not
a question of what charges might be brought at
that point.

Q908 Ms Hewitt: So there was no reference to
misconduct in public oYce at that point?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: That is right.

Q909 Ann CoVey: Maybe it is something we should
ask Mr Quick when he comes: if there had not been
this oVence of misconduct in public oYce, this catch-
all thing which the police had been investigating,
what would they have been investigating?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Well, they were investigating
possible OYcial Secrets Act.
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Q910 Ann CoVey: At what point do you think that
would have then led them to arrest Damian Green
and search his oYces?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Well, I presume, if they had had
some serious evidence suggesting a breach of the
OYcial Secrets Act. Well, exactly. The person who
would be guilty of the breach of the OYcial Secrets
Act would be the leaker.

Q911 Sir Alan Beith: The receiver could be guilty,
could he not?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: The receiver could be, indeed,
yes, but we did not know what evidence they had. So
I am afraid you will have to ask the police about
that.
Ann CoVey: We will do.

Q912 Mr Howard: Just one more question, Sir Gus,
on the letter from Mr Wright, which specifically
refers to you. You have talked about the previous
occasions in which the police had been asked to
investigate; was this the first time that you yourself
had got personally involved?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Yes, in that what we had was a
situation where they wanted to look not just at an
individual matter but across the whole pattern of
these leaks, which might have gone across a number
of departments, so it was felt to be important enough
to involve the Cabinet Secretary.

Q913 Mr Howard: So you have a series of leaks
which you say involved a breach of national security,
and then a series of leaks which do not involve a
breach of national security, and it is at that point that
you get involved?

Witness: Mr Robert Quick QPM, former Assistant Commissioner (Special Operations), Metropolitan
Police Service, gave oral evidence.

Q920 Chairman: Mr Quick, good afternoon, you
have been very patient, thank you very much for
coming to give evidence. Would you be good enough
just to identify yourself for the record?
Mr Quick: Yes, Robert Quick.

Q921 Chairman: And you were previously?
Mr Quick: Previously an Assistant Commissioner
with the Metropolitan Police Service, Assistant
Commissioner (Specialist Operations) at New
Scotland Yard.

Q922 Chairman: And you had had how many years
of police service?
Mr Quick: 31 years.

Q923 Chairman: You have been good enough to
provide us with a very comprehensive statement, and
I do not think it is necessary for us to burden you by

Sir Gus O’Donnell: Because they thought that the
latter group might have given us some real insight
into the source of the former group, the source or
sources.

Q914 Chairman: For Mr Galley to have access to
material described as secret, what degree of vetting
would he have been required to undergo?
Mr Hannigan: SC, as it is commonly called, which is
security clearance vetting.

Q915 Chairman: Had he been promoted into a
position at which he had access to secret material?
Mr Hannigan: That I do not know, I am afraid.

Q916 Chairman: As a civil servant rises and becomes
closer to more sensitive material, is there a procedure
for vetting at each of those stages of promotion?
Mr Hannigan: Yes, vetting is tied to the post and the
job, the requirements of the job, so particularly as he
had been involved in private oYces, it is normal for
people in ministerial private oYces to have SC at
least.
Sir Gus O’Donnell: I would stress, it is not related to
grade. As I am sure all the Ministers in this room
would agree, you may well have relatively junior
people having access to—

Q917 Chairman: Because they are in the private
oYce, where everything may be discussed?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: Absolutely. They have access to
it as well.

Q918 Chairman: Is there anything you want to add,
Sir Gus?
Sir Gus O’Donnell: No, thank you.

Q919 Chairman: Mr Hannigan?
Mr Hannigan: No, thank you.
Chairman: We are very grateful to both of you, thank
you very much.

inviting you to read all of the terms of it, but perhaps
I could oVer you the opportunity of making a short
opening statement, if you are so advised, or are you
content to rely on the terms of what you provided in
writing, which will, of course, be published as part of
the evidence submitted to the Committee?
Mr Quick: Perhaps I could make a very quick
observation, having heard the previous witnesses,
with regard to this dilemma, in a sense, about
whether this investigation involved OYcial Secrets
Act oVences, or indeed other criminal oVences,
namely misconduct in public oYce. I think in order
to be helpful, I would just make the observation that
we received a complaint from the Civil Service
regarding a series of leaks, I had an initial meeting
with civil servants from the Cabinet OYce, and as a
result of that, agreed in principle that the police
would look at this matter, and actually asked that
the matter was scoped. That took a number of weeks
to occur, and the scoping exercise did reveal two
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things: one, that a series of more recent leaks
appeared to oVer investigative opportunities, if you
like, a foothold on the investigation, with regard to
a particular suspect; and secondly, that the scoping
exercise revealed the existence of at least one serial
leaker, possibly more, who had access to secret
material, who were prepared to steal material from a
private oYce safe in the Home OYce, which I believe
was used to store secret material, and that this
person was apparently prepared to intercept letters
without authority from a Minister or Secretary of
State with responsibility for national security to the
Prime Minister. So those matters were seen as quite
serious, and it was on that basis that the
investigation was launched.

Q924 Ann CoVey: Serious in terms of—you
understood you were investigating a breach of the
OYcial Secrets Act; what did you think you were
investigating?
Mr Quick: Well, it was quite clear, although you can
separate the law, the facts of the case are less clear,
because, of course, we could have been investigating
both. I believe a duty was created for the police to
investigate on the facts as the scoping report revealed
them to be, that we had the existence of someone
prepared to enter a safe and remove, take, steal
documents, call it what you like—

Q925 Ann CoVey: Yes, but when you applied for a
warrant, what were you investigating? What was the
basis of your investigation?
Mr Quick: Well, the basis for the investigation was
we were looking at OYcial Secrets Act and
subsequently oVences or an oVence of misconduct in
public oYce.

Q926 Ann CoVey: When did you stop investigating
an oVence under the OYcial Secrets Act and start
investigating an oVence of misconduct in public
oYce?
Mr Quick: Well, I do not think we ever stopped
investigating an oVence or the potential for oVences
under the OYcial Secrets Act to have been
committed, the fact is—

Q927 Ann CoVey: When you applied for a warrant,
did you say that you believed there had been oVences
committed under the OYcial Secrets Act?
Mr Quick: I did not apply for the warrant.

Q928 Ann CoVey: Whoever applied for the
warrant, sorry.
Mr Quick: I cannot tell you precisely the words used
on the warrant, but I do believe they made reference
to the potential for secret material, but I believe the
warrants detailed that the investigation was under
an oVence of misconduct in public oYce. That is my
understanding, yes.

Q929 Chairman: When did you personally reach the
conclusion that there was no scope for prosecution
in relation to the OYcial Secrets Act, but only in
relation to the public oYce oVence?

Mr Quick: Well I guess ultimately, at the time when
we were able to examine all of the material that had
been recovered during the course of the
investigation, and that was not until the end of
March/early April of this year, following some issues
that needed to be resolved in relation to the status of
that material, as it was claimed to be the subject of
Parliamentary privilege.

Q930 Ann CoVey: Did you tell the Speaker or Jill Pay
at the point at which you were no longer
investigating a breach of the OYcial Secrets Act?
Mr Quick: I think it is a slightly academic point in a
sense, because I do not think we ever stopped
investigating the potential for oYcial secrets to have
been leaked, because of the facts that were presented
to us.

Q931 Ann CoVey: You can always investigate the
potential for something, that gives you infinite
opportunities to investigate anything. Anything has
a potential.
Mr Quick: Well, I am not sure I would agree with
that. I think that the thing that governs the
investigation is our powers under the Police and
Criminal Evidence Act, which give the police powers
if there is a reasonable suspicion to suspect an
oVence has been committed.

Q932 Ann CoVey: Why were you investigating
misconduct in public oYce? It is a very odd oVence.
Why were you investigating that?
Mr Quick: Because my colleagues, the senior
investigating oYcer and members of his team, had
liaised with the Crown Prosecution Service at
diVerent stages of the investigation.

Q933 Ann CoVey: So it was a Crown Prosecution
Service idea that you should investigate this under
misconduct in public oYce, was it?
Mr Quick: Well again, I think it may be confusing to
put it in those terms. We started an investigation
which clearly embraced a suspicion that OYcial
Secrets Act oVences may have been committed. As
the police progressed the inquiries first through a
scoping exercise, let us just establish the facts as we
know them to be, and take some legal advice from
Crown prosecutors—

Q934 Ann CoVey: It is one thing getting a warrant
and arresting a Member of Parliament on a
suggestion of breach of the OYcial Secrets Act, and
an entirely diVerent thing doing that because of an
oVence which is called misconduct in public oYce.
Mr Quick: Well, both are quite serious oVences, they
are oVences that are used from time to time to
prosecute people.

Q935 Ann CoVey: When was the last time somebody
was prosecuted under the oVence—
Mr Quick: I should think there have been several this
year, I know of cases awaiting trial at the moment for
those oVences.
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Q936 Sir Alan Beith: One case collapsed during the
course of these proceedings, did it not?
Mr Quick: I am sure that may well be the case, but
it is not an uncommon oVence, and I have
encountered it several times in my career. Not in
relation to leaks, in relation to breaches of public
oYce duty.

Q937 Mr Howard: But not in relation to leaks?
Mr Quick: Not to my knowledge.

Q938 Chairman: Mr Quick, you are an experienced
oYcer, 31 years in the force, you have a nose for a
case. Surely your nose told you at a much earlier
stage perhaps than you have acknowledged to us
that there never was any question of an OYcial
Secrets Act prosecution here, and that something
else would have to be found. That is a matter of
instinct, is it not, built up over 31 years in the
profession?
Mr Quick: I think we were simply confronted by
facts that were very serious and very worrying: there
was a leaker, at least one, in the Home OYce
prepared to steal documents from a safe in the
Secretary of State’s private oYce, and intercept
letters to the Prime Minister. I was not in a position
to say, “This is a responsible leaker who is only
leaking non-secret material”, I think that would
have been quite reckless. I think the duty of the
police was to recognise a level of suspicion had
clearly been reached and exceeded which created a
duty on us to investigate the facts of these leaks,
namely what has been leaked, and to whom.

Q939 Chairman: But you knew what was reaching
the public domain, questions about immigration,
questions about statistics on immigration.
Presumably you were aware of those?
Mr Quick: Certainly in relation to a narrower group
of leaks that were prioritised early in the
investigation, which were subsequently linked to Mr
Christopher Galley, you are absolutely right, but the
wider series of leaks, as we know, did involve secret
material. Indeed, I also was struck by a comment of
an Opposition MP just a few days into the inquiry
who suggested that secret material was being leaked.

Q940 Ms Hewitt: I gather it was 21 November that
the Crown Prosecution Service said that in relation
to Mr Green, there might be this oVence of
misconduct in public oYce. Did the CPS warn you
or your colleagues that there appears to be a very
high threshold for actually establishing such an
oVence? Was there any warning about the evidential
requirement that would be needed to prosecute such
an oVence?
Mr Quick: To the best of my recollection, there was
some advice given about the threshold of damage
that needs to be proven, and I think we were under
no illusion, it is quite a high threshold, but, of course,
until you investigate and actually establish the facts,
it is quite diYcult to make that judgment. So once an
investigation starts, of course you have to keep it
under review, but it seemed to me that we could not
escape the fundamental fact that someone entrusted

with secrets was leaking material and prepared to
take quite drastic action to leak material, namely
steal documents and take them from the safe.

Q941 Ms Hewitt: At the same time, when the CPS
was saying, well, there might be this oVence of
misconduct in public oYce, were the CPS also
expressing a view on OYcial Secrets Act charges?
Were they saying that there would not be any
possibility of prosecution under the OYcial Secrets
Act?
Mr Quick: I never personally attended the
consultations with the CPS, but was always briefed
in detail about them. My understanding very clearly
was the OYcial Secrets Act dimension of this
investigation was always being kept under review as
it moved forward. However, in relation to Mr Galley,
the advice was that his conduct on the facts that we
had established at that point may amount to an
oVence of misconduct in public oYce.

Q942 Ann CoVey: Did you have some thoughts
about the context in which this investigation was
being done? You talk about on the one hand the
seriousness, the concern about secret information
being leaked, and this damaging national security,
but in the context that this was an Opposition
politician who might see it indeed as part of his job
to expose aspects of government policy based on
documentation he might have got, did you think
about that aspect of it when you were using this
catch-all of misconduct in public oYce, that it might
be viewed in a very diVerent way perhaps?
Mr Quick: Of course I was very mindful of the
context. The first thing I think to say is in my
experience, and certainly in my own experience, the
police are not particularly concerned about the
activities of Opposition MPs in making the life of the
serving Government diYcult, that is not really of
much interest to police oYcers. However, you made
the remark that the oVence is a catch-all; I am not
entirely sure what you mean by that, but it is a very
specific oVence.

Q943 Ann CoVey: What does it mean?
Mr Quick: Well, the oVence is that you breach the
duties and trust of a public oYce, and in doing so,
you cause damage, and part of the investigation,
under misconduct in public oYce, of course was to
try to establish how much damage has been caused.

Q944 Chairman: Yes, from the point of view of the
civil servant, the duty and trust of a public oYce may
perhaps be clear, particularly in the context of the
Civil Service Code. It is not so clear in the context of
a Member of Parliament. How does that oVence
apply to the actions of a Member of Parliament? In
what way do we breach public trust?
Mr Quick: Well, in this case, I believe, and the CPS
will speak for themselves, of course, if asked, but I
believe their advice really was along the lines that the
inquiry had revealed some evidence that suggested
Christopher Galley may be guilty of a relatively
serious criminal oVence, and that further, the
evidence had revealed the potential for an MP, Mr
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Green, to have incited, encouraged, conspired with
him to leak material, and therefore potentially
commit the same oVence as a joint enterprise. As the
inquiry progressed, of course, evidence emerged that
Mr Green was not a passive recipient of leaks but
was active in procuring leaks, and therefore, placing
Mr Galley potentially at risk of criminal sanction
and potentially himself.

Q945 Ann CoVey: But Damian Green is not subject
to the Civil Service Code, is he? I go back to my
point: what you seem to be saying is if you establish
that the civil servant was guilty, and that is easier to
establish, then if in this relationship with Damian
Green, then Damian Green also became guilty of the
same oVence, because he was receiving material that
the civil servant was giving him, and clearly he was
in breach of that. But I am sort of questioning that,
because it seems to me that although you can
establish that misconduct in public oYce easier with
a civil servant, it is not that easy to establish with a
Member of Parliament, who might see that their
duties go to the wider public, to their constituents, to
exposing things they see a government might want to
keep hidden, but they see it as their duty to show us,
because after all they are elected, they are not
employed in the same way that civil servants are
employed.
Mr Quick: No, and I think I understand your point,
but at the same time, whilst Mr Green, of course, was
not subject to the Civil Service Code, he is subject to
the criminal law, and the evidence revealed, I believe,
quite a worrying degree of complicity on the part of
Mr Green—

Q946 Ann CoVey: Complicity in what, receiving
material?
Mr Quick: In encouraging the leaking of material.

Q947 Ann CoVey: Do you not think politicians
should encourage leaking of material?
Mr Quick: Well, I do not think they should, no. I
think it is clearly—

Q948 Ann CoVey: That is a criminal oVence, is it,
encouraging leaking of material?
Mr Quick: It can amount to a criminal oVence, of
that there is no doubt.

Q949 Ann CoVey: Even though it is not an oVence
under the OYcial Secrets Act?
Mr Quick: I think my response would be that the
purpose of the investigation is to establish whether it
is or is not, and that is the process that we were
embarked upon.

Q950 Mr Henderson: Can I ask you, Mr Quick, did
you consider prosecution of a lesser oVence than
misconduct in public oYce? I think you may have
heard the questions I asked Sir Gus. Was that
considered?
Mr Quick: Not to my knowledge. The original
oVences that were under consideration or questions,
were oVences under the OYcial Secrets Act

committed, and were oVences of misconduct in
public oYce; I am not aware of any lesser oVences at
that stage being considered.

Q951 Mr Henderson: Whether it was worthwhile
considering a lesser oVence is something one would
need to make a judgment about, but were there lesser
oVences—theft, or entering the safe without
permission?
Mr Quick: In fact, thank you for reminding me, in
fact the theft and handling dimensions, receiving, I
believe were considered, because one of my
colleagues, a Detective Chief Superintendent who
was overseeing parts of the investigation, briefed me
to that eVect, that there had been a discussion.

Q952 Mr Henderson: Conspiracy?
Mr Quick: Conspiracy to commit an oVence of
misconduct in public oYce, I believe was discussed.
Indeed, I think the advice clearly was that that was
an oVence that may be capable of proof.

Q953 Mr Henderson: So the Member of Parliament
could have also been charged with conspiracy?
Mr Quick: Yes.

Q954 Mr Henderson: Can I ask you exactly the same
question, just to finish on this point, as Sir Gus: do
you think the law is adequate in this regard, or do
you think there is need for modification?
Mr Quick: Clearly, as has been said, the application
of this oVence to leaks is very controversial, and I
think that was understood very early on in this
inquiry. I would want to really underline that the
Metropolitan Police did not go forward with these
acts without consideration at the highest levels in a
great deal of depth, a lot of soul-searching and
searching of one’s conscience, but I think the law is
pretty clear as it stands. It has been suggested that
perhaps there should be no criminal sanction for
leaking material that is of a restricted or confidential
classification, but I do think that introduces some
really practical problems and risks, which may be a
matter for others to consider.

Q955 Mr Blunkett: The present Director of Public
Prosecutions in his decisions relating to Christopher
Galley has actually narrowed the definition, has he
not?
Mr Quick: Yes, I think he has helped, I think this
case has further defined the parameters, and his
judgment, as Sir GusO’Donnell made clear, was that
in the circumstances, it was inevitable, indeed I
would say pretty obvious that this was going to be
investigated by the police, because there clearly was
a very serious risk created by Mr Galley’s behaviour,
and indeed I might venture to suggest Mr Green’s
behaviour. However, he made clear that the
threshold for damage is quite high, he said there was
damage that was created by these leaks, and that that
damage should not be underestimated. However,
how far away from the threshold that would have led
to a prosecution perhaps only the Director of Public
Prosecutions knows.
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Q956 Chairman: So some good may have come out
of these events after all?
Mr Quick: Quite possibly.

Q957 Sir Alan Beith: I am just slightly worried by
loose reference to “these leaks”. When the phrase
“these leaks” was used by the Cabinet OYce, it was
referring to leaks which went back to 2005, and
included leaks which there was no evidence around
to suggest were linked in any way to Mr Galley or
Mr Green. Were you using it in the same way?
Mr Quick: No, I think my reference was to the
commentary by the Director of Public Prosecutions
on 16 April of this year which was solely on those
leaks that the investigation had revealed were
connected to Mr Galley and Mr Green.

Q958 Sir Alan Beith: Notwithstanding your answers
to earlier questions, I am still puzzled as to why you
or somebody in the Metropolitan Police did not go
back to the Cabinet OYce at the point when it
became clear that the one oVence you could go after
was misconduct in public oYce, and say, “We have
not found evidence of an OYcial Secrets Act oVence,
it is not even that we have established that these
various people may be involved, but we cannot pin
it on them—you actually had not found evidence of
that—but we are proceeding on this other matter”,
because what you were doing at that point was
making a judgment, as you are entitled to do as a
police oYcer, that in this respect, the criminal law
should be tested or perhaps enforced against two
individuals, but you were not pursuing to its
conclusion a charge about an OYcial Secrets Act
oVence. It seems odd to me that you did not say to
the Cabinet OYce—you could have said, of course,
“It is entirely up to us, we are entitled to proceed in
this matter, or you may prefer yourselves to carry
out an investigation”, but you did not have that
discussion with them.
Mr Quick: I think that is a fair point. However, my
recollection of events is simply this, that at that
point, when decisions were taken to eVect the arrest
of Mr Green, the fact is we did not know and could
not possibly know whether oVences under the
OYcial Secrets Act had or had not been committed,
because the material that we had recovered indicated
a relationship over two years where clearly a number
of pieces of information were leaked. I do not believe
to this day we have recovered all of that material. I
do not believe to this day we are entirely and
conclusively sure about everything that was leaked
in that period, in that relationship. And we had very
compelling information from a member of
Opposition that secret material was being leaked, so
surely there is a logic—

Q959 Sir Alan Beith: This was the same quotation as
was used in the earlier evidence by Gus O’Donnell,
the so-far unnamed Opposition spokesman said,
“We only use half the material”, or words to that
eVect.
Mr Quick: That allied to the facts that were pretty
indisputable that we had someone prepared to enter
a safe which we believed to hold secret material.

Q960 Sir Alan Beith: That is a very diVerent
argument. I understand your argument that you had
established there was somebody who was prepared
to enter safes and intercept correspondence within
the private oYce and leak material from it, but by
that time, you knew who it was, you knew what
material he had access to, and you knew what had
appeared in the public domain.
Mr Quick: Yes, we knew some material had
appeared in the public domain, and we knew what
that was, but we had eventually recovered evidence
that suggested that Mr Galley was communicating
to Mr Green what he had access to, namely the
private oYce in-tray, the SPD in-tray, I believe it was
termed as, which were areas where we knew sensitive
information flowed. So this was a very diYcult
dilemma, I think, for the police, because on the one
hand, these facts created a duty to investigate and
find out exactly what had been leaked by whom and
to whom, and we were in the process of undertaking
that, and part of undertaking that was the arrest of
Mr Green.

Q961 Sir Alan Beith: So what you are actually saying
is, we have not got anything on the OYcial Secrets
Act, but if we proceed with this misconduct in public
oYce charge, we might turn something up?
Mr Quick: Well, it was not the case of proceeding
with that charge, that was the locus of the continued
investigation in law, and under advice from Crown
prosecutors, but there was as a matter of fact an
obvious risk that secret material may have been
leaked.

Q962 Chairman: Are you familiar with Mr
Micawber, Mr Quick, who was always bankrupt, but
always hoped that something would turn up?
Mr Quick: I think I have heard of that.

Q963 Chairman: Did that characterise any of this?
Mr Quick: No, because we were acting under very
clear advice, and very clear facts and evidence about
people’s conduct, so I do not think this was
speculative, we were following the evidence that was
in front of us.

Q964 Chairman: Can I just say something else on
this unknown Opposition spokesman? I do not
know in your world, but I can certainly tell you in
our world that the remarks of an unidentified
Opposition spokesman would normally be regarded
with a certain amount of scepticism, and a large
pinch of salt. How much reliance were you placing
on observations of this kind, which might well have
been hyperbole?
Mr Quick: Of course. On the one hand, you might
expect someone commenting publicly on something
that is quite serious to be actually being frank and
truthful, but at the same time, I do accept your point,
it could have been exaggerated. However, of course,
I was aware, from my role and position in the
Metropolitan Police, that these inquiries do from
time to time take place, and secret material is
suspected of going missing.
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Q965 Mr Howard: You have referred, Mr Quick,
several times, to the damage that might be caused by
the documents you had identified and discovered in
the context of the relationship between Mr Galley
and Mr Green.
Mr Quick: Yes.

Q966 Mr Howard: What sort of damage do you have
in mind?
Mr Quick: Well, firstly, the question arose whether
secret material had been leaked, and I think we were
in the process of resolving that question. Secondly,
there was a suggestion that damage may have been
caused to the Home OYce by the pattern of leaks
which were breaking down trust, stifling frank and
candid communications—forgive me, I cannot recite
word for word the nature of the complaint.

Q967 Mr Howard: How about having an impact on
the eYcient and eVective conduct of Government
business?
Mr Quick: That is a passage from the letter from the
Cabinet OYce. A question does arise as to what
damage was caused, and clearly, in order to answer
that question, I think you are under a duty to find
out what has been leaked.

Q968 Mr Howard: No, but there is another question,
you see, which is not how much damage was caused,
but whether damage of that kind is any of your
business.
Mr Quick: I think I would refer to the Director of
Public Prosecutions’ commentary on 16 April, and it
appears to me he clearly thinks that potentially it can
be our business.

Q969 Mr Howard: Were you influenced at all in your
investigation by the inclusion of that phrase in the
letter from Mr Wright?
Mr Quick: Not unduly. It was a consideration. I
think it was discussed in our Gold Group across the
board whether OYcial Secrets Act type material had
been leaked. That question was clearly recognised by
the Gold Group that I chaired as being a question
that was not capable of being resolved without
investigation. Secondly, the question arose as to
whether damage to government was being caused by
these leaks, and again, it seemed sensible to establish
exactly what had been leaked before trying to answer
that question.

Q970 Mr Howard: No one said in your Gold Group,
“That is none of our business”?
Mr Quick: No, and I believe it was our business to
investigate this series of leaks.

Q971 Chairman: Was one of the reasons because you
had been asked by the Cabinet OYce to investigate
on the basis of a letter containing the observations
that Mr Howard has referred to?
Mr Quick: That was a complaint by the Civil Service
to the police, I think it was legitimate. I know there
are diVerent opinions in relation to that.

Q972 Chairman: The police did not write the letter.
Mr Quick: No, we received a letter, and I thought it
was a legitimate complaint, but certainly was not
content just to rely on my own judgment, I consulted
with senior colleagues in relation to that, I ensured
that we took legal advice in relation to that from
Crown prosecutors, and the conclusion of those
discussions was that it was, of course, right and
proper that the police did investigate.

Q973 Mr Howard: We have seen the two letters from
Mr Wright, and we know that a meeting took place
between those two letters. Was it only just one
meeting, or perhaps more than one? We do not
know.
Mr Quick: What I can tell you, and I know this
particular sequence of events has been of interest, is
that I initially met some representatives from the
Cabinet OYce who told me that Mr Wright was
going to write to me, and that was a reference to the
letter that I subsequently received I think on 8
October, although it was erroneously dated 8
September. At that meeting, the oYcials really at a
very high level outlined this pattern of leaks that had
been giving cause for serious concern in the Cabinet
OYce over a number of months and indeed years. I
was also aware from my own knowledge that the
Metropolitan Police had investigated some of these
leaks at diVerent times as and when they occurred.
Leak inquiries are remarkably common
unfortunately, they are an irritation to the police,
and unfortunately, they do cause damage, and they
do create havoc sometimes, and from time to time
they have to be investigated. So I agreed in principle
to investigate, subject to satisfying ourselves that
criminal oVences were involved, and liaising with
Crown prosecutors. It just so happened that the day
after, I left London to fly overseas on counter-
terrorism matters, and my deputy had a number of
contacts with the Cabinet OYce. I understand that
Sir Paul Stephenson, who was the Deputy
Commissioner, in my view quite rightly had also said
he wished to be satisfied that there were criminal
oVences involved, and he wished to be consulted
about the terms of reference.

Q974 Mr Howard: He originally took the view that
criminal oVences had not been involved.
Mr Quick: Well, I think he took the same view that
I took, that we wanted to be sure that criminal
oVences were potentially involved in this
investigation, otherwise it most certainly would not
have been an inquiry that we would have picked up.
So following the scoping study, and a number of
consultations with Crown prosecutors, I understand
my deputy had a conversation with Mr Wright of the
Cabinet OYce, and I believe indicated to Mr Wright
that she wished to agree the terms of reference for the
initial stages of this investigation, and that the
Deputy Commissioner in my absence was going to
be consulted about those terms of reference, and that
is in fact what occurred. So what happened was
DAC Cressida Dick, my deputy, agreed that as an
initial step into this investigation, a series of five
leaks would come under initial prioritisation. In fact,
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I believe she may have written or at least spoken to
Mr Wright, who then in turn wrote a letter in eVect
sort of acquiescing that these initial five leaks would
be the start point for the investigation.

Q975 Mr Howard: Not acquiescing, confirming.
Mr Quick: Possibly, I cannot recall the letter, but
you may—

Q976 Mr Howard: That is the word he uses.
Mr Quick: I accept he used the word confirming. I
would say that it was not really for him to confirm,
the police were in charge of this investigation.
Ultimately, Sir Paul Stephenson was consulted
about the terms of reference, I believe he approved
them in my absence, and the investigation began.
Shortly after my return, I received a number of
briefings about progress, and it became apparent
that Mr Galley was a suspect, and that there had
been a sixth leak that had precipitated events, and so
the decision was taken to arrest Mr Galley.

Q977 Mr Howard: The letter of 29 October did not
surprise you at all, the second letter from Mr Wright?
Mr Quick: I must confess, I do not think I saw that
letter until quite late on, but it did not surprise me,
no, because the Cabinet OYce were the
complainants, and they have a professional view
that we can consider and take account of, but once
a criminal matter is referred to the police, then it is
very much for the police to decide how that
investigation goes forward, and as you will know, we
do that in partnership with Crown prosecutors.

Q978 Mr Howard: Can you think of any other
potential victim of crime who would be able to ask
the police to investigate, have a meeting with the
police to negotiate or agree the terms of reference of
the inquiry which the police would be about to carry
out, and write a letter to the police confirming the
scope of the police investigation?
Mr Quick: Well, I can think of cases where we might
be in that position, with a bank or a commercial
institution, so that, believe me, is not uncommon. I
ought to, for fairness, point out that to the best of my
knowledge and belief, it was actually the police,
namely my deputy, who sort of instigated that,
because my understanding is the Deputy
Commissioner wanted terms of reference to be
agreed with the Cabinet OYce, so I think it was in
fact instigated by the police and not the Cabinet
OYce.

Q979 Chairman: Can I ask some questions about the
search of Mr Green’s oYce here? You are aware of
the role of the sergeant at arms in the House of
Commons. Why was it that the Serjeant at Arms was
given such limited information up until the point at
which the arrest was made?
Mr Quick: My belief is that the oYcers were
naturally being somewhat cautious about who was
briefed on the full extent of the investigation. This is
very common practice, and I believe DAC

McDowall alluded to this point. No matter who or
what is under investigation, we generally operate on
a need to know basis.

Q980 Chairman: But the Serjeant at Arms is in a
rather diVerent position, because she is someone
who has, as we know, responsibility for the security
of the whole of the Parliamentary estate, and in the
course of exercising that responsibility, she has to
maintain a very high degree of confidentiality, and
her judgment and her trustworthiness are absolutely
central to the proper performance of her duties.
Mr Quick: Absolutely, and perhaps it may help to
explain how events came about. On 20 November,
the day after Christopher Galley’s arrest, I received
a telephone call from DAC John McDowall, who
was my deputy on the counter-terrorism side of
specialist operations, and Mr McDowall briefed me
on Galley’s arrest—I, of course, was aware that it
was going to happen—and briefed me on the extent
of his admissions in interview, which of course were
quite troubling. He suggested that ordinarily, in any
other investigation, we would act on Mr Galley’s
admissions and eVect an arrest almost immediately,
and, of course, in this case we were talking about Mr
Green. However, the conversation went along the
lines that clearly, in this case, there are huge
sensitivities, and possible legal complexities, and it
was my judgment, I believe shared by John, that we
should in this case exceptionally delay taking action,
so that we could take full legal advice from the
Metropolitan Police Directorate of Legal Services,
and indeed consult the Parliamentary authorities at
an early stage, and indeed take further advice from
Crown prosecutors. My understanding is that very
evening, an oYcer was despatched to the Palace of
Westminster to start that engagement. I would
accept, as the Chairman has alluded, that initially,
the Serjeant at Arms was not briefed fully on the
whole aspect of the investigation precisely who was
involved.

Q981 Chairman: A consequence of that was that she
transmitted such information she had to the
Speaker, whose reaction was that this might well
involve terrorism, either international or Irish
terrorism.
Mr Quick: Yes, I did hear that evidence, and I have
to say I find that diYcult to appreciate, so far as I
have read the statements of the oYcers who attended
Parliament and spoke to—

Q982 Chairman: Well, if you are told that the
counter-terrorism unit is engaged, and it is highly
confidential, and you are not told anything else, then
it is not an unreasonable inference, is it, if you are
responsible for a public building of this nature, that
you might leap to that conclusion?
Mr Quick: Possibly, but on 25 and 26 November, in
good time, well before the arrest, there were further
conversations, and on the 26th, of course, the senior
investigating oYcer attended the Serjeant at Arms’
oYce, and briefed her fully on the investigation, save
the actual name of the MP involved, but as I
understand it, the provisions of the powers to search
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under section 8 of the Police and Criminal Evidence
Act were explained, the fact that they were
investigating a leak inquiry was explained. So I think
a good 48 or at least 24 hours before, the Serjeant at
Arms was in possession of the facts.

Q983 Chairman: Do you accept that she was not
properly advised of the contents of the protocol
attached to the Police and Criminal Evidence Act, in
that she was not told expressly that she could refuse
consent, and indeed that she could withdraw consent
at any time?
Mr Quick: I do agree with that. There is nothing that
I know of that indicates she was specifically told that
she need not consent. However, I have read the
oYcers’ statements in detail, and it does appear to
me to be very clear that the oYcers acted very
reasonably. There was no question in my mind,
having read those statements, that it was not clear
that they were seeking a consent that could be
refused, and arguably, if it could not be refused, it
would not be consent anyway.

Q984 Chairman: They acted on a presumption, but
a presumption is not enough to satisfy the
requirements, is it? The individual should quite
clearly and expressly be told, “You need not give
your consent”.
Mr Quick: I would accept it would have been much
better had the oYcers adopted the letter of the Codes
of Practice.

Q985 Chairman: Particularly in a case as sensitive
as this.
Mr Quick: And then we would not be having this
conversation. However, I think the test for me is the
legal test, and that is the test under section 78 of the
Police and Criminal Evidence Act, which really
implies that the code of practice is not a strict
compliance code. The test is whether the police acted
reasonably and fairly, and I do not believe my
colleagues acted to deceive the Serjeant at Arms. I
certainly think it was quite clear that we were seeking
consent that could be refused.

Q986 Mr Blunkett: Was there any presumption that
consent lay with the Speaker rather than the Serjeant
at Arms? Even after the arrest, it was some days, was
it not 1 December before direct communication was
made with the Speaker? It is as though the Speaker
really was a bit part in this process.
Mr Quick: The legal advice from Metropolitan
Police lawyers was that the Serjeant at Arms could
consent to a search, and I believe she was briefed to
that eVect. However, she did say that she would seek
her own legal advice, and I believe spoke to the clerk.
I was aware she had briefed the Speaker; my senior
investigating oYcer on 26 November told me that he
was present when she phoned the Speaker.

Q987 Mr Blunkett: Could I just explore the
extraneous activity that was taking place that you
refer to in your evidence? How much influence did
this, including the recruitment of a new

Commissioner, and what was being briefed in the
newspapers, have, in your judgment, on the
procedure that was followed?
Mr Quick: Well, it was clearly a very diYcult time.
The case generated a huge amount of controversy,
and there was a tension between recognising the duty
of the police to conduct this investigation and see it
through to its natural conclusion and eliminate any
possibility that national security had been
compromised, or that criminal oVences had been
committed, serious oVences, and the sort of
expediency of stopping the investigation. I can
sympathise with anyone involved in it. I was there, it
was a painful and distressing experience for a lot of
people. But I would say that in the end, the conduct
of certain individuals created a chain of events that
led to what I believe was a completely legitimate
police investigation.

Q988 Mr Howard: Who did you inform of the
progress of the investigation as it evolved?
Mr Quick: Well, it was a very short investigation, in
fact, but the Deputy Commissioner was briefed to
my knowledge while I was away throughout
October, and when I returned, at the end of October,
he was briefed on the scoping report, which I think
was completed on or about 31 October, I think it is
dated that date. He was briefed on the findings of
that report, and approved the terms of reference for
the investigation. Unfortunately, just the nature of
events, I returned from overseas at the end of
October, but then had to go to Scotland for a few
days, because my role in the counter-terrorism side
of the Met meant I often had to be outside London,
so my deputy had some involvement in the case.

Q989 Mr Howard: Was there any contact between
you or your deputy, so far as you know, with the
Cabinet OYce as the investigation—
Mr Quick: Yes.

Q990 Mr Howard: Were the Cabinet OYce told that
a Member of Parliament was about to be arrested?
Mr Quick: No, they were not.

Q991 Mr Howard: Was anyone in Government
told that?
Mr Quick: No.

Q992 Mr Howard: I think in view of some questions
that I have put to other witnesses, I should give you
the opportunity to comment, Mr Quick. As you
know, there are a number of specific criticisms of the
investigation which are contained in the Johnston
report.
Mr Quick: Yes.

Q993 Mr Howard: When I put to Assistant
Commissioner Yates that the investigation was
slapdash, he did not demur.
Mr Quick: No.

Q994 Mr Howard: Mr Johnston himself used the
phrase “pretty sloppy work”, although to be fair, I
think that was in terms of the wording of the
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application for the warrant, but you will be aware
that there are a whole list of criticisms made in the
Johnston report, I hope not to have to go through
them in detail, they are on pages 51 and 53 of the
report. Do you accept them?
Mr Quick: No, I do not accept them all.

Q995 Mr Howard: Do you accept many of them,
most of them?
Mr Quick: I have read the Johnston report very, very
carefully, and I had huge sympathy with Sir Ian, he
was given an unenviable task.

Q996 Chairman: Unenviable?
Mr Quick: Unenviable task of reviewing an
investigation, amidst a controversy, against very
pressing timescales, but my honest conclusion is that
the Johnston review does not accurately reflect the
nature of the investigation. Yes, it does quite
legitimately draw attention to some administrative
issues that could have been better and cleaner and
tidier, but ultimately, my concern with the Johnston
report really is around the area of disproportionality
of arrest. In my view, probably as a result of being
conducted so early in the investigation, before the
facts were properly established, and amidst this
public controversy, the report has a number of
inaccuracies, upon which it appears to draw
conclusions; and secondly, it has a number of quite
important omissions, some of which are dealt with in
my document that I have submitted, which I think
hopefully bring more balance into what was going
on in that inquiry, and therefore I do not feel I
personally could rely on that document, on a matter
of fact.

Q997 Mr Howard: But quite apart from the
proportionality question, there are a significant
number of very specific criticisms made about things
like keeping of documents, the relationship between
various documents, whether tape recordings should
have been used, the wording of the warrant and so
on, very serious, but very specific criticisms; do you
accept them?
Mr Quick: I am not sure they are all very serious.
This was a complex inquiry, and yes, in every
investigation, including this one, under scrutiny,
some administrative shortcomings were identified
on the part of the oYcers, but I believe the oYcers’
work was generally of a high standard. These are
oYcers who have led some of the most complex
investigations the Metropolitan Police has ever seen,
and been involved in some of the most successful
prosecutions. So they are professional people, they
are not perfect, and they made a few administrative
errors, I do not think any of them were fatal. Had
there been revealed damage that would have
warranted prosecution, I do not believe any of these
errors would have stopped prosecution, and that is
my honest belief.

Q998 Mr Howard: I think finally, from me anyway,
in your statement, you go into in some detail the
relationships between yourself and other senior
members of the Metropolitan Police Service, and

you have described the controversy which attended
the reporting of the investigation. You say at one
point, in apparent surprise, “Many people
commented that the Home Secretary was more
supportive of the investigation than the
Metropolitan Police Service”. Did that really
surprise you?
Mr Quick: Well, I guess it did in a way, yes.

Q999 Chairman: Your position on the Johnston
report is pretty clear. What weight should we attach
to the Johnston report then, in your judgment?
Mr Quick: Well, in my judgment, the Johnston
review was convened very early in the investigation,
uncharacteristically early. It did not adopt the
procedures and protocols of investigative reviews,
because it was convened in such exceptional
circumstances. I think regrettably, it was convened in
an air of panic, and unfortunately, we were left with
a document that did not reveal the extent of this
investigation, and its full characteristics, and the
grounds upon which the police took the action that
they did, and that was disappointing in a sense, but
perhaps understandable amid the chaos.

Q1000 Chairman: Let me ask you the question
again: what weight should we attach to the
Johnston report?
Mr Quick: Well, I think that is a matter for this
Committee. I think my statement reveals where I and
others take issue with the Johnston report on
matters of fact, and I think I can do no more than
that to help the Committee.

Q1001 Chairman: Should we take account of the
attitude of the Metropolitan Police towards the
Johnston report?
Mr Quick: In terms of the Metropolitan Police,
which bit of it are you talking about?

Q1002 Chairman: The Metropolitan Police response
to the Johnston report, as I understand it, is broadly
to accept it.
Mr Quick: Well, the oYcial Metropolitan Police
response was to endorse it, the oYcer that
commissioned it endorsed it, and that is a judgment
you must make, but on facts, I think there are some
serious issues that undermine the fitness for purpose
of that review.

Q1003 Ms Hewitt: I just wanted to pursue in a little
more detail the issue of the two warrants that were
obtained for the searches of Mr Galley’s and Mr
Green’s homes. My understanding is that the
information that was laid before the district judge
who granted those warrants referred to secret
materials.
Mr Quick: Yes.

Q1004 Ms Hewitt: As far as you are aware, is that
correct, that they did refer to secret materials?
Mr Quick: To the best of my knowledge, that is
correct, yes.
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Q1005 Ms Hewitt: Do you accept that that was a
mistake, that that was inaccurate?
Mr Quick: Well, I would accept it is a debatable
point. I think on balance, I would have preferred the
language to be tighter. I do not know what was in the
oYcer’s mind when he or she typed that
information, and I was not present when it was
sworn in front of a judge, and whatever questions
were asked or answers given. However, I think it
would be in the circumstances not wholly
unreasonable to indicate that there was a suspicion
that secret material may have been leaked, but I
think on balance it would have been better to be
more accurate in saying, “So far, the indications are
the material is of restricted or confidential
classification”.

Q1006 Ms Hewitt: Do you accept Sir Ian’s criticism
on that point, where he referred to “pretty sloppy
work” in terms of the wording of the application for
the warrant?
Mr Quick: I think on balance, probably. I think
sloppy is a harsh term, because I take you back to
where we start, that we have someone in a very
sensitive part of the Home OYce who is behaving
appallingly badly and possibly criminally, and the
threshold of suspicion was exceeded, I think quite
substantially, that that person may have leaked
secret material, so I do not think it is unreasonable
for the oYcers to have that suspicion in all of the
circumstances.

Q1007 Ms Hewitt: At what level of seniority would
the application have been prepared, and would it
have been approved by a more senior oYcer?
Mr Quick: Normally, the authority in law is at
inspector level. However, in this case, I know the
senior investigating oYcer, the Detective Chief
Inspector, a very experienced investigator, and a
Detective Chief Superintendent were very closely
overseeing that part of the operation, and that in
turn was under the overall supervision of Mr
McDowall from whom you have heard.

Q1008 Ms Hewitt: Thank you, because you will
understand our worry, I think, that warrants were
obtained in relation to a Member of Parliament’s
home on the basis of an assertion that secret material
was involved when it was not, not the material that
Mr Galley had admitted to, and that was directly
connected with the raid on that same Member of
Parliament’s oYce. Now it is quite diYcult, I think,
for Parliament to say, “We are going to go behind a

warrant”, if a warrant had been produced in relation
to the oYce, but on the other hand, it is very
tempting to think that that is exactly what
Parliament should do when a warrant can be
obtained on the basis of, at the very least, an
inadequately prepared statement of the facts, despite
the fact that very senior oYcers were involved in
preparing that statement. You understand why we
would be concerned. Do you feel I have
characterised the problem fairly?
Mr Quick: Yes, I think you have been fair. I think in
an applying for a warrant, the standard of proof
required to issue a search warrant is not particularly
high. What I would have preferred was really for the
warrant to have been drafted in a diVerent way,
which would clearly have revealed the potential for
secret material to have been leaked, and clearly we
were not in a position to rule that out at that time.
But make equally clear that at that point in the
investigation, the material that had been identified
for certain as being leaked was classified as restricted
or confidential.
Ms Hewitt: Yes, rather than secret. Thank you.

Q1009 Chairman: Just one last point on that, Mr
Quick: you appear to suggest that the more serious
the allegation, the less the requirement to adhere to
the precise details of an investigation. Am I wrong to
infer that from your evidence?
Mr Quick: Yes, I do not think—

Q1010 Chairman: Whether the allegation is minor or
major, the obligation to adhere to proper practice
applies in every case.
Mr Quick: Yes, there is a duty on oYcers to comply
with the law and the codes as precisely as possible.
The fact is that they are not always precisely
complied with to the very letter. The test in a criminal
case is usually under section 78 of PACE, and the test
is: did the police act reasonably and fairly?

Q1011 Chairman: Yes, but courts have been loath to
excuse what some might characterise as sloppy
procedure under that section.
Mr Quick: Well, that would be a matter for the
individual tribunal or court at the time, but all I can
tell the Committee is I have read the oYcers’
statements about the interactions they had with
Parliamentary authorities, and on their evidence at
least, it appears to be clear that they acted entirely
reasonably, and that the issue of consent was clear.
Chairman: Well, we shall never know. Mr Quick,
thank you very much for your evidence, the
Committee is most grateful to you.
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Witness: Dr Malcolm Jack, Clerk of the House, House of Commons, gave oral evidence.

Chairman: Dr Jack, thank you very much for coming
to see us today. This of course was by arrangement
because when you gave evidence previously before
the Committee it was agreed that you would come
backtowards theendofourevidencesessions inorder
that wemight get the benefit of your adviceabout any
of the implications for the issue of privilege which the
evidencefromotherwitnessesmightraise. It isonthat
that we would like to concentrate today. Sir
Malcolm Rifkind?

Q1012 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Just one question if I
may put it to you, Dr Jack. Damian Green has
expressed concern that neither Parliament nor any of
its committees had an opportunity to consider
whether certain papers or documents might be
privileged before the police themselves had access to
them. Can you share with us your view as to whether
it would either have been possible or satisfactory to
have such a procedure in play at that time?
Dr Jack: Thank you very much and thank you for
calling me back. I think this goes right to the crux of
the matter raised in the Attorney General’s
memorandum as well and that is the question of
admissibility of evidence in the court and whether the
House should have some prior role in this. It is not
easytogiveashortanswertothisbecauseI thinkwhat
it goes to really is the relationship between these two
parts of the constitution, between Parliament and the
courts, and there is a long history to this, a long
struggle if you like, to define these boundaries. As the
Committee knows very well, originally of course
privilege was a struggle between Parliament and the
executive.

Q1013 Chairman: Parliament and the King.
Dr Jack: The King, yes. The King did not like certain
Members and he wanted to lock them up. That is still
the case in some emerging jurisdictions with
presidents. Then the boundary dispute, if you like,
shifted to Parliament and the courts, and of course
the Bill of Rights of 1689 is a statute and the courts
therefore presume to interpret the statute like any
other statute. There is another part of privilege of
course that is not statutory, and that is in some senses
what this Committee has been concerned with and
that is this area of exclusive cognisance, controlof the
precincts, control of standing orders and those kinds
of things. However, trying to come specifically to Sir
Malcolm’s question, I think it is diYcult to envisage
how the House in a criminal case, and I think it is
important to emphasise that, and whether the
criminal case is sensible or not is not a matter that

concerns me at all, but in a criminal investigation,
leading toapossible chargeandacriminal trial, could
interrupt that process without in some way
prejudicing it. I think that is the crux of the problem
really. I think that preliminary steps can be taken
which fall short of actually taking on the courts, and
that is really what the Speaker’s Protocol is trying to
deal with, but if you are asking my opinion I would
say that it is very diYcult to envisage how the House
could do this without interfering in the process of
the courts.

Q1014 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: If you are correct and if
the Attorney General is correct that the courts must
have the last word, what then would be the benefit of
the proposal that even if a warrant has been issued
relating to the arrest of a Member and permitting the
search of his or her property that the police should
have in their presence oYcers of the House to exercise
some view as to whether the documents might or
might not come under the privileged category
because if oYcers of the House were to say, “We think
that is a privileged document,” and the police
thereforesay“Wehadbetternot touchit,”areyounot
then taking on the responsibilities of the court and
eVectively preventing them from considering it,
because your judgment might be right or wrong?
Dr Jack: I think that would always push up that
problem because, as you know, in this particular case
of course there was such a preliminary inspection.
That would not be the end of the matter and it would
not bind the court.

Q1015SirMalcolm Rifkind: Itmighthave come from
the court. The police might already have been
prevented from acquiring the material in the first
place.
Dr Jack: Yes, sure. I think if the parties actually
agreed not to submit evidence then that evidence
would not go to the court, but what I am saying is I
think the inspection per se is not something that
would necessarily remove the matter from the court.

Q1016 Chairman: Criminal proceedings are
adversarial innaturebut theHouseofcourse isnotan
adversary of the police in a process of this kind, so Sir
Malcolm raised a very interesting question as to
whether the House is in a position to enter into any
kindof agreementwith the policeaboutwhat canand
cannot be recovered.
Dr Jack: I think there are certain preliminary actions
that can be taken with the police. In fact, the
Committee has before it some examples from
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Commonwealth countries where the Australians, for
example, have a Police Code on how to conduct
themselves when they are coming with a search
warrant and so on, and I am sure that those things
can be worked out with the police. I think that in the
end we would be talking about the scope of the
warrant, the relevance of evidence and so on which
would remain in the hands of the court.

Q1017 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Are we not in fact
reaching a view that unless some document self-
evidently came under the category of “privileged”
that in reality it would not only be not possible but
unwise to prevent the police having access to any
other document, even when there was serious doubt
as to whether privilege was relevant or not, because
otherwise we would be impeding what might at the
end of the day be determined by the courts as
something that should never have been subject to
privilege in the first place?
Dr Jack: I think that is probably right, yes.

Q1018 Chairman: What then about the sift in this
case?
Dr Jack: I think the sift was an attempt to give a
preliminary view about what matter was or was not
privileged, but it was not conclusive, and I do not
think we ever pretended that it was.

Q1019 Ann CoVey: The interesting thing about this
was of course in the end it was an investigation about
this oVence of misconduct in public life.
Dr Jack: Yes.

Q1020 Ann CoVey: And of course that related to a
series of interchanges, information coming from
Chris Galley to Damian Green, and letters Damian
Green may have written to other people, which is
actually a very ordinary part of an MP’s job. That is
what MPs do all the time. They receive information.
So in fact a definition of what was privileged before
that search was conducted is key to deciding what
the police could and could not take away in terms of
documents, but we do not yet have that definition,
do we?
Dr Jack: No, we do not have that definition, but I do
not think that the police actually looked at the
material before the sift. They simply seized all the
material and then the sift took place.
Ann CoVey: But whoever did the sift, the notion of a
sift is looking for material, presumably in this case
material that was privileged and material that was
not. I am perplexed particularly as this was the
oVence that was being investigated how could they
possibly even start on such a sift as nobody seemed
to have any idea what could be considered privileged
material and what was not because there is no
definition?

Q1021 Chairman: If I might just add to that, they
must have taken a view. Copies of the menu of the
Adjournment for example might have been lying

about, so someone must have taken a view that that
does not matter. There must have been some kind of
preliminary view about relevance if not about
privilege.
Dr Jack: Yes, certainly, Chairman. The relevance
would be closeness to proceedings of the House and
whether the document related to proceedings of the
House.
Chairman: I had more in mind relevance in relation
to the allegations than relevance in relation to the
proceedings of the House.

Q1022 Sir Alan Beith: These are two potentially
conflicting lines: relevance to privilege and relevance
to the matter under discussion?
Dr Jack: The sift was certainly conducted with a
view to establishing how close particular documents
were to proceedings. In some cases it is very obvious:
questions that have been asked and answered in the
House, Hansard entries. Those are perfectly obvious
things. There is nothing mysterious about saying
they are privileged.

Q1023 Ann CoVey: So the police could not have
those?
Dr Jack: They all had the documents but we were
simply identifying those which we believed to be
privileged and if the parties between them had
agreed then those would not have been proceeded
with in the case, but the court in the end could still
determine them.

Q1024 Chairman: Supposing a dispute arises
between the House authorities and the police about
a particular document. The only place that can be
resolved is at the court.
Dr Jack: In the court, yes.

Q1025 Chairman: And then the court would have to
ask itself, firstly, were they covered by a warrant and,
secondly, were they entitled to any kind of right of
exclusion because of privilege.
Dr Jack: Yes, that is absolutely right, Chairman.
That is the case.

Q1026 Mr Henderson: Just on that issue, do you
think there should be some sort of procedure which
is agreed in advance with which both the Speaker
and the police would comply where there was a
dispute about whether or not something was
privileged or would it be left to either the Speaker or
the police to go back to the court?
Dr Jack: I think it would be left to the court in the
end and the Speaker would intervene in the normal
way in the case or, as you have heard from the
Attorney herself, the Attorney would intervene as
amicus curiae for the House to argue that this was
indeed a privileged document.

Q1027 Chairman: Doug Henderson’s question
implies some kind of protocol but what about
statute, does this need a statute?
Dr Jack: Sorry?
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Q1028 Chairman: Does this whole area that we are
now in require some statutory provision?
Dr Jack: It could. It does not but it could.

Q1029 Chairman: Would you like to explain the
diVerence?
Dr Jack: I have with me the Australian
Parliamentary Privileges Act and the Australian
Parliamentary Privileges Act does have a provision,
this is section 16(4): “A court or tribunal shall not
require to be produced or admit into evidence a
document that has been prepared for the purpose of
submission, and submitted, to a House or a
committee”, so here is an example of statutory
removal from the courts.

Q1030 Chairman: Sir Alan Beith wants to ask you
some questions about other jurisdictions, but as a
matter of principle do you have any objection to
codification in statute rather than codification by
way of protocol or agreement?
Dr Jack: I think it would depend how far this went.
The Australian example that I have just read out is
again pretty obvious—“documents submitted to a
House or a committee” so it would be evidence, that
sort of thing, but I think in principle, a Sir William
McKay has told you, if you have a statute you can
put in it what you want.

Q1031 Sir Alan Beith: Does the benefit of a statute
not get outweighed if it leads to further litigation and
therefore the calling into question of the boundary
between courts and Parliament, because it is in the
nature of a statute that it can be the subject of
litigation?
Dr Jack: Yes, I think that is the great danger of
having a statute that you could have challenges to it,
but I think the Australian example, this Act passed
in 1987 (so it has been there quite a long time) seems
to have worked reasonably well. They do not seem
to have had endless litigation about privilege matters
under the statute.

Q1032 Sir Alan Beith: The Australian example
attempts to make a definition around submissions to
the House. If you take the American case,
Congressman JeVerson’s oYce being raided, he was
able to argue before the court that the documents
that were sought related to “legislative activity” or
the “legislative process”. Is that a useful definition
which could be imported into our system or would it
not work in our system?
Dr Jack: I think it probably would not work. One of
the great distinctions is under the American system
the American Constitution vests the privilege in the
individual whereas that is not the case here, so the
Congressman himself is vested with this right in the
Constitution and therefore the JeVerson example
you have just quoted came up. That is not really
comparable with our system.

Q1033 Sir Alan Beith: The question that was in my
mind is whether legislative activity is in any way a
useful definition or whether it is such a broad

definition you could put almost anything in it,
because the Congressman might say, “I was
considering whether this might be considered by a
new private Member’s bill I might introduce,” or
whether it gives appropriate focus perhaps thereby
oVering some guidance to the police as to what
might be privileged, or is it an unhelpful term?
Dr Jack: I think it depends very much on what the
legislation was. One would have to look at it but, as
I said at the beginning, the Bill of Rights is a statute
so privilege is already subject to the sort of thing you
are saying, to examination in the courts. It would not
be a new departure.

Q1034 Sir Alan Beith: What are you saying is if you
were the person taking part in the sift and you say to
a police oYcer, “That is a privileged document,” you
are actually saying that it cannot be used in court. It
may of course be a perfectly public document, in
which case the police oYcer can take it away and do
what he likes with it, but what he cannot do with it
is use it in the court. Also in respect of some
documents you are saying, “You cannot take that
document away from here. You cannot take it from
the Member because it is a privileged document.” It
is slightly confusing as to what the purpose and
outcome of the exercise is because for some
documents they are public anyway. Others are not
public and you may be trying to protect them from
being made public by the use of privilege but that is
not its primary purpose, is it?
Dr Jack: It really comes to what the purpose of the
use was, even in the court. Parliamentary documents
can be used in the court for certain purposes to
establish for example a historic fact, that a Bill was
passed or that something happened. Similarly, in a
famous case the courts even have the ability to look
into ambiguities in statutes by reference to words
spoken in the House, so there are qualifications to it.

Q1035 Chairman: Pepper v Hart.
Dr Jack: Pepper v Hart, exactly, that is right.
Mr Henderson: Is there a distinction between a
published document and a public document?

Q1036 Sir Alan Beith: You might have a document
that was not public but that somebody had
published and it was leaked.
Dr Jack: Again coming back to this provision in the
Australian Act, it is quite interesting, “prepared for
the purpose of submission”, so it envisages
documents which are not public but which are still
parliamentary for this purpose.

Q1037 Ann CoVey: As a Member of Parliament I
have this belief that I can stand up on the floor of the
House and say what I like about anybody I like and
not be sued or taken through the courts if I do that.
I take it that this is the right that is enshrined in the
Bill of Rights. If Damian Green had said what he
wanted to say on the floor of the House in terms of
the issues that he was raising, as a result of
information he got from Chris Galley, he would have
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been able to do that, and that would have been able
to be reported, and that would have been seen as a
perfectly proper thing for an MP to be doing. It
occurs me that part of the diYculty and the
confusion is that the part which related to the
proceedings of the House, which did not take place
on the floor of the House but would have been seen
in his correspondence, is the defining of that because
it is not as easy to define that as when somebody
actually speaks in the House? Do you think that that
is the diYcult part of it? The part of it that is
enshrined by the Bill of Rights is easy. It is very
straightforward because it is vocal. It is the
substantiating document to that which is
problematic?
Dr Jack: Yes, I would absolutely agree with that.
There is this background grey area: is a note in
preparation for a question part of a proceeding or
not? If it can be shown to be linked closely to the
asking of the question then it is but, no, you are
absolutely right, you identify a whole range of grey
areas.

Q1038 Ann CoVey: How do we proceed with that to
make them less grey?
Dr Jack: One thing that is also diYcult in all these
discussions is that privilege, like the general law, is a
case-by-case matter and although obviously you lay
down principles, the actual application to a case has
to be measured each time, so it is very diYcult to
generalise.

Q1039 Ann CoVey: But it is not diYcult. The
principle and what you do about it is very clear if
they speak in the House.
Dr Jack: Yes, that principle is absolutely clear.

Q1040 Ann CoVey: That is not a grey area at all.
Dr Jack: No, that is not a grey area. It is this phrase
in the Australian Act “incidental to” which is used,
incidental to proceedings, and that is where the
problem is. I think in his evidence to you Sir William
said that was your problem.

Q1041 Mr Blunkett: So if these matters had not been
presented in newspapers and he had not yet
presented them on the floor of the House, but there
was a suspicion that he had received material from
Christopher Galley and the raid had taken place—
let us call it a raid—if Damian Green had been able
to say, “I got this material and I was putting it
together for speaking in the House”, as Ann CoVey
has described, that might well in the Australian
Code fall into privilege?
Dr Jack: Yes, I think that is right, Mr Blunkett,
provided that the link was clear and there was some
clear evidence of this link, yes.

Q1042 Chairman: It would be quite diYcult if a
Member said on oath, or not even on oath, “This
document was one that I was preparing because I
was going to apply for an adjournment debate,” or

“I had applied for an adjournment debate and this
was therefore prepared from material which had
reached me by a circuitous route in order to put in
front of Parliament,” for anyone, the police or a
court, to challenge that?
Dr Jack: Yes, I think that is right.
Ann CoVey: Because we collect lots of material some
of which is used and some of which is not.
Chairman: We also collect material which we keep
against the possibility that we might use it in future
or sometimes that we might read it in the future! Sir
Alan Beith?

Q1043 Sir Alan Beith: Are we not trying in some of
this from very good motive to use privilege to protect
a wider public benefit, namely that Members of
Parliament should be able to accumulate and receive
material which may involve very serious criticism of
people in public oYce, including perhaps the police,
and should be free from interference from this
process or indeed from disclosure of the source of
some of the material, and privilege is not drafted to
meet that objective, is it?
Dr Jack: No, I think that is right. This is a theme that
has come up quite often that in some senses, if I can
put it this way, the modern function of a Member has
changed and correspondence with constituents is a
very big part of that and that is not covered by
parliamentary privilege unless it relates to some
proceeding. The Joint Committee in 1999 looked at
this and they came to the conclusion that
correspondence should still not be covered by
privilege, which is the general Commonwealth
position. I think their reasons were that it would be
very diYcult to define what this correspondence was.
They said one would not know what material one
was dealing with. They reckoned that absolute
privilege should be limited to matters closely related
to proceedings and that the common law protection
of qualified privilege in the courts had worked
suYciently well, but the Committee may not feel that
is any longer the case. I recognise that a lot of
Members have talked to me about this and said that
in modern circumstances this is just not suYcient.

Q1044 Sir Alan Beith: It is not a new problem, is it?
Churchill must have been in that position when
people supplied him with information about our
failure to rearm, which he had every intention of
using in the House without disclosing its source.
When the Speaker has to consider whether to allow
a search to take place without a warrant or whether
in some way to try to resist the execution of a
warrant, which of course in the Canadian case he can
do, what question is he really asking himself? Is he
taking a definition of parliamentary privilege and
saying, “I do not want this search to take place
because it would interfere with parliamentary
privilege,” or is he actually saying, “It is in the
general public interest that Members’ oYces should
not be raided and correspondence removed unless
there is very clear and overriding public interest in
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the particular case for this to be done,” because these
are quite diVerent exercises, are they not?
Dr Jack: I think the Canadian system and the
Protocol system which is before you, if I can call it
that, envisages, if I can put it that way, a set of
technical requirements about the warrant, its
specificity, notice of it and all these kinds of things. I
think this has come up in evidence to you already. It
is quite hard to imagine the police arriving with a
warrant that actually interfered with proceedings of
the House and therefore raised a matter of privilege
that the Speaker would have to consider at that
point. It really is quite hard to imagine a judge acting
as King Charles, which is what he would be doing.
He would be signing a warrant saying, “Go to the
House of Commons and arrest Mr So-and-so or
Madam So-and-so because they have spoken these
words in Parliament.” It is very hard to imagine a
warrant which would say such a thing. I think the
Speaker’s involvement in the warrant is really
mainly to ascertain whether technical requirements
have been met.

Q1045 Sir Alan Beith: It is that judgment. It is a
judgment about the technical requirements of
whether it meets the conditions that are dictated by
the existence of parliamentary privilege, not some
wider public interest.
Dr Jack: That is absolutely correct, although may I
add, Chairman, I think you have had evidence from
the police as well about a plea for greater clarity. I
think the House should respond to that. I see no
reason why we could not develop a better dialogue
with the police on these matters by having a Code,
again like the Australian one, which guides the
police, because the police want an operational set of
things to tick oV so they know they are complying.
Chairman: I want to ask you some questions about
that myself but Ann CoVey?

Q1046 Ann CoVey: Is it not interesting that in fact if
the police had applied for a warrant then actually
you would probably have had the King Charles
situation because they would have applied for a
warrant because of misconduct in public life, the
charge under which Damian Green was arrested, yet
in fact the misconduct was simply raising issues that
had been drawn to his attention, albeit by a civil
servant and not by a constituent?
Dr Jack: We would go back again to how closely
those real actions related to a proceeding, what was
this related to, questions he was asking of the House,
was this—
Ann CoVey: My point is that if Damian Green had
stood up in the House of Commons and said all that
he would not be subject to any charge at all because
he has a perfect right to stand up on the floor of the
House of Commons and talk about the issues that
Christopher Galley raised with him. The fact was he
did not do that, although he continued to be
involved in it. Because of that he was arrested for this
oVence of misconduct in public life and his oYce
searched. It seems a bit curious that if he had said it
in the House of Commons nothing would have
happened to him, but—

Mr Blunkett: It might under our present system.
Ann CoVey: Might it?

Q1047 Mr Blunkett: Yes, because his papers would
have still been subject to scrutiny in terms of whether
and how he received them.
Dr Jack: Yes, I think that is right. The misconduct
was procuring the confidential information.

Q1048 Chairman: There were questions as to
whether or not that had been induced.
Dr Jack: Yes, that is right.

Q1049 Chairman: Or whether it had been at the
instigation of the civil servant.
Dr Jack: The case would have become more
complicated if the circumstances that you mentioned
were part of it.
Mr Blunkett: Which is why the Australian Code is
diYcult to adopt because it then gets into the
situation of why and how and under what
circumstances somebody has acquired that
information, which is why it is taking us so long to
get through this.

Q1050 Chairman: Can I take you back to Protocol,
and to some extent you have dealt with this in your
evidence. Would it be fair to characterise your
evidence as saying that you are supportive of a
Protocol but it really goes to matters of practicality
and not to matters of substance?
Dr Jack: Yes, I think that is correct, Chairman. As
I say, apart from the unthinkable situation where it
actually impinged on proceedings, but it is so hard to
imagine such a warrant.

Q1051 Chairman: Those practicalities would
recognise—I do not want to put words into your
mouth—the primacy of the courts in determining in
the end the extent of privilege?
Dr Jack: Yes, I think that is right, but some of the
practicalities are very important. For example, I
think you will have heard evidence from Lord
Martin that the lack of prior notice of these matters
might have made a great diVerence in this case. One
of the conditions of Protocol is that the police must
come early and tell the Speaker what is going on, not
turn up on the evening before they are
contemplating some action, that sort of thing. The
practicalities can be quite important.

Q1052 Chairman: You use the word “Speaker”, I
guess, advisedly?
Dr Jack: Yes.

Q1053 Chairman: “Speaker” rather than “Serjeant
at Arms”?
Dr Jack: Speaker, yes.

Q1054 Chairman: Supposing the steps set out in the
December Speaker’s Protocol had been in place,
would they have met these practical tests that you
have been describing?
Dr Jack: Well, that depends what was in the warrant.
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Q1055 Chairman: Who drafted the Speaker’s
Protocol? Was that something you had a hand in?
Dr Jack: I had a hand in it, and Speaker’s Counsel,
who is in the gallery here. I should not refer to people
in the gallery. Yes, he did.

Q1056 Chairman: You say the relationship between
that and the warrant would be of significance?
Dr Jack: Yes, I think so. It would depend on the
exact terms of the warrant.

Q1057 Chairman: Is there any diVerence between
sitting and non-sitting days of the House in this
context? Does it matter if the House is sitting or
not sitting?
Dr Jack: It matters in terms of arrest, yes. A Member
cannot be arrested while the House is sitting because
that would interfere with his first duty which is to
attend upon the House. I think you know the famous
example of Lord Cochrane at the beginning of the
19th Century who was arrested while sitting on the
benches in the House, but the House was not yet
sitting. They swooped in and took him away. You
can get pretty close to the sitting.

Q1058 Chairman: At 2.25 it is okay but at 2.35 it is
not.
Dr Jack: At 2.25 it is okay, yes. It is actually a
contempt to serve a notice on a Member when the
House is sitting.

Q1059 Chairman: Have you considered whether
there are circumstances in which the Speaker would
have any legal right to refuse the execution of a
warrant? You are probably aware that Sir William
McKay did consider that in some extreme
circumstances the Speaker might have the right to
refuse the execution of a warrant. Have you given
any consideration to that?
Dr Jack: I find it very diYcult to imagine what those
circumstances could be, I really do, as I said, other
than interfering with the proceedings. He is not
really acting in legal capacity; he is acting in a
capacity of guardian of privilege, which is another
matter.

Q1060 Mr Blunkett: Dr Jack, this afternoon we have
been using you in the traditional role of the Clerk,
have we not? We have been taking your advice and
reflections properly and you have been responding
properly in the way that a traditional Clerk would
do. I am just wondering whether in the revised role,
which is new in terms of you eVectively being a chief
exec, reflecting on what has happened over the last
year or two, you think there is a more proactive role
for what is currently the Clerk of the House rather
than a passive one. I get the impression we have a
coming to the Oracle situation, as we have this
afternoon.
Dr Jack: I think so far as these matters are concerned
which we are talking about, which are matters of
privilege, it really comes back to the Speaker’s
authority. He is the custodian of the House’s
privilege and the Clerk of the House merely advises
the Speaker on those matters. In this area the

Speaker’s pre-eminence, whatever you want to call
it, is essential. I have plenty of other duties as chief
executive that keep me busy.

Q1061 Mr Blunkett: Without over-egging this,
Chairman, I just want to get a reflection from Dr
Jack about the lessons to be learnt in this, because
this is what it is all about really, the future in terms
of the role and the relationship of those like the
Serjeant at Arms within that structure so that we can
help individuals who fulfil the role they are given to
be able to deal with circumstances that are moving
rapidly. We are taking a forward look.
Dr Jack: Absolutely. I think Ann CoVey has touched
on this subject in previous sessions. First of all there
is the Protocol, so at least it makes it much clearer
what the respective responsibilities are of people. On
the line management issue, the Serjeant’s line
manager is the Clerk Assistant and I think he needs
to be more involved and aware in this kind of
situation. We must collectively support the Serjeant
perhaps more than has been the case, not assume an
independence which I think was a little bit assumed
in this circumstance partly because of the traditions
of that oYce. There has always been a very direct line
between the Serjeant and the Speaker on these kinds
of matters, on security matters. I think the
management lesson is that the whole team has got to
be much more apprised of these matters and make
sure that everyone is properly supported.

Q1062 Chairman: One of the things that occurred to
me with the benefit of hindsight, obviously, was that
as soon as the words “arrest” and “Member of
Parliament” were used the balloon had gone up. The
first thing that would occur to me now would be
“This is a potential crisis and, therefore, the four or
five people who have got a direct input in this must
meet as a matter of urgency—the Speaker, the Clerk,
Clerk Assistant, the Serjeant and Speaker’s
Counsel”.
Dr Jack: Yes, absolutely. I think that lesson has been
absolutely learnt and such an occurrence will not
happen again.

Q1063 Chairman: Without over blowing the parallel,
it is a bit like a COBRA, there is a crisis and we need
a mechanism for analysing the crisis and
determining what steps should be taken.
Dr Jack: It is rather curious, Chairman, that in other
areas, in the executive area, we are already very
advanced in this direction. For example, the heads of
the various departments of the House, the directors-
general, are all on a rota, a sort of COBRA rota, and
if there is a physical disaster there is a whole set of
actions that are put in place as an incident
management drill but it is never applied in this sort
of area.

Q1064 Ann CoVey: There have been other crises
recently as well that have tested and challenged the
House of Commons, both Members and staV.
Dr Jack: Yes, that is absolutely true.
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Q1065 Chairman: If people are being introduced to
new positions, accepting all the while that this was
part of Tebbit and the whole world was, as it were,
in flux, then there has to be some kind of procedure
to acquaint them not only with what happens on a
day-to-day or even month-to-month basis but the
thing which might come out of a clear blue sky for
which they are responsible.
Dr Jack: Yes, that is right, Chairman. That is a
lesson that has been learnt.

Q1066 Ann CoVey: The institution of the House of
Commons itself is changing and if some of the
recommendations of Tony Wright’s Committee are
accepted it will change even more. Of necessity that
means how the institution itself is supported through
staV and the administration also has to change. Do
you think there are suYcient mechanisms in place
for enabling that change to be made?
Dr Jack: Yes.

Q1067 Ann CoVey: Or do you think, which seems to
me to be very clear, that the confusion between how
the House operated in the past and the changes did
contribute to the issues around Damian Green’s
arrest?
Dr Jack: I think in a more general context what you
are saying is absolutely right. The Tebbit Review
gave the opportunity to make changes and, if I may
say so, I took them myself. I pushed quite hard to get
the Tebbit reforms through. The result of that really
is a much more streamlined organisation that can
deal with strategic matters which we could not deal
with before. In this area we come back to a relic of
history and I think that is one of the problems, that
we are dealing with a very specific area that has a
long history to it and has been traditionally handled
in this way.

Q1068 Chairman: And this is a unique institution.
Dr Jack: And this is a unique institution.

Q1069 Chairman: In his memorandum Sir William
McKay set out what he called some unresolved
imperatives. I just want to put them to you to ask if
you consider that these are still relevant. You have
mentioned some of them in the course of your
evidence. I will just read them out: “Control of the
premises is vested in the Speaker. The Speaker is the
guardian of the House’s privileges subject to the
House itself. The House’s privileges must not be
infringed. Proceedings, and Members taking part in
them, must not be impeded. Privilege does not aVord
protection from a proper search. The Palace of
Westminster is not a sanctuary”. Would you agree
with Sir William McKay’s analysis?
Dr Jack: Yes, I would.

Q1070 Chairman: Would you add anything to them?
Dr Jack: Yes. I had a thought while I had been
thinking about all of this, and that is perhaps to
consider that the Speaker himself, or herself if there
was a Madam Speaker, is rather isolated. As the
Committee knows, when the House intervenes in
court cases to establish whether privilege applies or

not, to documents or whatever it is that are being
used, the Speaker advised by the House authorities
has to take that decision. I wondered whether it
might be quite useful to have a panel for the Speaker,
a panel of some senior Members, perhaps some
Members of this Committee, whom the Speaker
could consult. There is a parallel in the case of the
Parliament Act when the Speaker looks at money
provisions of Bills to establish whether Bills are
money Bills or not. There is a small panel he can
consult. When I was Clerk of Legislation the
Members he consulted were very assiduous about
responding to that. It could be that in this sort of way
he could have a bit more support because I think the
Speaker is quite isolated in a certain way in
performing this function.

Q1071 Chairman: And by the way in which we elect
our Speakers they might have no direct or indirect
experience of the issues that we are discussing?
Dr Jack: Yes. That is a possible thought.

Q1072 Ann CoVey: At the moment there is no way
that MPs can feed in the changing nature of their
correspondence with constituents because our job is
also changing as well.
Dr Jack: Yes, absolutely.
Ann CoVey: We are doing the job in a diVerent way
than even I did when I first came to Westminster.

Q1073 Mr Blunkett: It would entail clarity that the
police cannot say to the Clerk, the Clerk Assistant or
the Serjeant at Arms, “You cannot refer to anyone
else in this matter”.
Dr Jack: That is right, Mr Blunkett. That has to be
ruled out entirely.

Q1074 Chairman: One technical point, Dr Jack. If,
for example, a decision was taken that the proper
course was for some kind of protocol between the
Metropolitan Police and the House, using the term
generally, who on behalf of the House would be a
signatory to that? Would that be something which
the Speaker, because of these principles we have
discussed, would be required to be a signatory to or
would you perhaps be in a position to be able to
do that?
Dr Jack: Yes. I think eventually that would be the
case, it would be the Speaker who would have to
approve that. I am just looking to see who signs the
Australian document and there is no signature on it!
Certainly he would have to be content with it but we,
the authorities of the House, would—

Q1075 Chairman: Would it require a resolution of
the House?
Dr Jack: I do not think so.

Q1076 Chairman: That panel that you described
might, of course, be an obvious source of advice as
to whether this is something he should sign?
Dr Jack: Yes, exactly. That is right.
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Q1077 Ann CoVey: You did mention earlier on, I
think, that you had had conversations with several
Members about their concerns in terms of what
might be privileged correspondence and what might
not be, is that right?
Dr Jack: Yes, that is correct. It is the two things
really. It is correspondence and the burden now of
constituency work on Members which has
completely changed in the period certainly that I
have been here.

Q1078 Ann CoVey: Yes, it has.
Dr Jack: A lot of Members feel that there is a lack of
connection and recognition of that change. The
correspondence is one area where recognition has
not been given.

Q1079 Ann CoVey: One of the things that has
changed is that there is an increased expectation for
Members to take up local cases, local injustices on
the floor of the House.

Witness: Assistant Commissioner Cressida Dick QPM, Metropolitan Police Service, gave oral evidence.

Q1081 Chairman: Assistant Commissioner, thank
you very much for attending on the Committee to
give evidence. We are very grateful.
Assistant Commissioner Dick: Thank you, Sir.

Q1082 Chairman: I believe you have just come back
from holiday. I hope you were a little warmer than
we were in this country. We should oVer our
congratulations on your appearance in the New
Year Honours List.
Assistant Commissioner Dick: Thank you very
much, Sir. The north Norfolk coast is not noted for
warmth at this time of year, so I was very grateful to
be allowed to come this week rather than last. Thank
you very much.

Q1083 Chairman: You have been good enough to
provide us with a statement. I do not think it is
necessary for us to ask you to read that, but that
statement will be published, as you are probably
aware, as part of the proceedings of the Committee.
Assistant Commissioner Dick: Yes.

Q1084 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Assistant
Commissioner, can you begin by advising us before
the events of October 2008 what experience did you
personally have with regard to the investigation of
either leaks or possible breaches of the OYcial
Secrets Act?
Assistant Commissioner Dick: I had some
considerable experience of leaks generally, sad to say
including in my own organisation, and had dealt
with a number of leak investigations. In terms of the
OYcial Secrets Act, you will see perhaps that I had
only been in Specialist Operations for about 18
months at that time and we had had some OYcial

Dr Jack: Yes, that is right. Another subject which I
do not think we perhaps have time to go into would
be if there were to be a Privileges Act whether you
would want to introduce some notion of redress. I
am thinking particularly I was involved in the case
of Av United Kingdom before the European Court of
Human Rights and although the European Court
came out in favour of Parliament, and the UK was
supported by a number of Member States, there
were rumblings from the bench about the fact that
there seemed to be no redress, no opportunity for
anyone to say anything about a damaging matter
that had been said about them in the House or
something like that. I think that is another area of
modernity which might be looked at.

Q1080 Chairman: I think the Committee has
satisfied itself and has no further questions. Is there
anything you wish to add?
Dr Jack: No, I do not think so, Chairman. Thank
you very much for asking me here.
Chairman: Thank you very much indeed. Thank you
for your help.

Secrets Act cases and I had, indeed, attended a
couple of times at the Cabinet OYce for what would
be called case conferences in relation to OYcial
Secrets Act matters, but I had not personally led an
OYcial Secrets Act investigation. I had dealt with
leaks really quite a lot, I am sorry to say.

Q1085 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Thank you. In your
memorandum, paragraph 11, you say that in
relation to the five identified leaks the initial view
from the Crown Prosecution Service was that
OYcial Secrets Act oVences might not have been
made out and that what they might be concerned
with was more the possible oVence of misconduct in
a public oYce.
Assistant Commissioner Dick: Absolutely.

Q1086 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: This was in October
and, therefore, presumably even at that early stage
you and your colleagues were aware that it was
unlikely—not impossible but unlikely—that you
were dealing with an OYcial Secrets question?
Assistant Commissioner Dick: In relation to the five
oVences which at that stage had been linked, had
been identified as potentially linked, and, indeed,
therefore gave us some investigative opportunities,
yes it appeared, and as we now know of course, they
were not OYcial Secrets Act oVences. However, as I
think you know and I say in my statement, we were
initially dealing with 31 and we had not ruled out
that whoever the suspect might be for those five
linked they could have been involved in others of the
31, including those which might pertain to the
OYcial Secrets Act.

Q1087 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Would it also be fair to
assume that although the part of the police
operation which you were part of in the
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Metropolitan Police was known as the Counter
Terrorism Command, there was never any question
in your mind or that of your colleagues that there
were terrorism or terrorist related oVences that were
involved in the inquiries you were being asked to
scope and to help take forward?
Assistant Commissioner Dick: Firstly, just to say I
was not actually in the Counter Terrorism
Command—that is a slightly semantic point—I was
in Specialist Operations and when Mr Quick was
away I was his deputy, so I stepped up for him, and
his role, of course, sits above the Counter Terrorism
Command and also Security and Protection
Commands which were mine. I was quite clear that
although we might be dealing with OYcial Secrets
Act oVences we were not dealing with any Terrorism
Act oVences yet.

Q1088 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: I think it is almost an
accident of administrative history that because the
Specialist Operations Branch which used to
undertake leak inquiries had been merged with the
Anti-Terrorist Branch they were both under the
umbrella of an organisation in the Metropolitan
Police that was known as the Counter Terrorism
Command.
Assistant Commissioner Dick: Yes. It was a very
definite decision to bring the two sides together. I
have no doubt that was a good decision and it has
improved our eVectiveness. One part of the
responsibilities of the old SO12 Branch was to deal
with OYcial Secrets Act matters and leak
investigations relating to potential OYcial Secrets
Act cases because they quite simply had, first of all,
the required vetting levels to deal with such sensitive
things and, secondly, the experience of working with,
for example, the intelligence agencies and others,
which as you know is quite a specialist world. That
was why they dealt with these sorts of things.

Q1089 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: I understand these
considerations but I want to put to you for your view
what could be said to be the consequences of those
decisions that were taken, not so much the merger
but the title of Counter Terrorism Command that
was chosen for the whole operation. In her
memorandum to the Committee the Serjeant at
Arms, when she was explaining what happened, how
she became first aware of the possibility of a Member
of Parliament being arrested, said at paragraph three
that when Chief Superintendent Bateman asked to
see her he said, “Police oYcers from the
Metropolitan Police Counter Terrorism Command
would arrest a Member”. Then she went on to say at
paragraph six of her memorandum that when she
first saw the Speaker she said: “I told the Speaker
that the police had informed me that oYcers from
the Counter Terrorism Command were going to
arrest a senior Member of Parliament”. The former
Speaker in his memorandum to us at paragraph five
of his memorandum said, and this was his first
awareness of there being anything likely to happen:
“The Serjeant told me that Counter-Terrorism
oYcers from the Metropolitan Police were
investigating a Member and might wish shortly to

arrest that individual for conspiring to commit
misconduct in public oYce”. He then said at
paragraph six: “I was extremely concerned that a
Member was being investigated by anti-terrorist
police. In my mind I had an idea of Islamist or Irish
terrorism. I had no idea at the time of the very
diVerent type of oVence with which Mr Green would
be accused”. Given the two quotations that I have
given from the Serjeant at Arms and the former
Speaker, in your experience, and you are obviously
a very experienced police oYcer, do you think it was
reasonable or wise that the police oYcers who spoke
to the Serjeant at Arms did not make clear that
although they were from the Counter Terrorism
Command what they were investigating, as far as
they knew, had absolutely nothing whatsoever to do
with terrorism or terrorist related oVences?
Assistant Commissioner Dick: I think it is very
important, whoever the oYcers are who attend in
any circumstances, that they make it clear who they
are, where they are from and what it is they are
investigating, absolutely. You know I was not
present for those conversations.

Q1090 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: I know.
Assistant Commissioner Dick: I do take your
broader point. I think it is very regrettable if
anybody became confused by the title. I have to say
I have not heard of it before. It was something that
I remember we debated when we were bringing the
two units together and we talked about the title.
There are a number of issues that oYcers from SO15
deal with which are not strictly speaking terrorism
matters. It is not unusual for them to go into other
environments and say, “We are from the Counter
Terrorism Command, but we are here dealing with
X, Y or Z”. If on this occasion, as it appears, as you
have read out to me, that the parties were confused
by that then I think that is regrettable.

Q1091 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: They were not so much
confused as misled surely? It was not that they
misunderstood what they were being told, it was
what they were told implied to them, and to any
reasonable person, that this was likely to have
something to do with terrorism related oVences.
They were not confused; they were misinformed. I
am not suggesting deliberately but as a result of the
words used by the police oYcers in question.
Assistant Commissioner Dick: Again, I was not there
for the conversation.

Q1092 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: I understand that.
There are two quite separate issues involved. There is
the question of whether it is wise for the organisation
within the MPS to call itself the Counter Terrorism
Command when it clearly covers other matters
which have got nothing to do with terrorism. There
is the separate but equally important question that,
given that title, the police oYcer on this occasion did
not make clear that despite the command from
which he came, the inquiry which he was relating to
the Serjeant at Arms, and which she then went on to
inform the Speaker, had nothing to do with
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terrorism. That may be part of the explanation for
some of the consequences that flowed from that,
which is why you are here today.
Assistant Commissioner Dick: If I could just correct
one thing. I would not want you to think that oYcers
from the Counter Terrorism Command are routinely
dealing with traYc oVences or anything like that.
They are dealing with a variety of things, all of which
have some link back to their terrorist training and
their skills.

Q1093 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Forgive me for
interrupting you, but what has a leak with regard to
a possible oVence of misconduct in a public oYce
necessarily got to do with terrorism?
Assistant Commissioner Dick: What I am trying to
say is that they had the skills to deal with something
which at that stage might well have included
national security matters. They had the confidence
of the intelligence agencies. That was why in those
times we deployed those kinds of people. Sir, I do not
want to fall out with you about this. I absolutely
accept that if people were, I say confused, you say
misled by the presence of counter-terrorism oYcers
then that is very regrettable. I have not heard of it in
other situations and we must seek to avoid it in the
future.

Q1094 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: You mentioned
national security and OYcial Secrets considerations.
I am sure you will agree that there are many aspects
which do involve national security and which might
involve a breach of the OYcial Secrets Act but which
nevertheless also have nothing to do with terrorism.
Assistant Commissioner Dick: Exactly, that is my
point as well.

Q1095 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: In any event, can I leave
with you at least the suggestion that you might, as a
very senior member of the Metropolitan Police,
discuss with your colleagues in the Metropolitan
Police whether it might be appropriate to consider
some new nomenclature at the very least for that
particular part of the Metropolitan Police’s
responsibilities. It is not the first time that members
of the public as well as Members of Parliament have
been confused, because journalists, when they are
told that police oYcers from the Counter Terrorism
or Anti-Terrorist Branch are investing something or
other, not unreasonably assume, as did I, and I
suspect many other MPs when we heard about
Damian Green being arrested by counter-terrorism
oYcers, that this is even more serious than the police
oYcers thought it was likely to be.
Assistant Commissioner Dick: I absolutely do take
your point. We will go away and think about it.
Sir Malcolm Rifkind: I am most grateful.

Q1096 Chairman: It had some practical application
in this case in relation to the Speaker because Sir
Malcolm has followed this issue on a number of
occasions and he asked now Lord Martin a question
on 2 November 2009, question 152. He said: “I am
asking you when you were first informed on the
Wednesday, the day before they arrested Mr Green,

and on Thursday when you were told that an arrest
was likely later that day—and you have told us in
some detail about your view of the responsibility of
the Clerk of the House and the Serjeant at Arms—
what you considered your responsibility?” You can
understand why we were exploring that.
Assistant Commissioner Dick: Yes.

Q1097 Chairman: Lord Martin’s reply was very
interesting. He said: “I feel my responsibility was
that I was dealing with an anti-terrorism squad. I did
not know all the facts and I felt that I could not
interfere with an anti-terrorism squad”. There is an
illustration of the fact that this description, as Sir
Malcolm pointed out by way of his question, had a
practical outcome in this particular case.
Assistant Commissioner Dick: I understand that.
The solution is unlikely to be for us to say that
inquiries will always be dealt with in another part or,
indeed, not in the Counter Terrorism Command, but
the solution may be around how we articulate what
we are doing and the branding we give it at that
stage. This is fine detail perhaps.

Q1098 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: You have tempted me
to come back once more, if I may. I appreciate that
it may mean police oYcers are much more careful
about clarifying that it has got nothing to do with
terrorism, but there is still the problem that when it
is announced that someone has been arrested or
something has happened which involves police from
the counter-terrorist department, our friends in the
media will not unreasonably assume and report on
television, on the radio, in newspapers, because it
makes it a much more interesting story and then
there is maximum confusion and gross unfairness to
the members of the public involved. I do seriously
suggest that either the name of your department
should be changed so that they are not described as
counter-terrorist oYcers, or matters which cannot
possibly be linked to terrorism, such as leak inquiries
and misconduct in a public oYce, are not dealt with
by police oYcers who are described in those terms.
Assistant Commissioner Dick: I will take that back,
Sir.

Q1099 Chairman: Can I ask you about scoping.
What was the nature of your involvement in scoping
in this matter?
Assistant Commissioner Dick: You will have seen
from my statement, Sir, that I was not aware of this
matter at all until 9 October. That was when Mr
Quick was due to go abroad, so he briefed me for the
first time about the matter. As I understand it, he had
already identified the senior investigating oYcer, he
had already had a case conference with oYcials from
the Cabinet OYce, and he had already indicated that
we would not go straight into an investigation, we
would want to get clear what it was that we were
dealing with, ie a scoping. This is a process that I am
very familiar with. He asked me to sit in in his
absence and manage the scoping at my senior level
on behalf of the Commissioner and also to manage
the relationship with the Cabinet OYce as the people
who were making the referral. For the period that
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Mr Quick was away that was exactly what I did. I
never had a meeting at the Cabinet OYce—I know
that is something that has been asked before—but I
did speak very early on to Mr Wright.

Q1100 Chairman: On how many occasions did you
speak to him, can you recall?
Assistant Commissioner Dick: It is slightly diYcult
for me to remember precisely because I was also,
curiously, dealing with Mr Wright on another matter
in that time period, actually an OYcial Secrets
matter and another leak matter. I spoke to him, I
know, on at least three occasions over that couple of
week period and I think I spoke to him on each
occasion about this matter. Initially I spoke to him
about the scoping and what we would intend to do.

Q1101 Chairman: You were also familiar, I take it,
with the terms of the letter dated 8 September but
which, in fact, should have been 8 October which
was addressed to Mr Quick?
Assistant Commissioner Dick: Yes. I saw that letter
shortly after Mr Quick went abroad.

Q1102 Chairman: You are familiar too, I think, with
the letter of 29 October written by Mr Wright on this
occasion to yourself?
Assistant Commissioner Dick: Yes, that is right.

Q1103 Chairman: He says: “Further to my letter of
8 September”, which should have been 8 October,
“addressed to AC Bob Quick and his agreement to
undertake an investigation, I am happy to confirm
the following investigation terms of reference for the
investigation . . . ” then there are some redactions for
good reason “ . . . that X and Y from the Cabinet
OYce have drafted together. The terms of reference
are written against the background of a number of
serious unauthorised disclosures”. How common is
it for the complainant to provide terms of reference?
Assistant Commissioner Dick: He did not provide
the terms of reference, Sir. The terms of reference
were actually drafted in the first instance by X, who
was the senior investigating oYcer, a Metropolitan
Police oYcer. I was very keen, as was Mr Quick and,
indeed, the Deputy Commissioner that (a) the
scoping would be complete and we would be very
clear about that, as in we would not go into an
investigation until we were certain that criminal
oVences had been committed, and (b)—

Q1104 Sir Alan Beith: Sorry, could you repeat what
you just said.
Assistant Commissioner Dick: A criminal
investigation would not go ahead until we were sure
that it appeared that criminal oVences may have
been committed. I should have been more careful
with my language, Sir. Not just, “Yes, okay, we will
investigate this on the basis of the first letter”, but we
would do a proper scoping exercise. In my statement
I lay out some of the things that were going to take
place in the scoping exercise. Secondly, all three of us
felt it was important that the Cabinet OYce were

aware of the terms of reference if we did go into in an
investigation. They are carefully drafted. They are
the SIO’s terms of reference, although I did make a
couple of changes in them. I wanted and, indeed, Mr
Quick and the Deputy Commissioner wanted the
Cabinet OYce to be aware of those and to let us
know they understood what they were, and that was
why he said in the next paragraph: “We understand
that the Metropolitan Police intend to . . . ” There
are terms of reference agreed with the Cabinet OYce.

Q1105 Chairman: This seems to have all the
appearance of a negotiation, Assistant
Commissioner.
Assistant Commissioner Dick: I would not describe it
as a negotiation. They saw them, they knew they
were ours, they understood them, and I did ask Mr
Wright to send this letter back to me. Looking back
on it, because I have followed your transcripts, I can
see that has caused some confusion in itself. It might
have been better if I had written to him in the first
instance and said formally, “These are the terms of
reference” and then he had written back to say, “Yes,
I understand them”. How common is it? Quite often
we would formally agree with the complainant,
“These are the terms of reference and, yes, you do
understand them, don’t you?” On every single
occasion when we are dealing with a complex or
sensitive crime, or a series of crimes, we will have a
conversation with the complainant about what we
appear to be dealing with and what we are now going
to do about that. There is a conversation that goes
on.

Q1106 Chairman: But does it lie within the power of
the complainant to confirm those terms of reference?
Assistant Commissioner Dick: I simply think he is
confirming that he understands them. I really do
think that.

Q1107 Chairman: That is not what he says.
Assistant Commissioner Dick: All I can tell you is
what happened, which was that they were our terms
of reference that X wrote, who was the SIO, with
some input from me.

Q1108 Chairman: And that blank from the
Cabinet OYce—
Assistant Commissioner Dick: Blank is Mr Wright’s
deputy, so they had had a conversation about the
terms of reference. This is us at the most senior levels
agreeing that this is what the Met is now going to do.

Q1109 Chairman: It is not just they had a
conversation but “had drafted together”. That is
what it says at the end of the sentence.
Assistant Commissioner Dick: What I have said in
my statement, which I stand by, is that I have got no
reason to think at all that the Cabinet OYce oYcials
at any stage tried to influence the terms of reference.
They were aware of what we were intending to do
and, as I said, we all thought that was very
important. If you look at the terms of reference they
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are carefully drafted and make it clear, for example,
that we are not going to deal with all 31 of these, we
are going to start with the one on 1 September, which
was the one which appeared to be going to give us the
best initial leverage, and we were going to identify
the chain of that disclosure and any other related
ones. Then it also makes the point that we will only
go to proactive measures, by which I mean covert
measures, if it is necessary, appropriate and
authorised. It was really a matter of trying to get
clear with them what we would and would not be
doing.

Q1110 Chairman: I appreciate you did not write
this letter.
Assistant Commissioner Dick: Yes.

Q1111 Chairman: But use of words like “confirm”
and “drafted together” suggest something rather
diVerent from what you have just described.
Assistant Commissioner Dick: As you say, I did not
write the letter and knowing you were calling me I
have not discussed this letter with Mr Wright, in
fact I have never discussed these issues with Mr
Wright since November 2008, but I am quite
confident that these were our terms of reference and
at no stage did they try to influence them at all.
They simply made available to us all the material
that they had, told us about the investigations that
they had done and assisted us as we were trying to
work out whether this was an appropriate thing for
us to take on as an investigation or not. My view
is that having this on the record was in support of
the senior investigating oYcer and was designed in
part to ensure that he did not come under any
improper influence or pressure. I saw no sign of it.

Q1112 Chairman: From what source might that
have been?
Assistant Commissioner Dick: I have been an
ACPO oYcer for nine years and have on occasions
seen government departments forget that the police
are independent. I have on occasions seen
politicians forget that the police are independent.

Q1113 Chairman: That is exactly what we are really
concerned about here.
Assistant Commissioner Dick: I did not see any sign
of it here whatsoever. This letter and those terms
of reference were designed to ensure that as we went
forward the SIO would be given a direction where
everybody could say, “Yes, that’s what we agreed”.

Q1114 Chairman: If the matter had been as
independent as you say then it would have been for
the police to determine the terms of reference and
say, “These are our terms of reference, we are
proceeding in accordance with them”.
Assistant Commissioner Dick: Yes.

Q1115 Chairman: There would not have been any
need for confirming or drafting together.
Assistant Commissioner Dick: I do not agree, Sir. I
agree that the phraseology “drafting together” may
be slightly clumsy but—

Q1116 Chairman: Or even wrong.
Assistant Commissioner Dick: I think it was
important for me, for the record, that the Cabinet
OYce understood what our terms of reference were
and what we were going to do, and they wrote to
tell us so.

Q1117 Chairman: Did you speak to anyone else in
the Cabinet OYce about these matters or meet
anyone else in the Cabinet OYce on which these
matters formed the subject of a conversation?
Assistant Commissioner Dick: I did not, no, Sir, but
my senior investigating oYcer and, indeed, his
detective chief superintendent did. During the time
period that we are talking about, ie the scoping
exercise, there were several meetings involving
Cabinet OYce oYcials at various levels and my
senior investigating oYcer, and on occasion the
detective chief superintendent, which is the normal
level at which we would engage in this sort of
matter.

Q1118 Chairman: Do you have a view about the
use of the oVence of misconduct in public oYce
being used in circumstances of the kind we are
considering where the high threshold for using the
OYcial Secrets Act has not been obtained?
Assistant Commissioner Dick: I am quite familiar
with misconduct in public oYce and it is an oVence
which is not regularly like theft, for example, but
quite regularly used in matters of what you might
call professional standards in a variety of
circumstances, certainly in policing but also I am
familiar with this in the Prison Service and in
various government departments. I am familiar
with it also in cases of unauthorised disclosure of
information of one sort or another. I checked the
figures before I came and in the Metropolitan
Police district in the 18 months leading up to
December last year we had about 58 people
arrested and about 31 people charged with it. It is
not a particularly obscure oVence. It is one that I
think is useful and important. There have been at
least two cases that you will probably be familiar
with recently where the OYcial Secrets Act
prosecution has failed for one reason or another
and the misconduct has succeeded; one being in
relation to an interpreter in Iraq and another
relating to a member of police staV who leaked top
secret material, and on that occasion it was not that
the prosecution failed but the CPS chose not to use
it because they felt that the threshold was not
reached for OYcial Secrets. I think there are
occasions, and they may be limited, when it is an
entirely proper and respectable, if I can put it that
way, oVence to use, including in unauthorised
disclosure cases where there has been a gross abuse
of trust.

Q1119 Sir Alan Beith: Is it useful because it allows
you to defeat the intention of the reform of the
OYcial Secrets Act which included that leaks which
did not involve matters of national security should
be treated as disciplinary oVences and investigated
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and proceeded with on a disciplinary basis and use
of the Act should be confined to matters of
national security?
Assistant Commissioner Dick: That is not why I
think it is useful. There is simply a gap without it.
Where one does need to be very cautious, of course,
and the Director has made it abundantly clear in his
decision in this case, is where we are talking about
disclosure to the media, which may be argued to be
in the public interest or may quite clearly be in the
public interest, and we need to be extremely cautious
in cases which are political. There are lots and lots of
other cases where it might be OYcial Secrets and end
up being charged potentially with misconduct, and I
think that is entirely reasonable.

Q1120 Sir Alan Beith: Am I right in assuming that if
you had not had a steer from the CPS that a charge
of misconduct in public oYce might run then you
would have had to turn to the Cabinet OYce and say,
“There’s no likelihood of a successful OYcial Secrets
Act prosecution, this is clearly a conduct and
discipline matter and it goes back to you”?
Assistant Commissioner Dick: We were interested in
has a crime been committed and is it a relatively
serious crime. That is a big part of any scoping and
a big part of my decision making about whether we
go forward into investigation. If there had not been,
on the advice of the CPS, any realistic prospect at
that stage of a crime being made out then, of course,
we would have said to the Cabinet OYce, “This is
not territory for us”.

Q1121 Sir Alan Beith: Can I be sure about that, that
in essence the Cabinet OYce had not pressed a
button starting a process which is very diYcult to
stop?
Assistant Commissioner Dick: I think you can be
sure on the basis that you have probably picked up
that there have been a number of worrying—for the
Home OYce—leaks in the relevant period which
have not resulted in extensive or long investigations.
If we get a referral like this we will look to see has a
crime been committed as far as we can tell, how
serious is that, what are the prospects of finding out
what happened, who has done it, what is the
likelihood of a successful prosecution, where does
this sit in terms of our priorities, how intrusive will
it be for us to carry on, all those sorts of questions.
Frequently we will say, and I can certainly imagine
in these cases, “I am sorry, there’s no reasonable
prospect of us getting anywhere here. This is not a
matter for the police”. I know that is a position that
has been taken and I know it is a position that the
Commissioner would want us to take.

Q1122 Sir Alan Beith: This case did ring some of
those bells, did it not, like the bell about how
seriously intrusive would it be, in this case exercising
the whole issue of parliamentary privilege?
Assistant Commissioner Dick: At a later stage, yes,
absolutely.

Q1123 Sir Alan Beith: It must have been fairly
obvious to you that it was going to lead you in that
direction.
Assistant Commissioner Dick: No, I do not think
that was true. If we go back to the terms of reference,
I noticed, Sir, you had said in a previous hearing that
these cases are notoriously diYcult to investigate,
and you are absolutely right, it is extremely rare after
a leak for us to be able to eVectively investigate what
has happened. Often if we are convinced that there
is a good suspect we will think about going to a
proactive inquiry, a covert inquiry, if all the
circumstances justify that. In these terms of reference
I was being very clear that we were not going to
proactivity at that stage. It was something that I
discussed with the Deputy Commissioner at some
length, that we did not want to go to intrusive
methods given that at that stage we did have,
unusually, five linked, it appeared, and some very
good investigation already done by the Cabinet
OYce and that by moving forward in what we would
call a reactive investigation I could see that we might
end up arresting people. We could do that without
going into all kinds of high-tech and covert methods.

Q1124 Sir Alan Beith: Are you quite clear in your
mind that something which is quite important to the
Cabinet OYce, that is dealing with actions which
impede the eYcient conduct of government business,
is not a matter for you at all?
Assistant Commissioner Dick: I think this is
something that we have all reflected on considerably
since this case. Again, I speak as somebody who has
worked in a place where there have been leaks going
on and I understand how incredibly diYcult that can
make the working environment and how strong the
desire is to find whoever is doing this so that we can
start having open conversations again and have
confidence and trust in each other and, indeed, be
trusted by the public.

Q1125 Sir Alan Beith: We are not discussing whether
this is a good thing or a bad thing—I think from
most points of history it is rather a bad thing—but
whether it is the business of the Metropolitan Police
to investigate such matters in the belief that this is
a crime.
Assistant Commissioner Dick: I would say it is our
business to investigate if we believe a crime and,
indeed, a serious one has been committed. I think
one of the bits of learning that has come out of this
case is the new Protocol makes it very clear that we
will only be dealing with the very serious end of
crime. I stand by the decisions that we made. I do not
think we will find ourselves in this position again,
partly because the Director has made it so very clear
in relation to press and political leaks just how high
he sees the threshold. At that early stage, if we go
back to October 2008, with the knowledge we now
have, which I know is impossible but hypothetically,
we would probably have said, “In relation to the
misconduct issues not appropriate, this is unlikely to
lead to prosecution”.
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Q1126 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: A few moments ago in
answer to Sir Alan Beith you gave reasons why you
thought it was appropriate to have an oVence of
misconduct in a public oYce.
Assistant Commissioner Dick: Yes.

Q1127 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: If we can assume that
issues of OYcial Secrets or national security are not
involved, can you tell us why you feel—if you feel—
an employee in the public sector who leaks
information which has nothing to do with national
security or terrorism should be liable to the
possibility of facing criminal charges when an
employee in the private sector, who does exactly the
same leaking information belonging to his own
company which may cause equal chaos and
problems, should not be subject to criminal
prosecution? What is the public interest that justifies
the one and not the other depending on who
happens to employ you when national security is not
involved?
Assistant Commissioner Dick: I think it is the essence
of the common law oVence of misconduct in a public
oYce which is applied in a variety of diVerent
circumstances which is that the public do have an
expectation of how their public oYcials, their paid
public servants, should behave. If there is a gross
abuse of that trust—I am almost talking as an
ordinary citizen here—I do not see that it is
unreasonable to suggest that should be subject to
criminal sanction. However, it is clear that it is a high
threshold and it will be used sparingly. If you look
through some of the cases, and I do have lots of case
studies which I could show you, I think you would
agree that it is entirely proper given what these
people have done that they should be prosecuted and
in actual fact there is often not a suitable other
criminal charge. I do think the position of a public
servant is diVerent from somebody working in a
business.

Q1128 Chairman: Including being liable to life
imprisonment?
Assistant Commissioner Dick: That is another
matter. Certainly sometimes people who are charged
with misconduct oVences do end up in prison. I am
not aware of very lengthy sentences, but I absolutely
do understand that it is potentially life
imprisonment. I am getting out of my territory.
More of you are lawyers than I am. I think it is very
unlikely that anybody would end up in prison for a
very, very long term for a misconduct oVence, they
would be there for a diVerent oVence.

Q1129 Ann CoVey: The oVence is misconduct in
public oYce but, of course, an elected representative,
ie Damian Green, was caught up in this so we are not
simply talking about that applying to a civil servant.
It is a very important area because people would say
that elected representatives must be able to freely
state what they think, what they believe in, and if
they get information they should be entitled to
pursue that. In many ways people look to Members

of Parliament to take up cases of injustice. How do
you think that the misconduct in public oYce
oVence applies to elected representatives?
Assistant Commissioner Dick: It is important to
remember in this case that Mr Green was arrested
for aiding and abetting, counselling or procuring,
and conspiracy rather than for the substantive oYce
of misconduct in public oYce. The lesson from this
case is that clearly although the Director says that
the investigation was thorough, the investigation
was inevitable, and I agree with that, he also says
that the threshold is very high and he makes it clear
that such things should be used very sparingly. It is
going to be extremely unusual in the future, I would
have thought, for a politician who becomes engaged
with somebody who is leaking in these sorts of
circumstances to find themselves subject to arrest
and criminal inquiry. This case has clarified lots of
things for us. None of that is me saying that what we
did was wrong, I stand by all the decisions that we
made at that time, but I have also had to reflect on
this and it is quite clear that the public do want
politicians to be challenging, they want them to be
using information, they want them to be accessing
information, and the law around human rights is
developing all the time and public interest favours
more and more people getting access to information.

Q1130 Ann CoVey: It is very diYcult for a politician
to do their job without being given information and
you could argue that in the wider public interest it is
important that people feel able to give information
to elected representatives who can raise it without
being arrested and charged with conspiracy. Maybe
the problem with this, and you talk about higher
standards so clearly there has been a lot of reflection
on what happened, is that it is important to separate
out how people behave in their job, ie how civil
servants do their job in a professional way, and not
get into a situation in which because they may not do
their job within their terms of reference it then
becomes a criminal investigation. There may be a lot
that went wrong with using this oVence which was
clearly used for all sorts of purposes because we
heard evidence from people who came before that
there was a certain amount of confusion about what,
in fact, they were investigating and they might have
been investigating misconduct in public oYce with a
view to see if they could be getting some evidence for
some other oVence being committed.
Assistant Commissioner Dick: I think the key point
that the Director focuses on is damage done. He
makes it clear that there was an abuse of trust. He
goes through a number of points that are proven in
relation to this oVence, but overall he feels that the
damage done was not suYcient. I think that means
politicians, if they are engaging in that kind of
activity, have to be very careful. I know there has
been discussion in this Committee that a politician
will know when it is a matter of national security and
when it is not, but I am not sure that is absolutely
right. Actively encouraging someone to leak from a
government department is always going to be a
perilous activity.
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Q1131 Sir Alan Beith: It is always going to be what?
Assistant Commissioner Dick: I think it is quite a
perilous activity for a politician.

Q1132 Sir Alan Beith: It may be perilous but are you
trying to change the definition of what constitutes an
OYcial Secrets Act oVence?
Assistant Commissioner Dick: No, not at all.
Certainly not.
Ann CoVey: We have talked a lot about
parliamentary privilege and the fact that one of the
things we have as Members of Parliament is the
ability to raise issues and go into waters that may be
diYcult for other people, but no Member of
Parliament can make judgments about the
information that they receive. Surely saying that this
is a very dangerous activity for politicians is a way of
silencing us, making us not take those kinds of risks
or go into those kinds of areas, not take up those
issues that people think we should take up without
the police coming and accusing us of conspiracy.

Chairman: We may be taking you beyond your
competence.
Ann CoVey: I was using it to make a statement,
Chairman.

Q1133 Chairman: May I just remind everyone, of
course, Mr Green was arrested, there was an
investigation and no proceedings were taken
against him.
Assistant Commissioner Dick: No.

Q1134 Chairman: He is innocent by our system.
Assistant Commissioner Dick: Absolutely.
Chairman: It is important to keep all of that in mind.
Assistant Commissioner, thank you very much for
your evidence, the Committee is very grateful.
Perhaps I could just say for the benefit of the public
that concludes the public hearings that the
Committee will be holding. We hope to publish our
report by the end of March.
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Witness: Dr Malcolm Jack, Clerk of the House and Chief Executive, House of Commons, gave oral
evidence.

Q1135 Chairman: Dr Jack, thank you very much for
coming back.
Dr Jack: Not at all.
Chairman: This is now your third appearance before
the Committee. I think you are aware that a question
has arisen in relation to your recollection as to when
you first became aware of the circumstances with
which this Committee’s investigation is concerned.
Members of the Committee would like to put a
number of questions to you in the hope that we can
better understand your evidence on that point.

Q1136 Ann CoVey: Dr Jack, when you came to the
Committee you were quite adamant on three
occasions that you had heard that Damian Green
had been arrested while you were watching television
or listening to a news channel in your oYce and you
identified that time at 2.20 which was corroborated
by Jill Pay because she received a telephone call
around that time to come to your oYce, and when
she came you said you already knew about the arrest
because you had seen it on the television. The
problem with it is that the story did not break until
7.30 that evening, there was no way it was on any
news channel at 2.20 that day. I wondered if,
thinking about it and looking back on it, you might
indeed have seen it but much later that day and
thought you had seen it earlier that day, although in
actual fact had heard it from some other source.
Dr Jack: Thank you very much. I think that really
you have put your finger on one part of this business,
namely that when Jill Pay came to see me I already
knew about this, so I did know about that at the
time. I do not know whether it is helpful or not—
please intervene if it is not—but the sequence of
events really was that I was in my oYce at that time.
It was approximately 2.20, I think that has come out
in previous evidence. I was following the news quite
closely because Members will recollect the Mumbai
episode was carrying on, the siege of the hotel in
Mumbai. That was really the reason why I was
following the news so intently because, for obvious
reasons, it was something important and it might
have had repercussions here. I had not, as you know
from evidence given already, had any contact either
with the Speaker or the Serjeant that morning, so I
knew nothing of the events that had taken place. I
was working in my oYce, the TV was on because I
was following the Mumbai thing, but I was also on
the internet. I want to be absolutely as accurate as I
can, Chairman. David Hume talked about the

vivacity of memory sometimes not fading but not
being so vivid. It could be, and I think I say that in
my letter to the Committee of 11 December, that I
was not watching Sky News. I thought normally that
I did have Sky News on because they are usually the
latest with the news, or most up-to-date.
Chairman: They will be pleased by that reference.

Q1137 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: On the record.
Dr Jack: Indeed. As I said, I also had the screen on.
This is where I hesitate because I am trying not to
import hindsight into the occasion. I am pretty sure
I am not talking about a report as such, I am not
talking about people sitting round a table reporting
news. As far as I can recollect it was just something
coming across.

Q1138 Ann CoVey: Dr Jack, I have to say to you that
the first time this story broke was 7.30 on Sky. The
way the news media works is that as soon as
something appears somewhere, within about 30
seconds it is on every single channel, every news
outlet, and there is no way that story, if it had been
there at around about that time, would not have
appeared some time after 2.20, within the next 30
seconds, but certainly by 7.30 that evening. I have
gone to considerable trouble to search exactly what
was on the news that day and all the evidence is that
there was nothing about the arrest of Damian Green
on any news channel until Sky News at 7.30 that
night. The Standard, which has a deadline of 3.30
and would certainly have reported it if it appeared,
did not break the story until the following day. The
Press Association did not break the story until 20:41
that evening. There was absolutely nothing on any
news channel that you could have seen or heard that
gave the news of Damian Green’s arrest. What I am
asking you is, is there some other way you might
have heard about it? Perhaps you had a telephone
call that alerted it to you because there were a lot of
telephone calls made around about that time from
people phoning each other. The police were phoning
people, Boris Johnson’s oYce was phoning people,
people were phoning David Cameron’s oYce. Is
there any way that you could have in fact heard that
from a telephone call because actually there is no
way you could have heard it on a news channel?
Dr Jack: I can only go on my own recollection. I
think that one thing I should tell the Committee,
which I think I mention in my letter but I did not
want to rely on it too much, was the reaction of my
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secretary, who clearly recollects me, I will not use the
word “storming” out of the room, but rushing out of
my room and using the phrase, “What the hell is
going on? Get the Serjeant”. I can absolutely assure
the Committee that was when I first learned of this
news.

Q1139 Ann CoVey: I am not disputing that at all, Dr
Jack. There is no dispute about that because when
Jill Pay came to see you you told her that you knew.
There is absolutely no dispute that you heard
something that you did not know before and that it
startled you, but what I am saying to you is that you
did not hear it from any news outlet. I am asking you
to think again.
Dr Jack: I understand exactly why you are asking
me. As I said, all I can say is that is my recollection of
it. I cannot visualise it, I am talking about something
that would have just come across the screen or
words.

Q1140 Ann CoVey: Dr Jack, I do not know how
many times I have to say this. It did not appear on
any news channel. This is a fact. I do not think you
could say to the Committee, “This is my recollection,
it appeared on a news channel” when clearly all the
evidence is that it did not appear on any news
channel. As you say, memory is sometimes a very
tricky thing and in the course of events recollections
get conflated into things. Could you have had a
telephone call?
Dr Jack: I really am searching my memory. I would
have to have the telephone call from someone who
knew these facts and the only two people in the
Palace who knew about this were the Speaker and
the Serjeant, and both of them have told you in
evidence that they had no contact with me.
Obviously I am not a media specialist of any sort but
I am not sure that things that go across the screen are
kept. You are talking about news reports, which I
entirely accept.

Q1141 Ann CoVey: Dr Jack, what I am saying to you
is that the way the news media works in this country
is that when a story breaks, whether it is going across
the screen or on the internet, every single news
agency picks up on that. If there had been a report
going across a screen or whatever, it was such a
significant piece of information that within about
ten seconds it would have been on every news media
outlet. There is no evidence at all, looking
particularly through the news coverage of Sky on
that day, which I asked Sky to look through their
records of, that there was any reporting of the arrest
of Damian Green until 7.30 that night when it was
reported by Sky News and immediately picked up by
someone else. This is just not possible.
Dr Jack: Well, I think we have reached a dead end,
have we not? I can only tell you what my
recollection is.

Q1142 Mr Blunkett: On reflection, is there any other
way in which you might have picked up that
information?

Dr Jack: As I say, it would have to come from
someone who knew that information obviously. I
had no contact with the Speaker, I had no contact
with the Serjeant or with the police throughout the
episode. I had no contact with the police at all. No,
I do not think I can think of any other source for it.

Q1143 Chairman: Can I ask some questions about
your reaction?
Dr Jack: Yes, please.

Q1144 Chairman: From what you say, irrespective of
the timing, your reaction was instant.
Dr Jack: Yes, indeed.

Q1145 Chairman: I do not know if you used an
expletive but eVectively you said, “What the hell is
going on here?”
Dr Jack: Exactly.

Q1146 Chairman: You say that lies now within the
recollection of your secretary?
Dr Jack: Yes, it does.

Q1147 Chairman: What times does your secretary
normally go home?
Dr Jack: Around 6-ish, something like that, 6.30.

Q1148 Chairman: So if your secretary had a
recollection of you responding in the way you have
described then self-evidently that could only be
whilst she was in the room and self-evidently whilst
she was at work?
Dr Jack: Yes, that is correct.

Q1149 Chairman: If she goes home around 6.00 then
the inference is that she could not have been in your
oYce or outside your oYce, wherever she sits, at
7.20?
Dr Jack: Her recollection is quite clear that it is at
that time because that led to the sequence of calling
the Serjeant.

Q1150 Chairman: If it was that time then it is at a
time you would not normally expect her to be there,
is that right?
Dr Jack: No, sorry, I meant in the afternoon. As I
say, what happened was as soon as I learnt this news
of course, as I said earlier on, I was startled, I think
I used that word in my previous evidence to you. I
asked my secretary to get hold of the Serjeant at
once, ring the Serjeant at once and also, at the same
time, we retrieved the file on arrest and search which
contained the McKay Memorandum that the
Committee is now familiar with. Then I started to
write a brief for the Speaker.1 It was the sequence of
events which led to the Serjeant coming that times
my secretary’s recollection, although of course, as I
think you have also heard in evidence, the Serjeant
said she was in fact coming anyway. These things
happened simultaneously.

1 Note by witness: My brief for the Speaker on Thursday 27
November 2008 was based on the McKay Memorandum of
July 2000 about arrest and the use of search warrants within
the precincts (see Ev 178–9).
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Q1151 Sir Malcolm Rifkind: Can I ask you when
you recollect what you think you heard on Sky or
some other media, did it specifically mention
Damian Green, did it specifically mention that he
was arrested or simply that something was
happening?
Dr Jack: Something was happening. I think it was,
“Member of Parliament arrested, MP arrested”. I
want to be absolutely careful about this, whether it
was a moving thing or—

Q1152 Chairman: You mean a strap?
Dr Jack: A strap, yes. I also had the internet on
and it is possible that it was on the internet.
Sir Malcolm Rifkind: It is not possible someone
sent you an email?

Q1153 Chairman: We know that Mr Andrew
Mackay knew about this matter because, of course,
he was in the oYce and was ushered out.
Dr Jack: Yes, that is true, Chairman, yes.

Q1154 Ms Hewitt: If I can build on that point. By
2.20 and certainly by 2.30 a lot of people knew.
Dr Jack: Yes.

Q1155 Ms Hewitt: Clearly there were a large
number of Metropolitan police oYcers who knew
including, in particular, the Metropolitan Police
within the parliamentary estate. Boris Johnson and
the Mayor’s oYce knew; David Cameron and his
oYce knew. At 2.10 the search of Damian Green’s
oYce started and, as our Chairman has just said,
Andrew Mackay was filming that. By 2.20 the
Home Secretary and her oYce also knew. Actually
in terms of the Westminster village that is quite a
lot of people.
Dr Jack: Yes.

Q1156 Ms Hewitt: Therefore, listening to your
evidence and having gone back over the paperwork
I must say I found myself wondering whether, for
instance, one of the senior Metropolitan police
oYcers on the estate might have phoned you or
indeed emailed you. When you say you had the
internet on, do you mean the parliamentary
intranet and the Outlook stuV we use for our own
email or do you mean the public internet and in
which case what kind of sites were you using?
Dr Jack: This goes back to what I was saying about
following the Mumbai aVair, it was the internet not
the intranet.

Q1157 Ms Hewitt: It was the public internet?
Dr Jack: Yes, certainly. I was following this quite
closely.

Q1158 Ann CoVey: It is very perplexing, but I have
to say again, Dr Jack, even if it was on the internet,
even if they were reporting it in Japan and it was
flashing across the internet, the news media in this
country would have picked it up. “MP arrested” is
a huge headline and it made huge news, but as far
as I can tell that story did not appear in any form
at all until Sky broke the news that Damian Green

had been arrested at 7.30 and all the other news
media followed that. I am asking you again because
there were a lot of people involved and it is easy to
conflate things, particularly if you have been
watching things and get a piece of information and
it may be that you had a telephone call which you
have forgotten about because you had been entirely
focused on listening to the news. Memory is a
curious thing. I am just asking you if it was
possible, given the range of people, that perhaps
you did have a telephone call, that you were so
concentrated on looking at the internet that you
conflated those pieces of information and genuinely
did believe that you heard it from a news piece but
actually heard it from a telephone call?
Dr Jack: That is certainly possible, yes, I would
accept that is possible. As I say, I have been very
careful not to give evidence which I am not sure of
but, of course, yes that is possible.

Q1159 Ann CoVey: But you have already given
evidence that you were not sure about because you
were quite adamant that you heard it on Sky News
and then later said that perhaps you had not heard
it on Sky News and then later said you heard it on
the internet. So you have already given evidence
that you were not quite sure about.
Dr Jack: Which channel it was on, yes, I accept
that. Sure, as I say the television channel was on,
the internet was on, I do accept what you have said.

Q1160 Ann CoVey: What exactly do you accept?
Dr Jack: I accept that originally I thought I was
watching Sky News; it is possible that I was not. I
think I have made that clear in the letter.

Q1161 Ann CoVey: It is also possible that you
might have got a telephone call?
Dr Jack: Yes, it is possible, but I cannot recollect
from what source because I do not recollect any
conversations, although Sir Malcolm has suggested
an email which I did not think of.
Sir Malcolm Rifkind: You suggested earlier that if
you had been told it must have been either from
the Serjeant at Arms or the Speaker and you had
not met either of them, but in fact we know from
the evidence that by two o’clock in the afternoon
a very large number of people were aware that an
MP had been arrested and we know that his oYce
was being searched at 2.10 when Andrew Mackay
was in his oYce. What I find extraordinary is it may
have taken five hours for the media to find out. It
sounds even more improbable given that a lot of
MPs would have had an interest in telling the media
what was happening. I am puzzled why the
evidence suggests the media did not report this until
after seven o’clock. What on earth was happening
in-between?
Chairman: If you think, you had the Channel 4
News, news at six, news at 6.30 on ITN, rolling
news, Sky and the BBC.
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Sir Malcolm Rifkind: If the Leadership of the
Conservative Party knew one of the Shadow
Ministers had been arrested, the idea that he would
not mention this to the media who would not then
report it is inconceivable.

Q1162 Mr Henderson: Dr Jack, can you remember
if you took any significant telephone calls in the
two or three hours before 2.30?
Dr Jack: No, I simply cannot. Relating to this
matter?

Q1163 Mr Henderson: Did you take any significant
phone calls?
Dr Jack: I would have taken probably a lot of calls,
I always have a lot of calls.

Q1164 Mr Henderson: Did you take any telephone
calls from politicians or from political oYces?

Dr Jack: I cannot remember doing so, no, I cannot.

Q1165 Mr Henderson: From the police?
Dr Jack: Not from the police, no. I had no contact
at all with the police during this entire episode.

Q1166 Chairman: Unless any other colleagues have
got questions I think we may have gone as far with
this as we can.
Dr Jack: I am sorry, Chairman, that I cannot be
more helpful to the Committee. I really would have
preferred to settle this matter because I sense the
Committee does not feel it is settled.

Q1167 Chairman: Is there anything else you would
like to add?
Dr Jack: No, I do not think so, Chairman, thank
you very much.
Chairman: Once again, thank you very much.
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Written evidence

Memorandum by the Clerk of the House

ARREST OF MEMBERS AND SEARCHING OF OFFICES IN THE
PARLIAMENTARY PRECINCTS

Introduction

1. The arrest of Mr Damian Green, a Member of the House, and the searching by police of his oYce
within the Parliamentary estate on 27 November 2008 have raised issues about the application of
parliamentary privilege to such matters and the correct processes which should be followed when such events
arise. In this paper I consider the matters of arrest and search separately although they are obviously linked.

Arrest of Members

2. It has always been recognised that the privilege of freedom from arrest does not apply to criminal
proceedings.1 The Commons recognised that limitation on privilege as early as 1429 and the principle has
been reiterated on occasion ever since.2 In 1926 the Speaker ruled that “A Member of this House is, with
regard to the criminal law, in exactly the same position as any other person”.3 Privilege has never been
intended or used to set Members above the criminal law or to interfere with the progress of criminal
investigation.4

3. There is also nothing to prevent a Member from being arrested on the Parliamentary estate. In 1815,
for example, Lord Cochrane was arrested while seated on the Government front bench but before the House
was sitting. On the other hand, the arrest of a Member on the precincts during a sitting of the House would
raise questions of hindering that Member in his or her attendance upon the House; service of court
documents within the precincts while the House is sitting has been regarded as a contempt.5

4. Freedom from arrest in civil proceedings—such as for debt—has been asserted by the House from early
times. For instance, in 1340, the King released a Member from prison during the Parliament following that
in which he had been prevented, by his detention, from taking his seat.6 The basis for this freedom from
arrest in civil matters was that Members of the House needed to be available to take part in its proceedings.
However, as the Joint Committee pointed out in 1999, “The immunity lost most of its importance in 1870,
when, with a few exceptions, imprisonment for debt was abolished.”7

5. The only distinction between Members and others arrested in respect of criminal charges is that the
House must be informed if a Member is detained from his or her service in Parliament. In these
circumstances, it is usual for the Speaker to notify the House of the arrest through an oral statement,
although this may be done by laying a copy of the letter on the Table.8 It is not strictly necessary to inform
the House when the Member is not detained for long enough to prevent attendance in the House but it is
generally desirable that the House should be informed at the earliest opportunity.

Recent cases

6. There have been many instances of arrests being reported to the House, including 15 between 1987 and
1991, mainly for failure to pay fines in Northern Ireland.9 Earlier, in January 1970 the remand in custody
of a Member on a charge under the OYcial Secrets Act, was reported to the House the same day.10 The letter
relating to the arrest of a Member, which was sent to the Speaker on 4 August 1978, the first day of the
summer adjournment, was laid on the Table on the House’s return on 24 October.11

7. In 1999 the Joint Committee on Parliamentary Privilege examined the privilege of freedom from arrest
in civil matters.12 The Committee accepted the view of witnesses that it had become of very limited
application. The Committee therefore recommended that legislation be introduced to abolish it.

Search of Offices in the Precincts: Exclusive Cognisance

8. In the matter of the searching by police of oYces within the parliamentary precincts, there are two
distinct issues to be considered: first, the status and definition of precincts and secondly, the extent to which
privilege might aVect the seizure of material. The principle of privilege most relevant to the matter of
precincts is that of exclusive cognisance which gives Parliament control over all aspects of its own aVairs

1 Joint Committee on Parliamentary Privilege, First Report (1998–99), HL Paper 43-I, HC 214–I, para 326.
2 See Erskine May, 23rd edition, 2004, p 84.
3 HC Deb, 7 May 1926, vol 195, c 602.
4 Erskine May, 23rd edition, p 119.
5 Joint Committee, para 334.
6 Erskine May, 23rd edition, p 83.
7 Joint Committee, para 327.
8 See Erskine May, 23rd edition, p 120.
9 Parliamentary Information List, SN/PC/04594.
10 CJ, Vol 225, p 99.
11 CJ Vol 234, p 546.
12 Joint Committee, para 327.
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and, inter alia, the power to punish anyone for behaviour interfering substantially with the proper conduct
of parliamentary business.13 It also confers upon the Speaker authority to act in the precincts, for example
over matters of security. The second consideration is the extent to which searches of Members’ oYces within
the precincts might interfere with proceedings or impinge upon the protection aVorded by Article IX of the
Bill of Rights.14

Precincts

9. The precincts of the House are now well understood to comprise the parts of the Palace of Westminster
and adjacent oYce buildings used exclusively by the House by Members, their staV and staV of the House.
From 1547 the House has sat regularly in the former royal palace but not until after the fire of 1834 was there
a purpose-built meeting place for Parliament. When King Charles attempted to arrest the five Members on
4 January 1642 the House’s control of its precincts probably did not extend much beyond the Chamber itself.
The King, of course, interrupted proceedings of the House. Even the new Palace of Westminster constructed
between 1840 and 1852 remained a royal palace and only in 1965 was control of most of it passed to the two
Houses in the persons of their respective presiding oYcers.

10. A fuller description of the precincts is set out in the report of the Joint Committee on Parliamentary
Privilege in 1999:

“260. The large measure of control exercised by the two Houses over the premises where they meet
has symbolic as well as practical importance. The Palace of Westminster is a royal palace, and used
to be controlled on the Sovereign’s behalf by the Lord Great Chamberlain. Control of the use of
the precincts of the two Houses is now vested in their presiding oYcers on behalf of the House.
[There are exceptions. Control of Westminster Hall and the Crypt Chapel is vested jointly in the
Lord Great Chamberlain, as representing the Sovereign, and in the Speaker of each House on
behalf of the two Houses. The Lord Great Chamberlain also retains control of Her Majesty’s
Robing Room and the Royal Gallery, both of which are in the precincts of the House of Lords].
Rules made by the two Houses determine who may enter the precincts and the conditions on which
the premises may be used. The police on duty in the two Houses are under the direction of the
Serjeants-at-Arms. Both Serjeants have power given them by their respective Houses to deal with
misconduct by non-members.

261. The position of the two Houses in this regard, and the powers of their presiding oYcers, are
not set out in any statute. Nor are ‘precincts’ statutorily defined. The extent of the precincts has
never been a matter of dispute in court. The two Houses assume that precincts include, and that
the courts would accept they include, in addition to the Palace itself and its immediately
surrounding areas such as Old Palace Yard and New Palace Yard, various buildings adjacent to
the Palace occupied for parliamentary purposes. [Apart from the Palace, the precincts include new
buildings in Parliament Street, Canon’s Row, Bridge Street and Portcullis House. All these
buildings are freehold and are permanent premises built to meet the needs of Parliament. In
addition to these freehold properties, Parliament leases properties in Millbank, Dean’s Yard, and
Abbey Gardens, which, though not held permanently, are nevertheless used exclusively for
parliamentary purposes and regarded as part of the precincts.] Two former leaders of the House
of Commons, Lord Newton of Braintree and Mr John McGregor MP, said in evidence that the
absence of a statutory definition of precincts had not caused any practical diYculty. We see no need
for any change in the present position.”

11. In 2007, the parliamentary “site” was designated for the purpose of s128 of the Serious Organised
Crime and Police Act 2005 and described as “the Palace of Westminster and Portcullis House”, although
the relevant plan of the designated site includes 1 Parliament Street and the Norman Shaw buildings as well
which is clearly correct.15

Recent cases

12. The only recent occasion on which the definition of the precincts has been at issue was in 1986 in the
Zircon case.16 Although the facts of that case are not directly related to the current issues, the conclusion
of the Privileges Committee are relevant.

13. On that occasion, the BBC had prepared, but decided not to broadcast, a television film called The
Secret Story. The film included material on a secret defence project, concerned with a means of collecting
intelligence, code-named Zircon. Some Members of the House arranged to show the film within the precincts
of the House. The Speaker, Mr Bernard Weatherill, was reluctant to intervene. The Attorney General
applied to the court, on the ground of national security, for an order banning the showing of the film within
the precincts of the House of Commons until the House had had an opportunity to decide whether the
showing of the film should be allowed.

13 Joint Committee, chapter 5.
14 Article IX states: “freedom of speech and debates or proceedings in Parliament ought not to be impeached or questioned in

any court or place out of Parliament” [spelling modernised].
15 SI 2007, No 930.
16 First Report from the Committee of Privileges, HC (1986–87) 365.
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14. In the exercise of his discretion, the judge refused to grant an injunction, taking the view that the
matter should be under the control of the House of Commons authorities even in advance of any motion
in the House. There being insuYcient time before the proposed showing for the matter to be considered by
the House itself, the Speaker acting as the controller of the precincts then made an interim banning order,
to enable the House itself to decide the matter.

15. The matter was referred to the Privileges Committee, which supported the Speaker’s action. The
Committee reported: “it might be thought . . . that the fact that something is done within the precincts of
the House might aVord that action some kind of immunity or protection of privilege. This would mean that
the precincts of the House would somehow be treated as a sanctuary from the operation of the law,
irrespective of whether the activities concerned were a proceeding in Parliament . . . your Committee can
find no precedent for the House aVording its Members any privileges on the sole ground that their activities
were within the precincts. The fact that the Zircon film was to be shown in the precincts therefore gave those
responsible no privileged protection.”17

Search of Offices: Privilege, Parliament and the Courts

16. The Zircon case reaYrms the ancient privilege of exclusive cognisance in the control of the precincts
through the Speaker, but it also suggests that the precincts cannot be used to create what the Joint
Committee on Parliamentary Privilege called a “haven from the law”.18 Not only has the House refrained
from exercising privilege to prevent any interference with criminal proceedings but for it to do so threatens
to unbalance the comity established between the courts and Parliament over areas of each’s jurisdiction.

17. In a recent note of advice to the House, the Attorney General makes it clear that the determination
of whether material is inadmissible as evidence in a criminal trial by virtue of Article IX is a matter for the
courts.19 That would be the case even where the House itself resolves that particular material or categories
of material were “proceedings” within the meaning of Article IX of the Bill of Rights. The material would
only be inadmissible if the courts themselves consider the use to which it is put amounts to “impeaching or
questioning” of Parliamentary proceedings. She adds “it is a question of law both whether particular
material constitutes ‘proceedings in Parliament’ and whether the use that that material is being put to
amounts to impeaching or questioning of such proceeding.”20

18. The wider context into which that consideration fits is that of the relationship between Parliament
and the courts. Historically that relationship has been a complex and at times diYcult one, as is described
in Chapter 11 of Erskine May. But in modern times Parliament and the courts have reached a mutual
accommodation based on the notion that they should each avoid crossing into the territory or preserve of
the other. An example of that comity is the House’s sub judice rule which is a recognition that debate should
not cover “live” cases before the Courts. For their part, while the courts have never accepted that they have
no locus in determining the boundaries of privilege (because privilege is part of common law) they have
accepted that the jurisdiction of privilege within Parliament, and in particular in relation to its proceedings,
is a matter for each House itself.21 When proceedings of the House of Commons appear to be impeached
or questioned in the courts (contrary to Article IX of the Bill of Rights) Mr Speaker, as guardian of the
House’s interest, intervenes but it is for the Court to determine what material may be used in any case
before it.

19. Nevertheless from the House’s point of view, dealing with the matter of the applicability of privilege
to seized documents prior to any trial, remains important. A preliminary safeguard must be the Speaker’s
consideration of a warrant for search when a Member’s parliamentary oYce is the target. The Speaker will
need to take account of the validity and precision of the warrant and the reasons for its being applied to a
Member’s oYce as well as the privilege implications that may arise.22

20. In the Damian Green case the Clerk of the House, acting on the Speaker’s behalf wrote to the
Metropolitan Police immediately after the seizure, warning them that any privileged material in their
possession would have to be returned to the Member. With the agreement of both parties and so as not to
interfere with the criminal investigation, oYcers of the House made a preliminary inspection of both the

17 Ibid.
18 Joint Committee, paras 242–5.
19 Memorandum submitted by the Attorney General, 3 April 2009, paragraph 3. See Appendix IV for the full text of the

Memorandum.
20 Ibid.
21 The House or one of its Committees has on occasions tried to define “proceedings in Parliament.” The Select Committee on

the OYcial Secrets Acts in 1938–39 argued that disclosures by Members in the course of debate or proceedings in Parliament
[including questions] could not be made the subject of proceedings under the OYcial Secrets Acts. However, it excluded from
such proceedings soliciting or receiving such information. HC (1938–39) 101. Also cf below, para 22 (Strauss case).

22 See below para 26 setting out details of what the Speaker should consider.
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hardcopy and electronic material to identify such of it that might be protected by parliamentary privilege.
Material so identified was returned to Mr Green by the Metropolitan Police. The handling of the matter in
this way was specifically designed to avert any interference with the criminal process; it is diYcult to envisage
how the House itself or a committee could have intervened without aVecting that process which, in this case,
also involved someone who was not a Member of the House.23

21. It was made clear to all parties that the inspection by oYcers of the House was a preliminary one and
did not claim to settle the matter of privilege should a prosecution have been proceeded with. In that
circumstance, as the Attorney General has made clear, the House can seek to intervene in any proceedings
to assert its privileges. It should be noted that such intervention, in the Speaker’s name, is not unusual and
has happened on a number of occasions recently.24 The Attorney General makes clear in her memorandum
that she would act as amicus curiae on behalf of the House in any case, including one that might have arisen
from the arrest of Mr Green and the search of his oYce, when requested to do so.25

Members’ correspondence

22. It is important to note that Members’ correspondence, per se, is not privileged. It would only be so
if the correspondence related to parliamentary proceedings—for example letters from a constituent which
a Member had or intended to use in debate. In 1958 the House resolved that the letter of a Member (Mr
George Strauss) to a Minister, on a matter that he might later wish to raise in the House, did not relate to
anything before Parliament and was not a proceeding although the Privileges Committee had recommended
the contrary.26 The Joint Committee on Parliamentary Privilege raised the subject as a concern in its
1999 report:

“103. One important area of uncertainty is members’ correspondence. There has been long-
standing concern about correspondence and other communications undertaken on behalf of
constituents by members of the House of Commons. Members of both Houses now engage in
many diVerent activities in discharging their parliamentary duties. As well as speaking in debates,
participating on committees and asking parliamentary questions, they write letters and make
representations to ministers, government agencies and a wide variety of bodies, both public and
private. Constituents of Members of the House of Commons expect their Members to take up their
concerns at local and at national level. In recent years Members’ work has been transformed by a
very substantial increase in this type of constituency correspondence. Most of these activities are
not protected by parliamentary privilege. Article 9 protects parliamentary proceedings: activities
which are recognisably part of the formal collegiate activities of Parliament. Much of the work of
a Member of Parliament today, although part of his duties as a Member of Parliament, does not
fall within this description.”27

The Committee went on to consider whether absolute privilege should be extended to correspondence
between members and ministers and recommended that it should not.28

Processes: Arrest

23. The processes to be followed where a Member is arrested are long-standing and have often been
invoked. As set out in paragraph 5 of this memorandum, the arrest should be notified to the Speaker who
may then use his discretion whether to make an oral statement to the House or to lay a copy of the letter
on the Table. In a case such as that of Damian Green where the Member concerned is not prevented from
attending a sitting of the House because of his detention, there is no requirement for the Speaker to inform
the House of the arrest. On this occasion the Speaker made an oral statement on 3 December 2008.29

Processes: Search

24. There is no record of a case where the police have searched the oYces of a Member on the estate.
There have been a small number of cases where police investigations into the conduct of staV of the House
or Members’ staV have included searches conducted with consent on the estate.

25. Where the police seek to enter the House to search a Member’s oYce without his or her permission,
the processes to be followed have been considered on a previous occasion. In July 2000, the then Clerk of
the House, W R McKay,30 issued a guidance note to the Serjeant at Arms, the Speaker’s Secretary and
Speaker’s Counsel on the police search of a Member’s oYce. The paper was prompted by the strong

23 On 8 December 2008 the House agreed to setting up a Committee to inquire into the matter of the search of Mr Green’s oYce,
but it was not to proceed to substantive business until any police inquiry was concluded. Votes & Proceedings, 8
December 2008.

24 R (Federation of Tour Operators and Ors) v HM Revenue and Customs & Ors [2007] EWHC 2062, R (Bradley & Ors) v
Secretary of State for Works & Pensions [2007] EWHC 242; OYce of Government Commerce v Information Commissioner
[2008] EWHC 737, R (Wheeler) v OYce of the Prime Minister & Anor [2008] EWHC 1409.

25 Attorney General’s memorandum, paras 5 and 6.
26 CJ Vol 260 1957–58.
27 Joint Committee, para 103.
28 Joint Committee, para 112.
29 See Appendix II.
30 Now Professor Sir William McKay KCB.
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possibility that the police would wish to enter and search a particular Member’s oYce and the awareness
that there was no real precedent for how such a request should be met. Drawing on the Canadian practice,31

the Clerk outlined a process under which:

— The consent of the Speaker must be obtained before there is any action in the Palace.

— The Speaker should see the search warrant, or a draft, in advance and satisfy herself, on the advice
of her Counsel, that she might consent to the search. Considerations relevant to that decision
would be: formal validity of the warrant; precision with which it specifies the material being sought;
relevance of the material to the charge brought; and the possibility that the material might be found
elsewhere.

— If the warrant preceded rather than followed the formal making of a charge the police ought to be
asked specifically to justify that aspect of their request.

— It would be important to ensure that neither the warrant nor the exercise of the powers it conferred
ran contrary to the privileges of the House or individual Members.

— If material were taken the Speaker ought to be assured that it was that which was mentioned in
or relevant to the warrant and no other. Any police oYcers who undertook any search should be
personally accompanied by the Serjeant from their arrival in the precincts to their departure and
particularly during the search.

— A Member charged ought not to be warned of an impending search warrant but the police ought
to let him have a copy at the time of the search or as soon thereafter as practicable.

Speaker’s Protocol

26. The police action envisaged in the McKay note did not materialise and so the guidance outlined in
that note was not tested on that occasion. In 2008, following the search of Mr Green’s oYce, the Speaker
issued a protocol to all Members, setting out the processes to be followed in future should the police seek
to search a Member’s oYce within the precincts of the House.32 This protocol adopts the principle behind
the McKay note of balancing the proper administration of justice and the right of the work of the House
and of its Members to continue unhindered. However, the protocol makes explicit that the Speaker is to be
the main decision-maker relating to the execution of any search warrant and that a warrant will always be
required. In addition, it provides for the Speaker to seek the advice of the Attorney General and Solicitor
General, where necessary, and it addresses the issue of the handling by police of material which may be
covered by parliamentary privilege or, in the case of data relating to individual constituents, which is not
privileged, require “the same degree of care as would apply in similar circumstances to removal of
information about a client from a lawyer’s oYce.”

27. On the occasion of the events leading to the search of Mr Green’s oYce, the guidance considered
above was not followed. Instead the search of the oYce was permitted by the Serjeant at Arms on the basis
of a consent form signed on the morning of 27 November 2008. The circumstances of the arrest of Mr Green
and entry into his oYce were set out in the Speaker’s statement to the House on 3 December 2008. Mr
Speaker made a further statement on 9 December 2008 regarding access to the House of Commons server.33

28. Since the occasion of the search of Mr Green’s oYce, the procedure for seeking permission to examine
documents in a Member’s possession has arisen. Mr Speaker has ruled that when the police wish to approach
a Member seeking a document in his or her possession, they must first approach the Serjeant at Arms who
will then approach the Member. If the Member does not give permission, that is the end of the matter unless
the police seek to search the Member’s oYce under a warrant in which case the conditions of Mr Speaker’s
Protocol will apply.34

International Experience

29. There are examples of police searches of Members’ oYces in comparable Commonwealth
jurisdictions and in the United States.

Canada

30. The position in Canada is particularly well documented and has evolved within a context of
Westminster traditions. In 1973 a parliamentary committee concluded that “It is well established that
outside police forces on oYcial business shall not enter the precincts of parliament without first obtaining
the permission of Mr Speaker who is custodian of the powers and privileges of Parliament”.35 In such cases,
parliamentary privilege has to be balanced against the demands of justice. The Canadian parliamentary
handbook, The Practice and Procedure of the House of Commons, states that “if no charge has been laid or
there is no evidence of an investigation against a Member, the Chair may exercise its discretion against the

31 On Canadian experience, see paragraph 30 below.
32 Mr Speaker’s protocol is set out in Appendix I.
33 Mr Speaker’s statements of 3 December and 9 December 2008 are set out in Appendix II.
34 Mr Speaker’s statement of 22 January 2009 is set out in Appendix III.
35 House of Commons of Canada, Journals, 21 September 1973, p 567, quoted in The Practice and Procedure of the House of

Commons [of Canada], p 116.
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execution of a warrant. If there is an allegation of an oVence by a Member, and the enforcement of the charge
necessitates a warrant, the Speaker may give permission for its execution.”36 A report from a Special
Committee adopted by the House in 1990 dealt with procedures surrounding the execution of search
warrants within the parliamentary precincts and reaYrmed the principles that should be respected. It stated
that “A search warrant must be executed in the presence of a representative of the Speaker who ensures that
a copy of it is given to any Member whose aVairs are subject of the search, at the time of the search or as
soon as practicable thereafter.”37

Australia

31. In New South Wales a case arose in October 2003 when oYcers of an independent anti-corruption
body executed a search warrant in the Parliament oYce of a Member of the Upper House, seizing documents
and various items of computer equipment. The House’s Privileges Committee found that the seizure of at
least some of the material involved a breach of privilege conferred by Article IX. The Committee stopped
short of suggesting that the Independent Commission against Corruption (ICAC) had committed a
contempt because ICAC “did not act with a relevant intent” but it would do so if there was “any further
attempt by ICAC to use documents which fall within the scope of proceedings in Parliament in their
investigation”.38 Procedures for handling seized material were developed.39

New Zealand

32. The New Zealand House of Representatives has also addressed similar issues. In October 2003 a draft
agreement on policing functions within the parliamentary precincts was referred to the House Privileges
Committee, which Committee reported in March 2004. The agreement defined the precincts of Parliament
under the control of the Speaker. It stated clearly that all policing functions carried out within the precincts
should be carried out with full regard to parliamentary privilege. However, it dealt only with oVences
committed within the precincts and the interviewing of Members and staV and the service of legal process
and not with the search of oYces.

33. More recently, on 7 November 2006, the Speaker of the House of Representatives presented the House
with a copy of an interim agreement she had reached with the Commissioner of Police on the execution of
search warrants on premises occupied or used by Members of Parliament. This matter had arisen because
for the first time the police had sought to execute a search warrant against a Member. A search under the
agreement had then been made on 27 October 2006, involving material held in a Member’s parliamentary
and electorate oYces.

34. The agreement, based on the precedent from New South Wales, set out a procedure to enable any
claim for parliamentary privilege in relation to physical or electronic documents on the premises to be raised.
In the case of parliamentary premises, this procedure requires the Speaker and the Clerk to be informed and
the latter or her representative to be given the opportunity to be present. Claims for privilege for documents
are to be resolved within five working days with disputed documents held in the Clerk’s custody in the
interim. The agreement stated that nothing in it amounted to a waiver of parliamentary privilege in respect
of material seized. The Speaker indicated to the House that the agreement would be referred to the Privileges
Committee for consideration once the police and legal proceedings were concluded. In mid-2008
proceedings were still active, with the Member concerned committed to trial at the High Court.

35. Cases in the United States and Australia have concentrated on whether particular documents seized
are covered by privilege and their admissibility in court as evidence.

Conclusions: Considerations for the Committee

Arrest

36. In summary it seems that so far as arrest of a Member in relation to criminal proceedings is concerned,
there is suYcient clarity as to the procedure to be followed, i.e. immediate notification by the police to the
Speaker for him to decide how or whether to inform the House. The guiding principle here is whether, or
to what extent, a Member would be impeded in performing his or her duties in the House.

37. The Committee may wish to revisit the question of whether freedom from arrest in civil matters has
any meaning in a modern context or is anomalous as suggested by the Joint Committee on Parliamentary
Privilege and its predecessor Committee of Privileges.40

36 The Practice and Procedure of the House of Commons [of Canada], p 117.
37 Third Report from the Special Committee on the Review of the Parliament of Canada Act, quoted in The Practice and

Procedure of the House of Commons [of Canada], p 118.
38 See Report of Standing Committee on Parliamentary Privilege and Ethics (Report 23—December 2003), Legislative Council

of New South Wales, paras 3.66 and 3.70, and JD Evans, Seizure of a Member’s document under search warrant, The Table,
Vol 72 2004.

39 (Report 23—December 2003) Chapter 4.
40 See paragraph 7 above.
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Search

38. So far as search of Members’ oYces in the precincts is concerned, the Committee may wish to re-assert
the importance of exclusive cognisance which enables the Speaker, on behalf of the House, to act as the
controlling authority in the precincts.

39. Given proper process, including the need for a search warrant setting out clearly the grounds for
search, the Committee may wish to re-aYrm the principle that the precincts cannot be a haven from the law
and that the proper administration of justice within the precincts should not be impeded.

40. The Committee may also wish to consider a number of issues arising in connection with searches
which include:

(a) adequate notice being given to the Speaker of an intended search;

(b) the need for a formal search warrant;

(c) the need for the warrant to specify the material being sought and its relevance to any charge being
investigated;

(d) the need for a precise record of material being seized and conditions the Speaker may attach to the
handling and custody of such material;

(e) the need for attendance of senior House oYcials during any search;

(f) how the individual Member concerned is aVected;

(g) treatment of data relating to individual constituents;

(h) any special conditions in respect of national security considerations;

(i) treatment of electronic material and computer links; and

(j) the treatment of privileged material held by any oYcial of the House during a search of oYces other
than a Member’s.

Speaker’s Protocol

41. The Committee may wish further to consider if Mr Speaker’s protocol set out in Appendix I provides
suYcient protection and whether new arrangements for police conduct in seeking permission to examine
documents should be included in it.

Malcolm Jack

July 2009

APPENDIX I

MR SPEAKER’S PROTOCOL ON THE EXECUTION OF A SEARCH WARRANT IN THE
PRECINCTS OF THE HOUSE OF COMMONS

1. In my statement of 3 December 2008 (OR col 3) I said I would issue a protocol to all Members on the
searching of Members’ oYces. In future a warrant will always be required for a search of a Member’s oYce
or access to a Member’s parliamentary papers including his electronic records and any such warrant will be
referred to me for my personal decision.

2. Though much of the precincts of the House are open to the public, there are parts of the buildings which
are not public. The House controls access to its precincts for a variety of reasons, including security,
confidentiality and eVective conduct of parliamentary business.

3. Responsibility for controlling access to the precincts of the House has been vested by the House in me.
It is no part of my duties as Speaker to impede the proper administration of justice, but it is of equal concern
that the work of the House and of its Members is not unnecessarily hindered.

4. The precincts of Parliament are not a haven from the law. A criminal oVence committed within the
precincts is no diVerent from an oVence committed outside and is a matter for the courts. It is long
established that a Member may be arrested within the precincts.

5. In cases where the police wish to search within Parliament, a warrant must be obtained and any
decision relating to the execution of that warrant must be referred to me. In all cases where any OYcer or
other member of the staV of the House is made aware that a warrant is to be sought the Clerk of the House,
Speaker’s Counsel, the Speaker’s Secretary and the Serjeant at Arms must be informed. No OYcer or other
member of the staV of the House may undertake any duty of confidentiality which has the purpose or eVect
of preventing or impeding communication with these OYcers.

6. I will consider any warrant and will take advice on it from senior oYcials. As well as satisfying myself
as to the formal validity of the warrant, I will consider the precision with which it specifies the material being
sought, its relevance to the charge brought and the possibility that the material might be found elsewhere.
I reserve the right to seek the advice of the Attorney General and Solicitor General.
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7. I will require a record to be provided of what has been seized, and I may wish to attach conditions to
the police handling of any parliamentary material discovered in a search until such time as any issue of
privilege has been resolved.

8. Any search of a Member’s oYce or belongings will only proceed in the presence of the Serjeant at
Arms, Speaker’s Counsel or their deputies. The Speaker may attach conditions to such a search which
require the police to describe to a senior parliamentary oYcial the nature of any material being seized which
may relate to a Member’s parliamentary work and may therefore be covered by parliamentary privilege. In
the latter case, the police shall be required to sign an undertaking to maintain the confidentiality of that
material removed, until such time as any issue of privilege has been resolved.

9. If the police remove any document or equipment from a Member’s oYce, they will be required to treat
any data relating to individual constituents with the same degree of care as would apply in similar
circumstances to removal of information about a client from a lawyer’s oYce.

10. The execution of a warrant shall not constitute a waiver of privilege with respect to any parliamentary
material which may be removed by the police.

11. In view of the concern shown by Members, I am circulating this document without delay, but I shall
take into account any representations by Members for its revision and will issue a revised document, should
this be necessary.

8 December 2008

APPENDIX II

SPEAKER’S STATEMENT (3 DECEMBER 2008)

Mr Speaker: I wish to make a statement to the House about the arrest and entry into the oYces of the
hon. Member for Ashford (Damian Green) last Thursday, 27 November, which raises a subject of grave
concern to all Members of the House.

In the past few days there has been much pressure on me to make public comment about these matters,
but I felt that it was right and fitting that I should make no comment until Parliament reconvenes, because
it is this House and this House alone that I serve, as well as being accountable for the actions of its OYcers.
I should emphasise from the start that it is not for me to comment on the allegations that have been made
against the hon. Member or on the disposal of those allegations in the judicial process.

I should also remind the House, as stated in chapter 7 of Erskine May, that parliamentary privilege has
never prevented the operation of the criminal law. [Interruption.] Order. The Joint Committee on
Parliamentary Privilege in its authoritative report in 1999 said that the precincts of the House are not and
should not be

“a haven from the law”.

There is therefore no special restriction on the police searching the parliamentary precincts in the course
of a criminal proceeding—nor has there ever been.

On Wednesday last, the Metropolitan police informed the Serjeant at Arms that an arrest was
contemplated, but did not disclose the identity of the Member. I was told in the strictest confidence by her
that a Member might be arrested and charged, but no further details were given to me. I was told that they
might be forthcoming the next morning.

At 7 am on Thursday, police called upon the Serjeant at Arms and explained the background to the case,
and disclosed to the Serjeant the identity of the Member. The Serjeant at Arms called me, told me the
Member’s name and said that a search might take place of his oYces in the House. I was not told that the
police did not have a warrant. [Hon. Members: “Ah!”] Order. I have been told that the police did not explain,
as they are required to do, that the Serjeant was not obliged to consent, or that a warrant could have been
insisted upon. [Interruption.] Order. Let me make the statement. I regret that a consent form was then signed
by the Serjeant at Arms, without consulting the Clerk of the House.

I must make it clear to the House—[Interruption.] Order. I must make it clear to the House that I was
not asked the question of whether consent should be given, or whether a warrant should have been insisted
on. I did not personally authorise the search. It was later that evening that I was told that the search had
gone ahead only on the basis of a consent form. I further regret that I was formally told by the police only
yesterday, by letter from Assistant Commissioner Robert Quick, that the hon. Member was arrested on 27
November on suspicion of conspiring to commit misconduct in public oYce and on suspicion of aiding and
abetting misconduct in public oYce.

I have reviewed the handling of this matter. From now on, a warrant will always be required when a
search—[Hon. Members: “Oh!”] Order. If the hon. Gentleman will let me finish—I have waited for four
days. Some have been able to go on television; I have not had that luxury. I have not been able to speak to
the media. A warrant will always be required when a search of a Member’s oYce, or access to a Member’s
parliamentary papers, is sought. Every case must be referred for my personal decision, as it is my
responsibility. All this will be made clear in a protocol issued under my name to all hon. Members.
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Lastly, I have decided, myself, to refer the matter of the seizure by police of material belonging to the hon.
Member for Ashford to a Committee of seven senior and experienced Members, nominated by me, to report
as soon as possible. I expect the motion necessary to establish this Committee to be tabled by the
Government for debate on Monday. I also expect a report of the Committee to be debated by this House
as soon as possible thereafter.

SPEAKER’S STATEMENT (9 DECEMBER 2008)

Mr Speaker: I undertook to look into the matter of the Wilson doctrine and access to the House of
Commons server, which was raised by the hon. Member for Newbury (Mr Benyon) on 4 December. The
Parliamentary Information and Communications Technology service takes the security of its systems very
seriously, and is grateful for the support that the Joint Committee on Security, the Administration
Committee and the Commission give in that respect. PICT would not allow any third party to access the
parliamentary network without proper authority. In the Commons, such access previously required the
approval of the Serjeant at Arms. Following my statement on 3 December, if PICT receives any requests to
allow access in future, it will also seek confirmation that a warrant exists and that I have approved such
access under the procedure laid down and the protocol issued yesterday.

With regard to the incident involving the hon. Member for Ashford (Damian Green), no access was given
to data held on the server, as PICT was not instructed to do so by the Serjeant at Arms. No access will be
given unless a warrant exists and I approve such access.

APPENDIX III

SPEAKER’S STATEMENT (22 JANUARY 2008)

Mr Speaker: I have a statement to make. Yesterday evening, the hon. Member for Shrewsbury and
Atcham (Daniel Kawczynski) raised a point of order in which he reported that police had entered his oYce
without permission and demanded that he release to them correspondence from his constituency. The House
authorities have looked into the matter. I can tell the House that the case concerned general inquiries in the
course of an investigation into a serious crime that may involve threatening behaviour towards Members
and other public figures. It did not involve the hon. Member for Shrewsbury and Atcham or his staV.

In the course of the investigation, a police oYcer assigned to duties in the House, but exercising her
responsibilities as a constable, sought assistance from the staV of the hon. Member and agreed a time to meet
them. Assistance was given by the hon. Member’s staV after the oYcer had explained the nature of the
inquiry. At a point in their discussion, the hon. Member was contacted by his staV because it was thought
necessary to seek his permission for the police to obtain a single-sheet document from his oYce. The purpose
of the investigation was explained to the hon. Member, and after discussion, he agreed to supply the
document. [Interruption.] Order.

I can confirm to the House that at no time during those proceedings did the police exercise any compulsory
powers to require the document to be supplied. The hon. Member and his staV were not the subject of the
police inquiry. It was not a matter that involved the seeking of a search warrant. I can confirm that the
document is not privileged, but for reasons related to the sensitivity of the police investigation, I make no
further comment about the details of the case.

The hon. Member for Shrewsbury and Atcham was made aware of these details by the police. While I
accept that, in this case, the police oYcer acted with good intentions, I have instructed that any police oYcer
assigned to duties in the House must advise the Serjeant at Arms of the intention to seek the assistance of
a Member and his staV in his oYces. The Serjeant at Arms will in turn approach the Member before the
police take further action. I shall, of course, keep the House informed of any details concerning the case
insofar as it aVects the privileges of the House.

APPENDIX IV

Memorandum submitted by the Attorney General

PARLIAMENTARY PRIVILEGE—ROLE OF THE COURTS AND THE HOUSE OF COMMONS

1. By way of general observation on the role of the Committee on Standards and Privileges, while the
Committee has the function of considering specific matters of privilege referred to it by the House, it does
not itself determine whether material is subject to Parliamentary privilege—it only makes a recommendation
to the House and it is for the House to decide the matter by resolution.

2. Secondly, the fact that the House resolves that particular material or categories of material are
“proceedings in Parliament” within the meaning of Article IX of the Bill of Rights (which in any case I
consider is a matter for the courts—see below) would not automatically have any eVect on the admissibility
of the material in a criminal trial. The material will only be inadmissible if the courts consider the use to
which it is put amounts to the “impeaching or questioning” of Parliamentary proceedings. It would be
unprecedented for the House itself to resolve that the material is being to put to such a use—the House would
not know the use to which the relevant material is intended to be put to without questioning the prosecuting
authorities.
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Admissibility of Evidence and Parliamentary Privilege

3. It is clear that the determination of whether material is inadmissible as evidence in a criminal trial by
virtue of Article IX is a matter for the court. Article IX is statute law and its interpretation, as with any
other statute, is a matter for the courts. It is a question of law both whether particular material constitutes
“proceedings in Parliament” and whether the use that the material is being put to amounts to the impeaching
or questioning of such proceedings. The role of the courts was confirmed in Bradlaugh v Gossett41 in which
it was held that the while the House of Commons was capable of eVectively superseding the general law so
far as its internal aVairs were concerned, it could not properly extend the scope of the term “proceedings in
Parliament”. There are a number of cases in which Article IX has been interpreted by the Courts.42

4. The House has, in the past, attempted to clarify the interpretation of “proceedings in Parliament” (the
Strauss case in 1958 and the recommendations made by the Joint Committee on Parliamentary Privilege in
1999) but I am not aware of such an attempt in relation a specific complaint or investigation since the Strauss
case. In any case, the House has not attempted to determine the admissibility of such material as evidence
in court proceedings. Thus the House has eVectively accepted that it is the role of the courts to resolve
disputes on the application of Article IX.43

The Role of Parliament in Protecting its Privileges in Court Proceedings

5. The House can seek to intervene in any proceedings, under the name of the Attorney General, to assert
the privileges of the House. In fact, the House has done so in a number of cases recently.44

6. The Joint Committee on Parliamentary Privilege considered a suggestion that the House could make
a reference to the Judicial Committee of the Privy Council to resolve any dispute on the application of Article
IX but concluded that introducing an additional stage into proceedings would cause delay and expense for
the parties. It considered that the ability of the Attorney General to intervene and assist the court was
suYcient.

Disagreement between Parliament and the Courts

7. I am not aware of any instances where Parliament and the courts have disagreed, in the sense that either
House has made a resolution (following a report by the relevant privileges committee) about the extent of
a Parliamentary privilege and, at the same time, a court has come to a contrary view. In fact, I am not aware
of an example since the Strauss case where the House has attempted to clarify the meaning of “proceedings
in Parliament” in relation to a specific case.

8. As noted above, it is open to the House to intervene in court proceedings to argue (for example) that
reliance on particular material would contravene Article IX. In such cases the court is not bound by the
views of the House and in some instances the courts have not accepted the submissions of the House (or
have not accepted them in their entirety), eg Pepper v Hart.45 Consistent with the analysis above, it is the
ruling of the court which is definitive.

Impact of a Resolution of the House (Following a Recommendation by the Committee) on the
Principle of Comity

9. If the House were to instruct the Committee to examine the evidence in a particular case with a view
to deciding what, if anything, was covered by Parliamentary privilege, any decisions made by the Committee
(or a resolution of the House agreeing with its report) would not be binding on the courts. It would again
be for the court to decide whether Article IX applied to any particular material. This is made clear by
Bradlaugh v Gossett. Otherwise this would amount to allowing one House of Parliament, in eVect, to amend
statute law. In that case Stephen J distinguished matters which were internal to the House (such as sitting
and voting) where the courts would not interfere from “rights to be exercised out of and independently of
the House” which were a matter for the courts to interpret.

10. In conclusion: the respective roles of the courts and Parliament in relation to the matters of privilege
are now well settled. In particular, it is settled that it is the role of the courts to determine any questions of
law relating to Parliamentary privilege (especially in relation to Article IX). There is a risk that the principle
of comity would be undermined by a purported attempt by the House to determine such questions and thus
usurp the determinative role of the courts.

Baroness Scotland QC

3 April 2009

41 [1883–4] 12 QBD 271.
42 Prebble v TV New Zealand [1995] 1 AC 321, Rost v Edwards [1990] 2 QB 460.
43 Report of the Joint Committee on Parliamentary Privilege, Vol 1, p 38–9, paragraphs 130–132.
44 OGC v Information Commissioner [2008] EWHC 774, R (Wheeler) v OYce of the Prime Minister & Secretary of State for

Foreign & Commonwealth AVairs [2008] EWHC 1409.
45 [1993] AC 593.
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Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from Professor A W Bradley

Following our recent telephone conversation, I write to underline the constitutional significance of the
inquiry to be made by the Select Committee chaired by Sir Menzies Campbell. The events concerning the
police search of Mr Damian Green’s oYce at Westminster and seizure of materials from his oYce were (so
far as I am aware) without precedent: nor should they be regarded as setting a precedent for the future.

The urgent direction given by the Speaker (Mr Michael Martin) had the aim of ensuring that no future
police search would take place without a warrant having been obtained. However, this was far from being
a suYcient answer to the issues raised by the aVair. And the remit of the Speaker’s Committee ordered by
the House on 8 December 2008 sought to limit that review to the internal processes of the House
administration. It is remarkable that Ministers, the Speaker and many members of the House were not
willing in December 2008 and subsequently to confront the diYcult questions of parliamentary privilege to
which the police operation gave rise.

Fortunately, the present Select Committee is required to consider “any matters relating to privilege arising
from the police operation”. I venture to suggest that these matters include:

(a) whether the police operation had the eVect of interfering with or encroaching upon the historic
freedom of speech and debate in proceedings in Parliament, as guaranteed by Article 9 of the Bill
of Rights;

(b) whether, if such an operation is capable of having that eVect, any claim of privilege must be raised
and determined by the whole House or whether it may be asserted by the member who is directly
aVected, and (in either event) whether the courts have a role to play;

(c) whether, if the police were to apply for a warrant for entry and search of a Member’s oYce at
Westminster, a court would grant such a warrant, taking account (among other things) of the
consideration that the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 ought not to be read as modifying
by implication the principle enshrined in Article 9; and

(d) whether, accepting the principle that a member of the House is not immune from the ordinary
criminal law, and that the House is not a haven for those who wish to break it, the constitutional
responsibilities of an elected member carry with it implications that recent events did not appear
to recognise.

Sir Menzies and his colleagues will of course be aware of the justification for parliamentary privilege that
the Joint Committee chaired by Lord Nicholls gave in 1999:

“Parliamentary privilege consists of the rights and immunities which the two Houses of Parliament
and their members and oYcers possess to enable them to carry out their parliamentary functions
eVectively. Without this protection members would be handicapped in performing their
parliamentary duties, and the authority of Parliament itself in confronting the executive and as a
forum for expressing the anxieties of citizens would be correspondingly diminished”.

This justification remains valid today. In fact, despite the lengthy inquiry 10 years ago by the Joint
Committee into very many aspects of parliamentary privilege, Nicholls did not address the issues raised by
police operations against members at Westminster—hence the importance of the inquiry to be made by the
Select Committee.

I realise that the above generalities will be obvious to the Committee, and I am willing to submit a more
detailed paper if this would be of assistance. I must however declare a professional interest as a practising
barrister, in that earlier this year, while the criminal process against Mr Damian Green was pending, I
prepared an opinion on his behalf which was sent to the Speaker. Mr Green has agreed that I may make it
available to the Select Committee should members wish to see it.46

18 September 2009

E-mail to the Clerk of the Committee from Peter Bottomley MP

I should consider re-regrading the OYce of Serjeant and would give the holder of the OYce direct access
to the Speaker and to the Commons Clerk, not brigaded lower.

7 September 2009

46 See Annex 1 to Written evidence from Damian Green.
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Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from Sir Patrick Cormack MP

Thank you for your e-mail of 7 September.

I have two points to make. First of all, I very much hope the new Committee will look most carefully at the
Report and recommendations made by the Joint Committee on Privilege, on which I sat over a decade ago.

Secondly, and on the specific issue of police searches, I strongly believe that the search of a Member’s oYce
should be only be allowed on production of a warrant signed by both the Commissioner of the Metropolitan
Police and the Speaker of the House of Commons.

23 September 2009

E-mail to the Clerk of the Committee from Derek Wyatt MP

I do not think MPs should be above the law; we have a privilege in the Chamber which needs to be
protected but otherwise we should be treated as a citizen of the UK; so far as police searches are required
we need to follow the current procedures for Joe Bloggs; maybe the search warrant should go first to the
CEO of the Estate and then he or someone from his oYce should accompany the police oYcers to the MP’s
oYce (or MPs’ oYces).

9 September 2009

E-mail to the Clerk of the Committee from John Hemming MP

My submission is as follows and I would be happy to give oral evidence.

There are many situations where MPs receive information from whistleblowers and the identity of the
source of that information needs to be protected. If, therefore, there is a request for an MP’s oYce to be
searched without the Member’s permission:

(a) There should be a detailed explanation of the request and it should clearly relate to matters other
than those covered by Article IX of the Bill of Rights.

(b) The search should be performed by two House OYcers and any material identified held at the
request of the Committee on Standards and Privileges which should consider whether the material
identified is privileged before handing over any materials that are not privileged.

(c) A Member can, of course, voluntarily agree to provide information to the police.

A similar system should apply in respect of access to a Member of Parliament’s email and also access to
any files or computers that they use for parliamentary business wherever that may be. This is akin to
Professional Privilege. Members of Parliament hold a large amount of correspondence from constituents
and others. Such material is privileged when held by a solicitor. There is no reason why such privilege should
not apply to correspondence.

16 September 2009

Note to Committee from Damian Green MP

I believe that the best way I can help the committee is to detail what happened in relation to my
Parliamentary oYce and material during the period of my arrest and afterwards. This will allow the
committee to consider the actions of the Parliamentary authorities. I hope this will lead to recommendations
which lead to a more satisfactory process in any future similar case.

To deal with the arguments over privilege, I attach the Opinion of Professor Anthony Bradley, a leading
constitutional lawyer, obtained for me by my solicitors. The Committee will see that Professor Bradley’s
opinion makes a number of points about the actions of the House authorities which are central to the
deliberations of this Committee. A copy of that opinion was passed to the Speaker.

What follows is a short account of the relevant parts of the process from the time the police first
approached the Commons authorities in November 2008 and, the decision of the DPP in April 2009 that
there was to be no prosecution. In the light of the material disclosed in the Johnston report it is diYcult to
understand why this decision took so long.

The Johnston report reveals that the police approached the Serjeant at Arms on 20 November asking in
general terms about the search of a Member’s oYce. The Johnston report concludes that the police did not
comply with the requirements on search under the Codes of Practice brought in by the Police and Criminal
Evidence Act 1984. On 26 November, again according to the Johnston report, “she went to consult the Clerk
to the House of Commons at the Palace of Westminster and . . . she intended to consult the Speaker.” The
following day she gave the police permission to search my room. The eVect of this permission was that the
police did not need to apply to the Magistrates Court for a search warrant. This account from the Serjeant
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at Arms seems to contradict the Speaker’s statement to the House on 3 December “I was not told that the
police did not have a warrant . . . I regret that a consent form was then signed by the Serjeant at Arms,
without consulting the Clerk of the House . . .”.

The day after my arrest I had a short meeting in my room with the Serjeant, protesting not only about
the intrusion but also that the authorities had agreed to close my parliamentary email account. Those who
tried to email me were told the account was closed for “security reason”. The account was restored later that
day. On Saturday I phoned the Speaker, who told me that I should know that he had not authorised the raid
on my room, but had been told that he had to allow it.

The Committee will be aware of the various proceedings on the floor of the House in the subsequent days.
What they may not have been aware of is the extensive attempts I and my legal advisers made to have the
issue of privilege determined by the House.

I enclose a number of documents showing the full extent of my attempts to have the issue determined by
the Standards and Privileges Committee and the full House. These are summarised in my solicitor’s letter
of 25 March. In practice what happened is that the Clerk made a decision, even though I would suggest he
had no authority from Parliament to do so as he could only make recommendations, which the police took
as final (letter of 10 February). On the basis of this, the police looked at all the remaining material, without
Parliament ever being given the chance to decide whether any of it was privileged. This also meant that the
police may well have looked through emails and other electronic material which included sensitive
constituency correspondence without any Parliamentary check.

Throughout this process the House authorities were entirely unprepared to co-operate with me. This
reached a nadir when the DPP and the Speaker were engaged in correspondence about the timetable for
resolving the privilege issue. The DPP copied his correspondence to my solicitors, as would be normal and
transparent in this kind of matter. The Speaker, despite my request, refused to do the same (correspondence
enclosed). I found it ironic that a Member of Parliament under criminal investigation found the prosecuting
authorities more willing to be open with him than the House of Commons authorities.

On 5 February I attempted to make a Point of Order (enclosed) about the refusal of the Speaker to refer
the matter to the Standards and Privileges Committee. This was cut oV by the Deputy Speaker on the advice
of the Clerk.

The conclusion I have reached is that the controversy surrounding my arrest and the fact that the House
had allowed the police in without a warrant, on the basis of legal advice which I assume came from the Clerk,
meant that the Commons authorities felt unable to fulfil a properly neutral function from then on. I hope
the Committee can consider whether this is a systemic problem, or one which could and should have been
avoided.

14 October 2009

Annex 1

Advice in the matter of Mr Damian Green MP and the Metropolitan Police

1. I am instructed by Mr Michael Caplan QC, of Kingsley Napley, solicitors, to advise Mr Damian Green,
MP for Ashford, on some questions of parliamentary privilege that arise in respect of the present state of
the investigation by the Metropolitan Police following the arrest of Mr Green and the removal of documents
and electronic material from his oYce at Westminster on 27 November 2008. This opinion addresses issues
relating to the continued retention of the material removed from Mr Green’s Westminster oYce. It does not
deal with questions as to the legality of the police action in entering and searching that oYce or in removing
the material found there.

2. I have read several communications relating to the present position of the materials retained by the
Metropolitan Police, namely:

(a) a letter to Mr Green’s solicitor from Ms Veronica Daly, Assistant Counsel in the Legal Services
OYce of the House of Commons, dated 15 January 2009;

(b) a letter to the Metropolitan Police from Mr Malcolm Jack, the Clerk and Chief Executive of the
House, dated 28 January 2009;

(c) a letter to Mr Green’s solicitor from the Legal Services of the Metropolitan Police, dated 29
January 2009;

(d) a letter to the Speaker (the Right Honourable Michael Martin) from Mr Green, dated 3 February
2009; and

(e) the Speaker’s reply to that letter, dated 4 February 2009.

I have also taken into account the Speaker’s statement in the Commons (Hansard, 2 February 2009, col
592) referring to the decision of the House on 8 December 2008 and explaining why he has not allowed a
matter of privilege raised in this context to have precedence over the Orders of the Day.
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Parliamentary Privilege: Some General Considerations

3. At the outset, some brief comments on the constitutional status of parliamentary privilege may be
helpful. First, as the Joint Committee on Parliamentary Privilege, which was chaired by Lord Nicholls of
Birkenhead (hereafter, “the Joint Committee”), said in 1999:

“Parliamentary privilege consists of the rights and immunities which the two Houses . . . and their
members and oYcers possess to enable them to carry out their parliamentary functions eVectively.
Without this protection members would be handicapped in performing their parliamentary duties,
and the authority of Parliament itself in confronting the executive and as a forum for expressing
the anxieties of citizens would be correspondingly diminished”.

4. In particular, the privilege of freedom of speech, under the Bill of Rights 1689, Article 9, “is secured
to members not for their personal benefit, but to enable them to discharge the functions of their oYce
without fear of prosecutions civil or criminal”. In the view of the Joint Committee,

“freedom of speech is the privilege of the House as a whole and not of the individual member in
his own right, although an individual member can assert and rely on it.”

5. In the view of the Select Committee on the OYcial Secrets Acts in 1939, in a report which was adopted
by the House of Commons, the term “proceedings in Parliament”

“covers both the asking of a question and the giving written notice of such question, and includes
everything said or done by a member in the exercise of his functions as a member in a committee of
either House, as well as everything said or done in either House in the transaction of parliamentary
business.”

Communications between one member and another, or between a member and a minister, while taking
place outside the chamber or a committee room, may be

“so closely related to some matter pending in, or expected to be brought before, the House, that
. . . they form part of the business of the House”.

6. In 1999, the Joint Committee stated that “proceedings in Parliament”

“are broadly interpreted to mean what is said or done in the formal proceedings of either House
or the committees of either House, together with conversations, letters and other documentation
directly connected with those proceedings”.

The Joint Committee further observed that, although in the past diYcult questions had arisen at the
boundary between the role of Parliament in maintaining parliamentary privilege and the role of the courts
in enforcing the ordinary law, there is today “a large measure of agreement between Parliament and the
courts about the areas where Parliament reigns supreme”. But the Committee said that there are still “grey
areas where the position of the boundary is unclear”, notably concerning the meaning of “proceedings in
Parliament”. The Committee recommended that the absolute privilege accorded by article 9 should not be
extended to include communications between members and ministers, but were of the view that MPs’ drafts
and notes, that “frequently precede speeches and questions” must have immunity:

“It would be absurd to protect a speech but not the necessary preparatory material.. . . This
principle must also apply to drafts of speeches, questions and the like which in the event are not
used. A member cannot always catch the Speaker’s eye, or he may change his mind”.

7. It must be remembered that, despite its key importance in maintaining the freedom of speech of MPs,
article 9 of the Bill of Rights is not a comprehensive statement of the privileges of Parliament.

“Any action which, without actually infringing any privilege enjoyed by members of the House in
their capacity as members, yet obstructs or impedes them in the discharge of their duties, or tends
to produce such results, even though the act be lawful, may be held to be a contempt of the House”.

Moreover,

“Each House has the exclusive right to judge whether conduct amounts to improper interference
and hence contempt. The categories of conduct constituting contempt are not closed.”

8. While the House has no power by resolution to create a new privilege, or to override the existing law,
it is for the House to determine whether particular conduct or action constitutes a breach of an existing
privilege or whether it may be held to be a contempt of the House. This, as has just been seen, is the “exclusive
right” of the House. It is the long-established practice of the House that issues of privilege and contempt
should be examined by the Committee of Standards and Privileges before they are the subject of a
substantive decision by the House.

Issues Requiring Decision

9. The present situation raises issues as to the exercise of police powers in respect of a criminal
investigation involving an MP that, by reason of the nature of what is alleged against Mr Green, necessarily
calls for an appraisal of the proper extent of parliamentary privilege. These issues have not hitherto been
resolved, possibly because the need to do so has not previously arisen. They were not considered in 1999 by
the Joint Committee, whose report does not deal with police powers of search and seizure of materials held
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in an MP’s oYce. Nor is an answer to them to be found in the established practice of the House or in Erskine
May. It is of course widely accepted that in general the criminal law should apply to MPs as it does to the
public at large. But the case of Mr Duncan Sandys in 1939 made clear that this is not an absolute proposition,
and the House held that an MP’s freedom of speech is not restricted by the threat of prosecution under the
OYcial Secrets Acts. (There has also been long-standing uncertainty as to the application to MPs of the law
of bribery and corruption.) In reality, the application of the criminal law to MPs must be qualified to take
account of their public duties and of the purposes for which parliamentary privilege exists.

10. The present situation arises from the fact that Mr Green has claimed parliamentary privilege in
respect of a substantial amount of material belonging to him that is now held by the Metropolitan Police.
How is this claim to be resolved in an authoritative manner?

An Outline of Recent Events

11. In her letter of 15 January 2009, Ms Daly, Assistant Counsel to the House of Commons, seeks to
explain “the procedure that the House will follow in relation to determining the privileged status of the
material” (para 1: here and below, I have underlined references to the House, for reasons that will become
evident). She states that it is “for the House of Commons … rather than an individual Member to determine
whether or not the House’s privileges have been, or are at risk of being, infringed” (para 2). Further, Ms
Daly states that the House “has an interest in the documents” held by the police which is “separate from the
interests” of Mr Green, and that it is for this reason” that the House wishes to inspect the material held. She
then explains that she and Ms Sharpe as oYcers of the House propose to inspect and form a preliminary
view as to whether privilege attaches to the documents, and that the Clerk of the House will write to explain
what claim is being made to privilege in the documents. Explaining that the Standards and Privileges
Committee “is not presently seized of the issue” because no reference to the Committee has been made, Ms
Daly states that “if there is any continuing dispute over the status of the documents, following the Clerk’s
consideration of them as described above, it will be a matter for the House to determine at the request of”
Mr Green.

12. An inspection of the documents by Ms Daly and Ms Sharpe took place on 22 January 2009, with the
agreement of the Metropolitan Police and of Mr Green’s solicitors. Following this, the Clerk of the House
wrote on 28 January 2009 listing twenty documents that engaged parliamentary privilege. These comprised
17 written answers, two texts of parliamentary questions and one extract from Hansard. The inspection was
limited to documents, and it appears that inspection of electronic material held by the police will take place
at a time to be arranged.

13. On 3 February 2009, Mr Green wrote to the Speaker, quoting from Ms Daly’s letter and asking that
the matter now be referred to the Standards and Privileges Committee. Mr Green stated that he was advised
by senior and experienced colleagues “that it is a matter for the House to determine the question of privilege
and not oYcials”, and that the Clerk of the House “has suggested an extremely narrow interpretation of
what items may attract privilege. It appears to take no account of material which originated outside
Parliament but was then used in Parliamentary proceedings or in connection with” Mr Green’s
parliamentary work. He stated further that, in contradiction of Ms Daly’s letter of 15 January 2009, the
Metropolitan Police were proceeding as though the interpretation by the Clerk of the House was final,
having said in their letter of 29 January 2009 that Mr Green could have no privileges “he can personally
claim if Parliament waives any such privilege or holds that no privilege applies”.

14. On 4 February 2009, the Speaker refused the request made by Mr Green, saying that he did not feel
able to allow the matter precedence over the Orders of the Day in view of the decision of the House on 8
December 2008 to set up a committee subject to the condition that the committee “must not in any way
prejudice any police inquiry or potential criminal proceedings and that therefore it will be adjourned
immediately after choosing a chairman until the completion of any relevant inquiry or proceedings that may
follow”. The Speaker further stated that “it is for the House to determine its own privileges”, not an
individual Member, and that the Clerk of the House acts as the House’s principal adviser in matters of
privilege.

Conclusion

15. The question that I have to consider is how Mr Green’s claim that parliamentary privilege exists in
relation to many of the materials removed from his oYce may be resolved in an authoritative manner.
Against the background relating to parliamentary privilege and its legal significance which I have set out
above, does the recent sequence of events provide an authoritative and appropriate manner of dealing with
Mr Green’s request that the issues of principle be now referred to the Committee of Standards and
Privileges? I have concluded that it does not.

16. My reasons for coming to this conclusion are the following:

(1) Ms Daly in her letter of 15 January was correct to state that it is for the House “rather than an
individual member” to determine whether or not the House’s privileges have been or at risk of
being infringed. However, it is undoubtedly the right of an individual member to claim to the
House that certain action has infringed or is at risk of infringing parliamentary privilege. If such
a claim is made to the House, it can only be decided by the House itself.
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(2) The action that has so far been taken by oYcers of the House, including the Clerk of the House,
cannot be regarded as being a substitute for a decision made on the authority of the House. The
procedure that has been followed breaks new ground and appears not to be covered by precedent
nor by a ruling of the House.

(3) It is impossible to find in the letter of the Clerk of the House dated 28 January 2009 any indication
of the test for “proceedings in Parliament” that Ms Daly and Ms Sharpe applied in identifying the
documents that attracted parliamentary privilege. Certainly, the 20 documents listed must on any
view be within the definition of “proceedings in Parliament”. But must we assume that Ms Daly
and Ms Sharpe were satisfied that there were among the papers taken from Mr Green’s oYce no
documents that were “so closely related to some matter pending in, or expected to be brought
before, the House, that . . . they form part of the business of the House”? It is very doubtful whether
this inspection applied the approach favoured by the Joint Committee in 1999, namely that the
words “proceedings in Parliament” “are broadly interpreted to mean what is said or done in the
formal proceedings of either House or the committees of either House, together with
conversations, letters and other documentation directly connected with those proceedings”. If
there were reasons why this approach was not applied by Ms Daly and Ms Sharpe, they are not
stated.

(4) It is particularly important to know the test applied for any decision about the status of the
documents since, in the absence of any warrant authorising the search of Mr Green’s oYce and the
seizure of documents from it, the seizure of these documents would appear to have been subject to
no legal limit. Moreover, if the police have seized and wish to retain documents covered by
parliamentary privilege, it is not fanciful to suppose that the oYcers concerned may be at risk of
committing a contempt of the House.

(5) It appears in the letter from the Legal Services of the Metropolitan Police that the police take the
view that Mr Green has “no privileges he can personally claim if Parliament waives any such
privilege or holds that no privilege applies”. This statement calls for two comments.

(A) This view is not sustainable in law, at least where article 9 of the Bill of Rights applies. If an
MP were to be prosecuted in respect of a speech or question in the House, or because of papers
held by the MP directly connected with such proceedings, the court would be required to decide
the article 9 issue as a matter of law. The House has no power, in the absence of statute, to
waive any privilege that an individual member may claim in a court that is based on the right
to absolute freedom of speech in Parliament. To illustrate the point, in 1939 the House had no
power to waive parliamentary privilege in respect of material held by Mr Duncan Sandys, even
if this would have enabled him to be convicted under the OYcial Secrets Acts.

(B) Even if the claim by the Metropolitan Police is taken at face value, then the claim on its own
terms is not satisfied since the House of Commons itself has to date not “waived any privilege”,
nor has it held that no privileges apply. No such decision could be made by oYcers of the House
without express authority to do so from the House itself.

17. Finally, it must be emphasised that an important aspect of parliamentary privilege is that the House
has exclusive cognisance over its own proceedings. It is a central element of the constitutional separation of
powers that no court will intervene in the internal procedures of the House. The rulings of the Speaker in
dealing with claims of privilege are themselves “proceedings in Parliament” that may not under article 9 of
the Bill of Rights be “impeached or questioned in any court or place out of Parliament”. The unwritten
constitution of the United Kingdom is founded upon the ability of the House of Commons to carry out its
democratic responsibilities in an eVective and principled manner.

18. In his recent decision not to award precedence over Orders of the Day to Mr Green’s claim of
privilege, the Speaker stated that he felt unable to decide otherwise in view of the decision of the House on
8 December 2008. It is necessary to recall the operative part of that decision:

“That, following the search of a Member’s oYce in the Parliamentary Estate by the police and the
seizure of material therein, a committee be appointed to review the internal processes of the House
administration for granting permission for such action, and to make recommendations for the
future;

That the committee must not in any way prejudice any police inquiry or potential criminal
proceedings and that therefore it will be adjourned immediately after choosing a chairman until
the completion of any relevant inquiry or proceedings that may follow.”

In any reconsideration that the Speaker is able to give to this matter, Mr Green and other members of the
House may submit that three factors should be given greater weight than appears to have been the case:

(a) The remit of the committee (“to review the internal processes of the House administration for
granting permission for such action, and to make recommendations for the future”) makes no
reference to parliamentary privilege. It may be presumed that this omission was deliberate.
Parliamentary privilege is clearly something diVerent from “the internal processes of the House
administration”. I recognise that it must be for the House itself to determine the meaning of
the decision of 8 December 2008, but it is surely arguable that the committee’s remit does not
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include matters that would ordinarily fall within the authority of the Standards and Privileges
Committee. It is certainly not clear that the resolution of 8 December 2008 can be understood
as preventing a reference to the Standards and Privileges Committee of any urgent question of
privilege that might arise while the police investigation in this matter is continuing.

(b) Since the intention of the House on 8 December 2008 was that the appointment of the
committee should not in any way prejudice any police inquiry or potential criminal
proceedings, it must be borne in mind that the existing uncertainty surrounding the status of
the material currently retained by the police is itself prejudicial to the investigation.

(c) If the claim of parliamentary privilege made by Mr Green is referred to the Standards and
Privileges Committee, that Committee can surely be relied upon to limit its consideration to
any urgent issues of general principle, and would refrain from action that might prejudge the
outcome of the police investigation.

Anthony Bradley
Barrister
Emeritus Professor of Constitutional Law
University of Edinburgh

9 February 2009

Annex 2

Letter from Damian Green MP to the Speaker of the House of Commons

I am writing to request that the material taken from my Parliamentary OYce by the Metropolitan Police,
including the relevant material on my Parliamentary computers, be referred to the Standards and Privileges
Committee, for a decision to be taken about which parts of the material attract Parliamentary privilege.

You will be aware that the Clerk of the House has already expressed a view about some of the material.
I refer to the letter of 15 January written by Veronica Daly to Michael Caplan QC, who, as you know, is
representing me in this case. The letter states:

“The (Standards and Privileges) Committee is not presently seized of the issue because it must be
referred to it and no such reference has been made. If there is any continuing dispute over the status
of the documents, following the Clerk’s consideration of them as described above, it will be a
matter for the House to determine at the request of your client Mr Green MP.”

I am advised by senior and experienced colleagues that it is a matter for the House to determine the
question of privilege and not oYcials, especially when they themselves have been involved in the controversy
over the seizure of material from my oYce without a warrant.

The Clerk has suggested an extremely narrow interpretation of what items may attract privilege. It
appears to take no account of material which originated outside Parliament but was then used in
Parliamentary proceedings or in connection with my parliamentary work.

You may also be aware that the Metropolitan Police are proceeding as though the Clerk’s interpretation
is definitive and final. The Directorate of Legal Services wrote on 29 January to my solicitors asserting that:
“We do not accept that your client has any privileges he can personally claim if Parliament waives any such
privilege or holds that no privilege applies.” This is in direct contradiction of Ms Daly’s statement above
and would I am sure create concern on all sides of the House.

You will I know understand how anxious I am that this matter be decided as soon as possible, as the
uncertainty over the matter of privilege is holding up the resolution of the police proceedings, and the
continuation of these proceedings is hampering me in my role as a Member of Parliament. The next deadline
is 17 February, when I am bailed to return to the police station. I hope therefore that the referral to the
Committee can be immediate.

3 February 2009

Annex 3

Letter from the Speaker of the House of Commons to Damian Green MP

Thank you for your letter of 3 February.

Let me begin by addressing your last point, namely about reference of the matter to the Committee of
Standards and Privileges. As you will know as I have said recently in the House, (Hansard 2 February 2009
c592) I am bound by the decision that the House itself took on 8 December 2008 to set up a Committee to
look into this matter but making it a condition that “the Committee must not in any way prejudice any police
inquiry or potential criminal proceedings and that therefore it will be adjourned immediately after choosing
a chairman until the completion of any relevant inquiry or proceedings that may follow”.

In the light of that decision I have not felt able to allow the matter to have precedence over the Orders of
the Day in accordance with the procedure laid down on page 167 of Erskine May.
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On the other matter you raised, it is for the House to determine its own privileges—and not incidentally
an individual Member. The Clerk of the House acts as the House’s principal adviser in matters of privilege
and it is in this capacity that he has advised the parties of such documents as he considers have been identified
as attracting Parliamentary privilege.

4 February 2009

Annex 4

Letter from Damian Green MP to the Speaker of the House of Commons

I write in response to your letter to me of 4 February.

As you know I made a point of order about your ruling on 5 February, which was cut oV by the
Deputy Speaker.

I enclose the legal advice commissioned by my solicitors from Anthony Bradley, who will be known to
you and the Clerk. As you see, Mr Bradley concludes that the recent sequence of events does not provide
an authoritative and appropriate manner of dealing with my request that the issue be referred to the
Committee of Standards and Privileges. He also, in paragraph 11, makes the point I attempted to make on
the floor of the House, namely that the Assistant Counsel to the House of Commons wrote to my solicitors
on January 15th that “If there is any continuing dispute over the status of the documents, following the
Clerk’s consideration of them as described above, it will be a matter for the House to determine at the request
of Mr Green”. That was precisely the request I made, which was refused.

Given this opinion by the leading expert on parliamentary privilege I ask you to reconsider your decision
not to refer the matter to the Committee on Standards and Privileges. Regrettably, since we can all agree
that this is something for Parliament to resolve, if the matter reaches a court it will have to be resolved there.

9 February 2009

Annex 5

Letter from the Speaker of the House of Commons to Damian Green MP

Thank you for your letter of 9 February, enclosing the advice of Professor Bradley.

At the very end of his advice, Professor Bradley identifies the key problem by talking of “action that might
prejudice the outcome of the police investigation”. You will understand that a most important consideration
in this matter is to avoid a public debate where criminal proceedings may still be in prospect. That would
neither be fair to you nor to any other individual who may be involved nor has the House ever impeded
criminal investigation on the basis of privilege.

Turning to the point you make about determination of privilege, I have made it clear that it is indeed for
the House to determine its privileges. The process of examination of material, undertaken by oYcers of the
House, is being carried out with the agreement of your solicitors and that of the Metropolitan Police so as
to identify privileged material and aVord it protection. Neither the Clerk, nor any other oYcer, has claimed
that this exercise is conclusive but it is necessary and mutually agreed preliminary step. The process so far
is not concerned with what evidence will be placed before the court at trial, if there were to be a trial, but
with the information that will be passed to the CPS for its decision on whether charges should be preferred
and prosecuted. If a prosecution is commenced and the parties dispute the admissibility of evidence on
grounds of privilege, then the Court would need to go into that matter and at that point consideration would
need to be given as to how the Court should be given the House’s view.

You will understand from this letter that I am indeed concerned with the potential for serious injustice
arising but that would be the case if the House at this moment put itself in the position of interfering with
the process of criminal investigation. When, and if, there is a dispute about its privileges in any trial, as I
have said, a method of dealing with that will need to be found but that point has not been reached.

10 February 2009

Annex 6

Letter from the Directorate of Legal Services, Metropolitan Police, to Kingsley Napley Solicitors

Thank you for your letter of Friday 6 February 2009.

As stated in my letter of 5 February 2009 I regard the issue of parliamentary privilege as determined. My
client regards the decision of Mr Malcolm Jack, Clerk to the House and Chief Executive of the House of
Commons as definitive. I further understand your request to the Speaker for referral to the Privileges
Committee of the House of Commons to have been refused. In the circumstances unless the House or its
Privileges Committee were to reverse the decision of Mr Malcolm Jack the matter has indeed been
determined.
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If you disagree with this you must take your own course. In order not to deny you the opportunity to take
your own course we will not unseal the bagged documents and recommence our investigation until the close
of business, 4pm, on Wednesday 11 February 2009.

Jennifer Leonard
for Director

10 February 2009

Annex 7

Letter from the Director of Public Prosecutions to the Speaker of the House of Commons

Private and Confidential

As you are no doubt aware, the Crown Prosecution Service is advising the Metropolitan Police Counter
Terrorism Command on the investigation into Mr Christopher Galley and Mr Damian Green MP. As
Director of Public Prosecutions, I intend to make the decision in this case myself having taken advice from
and discussed it with other senior prosecutors in the organisation.

I have already received a great deal of material in respect of the alleged leaks, which has been read and
considered. For obvious reasons I would prefer to see any additional material that may be relevant including
that over which Damian Green MP is claiming parliamentary privilege. For that reason I am anxious that
his claim should be resolved at the earliest possible date.

I have been provided with copies of the letter that Ms Jennifer Leonard of the Metropolitan Police
Directorate of Legal Services sent to you on 17 February 2009 and Mr Malcolm Jack’s very helpful response
of 23 February. I am also most grateful to Mr Jack for the preliminary view given in relation to the material
in the possession of the Metropolitan Police. I understand that the material which was identified at that
preliminary stage as subject to parliamentary privilege has been returned. I readily accept the view in respect
of the returned material which I do not consider it necessary for me to see. I am only concerned with the
material that remains the subject of dispute.

In his helpful letter Mr Jack clarifies that it is ultimately for the House of Commons to determine its own
privileges and he confirms that there is at present no motion or other proceedings before the House about
the status of the documents. I of course recognise and respect the privileges accorded to the House of
Commons, and your position, together with the rights of the House itself, in upholding them. I am therefore
seeking your assistance by letting me know a timetable within which either you or the House will be in a
position to resolve the question whether privilege attaches to the remaining documents which remain the
subject of debate definitively.

I had hoped that this matter would have been resolved by the first bail return date. Unfortunately that
was not possible and the date had to be extended. I am very anxious that there should be no further extension
of time because as I am sure you will appreciate it is in the interests of justice and of all of the parties
concerned that a decision whether or not to charge anyone is made as soon as reasonably practicable.
Thank you very much for your anticipated assistance in this matter.

Keir Starmer QC

4 March 2009

Annex 8

Letter from the Directorate of Legal Services, Metropolitan Police, to Kingsley Napley Solicitors

Following the seizure of property from your client’s Parliamentary and Constituency oYces and his
personal premises, both the MPS and the CPS have respected your client’s assertion that much of the
material should not be examined by reason of his claim that it attracts parliamentary privilege. As you know,
Assistant Counsel to the House of Commons and the Clerk of the Journals examined the material in the
presence of a member of your firm on 22 January 2009 and subsequently the Clerk to the House wrote to
us identifying a small number of documents to which he found parliamentary privilege applied. Those
documents were immediately returned to you.

Although your client has indicated his dissatisfaction with the decision of the Clerk of the House, no
action has been taken by you or your client to make any application, take any proceedings or otherwise to
resolve any outstanding disputes about parliamentary privilege. Accordingly, there has been no
determination that parliamentary privilege does apply to the outstanding documents.

As you are aware, the DPP is keen to progress this matter as quickly as possible and has taken steps himself
to try and progress the matter. Advice has now been taken from Leading Counsel and, following discussion
with the CPS and the specific endorsement of the DPP, I am writing to put you on notice that 24 hours after
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this letter is delivered to you, the material examined by Assistant Counsel to the House of Commons and
to which the Clerk considered no privilege applies, will be unsealed and the CPS and MPS will recommence
their investigation and consideration of the material.

Naz Saleh
Assistant Director

25 March 2009

Annex 9

Letter from Kingsley Napley Solicitors to Ms Naz Saleh, Directorate of Legal Services, Metropolitan
Police

We refer to your letter dated 25 March 2009.

We are astonished that you have decided to unseal the material which we have claimed parliamentary
privilege over without final determination by the House of Commons. In your letter you say that “no action
has been taken by you or your client to make any application, take any proceedings or otherwise to resolve
the outstanding disputes about parliamentary privilege.” We refer to Veronica Daly’s letter to Michael
Caplan QC dated 15 January 2009 in which she stated “The (Standards and Privileges) Committee is not
presently seized of the issue because it must be referred to it and no such reference has been made. If there
is any continuing dispute over the status of the documents, following the Clerk’s consideration of them as
described above it will be a matter for the House to determine at the request of your client Mr Green MP.”

Contrary to your assertion, and as set out by Ms Daly as the correct procedure, our client has made
numerous attempts to have this issue referred to the Standards and Privileges Committee for determination
on behalf of the House:

(i) On 8 December 2008 we wrote to the Speaker formally putting the House of Commons on notice
that the material seized attracts Parliamentary privilege.

(ii) On 15 December 2008 we wrote again to the Speaker asking for the issue of Parliamentary privilege
to be determined by Parliament as soon as possible.

(iii) On 3 February 2009 our client wrote to the Speaker asking for the material to be referred to the
Standards and Privileges Committee.

(iv) On 5 February 2009 our client made a point of order on the floor of the House of Commons in
relation to this issue but was cut oV by the Deputy Speaker.

(v) On 9 February 2009 our client wrote to the Speaker asking again for the material to be referred to
the Standards and Privileges Committee, this letter also enclosed a copy of the advice obtained
from Professor Anthony Bradley, one of the foremost experts on constitutional law, clearly stating
that it was for Parliament to determine its own privileges.

(vi) On 12 February 2009 our client wrote again to the Speaker about the issue of Parliamentary
privilege.

(vii) Our client has been made aware that a number of other Members of Parliament have asked the
Speaker to refer the material to the Standards and Privileges Committee for a decision.

It is our understanding that this process is ongoing within Parliament.

It is clear from the above that, contrary to your assertion, our client has taken numerous steps to have
the issue of Parliamentary privilege determined. Perhaps now that you are aware of this you will write by
return withdrawing your assertion.

Furthermore we refer to the letter from the Director of Public Prosecutions (“DPP”) to the Speaker dated
4 March 2009 in which he accepts the inspection by Parliamentary Counsel as being the “preliminary stage”.
The DPP goes on to ask the Speaker for a timetable “within which whether you or the House will be in a
position to resolve the question of whether privilege attaches to the remaining documents which remain the
subject of debate definitively.” Given this clear acceptance that the issue has not been determined we are
puzzled as to why leading Counsel has advised the course of action that you propose and which the DPP
has endorsed. To assist us in moving this matter forward we would be grateful if you could provide us with
a copy of Leading Counsel’s advice as referred to in your letter.

Finally for the avoidance of doubt we put you on notice that if the material seized by the Metropolitan
Police and which we have claimed Parliamentary privilege over is unsealed and inspected by the
Metropolitan Police, Crown Prosecution Service or any other person, then we will consider this to be a clear
breach of the protocol as signed personally by Jennifer Leonard on 10 December 2008 on behalf of the
Metropolitan Police Director of Legal Services.
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As will be clear from the contents of this letter we reserve our client’s position in relation to the issue of
Parliamentary privilege.

For your information we are sending a copy of this letter to the DPP.

25 March 2009

Annex 10

E-mail from the Shadow Leader of the House to the Clerk of the House of Commons

Following our various conversations and written exchanges, it is clear from them and from references
made by the MPS and the DPP in their correspondence with Damian Green’s solicitors that your letters to
the MPS and DPP have persuaded them that the House of Commons (as distinct from you) has no intention
of addressing the matter of Privilege at this stage. They have therefore concluded that they are fully entitled
to open the bundles of documents they took from Mr Green’s residences and Commons oYce, and have
resolved to wait no longer.

You are aware that I have been concerned from the outset that the precise parliamentary language you
have used in your correspondence has allowed those who understand Parliament less well to infer that
Parliament might deliberately be choosing not to address the matter of Privilege. This may be the.wish of
some of the people involved.

I fully appreciate that Mr Speaker has no role in this matter other than to accelerate the consideration of
a motion to refer a matter to the Committee of Standards & Privileges in the event of a complaint. The issue
here, therefore, and its handling, rests exclusively with you.

We have spoken often, and in detail, and you have explained how your involvement in issues of Privilege
happens quite often. You are also the principal oYcer of the House who is there to serve the interests of each
of us and oVer us guidance when so requested.

In light of the above, I would therefore appreciate seeing all the correspondence between you and both
the MPS and the DPP as it concerns the broader interests of Members, all of whom are surely entitled to
know what action is being taken in their name. That any of this should remain undisclosed is beginning to
look highly unsatisfactory.

I should therefore be much obliged if you could send me a copy of all the relevant correspondence
outlined above.

Alan Duncan MP

30 March 2009

Annex 11

Letter from the Clerk of the House and Chief Executive to the Shadow Leader of the House

Thank you for your e-mail of 30 March.

I am sure you will understand that I cannot share confidential correspondence with other parties, anymore
than I can share confidential correspondence between myself and a Member with anyone else.

Having said that, I can tell you that there is in fact very little correspondence between myself and the
parties you cite. In December, soon after the seizure of Mr Green’s papers, I wrote to the Metropolitan Police
warning them of privilege issues that could arise in relation to the material they held. Later, in February, as
you doubtless know I wrote to both sets of lawyers, giving them the results of the preliminary inspection of
papers to ascertain privileged documents which had been made by oYcers of the House. Other
correspondence has been from, or on behalf of, the Speaker which as you know he has said he expects to be
kept confidential.

However it is important to address your worry that Parliament might deliberately be choosing not to
address the matter of privilege. As I have said, the privilege issue was raised early on and a preliminary sift
of documents has taken place to remove privileged material from consideration. It has been made clear to
parties by Mr Speaker that this is not conclusive and that it is for the House ultimately to decide on its
privileges. It has also been made clear that the House is free, at any time, to make resolutions further to that
of 8 December 2008 regarding this matter but that it has not done so up to this point.

The parties also know full well that should the matter go to trial and there is any dispute about
admissibility of evidence, the House’s interest will be represented by intervention in the usual way by Mr
Speaker, acting on advice of the House authorities. As I have told you it is not unusual for privileged material
to reach the court and at that stage for its use to be challenged by intervention.
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I understand that your view and that of some other Members is that the privilege issue should be
considered by the House before that stage, if it ever occurs. The problem in that case would be that the House
would be interfering with a criminal investigation which it has never done in the past. But it is open to the
House to do that by Resolution if it wishes. I have advised you of the routes by which that can be done.

Malcolm Jack

31 March 2009

Annex 12

E-mail from Damian Green MP to the Clerk of the House and Chief Executive

Alan Duncan has passed to me a copy of your letter to him of 31 March. I am deeply concerned because
I do not think you appreciate my position concerning the documents which may be the subject of
parliamentary privilege. It is not in the view of myself or my solicitors possible to leave the decision as to
whether any material is privileged until later on in any proceedings. To do so will prejudice my position at
the present time.

I anticipate that at some stage I will be asked to comment on material in a police interview under caution.
In addition I or my solicitors may wish to make representations to the DPP on material which it is accepted
could be used in any case. I simply cannot do so on material which is subject to parliamentary privilege, but
at the present time I do not know what material Parliament has determined is subject to privilege. As a result
I will be severely prejudiced because I will not be given the opportunity of putting forward my case in
advance of any consideration as to whether I should be prosecuted. If I do not say something which I later
rely upon in court then it may prejudice my defence. But I cannot say anything on material which may be
subject to privilege. This is why failing to decide now which material is privileged prejudices my position.

The issue of Parliamentary privilege needs to be determined now. As you say in your letter the inspection
was a preliminary sift and it is for the House to decide on its privileges. As you also know there is a motion
on the order paper to this eVect I do not accept the House would be interfering with a police investigation.
On the contrary, the sooner this is resolved the less interference there will be.

I am sending this by email to ensure early arrival. I look forward to hearing from you.

2 April 2009

Annex 13

E-mail from the Clerk of the House and Chief Executive to Damian Green MP

Thank you for your e-mail which I am answering in the same way so that you have a quick response.

I think the first point to make is that the preliminary inspection has removed certain material which all
parties have agreed is protected by parliamentary privilege and therefore should not form part of any further
proceedings. You are aware of what this material is, as it was communicated to you following the inspection
that took place on 22 January. In relation to further material which might attract parliamentary privilege,
OYcers of the House inspected hard copies of electronic material taken from your oYce on Monday 30
March and will inspect the remaining electronic material today. After this final inspection I will consider the
representations those OYcers make to me, and write to you identifying the material to which I have
concluded that privilege applies. Consistent with the practice previously adopted, I understand that any
privileged material will be returned to you, so that you will be aware of its content.

In respect of matters you raise in your second paragraph, I have taken advice from the Legal Services
OYce which does not consider that you would be prevented from commenting on material in a police
interview because it might be privileged. It is for you to raise in interview those facts that appear to you to
be relevant to the investigation. I cannot comment further on this for the reason that the House is not a party
to the investigation.

Further, I am advised that it is open to you to make representations to the police in an interview to the
eVect that you disagree with the initial assessment of privilege, as part of your defence. This will be taken
into account by the CPS when assessing the admissibility of the evidence against you and whether it meets
the CPS charging test. If a prosecution is brought, the question of admissibility of evidence would arise at
the trial stage and would be determined by the trial judge. You may like to be aware that in Business
Questions today, the Leader of the House suggested that the Attorney General would act as amicus curiae
in such circumstances.

I am of course aware of the Motion before the House seeking reference of the question of applicability to
the Committee on Standards and Privileges.

Malcolm Jack

2 April 2009
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Annex 14

Letter from Damian Green MP to the Speaker of the House of Commons

I understand from my solicitors that the DPP wrote to you on 4 March asking you for a timetable when
the matter of parliamentary privilege may be resolved. The DPP sent to my solicitors a copy of his letter to
you. I further understand that you have sent a response. The DPP says “it would be inappropriate” for him
to provide my solicitors with a copy of your response and has suggested that I should contact you to request
a copy of your letter.

I am therefore writing to you to request a copy of your letter to the DPP. It would seem only fair and
transparent that I am provided with a copy, as this matter clearly has a material impact on my ability to
perform my parliamentary duties.

26 March 2009

Annex 15

Letter from the Speaker of the House of Commons to Damian Green MP

Thank you for your letter of 26 March.

When the Director of Public Prosecutions wrote to me originally his letter was marked “Private and
Confidential”. I was therefore surprised to discover that that letter had been released to other parties without
my being informed. You are now asking me to release my reply which was also sent on a confidential basis.
I am not prepared to do this.

26 March 2009

Annex 16

Points of Order (Hansard, 5 February 2009, Col 1004)

1.14 pm

Damian Green (Ashford) (Con): On a point of order, Madam Deputy Speaker. I refer to the Speaker’s
statement earlier today. In it, he referred to the investigations that he had made since the point of order that
my right hon. Friend the Member for Haltemprice and Howden (David Davis) raised about the police’s
desire to look through e-mails sent between us. I find it extraordinary that, in a matter that concerns e-mails,
which may be private, between two Members, the House authorities did not approach me to establish facts,
but approached the Metropolitan police and took only their version of events as the basis for a Speaker’s
statement. In addition, and even more seriously, the House will wish to know that Mr. Speaker has declined
my request for the Standards and Privileges Committee to look at material seized from my oYce to decide
what is privileged. Instead, the Clerks of the House—

Madam Deputy Speaker (Sylvia Heal): Order. The hon. Gentleman is an experienced Member and knows
that that is not the appropriate way in which to question the Speaker’s statement. Clearly, I will ensure that
his remarks are brought to Mr. Speaker’s attention.

Damian Green: Further to my point of order, Madam Deputy Speaker. It is absurd that I can say things
outside the House, but not inside—

Madam Deputy Speaker: Order.

Damian Green: I—

Madam Deputy Speaker: Order. I have already made a ruling. It is open to the hon. Gentleman to write
to Mr. Speaker in addition to the action that I shall take in ensuring that his comments are drawn to the
Speaker’s attention.

Letter to the Clerk of the Committee from Roger Gale MP

I would be grateful if you would be kind enough to oVer the following submission to the Chairman and
Members of the Committee investigating the matters of privilege arising from the Police intrusion into the
Parliamentary Estate last spring.

I have always regarded that Members of Parliament’s parliamentary constituency casework should be
considered as sacrosanct and aVorded the same privileges of confidentiality as those aVorded to doctors’
notes and to lawyers’ files. That being so I would believe that it would be entirely improper to permit police
to enter the Parliamentary Estate without a full and court approved search warrant and without the
approval of the Speaker and Serjeant at Arms collectively and seveally who would need to be satisfied that
a suspected oVence was so grave as to warrant such intrusion.

While writing—and this may be outside the remit of the Committee—I recall that when Jonathan Aitken
was made bankrupt the Guardian Newspaper Group endeavoured to have his constituency papers sold as
part of the realisation of assets. At that time I was able to intervene to prevent this from happening, again
in order to protect confidential constituency casework, but it became apparent that there is in fact no
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provision or privilege that covers private casework. I believe that the House of Commons should take a
significant step to aVord protection, not to Members of Parliament, but to the private details and
circumstances of individual constituents—again in the way that doctor’s patients and solicitor’s clients are
protected.

I hope that this may be helpful

16 October 2009

Memorandum from the Rt Hon the Lord Martin of Springburn

Introduction

1. I wish to set out to the Committee the facts as I know them with regard to the search of the oYces of
the Hon. Member for Ashford on Thursday 27 November 2008.

2. The first part of this memorandum deals with the search and contains both my personal recollection
of events where I was directly involved and also information related to me on 27 November and thereafter
on matters which occurred before the day of the search and afterwards. The second part of the memorandum
deals briefly with the establishment of your committee.

3. This is the first time that I have commented on these matters. This is because I regard it as my duty to
account first to the House and its committees and not to the media.

Events Relating to the Search

4. A crucial meeting of each sitting day is the morning briefing, attended by the Speaker, Deputy
Speakers, Clerk of the House and other senior oYcials. On Wednesday 26 November 2008, as I approached
the Speaker’s Study for the morning briefing meeting at 1027 (the meeting normally starts promptly at 1030),
I was met by the Speaker’s Secretary and the Serjeant at Arms. The Speaker’s Secretary told me that the
Serjeant wished to see me alone on an urgent matter. The Serjeant asked me into an adjoining room and
closed the door so that we could speak privately. (The Speaker’s Secretary told me later that he had suggested
to the Serjeant that he should be present, but the Serjeant had declined.)

5. The Serjeant told me that counter terrorism oYcers from the Metropolitan Police were investigating
a Member and might wish shortly to arrest that individual for conspiring to commit misconduct in public
oYce. The Serjeant said that she did not know the Member’s name. It was agreed that I would be contacted
when the Serjeant knew more. No reference was made to a search of the Member’s oYce within the precincts.

6. I was extremely concerned that a Member was being investigated by anti-terrorist police. In my mind
I had an idea of Islamist or Irish terrorism. I had no idea at the time of the very diVerent type of oVence of
which Mr Green would be accused.

7. The Serjeant explained that the matter was strictly confidential. It was not unusual for senior oYcers
to approach me on confidential matters. It was my understanding that such matters would always be
discussed with senior oYcers as necessary before I was informed.

8. In the late afternoon of the same day (after 1600 but before 1700) the Serjeant telephoned me at my
residence to inform me that she did not yet know the name of the Member concerned but she was likely to
be informed very early next morning. The Serjeant agreed to call me at 0730 the following morning.

9. At 0730 on Thursday 27 November the Serjeant telephoned me. The conversation was brief. She told
me that she was calling from her residence. It was not until conversation was underway that she informed
me that a Police OYcer was with her. The Serjeant informed me that the Member was Damian Green and
that an arrest would take place later that day. She stated that Mr Green’s home, his constituency oYce and
his oYce within the precincts would be searched.

10. I believed, as I was entitled to, that the search of Mr Green’s oYce within the precincts would be
carried out under a proper warrant. The need for a warrant is clear from the guidance note issued by the
then Clerk of the House in 2000. Although I was not aware of the terms of guidance until recently, the
guidance should have been followed. The Serjeant did not inform me that the basis for the search would be
a consent form to be signed by her as opposed to a warrant. I would not have expected consent to be given
without the Speaker’s explicit permission. I would not have given my permission.

11. It is my clear view, and was at the time that Damian Green’s oYce was searched, that without a search
warrant the police should not be able to search the oYces of a Member in the course of a criminal
investigation. Had I become aware at any time before the search was completed that that there was no search
warrant, I would have made it clear that either no search should take place, or, if it had started, that it had
to stop immediately.

12. The need for a search warrant was basic. It never occurred to me that the Serjeant would give consent
to a police search of a Member’s oYce in a police investigation without a warrant. Until I discovered the
following day that there was no warrant, I had assumed the search was authorised by a search warrant. This
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seemed to me to be so basic that I did not ask the Serjeant about the warrant when I was first told of an
impending search on the morning of 27 November. By the time I discovered there was no warrant, which
was in the evening of 27 November, the search was over.

13. I concluded my 0730 conversation on 27 November by asking the Serjeant to be kept informed. After
the call I left for my constituency in Glasgow.

14. On the afternoon of the Thursday 27 November I travelled to visit my eldest brother who is
chronically ill. My brother and his wife live a distance of 60 miles away from Glasgow. At approximately
1700 the Speaker’s Secretary telephoned me at my brother’s house to inform me that the police had come
into the House and were searching Mr Green’s oYce and that he understood that Mr Green had been
arrested in his constituency. The Speaker’s Secretary told me that the Clerk of the House had wanted to
convey to me that the search was underway and was being conducted properly. He also told me that the
Conservative Chief Whip, the Rt. Hon. Patrick McLoughlin MP, wanted to speak to me. I requested details
of the paperwork relating to the search, and told the Speaker’s Secretary to keep me informed of events and
to pass further details to me when I returned home. I also arranged for Mr McLoughlin to call me later when
I was back in Glasgow. I did not think it was appropriate to use my brother’s house for communications in
view of his illness.

15. During my journey back to Glasgow, the Speaker’s Assistant Secretary called me to explain that
copies of the paperwork approving the search were now in his possession and could be faxed to me. I
explained that I would not have access to a fax machine before I spoke to Mr McLoughlin at 2030 that night.
I therefore asked the Assistant Secretary to tell me the name of the Magistrate who had signed what I still
presumed to be a proper search warrant. He explained that there were only two names on the document,
those of a police oYcer and the Serjeant. He described the document as a Consent Form. I was seriously
concerned that there was no Magistrate’s warrant.

16. I expressed deep surprise and deep concern that no warrant had been insisted upon when I spoke to
Mr McLoughlin at 2100 that evening. The lack of a warrant and the conduct of the search were the main
topics of our conversation.

17. On Friday 28 and Saturday 29 November I had a number of conversations with the Speaker’s
Secretary. These confirmed my unease at House oYcials’ management of the police’s entry into the House
and their search of Mr Green’s oYce. The diYculties of establishing detail were compounded by the absence
of the Clerk of the House who had left for private travel abroad. I am disappointed that the Clerk of the
House, who also holds the OYce of Chief Executive, was out of the country when there was so serious a
situation in the House.

18. I was also shocked when I was told that, when the Clerk had discovered that the search was based on
consent as opposed to a warrant, he had instructed the Serjeant to write a letter to the police oYcer in charge
of the search to limit the search to matters relating to the charge, but that he had not prevented the search
from continuing. I have no legal qualifications, but I now understand that the Consent to Search by the
Serjeant could have been withdrawn at any stage. I would have expected it to be withdrawn when the Clerk
had found out that a warrant had not been obtained.

19. I was further disappointed to be told that Speaker’s Counsel was not informed of the search on
Thursday 27 November, the day of the search.

20. On 29 November, the Speaker’s Secretary arranged for me to speak at around 1000, for the first time
since the search, to Speaker’s Counsel (who had just returned from overseas). I learnt then of what I regarded
as serious failings: the failure to insist on a warrant for search and the lack of co-ordination for the proper
handling of such a sensitive matter.

21. At around 1600 on Saturday 29 November, the Clerk of the House telephoned me briefly to say that
he was briefing the Leader of the House. He agreed to my proposal that we should meet me on Monday
evening. This was the first conversation that I had held with the Clerk since the issue arose. Since I was in
a public place when he telephoned, the conversation was necessarily restricted. It would have been very
helpful to me to have the assistance of the Clerk over the weekend and I regret that I did not.

22. Damian Green telephoned me at home at my suggestion sometime after 1700 on 29 November. I told
him that I had not authorised the search but I pointed out that I could not have stopped a search if there
had been a warrant. I asked if I could be of any help to him. Mr Green explained the police had taken away
the hard disc from his oYce in the precincts and that on Monday his staV would be unable to do any oYce
work at all. I telephoned the Serjeant at her residence to ask her to tell the police to return the hard disc to
Mr Green’s oYce. This was done.

23. In view of the long-standing convention that the House should be informed first, I decided not to
speak to the media but to make a statement to the House when it reconvened on 3 December. The media
caused considerable diYculty to my wife and me at our home in Glasgow where they camped outside our
home all day and night. One photographer was so intrusive that the police had to warn him about his
conduct on our private property and he agreed to leave the locality.

24. On Monday 1 December, when I had returned to London, I met with the Speaker’s Secretary and the
Clerk of the House at around 2100 to discuss the details known to them.
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25. On 2 December I again met with the Clerk, Speaker’s Counsel, the Serjeant at Arms and Speaker’s
Secretary. The purpose of this meeting was for me to establish the facts in order to make my Statement to
the House the next day.

26. At this meeting oYcials agreed with me that there had been serious failings in communication and in
management. The Clerk told me that he had not known of the search until he saw it happening on television.
It was clear also that the Serjeant had known of the nature of the Police operation for close to a week before
26 November. I was disappointed when I learned that there had been several meetings between the Police
and the Serjeant and when I asked for the names of the Police OYcers with whom she had met, she told me
she could not recall them. I also asked if minutes or notes of the meetings had been kept because I wanted
to know precisely what had happened. I was told by the Serjeant that there were no minutes or notes.

27. I also learnt that the Serjeant had not informed me that, at approximately 1500 on Wednesday 26
November, she had had a meeting with three senior police oYcers concerned in the operation and with Chief
Superintendent Bateman (the senior oYcer in charge of the Metropolitan Police at the Palace) and that,
during the course of that meeting, she had left them in her room and had gone to the Clerk Assistant to put
to him what she described as a “what if” scenario as to whether she had the authority to consent to bring
the police into a Member’s oYce. The Clerk Assistant, to whom the Serjeant at Arms reports, had referred
her to the Clerk of the House. The Serjeant had put the same questions to the Clerk of the House and the
Clerk had informed her that she had that authority.

28. I would have expected the Clerk of the House and the Clerk Assistant to have questioned the Serjeant
further as to why she was posing questions of this type at this particular time. I am also disappointed that
the Serjeant did not inform me about her meeting with police oYcers and her discussion of the issue of giving
of consent when she telephoned me later that afternoon of 26 November.

29. During the course of the meeting on 2 December, I asked the Serjeant why she had conducted herself
in this manner. The Clerk of the House intervened to say that Chief Superintendent Bateman had
bamboozled the Serjeant and tricked her into keeping the matter from her immediate superiors. The Clerk
went on to say that, while Chief Superintendent Bateman was a Metropolitan Police oYcer, he also had a
duty towards the House.

30. There were other worrying facts. For example, it was only on the afternoon of 2 December that a
letter was received from Assistant Commissioner Quick informing me, as Speaker, of his investigation
concerning the hon Member for Ashford; it had been written some days before.

Establishment of your Committee

31. In discussion with the Leader of the House, I made it known that I wanted the House to consider
setting up a Speaker’s Committee on the search of OYces on the Parliamentary Estate. There was an
agreement when I made my Statement on 3 December that the Committee of Enquiry would be set up
immediately. That agreement was between me and the Leader.

32. After I had made my statement to the House, the Leader later informed me that a Motion was going
to be put down that the enquiry would not sit until criminal proceedings were dealt with. She told me that
she had sought, and was acting on, the Attorney General’s advice. I appealed to the Prime Minister that
evening that such a restriction was unnecessary and that the Committee should meet as a matter of urgency,
but my request was declined.

33. The motion put to the House on 8 December 2008 provided that the work of the Committee be
adjourned until the completion of any relevant police inquiry or resulting criminal proceedings. (An
amendment to remove this provision was narrowly defeated.)

34. From then until the end of the police investigation and the statement by the DPP, no action could be
taken by the House to allow the Committee to proceed to investigate matters related to this case.

35. As a result of the House’s decision to agree the Motion in the form the Government proposed, I was
unable to agree to the requests I received on an almost daily basis to allow the matter to be debated on the
floor of the House. This caused resentment between me and many Members of the House and was a matter
of great regret to me.

36. I was always concerned by this and, when I left the House in June, I advocated, in my valedictory
address, that the Committee be established in order to investigate the detail and make recommendations that
would help to avoid something similar occurring again. The Protocol which I announced on 3 December was
one means of preventing a similar incident.

37. I have read Mr Green’s evidence about his concerns about the way in which parliamentary privilege
was determined in respect to the documents seized from him by the police. I, like the whole House, always
relied on the advice of the Clerk of the House and his colleagues, who are the experts on parliamentary
privilege. I am sure that the Clerks considered the issue in this case in the interests of the House as a whole.
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38. I certainly do not think it would have been practical or appropriate for the House as a whole to decide
which documents in this case might or might not have been privileged. There may have been merits in the
Committee on Standards and Privileges meeting to consider relevant issues. As I have said earlier, I wanted
the special committee to be established as soon as possible. However, once the House agreed the more
restrictive motion tabled by the Leader with its provision that the issue could not be considered until any
criminal case was resolved, I felt that I was inhibited from allowing a motion which would have been
debatable, and very possibly prejudicial to any criminal proceedings, to refer the matter to the Committee
on Standards and Privileges.

Conclusion

39. I do not believe that the correct decision was made by the Serjeant in consenting to the search taking
place. I also believe that the House through its Speaker was not served as well as it ought to have been.
Finally, I regret the delay in commencing your committee’s work.

40. I look forward to amplifying these points, and answering other questions, when I give oral evidence.

27 October 2009

Memorandum by Sir William McKay KCB

PARLIAMENTARY PRIVILEGE AND POLICE SEARCH OF MEMBERS’ OFFICES

1. On 27 November 2008, oYcers of the Metropolitan Police entered the oYce of Mr Damian Green MP
within the precincts of the Palace and removed documents and electronic material, having arrested Mr Green
on a charge of conspiring to commit misconduct in public oYce. The case is without precedent. This
Memorandum suggests how such circumstances might be dealt with in future. Though of course it is to be
hoped that the need for authorised searches will arise rarely and disputes will be even more infrequent, it is
clearly advisable now to devise procedures which reconcile the special protection aVorded by parliamentary
privilege with the principle that Members of Parliament are not per se above the criminal law.

2. There have been similar cases in the 1990s and since in a number of Commonwealth Parliaments. The
Clerk of the House’s memorandum outlines Commonwealth experience. I have included (beginning at
paragraph 25) information on the position in Ireland and on the only relevant US case.

Entry and Search

3. The problem may perhaps best be addressed by breaking it down into a number of questions. To
begin with—

should parliamentary permission be required before the police enter and search a Member’s oYce in
the precincts; who should give it; is the obtaining of a warrant an essential prerequisite; what should
be the procedure for considering requests for entry; should any limitation be attached to consent, and
how should it be enforced?

4. The most natural source of authority for permission to search in that part of the Palace occupied by
the Commons is the Speaker personally, who acting in the name of the House, would decide whether to
permit police to enter with a view to searching a Member’s oYce in the precincts in investigation of allegedly
criminal acts. The Speaker is, as May puts it (23rd edition at page 218), “the representative of the House . . .
in its powers, proceedings and dignity.”

5. Since the issue of a warrant involves a separate and independent scrutiny by a district judge of the need
to search in the Palace, it seems reasonable that a warrant should always be required before permission is
granted.

6. What details a Speaker and those advising him or her would need to be supplied with before taking a
decision on a warrant would of course vary from case to case, but as a generality they might include
reassurance from a very senior police oYcer (in the case of the Metropolitan Police perhaps an Assistant
Commissioner) that:

(a) the material sought on the precincts was relevant and essential to the proving of the charge; and

(b) it could not be secured in any way other than by a search in the Palace.

The warrant should be as specific as possible in reference to the documents sought, and their relationship
to the alleged oVence.

7. Information held electronically on the Parliamentary Information and Communications Technology
(PICT) service should, as explained in the Speaker’s statement of 9 December, be treated as if it were
physically in a Member’s oYce. The Speaker’s permission and a warrant should also be required to search
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an oYce in the precincts occupied by an oYcial in the House Service if it was thought to contain material
relevant to a criminal charge against a Member of the House. On the other hand, the gravity of the oVence
need not, I suggest, be of relevance in deciding on the adequacy of a warrant. It is a subjective judgement
and taking it into consideration might be thought at odds with the principle that Members are not above
the law.

8. Before taking his or her decision, the Speaker would no doubt consult those oYcers of the House
qualified to advise in such matters on significance of the answers to his or her questions, whether the form
of the warrant itself was unobjectionable, and whether there were any other circumstances which ought to
be taken into account. As the Speaker’s protocol of December 2008 indicates, the Speaker might also consult
the Law OYcers. If the Speaker were not satisfied with police arguments for the execution of the warrant—
one would hope the very rarest of cases—consent could be withheld, and the consequences would have to
be sorted out in the courts.

9. Improper obstruction of Members in the performance of their functions in that capacity is a contempt,
and any action proposed to be taken by police by way of search of an oYce in the precincts should therefore
minimise disruption to Members not involved. While the House would not wish to stand in the way of the
administration of justice as regards one Member, the interests of others (working for example in shared
facilities) should not be lost sight of. The Speaker may consider imposing constraints on the police in that
area.

10. In the interests of balancing the demands of justice with those of the collective privileges of the House,
the Speaker might, having given consent, give instructions that:

(a) between the giving of consent and the entry, the Member concerned should be informed of the
impending search, provided with a copy of the warrant, and given an opportunity to be present or
represented at the entry (steps being taken to ensure that the material sought was not accessible to
him or her in the interim); and

(b) the Serjeant at Arms, Speaker’s Counsel or their deputies, or other senior oYcers of the House,
should witness the entry and any search or removal undertaken in the Member’s oYce, to see that
any conditions imposed by the Speaker are met.

“Proceedings in Parliament”

11. By statute—article IX of the Bill of Rights 1689—papers which are part of “proceedings in
Parliament” may not be “impeached or questioned in any court or place out of Parliament”. Such papers
may not therefore be used as evidence in a case, criminal or otherwise, in which they are likely to be subject
to such treatment.

12. It is crucial to bear in mind that decisions on whether any document is part of “proceedings” are not
for the House or the Standards and Privileges Committee but (as with any statute) for the courts. In a
number of Commonwealth jurisdictions in contexts cognate with that before the Committee, such
judgements have been made by independent persons acting under parliamentary authority. However
attractive an option from the parliamentary point of view, I would be uneasy at such a solution if conclusions
reached in these circumstances were regarded as final. Conclusive resolution of a dispute over whether a
document or record is a “proceeding in Parliament” must be a matter for the courts, if there is an attempt
to rely on it in evidence. A fortiori, suggestions that the House or a committee should discuss and determine
the privileged status of impounded documents would oVend against the sub judice rule. Where moreover
would be the virtue in the House or a committee formally expressing a view if it could not be conclusive in
a particular case? The House need not be without a voice in court proceedings to which it is not directly a
party, since the appearance of an amicus curiae to watch over parliamentary interests is well-precedented.

13. In one sense, “proceedings in Parliament” are easy to recognise—speeches in the Chamber or
committee, tabling Questions, and voting, for example—but when courts have come to look more closely
against particular facts at exactly what might constitute “impeaching” or “questioning”, or to determine
where the boundaries of “proceedings” lie—the hard cases—the results have sometimes been unexpected.

14. Certain common activities of Members have been considered by the House—not directly by the
courts, though it is hardly conceivable that they would so far reverse the trend of modern judgements as to
disagree—as lying beyond the frontier of privilege. In particular, however sensitive it may be, constituency
correspondence (to and from Members) does not enjoy parliamentary privilege unless it is closely linked
with a proceeding, though in the absence of malice it may enjoy privilege at common law. Logically, it may
be assumed that exchanges between Members and persons who are not constituents on matters of national
political interest also do not enjoy parliamentary privilege in the absence of an imminent connection with
a proceeding.

15. But when does an intended proceeding become suYciently overt to be entitled to the protection of
the Bill of Rights? Correspondence from constituents which a Member has invited with a view to tabling a
Question to a minister, but has not yet done so would probably stand a good chance of being protected. The
same may be true of uninvited information, or even information irregularly obtained if a connection with
a proceeding can be established. Everything will depend on the court’s view of the facts of an individual
case—of which there have been none. The only light cast on this issue is in the report of the select committee
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on the OYcial Secrets Acts of 1938–39 which suggested (and the House agreed) that the working definition
of “proceedings” should be extended to communications between one Member and another or between a
Member and a minister so closely related to some matter pending in or expected to be brought before the
House that, although they do not take place in the Chamber or a committee-room, they form part of the
business of the House, as for example where a Member sends to a minister the draft of a question he is
thinking of putting down, or shows it to another Member with a view to obtaining advice as to the propriety
of putting it down or as to the manner in which it should be framed. The Attorney General told the 1938–39
committee that the courts would be likely to give a broad construction to the term “proceedings”, “having
regard to the great fundamental purpose which freedom of speech serves.” The assurance may or may not
hold good seventy years later, but the distinction between protected and unprotected material is critical to
any new arrangements for conducting searches of Members’ oYces. The committee may wish to take the
opportunity to elaborate on the thinking of the 1938–39 committee. Such comments would not carry legal
eVect, but they might be helpful to a court which in future faced a problem in this area.

16. The second question is harder than the first—

should the police be permitted to seize and to inspect (at the time or later) all paper and electronic
material in the Member’s oYce, unsorted and therefore inclusive of that which falls within or may be
reasonably believed to fall within the definition of ‘proceedings in Parliament?

17. In some Commonwealth jurisdictions where the Bill of Rights is law, it has been held that seizure of
Members’ papers and records by investigating oYcers of police is itself illegal, because in certain
circumstances it may amount to “impeaching or questioning” such portion of the material (as yet
unidentified) as may turn out to be part of “proceedings in Parliament”. In consequence, separation of what
is protected from what is not should precede seizure: until that determination is made, the papers and records
must remain in parliamentary custody. (An American court has come to the same conclusion, though on
diVerent grounds: see paragraphs 24 to 29).

18. I am unconvinced by the reasoning and there is no decided UK case to help resolve the matter. It seems
to me that the prohibition in the Bill of Rights on “impeach[ing] or question[ing]” is directed at argument
in the courts—that is, at the use made of protected material which, if admitted, might open the way to
judgements inhibiting Members’ right of free speech. It does not confer a sacrosanct status on the documents
themselves on which an absolute denial of police access may be based. Subject in part to what is said in
paragraph 22, I am driven to the conclusion that there are no grounds to prevent papers and records passing
into police custody before being sorted into sheep and goats.

19. It cannot be denied that allowing the police access to a Member’s correspondence at large may give
rise to embarrassment—Mr Green mentioned in evidence at Q64 the example of papers coming to light in
which constituents complain about the police. At the same time, if it is admitted first that Parliament is not
exempt from the criminal law other than through article IX of the Bill of Rights, and secondly that such
papers are not within that protection, would it not be wrong to allow that embarrassment to play a dominant
part in a solution to the problem before the committee?

20. The provision in the Speaker’s protocol of December 2008 demanding an undertaking from the police
that potentially privileged material impounded should be subject to an undertaking of confidentiality
seems wise.

21. The third question is—

is it possible, before a court is asked to make a final decision on whether any particular impounded
document is subject to the Bill of Rights, for agreement to be reached informally between the House,
the Member and the police that it should not be produced in court; and if so, how should that be
arranged?

22. If it could be arranged, a preliminary sift might well the best way of seeing that the House’s rights,
though capable of being vindicated only at a later stage, were recognised at the outset. This clearing of the
ground might be carried out jointly by oYcers of the House, the Member concerned or his or her
representative, and representatives of the police. Such a preliminary sift would serve to narrow—one might
hope, eliminate—any gap on admissibility between the parties, avoiding disputes in court; but it cannot
settle the matter. The Member accused of wrongdoing may argue for example that a particular document
should not be taken by the police because it was intended to be or had been used as the basis for a
proceeding—the tabling of a Question, or an intervention in debate—even though it did not on its face
appear to relate to proceedings. The police might be convinced or they might not. It would have to be clearly
understood that the sift was not authorised to come to any final conclusions on disputed items. Those papers
or records agreed by all concerned to be covered by article IX should be immediately returned to the Member
by the police, without copies being taken. In all other cases, the police should be able to retain relevant
papers or records in order to decide whether or not to forward a case to the Crown Prosecution Service. If
then the prosecution seeks to introduce such a disputed paper in evidence, it will be for the judge to decide
on its admissibility.
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The Oireachtas and the US Congress

23. Article 15.10 of the Irish Constitution47 makes clear provision against Gardai searches in oYces of
the Seanad or the Dáil:

Each House shall make its own rules and Standing Orders, with power to attach penalties for their
infringement, and shall have power to ensure freedom of debate, to protect its oYcial documents
and the private papers of its Members, and to protect itself and its Members against any person or
persons interfering with, molesting or attempting to corrupt its Members in the exercise of their
duties.

24. The only litigated case raising issues of search of a US Congressman’s oYce arose in 2006.48 The
following paragraphs do not attempt to be a narrative of the case but simply draw attention to an aspect of
it which parallels one before the Committee but where the court came to conclusions diVerent from those
suggested here.

25. Proceedings in the United States Congress49 are protected by the “speech or debate” clause in the US
Constitution, which is modelled on Article IX of the Bill of Rights but drafted slightly diVerently. The clause
(Article 1, section 6) reads:

. . . for any speech or debate in either House, they [the Senators and Representatives] shall not be
questioned in any other place.

26. The US Court of Appeals, DC Circuit—the second highest court in the United States50—was asked
to consider whether the search of Congressman William J JeVerson’s paper files in his Capitol Hill oYce by
agents of the FBI, in the context of allegations of corruption, violated the speech or debate clause because
he was not permitted to assert the privilege prior to the “scouring” of his records by the Executive branch.
The FBI had anticipated the problem and taken steps to ensure that those who conducted the search were not
to play any part in the investigation and were not to reveal any sensitive material inadvertently discovered by
them in the course of the search. The search team were to turn over material to a filter team of Department
of Justice attorneys and an FBI agent, who were to submit potentially privileged documents to the District
Court for review.

27. The warrant granted by the District Court excluded materials outside the “legitimate legislative
sphere” but when Congressman JeVerson claimed that he should have been able to remove documents he
believed to be privileged before the search, the District Court in eVect ruled that the precautions taken by
the FBI were adequate to protect his constitutional rights. This was appealed, and the higher court ordered
the seized documents to be returned to the Congressman so that he could make claims that specific
documents were legislative in nature, on which the lower court would pronounce, sitting in camera.

28. What lay between the parties was the issue discussed in paragraphs 17 to 19 above—did the
Congressman have the right to remove material he believed to be privileged before the contents of his oYce
were searched? In finding for the Congressman, the Court of Appeals relied on an earlier judgement that “a
key purpose of the privilege is to prevent intrusions in the legislative process and that the legislative process
is disrupted by the disclosure of legislative material, regardless of the use to which the disclosed materials
are put.” The possibility of compelled disclosure “may . . . chill the exchange of views on legislative activity”
between Congressmen and between individual Congressmen and their staV. There was no reason, in the view
of the Court of Appeals, why the speech or debate privilege could not be asserted at the outset of a search
in some other manner that protected the interests of law enforcement.

29. If I may tentatively defend the view expressed in this paper, which is at odds with the judgement of
the Court of Appeals notwithstanding that the basic expressions of the rights of the two legislatures are very
similar, I would argue that neither the comments of the 1938–39 committee nor any interpretation of
“proceedings in Parliament” in a British court have spread a protective Article IX/speech or debate mantle
over Members as widely as the Court of Appeals’ view of “the legislative process” or “legislative activity”.

3 November 2009

Letter to the Chairman of the Committee from Ben Wallace MP

I welcome the Committee’s current Inquiry on the issue of Parliamentary Privilege and I wanted to
highlight to the Committee a few issues which I think need clarifying if Honourable Members are to be
aVorded eVective protection.

The Committee will know that the Wilson Doctrine was instigated in 1966 to cover all forms of
interception which were subject to authorisation by Secretary of State Warrant. At that time telephone and
postal intercept were one of only a very few legal means of monitoring suspects open to the Authorities.

47 I am grateful to Kieran Coughlan, Secretary General of the Oireachtas, for drawing my attention to this provision. The italics
are mine.

48 497 F.3d 654, 378 U.S.App.D.C.139, US v Rayburn House OYce Building, Room 2113, Washington DC 20515.
49 My thanks are also due to Kerry Kircher, Deputy General Counsel to the House of Representatives and Charles W Johnson,

formerly Parliamentarian of the House for providing me with the information on which these paragraphs concerning
Congress are based. Any errors or misconceptions are mine.

50 The Department of Justice subsequently failed to persuade the Supreme Court to review the decision.
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However over the last 40 years, as technology has developed, surveillance methods have rapidly over taken
the basic intercept and these now enable Authorities to have a significant capability. Listening devices,
directional microphones, software, covert searches and concealed cameras mean that should an agency wish
to do so it would be able intrude quite heavily into an MP’s business without breaching the Wilson Doctrine.
In addition where the surveillance is “directed” as defined by the Regulation of Investigative Powers Act
(RIPA) 2000 Sections 26, 27 and 28 (eg not a private residence such as a public building or a prison visiting
area) the level of authorisation required for a warrant is considerably low and so potentially without
safeguards.

If it is accepted that Parliament is a public place then not only does it give some concern that a significant
amount of surveillance (such as the bugging of Members’ oYces) could take place, but it also raises the
disturbing spectre that in accordance with the Regulation of Investigatory Powers (Prescription of OYces,
Ranks and Positions) Order 2000 a superintendent, or indeed a district inspector of sea fisheries, could
authorise such an operation without reference to any Minister or other authority.

I would ask that should it be decided that Honourable Members and Peers be awarded some privilege the
Committee examine this using updated definitions of intercept and surveillance and perhaps seek an
amendment of RIPA 2000 to ensure that Parliament’s status as a public place is reviewed within the
meanings of the Act. I attach copies of the relevant sections of the Regulation of Investigative Powers Act
2000, the amending Order, a press cutting relating to the surveillance of Sadiq Khan MP and the report
published by Sir Christopher Rose in relation to that case.51

3 November 2009

Memorandum from Chief Superintendent Ed Bateman, Head of Security, Palace of Westminster

1. I have been asked to make a record of my involvement in the arrest of Damian Green MP and the
search of his private parliamentary oYce at rooms 441–443 Portcullis House at the Palace of Westminster
on the afternoon of Thursday 27 November 2008.

2. Since November 2007, I have been the Head of Security at the Palace of Westminster. As the oYcer in
charge of the Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) Security Force, my role is to work with the Serjeant at Arms
(Commons), Black Rod (Lords) and the Parliamentary Security Coordinator to provide a safe and secure
environment within Parliament.

3. Part of this role is to provide an interface between Parliament and the MPS. A recent example was the
February 2008 “Plane Stupid” demonstration on the roof of Parliament that led to me facilitating on
separate occasions meetings or conversations between Serjeant at Arms Jill Pay and the investigating oYcers
and Black Rod and the investigation oYcers. In the case of the “Plane Stupid” intrusion, Jill Pay, with the
consent of the Member involved, authorised oYcers to enter and search an MP’s oYce in Portcullis House
for evidence of an oVence allegedly committed by a researcher. A more recent example of this side of my role
involved Members and Peers’ expenses when, following a request from the House, I facilitated an
introductory meeting between oYcials and police. In most cases, once I have brought parties together I
withdraw as I am not part of the investigation team and my personal involvement becomes unnecessary.
Cases often involve high degrees of confidentiality.

4. On Thursday 20 November 2008 at 1700 I met with a detective sergeant from the MPS Counter
Terrorism Command (SO15) at Portcullis House SW1. The oYcer asked me a series of hypothetical
questions concerning the arrest of an MP. Specifically, our conversation was focussed on the likely view of
the Serjeant at Arms to a request to search a Member’s private oYces within the building. The oYcer did
not provide details of who the MP was, their party, or of the allegation being investigated. I agreed to speak
with Jill Pay to seek out her view.

5. I met with Jill Pay later that evening and rehearsed the same conversation. I advised Serjeant at Arms
Jill Pay that the CPS were considering police investigation evidence concerning an MP. The MPS expected
to receive advice concerning the oVences being investigated the following week. Jill Pay provided a
“provisional” opinion that she would have the authority to grant consent to search a Member’s oYce were
they being investigated for a criminal oVence.

6. Following the meeting I contacted the oYcer who had visited me at Portcullis House and informed
him of Jill Pay’s view.

7. I met again with Serjeant at Arms Jill Pay on a number of occasions between 20 November and 26
November on unrelated matters. On several of those occasions Jill asked me whether the MPS had received
the CPS advice. Whilst I do not recall whether it was at our first meeting on 20 November or a later
discussion before 26 November, we did have a detailed conversation as to why the MPS were approaching
the House seeking consent to search as opposed to immediately applying to a magistrate to secure a warrant.

51 Enclosures not printed here: Regulation of Investigatory Powers Act 2000 c 23 Part II, sections 26 to 28; Regulation of
Investigatory Powers (Prescription of OYces, Ranks and Positions) Order 2000 (S.I., 2000, No 2417); Sunday Times “Insight”
article of 10 February 2008 by Michael Gillard and Jonathan Celvert “Police bugged Muslim MP”; and Two visits by Sadiq
Khan MP to Babar Ahmad at HM Prison Woodhill—Report of Investigation by Rt Hon Sir Christopher Rose, Chief
Surveillance Commissioner, Cm 7336, February 2008.
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It was, and remains, my understanding that Jill Pay was very clear that a warrant was unlikely to be granted
by a magistrate unless it could be shown that a person on the premises with the authority to provide consent
was either unavailable or refused to do it. My recollection is that Jill Pay was aware that the MPS were
content and prepared to seek a search warrant from a magistrate, if necessary, but could not do so until the
House had considered its position and declined to consent.

8. Again, whilst I am not able to say definitely on what day the conversation took place, I can confirm
that I told the Serjeant at Arms in one of our earlier conversations that although the investigation was being
conducted by oYcers from the Counter Terrorism Branch, it was not terrorist related. This was explained
to me by the SO15 detective sergeant on 20 November and I was authorised to share the information with
Jill Pay.

9. I am aware from reading evidence already given to the Committee that it has been suggested that I may
have coerced the Serjeant at Arms into not including her senior colleagues in the information given her in
confidence during the week of 20–27 November 2008. That was never my intention. Indeed, I approached
the Serjeant at Arms on the evening of 20 November in the knowledge and belief that she would consult
colleagues before coming to a decision as to whether or not the House would consent to a search of a
Member’s oYce following their arrest. It was my understanding throughout that period that the Serjeant
at Arms was applying for and receiving appropriate advice from senior colleagues. I do not have a
relationship with the senior Clerks to the Houses, Speaker, or Lord Speaker, other than through the oYces
of the Serjeant at Arms or Black Rod. I would never assume to be in a position to direct or influence with
whom or how the Serjeant at Arms performed her role.

10. I do not recall advising Jill Pay that she did not have to consent. However, because Jill Pay had
understood the position that the MPS would approach a magistrate and apply for a search warrant in the
absence of consent, my presumption was that, knowing the alternative, she knew that she did not have to
consent to the search.

11. On Wednesday 26 November together with a detective chief inspector, a detective inspector, and the
detective sergeant I had met on 20 November I met with Jill Pay in her oYce. The DCI began by informing
Jill Pay that the MPS were investigating a sensitive allegation involving an MP. Jill Pay confirmed that
wherever a Member had an oYce on the estate, it would be regarded as “the Commons” and was therefore
under her jurisdiction.

12. The oYcers repeated the earlier asked question concerning whether she could/would give authority
to search an MP’s oYce if they were arrested for a criminal oVence. The detective inspector set out clearly
why they were seeking consent as opposed to relying upon a warrant. They explained that the issue focussed
on the fact that there was an authorised person (the Serjeant at Arms) on premises able to grant consent.
There was a discussion with Jill Pay concerning “from where” the Serjeant gets authority to search parts of
the Commons. I also recall the detective inspector speaking on a mobile telephone to MPS lawyers. Jill Pay
then left the room stating she would seek legal advice. Approximately 10 minutes later, Jill Pay returned
informing the room that she would have the authority to authorise such a search. From subsequent
conversations with Jill Pay, I am aware that the advice was taken directly from the Clerk to the House of
Commons, Dr Malcolm Jack. Jill Pay was emphatic that she would need to include Mr Speaker before any
arrest and search. The DCI declined to provide the name of the MP or of the alleged oVence. The meeting
then agreed that the detective sergeant would return at 0645 on 27 November, with me, to brief Jill Pay and
provide details of the MP and of the allegation. This would be immediately before arrest. Jill Pay stated that
she would put Mr Speaker on standby to receive a telephone call from her at 0730.

13. On Thursday 27 November at 0650 myself, the detective sergeant and two further oYcers met with
Jill Pay at her private apartments within Parliament. The detective sergeant informed her that Damian
Green was the Member being investigated and provided details of the allegation. An oYcer explained the
“Premises Searched” form. Jill Pay listened and at one point repeated the conversation of the previous day
explaining that “she was consenting as she understood that applying for a warrant in these circumstances
was unlikely to succeed”. By this I mean that it was believed that the court would not grant a warrant unless
police could demonstrate that they had sought the consent of the Palace of Westminster and that this consent
had been refused. Jill Pay signed the form consenting to the search. At no time was Jill Pay told that she had
to consent or was this fact inferred. Jill Pay was in control of the meeting and we (the police) were there to
brief her.

14. Jill Pay was informed that the arrest would be delayed possibly until mid morning due to dignity and
proportionality issues. Jill Pay took notes with a view to briefing the Speaker by telephone at 0730. Jill Pay
informed the group that the Speaker was leaving his apartments at 0740 to catch a plane to Scotland. Jill
Pay rehearsed her briefing in front of the group. It was agreed that Jill Pay would only give very brief facts
and that an oYcer would listen to her conversation. At 0730 Jill Pay rang Mr Speaker from the next-door
room. The detective sergeant stood at the door to the room (although I could also hear the conversation).
Jill Pay told the Speaker the MP’s details, the exact wording of the allegation, a brief context including that
it concerned a “Whitehall leak” and the fact that she was authorising a search of his private oYce. The call
lasted less than one minute. She then returned to room. Jill Pay said that Mr Speaker had asked no questions
but had said that Damian Green was a “nice man”.
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15. At about 1450 on 27 November I received a telephone call from the detective sergeant stating that an
MP and a second person had entered Damian Green’s oYce whilst it was being searched and filmed the scene
and conversation. They were still there during our conversation. I was at New Scotland Yard but
immediately contacted Jill Pay by mobile telephone and asked her to intervene. I received an e-mail from
Jill Pay at 1641 stating that she had subsequently challenged the Member concerning his actions. Jill Pay
informed me that she had formally asked him to return the tape from the camera. The Member stated that
it had already left the estate.

16. In support of the consent given at 0730, Jill Pay later confirmed her decision in a letter dated 27
November sent to the detective sergeant and copied-in to me.

16 November 2009

Memorandum by Jill Pay, Serjeant at Arms

1. On Thursday 20 November 2008 Chief Superintendent Ed Bateman (CS Bateman), Head of the
Metropolitan Police on the Parliamentary Estate, asked to see me on a basis he described as very
confidential. He said that papers concerning a Member of Parliament had been sent to the Crown
Prosecution Service (CPS) for consideration. He said that, depending on the CPS advice, either there would
be suYcient evidence for the police to make an arrest or there would not be and nothing would happen. He
did not say that anything would occur in the precincts, but he did say that if the MP was arrested this would
be a very significant event. I asked CS Bateman what it was about and he said he could not tell me anything
more at that time. There was no mention of searching a Member’s oYce during this conversation. Nor was
the question of consent to search a Member’s oYce raised.

2. On Monday 24 November I met CS Bateman to talk about a diVerent matter and I asked him if there
was any more news about the subject we had discussed the previous Thursday. CS Bateman said there was
not and that he would let me know as soon as he heard anything.

3. On Tuesday 25 November, at about 4.30 pm, CS Bateman asked to see me and told me that the CPS
considered there was suYcient evidence to support the allegation and that the Member was going to be
arrested. He said he could not tell me the identity of the Member or what the allegation was at this stage.
CS Bateman told me that the suspect was a very senior Member of the Conservative Party and that the
allegation was to do with the recently publicised Home OYce leaks. He said that police oYcers from the
MPS Counter Terrorism Command would arrest the Member, possibly the following afternoon, and that
they would want to search all of his premises. I asked what he meant by “premises” and CS Bateman listed
them: the Member’s Westminster oYce, the constituency oYce and the two home addresses, in London and
the constituency. I asked what the MP was going to be charged with and CS Bateman said that he could not
tell me then, but he would bring the investigating police oYcers from the Counter Terrorism Command to
meet me the next day and they would give me more information.

4. At this stage the possible search of the Westminster OYce had been raised with me, but nothing was
said abut the mechanics of the search.

5. CS Bateman again told me on this occasion that all this was very confidential and that I could not tell
anyone. I insisted that I had to tell the Speaker to which CS Bateman said “okay, but as long as it is only
the Speaker you are telling”. CS Bateman made it clear that this whole case was being kept very confidential
and that the more people who knew about it from outside the police the greater the risk of prejudicing the
criminal investigation.

6. On Wednesday 26 November I telephoned Angus Sinclair (the Speaker’s Secretary) at around 9.30 am
and said that I needed to speak to the Speaker as soon as possible on a very confidential subject. Angus
Sinclair suggested I wait to see the Speaker before the daily Speaker’s conference and when the Speaker
arrived Angus Sinclair told him that I needed to speak to him urgently about a very confidential matter. The
Speaker and I went to an area where we could speak in private. I told the Speaker that the police had
informed me that oYcers from the Counter Terrorism Command were going to arrest a senior Member of
Parliament, a Conservative, possibly that afternoon, and that they would want to search his Westminster
OYce, his constituency oYce and his two home addresses immediately after the arrest. I had no more
information at that time, but I told the Speaker that I would telephone him later that afternoon when I had
more details. The Speaker asked me to call him on his mobile because he would not be in the Palace and he
said he would keep the information confidential.

7. At 3.30 pm on Wednesday 26 November four police oYcers came to meet with me in my oYce:
Detective Chief Inspector Jim Stockley (senior investigating oYcer), Detective Inspector Piers Dingmans
and Detective Sergeant Steve Walker, all from the Counter Terrorism Command, and Chief Superintendent
Ed Bateman. DI Dingmans lead the introductory part of the meeting. I asked him who the Member was,
but DI Dingmans said that they could not tell me. He said the fewer people who knew his identity the better
and that it was essential to maintain confidentiality.
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8. DCI Stockley told me that the arrest would not happen that afternoon, but he did tell me that the
allegation against the Member was “Aiding and abetting misconduct in a public oYce” and that the police
thought there was evidence in the Member’s Westminster oYce to support the allegation. I asked what kind
of evidence and DI Dingmans replied, “Evidence that the Member encouraged leaks, that is, that he was
pulling leaks rather than receiving them”. This conversation led on to the issue of what he described as lawful
consent to search.

9. DI Dingmans stated that for the other three premises the police had obtained search warrants from a
District Judge. He explained that for premises occupied by an individual a warrant was necessary, but it was
diVerent when an organisation’s premises were being searched because then the police would need to ask the
person who has authority for the premises to consent to the search. He said this was known as lawful consent.

10. The oYcer explained that because this was not one of the Member’s homes or the constituency oYce
they would need my consent to search his Westminster oYce. He said that the police needed lawful consent
to search, which I, as Serjeant at Arms, was entitled to give. It was not put to me that I could refuse my
consent. At no time did the police oYcers say that I could insist on a warrant. The police oYcers convinced
me that my lawful consent was what was required instead of a warrant.

11. I knew that the CPS was satisfied that there was a case to be answered because CS Bateman had told
me on Tuesday 25 November that the CPS considered there was suYcient evidence to support the allegation
against the Member. I also knew that warrants had been given by a District Judge for the other premises,
which the police had told me earlier in the meeting. I asked if it was a civil or a criminal oVence and DCI
Stockley said it was a serious criminal oVence. I had already been told during the meeting that the allegation
was “Aiding and abetting misconduct in a public oYce”. I then asked if there would be a criminal
investigation and he said there would be. I asked how serious a criminal oVence it was and I was told that
the Member could receive a sentence of 20 to 25 years for the oVence.

12. From this information I concluded that something very serious had happened and that if I didn’t give
my consent to search the Member’s oYce I would be obstructing a criminal investigation. I felt under
considerable pressure at this stage.

13. I adjourned the meeting with the police at approximately 4.00 pm to seek advice. DCI Stockley asked
who I was going to speak to and I said I would speak to the Clerk of the House if he was available.

14. I looked for the nearest possible source of advice and visited Douglas Millar, the Clerk Assistant and
my line manager. I said to him that I needed advice about whether I had the authority to give consent to a
search by the police. Douglas Millar said that I should go to the Clerk of the House (Malcolm Jack) who
was the expert in that area. I felt very constrained by the confidentiality imposed on me by the
investigating oYcers.

15. I went to see Malcolm Jack to ask him if I had the authority to consent to the search of an oYce on
the Parliamentary Estate as part of a criminal investigation. Malcolm Jack said that I had the authority to
consent to a search, but that if a search concerned a Member’s oYce I must consult the Speaker.

16. I went back to the meeting with the police oYcers at approximately 4.15 pm and informed them that
I had authority to consent to the search. But I did not give consent at that point because I still did not know
which Member was being arrested. I asked the oYcers what form my consent would take. The oYcers said
that when they met me next time they would have a consent form with them for me to sign. They did not
give me any more details about the case but they arranged to meet me the following morning at 6.45 am to
give me more information and to seek my formal consent.

17. The police convinced me that a warrant was not necessary because what they described as lawful
consent could be given instead of a warrant, due to the Palace being an organisation’s premises rather than
an individual’s premises.

18. After the police had explained to me the method by which I would give formal consent (signing a
form) I told them that I would also provide a letter because I thought it would add gravitas to the
proceedings. The police replied that I could do that if I wanted to, but that it wasn’t necessary.

19. DS Walker said that the police wanted to see me very early the next day (Thursday 27) because they
wanted to make the arrest that morning. Due to the early hour I proposed that the police come to my oYcial
residence the next day in view of the confidentiality surrounding the whole matter. I thought this would be
more appropriate and discreet as I thought employees of the House might be suspicious if I was seen with
a group of police at that time in the Palace. It did not occur to me at the time that I would be unable to speak
to anyone to obtain advice at such an early hour.

20. DCI Stockley again emphasised to me the confidentiality of the situation, but I again stressed that I
was going to keep the Speaker informed.
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21. I rang Mr Speaker on his mobile at about 4.20 pm and I told him that the arrest was not taking place
that afternoon, but was likely to happen the next morning. I told Mr Speaker that I now knew the allegation
against the Member and I read it to him, “Aiding and abetting misconduct in a public oYce”. The Speaker
repeated the words and I confirmed the allegation. I then said that the subsequent searches would happen
the next morning immediately following the arrest. I had not been told the identity of the Member
concerned, and was therefore unable to inform the Speaker of this fact.

22. I told the Speaker that the police had arranged to meet me at 6.45 am the next morning but I did not
think he would want me to telephone him at that time. The Speaker said that I could call him in his private
apartments at 7.30 am because he would be getting ready to leave for Glasgow.

23. On Thursday 27 November at 7am the police arrived at my oYcial residence: Detective Sergeant Steve
Walker and Detective Constable Graham Bannatyne from the Counter Terrorism Command, with Chief
Superintendent Ed Bateman and Police Constable Doreen Davis (plain clothes) from the Parliamentary
police. DS Walker gave me the full background to the matter and identified the Member as Damian Green.
He underlined the determination of the police to keep the whole matter confidential. For the sake of
accuracy, I went through with the police what I planned to say to the Speaker. I telephoned the Speaker at
7.30 am as arranged and told him that the Member was Damian Green, that he was going to be arrested
that morning, I confirmed the allegation as “Aiding and abetting misconduct in a public oYce” and I said
that his oYces at Westminster and elsewhere were going to be searched following his arrest. I told the Speaker
that the police were with me in my residence and that I had received a formal request from the police to
consent to the search of Damian Green’s Westminster oYce which I proposed to give.

24. The Speaker thanked me for the call and I told the Speaker that I would get in touch with him if the
situation changed.

25. After talking to the Speaker, I signed the consent form. At no time was I informed that I did not have
to give my consent, or that I could insist on a warrant, or that I could withdraw my consent at any time.
The police then left my house, but the search team remained on the Estate waiting to hear when the arrest
had taken place so that they could begin the search.

26. At 1.50 pm DS Walker called me to inform me that Damian Green had been arrested and that the
search was going to commence. I was already in Damian Green’s oYce because his staV were worried and
had asked to speak to me. The search commenced at 2.08pm. I did not contact the Speaker again after the
conversation on Thursday morning because the situation was as I had explained to him.

27. I nominated PC Doreen Davis to be my representative during periods when I could not be present at
the search.

28. I left Damian Green’s oYce shortly after the search commenced and went to see Malcolm Jack at
about 2.20 pm. I took with me the first draft of my letter to DS Walker and the copy of the consent form I
had signed. Malcolm Jack asked to see the warrant and I told him the police had convinced me that the
consent form I had signed was lawful consent and was instead of a warrant. I told Malcolm Jack that I had
consulted the Speaker on three occasions, the last time at 7.30 that morning.

29. At the time I thought that I did not need to ask the Speaker to give his consent to the search as I
believed I had the authority to give consent to the search myself.

30. Malcolm Jack said that the letter to DS Walker must include the alleged charge because it had not
appeared on the consent form. We agreed the content of the letter and to whom it was to be copied: Damian
Green MP, Malcolm Jack, Angus Sinclair, Ed Bateman and Michael Carpenter. [See letter at Annexe A]

31. I visited Damian Green’s oYce several times during the search and I was notified by PC Doreen Davis
at 8.42 pm that the search had been completed at 8.35 pm.

32. On Friday 28 November I spoke to Damian Green by telephone just after 9.00 am and we agreed that
I would go to his oYce at 9.30. I gave him the copy of my letter to DS Walker. Damian Green was furious
that I had given consent for his oYce to be searched, but we agreed that our conversation at that time must
be about how he could continue his work as a Member of Parliament. After our meeting, I arranged for
PICT to provide computers, a printer and a fax machine to enable Damian Green and his staV to work.
I contacted DS Walker and arranged for Damian Green’s diary and Filofax to be photocopied and these
photocopies were delivered to his staV later on Friday, along with a photocopy of the Exhibits Book that
contained details of all the items removed during the search of his oYce and from where in the oYce they
were removed.

33. During Friday morning, I had asked Chief Superintendent Bateman for a definitive statement about
the diVerence between seeking a signed consent form and a search warrant. Assistant Commissioner Bob
Quick telephoned on Friday afternoon to explain this to me and CS Bateman sent me a confirmatory e-mail
on the following Monday, which was the briefing note used during the telephone conversation. This read:

“The MPS had reasonable grounds to arrest an MP for conspiracy/aiding and abetting misconduct
in a public oYce. In order to secure evidence for this investigation they have identified four
addresses linked to him which they need to search. Search warrants have been issued for three of
those addresses under section 8 of PACE. In order for them to be issued a District Judge has agreed
with the information supplied by police and has issued the relevant authority for their execution.
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The fourth address is the MP’s private oYce and a warrant for this address can’t be issued if
permission can be granted by the person in control of it or who has authority for the premises.
Consequently permission was asked from the Serjeant at Arms to search the premises and was duly
granted.”

1 December 2009

Annexe A

(1) Letter from Serjeant at Arms to Detective Sergeant Walker

I confirm that, as Serjeant at Arms of the House of Commons, I have given consent to a search in my
presence, or that of my nominated representative, of the oYces allocated to Damian Green MP, rooms 441
and 443 in Portcullis House.

This consent was given on the grounds that the search was for material relevant to the allegation of
“Aiding and abetting misconduct in a public oYce” and which the Metropolitan Police had reason to believe
was in these premises.

27 November 2008
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Annexe B

(2) Copy of Form 101 Signed by Serjeant at Arms
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Observations on the Speaker’s protocol made on behalf of the Metropolitan Police Service

1. The Metropolitan Police Service (MPS) welcomes the opportunity to make observations on the
Speaker’s protocol on the execution of a search warrant in the precincts of the House of Commons
(Appendix 1).52

2. The introduction of a protocol is welcomed in order to provide a framework to ensure that search
warrants are properly executed without interfering with the functions of the House and to enable Members
and staV an opportunity to raise issues of parliamentary privilege. The MPS does not believe that it is
necessary for legislation to be enacted if a full and comprehensive protocol can be agreed.

3. The Speaker’s protocol is currently a unilateral protocol to Members of the House and therefore has
no binding eVect on the MPS or its operations. The MPS would prefer, where possible, to be party to an
agreed protocol which will need input and discussion.

4. It is noted that paragraph 1 of the Speaker’s protocol makes it clear that, in future, a search warrant
will be required for a search of a Member’s oYce. The MPS accepts that this is the prerogative of the occupier
of the premises and in future this will be used as confirmation that consent to a search will not be given—
thereby fulfilling the requirements of section 8(3) of the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 (PACE).
However, nothing in the protocol should impede the ability of the police to search premises in cases where
there is an imminent threat to life or to the safety of the House or its Members, staV, and occupants.

5. Paragraph 5 of the protocol states that any decision regarding the execution of a search warrant must
be referred to the Speaker. The MPS accepts that in most cases the decisions regarding execution of the
warrant can and should be referred to the Speaker. There may be exceptional circumstances when it is not
appropriate or where it is not appropriate for all oYcials to be informed. This would be in exceptional cases
where informing the Speaker or an oYcial would frustrate or seriously prejudice the search and criminal
investigation. Nevertheless it is accepted that a search warrant should not be executed over premises in
Parliament on a Parliamentary sitting day without the express concurrence of the Speaker (or his Deputy
if the Speaker is not in Parliament).

6. Paragraph 6 of the Speaker’s protocol seeks to take on powers that are normally reserved to the court
granting the warrant such as whether information is relevant to a charge or oVence and whether material
might be found elsewhere. It is respectfully submitted that any decision relating the sought material to the
relevance of the charge or whether such material may be found elsewhere is not a proper function of the
Speaker when deciding matters related to the execution of a properly granted and valid search warrant.
These matters will already have been judicially determined upon the grant of the warrant.

7. The attachment of conditions (paragraph 7) to the handling of any parliamentary material and
confidential material (paragraph 8) discovered in a search are proper and reasonable. The requirement for
police to sign an undertaking of confidentiality outside the normal implied undertaking of confidentiality
will require further consideration. Material subject to Public Interest Immunity is never disclosed without
leave of the court. All material not used as evidence is automatically subject to confidentiality rules and
statutory provision under the Criminal Procedure and Investigations Act 1996.

8. Matters relating to the execution of search warrants on Members’ premises have been carefully
considered by the parliament of New South Wales, Australia and guidelines have been produced by the
Australian Federal Police. These documents are attached (at Appendix 2 and Appendix 3)53 and the MPS
respectfully suggests that a similar protocol would be a suitable and appropriate model for consideration of
the committee.

9. The Australian position does, however, diVer from the legal position in this jurisdiction. Section 16
(4)(a) of the Australian Parliamentary Privileges Act 1987 specifically prohibits the admission into evidence
of material subject to parliamentary privilege. This diVers from the common law position here. The
committee is referred to the Attorney General’s Memorandum dated 3 April 2009 (Appendix 4)54 where
she points out that the mere fact that material attracts parliamentary privilege does not necessarily aVect its
admissibility in court proceedings—that decision remains a matter for the courts to decide.

10. The mere fact that material is subject to parliamentary privilege because it relates to “proceedings in
parliament” does not prevent use as evidence in court in the United Kingdom. This was made clear in
Prebble v Television New Zealand Ltd [1995] 1 A.C. 321, at 337 “For these reasons (which are in substance
those of the courts below) their Lordships are of the view that parties to litigation, by whomsoever
commenced, cannot bring into question anything said or done in the House by suggesting (whether by direct
evidence, cross-examination, inference or submission) that the actions or words were inspired by improper
motives or were untrue or misleading. . . . However, their Lordships wish to make it clear that this principle

52 See Ev 128–9 above [Appendix I to memorandum from the Clerk of the House].
53 New South Wales Legislative Council Report 33 from the Privileges committee (February 2006) on a Protocol for execution

of search warrants on members’ oYces [available on the internet at http://www.parliament.nsw.gov.au/Prod/parlment/
committee.nsf/0/851DCBAD570A1D6ACA2571240003E4E6] and Australian Federal Police Guideline for Execution of
Search Warrants where Parliamentary Privilege may be involved [available on the internet from http://www.aph.gov.au/
Senate/Committee/priv ctte/tabled docs/afp guideline search warrants parl privilege.pdf]

54 See Ev 130–1 above [Appendix IV to Clerk of the House paper].
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does not exclude all references in court proceedings to what has taken place in the House . . . Since there can
no longer be any objection to the production of Hansard, the Attorney General accepted (in their Lordships’
view rightly) that there could be no objection to the use of Hansard to prove what was done and said in
parliament as a matter of history. Similarly, he accepted that the fact that a statute had been passed is
admissible in court proceedings. Thus, in the present action, there cannot be any objection to it being proved
what the plaintiV or the Prime Minister said in the House”.

11. In the case of Rost v Edwards and Others [1990] 2 Q.B. 460 Popplewell J held that the appointment
of a chairman and membership of a committee of the House formed part of the proceedings of parliament;
that even though the plaintiV merely wished to adduce evidence as evidence of fact without any critical
examination of the appointments, such evidence fell within parliamentary privilege and could not be
adduced without the authority of parliament as they were matters that questioned proceedings in parliament
within the meaning of Article IX of the Bill of Rights 1688. But this position was doubted by Lord Browne-
Wilkinson in Prebble where he said:

“A number of the authorities on the scope of Article 9 betray some confusion between the right
to prove the occurrence of parliamentary events and the embargo on questioning their propriety.
In particular, it is questionable whether Rost v Edwards [1990] 2 Q. 6. 460 was rightly decided”.

12. It follows that if documents, words, or acts connected with proceedings in parliament are not being
challenged or questioned but are there as a historic record of what happened then Article IX of the Bill of
Rights has no eVect on admissibility in court proceedings. In the Green/Galley case the documents that
Malcolm Jack provisionally indicated were covered by parliamentary privilege included for example, written
answers and an extract of Hansard. It is far from certain, depending on what their evidential purpose may
have been, that they would not be deemed admissible by the court if they were simply to be relied upon as
a historic or background fact.

13. It follows that, in the submission of the MPS, the courts are entitled to determine whether a document
is capable of attracting parliamentary privilege. Integral to this is the purpose for which it is being adduced.
If the documents seized are to prove the occurrence of parliamentary events they are admissible; if they are
adduced to question the propriety of the parliamentary event then they are embargoed by Article IX of the
Bill of Rights. The court has jurisdiction to decide this issue and decide the issue of any incidental questions
relating to parliamentary privilege. What the courts cannot do is make a determination of parliamentary
privilege itself.

14. For these reasons any protocol will need to have a mechanism for dealing with documents where the
admissibility of such documents in court proceedings is in dispute.

15. It is suggested the procedure would be along the following lines:

(i) The search warrant should be executed at a time when the member, or a senior Member of his/her
staV, will be present; and the member, or a member of his/her staV, should be given reasonable time
to consult the Speaker, a lawyer or other person before the warrant is executed.

(ii) If the Member, or a senior member of his/her staV, is present when the search is conducted, the
police oYcer should ensure that the Member, or Member’s staV, has a reasonable opportunity to
claim parliamentary privilege; confidentiality or public interest immunity in respect of any
documents or other things that are on the search premises.

(iii) If the Member, or Member’s staV, claims parliamentary privilege; confidentiality or public interest
immunity in respect of any documents or other things that are on the search premises the police
oYcer should ask the Member, or member of staV, to identify the basis for the claim and the same
should be recorded in writing.

(iv) Unless the claim is accepted by the police oYcer conducting the search the relevant document or
documents should be placed in opaque sealed bags exhibit bags. A list of the documents should be
prepared by the police oYcer conducting the search with assistance from the Member or member
of staV. The MPS will undertake to store the bags securely.

(v) Copies of any seized material will be given to the Member or member of staV in accordance with
the provisions of the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984.

(vi) The MPS will deal with any materials where confidentiality or public interest immunity is claimed
in accordance with the existing guidelines and statutory provisions in relation to such documents.

(vii) The Member shall arrange within seven working days for oYcials of the Houses of Parliament to
inspect the documents, in the presence of the MPS and the Member or his/her representative. The
House oYcials shall prepare a report in writing on what items are in their opinion subject to
parliamentary privilege. If no such inspection is arranged and no extension of time granted by the
MPS the claims will be deemed to have been waived.
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(viii) The MPS will, in the light of the report by the oYcials of the Houses of Parliament, decide whether
to return the items immediately or seek a ruling on their admissibility as evidence from the court.
If no such ruling is sought within seven working days the MPS will be deemed to have accepted
the claim to parliamentary privilege and return the items in question.

(ix) The report of the oYcials of the Houses of Parliament will be put before the court on any such
application and the Speaker or his representative will be invited to attend the court to make such
representations as he thinks fit.

December 2009

Letter to the Chairman of the Committee from Rt Hon David Davis MP

At the end of the Committee’s deliberations on the “Damian Green aVair” I am sure that it will make
some important recommendations on privilege. I would be grateful if it could consider some observations
I have to make on the operation of Parliamentary Privilege as follows—

1. Contrary to what I have heard of the Clerk’s advice, I view privilege as an assertion of a supralegal
right rather than a right based on legal precedent. If there is a precedent it is the Duncan Sandys
case, which has no statutory basis but is nevertheless important.

2. Partly as a result of this, there is no protection in the various pieces of whistleblower legislation if
a public servant brings information to a Member of Parliament, whereas if they disclose the
information to a journalist there is such protection.

3. As a result, whistleblowers telling MP’s about failures of government are at risk of losing their jobs,
and even being prosecuted.

4. The only defence a Member of Parliament can oVer a whistleblower is keeping their involvement
secret. This was indeed the core of the Duncan Sandys case.

5. In the light of this, it is important that the protection of confidential data under privilege is broad.
If it is too narrow, it could lead to perverse behaviour.

6. For example, if an MP is brought some data that is properly secret, that MP would normally decide
to keep it secret. That is much more common than is generally supposed.

7. If privilege is only extended to something that is used in Parliamentary debate, then such data
would not be covered by privilege. Ironically the only way the MP could protect his source is by
using the information in a question or speech.

8. Clearly this outcome is perverse: the only way to protect the source of a secret being to break
the secret!

9. So whilst there may need to be circumstances under which privilege may not apply to information
held by an MP (such as well evidenced criminal activity) I would suggest that outside that, privilege
relating to confidential information is both broad and absolute.

10. If that is not the case, there needs to be rapid and significant amendment of the whistleblower
legislation.

I am very happy to elucidate these matters before the Committee if you wish, but the main points of my
argument are pretty straightforward.

8 December 2009

Written evidence from Robert Quick QPM, former Assistant Commissioner, Metropolitan Police Service

Background to Damian Green MP Investigation

1. In late September/early October 2008 I became aware of a potential approach to undertake a sensitive
leak inquiry in the Home OYce. This was not surprising as such inquiries are not uncommon and I was aware
of other leaks under investigation that had damaged individuals and relationships between agencies and
government departments. I subsequently met with oYcials from the Cabinet OYce who advised me I would
receive a letter from Mr Chris Wright the Director of Security at the Cabinet OYce detailing the complaint.
I was told that there had been about 30 leaks over the last two years and 20 had involved the Home OYce.
I indicated that, due to the sensitivity of any potential investigation in the Home OYce, I would ask a very
senior and experienced detective to “scope” the investigation in the first instance and liaise with crown
prosecutors to ensure that there are grounds to suspect criminal oVences and to assess the viability of an
investigation before the MPS would take any action.
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2. On 8 October 2008 a letter (erroneously dated 8 September 2008) was received at my oYce from Mr
Chris Wright, the Director of Security at the Cabinet OYce. The letter was addressed to me because national
security investigations and leak inquiries are within the remit of Specialist Operations (Special Branch,
which used to undertake these inquiries, was merged with the Anti-Terrorist Branch in 2006 to form
“Counter Terrorism Command” (CTC)). The following is an excerpt from the letter:

“A number of recent leak investigations, including some conducted by your oYcers, have raised
questions about the security of sensitive information in the Home OYce. Whilst not all the leaks
that concern us merit, taken individually, investigation by the police, we are concerned that there
is an individual or individuals in the Home OYce with access to sensitive material who is (are)
prepared to leak that information. We are in no doubt that there has been considerable damage to
national security already as a result of some of these leaks and we are concerned that the potential
for future damage is significant. The risk of leaking is having an impact on the eYcient and eVective
conduct of Government business, aVecting the ability of Ministers and senior oYcials to have full
and frank discussions on sensitive matters and undermining necessary trust. You will not be
surprised to hear that we are also concerned that there must be risk to information about sensitive
operations which, if leaked, could give rise to grave damage.”

3. On 9 October 2008 I left the UK to take part in an international counter-terrorism exercise abroad.
Prior to leaving I asked Commander White of CTC (the deputy to the oYcer in charge of CTC, DAC John
McDowall) to set up the scoping exercise and I briefed my deputy, DAC Dick, and asked her to oversee the
scoping exercise. I believe I made mention of the potential for an investigation to Sir Ian Blair and Sir Paul
Stephenson before 9 October but the case was not discussed in any detail.

4. I returned from overseas on 24 October 2008 and DAC Dick briefed me on the progress of the scoping
exercise and that the CPS had advised that the leaks might constitute criminal oVences. She told me that she
had briefed the Deputy Commissioner about the request for an investigation and that he had indicated he
wished to be satisfied criminal oVences were involved if the police were to investigate and that he wished to
be consulted about the terms of reference. I recall I had to travel on 2 November to Scotland to chair a
national meeting on counter terrorism around 3–4 November 2008. I asked DAC Dick to brief Sir Paul
Stephenson on the full findings of scoping report (as it had just been completed) and to agree terms of
reference for an investigation with him and the Cabinet OYce. This was because he had expressed a view that
an investigation should only proceed if criminal oVences were suspected and because he indicted he wished to
be consulted about the terms of reference.

5. Upon my return from Scotland DAC Dick told me that Sir Paul Stephenson had been briefed on the
findings of the scoping exercise and the possibility that the investigation could involve members of the
Conservative front bench (I was aware that a leak investigation conducted prior to my appointment to
ACSO had similarly featured a Conservative front bench MP and that a decision had been taken not to
proceed—at this time I had no knowledge of the detail of this inquiry). I was told that both he and the
Cabinet OYce had agreed terms of reference for an investigation and that an investigation was now
underway and was being led by a Detective Chief Superintendent with a Detective Chief Inspector as the
Senior Investigating OYcer (SIO), both of Counter Terrorism Command (CTC). I was also told that the
terms of reference focused the SIO initially on some of the most recent leaks in respect of which there were
particular concerns and active lines of inquiry. The fact an investigation had started did not surprise me, as
the CPS had indicted that criminal oVences may be involved and the complaint received from the Cabinet
OYce indicated the existence of a serial leaker, or leakers, in the Home OYce who appeared to have direct
access to sensitive and secret material. It was apparent from the scoping exercise that documents had been
stolen from a safe in the Home Secretary’s private oYce and letters from the Home Secretary to the Prime
Minister were being intercepted, and the contents leaked without authority. It did not appear possible to
establish precisely what material had been leaked other than through investigation. The proximity and
access of the leaker to sensitive material meant that the leaks required a thorough investigation. I would
certainly have authorised the investigation had I not been away at the time.

6. In early November I discussed the case with Sir Paul Stephenson who confirmed he had approved the
terms of reference for the inquiry with DAC Dick and his awareness of the potential for the inquiry to
involve one or more Conservative politicians. On or around 12 November DAC Cressida Dick, briefed me
to the eVect that a suspect, a civil servant in the Home OYce, was a suspect for some of the leaks. She and
I agreed that due to her imminent departure overseas the oversight of the case would be passed to DAC
McDowall. This was because the investigating oYcers were under his direct command. A few days later
DAC McDowall advised me of his decision to have the suspect in the Home OYce arrested as part of the
investigation. I was told the suspect had been linked to at least five of the series of leaks from the Home
OYce. A more recent leak, within the last few weeks, had also been linked to him, making six in total and
therefore it was decided to arrest him as there was reasonable suspicion he had committed an oVence, it was
necessary to interview him and there was a power to eVect that arrest. It was also considered he posed a
continued security threat. I was told that the CPS was engaged and had been consulted in the investigation
and we were under advice from a specialist lawyer that the suspected civil servant may have committed a
criminal oVence of Misconduct in a Public OYce. It was recognised that the precise nature and scale of the
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leaks would not be known until the investigation was concluded and therefore OYcial Secrets Act OVences
could not be ruled out at this point. I supported the decision to arrest the suspect who was named as
Christopher Galley and I personally briefed the Deputy Commissioner Sir Paul Stephenson to this eVect.

7. Christopher Galley was arrested on 19 November 2008 at his home address. His arrest followed
consultation with CPS lawyers and the oVence for which he was arrested was “Misconduct in a Public
OYce”. Galley’s home was searched and documents were seized including letters from Mr Damian Green
MP, which indicted some form of relationship existed between them over at least two years. The letters
appeared to thank Galley for material provided and oVer encouragement to provide further material.
Reference was made in one letter dated 23 August 2007 to Galley’s “recent communications” and appeared
to acknowledge Galley’s transfer from the Immigration section to the Home OYce Strategy Unit at about
this time. The letter expressed hope that communications would continue in this new post. The letters
implied that other material, beyond that which was the subject of known leak, might have been passed to
Mr Green.

8. Galley was taken to a central London police station and interviewed. During the course of his interview
he admitted being responsible for four of the six leaks that were initially linked to him. He denied
responsibility for any of the other leaks. In interview he stated he was a committed Conservative and that
in 2006 he had approached David Davis (Shadow Home Secretary) telling him he worked in the Home OYce
Immigration Department and that he was willing to help his party by providing material. He claimed to have
met Davis and discussed this with him. He also claimed that Davis invited him to a subsequent meeting
where he introduced him to Damian Green, the Conservative front bench spokesman on immigration.
Galley stated in respect of meetings he had with Green “And then in the last sort of 10 minutes he sort of
explains if you can get your hands on any information, send it to him. He just says any information that
you can actually get hold of that might be useful to him and the Home OYce, the shadow Home OYce”.
Galley said he believed Green wanted “Anything that would be damaging to sort of the Labour Government
or the Labour Home OYce team at the moment”. Galley claimed that during the course of their initial
conversation he told Green he wanted a “Parliamentary job” within the party. He said Green oVered to look
out for a position for him but told him that “He wanted as much, how can I say, as much dirt on the Labour
Party, the Labour Government as possible. And so he wanted as much information to damage them as
possible”. Galley also stated “Well at the end of each meeting he always tends to say, yes I am looking, I’ll try
and find something, I’ll put you name about but nothing ever seems to happen”. This marked the apparent
beginning of a relationship between Galley and Green, characterised by Galley’s persistent inquiries of
Green about a job in the Party (in letters and e-mails) and Green’s responses, which suggested he was trying
to help Galley. The letters and e-mails recovered appeared to corroborate Galley’s account of the initial
meeting with Green and the discussion with Green about seeking a job in the Party (a full breakdown of
evidenced communications is held by the MPS).

9. Lines of inquiry were identified to further establish the nature of the relationship between the two men
in terms of leaked material and to test the hypothesis that Green was not really looking hard to find
employment for Galley and whether as he was possibly seen as more valuable whilst he was in the Home
OYce. E-mails recovered at Galley’s home addressed to Green gave details of how Galley was under
suspicion in an internal leak inquiry and of his intention to try to evade detection. Galley sent a subsequent
text message to Green’s mobile phone on 24 September 2008 stating “Interviewed today by cabinet oYce
about leaked economy and crime paper I think I managed to deflect all questions”. Green appeared to reply
the same day “Good let’s talk again after conference unless you are going Damian”.

10. According to his interview, Galley transferred into the Home Secretary’s Private OYce in 2007 to take
up a role in the Strategy Unit. Communications data indicated Galley was communicating to Green what
material he would have access to in this role. An e-mail dated 30 March 2008 from Galley to Green stated:
“Anything I can do to help with CT? I have access to the Home Secretary’s briefing and speech on the Bill”.
Green appears to have replied “Briefing very useful and the list of undecided’s”. In 2008 Galley was
promoted in the same unit. In June 2008 Galley texted Green to the eVect he had been promoted to assistant
to the Director of the Strategy Unit and Green apparently replied “Congratulations—sounds useful for all
sorts of reasons—Damian’. In one email dated 26 June 2008 Galley communicated to Green “still have
access to Private OYce in-box and access to Private OYce—access to SPT in-box shortly”.

11. In his interview, Galley detailed two meetings with Green where he handed over leaked material to
Green including material stolen from the Home Secretary’s private outer oYce safe. One meeting was in a
wine bar where Green appears to have suggested in e-mail that Galley’s colleagues would not be likely to
see them “ Anywhere we won’t see any of your colleagues! Do you know Balls Brothers opposite Victoria
Station? If we say 6.15, and I will be in the back bar, which is usually quieter”.

12. Galley was released on bail later on 19 November 2008 pending further investigation. On 20
November Galley contacted the investigation team and asked to speak to them again as he had more
information. The oYcers told him that if he attended the police station he would be arrested and interviewed
again under caution. He agreed and attended the police station on 21 November and was interviewed.
During this second interview he detailed how, on 19 November after being released from the police station,
he contacted Green by phone to tell him he had been arrested. Galley suggested Green appeared to distance
himself. Galley claimed Green told him to “plead not guilty” and not to mention him to the press and said
“do not mention David Davis”.
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13. Galley went on to add more detail about his relationship with Green in his second interview.
Coincidentally on the same day, 21 November 2008, two investigation team oYcers were present at the CPS
Headquarters oYces in London for a consultation with lawyers on the case. They discussed Galley’s
admissions and his claims about the conduct of Green and Davis. One of the lawyers spoke on the telephone
directly to one of the detectives who had just interviewed Galley who at the time was still in custody at the
police station. The result of this consultation was that the CPS advised that an oVence fell for consideration
in respect of Green in that he may have aided, abetted, counselled or procured misconduct in a public oYce
or conspired to do the same.

14. On 20 November 2008 I was outside London when I received a telephone call from DAC McDowall
who informed me that in interview on the 19 November 2008 Christopher Galley had implicated a shadow
front bench MP (named as Mr Green) as being complicit in the leaks. Initially DAC McDowall said that
the principle of “securing best evidence” demanded that we acted quickly to secure any leaked documents
that may be in Green’s possession and any records of communications between him and Galley. He
suggested that, ordinarily, he would be arrested and premises connected to him, including his parliamentary
oYce, searched. After discussion we agreed that there existed significant sensitivities and complexities and
we should seek advice from both the CPS, the MPS Directorate of Legal Services (DLS) and the
parliamentary authorities in relation to the evidence, issues of parliamentary privilege and the search of
Green’s parliamentary and constituency oYces. We discussed the risk of losing evidence but agreed this was
outweighed by the need to ensure the legality of any action and to liaise with, and seek guidance from, the
parliamentary authorities. At this stage we had no information to suggest Galley would alert Green
although it was a risk (we learned later that Galley told Green of his arrest on the evening of 19 November).
Later that day, at DAC McDowall’s request, the SIO sent a detective to the Palace of Westminster to start
a dialogue with the authorities in relation to the issues involved with a search by police of an MP’s oYce.
At this stage the name of the MP was not divulged to the parliamentary authorities.

15. During the course of the following seven days the DLS advised us that a search of an MP’s
parliamentary oYce would be lawful provided it was carried out with the consent of the parliamentary
authorities (the Speaker or his representative). It was also advised that a search warrant could be applied
for if consent was withheld. We were assured by the DLS that parliamentary privilege would not prevent
the police from searching an oYce in the Palace of Westminster or from taking action against an MP in
relation to potential criminal charges. On 25 November I was briefed by the DCS overseeing the
investigation and the SIO regarding the advice of the CPS and DLS. I also spoke to DAC McDowall and
we agreed to convene a “Gold Group” to explore the issues and determine future strategy and action. On
26 November 2008 I convened a Gold Group comprising myself as chair, DAC McDowall, DAC Dick,
Commander Sawyer (commander of CTC), the DCS, the SIO and the SO press oYcer. The SIO briefed the
Gold Group on the action taken to date and the information available including Galley’s admissions and
documents and e-mails recovered. We were also briefed on the consultations with the CPS, the parliamentary
authorities and DLS. The Gold Group were satisfied on the advice of the CPS that there were strong and
reasonable grounds to suspect Damian Green of a serious oVence and that this must be investigated.

16. It remained the case that Galley appeared to be a serial leaker who clearly had access to very sensitive
material in close proximity to the Secretary of State with responsibility for national security. It was clear
continued investigation was required to test Galley’s account and to establish exactly what had been leaked
and to whom. (This duty was brought into focus a few days later when David Davis MP claimed in a radio
interview to have been in receipt of leaked sensitive material). The issue as to whether Green should be
arrested or invited in by an appointment for an interview was debated at length. It was agreed the police
have a duty to act without fear or favour and there were strong reasons to suggest an invitation to interview
was not appropriate in this case. The process of criminal investigation, as established in law, places a duty
upon the police, where there are reasonable grounds to suspect an oVence, to identify the facts and available
evidence impartially and present this to the prosecuting authority for a decision as to prosecution.

17. On balance it was agreed by the “Gold Group” unanimously that the arrest of Green was a legal,
proportionate and necessary course to progress the investigation. It was decided exceptional measures
should be taken to mitigate the impact of the arrest due to his profile. The decision to arrest was taken
because:

(i) Galley had been arrested and there did not appear to be any significant justification for treating
Green fundamentally diVerently (he was under investigation for the same oVence and the evidence
was now stronger than at the time of Galley’s arrest).

(ii) Green, according to Galley’s second interview, had appeared to indicate a preparedness to conceal
his or another’s involvement when he advised Galley not to mention him to the press or to mention
David Davis (this indicated a possible expectation that Galley may not reveal aspects involving Mr
Green or Mr Davis). The Gold Group felt there was a risk Green could dispose of documentary
or computer based evidence (ie e-mails) if he was given advanced notice of the police intention to
investigate him (the Gold group were of the view Green would not expect to be arrested and have
his premises searched).

(iii) Arrest by appointment could lead to the suggestion Green was given the opportunity by Police to
cover his tracks.
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(iv) The Gold Group felt there was a risk Green could collude with Davis or Galley prior to Police
securing his account in interview (there was no suggestion in Galley’s second interview that he had
told Green exactly what he had told the police). It was also apparent that Galley was highly
sycophantic towards Green and could be easily influenced.

(v) The investigation was still unable to conclusively rule out at this stage that Galley, as someone
prepared to break the code of his oYce and public trust and leak material for personal
advancement, and who had access to secret and national security related material, had leaked such
material and that Green had received such material or aided, abetted etc. or conspired for it to be
leaked in contravention of the OYcial Secrets Act.

(vi) A thorough investigation was necessary to ensure national security had not been breached.

(vii) The CPS continued to advise that oVences of misconduct in a public oYce fell for consideration.
It was necessary to establish whether any misconduct in a public oYce and its aiding, abetting etc;
or conspiracy to do the same had impacted on the eVective functioning of the Home OYce (the
department with national security responsibility) and caused damage, which undermined national
security. Investigation would need to determine exactly what damage had been caused.

(viii) Green is in an important public role and his integrity and conduct was called into serious question
by Galley’s allegations and evidence already found. Therefore the Gold Group concluded that a
thorough investigation was in the public interest.

(ix) Green’s conduct appeared serious according to Galley’s account and advice from the CPS
indicated this might amount to a serious criminal oVence.

(x) The extent of any “damage to the public interest” or “reasonable excuse” could not be reliably
established other than through a process of thorough investigation.

18. The Gold Group recognised the potential controversy that might be generated but after careful
consideration concluded that it was appropriate to continue the investigation and recommended the arrest
of Mr Green and search of related premises. It was agreed that the SIO would attend Parliament that
afternoon (26 November) and speak with the Serjeant at Arms (SAA) and personally brief her on the
investigation and seek her consent for a search of Green’s parliamentary oYce. It was agreed that search
warrants would be obtained for Mr Green’s constituency home and oYce and his family home. The SIO
was asked to develop an arrest plan to minimise the disruption to Green and his family. This included taking
computer experts on the searches that could advise search oYcers on how to retrieve material quickly with
minimal disruption or interference to Mr Green’s work schedule and commitments. It also included a plan
not to arrest Green in the early morning (dawn) as it was decided to wait until after his school age children
were likely to have left for school (this did introduce the risk that Green may have left the house prior to
police arrival). The plan was also to include special arrangements at Belgravia police station to ensure Mr
Green was not placed in a cell and that he was processed and interviewed as quickly and as privately as
possible. I then stated I would inform Sir Paul Stephenson of the Gold Group’s recommendations due to
the exceptional nature and sensitivity of the case (and who had authorised the investigation) and the fact he
was about to assume the role of acting commissioner. I told the Gold Group we would reconvene at about
5.30pm that day following my discussion with Sir Paul Stephenson. I expressly stated to the Gold Group
that I wanted to give Sir Paul the opportunity to challenge/veto the arrest given the sensitivity of the case.

19. Following this meeting I went to see Sir Paul Stephenson. I informed him of the developments relating
to Galley including details of the letters and e-mails recovered and his admissions in relation to Green. I
told him the CPS had advised an oVence of misconduct in public oYce might have been committed. I also
summarised the Gold Group’s deliberations and recommendations. I said that I anticipated the arrest would
cause a “storm” but this was a matter where the police should investigate thoroughly as we did not yet know
whether the Galley’s admissions were comprehensive. We agreed that the timing of these developments was
unhelpful but outside our control. Sir Paul Stephenson was equally anxious but immediately made it clear
he would not “overrule” the Gold Group’s decision. He did express a strong view that the arrest should not
be undertaken in a “dawn raid”. I assured him that the Gold Group had already decided to ameliorate the
eVect of arrest by undertaking it later in the day without Green’s children being present. At about 5.30 pm
I reconvened the Gold group and briefed them on my discussions with Sir Paul Stephenson. I was then
briefed in more detail on the arrest and search operation and this was approved by the Gold Group to be
conducted the next day.

20. During the afternoon the SIO and other oYcers attended Parliament and briefed the Serjeant at Arms
(SAA) (the No 2 to the Speaker). The SIO explained the nature of the investigation but did not at this stage
divulge the name of the MP (I have recently discussed this issue with the SIO who has confirmed to me that
he made it clear that he was investigating a series of leaks from the Home OYce when speaking to the
parliamentary authorities). The SIO outlined section 8 of the Police and Criminal Evidence Act 1984 and
the legal advice provided to him by the DLS. After extensive discussion the SAA took her own legal advice
from the Commons legal authorities. She then indicated that she would brief the Speaker and that if the
police returned on the morning of the operation (the next day) consent to the search would be given.

21. On 27 November 2008 the DCS head of SO15 investigations and the SIO initiated the arrest and
search plan. The search team attended the Palace of Westminster and the SAA called the Speaker and
advised him of the police request to search and of her intention to give consent. I was told the Speaker agreed
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this course of action. Written consent was provided by the SAA both by signing a MPS search proforma
and by preparing and signing a letter of consent after taking advice from Commons lawyers. However, the
arrest team could not locate Damian Green at his home so the searches of the four premises were delayed
several hours. OYcers remained in the vicinity of all four locations. After discussion with the SIO it was
agreed the searches needed to start. I did not want key people hearing this from the media so I agreed to
telephone David Cameron MP, to tell him of the imminent searches involving Damian Green’s oYces and
residences. I advised Mr Cameron that Police were investigating a series of leaks and were about to search
a number of premises related to Mr Green, including his Parliamentary oYce, and that the SIO wanted to
speak to Mr Green. I asked Mr Cameron to get a message to him to call my oYce. (It was agreed at the Gold
Group that once the operation began I would call a number of senior stakeholders including Mr Cameron,
the Cabinet OYce, the CPS, the Home OYce Permanent Secretary Sir David Normington and others to
ensure they did not learn of events second hand from the media. I was also advised by the SIO that a senior
CPS representative had indicated the DPP wanted to know when the arrest was made).

22. Sir Paul Stephenson briefed the Mayor Boris Johnson (in his capacity of Chair of the Metropolitan
Police Authority) in the margins of a meeting at 10am to the eVect a controversial operation was running
but he did not go into detail. At 1.14pm after I spoke to Mr Cameron and the search operation started, Sir
Paul Stephenson left a message with the Mayor’s staV giving more detail and naming Green and detailing
our plans to arrest and search. The Mayor telephoned Sir Paul at 1.19pm and was briefed personally. It
appears the Mayor subsequently telephoned Damian Green. I am unaware whether this was before or after
Mr Green’s arrest.

23. Damian Green was arrested in his Kent constituency near his parked car. He was taken to his Kent
residence to speak to his wife and collect some belongings before being taken to Belgravia police station later
that afternoon. It is my understanding that when told of why he was being arrested Mr Green volunteered
information to the eVect that relevant documents were in a folder in his parliamentary oYce. At the police
station Mr Green had to wait for his solicitor to arrive (at 6.02pm) and consulted with his solicitor for just
under two hours. He then claimed too tired to be interviewed (at about 8.55pm). Mr Green and his solicitor
agreed for the interview to continue but he declined to comment or answer any questions put to him. Upon
being released from the police station he attended the green outside the Palace of Westminster and gave a
live TV and Press interview claiming he was innocent and had only been doing his duty as an MP.

24. On Friday 28 November I was particularly concerned to read news headlines quoting the chairman
of the Metropolitan Police Authority and Mayor, Boris Johnson, as challenging the Acting Commissioner
designate Sir Paul Stephenson and criticising the investigation, suggesting it was not “proportionate”. I was
immediately concerned as to what impact this would have and wished to discuss this with Sir Paul. However,
this was Sir Ian Blair’s last working day in the MPS and Sir Paul was busy, so I decided to wait until the
following Monday. Over the weekend of 29 and 30 November the news story gathered momentum and
various people came forward to oVer prejudicial remarks about the investigation and the arrest. Unfounded
claims were being made that the arrest had been sanctioned at the highest levels of Government and
comparisons were being made to Robert Mugabe’s regime in Zimbabwe. Various commentators, who
appeared not to understand the criminal law, claimed incorrectly that the search of Parliament was unlawful,
as the police did not have a search warrant. Recurring media themes over the weekend were that the search
of Parliament was unlawful without a search warrant, that the arrest was heavy handed and
disproportionate, that the investigation was politically motivated and authorised at the top of Government
(this was untrue as no Ministers were involved or consulted—this was a complaint by senior civil servants
to the police). Various spokespeople portrayed an image of Mr Green being a passive recipient of leaked
material that embarrassed the Government and that he was merely doing his job as an MP. The MPS was
not in a position to counter these claims or publically set out the evidence it was relying on as this could
prejudice any future prosecution. Much of the media coverage seemed to be fed by commentators who could
not be in a position to know the facts (eg recently retired DPP suggesting on Newsnight on 28 November
that the MPS had not consulted law oYcers in the CPS—“so it was bound to go wrong”).

25. On the evening of Sunday 30 November 2008 Sir Paul Stephenson phoned me at home. He appeared
understandably anxious at the weekend’s media coverage, as was I. I stated my belief that the MPS had acted
lawfully and fairly and that we needed to hold our nerve and get on with our job and investigate. Sir Paul
told me not to worry and that he was “not about to row away from me”. I was concerned about this remark.
The next morning, Monday 1 December 2008, I joined Sir Paul (who had this day become Acting
Commissioner) in his oYce with the now Acting Deputy Commissioner Tim Godwin. Sir Paul looked very
anxious and told me he had written out his resignation. I asked him why as he had done nothing wrong. We
discussed the situation and it became very apparent that Sir Paul was beginning to position himself against
an investigation he had sanctioned and an arrest and searches he had supported. I reiterated my position
that we had acted lawfully after taking careful legal advice and consulting all parties and that it was our
duty to undertake this investigation regardless of whether it was unpopular with the media and some MPs.
I suggested the MPS should not panic or be intimidated and to weather the immediate storm as it would
dissipate over the course of the week. I stated we were well within our rights and duties to investigate Mr
Green. Nothing more was said about resignation.
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26. During the morning of Monday 1 December 2008 there were various reports from the weekend media
quoting Boris Johnson making prejudicial comments about the investigation and arrest of Damian Green.
Later that day Sir Paul brought in Assistant Commissioner John Yates to join the discussions. AC Yates had
experience of investigations in a political environment as he had led the “Cash for Honours” investigation of
the Labour Government two years earlier. I had in fact reviewed aspects of this investigation and was
conversant with it. Later that day I was asked to go and see AC Yates in his oYce. AC Yates told me he felt
the inquiry was doomed and that the CPS would withdraw their support due to the outcry in much the same
way as they had in “Cash for Honours” where they had decided at the end of the inquiry that no charges
should be brought against anyone despite having given positive indications throughout the investigation.
He advised me to stop the investigation and “cut my losses”. I sympathised about the “Cash for Honours”
case experience but said that the matter was about our duty to investigate, not about “cutting my losses”
or trying to second guess the CPS. I suggested we should not be unduly influenced by the political and media
furore, as we know much of it to be unfounded. I said we had a job to do and that a threshold had been
reached whereby Green was now legitimately under investigation. I told him I was confident that the CPS
would support the MPS in establishing the facts by completing the investigation and that the issue of
whether there are prosecutions is a matter for them (The legal test for the police to investigate and arrest is
“reasonable grounds for suspicion”—the test for prosecution is much higher and cannot usually be
determined until an investigation is completed and the available evidence determined). AC Yates tried to
argue the case to discontinue the investigation against Green for a few minutes but I was clear in my
opposition to this course as I felt it was expedient and unethical (we had CPS advice that oVences fell for
consideration). At this point AC Yates suggested a review. I stated it was premature to have the case reviewed
and there was no rationale for it to happen outside of normal timescales. I stated this would be seen as the
MPS “blinking” in the face of largely unfounded criticism and that people should allow the investigation to
take its course and judge it at the end when all the facts are known.

27. The following day Sir Paul Stephenson told me that he was minded to have the case reviewed. I
opposed the review being undertaken, as did DACs Dick and McDowall, stating it was too early and that
the investigators had not had time to analyse the material it had seized in the investigation and that the
controversy needed time to settle to allow for a calm and proper review. However, there was a sense of crisis
and I was unable to persuade Sir Paul to wait for a few days. Later that day Sir Paul asked Chief Constable
Ian Johnston of British Transport Police (now Sir Ian Johnston) to undertake a review. Also that day Sir
Paul made a public statement at a police authority meeting stating the police had to “act without fear or
favour and follow the evidence”. However, he also announced a review of the case and this was widely
interpreted in the media as a lack of confidence by the MPS in its own actions. During the course of the next
few days I became very concerned as stories were appearing in the press distancing Sir Paul from the arrest
of Green and search of Parliament, suggesting he had argued with me that Green should not be arrested and
I had ignored him. Some of these stories were attributed to senior Scotland Yard sources. I was concerned
because there had been ongoing conflict within the top team about the relationships some members had with
certain editors and journalists and that these relationships were considered to be unprofessional and lack
the transparency required of chief oYcers. I had been warned of this by fellow board members when re-
joining the MPS and later became aware of serious arguments about this issue. I was also aware that in the
preceding few years the MPS had been racked by damaging stories that betrayed well-placed senior sources.
It was my own practice to only meet journalists in diarised meetings with a press oYcer present in accordance
with MPS policy. Later in December my family and I were subject of a story in the Mail on Sunday suggesting
my wife’s Rolls Royce Wedding Car Hire business was “a security risk”. I believe this was a malicious story,
which exposed my family to a degree of risk.

28. During the early weeks of December a great deal of negative speculation in the press continued. The
investigation received little public support from the MPS and indeed many people commented that the
Home Secretary was more supportive of the investigation than the MPS. Stories continued to circulate that
Sir Paul Stephenson was not in favour of the arrest. This and other stories (ie the police carried
sledgehammers, targeted the wrong address, and caused significant damage) were allowed to circulate
without being challenged or refuted by the MPS Press OYce. I questioned colleagues on the investigation
team as to whether claims of Mr Green’s oYces being “ransacked” or otherwise left in a mess, oYcers having
the wrong address for Mr Green and arriving with sledgehammers were in any way true. They were (and
remain) emphatically denied and I am now aware oYcers took photographs upon leaving the searches
showing the premises were left neat and tidy.

Johnston Review

29. The Johnston review began on Tuesday 2 December and Sir Ian Johnston was asked by Sir Paul
Stephenson to report in two weeks—a deadline that others and I considered completely unrealistic. The
review was asked to look at issues of lawfulness and proportionality. The review was unlike any review I
have ever experienced and it departed from the prescribed ACPO processes for such reviews. Colleagues on
the investigation team complained that they felt under investigation but I advised that they cooperate and
persevere with the review as it was recognised Sir Ian Johnston had been given an unenviable task.

30. On Saturday 6 December 2008 I was asked by Acting Deputy Commissioner Godwin to attend a
meeting at New Scotland Yard with Sir Ian Johnston, Acting Deputy Commissioner Tim Godwin and Sir
Paul Stephenson (who was at that time Acting Commissioner). Also present was the Acting Commissioner’s
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Chief of StaV, Commander Denholm (one of my commanders) and the head of Public AVairs Department
Mr Fedorcio (I cannot remember if AC Yates was present). Prior to the meeting, and during it, it appeared
that Sir Paul, Tim Godwin and Sir Ian Johnston had held an advance meeting before joining the others and
me. I believe this because they arrived in the room together and I felt the meeting had a certain choreography,
as through it had been rehearsed. Mr Godwin chaired the meeting and invited Sir Ian Johnston to brief the
meeting on his initial findings. Sir Ian Johnston stressed his findings were preliminary and could change.

31. Sir Ian started by saying that he was clear the search of the MP’s oYce and his arrest was lawful. He
then indicated that “on balance” he felt the arrest of Damian Green was disproportionate and that he should
have been invited in for an interview. I observed that the key issue was lawfulness and that the issue of
proportionality was a very subjective one. I asked him on what basis he had come to a view that the arrest
may have been disproportionate. He stated that in his view Galley’s conduct amounted to conduct which
should be dealt with as discipline. He stated that the Cabinet OYce had alluded to this when he met with
them (See Confidential Annex)55. I challenged this as it was at odds with my own knowledge and stated that
the Cabinet OYce and the Permanent Secretary at the Home OYce knew of our plans to deal with Galley
by arrest and criminal investigation and had at no time suggested discipline as the appropriate course. I also
stated that the CPS had expressly advised that criminal oVences were in prospect on the information
available at the time and at no time was it suggested that discipline was a more appropriate course than a
criminal investigation. Finally I stated that Galley had alleged that Green had told him not to mention
certain issues and therefore there was a reasonable basis to doubt whether Green could have been relied upon
to cooperate and not seek to hide his or others involvement (In the event Mr Green oVered little cooperation
to the investigation), therefore an invitation to interview was not an appropriate option in the view of the
Gold Group.

32. Sir Ian Johnston did not counter these arguments and I sensed Sir Paul Stephenson becoming agitated
that I could not accept the key elements of Sir Ian Johnston’s analysis on the basis I believed he had got key
facts wrong.

33. I also challenged the claim that the arrest of Green was, on balance disproportionate, using the
arguments detailed in (i)–(x) in paragraph 19 above. Again, I did not feel Sir Ian Johnston’s points on the
proportionality of arrest were convincing and I oVered a number of other points that were actually taken
account of by the Gold Group. I made clear my position that we cannot know whether Galley and Green
are guilty of anything until after a thorough investigation. We appeared to be going around in circles and
at one point I suggested Sir Paul could stop the investigation as Acting Commissioner if he felt so strongly
about it. The meeting became quite tense and Mr Godwin eventually intervened told us all to “take time
out”. There was a short interlude and Sir Paul, Tim Godwin and Ian Johnston went oV together. After a
short while Mr Godwin came back and told us all the meeting was over. The others left and I remained in
the oYce. Mr Godwin left and Sir Paul came into the room and sat with me. He struck up a conversation
and I apologised for all the diYculties we were facing and said I did not count on it all turning as nasty as
it had (meaning the media campaign). Sir Paul said words to the eVect “it is not fatal you know, you could
stop the investigation and withdraw your Commissioner’s application and it—it will all go away/blow
over”. I felt slightly disappointed by this remark as Sir Paul had approved the investigation and arrest and
therefore he could stop the investigation if he felt it was the right thing to do. I told Sir Paul that I did not
anticipate going forward in the selection process. I expressed the view that I did not think it justifiable or
ethical to stop the investigation purely on the basis of a controversy that appeared not to be driven by the
public but by those who may have a vested interest in deterring the police from undertaking such
investigations. I continued to explain what I believed to be the role of the police in this case to establish the
truth and my belief Mr Green had brought the investigation on himself by his own actions. Sir Paul appeared
to accept these points. I reiterated my respect for his position and his right to stop the inquiry. Mr Godwin
then rejoined us and I left the room with Mr Godwin. He said something like “I am sorry about that—that
was not the way to handle things”. I did not know exactly what he meant by it but I sensed some discomfort
on his part. My interpretation was that I had been ambushed and it had backfired.

34. In the days that followed a number of so called “Reference Group” meetings were held to manage
the ongoing controversy. These were usually chaired by Mr Godwin and attended by Sir Paul Stephenson,
myself, Catherine Crawford the Chief Executive of the MPA, Dick Fedorcio (Head of Department of Public
AVairs), John Yates, Caroline Murdoch (Chief of StaV), Commander Denholm and Commander Sawyer.
On one occasion before Christmas Sir Paul chaired the meeting and he and John Yates appeared to argue
for the investigation to be stopped. I said the CPS continues to support the investigation but again
acknowledged the right of the Commissioner to order the investigation to be discontinued. We agreed that
the investigation should continue but were all concerned at the continuing controversy.

35. Sir Ian Johnston’s report of his review was handed to the Acting Commissioner and I on 16 December
2008. Its content was as I had expected, it validated the lawfulness of the arrest of Mr Galley and the search
of his home and the lawfulness of Mr Green’s arrest and the searches relating to him including his
Parliamentary oYce. The report stated the arrest of Galley was proportionate but, in relation to Green stated
“on balance, a potentially better approach was to invite him in for interview under caution by appointment”
and concludes “there is a strong question mark for me over the proportionality for the arrest of Green, given
its timing seven days after Galley’s arrest, and given the level of seriousness of the leaks in which there was

55 Confidential Annex not printed.
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a reasonable basis for a belief that Green was involved”. The report listed seven reasons why the arrest of
Green was proportionate and 15 as to why it was not. I, along with other colleagues strongly challenge this
list. Many of the 15 points to be based on inaccurate information or a limited appreciation of the facts. It
is perfectly possible to cite 15 reasons why it was proportionate to arrest Green which are grounded more
strongly in fact that the 15 cited by Sir Ian Johnston. It appears some of the 15 points relied upon by Sir Ian
have had to be redacted due to factual inaccuracy (See Confidential Annex). In addition it is patently
obvious to anyone who knows the basics of this case that other points cited as reasons to consider the arrest
disproportionate are misleading. Examples of this include the claim that the rationale for arrest in an oYcers
decision log document were not strong—when the Gold Group minutes and other records give much
stronger accounts of the rationale (in any case proportionality is a matter of “fact” that administrative
competence). The delay in eVecting the arrest of Green was in itself a proportionate response as it was
recognised that sensitive legal and procedural issues needed resolved, an immediate arrest without seeking
specialist advice could more strongly be argued as disproportionate than the delay (the Gold Group had
considered the issue of the delay and calculated that Green may well not anticipate arrest and may be
unaware of the extent to which Galley had informed police of his involvement), the suggestion in the report
that the relationship could be interpreted as less than clandestine flies in the face the evidence.

36. I, along with my colleagues, was troubled by a series of inaccuracies and material omissions in the
report including:

(i) the omission of details of the senior level engagement and approval throughout the investigation;

(ii) the omission of key elements of Green’s alleged conduct relevant to the decision to arrest;

(iii) the omission of key elements of the reasoning of the Gold Group which supported arrest (including
Galley’s claim that Green had told him “not to mention” certain matters);

(iv) the omission of evidence which challenged public assertions that Galley and Green were motivated
purely to serve the public interest; and

(v) the inaccurate portrayal of CPS engagement being at a low level (the CPS subject matter expert was
consulted along with a senior lawyer who reports to direct to the DPP) (See Confidential Annex).

I had made these points to Sir Ian Johnston but they did not find their way into his report despite them
being central to questions of proportionality. I can only explain this as being a consequence of the chaos
amidst which the review was conducted. I was, however, left with the feeling that by failing to include this
information the report was in eVect screening out those facts which would make a disproportionate arrest
conclusion diYcult to justify and thereby give credence to incorrect media reporting that I had taken the
investigation and arrests forward without the support of Sir Paul Stephenson (or even against his wishes)
when this was clearly not the case and therefore the investigation was frivolous and ill conceived. The failure
to detail key facts about Galley’s account of Green’s conduct and the full considerations of the Gold Group
in the decision to arrest Green undoubtedly make it easier to assert the arrest was heavy handed or
disproportionate.

37. The CPS was provided with a copy of the report and indicated through Commander Sawyer that they
did not consider it to be central to the question of whether Galley and Green were guilty of any criminal
oVence and they advised the investigation should continue.

Parliamentary Privilege

38. During December 2008 Acting Deputy Commissioner Tim Godwin told me that he was going to
speak with the CPS and ask them to make a decision early because he did not want the MPS to have a
protracted battle with Mr Green’s solicitors and the parliamentary authorities over Parliamentary Privilege,
particularly if the CPS were not going to prosecute. I suggested things must be allowed to take their course
and we need to establish what material the investigation can properly consider in a search for the truth (Mr
Green was resisting any attempt by the investigation to view the content of his computers and documents
seized from his constituency and parliamentary oYces). I believe the CPS did not accept Acting Deputy
Commissioner Godwin’s arguments for a decision to be made on prosecution before the issue of privilege
was determined. The legal arguments in relation to the rights of the police to view material seized from Mr
Green’s parliamentary and constituency oYces were resolved for the purposes of this investigation and
further evidence of the relationship between Green and Galley was discovered when the material was
eventually viewed in March/April 2009. This included e-mails from Green to Galley and vice versa, which
threw further light on the nature of the relationship and the leaks.

39. During the course of the investigation I was aware that senior crown prosecutors were engaged in the
process of consultation with the police in this case and I spoke to one of them informally at a meeting on
other matters and once before the arrest of Mr Green. I also received direct and first hand reports from those
oYcers who liaised with the CPS before and after the arrest of Mr Green and at no time did I sense that the
CPS were anything other than supportive of an investigation. The report by the Chief Inspector of
Constabulary published on 12 October 2009 confirms that “Once it was known a Member of Parliament was
involved the case was kept under constant review at a senior level within the Crown Prosecution Service”.
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40. The DPP took over personal supervision of the case and chaired a case conference where he indicated
it was in the public interest to continue the investigation and he wanted the Parliamentary Privilege issues
resolved so he could view relevant material from Mr Green’s oYces. Commander Sawyer who attended the
conference later attended a meeting with Mr Godwin and I. Mr Godwin remarked that Sir Paul Stephenson
“had gone ballistic and would pull the inquiry anyway”. I expressed incredulity at this asking why it was
that he was not pleased we were getting support for the investigation from the DPP. I also expressed doubt
whether he would “pull” the investigation at this stage.

41. A process to determine what material was relevant to the investigation and what was subject to
parliamentary privilege was agreed with the CPS and the Commons authorities. The matter was complicated
by the existence of private material on the computer removed from Mr Green’s parliamentary oYce.
Eventually matters were resolved suYciently to enable police to examine further material relevant to the
investigation.

42. In February I gave evidence to the Home AVairs Select Committee, which was convened to examine
elements of the investigation of these leaks. The HASC report published on 16 April 2009 oVers regret that
there was a misunderstanding of the law about the police search of Green’s Preliminary oYce and
acknowledges the police had indeed followed the correct procedures after taking appropriate advice.

43. The investigation ultimately continued to its natural conclusion largely due to the continued support
of the CPS and the intervention of the DPP who chose to personally supervise the case. The CPS report was
eventually published on 16 April 2009. The CPS account of the case I believe vindicated the investigation
by concluding the following (taken as unedited paragraph excerpts from the report):

27. In this case, I have concluded that there is evidence upon which a jury might conclude that the
conduct of Mr Galley in passing various documents to Mr Green amounted to a clear breach of
his public duties. The documents in question were clearly restricted and/or confidential and in
leaking the documents to Mr Green, Mr Galley seriously breached the trust placed in him by
the public.

28. I have also concluded that there is evidence upon which a jury might conclude that Mr Green
aided or abetted Mr Galley’s conduct and, in particular, his breach of the public’s trust. There is,
additionally, evidence upon which a jury might conclude that there was an on-going relationship
between Mr Galley and Mr Green, which Mr Green encouraged in the hope and expectation that
Mr Galley would continue to supply restricted and/or confidential information to him.

30. I have concluded that there is evidence upon which a jury might conclude that there was
damage. The integrity of the Home OYce arrangements for handling restricted and/or confidential
information was breached. That caused damage to the proper functioning of the Home OYce,
which was exacerbated by the prolonged period of the alleged leaks, the on-going relationship
between Mr Galley and Mr Green and the sensitivity of the material to which Mr Galley had
access. One of the principal concerns at the Home OYce was that whoever was responsible for the
leaks in question may have had access to Ministerial papers and that there was a potential risk that
highly sensitive material relating to national security might be disclosed. This damage should not
be underestimated and once the pattern of leaks was established in this case, it was inevitable that
a police investigation would follow.

37. My conclusion should not be misunderstood. The unauthorised leaking of restricted and/or
confidential information is not beyond the reach of the criminal law. The fact that the overall
evidence of damage or potential damage in this case is not such that the oVence of misconduct in
public oYce is made out should not be taken to mean that the absence of suYcient damage actual
or potential will always lead to a decision not to prosecute. Where the threshold identified in the
case of AG’s Reference No 3 of 2003 is met, a criminal prosecution would be justified. Each case
will have to be carefully considered on its facts. My conclusion is simply that, on the particular
facts of this case, there is no realistic prospect of a conviction against either Mr Galley or Mr Green.

38. In coming to a conclusion in this case, it has not been necessary for me to resolve the question
of the legality of the searches of Mr Galley’s home address and Mr Green’s home address, his
Constituency oYces and at his Parliamentary oYce. I do not propose to do so. However, as noted
above, once the pattern of leaks was established in this case it was inevitable that a police
investigation would follow. There has been a thorough investigation and, without it, I would not
have been able to reach a conclusion on the particular facts of this case.

46. The Home AVairs Select Committee report was published on the same day and commented (taken
as an excerpt from the report):

10. The leaks continued in September 2008. The Home OYce continued to hold inquiries into
them, in parallel with the discussions between Sir David and the Cabinet OYce. These discussions
highlighted the fact that, in addition to the damage to confidence and a potential threat to national
security from the 20 or so leaks about which the Home OYce was concerned, the Cabinet OYce
was worried about other leaks “not of Home OYce documents, but of a series of other material
across Government, which did have a national security classification”, copies of which had been
held by the Home OYce. As a result of all these considerations, the Cabinet OYce advised that the
matter should be referred to the police. Sir David agreed, and on 8 October 2008 the Director of
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Security and Intelligence at the Cabinet OYce wrote to the Assistant Commissioner Specialist
Operations at the Metropolitan Police, asking whether the police would consider agreeing to an
investigation into a series of leaks “probably originating in the Home OYce”, which were causing
considerable concern to the Cabinet Secretary.

11. The letter to the police said:

“A number of recent leak investigations, including some conducted by your oYcers, have
raised questions about the security of sensitive information in the Home OYce. Whilst not
all the leaks that concern us merit, taken individually, investigation by the police, we are
concerned that there is an individual or individuals in the Home OYce with access to
sensitive material who is (are) prepared to leak that information. We are in no doubt that
there has been considerable damage to national security already as a result of some of these
leaks and we are concerned that the potential for future damage is significant [our italics].
The risk of leaking is having an impact on the eYcient and eVective conduct of Government
business, aVecting the ability of Ministers and senior oYcials to have full and frank
discussions on sensitive matters and undermining necessary trust. You will not be surprised
to hear that we are also concerned that there must be risk to information about sensitive
operations which, if leaked, could give rise to grave damage.”

In relation to the police search of Green’s parliamentary oYce the report said:

“It is very regrettable that there should have been any misunderstanding over the issue of consent
to search Parliamentary premises, but, in seeking consent before applying for a warrant, the police
were following the procedure set down in statute”.

47. During the course of 2009 I became aware that Sir Paul Stephenson had agreed to remove Mr Green’s
DNA from the national database and also publish the report from Sir Ian Johnston of the review. Whilst
curious as to the rationale to remove the DNA record, as DNA is usually retained on record when a person
is arrested, whether or not they are charged, I was concerned as to the motivation of the MPS to publish a
report that is heavily disputed and by any test is perfunctory (largely due to the circumstances and timescales
of its production). The omissions in the report had the obvious potential to create a misleading account of
this investigation and therefore redactions of the inaccuracies alone were not eVective in addressing this.
Other more comprehensive records of the facts and the discovery of further evidence have superseded the
Johnston Review report. An example of how the report can create a false impression is the suggestion in the
report published on 12 October 2009 by Her Majesty’s Chief Inspector of Constabulary, which recommends
a series of checks and balances, which the Johnston review implies, by omission, did not occur when, in fact,
significant elements had in fact occurred in this case. I wrote to the MPS setting out my concerns that the
public would be misled by the report’s publication. The initial response, received from AC Yates, did not
deal with the issue of omissions. I wrote a second time and the reply appeared to lay the matter at Sir Ian
Johnston’s door. Crucially the report of the Chief Inspector of Constabulary did not seek to test the
reliability of the Johnston review.

48. I welcome any eVort to improve protocols between the Cabinet OYce, the police and the CPS in
relation to leak inquiries. I am however unconvinced that the recommendations in the Chief Inspector of
Constabulary’s report can address the fundamental issues at the heart of this controversial case, namely, the
fact that it is clearly possible for the leaking of restricted or confidential material to constitute a serious
criminal oVence (see DPP judgement in this case dated 16 April 2009) and, where a suspected leaker, or serial
leaker, has access to material that, if leaked, would undermine national security, a duty to investigate is
clearly created and in cases like this, where the leaker deceives internal investigators, the use of more
intrusive police powers is likely to be required. I question the appetite to remove the criminal sanction for
leaking only restricted or confidential as this can still create significant damage. The DPP suggested strongly
that such people are “not beyond the reach of the criminal law” (DPP 16 April 2009). To do so would, in
eVect, leave us to hope that leakers “leaked responsibly”, the criminal law only being invoked only after
OYcial Secrets Act material was leaked and more serious damage done.

49. It remains my view that the MPS had no practical alternative but to investigate the claims made by
the Cabinet OYce and the Home OYce Permanent Secretary. Whilst the Home AVairs Select Committee
suggested the Cabinet OYce exaggerated the risk to national security, it remains a fact that there was a serial
leaker at work in the Home OYce who had access to sensitive material and there was no way of knowing
whether this person had already or would in future leak sensitive and damaging information to national
security—therefore an investigation was indeed inevitable. The Cabinet OYce complaint did not make
reference to “embarrassing material” or the “smooth running of Government” terms apparently coined by
others. Whilst the complaint suggested there had been considerable damage to national security, it also
emphasised the impact on the eYcient and eVective conduct of Government business due to eVects on the
ability of Ministers and senior oYcials to have discussions on sensitive matters and the undermining of trust.
Therefore the only way to establish i) the degree of damage caused ii) the precise extent and nature of the
leaks iii) whether national security had been, or was still at serious risk of being compromised, and iv)
whether oVences under either the OYcial Secrets Act or Common Law (Misconduct in a Public OYce) had
been committed was through a thorough investigation. The role of the police is to investigate if a threshold
of suspicion is reached that an oVence may have been committed and there is an operational justification to
devote resources. The threshold was clearly reached in this case. The conduct of both Galley and Green was
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such that they came under legitimate police investigation. The purpose of an investigation is to establish
the truth. If the truth is established the police have done their job irrespective of whether this results in a
prosecution.

50. The public controversy surrounding Mr Green’s arrest was largely built on a proposition that Mr
Green had acted entirely innocently and with integrity at all times and was merely doing his public duty to
hold the Government to account. I believe the facts support a diVerent interpretation and justify the
investigation.

51. There have been suggestions from some quarters that the police fail if a person arrested is not charged
or prosecuted following an investigation. This is a dangerous proposition as it fails to recognise how
procedural law and due process is constructed to make the search for truth (establishing innocence equally
alongside guilt) the primary goal rather than prosecution or conviction.

52. It has been suggested that, after the scoping exercise, the five leaks of a lower than “secret”
classification that appeared to be attributable to Galley, could have been referred back to the Cabinet OYce
for investigation. However, this does not recognise the fact that Galley had already lied to internal
investigators (apparently boasting to Mr Green of this fact) and they had failed to make even a discipline
case against him. The police would at this point be taking Galley on trust that he had not leaked other more
sensitive material rather than verifying this by completing the investigation. This and the fact it was, by then,
suspected he was stealing documents from a safe and intercepting letters from a Secretary of State to a Prime
Minister made it obvious a police investigation was necessary. This is why, in my view, Sir Paul Stephenson
was right to agree the terms of reference for the investigation with DAC Dick.

53. Finally I have read the commentary in the report by Denis O’Connor, the Chief Inspector of
Constabulary, in relation to the long established principle of policing “without fear or favour”. The report
suggests “the police need to be able to retain their impartiality and exercise discretion acting ‘without fear
or favour’. In doing so they need to be confident of moving from a ‘without fear or favour’ approach based
on intentions to one that also considers the likely realisation and outcomes”. The commentary suggests good
intentions are not enough (although I would argue it is a good start point). It is unclear whether this is
suggesting the application of a new and diVerent test in cases involving MPs or even a wider range of high
profile cases. The risk I believe the Police Service must avoid is being seen to bend its principles when there
is controversy and powerful stakeholders are involved. If the threshold to discontinue an investigation is to
change from the existing test (ie is it legal, necessary, proportionate and accountable) then this must surely
be applied to all citizens in all cases. Ultimately I consider that the key lessons arising from this case are less
about new protocols and more about standards in public life and the duty of the police to act operationally
independently of politicians.

11 December 2009

Letter to the Chairman ot the Committee from the Clerk of the House

I am writing to you to comment on one specific matter in my evidence to the Committee concerning the
circumstances in which I learned of the arrest of Mr Green on the afternoon of 27 November 2008 referred
to, in passing, in the recent evidence of the Serjeant-at-Arms.

The Committee will know from the evidence it has before it, that I had not been consulted either by the
then Speaker or the Serjeant that day, nor had I had any contact with the police throughout the period of
the events being examined. I had no knowledge of the events of that morning. On that afternoon, while
working on my computer screen, the television was on in my oYce as I was following the news. I usually do
so on the Sky News channel. My secretary recollects that on learning of that particular matter, I rushed out
of my oYce into the adjoining room and asked her to find the Serjeant at once.

To the best of my knowledge and belief, I saw the matter on Sky News but I accept that is possible I saw
it on another channel. At all events, I confirm the material point of my evidence that before that time I had
no knowledge of the events of the morning, or of Mr Green’s arrest, and on learning about it summoned
the Serjeant-at-Arms at once.

Malcolm Jack
Clerk of the House & Chief Executive

11 December 2009

Written evidence from Assistant Commissioner Cressida Dick QPM, Metropolitan Police Service

1. I have been asked to attend the Committee on Issue of Privilege (Police Searches on the Parliamentary
Estate) on 18 January. I understand the Committee will wish to focus on my involvement in the scoping
exercise and formulation of the terms of reference for the investigation which led to the search at Mr Damian
Green MP’s oYce on the Parliamentary Estate.

2. This short statement is intended to assist the Committee by giving some further details of these early
stages. I also outline the extent of my involvement in the leak enquiry overall.
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3. At the material time, I was Deputy Assistant Commissioner Specialist Operations (DACSO) in the
Metropolitan Police Service (MPS). There were two DACs in SO at the time—DAC John McDowall who
was the National Co-ordinator for Terrorist Investigations and me. I was responsible for Security and
Protection. I was AC Quick’s nominated deputy when he was away, acting as Assistant Commissioner in
his absence.

4. On 9 October 2008, AC Quick briefed me about several matters that he wished me to be aware of and
progress in his absence as he was due to travel abroad the following day on oYcial business. One of these
matters was a potential sensitive leak enquiry referred to AC Quick by the Cabinet OYce apparently relating
to the Home OYce.

5. He asked me to oversee this in his absence and ensure the Senior Investigating OYcer (SIO) was
properly supported and resourced and to contact the Cabinet OYce and make sure they understood that we
would initially limit MPS involvement to scoping before deciding on whether to undertake any
investigation. I was also to brief the then Deputy Commissioner, Sir Paul Stephenson. AC Quick and I
agreed that it would be important that, were it appropriate for us to mount an investigation, clear terms of
reference for such an investigation were written by the MPS and agreed with the Cabinet OYce.

6. I read the letter of 8 October 2008 (erroneously dated 8 September) from Mr Chris Wright, Director
of Security at the Cabinet OYce, to AC Quick. I subsequently spoke to Chris Wright to outline what I saw
as the next steps. I also described the kind of issues we would consider in deciding whether to mount an
investigation. There was no doubt in my mind that Mr Wright fully understood that any decision to
investigate was an operational decision which would be made independently by the police on behalf of the
Commissioner.

7. I also briefed the Deputy Commissioner who supported the staged process—ie firstly, a scoping
exercise to establish what, if any, oVence had been committed and whether an investigation was a proper
use of police resources. This would be followed, if appropriate, by an investigation with clear terms of
reference made known to the Cabinet OYce. I should perhaps add that this formal approach is entirely
normal in sensitive and/or complex enquiries and is, in fact, only a slightly more formal version of our every
day process where someone wishes to report what they believe to be a crime. The Deputy Commissioner was
particularly concerned that the MPS did not become involved in an investigation which appeared only to
involve “conduct” matters ie anything where no substantive crime appeared to have been committed. He
also indicated he wanted to be consulted before any decision was made to investigate and he wanted to be
aware of the terms of reference.

8. In the following days I had several conversations with the Senior Investigating OYcer. He and his
deputy were undertaking the scoping exercise which involved meeting Cabinet OYce oYcials and examining
material relating to the alleged leaks. They conducted background research and held discussions with the
Crown Prosecution Service. In addition, the SIO was identifying the resources he might need were he to
begin an investigation and starting to define structure and systems that might allow him to conduct such a
sensitive and confidential enquiry eVectively.

9. On 29 October 2008, Mr Wright wrote to me (in a letter I understand the Committee has seen) making
it clear that he understood that a scoping exercise would take place and that he understood the proposed
terms of reference. These terms had been written by the SIO—he had earlier consulted me in relation to them.
They had also been discussed by the SIO with Mr Wright’s Deputy.

10. The scoping exercise revealed that, of the 31 leaks initially identified, 5 appeared to be linked. It
appeared that Christopher Galley was one of only a very few people who were in a position to leak the
relevant material. The leaks appeared to be to diVerent journalists at diVerent newspapers. A common
feature was that each newspaper article contained comments from Conservative spokespeople.

11. In relation to these five identified leaks, the initial view from the CPS was that OYcial Secrets Act
oVences might not be made out. However, the advice was that the oVence of misconduct in public oYce
appeared to have been committed. Clearly, this advice was not definitive, as it never would be at such an
early stage.

12. I was familiar with the oVence of misconduct in public oYce having had knowledge of cases in relation
to police oYcers and other public oYcials. It has been used in a wide variety of circumstances including
financial and sexual misconduct as well as unauthorised disclosures of information.

13. I discussed the progress of the scoping exercise with AC Quick (upon his return from abroad) and the
Deputy Commissioner. Both were content that it was appropriate to move from scoping to active
investigation and I made that decision at the beginning of November 2008. I also discussed the draft terms of
reference with both of them and they were content. I therefore confirmed the terms of reference with the SIO.

14. The investigation was started as there were grounds to suspect that a crime, or crimes, had been
committed and on the basis of what we knew at that time, a suspect might be identified and there was a
reasonable prospect that suYcient evidence might become available to support a successful prosecution. The
resources required by the MPS to investigate such a matter were a reasonable and proportionate use of public
money. It also appeared that the oVences were not trivial and regarded seriously by the complainant hence
the complainant was prepared to assist the investigation and support a potential prosecution. Finally, the
identified suspect was in a highly trusted position with access to very sensitive material. The apparent
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misconduct did not appear to be an isolated event but a pattern of behaviour over a period of time. It was
reasonable to suspect that he might have stolen, disclosed or be in improper possession of secret or
sensitive material.

15. I rang Mr Wright and told him that the MPS would be going ahead with the investigation according
to the terms of reference. At no time did Mr Wright seek to put pressure on me or the SIO to launch a criminal
investigation nor did he or his staV seek improperly to influence the terms of reference.

16. On 12 November 2008 I agreed with AC Quick that the SIO and his Detective Chief Superintendent
should hereon report to DAC McDowall and that I should have no further involvement in the investigation.
This decision was made as AC Quick was fully available, the investigating oYcers all normally came under
DAC McDowall’s command and I was due to go abroad for several days. I informed Mr Wright that DAC
McDowall was now the ACPO OYcer for the investigation and that I would take no further part.

17. Mr Galley was arrested whilst I was abroad. Quite properly, I was not consulted about this, nor was
I told about it until after I returned to the UK.

18. I had no further involvement in (or briefing on) the investigation until 25 November 2008 when AC
Quick asked me to attend the “Gold Group” meetings on the following day to discuss the potential arrest
of Mr Damian Green MP and the associated searches of his various premises. My role at these Gold Group
meetings was to challenge and submit ideas. I was not a decision maker although I fully supported the
decisions made and the rationale for them.

19. On the evening of 26 November and the morning of 27 November 2008 I was fully engaged with the
MPS response to the terrorist attacks in Mumbai.

20. I was not briefed on the progress of the searches or the attempts to locate Mr Green during the
morning of 27 November. However, as AC Quick was engaged with other important operational matters
that afternoon, he asked me to brief various people once Mr Green had been arrested. This I did. I was also
present later that day when AC Quick briefed Kit Malthouse of the MPA about the day’s events.

21. I had no further involvement in the investigation, submissions to CPS or related MPS decision
making. My subsequent involvement was limited to speaking to Mr (now Sir Ian) Johnston as part of his
review and to Denis O’Connor for the HMIC review.

18 January 2010

Memorandum from the Rt Hon the Lord Martin of Springburn

Evidence of Dr Malcolm Jack the Clerk of the House

From the observations made by Committee members during the Clerk of the House Dr Jack’s
examination, it is apparent the two key issues I feel compelled to comment on have already been grasped by
the Committee. Nonetheless, I consider it appropriate that I formally submit a rebuttal (a) to the suggestion
that it was my desire or direction for the search to be conducted (answer to Q371) and (b) there was no
opportunity or authority for the Clerk to attempt to stop the search (answer to Q352).

Placing the matter in context, I support the Clerk’s pragmatic colloquialism that his key duty and
professional responsibility was to ‘protect’ the OYce of Speaker through proactive advice (Q221) which may
include a proposal to convene meetings of relevant senior oYcers (Q246). I am also comforted to note the
unreserved apology tendered by the Clerk (Q216) that matters were not better handled on this occasion.

Support for Search

As the Committee is aware, on the Wednesday I had been alerted to the planned arrest of an unnamed
Member by police oYcers who investigate terrorism, but it was only on the Thursday that I learned from
the Serjeant which Member was involved and that his Parliamentary oYce was to be searched that day. This
was the first time the subject of search had been raised in any context. I stress the Serjeant advised me of
these facts—she did not seek my support or authorisation. She added that she was actually speaking in the
presence of a police oYcer.

On receiving this short briefing, I was mindful that if there was any likelihood of potential risk of harm
to the reputation of the OYce of Speaker, it was the Clerk’s duty to discharge his responsibilities as
articulated by him to the Committee and noted above.

It was my reasonable expectation that the Sergeant would have liaised with her senior manager Dr Jack
and that he would have taken the level of responsibility commensurate with his role. I reasonably expected
the ongoing or proposed police action would have been confirmed by the Serjeant and Clerk as legal,
proportionate and necessary. This would have included confirmation that the search was to be conducted
under authority of a warrant issued by the competent legal authority.

Had I been requested or invited to formally support or authorize the search, which I was not, I believe I
would have sought formal confirmation of these reasonable expectations.

Had I received such confirmation, and in the absence of any contrary advice from the Clerk, only then
might I have very reluctantly acquiesced to the police action.
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As the Committee is well aware, from the time of my statement to the House on 3 December 2008 till
today I have been unable to envisage any circumstances in which I would or could have supported or
encouraged any OYcer of the House to consent to a search being conducted within the precincts of
Parliament without a warrant.

As this was my unequivocal position during November 2008, I consider it beyond reason for anyone to
suggest there had existed any credible belief that my desire or direction was for this search to be conducted.

Stopping the Search

The Clerk suggests (Q352) there was no authority whatsoever for him to stop the search. He appears to
substantially base this on his interpretation of the extent of delegated authority existing within the OYce
of Speaker.

I have some diYculty with this assertion particularly when the Clerk had already utilised his own
initiative and influence to pause the search, no matter how briefly, and cause an amendment to be inserted
in the paperwork supporting the search activity.

Even in its widest sense, provision of consent will rarely be binding for all time. The person providing
consent surely has the basic legal right to review their decision and amend it, particularly in the event of
changing circumstances.

Therefore once the Clerk was aware that the search was being conducted without warrant, I suggest at
the very least he had the ability and authority, in consultation with the Serjeant who had signed the consent
form, to request the police pause their actions until the decision to consent was urgently reviewed by a wider
forum, including myself. Such action would have been wholly in keeping with the Clerk’s comments at Q221
and Q246.

I accept the police oYcers involved may have concluded the search must continue, however, faced with
formal withdrawal of consent, it would have been their responsibility to then obtain a search warrant or
articulate the alternative legal authority under which they were now operating.

In addition to these points I would like to briefly make reference to two Questions with regard to the
Clerk’s evidence:

Q278 I fully expected the Serjeant as the oYcer who approached me to have kept the Clerk and the Clerk
Assistant fully informed.

Q308 I put the question to the Serjeant and the Clerk chose to intervene. My question related to the whole
serious situation and was not restricted to the narrow definition of the PACE code.

15 January 2010

Supplementary Note from the Clerk of the House

PRIVILEGE ISSUES IN A BROADER FRAMEWORK

1. It may be helpful to add a further, brief note on the possibility of statutory solution to matters that
have arisen during the Committee’s evidence sessions.

Three Specific Matters

2. The two principal areas of the Committee’s concern have been the matter of admissibility of evidence
in court and the status of a Speaker’s Protocol governing procedure in the case of search warrants in respect
of Members’ oYces. A further matter, of Members’ correspondence, has also been discussed in evidence.

3. On the question of admissibility of evidence before the courts, in my oral evidence I quoted the
provision of the Australian Parliamentary Privileges Act (section 16 (4)) prohibiting the production of
documents prepared for submission and submitted to a House or a committee as evidence before a court or
a tribunal.56 That could be a statutory model to follow for that specific matter.

4. Sir Alan Beith raised the possibility that statutory provision could lead to litigation which is
undoubtedly a risk. On the other hand, the Australian experience does not suggest that too much diYculty
has been created by the existence of this particular provision.57

5. So far as the Speaker’s Protocol is concerned, my view, which I expressed in evidence, is that since its
application would not be likely to require an immediate decision on a privilege matter and concerned
formalities, albeit important ones, a code developed with the police should suYce to deal with the immediate
issues surrounding the serving of a warrant and its consideration by the Speaker.58

56 Q 1029
57 Q 1031
58 Qq 1016, 1045
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6. The further matter of Members’ correspondence with constituents needs to be seen in the context of
the duties of a modern Member of Parliament. Communication with constituents is a prime part of those
duties. Correspondence is not covered by parliamentary privilege unless it relates directly to proceedings.
The Joint Committee on Parliamentary Privilege drew attention to diYculties in defining correspondence
and preferred to rest on the existing status quo that correspondence should remain unprotected by
parliamentary privilege as is the case in most Commonwealth countries. However, it would be possible to
revisit that matter in the context of consideration of a Privileges Act.59

Wider Context of a Privileges Act

7. Should the Committee wish to pursue the statutory route in any of the above matters, it might be useful
to draw attention to the wider context of a Privileges Act in which they might be set.

8. A Privileges Act was recommended by the Joint Committee on Parliamentary Privilege in 1999. One
of its main arguments in favour of such an Act (in addition to its important drawing together of privilege
issues including a codification of contempt) would be to make it easier for both Members of Parliament and
the Electorate to understand the meaning and importance of parliamentary privilege by setting out an
“accessible code”.60

9. Since that time a number of further arguments in support of a statute have been advanced including
the need to redefine boundaries between Parliament and the courts in the light of increased interventions by
the House in proceedings to prevent, for example, the use of select committee evidence as the basis of
litigation.61 A similar increase in cases of this sort in the period prior to 1987 led to the passing of the
Australian act. Although statutory regulation, as has been mentioned (in paragraph 4 above) has its own
risk, there is no reason to suppose that the courts would wish to intrude into matters clearly defined as the
domain of Parliament, provided Parliament, for its part, recognises the domain of the courts.

10. Three further specific matters could also be dealt with in a Privileges Act. The first concerns the
relationship of privilege to the oVence of bribery, recently considered by a Joint Committee of both Houses
with a recommendation that a Privileges Act “would be the most appropriate place to address the potential
evidential problem in relation to bribery oVences”.62

11. The second might be a return to issues raised from Section 13 of the Defamation Act 1996, considered
by the Joint Committee of Parliamentary Privilege 1999 which recommended a new statutory provision
enabling the House and not any individual, to waive parliamentary privilege in court proceedings.63

12. Finally, there is the matter of the future cases before the European Court of Human Rights which I
referred to in my evidence.64 In the case of A v United Kingdom in which the principle of freedom of speech
was upheld, it is clear from the judgements that the court would be more impressed by a modern statute
protecting that essential privilege but one which also gave some acknowledgement to the expectation, in the
interests of fairness, for a system of redress.65 Other implications of how Article 6 (1) of the European
Convention on Human Rights (ECHR) impacts upon privilege were considered by the Joint Committee on
Human Rights in its report on the Parliamentary Standards Bill in June 2009. The Joint Committee’s report
should also be considered in respect of requirements of fairness under the ECHR in relation to parliamentary
privilege.66

13. These wider matters would require detailed examination and consultation before being worked into
statutory provision. In its report on the Parliamentary Standards Bill, the Justice Select Committee has
warned of the dangers of piecemeal reform and the need for a “proper understanding of the position and
role of Parliament in relation to the institutions of the State”.67 It is in this wider context that any specific
recommendations on statutory provisions the Committee might make, should be seen.

Malcolm Jack

28 January 2010

Supplementary memorandum by Lord Martin of Springburn

I have followed closely the evidence which the Committee has received during its enquiry. I hope in the
circumstances that the Committee will permit me to submit these further points for clarification.

My comments on the evidence submitted by the Serjeant at Arms, Ms Jill Pay, relate to the paragraph
numbers in her memorandum to the Committee.

59 Q 1043
60 See Joint Committee on Parliamentary Privilege 1998–99, HL Paper 43–I, HC 214 I, paras 378 to 385
61 For examples of recent interventions see my Memorandum to the Committee, Ev 125 para 21, footnote 25
62 Joint Committee on Draft Bribery Bill, First Report, Session 2008–09, HL Paper 115–1, HC 430–1, para 228
63 See Joint Committee on Parliamentary Privilege 1998–99, HL Paper 43–I, HC 214 I, paras 60–82
64 Q 1079
65 For an account of the case, see Erskine May 23rd edition 2004, p. 199
66 Joint Committee on Human Rights, Nineteenth Report, Session 2008–09, HL Paper 124, HC 844
67 Justice Committee, Eleventh Report, Session 2008–09, HC 923, para 95
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Paragraph 6 (Meeting with the Speaker on 26 November): This paragraph indicates that the Serjeant
informed me that the Police were intending to arrest “a senior Member of Parliament, a Conservative” and
that “they would want to search his Westminster oYces….after the arrest”. I would like to emphasise that
on 26 November, contrary to the Serjeant’s recollection, I was not told of the Member’s party aYliation or
his seniority. In addition, the Serjeant made no mention of the proposed search until the following day, 27
November. The assertion that she mentioned a search on this occasion is incorrect.

The same point arises in paragraph 21 of the Serjeant’s memorandum which describes the telephone call
she made to me later on 26 November. No mention of a search was made until the following day.

I regard this as an important point; and I am in no doubt about the very limited nature of the Serjeant’s
initial reports to me on 26 November.

Paragraphs 7 to 11 (Meeting with Police on 26 November): I would like to stress that I had no knowledge
of the Serjeant’s very important discussion with the four Police oYcers on 26 November. If I had known
that the four oYcers were present; and that the Police had proposed a search of the Westminster oYce on the
basis of personal consent by the Serjeant and without a warrant (unlike the searches of the other premises), I
would certainly have realised then before the search took place that all was not well with the process, and
that urgent consultations with oYcials were essential before the matter went any further.

Again, if I had known that the Serjeant “felt under considerable pressure” at this key moment in the series
of events, I would have intervened.

Paragraph 18 (Letter to accompany the consent): The Committee will recall that in my own evidence I
asked about the existence of the two letters from the Serjeant. I had no knowledge at any time of the first
letter from the Serjeant which accompanied her consent.

Paragraph 19 (Meeting at the Serjeant’s residence): It might be worth mentioning here that the residence
of the Serjeant is next to the residence of the Clerk of the House, and the residence of the Speaker’s Secretary
is nearby. These residences are provided to enable senior staV to be available on site when needed whatever
the hour. In view of the unease felt by the Serjeant, it is unfortunate that the opportunity was not taken early
on 27 November for urgent consultations between these staV.

Paragraph 23 (Telephone call early on 27 November): I would like to make the following comments on
this and subsequent paragraphs:

— The Serjeant informed me, in what was a brief telephone call, that the Member to be arrested was
Damian Green; that a single police oYcer (not four oYcers) was present with her; and that “a
search of his oYce will take place today”.

— There was no mention of a consent form; and I would like to reiterate that I definitely assumed
that the search had been authorised through the issue of a warrant—the usual procedure for a
police search. I had been given no information to lead me to suppose that such a procedure had
not been followed.

— If the Committee will permit me to say so, I have found it disturbing to learn that the Serjeant
rehearsed what she planned to say to me with the four Police oYcers; and that the oYcers were
able to listen to her conversation with me. This surely cannot be right.

Paragraph 28 (Events later on 27 November): The Serjeant indicates that she told Malcolm Jack that she
“had consulted with the Speaker on three occasions”. In fact, in her three conversations with me the Serjeant
simply conveyed information to me. This was not consultation in any sense that a Member of Parliament
would understand, that is to say seeking an opinion, advice or approval.

The lateness of the information which I received from the Serjeant early on 27 November gave me very
little opportunity to intervene and seek full details of what was being proposed. As Sir Malcolm Rifkind
noted in his question Q 731, it would have been “reasonable and fair” for me to have been informed at the
earliest opportunity. If I had been informed late on 25 November or in the course of 26 November, I would
have arranged for consultations with the senior staV involved, including Counsel. I was available in the
House of Commons throughout 25 November; and on my mobile phone on 26 November.

In response to question Q 804 by Anne CoVey MP, the Serjeant said that no information had been kept
from me “apart from the conversation that we did not have, about a warrant”. In fact the evidence shows
that:

— I was not informed of the Serjeant’s crucial meetings with police oYcers or of the details of those
meetings.

— I was not informed of the approach which the Serjeant made to the Clerk Assistant and
subsequently the Clerk of the House and the advice which the Clerk gave.

— I was not aware that the four police oYcers were privy to my conversation with the Serjeant on 27
November or that the Serjeant had rehearsed with them how she should report the matter to me.

January 2010
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E-mail from Professor A W Bradley to the Clerk of the Committee

Thank you for your regular e-mail message regarding the oral evidence given to the Committee. I have
now been able to view this Monday’s session on Parliament-live, although I have not seen the transcript.
The Committee is surely in an excellent position, in the light of all the evidence that it has received, to report
fully on the events aVecting Mr Green.

I venture to comment that (by way of contrast) the evidence given to the Committee has not explored in
depth all the general issues relating to parliamentary privilege that potentially arise from the Green aVair.
That there is a need for measures to make it diYcult for such events to occur again is undoubted; and a
recommendation that there is a need for legislation on parliamentary privilege would be justifiable.

However, several issues arising from the interface between parliamentary privilege and the ordinary
process of criminal law are not easy to resolve—and they were not considered by the Joint Committee on
Parliamentary Privilege in 1998–99. You will already be aware of my Opinion that Mr Green included in
his written evidence. I doubt whether these issues were resolved by the Attorney General in her advice of
April 2009.

I mention just one reason for referring to this doubt again here, since the point has featured several times
in evidence given to the Committee. This is the bald statement that Article 9 of the Bill of Rights is a matter
for the courts to interpret, “just like any other statute”. This misses the point that Article 9 is not just like
any other statute. It contains an expression of a fundamental constitutional principle that arguably has a
stronger claim today than Magna Carta to be regarded as a foundation of our parliamentary democracy.

From Article 9 can be derived a number of legal rules (not merely the protection from defamation that it
gives to MPs in debate). A constitutional document of this kind must surely be regarded as a “living
instrument”, which has to be interpreted in the light of changing constitutional needs. Since Article 9 directly
aVects the work of Parliament, the view that the elected House may take of what it currently needs to
perform its constitutional functions will be relevant when issues of interpretation (for example, as to the
meaning of “proceedings in Parliament”) arise in the courts.

Two other brief points may reinforce the foregoing. First, there are important areas of parliamentary
privilege which do not derive from Article 9 (as the Clerk of the House recognised on Monday) and the
content of which is not to be regarded as frozen over the centuries. Secondly, while it must be for a court
ultimately to interpret Article 9 should a disputed issue to which it is relevant come before it for decision,
this does not directly bear upon what happens before the matter reaches that stage (and when there may be
a need for the House to give a lead as to what good constitutional practice requires).

21 January 2010

Letter from the Serjeant at Arms to the Clerk of the Committee

I have seen the Supplementary Memorandum PSPE 27 from Lord Martin of Springburn; I have no
further comment to make and my written and oral evidence to the Committee stands.

I would be gratefule if you would lay this letter before the Committee.

Jill Pay

10 February 2010

Minute to the Speaker of the House of Commons from the Clerk of the House

In Confidence

Arrest of a Member

1. Privilege of freedom from arrest has not been allowed to interfere with the administration of criminal
justice (May 119).

2. Mr Speaker is notified when a Member has been arrested. The Speaker informs the House by laying
any communication on the Table.

Use of Search Warrants within the Precincts

3. The Speaker should be consulted and agree to any action being taken in the Palace.

4. A search warrant must:

(a) be a formal document;

(b) specify the material sought and its relevance to the charge brought;

(c) give reasons for believing that the material would be found on the premises; and
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(d) not conflict with the privileges of the House or individual Members.

There should be a detailed schedule of the material removed, detailing its reference to the charges
brought.

A Member should be given a copy of the search warrant as soon as practicable after the search.

Malcolm Jack

27 November 2008

Letter to the Chair of the Committee from Ms Jacqy Sharpe, Clerk of Committees

I have read the evidence given by the Clerk of the House on Wednesday 24 February. There appears to
be some confusion between the time at which the search of a Member’s oYce was made public and the time
at which Mr Green’s arrest was announced, and I hope your Committee might therefore find it helpful to
know that I saw television coverage of a Member’s oYce being searched sometime after 2.15 pm on the
afternoon of Thursday 27 November 2008. As soon as I saw the coverage I went to the Clerk’s oYce to check
that he was aware that a search was taking place. I went specifically for this purpose and had no other reason
to call on the Clerk. I was informed by the Clerk’s secretary that he had seen the coverage; when I talked to
the Clerk it was clear that he had had by then spoken to the Serjeant.

Jacqy Sharpe

1 March 2010

Letter to the Chair of the Committee from Mr James Rhys, Clerk of the Work and Pensions Committee

I am writing in connection with evidence given to your Committee by Dr Malcolm Jack, the Clerk of the
House on Wednesday 24 February concerning the precise time at which news of the search of Mr Green’s
oYces and his arrest became known.

My recollection of the day (27 November 2008) is not precise, and I do not recall exactly how I heard that
the search had been conducted and the arrest had been made. However, I am certain that, by the time I
returned home in the evening (typically at around 6.30 pm), and when I caught the evening news, I was
already aware that at least the search had taken place (I do not recall whether I was already aware of the
arrest). I am sorry that I do not recall how I learned this news, but my best recollection is that it was through
some form of news medium, and was not from any other source.

James Rhys

1 March 2010

Letter to the Chair of the Committee from Mr Peter Mason, Parliamentary Security Co-ordinator

Further to the evidence given by the Clerk of the House to your Committee on Wednesday 24 February
about the time the media first reported Police activity relating to an MP on Thursday 27 November 2008,
it might be helpful to set out my recollections, and those of my executive oYcer, Mr Mark Harvey.

On 26 November, the terrorist attacks in Mumbai took place. The next day there was much media
comment and analysis of this event, and its aftermath. I watched much of this on my oYce screen. I too
recall, and so does Mark, the news about police activity relating to an MP being carried during the early
afternoon of the 27th. What neither of us recalls is which media channel we were watching at the time.

After the news item had appeared, I explained to Mark that the police had alerted me to such a possibility
a couple of days earlier. I had received a clear assurance that the Serjeant at Arms was in discussion with
the police about this, and had been for some time. I understood that the matter related to a security issue
in the Home OYce—a leak inquiry—and did not relate to the security of Parliament, but to the alleged
activity in connection with that matter by an MP. I judged that this was a matter for the Serjeant and that
she was correctly engaged with the police. Mark recalls this conversation clearly and that occurred during
the early afternoon of the 27th.

Peter Mason
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